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LAWS.

I.

That the Society formed be called the Palaeontographical Society, and that it shall have for

its objects the illustration and description of British Fossil Organic Remains.

II.

Each Subscriber of One Guinea, or more, annually, shall be considered a Member of the

Society. Such subscription to be paid in advance, and shall be due on the 1st day of January,

1 847, and each succeeding year.

III.

A Member shall, for each Guinea subscribed annually, be entitled to one copy of every

publication issued by the Society, for the year to vihich his subscription relates. But no

Member shall be entitled to receive his copy, or copies, until his subscription has been paid.

IV.

The number of copies of the Society's publications shall be limited to the number of

Members, unless otherwise directed bv the Council.

The business of the Society shall be conducted by a President, Treasurer, Hon. Secretary,

and a Council of sixteen Members, who shall be elected at a General Meeting of the Members,
to be held annually in London-

VI.

The accounts of the receipt and expenditure of the Society shall be examined annually by

two Auditors appointed by the Council ; the Auditors to be Members of the Society, who are

not Members of the Council, and their statement circulated among the Subscribers.

VII.

That the Editors of works published by the Society be entitled to a number of copies of

their works, not exceeding twenty-five, as may be decided by the Council.



REGULATIONS FOR THE DELIVERY OF BOOKS.

They are delivered, free of expense, within three miles of the General Post Office, London.

They are sent to any place in England, beyond the distance of three miles from the

General Post Office, by any conveyance a Member may point out. In this case the parcels are

booked at the expense of the Society, but the carriage must be paid by the Member to whom

they are sent.

They are delivered, free of expense, at any place in London which a Member, resident in

the country, may name.

Thev are sent to any of the Hon. Local Secretaries of the Society, each Member being

expected to pay the Local Secretary a due share of the carriage of the parcel in which the books

arc sent.

Any number of Country Members may unite, to have their books sent in one parcel to any

address they may name. In this case they are requested to depute one of their number to

transmit to the Secretary for London a list of the names of those whose books are to be included

in the same parcel.

Those Members who wish their books to be included in any of the parcels to Local

Secretaries, are requested to send in their names (with their Christian name in full) and

particular address, to the various Local Secretaries, who are respectfully requested to forward to

the Secretary for London an accurate list of all such names, with as little delay as possible.

Unless intimation to the contrary be given to the Secretary for London, the future deliveries

will be made in accordance with the delivery of the first volume.

The Council, desirous of imposing as little trouble as possible upon the Local Secretaries,

particularly request that all subscriptions be paid by Members directly to the Treasurer,

Seaules Wood, Esq., Twickenham, Surrey, by Post Office Order un tlie London Office,

or by Clieque on a Lmdon Banker. And, as there is no other capital lor conducting the affairs

of the Society than the subscriptions paid in advance, the Country Members are respectfully

reminded that an early remittance is absolutely necessary.

As the quantity of plates and letterpress to be delivered to the Subscribers annually will be

increased in projiortion to the extension of the Society, the Members are respectfully urged to

obtain as many new Subscribers, and at as early a period, as possible.

Gentlemen desirous of forwarding the objects of the Society, may be provided with circulars

for distribution by apphcation to the lion. Secretary.
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A MONOGRAPH

OF THE

MOLLUSCA FROM THE CRAG.

BIVALVIA, LinruBus, 1767.

BiVALViA. Bonanni, 1681. Lister, 1686. Flem. 1828.

DiTHYRA. Arist. Turt. 1822. Swains. 18-10.

DiTOMA. Tournefort, 1742.

AcEPHALA Testacea (part). Cuv. 1789.

Lamellibranchiata. Be Blainv. 1814.

CoNCHiFERA (part). Lam. 1818.

CoNCH.'E. Leach. 1819.

Pelecypoda. Goldfuss, 1820.

ExDOCEPHALA (part). Lat. 1825.

Elatobranchia. Menke, 1830.

CoRMOPODA. Burm. fide Herrm.

Animals of this Division of the Linnean Testacea have no proper head, their most

vital parts are enveloped in a mantle, or pallium, as it is called, which surrounds them

on all sides ; the edges of this mantle are sometimes plain, at others fringed, and are

more or less united : what is called the foot, is generally a large and powerful muscular

mass, capable, in some species, of being protruded beyond the shell to a considerable

distance. The respiratory organs, or branchice, are usually four in number, and are

arranged in the form of ruffles enveloping the abdominal mass, but entirely included

within the mantle ; in some few of the species, the number of these feathery append-

ages is less, while in others there are more, than four. The animal is protected by

two portions of shelly matter called valves, these are secreted by and formed upon the

mantle, and are articulated together by a cartilage and ligament, by which the two

pieces are held in position, and move, as it were, like a door upon its hinge, or rather

1
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like the two covers of a book, this is furthermore often strengthened by prominences

and depressions in a part of tli(> shell kept thickened for the purpose, interlocking each

other, preventinsr, in most instances, the possibihty of any material inconvenience

arising from lateral motion without a fracture. The common action of the valves in

their separation or opening is from the relaxation of the adductor muscles, when from

the natural elasticity of the ligament the valves are drawn apart, and again closed by

the contraction of the muscle or muscles that pass from one valve to the other, strongly

adhering to the inner surface of the shell on which, in most cases, a distinct, and often

a deep indentation is left.

The muscular fibres by which the edges of the mantle are withdrawn adhere to,

and leave a linear impression somewhat within the margin of the shell ; and, in some

of the Bivalvia, at the posterior side of the animal, are two siphonal tubes, formed by

tlic prolonged portions of the mantle, the lower one is called the inhalent, the upper

one the exhalent siphon, these tubes are capable of being protruded by the animal with

the assistance of muscles for that purpose, and again withdrawn under the protection

of the shell. In animals possessed of these tubes, the withdrawal of them is indicated

in an impression on the body of the shell by the retractor muscle, leaving what is

called a siphonal scar, or pallcal sinus, which generally denotes, by its depth, a cor-

responding proportion in the length of the tubes ; and where the muscular fibres of

the mantle adlierc to the interior, leaving the impression without an inflection, the

animal either has no prolongation of the mantle, or that the tubes arc so short as

scarcely to be capable of extension beyond the margin of the valves, and the im-

pression in that case formed by the mantle is parallel, or nearly so, to the outer edge

of the shell.

These marks, therefore, are of essential service to the Palaeontologist, as they

afford the only indications of the form possessed by the animal inhabitant, thus im-

pressed upon the interior of the valves. It is however to be feared, that a perfectly

strict reliance cannot always be placed upon the peculiar magnitude of this siphonal scar,

even in specific determination, as a marked deviation from what might otherwise be

considered its typical form may occasionally be detected, but it is in those species

which are most subject to variation in tlie outward forms of the shell ; as a general

rule, this line, when visible, is of the greatest assistance, and at all times a good

auxiliary character in the determination of a species. The length of the siphonal

tubes, or the consequent indenture or sinuation of the mantle mark in the shell,

points out a difference in the animal from those in which the sinus is wanting, or at

least nearly so, where it indicates a mantle either without or with very short siphons,

giving fair grounds for generic separation ; but occasionally, species are met with that

are otherwise very closely allied, ha\'ing a similar dentition, and bear the same general

relationship in regard to the shell, although very unlike in the form of the mantle-

mark, such as Lnla and Nucitla, Cardium and Adacna, Lncina and Lncinopsis, and

cannot, without violence to a natural arrangement, be removed to any distant position.
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merely, in consequence of a difference in the length of the tubes or depth of the

sinus.*

Some Malacologists seem disposed almost entirely to reject the shell, as unworthy

of consideration in a Zoological arrangement, viewing it in the light of an inert or

inorganic mass, unconnected with the animal, or at least merely formed by and used

as a protection to its more vital parts, and have based their superstructure upon the

mantle itself, and upon the difference in length of its siphonal tubes. In the ' History

of British Animals,' by Dr. Fleming, published in 1828, the Bivalvia were separated

into two sections, called Siphon ida and Asiphonida, a division subsequently

adopted by some continental authors under the denominations Sinupalealia and

Integropale ALIA, as founded upon a portion of the animal more highly organised than

its dermal covering, and, consequently, supposed to give a more scientific basis to its

classification. Investigations by the microscope have shown a high degree of organi-

sation, and the possession of a considerable amount of vitality in the shell, essential to

the existence, depending upon, and modified by the exigencies of the animal ; and in

this outer coating of the mantle there is preserved a relationship apparently more con-

stant than is exhibited by its fleshy interior ; and whatever other organs, in the more

vital parts may be supposed to furnish a basis for Ordinal division, it is very doubtful

if the form of the mantle alone will be sufficient.

The number and position of those parts of the hinge called teeth are essential

distinctions, as there is a permanence of form in the dentition of all genera, although,

in a few instances, these characters which are prominent and distinctive in some

species, will be diminished and become nearly obsolete in others ; but they do not

vary in form or position in the same genus.f That portion of the hinge called the

ligament, performs an important office in the animal economy, as it is by this the

valves are bound together, and kept in their true position. This uniting and elastic

substance is called cartilage, when it is placed within the edges of the valves, and is

consequently compressed when they are closed, and by its tendency to expand at the

relaxation of the adductor muscle or muscles, assists in the separation of the shells at

the ventral margins : that portion which is external, is called ligament, and is generally

placed on a prominent fulcrum, or projecting portion of the shell, and by its elasticity

or contraction draws back and opens the valves when the opposing power of the

adductors is relaxed ; although this substance is of a cartilaginous nature, and con-

tains but a small portion of hme, and is consequently not often preserved in a fossil

state, its position is always indicated where it has been, either by a pit or depression

for its reception, or by the fulcrum to which it was attached. In the smaller portion

of the Bivalvia, the animal is furnished with only one adductor muscle, and constitutes

* Great differences also exist between the mantles of some of the members of the Leptonidee.

t There is a slight exception to this rule in the hinge of the Polyodonts, Leda, Pectuncuhis, ij-c, where

the mmber of teeth will vary, even in individuals of the same species at different periods of existence,

but their general character is not altered.
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that division or section called Monomyaria, or Vnimusmlosa, by some authors. In this,

the muscle is placed in the centre, or nearly so, and is generally large and powerful,

adhering strongly to the interior, leaving often a deep indentation which is sometimes

of a different colour to the rest of the shell ; the form of this muscle mark is variable

in different genera, but is not of much assistance in specific determination. Some of

these have the hinge ligament on the exterior, like the Oyster, &c., where it acts by

contraction and elongation ; in others, Pecten, &c., its action is by expansion and com-

pression ; in this group, the edges of the mantle are generally disunited and not ])ro-

longcd into siphons, and the impression formed by its muscles within the shell, is

without any inflection, and parallel to the margins of the valves. In the much larger

portion, called Bimyaria, or Bimusculosa, the animal has two distinct adductor muscles,

one of which is situated near the anterior margin, while the other occupies generally a

corresponding position on the posterior side.

As these muscular impressions are relatively situated in the same position, and

always of the same form, a great alteration takes place during the growth of the

animal by a gradual progression, as it increases in size and the shell enlarges ; the

successive advancement of these impressions is indicated in many species by distinct

lines of growth : and as this enlargement necessarily increases outwardly, the animal

possesses the power of making fresh additions to the exterior portion of the muscle,

while at the interior part, the now becoming useless or inconvenient portion, is

detached from its former place of adherence, and absorbed by the animal ; while in

most species, a fresh layer of calcareous matter, secreted from the whole surface of

the mantle, is deposited upon the interior of the shell, and covering the deserted

portion of the muscle mark, leaving untouched that part only against which is

attached its powerful addtictor. In the Oyster, more especially, these successive

layers are distinctly visible, showing the enlargment of the shell by the extension

of the mantle in the lines of growth upon the exterior, as also by the generally

rugose or lineated surface of the ligamcntal area. The same may be said of the

dental characters of the shell which are always relatively placed in regard to the

specimen, whether in the young or in the adult ; and the alteration, therefore, of their

position in the growth of the shell, can only be effected by the removal of one part,

while fresh deposition is formed on the other, unless the whole be sufiiciently organised

to i)artake of the varying changes of the animal itself: a question as yet not satis-

factorily determined.

Dr. Carpenter gives in his ' Report on the Microscopic Structure of Shells,' as the

true history of the Conchiferous Acephala, the following account:—'"The margin only

of the mantle has the power of giving origin to the outer layer of the shell, while the

whole surface may generate the inner. Every new jiroduction of sliell consists of an

entire lamina of the latter substance, which lines the whole interior of the old valve,

and of a broader margin of the former which thickens its edge. So long as the

animal continues to increase in dimensions, each new exterior layer of shell projects so
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far beyond the preceding, that the new border composed of the outer layer, is simply

joined on to the margin of the former one, so that the successive formations of the

outer layer scarcely underlie each other. But when the animal has arrived at its full

growth, the new laminae cease to project beyond the old, and as each is composed of

a marginal band of the external substance attached to the edge of an entire lamina of

the inner, these bands must now underlie each other, being either quite free as in

Ostrea, or closely united to each other as in Unio, and most other Bivalves ; and the

additions to the shells of the Gasteropoda are made upon the same plan, although it

has commonly been supposed that they are only attached to the edge of the old shell,

instead of being continued over its entire surface."

The figure and size of the foot materially influences the form of the anterior part

of the shell, while the posterior depends upon the modification of the siphons.

The degree of development of the nervous system is said to be very variable in

these animals, and the organs of sense dependant thereon variously distributed, im-

perfect organs of sight are present in some species, and rudimentary organs of hearing

have been detected in others, and are possibly present in all : while in some, the sexes

are separate and distinct, in others they are united or hermaphrodite, microscopic

animals and plants constitute their principal food.

Species of this class have been found in the seas of every clime, and inhabit the

waters of all depths, some few are left dry by the retiring tide, while others frequent

the bottom of seas, to the depth of 200 fathoms ; and the vertical range of many

species is so extensive, as to render doubtful the allocation of strata from the presence

of a few fossil forms, with whose habits we are but indifi'erently acquainted ; more-

over, the habits of all recent species are not, perhaps, necessarily the same as those

of their prototypes that lived in times long past, and probably, under different

conditions.

The authors of the beautiful work upon the 'British Mollusca,' now in the course of

pubhcation, have given many interesting details respecting the range in depth at

which most of these animals have been obtained, and occasionally, the nature of the

ground they had selected for their habitation ; tiie generality of species prefer clear

water and a sandy bottom, but others are frequenters of mud. The bottoms of the

Crag Seas, judging from the deposits now remaining upon the Eastern Coasts of

England, appear to have been principally of sand or gravel, with comminuted frag-

ments of shells ; that of the Coralline Crag Sea being generally fine in its particles,

formed at a depth varying, perhaps, from 20 to as much as 40 fathoms, if the habits of

the then existing animals were the same as their homologues of the present day. The

Red Crag Sea appears to have been subject to greater agitation, and was probably

less in depth, while much of its bottom was of a gravelly character, or of coarser sand.

The deposits of the Mammahferous Crag Period present us with characters rather

more variable : that which is found near Norwich, being what is called Fluvio-marine,

formed probably, in a shallow estuary, and composed of sand, gravel, and shells,
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while the Bridlington bed was more purely marine, with a bottom apparently of sandy

mud, similar to what is exhibited by the newly discovered tranquil deposit resting

upon the Red Crag at Chillesford, where the water may have been of some con-

siderable depth.

In estimating the dimensions of the shell in the following descriptions, the pro-

portions are given only as an approximation ; in most species, these are more or less

variable. The length is taken from the anterior edge of the shell to the outermost

portion of the posterior side, that being considered as anterior where the foot is pro-

truded, while the position of the ligament and the siphonal tubes, where they exist or

their presence shown in the shell by the sinuated form of the pallial impression, is on

the posterior side. Presuming, therefore, the animal to move with the foot foremost,

it will have its dorsal or liingc-])art of the shell uppermost, and the diameter from the

umbo to the ventral margin is called its height, while the dcj)th is measured from the

most tumid part of one valve to the corresponding place in the other.

Anomia.* Linn. 1767.

Anomia. Mailer. I "76.

Glycimeris. Browne, 1756.

Lampades (sp.). Gevers. 1 787, fide Graij.

FenesteI/La. Bolton. 1798, fide Herrmansen.

EcuioN and Echioberma. Poli. 1791.

Cepa. Humphries, 1797.

Anomya. Agass. 1839.

Generic Character. Shell irregular, inequivalved, subequilateral, ovate or sul)-

orbicular, and fixed : lower or inferior valve more or less flattened, with a large

foramen or perforation, through which passes a bony or calcareous appendage for the

attachment of the animal ; upper valve, convex smooth or irregularly laminated,

sometimes striated, costated or muricated, often assimilating the body of the shell to

that on which it is fixed ; one muscular impression in the lower or fixed valve, with

three in the upper or convex one ; ligament internal, placed a little within the umbo of

the upper or larger valve, in a somewhat triangular pit, with a projection near the

edge of the foramen in the opposite valve, to which it is attached ; hinge without

teeth.

The animal of this genus, is said to have the edges of the mantle disconnected,

the margins bearing a double fringe of short scirrhous appendages, without ocelli or

rudimentary eyes. No siphonal tubes, and foot very small, nearly obsolete. The

adductor muscle is di\'ided into three parts, making three distinct impressions on the

* Etym. 'Avd/ioios, unlike or UDcqual.
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upper, while one only is formed upon the lower valve, the other two passing into the

calcareous operculum by which it is fixed. Sexes distinct.

As the individuals of this genus are always attached, they are seldom of a regular

form, but generally more or less distorted, modified by, and often assuming the shape

and characters of the body to which they adhere ; and as they are frequently attached

to the shells of the Pecten, an individual of this genus, which in its natural state is

nearly smooth, will become, in consequence, rayed or pectinated, partaking of the

characters of the body it has been living upon. If, therefore, it be attached near the

umbo of the Pecten, its regular increase will assume the form of that genus ; but if its

attachment be upon the wider rays, these ribs will not represent the regular form, but

the impress of its place of attachment will be shown, as in fig. 3 b, in parallel or nearly

parallel ridges across the shell. In order to produce this appearance, the addition

that is made by the mantle to the edges of the shell are carried over the ribs of the

Pecten down into the interspaces, by which means a costated form is given to a shell,

otherwise smooth. This character, however, according to Mr. Clark, appears to be

eclectic, or at the will of the animal. Thus, whenever the under or lower valve has

its edges elevated above the ribs of the Pecten, so as not to be influenced by those

inequalities, then the upper valve retains its original form. The lower valve is

generally thin, often papyraceous, so that in the fossil state, the upper valve is

the most numerous.

The Anomia is closely allied to the Pectens, and the perforation in the lower valve?

is said by the authors of the ' Hist, of Brit. MoUusca,' to be chiefly a greater extension

of the auricular sinus of that genus ; and that the young fry will be probably found

attached by means of a byssus, which as the animal increases, eventually becomes

converted or transformed into the calcareous opercular process of the older shell, this

organ of attachment being merely the extension and indurated portion of the lower

part of the adductor.

A large number of detached valves are found in the Coralline Crag, but their

specific appropriation is a matter of great difficulty from their excessive variability of

form, as well as great irregularity in their external ornament; and as their correct

assignment, even in a recent state, with " all appliances and means to boot" by the

aid of their animal inhabitant, as well as by assistance given in the colouring matter of

the shell, is still a doubtful matter, the appropriation of the fossil species may be looked

upon with suspicion.

Mr. Clark in the examination of this genus, has arrived at the conclusion, that

there is but one species now found in the British Seas ; and that the extraordinary

variation both in form and sculpture, exhibited by individuals, is so fluctuating in

character, as not to be depended upon for specific distinction. As, however, there

are generally some marked difi'erences in these shells by which the variations may be

separated, I have followed the authors of ' British Mollusca,' in considering them for

the present so many distinct species.
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This genus is found in tlic Secondary Rocks ; one species has been described bv

Mr. Bean, from the Cornbrash ; 'Mag. Nat. Hist.' 1839. And some from tlie Green-

sand by Dr. Fitton.

1. Anomia EPHiPiuM, LinncEus. Tab. I, fig. 3, a—d.

Anomia EPHiPPiUM. Linn. Syst. Nat. ed. 12, p. 1150, No. 218, 17C".

SQUAMULA. Id. - - - p. 1151, No. 221.

— — Turt. Brit. Biv. p. 229, pi. 18, fig. 5-7, 1822.

— — Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 461, 1814.

— — Bekay. Nat. Hist. New York (Zool.), p. 168, pi. 12, fig. 209, 1843.

— — Midtlendor/f. Malacozoologia Kossioa (Mem. de I'Acad. des Sc. Imp*

de St. Petersb.), p. 519, t. 11, fig. 18-21, 1849.

— SULCATA. Poll. Test. Sic. vol. ii, p. 186, t. 30, fig. 12.

— MARGAKITACEA. Id. - - t. 30, fig. 11.

— C(EPA. Id. - - - t. 36, figs. 1, 25-8.

— LENS ? Gold/. Pet. vol. ii, p. 40, t. 88, fig. 8, a—e.

— EPHIPPIUM. S. IVood. Catalogue, 1840.

— cosTATA. Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 463, t. 10, fig. 9, 1814.

— UADIATA? Id. - - - - t. 10, fig. 10.

— SULCATA? Id. - - - - t. 10, fig. 12.

Spec. Char. Testa pohjmorpM, crassd vel teniii, plerumque lamgatd, forma valde

irregvlari.

Shell many shaped, thick and strong, sometimes thin and fragile, generally smooth,

form very irregular.

Diameter, fths of an inch.

Locality, Cor. Crag, Sutton, Sudbourn.

Recent, Mediterranean, Britain, Scandinavia, North America.

The variety of this species, called sqiiatuHla, is exceeding abundant in the Coralline

Crag, and like the recent shell, is subject to great distortion, depending upon tiie

body to which it has been attached ; a large number of these specimens have taken the

characters of the genus Pecten, to which, iu tlic living state they were attached, but it

is only in the upper or free valve that I have been able to observe the costated form, the

lower or adherent one was probably much thinner, and less capable of preservation.

A few specimens of the lower or jjcrforatcd valve arc occasionally met with, and in

all that I have seen, the valve is externally smooth, at least, free from striae or costae,

and its place of attachment was some smooth or even surface. This variety does not

appear to have attained the size of more than Jths of an inch in diameter, and the

majority of specimens have not reached above half those dimensions. In those

which have the upper valve quite flat and smooth, the place of attachment was

probably tiie interior of some shell, from whicii the lower valve would take tlie

convex form, giving room between the two for the occupation of its inhalntant. The
beak or umbo of this species, is almost immediately at the margin or projecting a

little beyond it.
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The variety called cylindrica or cymbiformus (fig. 3, c), is also occasionally found ia

the CoraUine Crag, though by no means abundantly. It has been determined by

British Conchologists, that this form is produced from its place of adherence being the

stem of the seaweed, or some such cyUndrical body,* while the variety fornicata

is said to be merely a deformity from some similar cause ; this I have not yet seen

in the fossil state. The exterior of some of the Crag specimens indicate their place

of rest to have been upon a Bri/ozoon, the shell being prettily and distinctly marked by

that animal.

Some idea may be formed of the Protean character of this species, as no less than

eighteen different specific names are introduced by the authors of the ' Hist, of Brit.

Moll.' into their synonyma, while these, with several others by them, considered

as distinct, are included as mere varieties by Mr. Clark.

2. Anomia aculeata, MilUer. Tab. I, fig. 2, a—b.

Anomia aculeata. Mull. Zool. Dan. Prod., p. 249, 1766.

— — Mont. Test. Brit., p. 157, pi. 4, fig. 5, 1803.

— — Brown. Brit. Conch. Illust., pi. 34, fig. 6, 1827.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — Gould. Invert. Massach., p. 139, fig. 90, 1841.

— — Philippi. En. Moll. Sc, vol. ii, p. 214, t. 28, fig. 1, 1841.

— — Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 123, fig. 73, 1844.

— — Loven. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 30.

— — Deka>/. Nat. Hist. New York (Zool.), p. 168, pi. 12, fig. 210.

— STRTOLATA. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 233, 1822.

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 54, pi. 11, fig. 7, 1825.

— — Flem. Brit. An., p. 396, 1828.

— — Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 123, 1844.

Spec. Char. Testa suhorbiculari vel ovatd ; striata, striis plurimum numerosis, radian-

tibus, squamoso-aculeatis ; mnbone submarginali, Itsvi.

Shell suborbicular or ovate ; striated, striae generally numerous, with fine elevated

or squamose prominences, rendering the surface rough or prickly ; umbo, submarginal,

and smooth.

Diameter, \ an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton, and Ramsholt.

Recent, Mediterranean, Britain, Scandinavia, and North America.

This species, called the prickly Anomia, is very abundant in the Coralline Crag at

Sutton, whence all my numerous specimens were obtained. I have not yet seen it

from the newer formations. It closely resembles the young of the preceding in most

* This, however, was not the position of our shell, which is the upper or imperforate valve, and is

quite flat, the lower or adherent one, was probably convex externally, and fixed to the interior of some

cylindrical body, and to which our specimen must have acted as a lid.

2
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of its characters, hwt may be distinguished, if not specifically, certainly as a variety,

by its sculpture, which is in the form of spinous or squamose radiations. In the

recent state, the lower or perforated valve, is said to be generally thin and fragile, and

destitute of the aculeated striae. As the shells found in the Crag are separated or

detached, they would not be recognised, if this were always the case ; but many of the

lower valves are alike ornamented with these markings, though they arc less con-

spicuously so than upon the upper ones. The umbo of this is placed very near the

margin, and is generally slightly recurved ; the striae are numerous, although in

some specimens they are more distant ; but in all they have more or less, the

vaulted or raised, and slightly reflected edges, which as it grows produce the

series of aculeated or fimbriated striae upon the exterior, though very faintly

exhibited in the variety called sfriolata. In the very young of some of my speci-

mens, the shell appears to be free from sculpture of any kind, and this may favour the

opinion of Mr. Clark.

3. Anomia p.\telliformis, Linnmis. Tab. I, fig. 4, a—b.

Anomia patelliformis. Linn. Nov. Act. Upsal., vol. i, p. -42, pi. :>, figs. C, 7, 1773.

— — Loi-en. lud. Moll. Scandin., p. 30, 1846.

— — Alder. Cat. Moll. North, and Durli., p. 75, 18-18.

— — Forf). and Hani. Hist, of Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 334, pi. .56,

figs. .), 6, 1S4!).

— — Middendorff. Malac. Ross. (Mem. de I'.Vcad. des Sc. St. Pctersb.),

p. 521, 18-19.

— UNDCLATIM STRIATA. Chem. Conch. Cab., t. viii, p. 88, tab. 77, fig. 699.

— UNDULATA. Gtnel. Syst. Nat., p. 33, 46.

— — Mont. Test. Brit., p. 157, pi. 4, fig. 6, 1803.

— — Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 230, pi. 18, figs. 8, 9, 10, 1822.

— — Drown. Illust. Concb. Gr. Brit., pi. 34, figs. 2, 3, 1827.

— — Flem. Brit. An., p. 39."), 1828.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

OsTREiM STRIATUM. Dacosta. Brit. CoHch., p. 162, pi. 11, fig. 4.

OsTREA STRIATA. Donov. Brit. Shells, vol. ii, tab. 45, 1801.

— — Mont. Test. Brit., pp. 1.53, 580, 1803.

— — List. Hist. Conch., fig. 36.

Ency. Meth., pi. 171, fig. 16, and pi. 184, figs. 5, 6.

Spec. Char. Testa subordicidari, plicis 20—30 coiwexis, unchilati-racUatis ; striis

concentricis crebris, sublariiiiiaceis ; vmbonc subprominulo a marline remofiitsciilo.

Shell suborbicular, ornamented with 20—30 radiating and undulating ribs ; con-

centric striae or lines of growth thick and sublaminated ; umbo slightly prominent,

a little distant from the margin.

Diameter, \\ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sudbourn and Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton, Bawdsey, Walton Naze.

Recent, Britain and Scandinavia.
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A few specimens resembling the figure, and corresponding with the description of

what the authors of ' Brit. Moll.' have considered as distinct, are in my cabinet, from

the Coralline Crag : they consist of the upper valve only, which is somewhat finely

striated over the earlier formed part of the shell, while the latter or outer portion is

covered with larger and coarser radiations. The umbo is rather more prominent, and

placed at a greater distance from the margin than in EpMppium, a broad triangular

fossette beneath the umbo received the ligament, and the upper valve in my Cor. Crag

specimens is nearly flat. A number of specimens of the upper valve, from the

Red Crag, present characters by which they may be referred to the above recent

species, and are uniform in their exterior markings, having large and undulating ribs

or broad and elevated striae (fig. 4, a). This is the only species or variety, that I have

been able to obtain from the Red Crag, and those specimens, as might be expected, in

that deposit, consist of the upper or thicker valve only ; this is pretty uniform in

shape, which is nearly orbicular, though the diameter in some is greater from the

umbo to the ventral margin, in others it is the reverse.

4. Anomia striata ? BroccJn, Tab. II, fig. 3.

Squama magna ? Chem. Conch. Cab., t. viii, p. 87, pi. 77, fig. 697.

Anomia striata? Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 471, t. 10, fig. 13, 1814.

— — ? Loven. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 29.

_ _ ? Gold/. Pet. Germ., t. ii, p. 39, tav. 88, fig. 4, a—c.

— — PMl. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 66, 1844.

— — ? Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 336, pi. 55, figs, 1, 6, and

pi. 53, fig. 6, 1849.

— RUGOSA. Ni/st. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 312, pi. 24, fig. 6, 1844.

— SQUAMA? TF. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 55, pi. 11, fig. 11, 1825.

— — ? Brocchi. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 462, No. 4, 1817.

? Ency. Meth., pi. 171, fig. 22.

Spec. Char. Testa variabile, orbicidata, vel transverse ovatd, discoided, radiatd ; striis

creberrimis, imbricato-squamulatis ; unibone siibmarginali.

Shell variable, ovate, orbicular or discoidal ; sometimes transversely ovate, covered

with numerous radiating, rather rough or imbricated strise ; umbo submarginal.

Diameter, 2 inches.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Sudbourn, and Gedgrave.

Recent, Britain and Scandinavia.

A large number of loose valves in my cabinet, from the Coralline Crag, correspond

with the figures and description as given of the recent shell under this name, which is,

probably, the same as the fossil one figured by Brocchi, although that shell appears to

have the umbo rather nearer to the margin. Ours may be described as variable in

form, the upper valve sometimes flat, in others convex, covered over with numerous

subimbricated striae, with the umbo a little distant from the edge.
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A)wmia striata, J. Sow., Min. Conch., t. 425, differs from our shell, in hiiving more

numerons and much finer striae without the roughness of the Crag specimens, and is in

all probability distinct ; the umbo of the Eocene shell extends to the edge, or very

nearly so, and was, probably, not so thick in substance.

These, as before remarked, have been separated into different species by recent

Conchologists, but their correct specific distinction cannot be expected in fossils,

when the recent forms are so perplexing as to defy determination, or at least to pro-

duce great diversity of opinion; it is, therefore, only attempted with tiic Crag species,

to assign them to what is Ijclieved to be identity of form or correspondence with those

shells which are found in recent seas.

OsTREA, Linn. 1758.*

OsTREA. Lister, 1686.

OsTR.EA. Befranee. Swains. Reeve and Callow.

OsTKEUM. Ruwpk. 1705. Adanson, 1/57.

Mya. Scopoli, 1777.

Pelouis and Peloiuderma. Poll. 1791.

Dexdostejea. Swaim. 1840.

Gen. Char. Shell attached by a part of the larger or lower valve, generally thick

and strong, lamellated or foliated, variously shaped, irregular, inequivalvcd, inequi-

lateral ; upper or free valve flat or slightly concave ; under or adherent one convex,

sometimes strongly marked with radiating, lamellated costae ; hinge without teeth,

ligament lodged in a linear depression in each valve scmiexternal. Impression

of the adductor muscle, large subcentral, that by the mantle entire, generally indis-

tinct, and ill defined.

The animal has the mantle disunited on all sides, with its edges bordered by

short tentacular fringes ; foot obsolete. Sexes distinct.

The shells of this genus have only one muscular impression, which is always a little

inclined to the posterior side. These animals fix themselves by the exterior of the

left valve, and the space upon the shell denoting the place of adherence is exceedingly

variable in size, depending, probably, upon external causes ; in some individuals, the

greater part of the entire surface is employed, while in others, this place of attachment

is scarcely to be discerned, and occupies only a small portion of the pointed umbo of

the shell. The ligament may be considered as external, separating the valves by its

contraction when the adductor is relaxed. This ligament takes its rise at the extreme

* Etym. ortTfteoi, a fish, (ourtoi) ?
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point or umbo of the shell, and advances with the increase of the animal, apparently

in an opposite direction to that of the Dimyaria, the additions being made in a some-

what sloping direction inclining towards the anterior side, the successive advance is

denoted by the lines of increase, as the fresh layers of calcareous matter are deposited

by the animal, most distinctly visible in this ligamental area, which may be called

tripartite.

The general substance of the shells of this genus is thick, though they are ex-

ceedingly variable in that character, some specimens of the common Oyster possess a

solidity of nearly an inch, while others, quite as large, have not a fourth of that

thickness.

This is a Marine genus, though many are inhabitants of estuaries, and some will

live where the water, at low tide, is not very salt. Its presence, in any formation, is

considered to be indicative of its marine nature ; none have yet been found as true

inhabitants of freshwater. It is a genus of great antiquity, species having been

figured from various secondary formations from the lias to the chalk, while some

were natives of the Seas during the Eocene Period, all of which have become extinct.

1. OsTREA EDULis, lAmKeus. Tab. II, fig. 1, a—c.

OsTEEA. Lister. Hist. Conch., lib. iii, fig. 30, A, and fig. 31, 1687.

— Knorr. Delices des Yeux, pi. 24**, fig. 2, and pi. 25**, fig. 2, 1766.

— EDULIS. Linn. Syst. Nat, ed. 12, p. 1148, No. 211, 1767.

— — Poli. Test. Sicil., vol. ii, p. 169, t. 29, fig. 1, 1795.

— — Mont. Test. Brit., p. 151, 1803.

— — Broc. Conch. Fos.s. Subap., p. 562, 1814.

— — G. B. Sowerby. Genera, No. 6, fig. 1.

— — Be Blatnv. Man. Malac, pi. 60, fig. 1, 1825.

— — Crouch. Int. Lam. Conch., pi. 12, fig. 8, 1827.

— — Goldf. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 19, t. 78, fig. 4, a—h.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — G. Sow., Jr. Conch. Man., fig. 180, 1842.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 90 ; vol. ii, p. 64.

— — Nyst. Conch. Foss. de Beige, p. 327, pi. 31, fig. 2, a, b, and pi. 33,

fig. 2, a', b', 1844.

— — Love7i. Ind. Moll. Scaud., p. 30, 1846.

— — Forb. and Ha7d. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 307, pi. 54, and pi. T,

fig. 1, 1850.

— PSEUDO-EDULIS ? Desh. Exp. Sc. de. Moree, p. 231, pi. 5, figs. 3, 4.

— DEFOUMis. Parkinson. Org. Rem., vol. iii, pi. 14, fig. 3, 1811.

_ _ Desh. 2d ed. Lam., torn, vii, p. 229, 1835.

— Hippopus. Besh. 2d ed. Lam., torn, vii, p. 219, 1835.

— BoBLAYEi ? Besh. Exped. Scieut. de Morea, pi. 3, figs. 6, 7, 1833.

— PARASITICA. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 204, pi. 17, figs. 6, 7, 1822.

— — Flem. Brit. An., p. 392, 1828.

— — Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 120, fig. 108, 1844.

— DENTicuLATA? Born. Mus. Goes. Vindobon., p. 113, t. 6, figs. 9, 10, 1780.
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OsTREA DENTICULATA. Besh. 2d ed. Lfira., torn, vii, p. 225.

— Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 5GH, 1814.

— FOLIOSA. Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 56.3, 1814.

— UNGULATA. Nijst. Coq. Foss. dc Belg., p. .325, pi. 24, fig. S
;

pi. 2C, fig. 8 ; and

pi. 34, fig. 1,«, a, b, 1844.

— BOEEALis ? Desk. 2d ed. Lara., torn, vii, p. 220.

— — Gould. Inv. Massach., p. 137, 1841.

— SPECTRUM. {Leathes, M. S.) Woodward Synop. Tab. Brit. Org. Rem., p. 20, 1830.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— LAMELLOSA. Gold/. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p 18, t. 78, fig. 3, a, b.

OsTREUM VULGARE. Bacostu. Ikit. Conch., p. 154, pi. 11, fig. 6, 1778.

AvRicuLARiA MAXIMA. Dale. Hist, and Antiq. of Harwich, p. 291, t. xii, fig. 2, 1730.

Ency. Method., pi. 183, figs. 3, 4 ? pi. 184, figs. 7, 8.

Sj)ec. Char. Testa variabile, pleriimque ovato-rotimdatd, basi sitbattemiatd, coticen-

trice lamellosd, interdum radiato-costatd, costis imbricatis, undtilatis ; valvd superiori

plana.

Shell variable, for the most part of a roundedly ovate form ; base of the shell,

slightly attenuated, concentrically lamcllated, sometimes costated with imbricated and

undulated ribs ; upper valve flat.

Diameter, 3 inches.

Localilij. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt, Sudbourn, Gedgravc.

Red Crag, Passim.

Recent, Britain. North America .- Mediterranean ?

The earliest appearance of the true edible Oyster seems to have been in the

Coralline Crag Period, so far as it is possible to determine a species in this truly

variable genus, and its diversified forms were tlien as great as we see them in the

recent shell of the present seas. In the same deposit, at Ramsholt, and in the same

bed in close proximity, are two very distinct varieties, from which, as well as from a

great dissimilarity of form, solidity of shell, and other differences, it was presumed at

the time my Catalogue was drawn up, that they were specifically distinct ; but the

variety then considered different, and which passed under the provisional nanu- of

apectrum, corresponds witli the recent shell that is now determined by British Con-

chologists to be only a local variation, and tlicy are, therefore, here united into one

species. At Ramsholt there is a complete bed of this shell (parasitica), sometimes

attached to each other in clusters, or often to the large species of Balainis, so abun-

dant in that locality ; at this place, also, the thick and ponderous variety (fig. 1, a), is

occasionally met with, but not in any great profusion ; tiic latter shell is at this place

more isolated in its habits and regular in form, and is sometimes marked with nearly

obsolete radiating costee, with a very rugose exterior to the lower or adherent valve,

while in the upper valve there are no markings, except the regular lines of growth
;

in the other variety, tlierc is less appearance of the radiating ribs with a more

lamellated exterior, and the shell is much thinner, and less regular in shape, partaking
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of irregularities produced by its often confined position, the edges of the lower valve

of this variety have sometimes a fimbriated character, like what has been called

denticulata, parts of the larger valve projecting considerably beyond the upper, more

especially on each side of the hinge, where the shelly matter is pushed up or elevated,

so as to have, in some specimens, the fanciful resemblance to a spectral appearance

produced by a person with extended arms beneath a cloth, which suggested the name

to the late Rev. G. R. Leathes. The more common variety of the present day, and the

one by which our markets are supplied, does not appear in this deposit, at least, there

is no specimen in my cabinet sti'ictly resembling that shell, although there is no doubt

the specimens figured are mere modifications of the same species.

A detailed description of this common and well-known shell is unnecessary, as the

form and appearance of almost every specimen will present some diversity. It may,

however, be observed, that in the interior of the upper valve of some specimens of

the thick variety, a little within the hinge, is a small indentation or puncture not

present in all, and may be often seen in the common variety of the recent shell : for

what purpose this is intended or how produced Malacologists have not informed us, as

it appears to have been overlooked, probably, as of no importance ; it certainly is of no

use as a specific determination, as the same may be seen in specimens of a very dif-

ferent species from the deposits of the older Tertiaries. The form of the impression pro-

duced by the adhesion of the adductor muscle, it is to be feared, is a character of no

great dependence, assuming, as it often does, a variation in shape conforming, in some

slight degree, to the outward form or contour of the shell : in the thick variety, this is

generally more or less ovate, its longer axis being from the anterior to the posterior

side, and slightly contracted in the middle of the upper part, ascending and some-

what pointed towards the posterior ; rounded on the lower side, and rather broader

on the anterior, or towards the middle of the shell ; in the var. spectrum or para-

sitica, this mark is as broad as it is long, and of nearly an orbicular or roundedly

quadrate form.

A long and interesting history of this species, and of its commercial value, is given

by the authors of the ' Hist, of Brit. Moll.,' who consider the English coast as its

peculiar province, and although it has a very considerable geographical range, it is

nowhere obtained in such great perfection as in our own seas ; there is not in

that work any notice of this shell, as an inhabitant of the Mediterranean Sea, and it is

certainly not given as a living species by Philippi in his 'En. Moll. Sic.,' nor by

Payraudeau in his ' Catalogue of Corsican Shells ;' but in Poll's splendid work ' Test,

utrius. Sicil. 1795,' is figured and described a group of shells, as well as the animal, of

what appears to belong to this species, and from the general accuracy of that obser-

vant author, there is very little doubt the specimens were procured in those seas.

From the List of Synonymes, it will be seen, that several authors have given this as a

fossil from the newer Tertiary formations of that part of the world, where it has been

considered by many to be no longer in existence ; and the fossil from the Morea,
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described by Doshayes as a new species, under the name of 0. liofjhn/oi, does not

appear from the representation to be more than a niocHfied form of our very variable

shell ; and for my own part, I am much inclined to believe, that Poli was correct, and

that it is still an inhabitant of the Mediterranean, as a specimen evidently of this

species was lately shown to me by Professor E. Forbes, said to have been obtained

by Mr. M'Andrew, very near to Gibraltar. The common Oyster of North America,

called 0. borealis, by Lamarck, which differs very materially in its varieties, is still con-

sidered by some Coiichologists as doubtfully distinct. Dr. Gould says, ' Invert.

Massach./ p. 138, "The Oystermen maintain that our shell is identical with the English

Ost. edulis, and there are certainly forms in which the American and European speci-

mens could not be distinguished ;" and although this is described by that gentleman

under the name of borealis, it was evidently his impression also, that it was not

specifically distinct, as Osf. edulis, Linn, is enumerated in his synonyma. A fossil

species, also, from the upper Tertiaries of America, figured and descriljcd by Conrad

under another name, so strongly resembles our species, as to excite suspicion that it is

not really different. It is, however, exceedingly difficult in this, perhaps, more so

than in most others, to determine its specific limitation, and eveiy species in tiiis

genus seems to possess the character of deviating in a great degree from what

might be called its typical form. Sir Charles Lyell, in his ' Second Tour to the

United States,' vol. i, p. 312, speaks of the Virginian oyster {Osf. Firt/inica), as

resembling the British shell, when it lives isolated and grows freely under water, but

that it loses this more rounded form, and becomes greatly lengthened, when living

gregariously on banks between high and low water-mark. Our own oyster will

assume a variety of forms, dependent ])rincipally upon its peculiar position, but no

amount of confinement or lateral pressure vaW train it into the elongated shape of the

Virginian shell.

I believe, however, the range of this species in the living state may be said to

extend from the Mediterranean to the North-Eastern Coast of the United States,

although it appears to have selected, for its more favoured abode at the present day,

the seas of our own Island.

The portions of the formation belonging to the Manimaliferous Crag Period have

not, to my researches, yielded this species, nor is it enumerated as amongst the Estuary

shells of the Norfolk Beds, by Woodward.
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2. OsTREA PRINCEPS, S. Wood. Tab. I, fig. 1, a—d, and Tab. II, fig. 2, a—b.

OsTREA UNDHLATA. Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 32-4, pi. 24, fig. 7 a, and pi. 26, fig. 7 b,

1844, (not J. Sowerby).

Spec. Char. Tenia magna, crassd, rotundatd ; valvd sinistra convexd, cosfatd, costis

numerosis elevatis, radiantibus, divaricatis, concentrice undato-pUcatis ; valvd superioriplana,

obsolete costatd.

Shell large, thick, and rounded; left or lower valve convex, ornamented with

numerous, elevated, radiating and bifurcating costse, lines of growth or concentric

laminae of an undulate or waving form, slightly reflected over the ribs ; upper valve

flat, with faint depressed, or nearly obsolete rays.

Diameter, five inches.

Locality, Cor. Crag, Sutton, Ramsholt, and Sudbourn.

Red Crag, Sutton, Newbourn, and Bawdsey.

This elegant shell was obtained by my friend, W. Whincopp, Esq., of Woodbridge,

who has kindly permitted me to have it figured ; a similar specimen, though not quite

m so great perfection, is in the handsome museum recently erected by the liberal

inhabitants of the town of Ipswich ; two or three more of the same dimensions are in

the possession of E. Acton, Esq., of Grundisburgh, and these with another in the

Cabinet of J. S. Bowerbank, Esq., constitute the whole that I have seen of that

magnitude.

Such specimens appear to be very rare, as it was never my lot to find so large a

one during my researches in the Crag of Suff'olk, although the same shell, in its

younger state (fig. 2 t)), has been for many years in my cabinet, and from its presenting

characters in that condition, by no means distinct, it was considered only as a variety

of edttlis, but the deeply sculptured markings, so well displayed in the specimen

figured, seem to justify its being considered as a different species, although it

must be confessed, the gradations of alteration between the young of this, and some

of the varieties of the common edible species, are so trifling, that the line of

separation cannot satisfactorily be pointed out. There are, in this genus particularly,

perplexities in specific determination, so that no diagnosis can be given of any one

species that is not liable to serious deviation, and the present name is assigned

provisionally, from the apparently marked difi^erence in the adult state, and which, if

it be not specifically distinct, its elegance, a rather uncommon character in this genus,

will entitle it to be ranked as a marked and peculiar variation, worthy of a dis-

tinguishing appellation.

A slightly sinuated form is visible on the posterior side, where the costse also

appear more particularly to have a divaricating character. Upon the young shell the

radiating ridges or costee are but few in number, and by no means prominent or

distinct, appearing then strongly to resemble the edidis ; as it enlarges, the difi'erences

become more visible, the rays being prominent and regular. The edge or inner margin

of the shell is deeply indented with a slightly reflected edge, thus producing the sub-

3
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lamcllated costae of the exterior. One peculiarity, observable in this shell, is the very

small portion of surface by which it \Yas attached, its own substance and weight

seeming sufficient security against displacement by the movement of the water.

The form of its muscular impression is elongato-ovate across the shell, differing in

no respect in that character from the form displayed by the same muscle in specimens

undoubtedly belonging to edulis. The upper valve is quite flat, very thick, and only

faintly marked with radiations, scarcely visiljle in the younger state, and on each side

of the ligamcntal area, upon the edge of the shell, are some denticulations like those

visible upon the same valve of eclulid in the same place.

HiNNlTES.* De France, 1821.

HiNXiTA. Ferussac. 1821. Graij, 1826. •

HiXNiTES. J. Soiv. 1827.

Hi.NNVs. /. Sow. 1835.

Hynxites. Herrn. 1816.

Generic Character. Shell inequivalve, subequilateral, more or less ovate, thick, and

strong, covered externally with somewhat irregular, squamose, or radiating costae.

Valves eared with a deep and elongated area for the ligament or cartilage, which is

wholly internal ; a large ovate impression by the adductor muscle, that by the mantle

entire.

ANIMAL UNKNOWN.

This genus was first established by M. dc France, in the ' Diet, des Sci. Nat.,'

tom. xxi, p. 169, uj)on a fossil sj)('cies, which appeared to unite the characters of the

two genera, Ostrea and Pecten, differing from the former in adhering by its outer

surface, only in its older state, and by the opposite valve : while in the young it was

probably fixed by a byssus. It has, by some authors, been united with Pecten since one

species of that genus {P. pusio), is in the young state fixed by a byssus, but when more

grown, becomes attached by the outer surface of its right valve in the same manner.

This peculiar habit is here considered as alone insufficient for excluding the present

genus, as the extreme solidity of two or three fossil species of typical characters, with

a peculiar form in the muscle mark, seem to indicate a difference in the animal

inhabitant sufficient to remove them from Pecten.

In the juvenile state the form of the shell is very similar to that of Pecten with

its projecting auricles, and an opening or sinus beneath the anterior one in the right

valve through which, in all probability, there issued a byssus ; as it advanced in age

its habits became altered, when it fixed Itself by the outer surface of its valve. This

same habit is adopted by P. pusio in the recent state, though not so in the fossil form

of what is considered as the same species in the Crag Formations, where they never

* Etym. Ju'df, liinnus, vel i;»ioi, vomer, sec, Herrm.
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became attached by the exterior of the shell, but always preserve their regularity or

partial freedom. The exterior of the shells in this Genus have not the regularly

radiating form of striae or costae, so characteristic of the Pectens or fans, but they are

ornamented with arched or lamellated fringes or squamose appendages, more re-

sembling the exterior of Spondylus, to which they appear to have considerable affinity,

and, indeed, may be considered as a connecting link between Ostrea and that Genus,

differing from the former in having distinct auricles in the young state, and in adhering

by a different valve ; and from the latter, in the absence of those dental characters

prominently exhibited in Spondylus.

A few species only are at present known, and those all in a fossil state ; two or

three are peculiar to the Tertiary Formations, and one has been figured by Mr. Sowerby

in ' Min. Conch.,' from the Inferior Oolite of this country.

1. HiNNiTES Co-RT^SYi, De Frmice. Tab. III.

HiNNiTEs CoRTESYi. Be France. Diet, des Sci. Nat., t. 21, Art. Hiuuites, p. 169, Atlas,

fig. 1, la, 1821.

— —Be Blainv. Malac, pi. 61, fig. 1, 1825.

— — Besh. 2d edit. Lam., torn, vii, p. 150, 1836.

— — Chenu. III. Conch. Hinnites, pi. 1, fig. 4.

— CoRTESiANUS. Be Blainville. Die. des Sci. Nat., t. 32, 311, 1824.

— DuBUissoNi. J. Soioerby. Min. Conch., t. 601, 1829.

— — Woodward. Syu. Tab. of Org. Rem., p. 20, 1830.

— — Id. Geol. of Norf., p. 44, 1833.

HiNNUS DuBUissoNi. J. Soiv. Syst. Ind. to Min. Conch., p. 244, 1835.

— — S. TFood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — /. Morris. Catal. Brit. Foss., p. 110, 1843.

Spec. Char. Testa magna, ovatd, depressd, crassd, radiafim et undidatini costatd

;

iransversim sqiiamosG-lameUosd; auricidis incequalihus ; sulco cardinali,pr(elon(/o, etprofimdo.

Shell large, ovate, depressed, thick, and strong, with radiating and undulating costae

;

ribs covered with squamose projecting lamellse ; auricles unequal ; and a deep and

elongated sulcus for the ligament.

Length, 5 inches. Height, 6 inches.

Localitg, Cor. Crag, Rarasholt.

Although a shell of great strength and soHdity, it is by no means abundant as a

British fossil, and I have seen it only from one locality, and that in the Coralline Crag.

The specimen now figured was from a less disturbed part of that deposit, where the

two valves of many of the Bivalvia are found in their natural position ; while the one

figured in ' Min. Conch.' was from a single valve. A few other specimens were

obtained by W. Colchester, Esq., from the same spot, and these constitute all that

I have as yet seen.

A perfect representation of the Genus Pecten is exhibited in the young shell, and

it must then have been difficult to have pointed out a character by which it could be
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considered as belonging to any other ; there is, however, even in that state an irregu-

larity in the arrangement of the rays, wliich are at rather unequal distances, and have

indications of the squamae that so prominently ornament the adult shell.

When full grown its true characters are displayed, and no mistake can, I think,

then arise respecting its generic distinction from that of Pecten. Our shell is nearly

of an oval form, having its height or diameter from the umbo to the ventral margin,

one sixth more than in a contrary direction. The lower or adherent valve is rather

the deeper of the two, while the upper or left valve is nearly flat ; the latter is orna-

mented with numerous undulating rays at somewhat irregular distances, amounting

to as many as forty in one specimen, and these are elevated and arched at dififerent

periods of growth, giving a roughened file-like appearance to the exterior ; on the other

valve the rays are fewer, less regular, and the imbricated squamose appendages larger

and more jn'ominent, resembling in that character the common Oyster. The hinge-line

in the adult shell is nearly straight, having an elongated and deep sulcus for the

ligament, enlarging downwards, and slightly visible externally at the umbo ; this is

placed a little on the posterior side of the centre, giving a slight inequality to the

auricles, the anterior one being of course the larger ; the muscle mark is of an enor-

mous size, occujjying nearly half the length of the shell, while the diameter of it in the

other direction is rather less.

In assigning the Crag shell to II. Dubuissoni, Mr. J. Sowerby says he was guided

to that determination by the description only, and having seen but one valve, thought

the comparison suited better with the shell from the older Tertiaries tlian with the

other species described by M. De France. I regret exceedingly not having been able to

obtain, for comparison, a specimen of cither of the two species described by M. De France,

and the dcj)endence here is also based upon an insecure foundation. I feel, however,

more disposed to refer our slicll to 11. Corfesi/i, as well from what appears a greater

correspondence in their external characters having both valves for our guidance, as

also from the age of the formations in which they were obtained ; and as no new name

is imposed, the simple alteration is a matter of no great importance should it hereafter

be found to be erroneous.

Pecten.* Plini/, Aldrov, &c.

Pecten. Chem. 1784. Bolten, 1798.

Paxdoea. Meyerle, 1811.

Janira. Schum. 1817.

Neitiiea. Drouet. 1821.

Janera. G. B. Sow. Jr. 18-1'2.

—

P. maximus.

Pectex. Rumphius, 1705. Browne, 17.i6. Chem. 178-1.

Ostuea (sp.). Liiin.

Argis (sp.). Poli. 1795.

Chlamys (sp.). Bolten, M99.

* Etym. :— Pecteu, a comb.
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•

Amusium (sp.). Chem. 1784.

Palliolum. Id.

Pyxis. Id.

Pera. Id. - —V. opereularis.

Pallium. Martini, 1/73. Schum. 1817.

Dentipecten. Rilppell, sec. Gray.

Decadopecten. Riippell, sec. Swains.

Pseud-Amusium. Chem. 1784.

—

P. tigerinus.

Amusium. Rumph. 1705. Chem. 1784. Schum. 1817.

Pleueonectes. Schlotth. 1820.

Pleuronectia. Swains. 1840.—P. Gerardii.

Generic Character. Shell ovate, or suborbicular, subequilateral, inequivalve, with

a projecting, generally unequal auricle, on each side of the umbo, surface rayed with

striae, or more or less elevated costae ; beaks approximate and acute. Hinge with a

linear groove across the dorsal part of the auricles for the ligament, and a triangular

pit or fossette beneath the umbo for the cartilage. Muscular impression of the mantle

entire but ill defined ; adductor large, excentric.

Animal resembling the shell without the auricular appendages, its mantle dis-

connected on all sides ; the margins bearing generally two rows of tentacular filaments.

at the base of which are arranged a series of ocelh or rudimentary eyes ; foot small,

subcylindrical, containing a groove from which is spun a byssus for its attachment

;

one large and powerful adductor muscle : no siphonal tubes. Sexes united.

This is a well and strongly-marked genus, generally ornamented with rays, like the

expanded sticks of a lady's fan : these in some species are large and highly elevated,

while in the more aberrant forms they are nearly obliterated, merging into some which

are perfectly smooth, the gradations from the one to the other are so imperceptible as

to be without any definable line of demarcation, and although this group has been

separated into several Genera, there is no good or permanent character by which they

can be distinguished.

In some, the valves are very unequal in size, while in others there is scarcely a

perceptible difference, though in most species, by close observation, a trifling

inequality may be detected. Those, in which one valve is very convex, while the

other is flat, or even concave in its young state, have mostly the larger one buried in

the sand, resting in a horizontal position, so that the flat one opens upwards, like the

lid of a box, these, when young, are furnished with a byssus, the opening for which

is visible in the smaller shell, but becomes obliterated in the adult. The animal

probably, in all the species, is capable of producing a byssus for attachment, this,

however, is mostly made use of by the young, as when more advanced in growth it

appears to be possessed of a considerable degree of locomotive power, which is often

employed so as to make considerable progress through the water by means of its large

and powerful adductor after opening the valves, and flapping them suddenly together

with great rapidity ; some species are probably always stationary, as we find at all
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ages an opening in one valve through which a byssus of considerable magnitude

might have passed ; others fix themselves to rocks or foreign bodies by the spinous or

imbricated processes of their valves ; when fixed like P.pusio, it is by the right valve,

which is also the one wherein is left an opening for the byssus, and the one also like

P. maxima, which the animal buries in the sand, it may, therefore, always be considered

the lower valve : this is sometimes the most convex, while in those that are free, the

greater convexity is generally in the left or upper valve, which, in the living shell, is

the more highly coloured.

This is purely a marine genus, and in the recent state has a very extended

geographical distribution, being found in almost all parts of the world, while its

vertical range is also considerable, inhabiting the seas at various depths ; it is also of

great antiquity, species having been found as low in the Secondary Series as the Lias,

and are continued ujjwards through nearly every period to the present time ; it is

largely developed in the newer Tertiaries, and is exceedingly abundant as an existing

genus, upwards of a hundred species being already kno^vn. It has been quoted as an

inhabitant of the Palaeozoic Period, but the specimens found in the Coal Measures and

Mountain Limestone Rocks, present differences that arc considered as generically

distinct, and they have been separated by Prof. M'Coy under the name of Aviculopcden

differing from the true Pectens in the absence of a cartilage-pit, and in the inequalities

of the auricles being reversed, thereby connecting it with Avicula.

It is to«be feared, that many of our Tertiary specimens haye been erected into

species without sufficient claim to such distinction, and that several will be found upon

further examination to be merely variations of form and sculpture of those which are

perhaps more than commonly disposed to deviate from what may be considered as the

typical form of long and well-known recent species.

This genus flourished most abundantly in the Crag Seas, and the modifications in

the ornamental portions of most of the species i-ender their correct appropriation a

task of no ordinary difficulty.

1. Pecten maximus, Linnmts. Tab. IV, fig. 1, a—h, and Tab. VI| fig. 7, u—h.

Lisler. Hist. Concli., lib. iii, par. 1, fig. 1 A, 1C87.

OsTUEA MAXIMA. Linn. Syst. Nat., p. 1144, No. 185, 1767.

— — Knorr. Dclices des Yeux, xiv*, fig. 1, 1766.

— — Vonov. Brit. Shells, pi. 49, 1800.

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 47, pi. 10, fig. 1, 1825.

— — Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 572, No. 16, 1814.

Pecten maximus. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 143, 1803.

— — Ckem. Conch. Cab., vii., p. 268, pi. 60, fig. 58.i, 1 782.

— — Crouch. Int. Lam. Couch., p. 20, pi. 12, fig. 13, 1827.

— — Brown. lUiist. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 32, fig. 1, 1827.

— — Desk. 2il ed. Lam., t. vii, p. 129, 1836.

— — Payr. Cat. Moll. Cors., p. 71, No. 132, 1826.

— — N. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.
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Pecten maximus. Chenu. Illust. Conch. Pecten, pi. 2, figs. 1—3, and pi. 29, figs. 1—18.
— — Loven. Ind. Moll. Scaud., p. 30, 1846.

— — Alder. Cat. Moll. North., p. 7&, 1848.

— — Forb. and Rani. Hist, of Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 296, pi. 49, 1849.

— — Sismond. Syn. Meth. An. Invert. Pedcm. Foss., p. 13, 1847.

— — G. B. Sow. Jr. Thesaur. Conch., vol. i, p. 45, pl.xv, figs. 98-100, 184/.

— VULGARIS. Ba Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 140, pi. 9, fig. 3.

— COMPLANATUS. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 586, 1828.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — J. Morris. Cat. Brit. Foss., p. 114, 1843.

— — Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 285, pi. 22 bis, fig. 1, b, b', 1843.

— siMiLis. G. B. Sow. Jr. Thes. Conch., p. 46, pi. 16, figs. 116, 117, 1847.

— MEDius. Chem. Conch. Cab., t. vii, p. 272, t. 60, figs. 586, 587, 589.

— — Desk. 2d ed. Lam., t. vii, p. 130, 1835.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 59, 1844.

— — Chenu. Illust. Conch., pi. 4, figs. 2— 6. i

— — Sismonda. Syn. Meth. Ped. Foss., p. 13, 1847.

— GKANDis. J. Sowerhy. Min. Conch., t. 585, 1828.

— — S. Woodward. Syn. Tab. Brit. Org. Rem., p. 19, 1830.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — /. Morris. Catal. Brit. Foss., p. 114, 1843.

— — Nijst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 284, pi. 21, fig. 6, 5, b, and pi. 22,

fig. 1, a, b, 1844.

Ency. Meth., pi. 209, fig. \, a,b.

Spec. Char. Testa incequivalvi, suborbiculari ; valvd dextrd vel inferiori convexd,

superiori planulatd ; radiis magnis, 13—14 rotundatis, longitudinaliter striata ; mari/inibus

lati-crenulatis ; atiriculis (jequalihus.

Shell inequivalved, suborbicular ; right or inferior valve convex ; left or upper

valve flat, or very slightly inflated ; ornamented with 13 or 14 large, rounded, and

striated ribs or rays ; margin broadly indented ; ears equal.

Length, 5j ; height, 4f inches.

Locality, Cor. Crag, Sutton, Aldbro', Ramsholt, Gedgrave.

Red Crag, Sutton, Bawdsey.

Northern Drift, Ireland (Forbes).

Recent, Britain and Northern Seas, Mediterranean < Red Sea r

This is very abundant in some localities of the Coralline Crag, and particularly

variable in its exterior ornament. The peculiar arrangement of the striated portion of

the rays, which some of the specimens have assumed, induced authors who have

described the Crag shell, to consider it as wholly distinct from the recent British

species, and I was long of the same opinion ; but the examination of numerous speci-

mens in the cabinets of my Crag collecting friends, has shown a union between the

extremes of sculpture, as represented in the variety ym«r//s, and that which is commonly

exhibited in the generality of recent specimens, by small and almost imperceptible

variations, so as to prevent a distinct line of demarcation to be drawn between
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them, and as such, they arc here considered only in the Hght of varieties of tlie Hvinf^:

British shell.

M. Nyst, seems to consider the variety ^randis as a modified form of P. Jacohmm,

from which opinion I must dissent, believing it to be, as above stated, specifically

united vA\\\ our own species P. maximus. In P. Jacoba-us, the costae or rays are

broader in proportion to the intermediate depression, and are more quadrate : those

ujion the Crag shell are often as much elevated, but always more or less rounded,

without the abrupt or sharp edges, which distinguish the Mediterranean shell. The

most prominent character in the var. grandis, is the distinct ray in the centre of the

depression, while a corresponding kind of sulcus or furrow runs down the centre of the

large ray, dividing it into two parts ; this character, which in some specimens appears

so strongly marked, that it alone would be quite sufficient for specific distinction, be-

comes in var. complanatm scarcely discernible with the rays very much depressed, and in

those specimens with this division in the rays, each side appears to be again divided

by a less distinct line, or arranged in pairs. P. medius. Chemn. is said, by its author, to

be intermediate between Jacobeeus and Maximus, partaking, in some degree, the characters

of both, but from the figure and description appears to be only a variety of the latter.

A species from Australia, somewhat resembles our Crag fossil, in having the inter-

mediate small ray, but it has no bii)artite division of the large rays, while they are

rounded and simple on the flatter or upper valve, and may, therefore, only be looked

upon as the representative of our species. In the young state, our shell is nearly

smooth, while the upper or left valve is concave on the upper surface, in which stage of

its existence it was probably furnished with a byssus, as an opening is then visible beneath

the auricle of the conve.\ or right valve, but entirely obliterated in the adult shell.

In the Coralline Crag at Ramsholt, many beautiful specimens have been found with

the valves united, in what was, probably, a deeper portion of the sea at that period,

in association with Pj/rula, Pholadomi/a, Limjula ; forms, now found only in Tropical

or Sub-Tropical Seas, while at the same locality are numerous mdividuals of species,

whose homologues are living at the present day upon the Scandina^^an Coast.

The range of this species {maximus), in the Uving state, is given by the authors of

the ' Hist of Brit. Moll.,' from the Coast of Norway to Gibraltar. Payraudeau quotes

it as found, though rarely, on the West Coast of Corsica ; and Born s))caks of it also

as from the Mediterranean.

2. Pecte'n GERAunii, Ni/st. Tab. V, fig. 5, a—b.

PECTt.N Gekardii. Nyst. Rech. Coq. Foss. Prov. d'Anv., p. 19, No. 75, pi. 3, fig. 75,

1835.

_ _ Potiez. et Mich. Cat. des Moll, de Doiini, t. 11, p. 78, No. 32, 1S44.

— — Nyst. Coq. Foss. dc Belg., p. 300, pi. 18, fig. 11, 1S4J.

— suBDiAPHANi's. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Spec. Char. Testa orbiculari, subhyalind, inacpdvahi, equilaterali, radiatim striata,

et divaricatim insculptd ; auriculis incequalibus ; maryine tenuissime crenulatd.
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Shell orbicular, subpellucid, inequivalved or somewhat plano-convex, equilateral,

externally covered with fine longitudinal rays, visible only near the margin, and beau-

tifully sculptured with diverging or divaricating striae, auricles unequal.

Diameter, 2 inches.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt, Sudbourn, and Gedgrave.

This beautiful species is exceedingly abundant at the latter locality, where, how-

ever, the valves are always separated. At Ramsholt, they are somewhat less abun-

dant, and the valves are there found in their natural position.

From the figure and description given by M. Nyst, above referred to, there is little

doubt, that the English Crag shell is the same as the one found in the Campinian

beds of Belgium. Our shell is very thin, but strong, with irregularly-marked lines of

increase ; the right valve always more or less flattened, while the opposite one is

tumid or convex. Auricles very unequal and rayed, or costated, with a moderate

sized opening beneath the anterior one of the right valve, this is almost obliterated in

the adult shell, a rather large triangular cartilaginous area overhanging or projecting

into the interior. The impression formed by the edge of the mantle parallel with the

margin, and extending to about two thirds the length of the shell, that by the

adductor, less distinctly defined. The contour of the shell is nearly circular, a little

interrupted with a pair of rather high shoulders. A dark line diverges from the umbo,

within which the shell is of a lighter colour, like that in P. corneus, being, however,

perfectly distinct from that species. The beautifully curved or divaricating striae

(from the absence of longitudinal or radiating ribs), are visible upon the smooth sur-

face of the shell with the naked eye. An American fossil, Peden Virginianus,

Conrad. 'Foss. of the Med. Tert. of the United States,' p. 46, pi. 21, fig. 10, 1838,

appears to resemble our shell in many characters, but from the representation it differs

in being longer than high, and has the ears more equal and larger.

3. Pecten siMiLis, LasTcey. Tab. V, fig. 4, a—c.

Pecten SIMILIS. Laskey. Mem. Wern. Soc, vol. i, p. 387, pi. 8, fig. 8, 1811.

— — Brown. lUust. Concli. Gr. Brit., pi. 32, figs. 5, 6, 1827.

— — Flem. Brit. An., p. 384, 1828.

— — Forb. Rep. on Egeau Invert., p. 183, 1848.

— — Alder. Cat. Moll. North, and Durli., p. 77, 1848.

_ _ Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 293, pi. 52, fig. 6, and

pi. S, fig. I, 1849.

OsTEEA TUMIDA. Turt. Conch. Diet., p. 132, 1816.

Pecten tumidhs. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 212, pi. 17, fig. 3, 1822.

— — Flem. Brit. Anim., p. 384, 1828.

— — Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 117, 1844.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — Lovvn. Ind. MoU. Scand., p. 36, 1846.

— — G. B. Sow., Jr. Thes. Conch., vol. i, p. 57, pi. 13, figs. 27—29, 1847-

— PYGM^us? PAi7. En. Moll^ Sic, vol. ii, p. 61, 1844, (not Go/^//'.)

4
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Spec. Char. Testa mimitd, suborbiculatd, (Bquivalvi, sribaquilaterali, tenui, stMi/alind,

planulatd, fflabrd ; auriculis subecqiialibus, in vulvd dextrd antice longiori, rotundatd, postice

redangulatd ; sitiu hrevi, acufo.

Shell small, suborbicular, equivalved, subcquilatcral, tliiu, subpcUucid, Hattencd,

smooth ; auricles nearly equal ; the anterior one of the right valve rather the longer

and rounded, on the posterior side it forms a right-angled triangle, with a short and

acute sinus.

Diameter, \ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton. Recent Britain, Finmark, .^Egcan Sea.

This pretty little shell is particularly abundant at Sutton, in the Coralline Crag, to

which formation, as far as is at present known, it is restricted : its minuteness and

fragility may, however, be one cause why it has not yet been found in the Red Crag,

as it appears to be a species possessed of capabilities to endure a considerable range in

temperature, being quoted by Dr. Loven as having been obtained on the coast of

Finmark, while Professor Forbes procured it in considerable numbers from a great depth

in the /Egcan Sea, some specimens of which he has obligingly given mc, for the pur-

pose of comparison with the British fossil.

There arc some shght differences between the recent shell and the fossil, Ijut

which can hardly be considered of sufficient importance to justify it being ranked

as more than a variety ; the living species in several characters is subject to

variation. The specimens from the iEgean, whicli were oljtained at the depth of

100 fathoms, are rather larger than any I have from the Crag, measuring a little

more than a cpiarter of an inch in its longitudinal diameter, and a trifle less in

the height, with the auricles unequal, the anterior one, more especially in the

right valve, less than the posterior, but this is not a permanent character, as in

some specimens they are equal in size. The Crag shell does not exceed in

diameter a quarter of an inch, very rarely attains this magnitude, and the dorsal

margin, or rather the ears of the shell, extend to 5-6ths of its entire lengtli. In

the right valve the anterior auricle is as large as the ])osterior one, and completely

rounded with a small sharp sinus beneath it, as if the shell, in the living state, had been

supplied with a byssus. There is a slight peculiarity in this species in the right valve,

attributable probably to the presence and size of the byssus ; th(^ diverging line from

the umbo is on the j)osterior side rather convex, while on the opposite, or beneath the

projecting ear, it is distinctly concave ; in the left valve the auricles are equal in size,

and the divergence of the edge of the shell more regular, forming an angle of 90°

;

this valve is, in the recent state, ornamented Avith coloured markings of a zigzag,

or what is called Vandyke shape, traces of these colours are still remaining in some of

the Crag si)ecimens, one of which has only a single line of divergence from near the

centre, somewhat like the ornaments upon Lucina divuricata. There is also a slight

inequality in the dejith or convexity of the valves, the riglit or lower one being a little

more tumid than tlic other.
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P. 'Groenlandicus, Loven and G. B. Sow., Thes. Conch., p. 57, PI. 13, fig. 40,

appears to differ from our shell only in being somewhat larger.

4. Pecten tigrinus, Mutter. Tab. V, fig. 2, a—g.

P.ECTEN TIGKINUS. Miill. Zool. Dan., ii, p. 26, pi. 60, figs. 6—8, 1776.

— Besh. 2d ed. Lam., t. viii. p. 155, 1835.

_ _ Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Beige, p. 303, pi. 23, figs. 4—10, 1844.

_ — Loven. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 31, 1846.

_ — ^Wer. Cat. of Moll. North, and Durh., p. 77, 1847.

_ _ Forb. and Hani. Hist, of Brit. MoU., vol. ii, p. 285, pi. 50, figs. 8—11.

— OBSOLETUS. Penn. Brit. Zool., vol. iv, p. 322, t. 64, fig. 3.

_ — Bon. Brit. SheUs, vol. i, t. i, fig. 2, 1799.

_ Mont. Test. Brit., p. 149, and sup., p. 57, 1808.

_ — Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 213, pi. 9, fig. 6, 1822.

_ _ Brown. lUust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 33, fig. 6, 1827.

_ — /. Sowerby. Min. Conch, t. 541, figs. 1—8, 1828.

_ _ Nyst. Rech. Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p. 19, No. 74, 1835.

_ _ S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — J. Morris. Cat. of Brit. Foss., p. 115, 1843.

_ _ Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 118, 1844.

PARVUS. Ba Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 155, 1778.

— L^vis. Penn. Brit. Zool., vol. iv, p. 102.

_ — Mont. Test. Brit., pp. 150, 579, pi. 4, fig. 1, 1803.

_ — Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 212, 1822.

_ — Brown. Illust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 33, fig. 7, 1827.

_ DOMESTicus. Chem. Conch. Cab., t. xi, p. 261, pi. 207, figs. 2030-2036, 1783.

OsTBEA OBSOLETA. Turt. edit. Linn., vol. iv, p. 266, 1806.

_ _ JF. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 50, pi. 10, fig. 37.

— Mawe. Linn. Conch., pi. 14, fig. 6.

— TiGEEiNA. Turt. edit. Linn., vol. iv, p. 268, 1806.

— L.EVis. Mat. and Rack. Linn. Trans., vol. viii, p. 100, pi. 3, fig. 5, 1807.

_ _ >F. Wood. Ind. Test., pi. 10, fig. 38.

Spec. Char. Testa (Bquivalvi, cBquilaterali, siiborhiculari ; radiatd, radiis varus,^

mterdmi obsoletis, striis suhtilissimis arcuatim divergentihus ornatd; auriculis valdi

incecjualibus.

Shell equivalve, equilateral, suborbicular ; costated costse variable, sometimes

obsolete, or small and numerous, sometimes arranged in fives ;
ornamented with fine

curved and diverging striae, ears very unequal.

Diameter, 1 inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Ramsholt, Gedgrave, Sudboum.

Red Crag, Sutton, Bawdsey, and Walton Naze.

Recent, Britain and North Seas.

This is a very abundant species in the Coralline Crag, with as great a range in
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variation as is exhibited by those obtained in our own seas at the present day. In the

Red Crag, specimens are much more scarce, although var. S I have seen only from

this Formation.

From the great diversity of forms displayed by this animal, it is jiot to be

wondered at, that it should have been separated into several species : with variations

exceeding in appearance what are generally considered as sufficient for specific dis-

tinction, there is no permanent character that will justify their separation. In the

Crag as well as in the recent state, specimens may be obtained presenting every

minute gradation, and these apparently different forms are now justly included under

one name.

In var. a the shell is nearly smooth {Icevis, Penn.), or at least without any distinct

longitudinal ribs or striae, or with the edges only presenting these radiations ; this

may be considered as one extreme of the species, while the other variety exhibits five

large elevated ridges or ribs ; these arc generally separated, and in pairs, though they

are sometimes simple, the intermediate spaces are filled up with three or more rays.

Var. /3 may be called lenticular, with numerous fine rays covering the entire surface,

sometimes single, sometimes in pairs ; var. y has four or five raised ribs, as before

described ; var. 8 has from seven to nine rays, which are themselves faintly striated,

while the intermediate spaces are also filled with radiating lines ; but these forms are

not permanent, and specimens uniting some of the characters of each may be commonly

obtained. Every specimen is strongly marked with fine divaricating strite, in a curving

direction from the umbo to the sides. In the young state the shell is often very scabrous,

the rays being covered with regularly raised imbrications. The general form may be

described as suborbicular, though the greater diameter is from the umbo to the ventral

margin. The auricles may be considered its most distinguishing character ; these are

very unequal, the posterior one small, nearly obsolete, while that on the anterior side

is large, generally costated, or coarsely rayed. In the early stages of its growth, the

shell is always regularly convex or lenticular, but in some specimens, when at a certain

size, its form is altered by the enlargement of the shell on the inner edge of the margin

instead of outwardly, so as to give a greater space to the interior without much in-

creasing the diameter of the shell, and this character is exhibited in both valves.

Fig. 2, (/, is what in my Catalogue was enumerated with doubt as a new species, under

the name exolctus, but which probably is only a giant monstrosity of this species, as

the ordinary form is well displayed on the outside, beyond which, by apparently an

extra effort of growth, it has induced a deposit of calcareous matter, till it has

reached a diameter of 1! inches, thus much exceeding the general size of this species,

which is rarely more than one inch. Fig. 2, a, is from a specimen belonging to Mr
Bridgman, obtained in the Mammaliferous Crag, near Norwich.

The animal in the recent state is said to range from 12 to GO fathoms, while 18 or

20 is its most favorite depth.
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5. Pecten Bruei, Payraudeaii. Tab. V, fig. 3, a—h.

Pecten Bruei. Paijr. Cat. Moll, de File de Corse, p. 78, pi. 2, figs. 10—14, 1826.

— Besh. Append. Lyell's Princ, vol. iii, p. 14, 1833.

— — G.B. Sow., Jr. Thesaur. Conch., vol. i, p. 70, pi. 20, figs. 241-2, 1847.

— — C/ieim. lUust. Conch. Pecten, pi. 39, fig. 6, a— c.

— PicTUs. GoMf. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, t. 97, fig. 4, a—c, 1830 (not Da Costa).

— STRIA'CUS ? Gold/. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, t. 96, fig. 3, a—b.

^— Lamalii. Nijst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 305, pi. 22, fig. 5, a—*, and pi. 24,

fig. 5, 1844.

— PANDOR.E? Desk. Exped. Sclent, de Morea, pi. 2, figs. 12—14, 1S33.

Sjjec. Char. Testa siiborbiculari, cequivahi? cequilaterali, convexiusctdd ; radiatim

costatd, costis 18—20 convexis inmqualihus, longitudlnaliter tenuissime lineatis, in juoenfd

nodosis vel suhimbricatis ; auriculis alferis minimis, radiantibus.

Shell suboi'bicular, equivalve? equilateral, slightly convex ; costated with 18 to 20

unequal rounded ribs, finely striated longitudinally ; and nodose or imbricated in the

young state ; auricles unequal and rayed.

Diameter, \ an inch.

Locality, Coralline Crag, Sutton. Recent, Mediterranean.

Five or six separated valves are all that I have obtained, and these appear to cor-

respond with the recent species above referred to. Four locahties are given by

Payraudeau, of recent habitats, who says it is " peu abondant." The shell figured

by Nyst is presumed to be the same, from the disposition of the rays; but he speaks

of irregular and oblique striae upon the sides of the shell, like those upon tigrinus;

these I have not been able to detect in my specimens, which, however, may but ill

display such sculpture, as they are, probably, only young individuals, not measuring

more than half the diameter of the Belgian fossil; but from the representation^

there is a slight difference, the auricles of his shell are rather more rounded, and

more unequal, and approach nearer in that character to one of the varieties of

tigrinus.

Our shell may be further described as having rounded rays generally single, some-

times arranged in pairs, but in no regularity in either the right or left valve, while the

whole surface, as well on the costae as between them, is covered with radiating

striae, these appear like linear markings in the shell, and not upon it, the line being

alternately of a light and dark colour, that upon the centre of each rib, larger or

broader than the rest.

In the young shell, the rays are ornamented with nodose protuberances, and the

interstices have then also a raised portion of the shell, so that, in its young state, the

surface is prettily cancellated. The auricles are unequal, the anterior one being the

larger of the two, though not displaying so great a disparity as in tigrinus ; they are

shai'p and rectangular, and not the least rounded, covered with prominent rays, which

are strongly decussated by raised lines of growth : there is a small byssal sinus under

the anterior auricle.
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This is quite distinct from any of the varieties of P. iigrinus, the larger or more

rounded form of the rays, as well as less inequality in the auricles, will distins^iish

it ; and in all the varieties of that species, strongly marked divaricating striae, or

cun'cd lines radiating from the umbo, may easily be observed, but I have been unable

to detect such markings upon my specimens of this species, although individuals of

tiffrinus, much less in size, exhibit them distinctly ; and it seems also to be specifically

different from P. Dumasii, in which the rays are larger, fewer, and more prominent,

and the auricles of our shell are comparatively larger than those in that species. In

the recent state, this is, probably, a deep water species, as PajTaudeau speaks of his

specimens having been obtained by means of the dredge.

6. Pecten danicus, Chemnitz. Tab. IV, fig. 2.

Pecten Danicus. Chem. Concb. Cab., t. xi, p. 265, pi. 207, fig. 2043, 1/95.

— — G. Sow. Thesaur. Concb., vol. i, p. 01, pi. 12, figs. 16 & 187.

— — For/j. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 288, pi. 52, figs. 1, 2, 7—10.
— GL.\Bais. Brown. 111. Brit. Concb., pi. 32, figs. 3, 4, 1827.

— DuM.\sii. Payr. Cat. Moll, de I'lle de Corsi., p. 75 pi. 2, figs. 6, 7, 1826.

— — l)esh. Append. LyeU's Princ, vol. iii, p. 15, 1833.

— — Forbes. Kept. /Egeau Invert., p. 183, 1843.

— — Jeffreys. Ann. Nat. Hist., vol. six, p. 313.

— ASPERSUS. Besh. 2d ed. Lam., t. vii, p. 136, 1836.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic. vol. i, p. 82. 1836; and vol. ii, p. 57, 1844.

— Jamesoxi. Smith. Mem. Wern Soc., vol. viii, p. 58, pi. 2, fig. I, 1838.

— — Brown, inust. Concb. Gr. Brit., 2d edit, p. 73, pi. 25, fig. 7.

— SEPTEMRADiATLs. Loven. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 31, 1846.

— TRiiiADiATUS. Miitl. Zool. Dan., vol. ii, p. 2.», pi. 60, figs. 1, 2, (fide Loven and Desk.)

OsTREA UYBRIDA. Gmel. Syst. Nat., p. 3318, 1788 (fide Loven).

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 48, pi. 10. fig. 10, 1825.

— TuiKADiATA. Turt. ed. Linn., vol. iv, p. 268, 1806.

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 50, pi. 10, fig. 39, 1825.

— SEPTEMRADIATA. Id. - - p. 268, 1806.

— INFLEXA. Poli. Test. Sicil., vol. i, p. 160, t. 28, figs. 4, 5.

— CLAYATA. Id. - - - p. 161, t. 28, fig. 17.

Pecten Pseud-Amusicm. Desk. E.xped. Scient. de Morea, p. 231, pi. 2, figs. 9—11, 1833.

Ency. Metb., pi. 212, fig. 6.

Sjjec. Char. Testa suhrotundatd, (equilateruli, radiis 5—G rottindatis inaqualihm,

striatis ; auriculis inccqttalibus.

Shell subcircular, equilateral, thin, with rounded or convex rays varying in number
from 5 to 6 striated ; auricles unequal.

Diameter, 1 inch.

LocalitI/. Clyde Beds. Recent, .'Egean, and Scandinavia.

Although this species, in the recent state, has been obtained in the .Egcan, as

we 11 as in the Mediterranean Sea, and is quoted also by Philippi as an abundant fossil
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in the Sicilian Beds, I have not yet seen it from any of the three Crag Formations of

Essex, Suffolk or Norfolk. As it is a fossil in the Clyde Beds, and may, probably, be

hereafter found in the Crag, it ought not to be here passed over in silence. The

specimen figured (which is the right valve) was given to me by James Smith, Esq.,

of Jordan Hill, and is undoubtedly identical with the British shell recently obtained in

considerable plenty by Mr. George Barlee.

Our specimen contains a good deal of animal matter, with some slight remains of

colour, as indicative of its comparatively modern origin. The shell like that of

P. fifferimis, is ornamented with curved radiating or diverging striae, but less promir

nent and distinct, and most visible at the lateral edges. A specimen of P. Biimasii,

given to me by Professor Edward Forbes, which he obtained from a great depth in the

Mge&n Sea, does not appear to differ specifically from the British shell, and I have

followed his example in uniting the two. Our fossil, however, appears to agree with

the recent British specimens better than with the Dumasii from the Mediterranean, in

having a rather larger posterior auricle ; but my specimen from the iEgean differs also

in that character from the Mediterranean shells, in having as large an auricle com-

paratively as the British specimens. The number of ribs is a variable character;

sometimes the right valve has six, when the left one has only five, the depressions of the

one valve corresponding to the elevations of the other, and vice versa.

In this, as in most of the species of this genus, the auricles are comparatively

larger in the younger shell than in the adult ; my specimen, is a full grown shell, with

six ribs or elevations, and the whole surface rayed or striated longitudinally, made

rough or scabrous by elevated lines of growth, and the diverging or curved striae

visible only at the sides.*

7. Pecten Princeps, /. Sowerbi/, Tab. VI, fig. I.

Pecten Princeps. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 542, fig. 2, 1826.

— — 77oo(/wa?YZ. Geol. of Norf., p. 4-1, 1833.

— — 5. JFood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — Morris. Cat. of Brit. Foss., p. 115, 1843.

— Cltntonius? Say. Jouni. Acad. Nat. Sci., vol. iv, p. 135, pi. ix, fig. 2, 1824.

— — ? Conrad. Foss. of the Med. Tert. of the United States, p. 47, pi. 23,

fig. 1, 1838.

— sDBL^viGATUS ? juv. Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Beige, p. 298, pi. 24, fig. 4, 1844.

Spec. Char. Testa, orbiculari, subhuequivalvi, convexd, lontjitudinaliter cosiatd, costis

numerosis confertis, suhsquaviosis, interstitiis divaricatim striatis ; auriculis magnis sub-

aqualibns ; valrd dextrd minori.

Shell orbicular, slightly inequivalve, convex, externally ornamented with numerous

close set, rounded and slightly squamose or imbricated striae, with a small inter-

* A specimen much worn, and -without its auricles, very recently found iu the Red Crag, is in my

Cabinet, and may possibly be of this species, but it is too much mutilated for fair examination.
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mediate ray in the aged shell, and fine diverging strife visible between the rays ; ears

large, nearly equal, and rayed ; right valve the smaller of the two.

Lciifflh, 5f . llciyld, b\ inches.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Ranisholt.

This noble shell appears not to have lived beyond the Period of the Coralline Crag,

at least, I have not seen it from any more recent deposit, although Woodward, in his

' Gcol. of Norf.' has included it in his List of Fossils from the Mamraaliferous Cras: at

Tiiorpe, with the letter a at the end of the locality, denoting its abundance, but

I have not been able to see a specimen, or ascertain that it was even found in tliat

formation, perliaps, fragments or imperfect specimens of P. hlandicus may have been

mistaken for it.

This is the largest species of the genus belonging to the nearly equivalved section,

equalling in magnitude the common Scallop. Pecten Magdlanicus somewhat re-

sembles this shell, and may be considered its representative on the other side of the

Atlantic ; but it has not the rays so distinctly marked or elevated as those upon

the Crag shell, and is a flatter or more compressed species, with a few other minor

distinctions sufficient to separate the two.

An American fossil above referred to, as far as can be determined by the figure and

description, appears so closely to resemble our shell, that they are here considered as

probably the same species ; some slight differences may, however, be pointed out, as

our reliance is entirely upon the representation, without the opportunity of comparison.

Our shell has the auricles large and unequal, those on the posterior side being much

the smaller, while in the American fossil they appear more equal, and somewhat less,

and the rays are represented as bifurcating, or double in number, on the outer part of

the shell, or its latter growth ; the Crag shell has from 70 to 80 small and convex

rays, rounded and slightly imbricated, but never angulated, the distance between them

about equal to the rays ; at the outer part of my largest specimen is an intermediate

ray, thereby resembling the figure of the American fossil ; between the rays may be

seen fine diverging or divaricating strios, crossing the lines of growth in an oblique

direction. Under the anterior auricle of the right valve is a large opening. The

valves are closed nearly all round, slightly gaping at the shoulders. The same sized

rays ornament the auricles, which are also scabrous. Oysters and Barnacles are

attached to the roughened surface of t]i(> shell, and may be seen, sometimes upon the

right, in others on the left valve.

This was found, in situ, in the tranquil deposit at Ranisholt. Pecten sublcBviffatiui

Ni/st, so much resembles a small specimen in my possession, that it is probably only

the young state of this species.

. Say's name appears to have priority of date, but from the uncertainty of identifi-

cation, the much more appropriate one given by Mr. Sowerby lias, for the present,

been retained.
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8. Pecten pusio, Pennant. Tab. VI, fig. 4, a—c.

Lister. Hist. Conch., lib. iii, par. 1, figs. 9, 18? and 23? 1789.

Palliolum? Chem. Conch. Cab., vii, p. 333, t. dl, figs. 635-6, 1784.

OsTREA MiNiATA. Born. Mus. Cses. Vind., p. 104, t. vii, fig. 1, 1780.

— MDLTISTEIATA. Poli. Test. SicU., vol. ii, p. 164, t. 28, fig. 14, 1795.

— PUSIO. Bon. Brit. Shells, vol. i, pi. 34, 17;.'.

— siNUOSA. W. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 50, pi. 10, fig. 34, 1825.

Pecten pusio. Penn. Brit. Zool., vol. iv, pi. 61, fig. 65.

_ _ Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 215, pi. 17, fig. 2, 1822.

— — Payr. Cat. Moll, de I'lle de Cors., p. 74, 1826.

— — G. B. Sowerhy. Genera, No. 31, fig. 6.

_ _ Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 84, and vol. ii, p. 58, 1844.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist, of Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 278, pi. 50, figs. 4, 5

;

pi. 51, fig. 7.

— DiSTORTUS. Da Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 148, pi. 10, figs. 3, 6.

— — Mont. Test. Brit., p. 148, and Sup., p. 61, 1808.

— — Loven. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 30, 1846.

— siNUOsus. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 210, pi. 9, fig. 5, 1822.

— — Brown. Illust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 32, fig. 2, 1827.

— — Forbes. Geol. Surv. of Gr. Brit., vol. i, p. 86, 1846.

— SPINOSUS. Brown. Illust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 33., fig. 8, 1827.

— STEiATUs. J. Sowerby. Min. Conch., t. 394, figs. 2—4, 1823.

— — Dujard. Mem. Soc. Geol. de France, t. ii, pi. 2, p. 270, No. 3, 1837.

— — Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 301, pi. 15, fig. 1, b, b', d, 1843.

— SERRATUS. Dubois. Conch. Foss. de Wolhyn. Pcdol., p. 73, pi. 8, fig. 5, 1831.

— GLORIA MARIS? Id. - - - p. 72, pi. 8, figs. 6 & 19, 1831.

— SQUAMULOsus. Desk. Bxped. Sci. de Morea, pi. 5, fig. 7— 1 1, 1833.

— LiMATUS. Gold/. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 59, pi. 94, fig. 6, a—b.

— — Chenu. Conch. Illust. Pecten, pi. 49, fig. 5.

— ELONGATUS ? Gold/. Lac. cit., pi. 94, fig. 7, a—c.

HiNNiTES PUSIO. G. B. Sow., Jr. Conch. Man., fig. 173.

— SINUOSUS. Desk. 2d ed. Lam., t. vii, p. 149, 1836.

— — G.B. Sow., Jr. Thesaur. Conch., vol. i, p. 79, pi. 20, figs. 1—3, 1847.

— IRREGULARIS. Desk. Ency. Meth. Vers., t. ii, p. 273, No. 1.

Spec. Char. Testa orbiculato-ovatd, suhcBquivalvi, cequilateraK, radiatd, radiis confertis,

numerosis, 2—3 partitis, irregularibus, Icevibus aut scabris ; auricidis inaqualibvs.

Shell orbiculato-ovate, subequivalve, equilateral with numerous close-set rays, in

sets of two or three, irregularly scabrous, with very unequal auricles.

Longitudinal diameter, 2 inches ; height, 2|ths of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Ramsholt, and Sudbourn.

Red Crag, Sutton, Bawdsey, Walton Naze.

Recent, Britain, Mediterranean, Bergen.

This shell is abundant in both formations, and in the Coralline Crag at Ramsholt

the two valves are often united. In the young state, the Crag shell so much resembles

the recent specimens of the same size, that it cannot be considered otherwise than

5
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identical, as suggested by Philippi, ' En Moll. Sic.,' vol. i, p. 84, notwithstanding a

material change in its habits appears to have taken place in the modern shell, where,

after it has attained a certain age or magnitude, it attaches itself to some stone or

rock, by the entire surface of the right valve adhering by the scabrous or imbricated

portions of the rays, in consequence of which it is often distorted, moulding itself to the

inequalities of the body to which it is fixed, producing great variation in form, from

which circumstance the recent shell has been separated into two or more species.

This does not appear to have been the habit of the Crag shell, as amongst the

numerous specimens I have seen, there is no indication of its having been attached by

the exterior surface, but may have been a fixed species by means of a byssus, as in

all the right valves a large opening exists beneath the anterior auricle, so far

resembling the habits of the recent species in being fixed though by a difi"erent process.*

Some of my specimens have attained a diameter of rather more than 2| inches

from the umbo to the ventral margin, but, unlike the full-grown recent shell,

have retained their regularity of form throughout their whole existence. There is

often a slight obliquity in the shell, produced probably from its attached habits, the

large byssus causing the auricle on that side to be more elevated than on the

posterior, which is not only much smaller, but more depressed. The valves are nearly

equal in convexity, though the right one is a little the flatter of the tw'o, and in general

the rays are arranged in pairs, unequal in size, the larger one being scabrous, sometimes

less regular with three of different sizes, and all imbricated, the exterior is, however,

very deceptive in this character, as in one variety which from the entire absence of

these imbrications as well as from a greater regularity in the rays, it was assumed to

be a distinct species, and passed in my catalogue under the name of striaturus, which

there is reason now to believe is not entitled to that distinction. At the anterior

opening beneath the auricles, are five or six elevated ridges for the purpose, probably,

of keeping the byssus more spread, or in its place, and the shell appears to have

had a somewhat large cartilaginous area, as well as a broad surface for the attach-

ment of the ligament, the valves opening about five and twenty degrees. In the

young as well as in the adult shell, there is a great inequality in the size of the

auricles.

In this, as in many species of this genus, the exterior is ornamented with fine

divaricating striae, crossing the lines of growth at nearly right angles, visible also in

the recent shell, and between the rays the surfiice is often subcanccllatcd by the

reflexed or thickened margin of the shell at the varied periods of increase.

The recent shell is stated, by the authors of British Mollusca, to range from near

low water mark to 90 fathoms : most plentiful between 1 5 and 28. Its lateral range

(>xtends from the Mediterranean to the Norwegian shores.

* Altliough never being itself fixed bv the shell, its roiii;licne(l exterior is well adapted for parasitical

animals and we, cousequcntly, find Oysters or Barnacles adhering to the valves.
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9. Pecten opercularis, LinncBus. Tab. VI, fi^. 2, a—d.

List. Hist. Conch., lib. iii, fig. 27.

OsTKEA oPERCULAKis. Linn. Syst. Nat., p. 1147, No. 202, 1767.

Born. Mus. Cses. Vindobon, p. 106, 1780.

— Schr'Ot. Einleit in die Conchyl., iii, p. 317, t. ix, fig. 3, 1784.

_ — JV. Wood. Ind. Test., pi. 10, fig. 43.

— BUBKUFA. Don. Brit. Shells, vol. i, pi. 12, 1799.

— LiNEATA. Don. Brit. Shells, vol. iv, pi. 116, 1803.

— SANGUINEA. PoU. Test. Sicil., vol. ii, pi. 28, figs. 7-8.

— ? Knorr. Delices des Yeux., t. iv, fig. 1, 1766.

— PLEBEJA. Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 577, t. 14, fig. 10, 1814.

Pecten pictus. Da Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 144, pi. 9, figs. 1, 2, 4, 5, 1778.

— LINEATUS. Id. - - p. 147, pi. 10, fig. 8.

_ — Mo7it. Test. Brit., pp. 147, 579, 1803.

— — Chenu. Conch. Illust. Pecten., pi. 30, figs. 1, 2.

— OPEECULAEIS. Chem. Conch. Cab., vii, p. 341, pi. 67, fig. 646, 1782.

_ — Mont. Test. Brit., p. 145, 1803.

— — Lam. Hist, des An. Sans. Vert., vi, p. 172, 1822.

_ _ Brown. Illust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 33, fig. 1, 1827.

_ _ Payr. Cat. des Moll, de la Corse., p. 77, 1826.

— — Chenu. Conch. Illust. Pecten., pi. 48, fig. 3.

_ _ Gold/. Pet. Germ., t. ii, p. 62, tav. 95, fig. 6, 1833.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, p. 82, t. 6, fig. 2, 1836.

— — G.B. Sow., Jr. Thes. Conch., p. 53, pi. 17, figs. 141-146, 1847.

_ _ Lovhi. En. Moll. Scand., p. 30, 1846.

_ _ Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii. p. 299, pi. L, fig. 3 '

Li, figs. 5, 6; L iii, fig. 7, 1849.

— SULCATUS. J. Sowerby. Min. Conch., t. 393, fig. 1, 1823.

_ _ Woodward. Geol. of Norf., p. 44, 1833.

_ _ Nyst. Rech. Coq. Foss. Prov. d'Anv., p. 19, 1835.

— EECONDITUS. /. Sowerby, Min. Conch., t. 575, figs. 5, 6, 1827.

_ _ Nyst. Rech. Coq. Foss. Prov. d'Anv., p. 19, No. 73, 1835.

— — Potiez et Mich. Cat. Moll, de Douai, p. 77, pi. 49, figs. I, 2.

— SUBRUFUS. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 210, t. 17, fig. 1, 1822.

— AuDOUiNii. Payr. Cat. Moll, de Cors., p. 77, pi. 2, figs. 8, 9, 1826.

— PLEBEius. J. Sowerby. Syst. Ind., p. 244, 1835.

_ — Bronn. Leth. Geog., ii, p. 916, t. 39, fig. 16, 1838.

— SowERBYi. Nyst. Conch. Foss. de Belg., p. 293, pi. 22, fig. 3, b', and pi. 22 bis.

— Malvin^. Dubois de Montp. Conch. Foss. Wolhyn. PodoL, p. 71, pi. 8, figs. 2, 3.

— FLAVUS? Id. p. 72, pi. 8, fig. 7.

— RECTANGUMS? Id. p. 72,pl.8,figS.10,ll.

— PULCHELLINtJS? Id. - - - - - p. 70, pi. 8, fig. 8.

— RADIANS? Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 294, pi. 24, fig. 3, 1844.

— 20-suLCATUs. MUll. (fide Lovhi.)

Description de I'Egypt Hist. Nat., pi. 13, figs. 5, 1—4, and pi. 14, fig. 8, 1826.

Ency. Meth., pi. 212, fig. 2.

Dale. Hist, and Antiq. of Harwich, p. 291, t. xi, fig. 1, 1730.

Spec. Char. Testa suborbiculari, subcequivalvi, longitudinaliter radiatd radm 18—26,
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sf/iiamoftiN, squamis crcbris, transversis, interradios divercativt striatis ; auriculis suh-

cBquah/jits ; vnlvd siiiisfrd convexiori.

Shell suborbicular, slightly inequivalved, covered with 18—26 imbricated or

squamose rays, squamae numerous and close set, between the rays are nsible fine

divaricating striae ; auricles nearly equal ; the left valve, the more convex one.

Diameter, 2| inches.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Passim.

Red Crag, Id.

Mam. Crag, Bramerton and Thorpe.

Recent, Britain, Finmark, and Mediterranean.

This is one of the most abundant shells, in the Coralline, as well as

in the Red Crag Formations, and is exceedingly variable as regards the ornament

and arrangement of its exterior, which has caused it to be separated into

many different sjiccics, so greatly, indeed, does it vary in this character, that

scarcely any description can be given of its sculpture, but what some deviation

may be observed, so as almost to induce an opinion, that such difference might

be considered as a specific distinction. The most abundant variety is that which

corresponds with the rough and imbricated shell, now found living in the

Mediterranean, figured and described as a new species by PajTaudeau, under the

name P. Audouini. This shell may be found in almost every locality, in the

Coralline as well as in the Red Crag.

Both valves may be described as somewhat convex, though the upper or left valve

is decidedly the more tumid of the two. Our shell is ornamented with more or less

rounded rays, divided into threes, varying in number from 18 to 26, these

are rather wider than the intermediate spaces, and are covered with rough imbricated

squamae, and the spaces between the ribs arc generally imbricated in the same way.

In the young shell the tripartite form of arrangement is seldom to be seen, the rays

then being single, and this continues sometimes till the shell has increased to more

than an inch in diameter ; and the division of the intermediate space into three ra)'s,

does not, in some specimens, show itself until even a greater magnitude, by which the

young shell differs so materially in its ornament, as to have been made into new
s])ecies. In one variety of my Crag specimens, the rays are so strongly imbricated

with reflexed squamae, that in my Catalogue, it was considered a distinct species,

and intended to have been described under the name scabrotm (fig. 2, r) ; but the pos-

session of more specimens and further examination, give reason to believe it to be only

a modification of the above species : in this, which, is somewhat of a young shell, the

ribs are single, but the imbrications are continuous undulating over and between the

ribs. The var. Uneolata, I have seen only from the Red Crag, and that but rarely.

P. reconditas, Min. Conch., is I conceive, to be only that form sometimes met with in

which the rays have preserved their unity until the specimen has attained a magnitude

of an inch and a half in diameter, although in some specimens, they separate into threes
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long before tlie)^ attain that size, the separation of the rays generally producino- a

corresponding ornament upon the intermediate spaces, although that often depends

upon the width of those spaces. This appears to differ from the London Clay shell

and I doubt its being Ost. recondita, Brander.

In my specimens from Barton, are two varieties, one not having more than 18 or 20

rays, while the other has 30—32, these are more rounded than in the Crag shell ; when
perfect, in general they are more or less eroded, they are striated both upon and between

the rays, but never distinctly keeled, the imbricated lines of growth are finer, and the auri-

cles are comparatively larger. Nor could I detect upon them the fine divaricating strige.

The auricles of our shell may be described as unequal, that of the left valve on the

anterior side projecting, so as to form an angle less than 90°. In the right or flatter

valve, the anterior auricle is longer or projects further than the posterior one, leavino-

in the full grown shell a considerable opening, even in those which have exceeded two

inches and a half, and on the edge of the shell on that side are prominent denticles>

four or five of which may be seen in the open space beneath the auricle.

The height of most specimens measuring from the umbo to the ventral maro-in, is

rather less than the diameter of the opposite direction, although in some specimens

these dimensions are reversed. The angle formed by the divergence of the rays from

the umbo may be called a right angle, although it sometimes exceeds, while in the

more elongated specimens, it falls short of that size. In some old shells, the anterior

and posterior sides are extended, so as to give a high-shouldered appearance to the

valve ; and in all the younger specimens, the comparative size of the auricles is greater

than in the larger shells, indeed, in the pullus state, they are equal to the entire

length, and the shell then is nearly smooth.

Under a lens, fine divaricating striae may be seen diverging or curving over the shell.

This species is stated by the authors of the ' Hist. Brit. MoUusca,' to possess a

great vertical range, from five to one hundred fathoms, while its peculiar province in

the British Seas is between fifteen and twenty-five.

10. Pecten gracilis, /. Sowerhj. Tab. VI, fig. 5.

Pecten gracilis. J. Sow. Mill. Conch., t. 39.3, fig. 2, 1825.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — J. Morris. Cat. Brit. Foss., p. 114, 1843.

Spec. Char. Testa gracili, suborbiculari, compressd vel jilaniusculd, teiiui, costaid

;

costis acutis, angustis, incequalibus, tripartifis, concentrice et tenuissime imbricato-striatis

;

auricidis parvis incequalibus.

Shell suborbicular, compressed or flattened, delicate, thin, and fragile, costated,

ribs sharp and fine, imequal in size, arranged in threes ; finely striated concentrically,

with imbricated and shghtly elevated lines of growth, ears small and unequal.

Diameter, \\ inches.

Locality. Red Crag, Sutton, Holywells, and Bawdsey.
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This, as yet, I have seen from the Red Crag only, and in that Formation it is by

no means abundant.

Some varieties of P. opercularis seem to approach this so closely, that it is possible

it may be only a modification of that variable species, with more attenuated and

depressed valves than are commonly seen ; there are, however, some difi'crences which

must, at least for the present, keep them separated, more especially as there is no

necessity for the imposition of a new name. The variety linearis of that species, in the

form and arrangement of its sculpture, appears to approach the nearest to our shell.

In P. gracilis both valves are much flattened, the right valve rather the more so

of the two ; the auricles appear comparatively less than in opercularis, and the rays

are arranged much in the same manner, but rather more numerous, varying from

twenty to twenty-six, generally tripartite or ranged in threes, the centre one the most

elevated and the most sharp, with an intermediate one between the three, so that

every fourth ray, as stated by Sowerby, ' Min. Conch.,' vol. iv, p. 129, is the most

prominent and the most conspicuous ; the same disposition of the rays may be

observed in opercularis, var. linearis, only in that shell, neither the valves nor the

rays are so much depressed. Our shell is ornamented with fine concentric striae, or

raised and subimbricated lines of growth, giving a roughness to the feeling, more than

to the eye, but the same sculpture is present in linearis.

The most material difi'crences are a greater flatness in the valves, a much

thinner shell, with a slight alteration in proportionate or comparative dimensions, and

smaller auricles ; this last may, perhaps, be looked upon as the most distinguishing

character, if they be really distinct, which more numerous specimens than I possess

may perhaps determine.

A shell from the older Tertiaries at Bracklcsham, somewhat resembles this in its

graceful and elegant form, and slightly so in the disposition of the sculpture, but it has

more numerous rays, and the imbricated lines of growth are finer.

U. Pecten dubius Brocchi. Tab. IV, fig. 3, and Tab. VI. fig. 3.

List. Hist. Conch., lib. iii, p. 1, fig. 29, 1687.

OsTKEA DUBiA. Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 575, t. 16, fig. 16, 1814.

Pecten scabrelliis. Desk. 2d ed Lara., t. vii, p. 161.

— — Bast. Bord. Foss., p. 73, 1825.

— — Goldf. Pet. Germ., t. ii, p. 62, t. 9.5, fig. 5.

— — Di'jard. Mem. Geol. de France, p. 270.

— — Bronn. Loth. Gcog., ii, p. 917, t. .39, fig. 17, a—c, 18.38.

— — Grateloupe. Cat. Zool. des An. Vert, et Invert. Bord., p. 58, 1838.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 60, 1844.

— MUKICATOS? Risso. Princ. Prod, dc I'Eur., t. iv, p. 304, 1826.

— VENTiLABRtiM ? Goldf. Pet. Gcrm., t. ii, p. 67, t. 97, fig. 2.

— SowERBYi. Nijst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 293, pi. 22, fig. 3, h, and pi. 22 bis,

fig. .3, a', 1844.

— TCMESCENS. 5. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.
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Spec. Char. Testa suborbiculari, (squilaterali, suhaquivahi, radiatd, radiis 14

—18 stdcatis, plurimum tripartitis, sqitamoso-denticidatis ; aiiricidis inceqiialibus.

Shell suborbicular, equilateral, slightly inequivalved, with 14—18 large and elevated

rays for the most part, one large, with a small one on each side, strongly imbricated

ears, unequal, rayed, and squamose.

Diameter, \\ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Ramsholt, Sudbourn, Gedgrave.

Red Crag, Sutton, Newbourn, Bawdsey, Walton Naze.

This is by no means rare in the Coralline, but rather more so in the Red Crag ; it

is, however, much less abundant than opercularis, though it may generally be

obtained in those localities in which the shells of either Formation are met with in a

good state of preservation.

The valves of this species may be described as equal in size, at least, as far as can

be determined by the disconnected valves, which appear to present a similar amount

of convexity, although a specimen of the left valve may occasionally be seen a little

more tumid or deeper than the right. The rays are fewer than in P. opercularis, never

exceeding eighteen, while they have sometimes not more than fourteen, but the general

amount is the intermediate number ; these are tripartite, and about an equal width with

the spaces between them ; the centre ray is much larger than the one on each side of

it, and is covered with large and prominent squamae or imbrications, while the smaller

rays are also scabrous, but have more numerous and smaller squama, not correspond-

ing with those upon the larger ray as if they were not formed at the same time by the

reflexed edge of the mantle. The spaces between the rays in the young shell are

naked or free from longitudinal striae, which, however, become ornamented as the

shell increases with from one to three rough and radiating scabrous lines. The
length of the shell in most specimens is equal to the height, but when it deviates

from this regularity it is in the direction from the anterior to the posterior side, which

becomes greater than from the umbo to the ventral margin. Its most distinguishing

characters appear to be the inequality of the auricles, the anterior one being much
larger than the posterior, particularly in its young state, and much exceeds the

differences observable in P. opercularis. The spread of the auricles at the liga-

mental edge equals 3-5ths the diameter of the shell, while in some small specimens

the hinge area is comparatively larger. On the right valve beneath the anterior

auricle, as in the last species, are some prominent denticulations, and the exterior

of the shell is also ornamented with fine divaricating striae, visible only with the aid

of a magnifier.

One variety of what I have considered as the young of this species, is rather

pecuharly ornamented on the left valve, having every third ray more especially

covered with large and elevated imbrications, while the two intermediate ones are

nearly smooth upon the outer edge (t. vi, fig. 3).
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12. Pecten Islandicus, Midler, Tab. V, fig. 1.

Pecten Islandicl's. Mull. Zool. Dau. Prod., p. 248, No. 2990, 1776.

_ _ Chem. Conch. Cab., vii, p. 314, pi. 6.5, figs. C15-16, 1782.

— — Brown. Illust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 33, fig. 3, 1827.

— — Flem. Brit. An., p. 38;j, 1828.

— — Desk. 2(1 ed. Lam., vii, p. 145, 1836.

— — Gould. Invert. Massach., p. 133, fig. 87, 1841.

— — Moller. Ind. Moll. Grocn., p. 16, 1842.

— — G. Sow. Thesaur. Conch., vol. i, p. 7.0, pi. 17, figs. 159-160, 1843.

— — Bekay. Nat. Hist. New York Zool., p. 173, pi. 11, fig. 206, 1843.

— — LovSn. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 30, 1846.

— — Chenu. Conch. Illust. Pecten., pi. 32, figs. 1—4.

_ _ Fori, and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 303, 1849.

— — Middendorff. Mem. de I'Acad. des Sci. St. Petersb., p. 526, t. 12,

figs. 7-8, 1849.

— — G. B. Sow., Jr. Thesaur. Conch., vol. i, p. 75, pi. 17, figs. 159— 161,

1847.

OsTREA ISLA.NDICA. Gmel. Syst. Nat., p. .3326, 1788.

— — Turt. ed. Linn., vol. iv, p. 267.

— — Shaw. Zool. Misc., vol. xxiii, t. 978, 987.

_ _ ^. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 49, pi. 10, fig. 21, 1825.

— CINNABAIUNA. Born. Mus. Coes. Viud., p. 103, 1780.

— — Dillwyn. Desc. Cat. Rcc. Shells, p. 256, 1817.

Pecten Pealii. Conrad. Amer. Mar. Conch., p. 12, pi. 2, fig. 2, (fide Gould).

Ency. Method., pi. 212, fig. 1.

Lister. Hist. Conch., pi. 1057, fig. 4.

Sj)ec. Char. Testa suborbiculari, (sqicilaterali, convexiusculd, subcjequivalvi, radiatd,

radiis nutnerosissitnis, bisulcatis, scabriusculis ; auriculis inaqualibus.

Shell suborbicular, equilateral, slightly convex, subequivalve, covered with nume-

rous close-set, somewhat scabrous bisulcated rays or costulated striae ; auricles

unequal.

Locality. Clyde Beds.

Recent, Scandinavia, Greenland, and North American Seas.

This handsome shell is rejected by British Conchologists, as a living inhabitant of

our own Seas, it must necessarily, therefore, fall into the hands of the British

Palacontographist, as a fossil species, it being abundant in the Clyde Beds. Dead

valves have been dredged up in the Scottisli and Zetland Seas, from depths varying

from thirty to one hundred fathoms.

It is, essentially, a Boreal species, and is found living upon the Banks of New-

foundland, where it is said by Dr. Gould, to be the favorite food of fishes. I have

not as yet seen a specimen from any of the three Formations into which the Crag has

been sei)arated, although fragments of what may belong to this species have been

found in the Mammaliferous Crag, at Bramerton, and what were considered to
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have been P. Princcps, by Woodward, were, probably, only portions of specimens

of this shell which sometimes attains a magnitude of four inches in diameter, a size

that might well lead to such an error.

Our figure is taken from a magnificent specimen found in the beds of the Clyde,

and now in the Museum of the Geological Society, presented by James Smith, Esq.,

of Jordan Hill.

13. Pecten varius, Linnaus.

OsTREA VARIA. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1146, No. 199, 176".

— — Poll. Test. Sic, vol. ii, p. 163, t. 28, fig. 10, 1793.

— — Bon. Brit. Shells, vol. i, pi. 1, fig. 1, 1799.

— — Shaw. Nat. Miscel., vol. 23, fig. 993.

,^ ^_
— — Mawe. Linn. Concb., pi. 14, fig. 4, 1823.

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 50, pi. 10, fig. 31, 1825.

— — Burrow. Elem. Conch., p. 144, pi. 9, fig. 2, 1815.

Pecten varius. Chem. Conch. Cab., vii, p. 331, pi. 66, figs. 633, 634, 1782.

— — Crouch. Int. Lam. Conch., p. 12, fig. 4, 1827.

— — Brown. lUust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 33, fig. 4, 1827.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 84, 1836.

— — J. Smith. Mem. Wern. Soc, vol. viii, p. 46, 1838.

— — G. B. Sow. Conch. Man., fig. 171, 1843.

— — Id. Thesaur. Conch., vol. i, p. 76, pi. 19, fig. 214, 218, 1847.

— • — Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 118, 1844.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 58, 1844.

— — Lov^n. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 30, 1846.

— — Alder. Cat. Moll. North, and Durh., p. 77, 1848.

— — Fori, and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. 2, p. 273, pi. 60, fig. 1, 1849.

— MONOTis. Dacosta. Brit. Conch., p. 151, pi. 10, figs. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 1778.

Spec. Char. Testa rotundato-ovatd, eequivalvi, cscjuilaterali, radiatd ; rudiis 26—30,

subcompressis, squamoso-scabris ; auricula altera minima.

Shell roundedly ovate, equivalve, equilateral, ornamented with 26—30 subcom-

pressed rays, which are covered with squamose imbrications ; ears unequal.

Locality. Clyde Beds. Recent, North Seas, Britain, and Mediterranean.

This is given by Philippi, as a living species in the Mediterranean, and enumerated

by Loven, as an inhabitant of the Coast of Scandinavia ; but it has not yet, that I am

aware of, been found in either of the three deposits of the Crag. As it is undoubtedly

a fossil, in the Clyde Beds, and found frequently in the upper Tertiaries of Sicily, it

may, probably, yet be discovered in the lied or Mammaliferous Crag in our own

country. It would not, however, be here introduced simply upon such anticipation,

but it is claimed as one of the fossils of our upper Tertiaries.
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Lima,* Bniguere, 1797.

Plagiostomus. Llwijd. 1698.

Radula. Chem. 1784.

Glaccus and Glaucoderma. PoU, 1795.

OsTREA (sp.). Linn.

Maxtellu.m. Bolten, 1798.

Pecten (sp.). Mont.

PLACroSTOMA. J. Sow. 1814.

Glaucion. Oken. ISliJ.

LiMATULA. S. Tf^ood. 1840.

LiMULA. D'Orb. sec. Gray.

Gen. Char. Shell ovate, equivalved, generally oblique, inequilateral, and gaping

at both sides ; sometimes closed and equilateral, externally costatcd or striated,

radiating from the umbo ; often rough and squamous like a file. Hinge area extended

into auricles, bipartite ; cartilage occupying the central or triangular portion

;

ligament more external and linear. Palleal impression entire, that by the adductor

muscle large, ovate, and eccentric.

The animal of this genus has the lobes of the mantle disunited, the margins fringed

with long tentacular filaments, and without siphonal tubes. A small compressed foot

furnished with a byssal groove.

Some species approach very closely to those of the genus Pecten, in being equi-

lateral, and enclosing the animal within the shells when they arc brought together

;

m others, the shells gape widely, both on the anterior and posterior sides, and the

animal is too large to be covered by the valves. A subgenus was proposed by myself,

for those species which are equilateral and closed (under the name Limcdula) ; but

recent examinations of the animals of both sections are said not to present differences

sufficient to justify generic separation. They are, therefore, here united.

The name of Limea was proposed as a genus for those species which are furnished

with teeth or crenulations upon the hinge margin on each side of the cartilaginous

pit, and the name Limoarca was also given in consequence to the same section, but

this character alone, it is to be feared, is not sufficient for generic separation ;

specimens of Lima subauriculata in my own cabinet, are in like manner supplied with

minute crenulations. Dr. Loven, however, states the animal of his Limea Snrsii to

have the margin of its mantle destitute of tentacular appendages. Species, probably

belonging to this genus, from the older Secondary Formations figured and described

under the name of Plnr/iostoma, have been long known, and were abundant in some of

the older periods. In those shells the gape or opening appears to have been on the

rounded or posterior side, on which, in the recent shell, is placed the large adductor

muscle, while the foot, the organ that secretes the byssus, is on the anterior side,

which appears to have been capable of being quite closed, the opening, therefore, was

* Etym. limns crooked, oblique ; lima 1 a file.
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not, probably, for the organ of attachment, and as in the recent species, their shells

vary much in those characters, the secondary fossils were most likely of this genus.

1. Lima exilis, S. Jfood. Tab. VII, fig. 6, a—c.

Lima exilis. S. Wood. Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. iii, p. 233, Sup., pi. 3, fig. 1,

1839.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — Morris. Cat. of Brit. Foss., p. Ill, 1843.

Sjjec. Char. Testa ovafd, valde obliqud, depressd, fragili, ewili, utroque latere Jiiante

;

costato-striatd, striis 25-35 asperimis, undulatis ; cardinis ohliqui area dngiistd ; atiriculis

minimis cequalihus.

Shell ovate, very oblique, somewhat depressed, slender, and fragile, gaping largely

on both sides ; striated or costated, strisje 25-35, rough, irregular and unequal,

cardinal area large, oblique ears, rather small and equal.

Longitudinal diameter, \\ inch. Height, \\ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt, Sudbourn.

Red Crag, Walton Naze.

This elegant shell does not appear to have been very scarce in the Coralline

Crag Sea, having myself procured a dozen specimens, most of which w^ere from one

locahty, Ramsholt ; it is also occasionally found in the more tranquilly deposited portion

of the Red Crag at Walton Naze, but its fragility in proportion to size is against

its preservation in that deposit, as even in the older formation, specimens are not often

obtained in a perfect state.

Messrs. Forbes and Hanley have introduced this fossil into their synonyma of

L. Mans, considering it only as a variety of that species, to which opinion I am not

willing to assent as a marked and striking difference is presented by my fossils

sufficient by the ordinary mode of valuation in specific distinction to justify a

separation. It somewhat resembles L. inilata, but is flatter and undeserving of that

name, and a shell in the British Museum called L. scaljrella, approaches it in some

respects, but that is also more inflated, and is probably a variety of the inflata ; I

have therefore retained it as distinct, being intermediate between the British and

Mediterranean species, approaching rather nearer to the latter than to the former.

It may be more particularly described thus : the form is irregularly ovate,

very oblique, gaping on both sides, and covered with raised and slightly undulating

costulated striae, these are rough or scabrous, at nearly regular distances, covering

in some specimens the entire surface, but generally a small space is left naked

on the anterior side ; in L. Mans the striae are less regular, thicker on the

posterior side, larger and more dissimilar on the anterior, in this they are rather

more distant upon the posterior half ; the comparative dimensions of this are very

different, taking the height at \\ inch from the umbo to the ventral margin, the

diameter in the opposite direction is equal to \\ inch, but in Mans the height is at
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least one third greater than the length ; the hinge line in this is more oblique, the

ligamental area l)roadcr and more shallow, with a smaller gape on both sides. Two
forms of the British shell have been figured by Professor Forbes in the ' Mag. Nat.

Hist.,' one of which is less elongated than the other, and more nearly approaches

our shell, but there is still apparently a sufficient difference to keep them separated.

2. Lima hians, Gmeliri. Tab. VH, fig. 2, a—c.

OsTREA niAXS. Gtnel. Syst. Nat., p. 3332.

— — Turt. ed. Linn., vol. iv, p. 273, 1806.

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 51, pi. 1 1, fig. 53, 1825.

Lima teneka. Turt. Zool. Journ., vol. ii, p. 362, t. 13, fig. 2 (not tenera Chem.).

— — Brown. Illust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 31, figs. 8, 9, 1827.

— — Forbes. Malac. Monen., p. 41, 1838.

— — Id. Report on yEgean Invert., p. 182, 1843.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic. vol. ii, p. 56, pi. 16, fig. 3, 1844.

— i.\FL.i.TA. /'V6e«. Malac. Mouen., p. 41, 1838.

— Sausii. Kroyer, fide Lovcii.

— viTRiNA. Brown. Illust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 31, figs. 10, 11.

— lUAGiLis. Flem. Brit. Ann., p. 388, (partly,) 1828.

— — Id. Crouch. Corn. Faun., pt. 2, p. 37.

— APERTA. G. B. Sow. Thcs. Conch., vol. i, p. 87. pi. 22, figs. 26 & 27, 1847.

— — Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 249.

— lUANs. ioi,r«. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 32, 1846.

— — Forh. and Ilanl. Hist, of Brit. Moll., vol. li, p. 2C8, pi. 52, figs. 3—5, and

pi. R (animal), 1849.

— OBLONGA. S. Wood. Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. iii. p. 234, pi. 3, fig. 2, 1839.

LiMiE. Forbes. Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. viii, pp. 593, 594, figs. 63 & 64, 1835.

Spec. Char. Testa ohlongo-ovatd, obliqud, valde intequilatcrd, depresm, gracili, codato-

gtriatd, striis vel radiis numerosis, asperimis, irregidaribm, cardine ohliqm, area triaupulari

laid, aiiriculis aqualihm ; marginc denticrdato.

Shell clongato-ovate, oblique, very inequilateral, depressed, and slender ; striated

with numerous, rough, irregular, and sliglitly waved stria', projecting beyond the

ventral margin ; gaping widely on the posterior side, slightly so on the anterior

;

ligamontal area large and triangular, umbones prominent and distant.

Hcicjld, 1 inch. Length, 6-lOths of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt.

Recent, Britain, Scandinavia, and Mediterranean.

This appears more scarce as a fossil than the preceding, having as yet obtained

only two specimens, and those both of the same value, and from the same locality,

there is, however, little doubt of its identity with the recent British species.

The form of this shell is comparatively much more elongated than the preceding, and

is somewhat flatter ; it gapes widely on both sides, that on the posterior is particularly

deep inmicdiately behind the hinge line, while the front gape is near tiio ventral
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margin ; the exterior is covered with numerous irregular striae or striated costae,

rough or scabrous, radiating in an undulating direction, extending from the extreme

edge of the posterior side to the anterior, where, for a small space, it is naked or

destitute of striae, those on the posterior are fine and closer set, becoming larger and

more distant as they approach the anterior, where they are rough and project beyond

the margin. The hinge line is less oblique than in exilis, and is narrower, which per-

haps it would be, if not a different species, corresponding thus with the more narrow

form of the shell, but the ligamental area is deeper from the umbo inwardly, while the

gape on both sides is larger than in that shell, and the whole contour in this is so dif-

ferent that, judging from the specimens which I possess, they cannot be united without

an extension of variation greater than is generally permitted to species of this genus.

In the recent state, in the more northern parts of the British seas, it attains a greater

magnitude than is given by the dimensions of our fossil, which may not, possibly, be a

full-grown individual, although its gape is wide, a character of the adult shell; it is said

one inch and three quarters is not an uncommon size in the recent British specimens,

whilst those found at Guernsey are less, resembling in this pecuhar our Crag fossil.

3. Lima Loscombii, G. Sowerhy. Tab. VII, fig. 1, a— c.

Pecten fkagilis. Mont, (not Chemnitz). Test. Brit. Sup., p. 62, 1808.

OsTREA FKAGILIS. Turt. Coiich. Diet., p. 131, 1816.

Lima bdllata. Turt. (not Osteea bullata, Born.). Brit. Biv., p. 217, t. 17, figs. 4, 5.

— — Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 114, 1844.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 56, t. 16, fig. 2, 1844.

— Loscombii. G. Sow. Genera of Shells, No. 17, Lima, fig. 4.

— — Reeve. Conch. Syst., pi. 112, fig. 4.

— — G. Sow. Thesaur. Conch., vol. i, p. 86, pi. 22, figs. 20—22.

— — Lovin. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 32, 1846.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist, of Brit. Moll, vol. ii, p. 265, pi. .53, figs. 1—3.

— — Alder. Cat. MoU. North, and Durh., p. 78, 1848.

— FRAOiLis. Brown. lUust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 31, figs. 6-7, 1827.

— — Forbes. Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. viii, p. 594, fig. 65.

— — Id. Malac. Monen. p. 40, 1838.

— — S. Wood. Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. iii, p. 235, pi. 3, fig. 3, 1839.

Spec. CJiar. Testa timidd, oblique-ooatu, in(Bquilaterd, tenui, fragili ; utroque latere

perparvulum Jiiante, striata, striis tenuissimis, alternatis, undulatis, cardine obliquo.

Shell tumid, obliquely ovate, inequilateral, thin and fragile ; very slightly gaping

on either side, covered with fine striae, slightly undulating, and alternately larger and

smaller ; cardinal area oblique and small.

Greatest Diameter, f of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton and Ramsholt.

Red Crag, Walton Naze.

Recent, Britain, Norway, and Mediterranean.
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This elegant and fragile shell is by no means rare in the Coralline Crag at Sutton,

but rather less so at Ramsholt. Walton Naze is the only locality in the Red Crag

from which I have seen it. There cannot, it is presumed, be any doubt about the

identity of this species, which does not seem to possess even a local variation.

The striaj which ornament this shell are sometimes regular in size, but more often

possess an intermediate smaller one ; there is a very slight opening between the valves,

near the hinge line on the posterior side, and the valves do not quite close on the

anterior side towards the ventral margin ; hinge line rather short, with a large and

broad ligamental pit projecting inwards ; a subcircular impression by a large adductor

muscle towards the convex or posterior side of the shell.

4. Lima plicatula, S. Wood. Tab. VII, fig. 4.

Lima plicatula. S. TFood. Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. iii, p. 235, pi. 3, fig. 4, 1839.

Sjjec. Char. Testa minutd,inaqiiilaterali, oblique-ovata, compressiuscidd ; costato-driald^

str'm 14—16 convexis, scabriiisculis ; antich redd, postice rotundatd ; auriculis valde

DKBfjuaUbiis ; cardine obliquo ; area liffamcnti minutd ; in auriculis dentibus obtims.

Shell small, inequilateral, obliquely ovate, slightly compressed ; costated or

striated; strise 14—16 rounded and somewhat scabrous; anterior side straight,

posterior rounded ; auricles very unequal ; hinge line oblique ; ligamental area

small, with an obtuse tooth in the centre of the auricles.

Lonyest diameter, T,th of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

About a dozen specimens of this shell are in my cabinet, but none of them in vciy

j)crfcct condition ; and I have not seen other specimens, since the publication of it in the

' Mag. Nat. Hist.,' to give further assistance in its elucidation. It appears, however,

to present characters differing from any other species with which I am acquainted,

and it must, for the present at least, be considered as distinct, and may be more

])articularly described thus.

The shell is very oblique ; the anterior straight, sloping from the umbo with a

scarcely perceptible auricle on that side ; while the posterior is not only roimded, but

has a comparatively large and projecting ear : it appears to have been able almost to

close the valve, or at least to have had a very slight gape, as the edge of the shell

nearly touches all round when laid upon a flat surface with its exterior uppermost ; the

rays are rounded, slightly scabrous, and numbering about 17 or 18, and these are

somewhat broader than the spaces between them, which are prettily ornamented with

elevated ridges, giving it a cancellated appearance. The hinge is rather peculiar,

the central depression or pit being small and very oblique ; and on each side in the

middle of the anriclcs is a tooth-like projection with a corresponding depression in the

opposite valve ; a similar character may be observed in other species of this Genus,

where interlocking prominences and depressions are formed by the animal as an
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additional security against any injurious lateral movement of the valves. It

appears to differ from L. plicata of the Touraine Beds in not being so elongated,

and in having a broader ligamental area ; and from L. ohliquu, of the Paris Basin, in

somewhat similar characters.

5. Lima subauriculata, Montague. Tab. VII, fig. 3, a— c.

Pecten subaueiculata. Mont. Test. Brit. Sup., p. 63, t. 29, fig. 2, 1808.

— — Flem. Edinb. Ency., pi. 205, fig. 12.

OsTREA SUBAURICULATA. Turt. Conch. Diet., p. 131, 1816.

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test. Suppl., pi. 2, Ostkea, fig. 5.

Lima — Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 218, 1822.

— — Flem. Brit. An., p. 388, 1828.

— — Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 114, 1844.

— — G. Sow. Thesaur. Concli., vol. i, p. 84, pi. 22, fig. 23.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic., vol. ii, p. 56, 1844.

— — LovSn. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 32, 1846.

— — Alder. Cat. of Moll. North, and Durh., p. 78, 1848.

— — Forb. and IIa7d. Hist, of Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 263, pi. 53,

figs. 4, 5, 1849.

— SULCATA. Brown. Illust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 31, figs. 4, 5, 1827.

— — Moller. Ind. Moll. Grrendl., p. 16, 1842.

OsTKEA NiVEA. Broc. Conch. Subap., p. 571, t. 14, fig. 14, 1814.

Lima — Risso. Europ. Merid., t. iv, p. 306, 1826.

— — Desh. in Lyell's Princ, 1st ed, vol. ii, App., p. 12, 1833.

— — Ni/st. Rech. Coq. Prov. d'Anv., p. 17, 1835.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p, 78, 1836.

— — Nijst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 281, pi. 21, fig. 4, 1844.

— SULCULUS? Zorra. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 32, 1846.

— ELONGATA. Forbes. jEgean Invert., 1843, Rep. Brit. Assoc, p. 192.

LiMATULA SUBAURICULATA. S. TFood. Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. Mi, p. 236, pi. 3,

fig. 6, 1839.

— — Morris. Cat. of Brit. Foss., p. Ill, 1843.

Spec. Cliar. Testa elongato-ovali, cef/uilaterali, fragili, convexd, in medio striata vcl

costatd, striis rugosis, scepe obtuse angidatis', viediis binis verticalibtis ; cardine recto ; anricidis

(Bqualibus.

Shell elongato-ovate, equilateral, convex, fragile, and closed all round ; costated or

striated in the centre, becoming obsolete at the sides ; striae or costse rugose, sometimes

angulated ; hinge line straight ; auricles equal.

Length, \ ; height, \ an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton and Ramsholt.

Recent, Britain, Norway, and the iEgean Sea.

Small specimens of this species are by no means rare in the Coralline Crag at

Sutton ; this place and Ramsholt are the only two localities from which it has as yet

been obtained ; and there is no doubt about its identity with the recent British species.
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Our slicU is not strictly ovate, but more of an oblong form, with the angles rounded

"ff: the sides being somewhat straight, or of very gentle curvature, it is tumid and

tluu ; tlic whole of the ribs being visible on the inside, they occupy the centre of the

shell, and are distributed over about half the surface, two or three of the middle ones

being the most distinct, and these arc more conspicuously so on the inside ; umboncs

prominent and divergent, leaving a wide ligamental area between them, thereby

enabling the animal considerably to divaricate the valves ; costae obtusely angulated,

rough, but not imbricated, showing distinct lines of growth ; hinge-line straight

;

cartilage pit concave, projecting inwardly, forming an angle of 90", and occupying

nearly half the ligamental area. The shell extends on each side of the umbo into

what are called auricles, the greater part of which space is occupied by the ligament

;

on the inside beneath these auricles the shell is thickened and strengthened by a

prominent ridge, diverging from beneath the umbo towards the sides : in some speci-

mens may be seen the impression of the large adductor muscle inclining towards the

centre ; my largest specimens do not exceed half an inch, measuring from the umbo
to the ventral margin, and the transverse diameter about half that size.

A specimen from the /Egcan Sea was given to me by Professor E. Forbes, with the

name of Z. clongata, which so much resembles some of the Crag specimens (fig. 3, c),

that I have introduced the name among the synonyma. In the /Egcan shell, which

was obtained from the depth of 100 fathoms, the costated striae are in number

about 20, more distinct and distant on the centre or convex portion, and of course

widest near the margin, not rounded but angulated ; while in the generality of speci-

mens of suhauriculata they are rounded, but the same characters of sharpened costae

are visible in some of the Crag specimens, and there is not a distinction between the

two sufficient, in my opinion, for specific sejiaration ; iirobably with a large number of

individuals of the .Egean shell, as much difi'erencc might be detected as is exhibited

in my Crag specimens.

Upon some of the smaller and most perfect specimens of this species from the

Crag, may be observed a row of fine crenulations, occupying the entire edge of the

hinge-line (fig. 3, h), being a miniature representation of what has been considered a

good generic character ; these arc, however, so small as to be of little sen-ice for the

ordinary purposes in which the teeth or prominent i)ortions of the shell about the

hinge are employed by the animal.

Lima ovata, ^S". Wood. Tab. VII, fig. 5.

LiMATULA OVATA. .S. Wood. Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. iii, p. 235, pi. 3, fig. 5,

1839.

Spec. Char. Testa minulu, ovata, aqiiilaterd, undique clausd, injlatd ; in mediis

costalis, utrinque obsoletis, costis angulatis circa septem ; cardine recto, fovea Ugamenti

trigond, concavd.
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Shell small, ovate, equilateral, tumid, and closed, costated, central portion with

7-9 angulated ribs, becoming obsolete or disappearing on the sides ; hinge margin

straight, with a trigonal and concave pit for the cartilage.

Hei(/lit, -^. Length, -jV- I>epth of united Valves, yV of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

This pretty little shell is very abundant in the Coralline Crag, at the above

locality.

It appears to be quite distinct from the preceding, and differs in several

characters, and there is no species recent or fossil known to me to which it can be

assigned.

It has about seven angularly formed costse, which occupy the central portion

of the dorsal area, beyond these are faint traces of striae, and in well preserved

specimens the shell is semi-transparent, rendering these ribs visible in the interior, and

giving about half a dozen rough crenulations to the ventral margin of the shell.

The ligamental area is large, and the central pit diverges from the umbo under an

angle of about 80°, muscular impression subcentral and ovate. It differs from any of

the specimens of the preceding species of the same size, in being thicker and more

regularly ovate, the ventral margin is more pointed, the sides are less straight,

while the costse are more prominent and distinct. I have not seen L. sidculus,

Leach and Loven, but the descriptions do not accord with our Crag shell, as it wants

the " mediis binis verticalibus," mentioned by the latter author, but which character

may be seen in specimens of L. subauriculata.

Pinna.* Linnceus.

Pinna. Arist. Aldrov. List, Linn. Lam., ^c.

Pennakia. Browne, 1756.

Chim.era et Chim^rodekma. Poli., 1795.

Perna. Adans, 1757.

OxYSMA? Rafinesque, 1819.

CURVULA. Id.

Atrina. Gray, 18J0.

Generic Character. Shell equivalved, inequilateral, oblique, triangular or wedge-

shaped, generally thin and fragile ; umbones terminal, hinge rectilinear, without teeth

;

anterior margin sinuated and slightly gaping for the passage of a byssus ; posterior

truncated. Impression by the mantle entire ; hgament internal.

Animal triangular, in conformity with the shape of the shell; its mantle open or

disconnected on all sides, except the dorsal edge, while its lobes line the whole

interior of the valves; the lobes are ornamented with a double row of tentacular

* Etym. TTiiia, Arist., a kind of Pearl Oyster.
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cirrhi or fringes round their posterior part ; and a single row upon the anterior

;

foot somewhat small and slender, furnished with a byssal groove ; no projecting

siphonal tubes.

Animals composing this genus have their valves particularly thin, considering

their dimensions, which sometimes attain considerable magnitude. In the recent state

they are generally of a brownish or horny colour, which with their angular form have

obtained for them, in France, the vulgar name of jambonneau.x, or little hams. The

shell gapes slightly at the anterior part near the beaks, through which is protruded a

set of fibrous threads or byssus, so long as to have been occasionally manufactured

into gloves and stockings. They are exclusively marine, having a range in depth

somewhat considerable, living often in sand or nmd, with their Ijeaks or pointed

extremity buried deep in the ground ; sometimes fi.\ed to submarine bodies, by means

of the byssus, which it is said to be capable of displacing at will by the aid of its foot-

The two valves are closely united or soldered, as it were, together, along the dorsal

edge, and are incapable of much expansion, but they gape widely at their larger or

posterior extremity, opposite tlie beak.

The number of recent species is somewhat limited, although they have a very wide

geographical distribution, bemg found in most parts of the world, and the fossil species

date as far back in time as the Oolitic Period, from which Formation there is one

strongly resembling an existing form.

1. Pinna pectinata (?) Linnceus. Tab. VIII, fig. 11.

Pinna pectinata. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, No. 264, p. 1 1(J0, 1767.

— — Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 223, pi. 19, fig. 1, 1822.

— — Forh. and Hani. Hist. Brit. iMoIl., vol. ii, p. 255, pi. 43, figs. 1,2, .ind

pi. M, fig. S, 1849.

— iNGENs. Mont. Test. Brit., pp. 180, 583, and Sup., p. 72.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

A few fragments or imperfect specimens of a species of this genus have been

obtained by myself from several localities in the Coralline Crag, but they are not in

sufficiently good condition for instituting a fair comparison ; what there is of them

seem to present recognisable characters, and to correspond with those of the above-

named recent species, and may, at least for the present, be considered as identical.

In my Catalogue it was placed under the name of P. ingcns, Mont., which the authors

of the ' Hist, of Brit. Moll.' have determined to be only a variety of pectinata ; the

spiny or scaly sculpture of that shell being generally removed by abrasion as it

advances in age.

In the small portion of what remains of our fossil, the radiating lines cover about

half the shell, or from the dorsal edge extending into the middle of the valve ; the

ventral portion being sinuated and much thickened at the edge where the presumed

byssus protruded, and the exterior is on that side ornamented with subconcentric or
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wavy undulations, like those visible upon the recent shell. This species, in the recent

state, is one of our largest bivalves, and Montague says they are not uncommonly

a foot in length. The specimen to which our fragment belonged, probably did not

exceed half that size. The same authority states, p. 181, " We discovered a bed

of these shells in Salcomb Bay, in Devonshire, where they are called by the fishermen

French muscles or scallops. They lie on a gravelly bottom, covered with mud and

long sea-weeds, and are only to be got at particular times when the sea recedes further

than usual." This shell in its living state is of a sort of double composition, the thin

and broadest, or outer portion, being of a brown and somewhat horny texture, while

the thickened lining, or anterior portion, is of a nacreous substance, composed of

fibrous filaments, causing the shell in the fossil state to separate readily at that part in

a transverse direction ; and pieces of this ' fibrous shell' are often met with in the

Coralline Crag at Sutton, separating like finely attenuated glassy filaments.

AvicuLA,* Klein, 1753.

Pteria. Scopoli, \777, .sec. Gray.

RiPAEi.E (sp.). Gevers, 178". Id.

MAnGAEITIFEKA (sp.). Humph., 1797.

Anonica. Ofcen., 1815.

Peklamater (sp.). Schum., 1817.

Generic Character. Shell inequilateral, inequivalve, oblique ; upper or left valve

the larger or more tumid ; the lower or right valve with an opening for the passage of

a byssus ; surface sometimes smooth, at others ornamented with squamose appendages,

or furnished with radiating costse ; hinge-line rectilinear, often with the posterior

extremity prolonged into the form of an extended wing ; one obtuse tooth in each

valve ; paleal impression without a sinus ; ligament external.

Animal triangular ; the edges of the mantle disunited, and the margins fringed

with small tentacles ; foot small, subcylindrical, beneath which is a byssal groove ; no

syphonal tubes.

1. AvicuLA TARENTiNA ? Lamarck.

Mytilus hirdndo. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1159 (in part).

— — ? PoU. Test. Utr. Sic, vol. ii, p. 221, t. 32, fig. 17, 1795.

AvicuLA HiRUNDO. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 220, pi. IC, figs. 3, 4, 1822.

— ACULEATA. Risso. Hist. Nat. des Princ. Prod, de I'Eur., t. iv, p. 308, 1826.

— Atlantica. Brown. Illust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 10*, fig. 6, 1827,

— Anglica. "Leach." Id. - - pi. 31, fig. 3.

— Tarextina. Lam. Hist, des An. S. Ver., t. vi, p. 148, 1818.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 251, pi. 42, figs. 1—3,
and pi. S., fig. 4, 1849.

Etym. Avicula, from its resemblance to a Bird's wing.
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Two fragments were found by myself in the Coralline Crag at Gedgrave, which

l)clong undoubtedly to this genus, and as far as can be determined from their muti-

lated condition, appear to be of the above-named si)ecies ; they are introduced here

provisionally until better specimens be procured than what I possess : my specimens

of the left valve have an ol)tuse tooth immediately under the beak within the

ligamental margin, and are l)eautifully nacreous within. The area for the ligament

appears somewhat larger than is shown by the recent shell.

Mytilus,* Linnaeus, 1758.

Mytulus. Rondelet, 1555, sec. Herrm.

MuscuLCs. List. 1687.

MiTULUs. Browne, 1/56.

Perna (sp.). Adans, 1757.

Id. Schuni., 1817.

Callitkiciie et Callitiiicodekma. Poli., 17!)5.

Generic Character. Shell equivalve, inequilateral, oblique, elongate, wedge-shaped

or subtriangular, more or less tumid, sometimes thin and semitransparent, occasionally

thick and opaque : in the recent state covered with an epidermis : umbones acute,

terminal ; hinge slightly denticulated ; surface generally smooth, sometimes striated.

Ligament linear, internal. Muscular impressions two, unequal, anterior one near the

umbo, elongate, posterior one suborbicular near the posterior jjart of the ventral

margin : palleal impression without a sinus and rather obscure.

Animal elongate, with the lobes of the mantle partly fringed, disconnected except

at the posterior, where there is a short anal siphon : adductor muscles very unetiual

;

a cylindrically formed foot furnished with a gland and groove.

Animals belonging to this genus are inhabitants of salt-water or estuaries, and are

generally very littoral in their hal)its ; the common Mussel, as is well known, is more

often found where it is deserted by the retiring tide, but some arc inhabitants of the

sea at a considerable depth. The li\'ing species are found in various parts of the

world, and in the fossil state have been obtained as low in the secondary series as the

Cornlirash.

Mytilus edulis, LinncBus. Tab. VIII, fig. 9, a—e.

MuscuLCS SUBC/EKILEUS. Lkt. Hist. Conch., lib. iii, fig. A, 200, 168/.

MvTiiAS Euuus. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1157, No. 2.")3, 1767.

— — vuLGATissiML's. Chem. Conch. Cab. viii, p. 169, t. 84, figs. 750, 751, 755.

— PELLUCIDUS. Penn. Brit. Zool., ed. 4, vol. iy, p. 112, pi. 63, fig. 75.

— VULGARIS. Da Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 216, pi. 15, fig. 5, (left-hand fig.)

— iNCURVATi'S. Penn. Brit. Zool., pi. 64, fig. 74.

— ELEGAXs. Brown. Illnst. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 29, figs. 14, 15, 1827.

* Etyni. /lur/Xoi fderiv. a ;iut, as vavriKoi a rows).
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Mytilus flaws. PoH. Test. Sic, vol. ii, p. 207, pi. 32, fig. 4, 1/9.").

SAGITTATUS. Id. - - - 208, - figs. 2, 3.

UNGULATUS. Id. - - - 209, - fig. 5.

— GALLOPROViNCiALis. DesA. 2d ed. Lam., t. vii, p. 46.

ABBREVIATUS. Id. - - - p. 47, No. 30.

RETUSUS. Id. - - - p. 48, - 31.

— BOREALis. Dekmj. Nat. Hist. New York Zool., p. 182, pi. 13, fig. 222.

— DiLATATUS. W. TVood. Ind. Test. Sup., pi. 2, Mytil., fig. 2.

— suBSAXATiLis. Williaimon. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1834, vol. vii, p. 354, fig. 48, a

—

d

— ANGULATUS. Alder. MSS., fide Williamson.

— soLiTAEius. Rev. W. Mark. MSS. Id.

— NOTATUs. Bekay. Nat. Hist. New York Zool., p. 182, pi. 13, fig. 223, 1843.

— ANTiauoBUM. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 275, figs. 1-3, 1821.

— — Besh. 2d ed. Lam., vii, p. 54, 1836.

— Nyst. Rect. Coq. Foss. Prov. d'Auv., p. 17, No. 66, 1835.

—

—

Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 73, and vol. ii, p. 53.

— — Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 267, pi. 21, fig. 1, a—b.

— — Basterot. Mem. Geol. des Env. de Bord., p. 78, 1825.

— — Woodward. Geol. of Norf., p. 44, t. 2, fig. 20, 1833.

— AL,«FOEMis. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 275, fig. 4, 1821.

_ _ Woodtvard. Geol. of Norf., p. 44, 1833.

— AFFiNis. Bean. MSS. (not Sowerby).

— PLEBEius ? Bubois de Montj). Conch. Foss. de Wolhyn. Podol., p. 69, pi. 7>

figs. 26-28, 1831.

— EDULis. Brocchi. Conch. Foss. sub. Apen., p. 584, 1814.

— — Bast. Mem. Geol. des Env. de Bord., p. 79, 1825.

Spec. Char. Testa elongato-trigonuld, lavigatd ; anterius curvcl, suhangulatd ; postarius

retusd ; versus basim tumidd ; dentibus tribiis vel giiaternis.

Shell elongate, of a subtrigonal form, smooth, anterior part curved, subangulated,

posterior obtuse, tumid towards the base, hinge with three or four denticles.

Greatest diameter, 4 inches.

Locality. Red Crag, Sutton, Bawdsey, Ipswich.

Mam. Crag, Bramerton, Bridlington.

Recent, Mediterranean, Britain, Scandinavia, and North America.

The true edible species is first seen in the Red Crag Deposit, and is found in some

places, as might be expected, in great abundance, but the specimens have become so

thin and fragile, as to be with difficulty procured entire.

What is considered as the normal form of this species, by Messrs. Forbes and

Hanley, is that variety which has been erected into a distinct species by Mr.

Williamson, under the name subsaxatilis. In this the shell is more angular, and the

posterior portion becomes broader, its solitary habits giving free scope to an expansion

at that part, and enabling it to assume what may be called its natural shape. This

variety has not been met with by myself in the Red Crag, but it is by no means

imcommon in^the deposit at Chillesford which rests upon it, and which probably

belongs to the mammaliferous or more recent period, and where it is the only
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form of this species, the other varieties have all been obtained from the older

formation.

The ligament of this is placed within the margin of the shell, although slightly

visible externally, when the valves are closed, it extends the entire length of the dorsal

edge, and a considerable scope is given to the dilatation of the valves ; four small

teeth are placed on the anterior side of the umbo interlocking each other ; these teeth

are always visible, though somewhat variable in their character, the anterior one being

sometimes the larger, and vice versa. In the increase of the valves a slight curvature

is given to the umbo by the retrocession or retreating of the ligament : while fresh

layers are deposited on the anterior margin, three small ridges are left upon the

exterior, indicating the form and position of these teeth, which arc produced internally

by the indentures of the exterior. A small but deeply-seated muscle mark is visible on

the anterior side, or immediately beneath the umbo, and a large subcircular one a little

within the posterior part of the ventral margin. Mr. Alder says, " no species under-

goes a greater degree of variation from locality than the common INIussel. For its

full development, a mixture of fresh with salt water appears to be necessary, it is

therefore met with in the greatest perfection at the mouths of rivers. In such

localities the typical form of the species is to be found, and when left undisturbed

usually forms large beds. On the more rocky and exposed parts of the coast it

assumes a stunted appearance, running into the varieties of form mentioned above,

always small on the exposed surface of rocks, but attaining a larger size in hollows

and crevices."

In the Estuary Deposit of the Eocene Period, at Cohvell Bay, as well as upon the

opposite side of the Solent at Hordwell, is found a species of Mussel (J/, (ifflnis,
' Min.

Conch.,' T. 532, fig. 1), which very much resembles the var. pellucidus of this species,

but it is decidedly more carinated, and wants the denticles so conspicuous in the

common edible Mussel, near the umbo ; and notwithstanding the extraordinary range

in variation assumed by this species, there is, I think, no doubt of the two shells being

specifically distinct ; a specimen from Bridlington, with this name, was obligingly sent

to me for descrijjtion by Mr. Bean, liut there is every reason to believe it is only a

variable form of our common Protean shell.

It is, in general, of littoral habits, being often found in the living state where left

dry by the retiring tide, and as such, indicative of shallow water, although it is

occasionally met with at considerable depth. Its geographical range is very great,

being undoubtedly .m inhabitiint of the Mediterranean, as well as of the coast of the

United States of America, and in both of which extremes of longitude it appears to

be subject to the same variable character. This is a long known species, descriptions

or figures of the recent shell having been given by almost every author, ancient or

modern, who has ventured to describe a shell ; and in order to siiow its range in

variation, a list of names is introduced, under which it has been described, pre-

suming all to belong to one and tlie same species, a single example of each name

being considered sufficient for the living shell.
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2. Mytilus hesperianus, Lamarck. Tab. VIII, fig. 10.

Mytilus hesperianus. Lam. Hist, des An. Sans. Vert., t. vi, p. 127, 1819.

_ _ Besh. 2d ed. Lam., t. vii, p. 48, 1836.

_ _ Payr. Cat. Moll. Cors., p. 68, pi. 2, fig. 5, 1826.

— DENSATCS. &. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Spec. Char. Testa elongatd, obliqud, incurvatd densatd, crassd ; margine dorsali

arcuatd.

Shell elongate, oblique, incurved, thick and heavy ; dorsal margin convex.

Greatest Diameter, 1\ inches.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sudbourn. Recent, Mediterranean, and Coast of Spain.

Two specimens only of this shell have yet come into my possession, and these are

both of the right valve, and as they are all that I have seen, it does not appear to have

been abundant during the Cor. Crag period. Fragments of a very thick Mussel,

indicating a considerable curvature, and which I presume to belong to this species,

are not iinfrequently met with in various parts of the Red Crag ; and as they have

undergone a considerable deal of bouldering, may possibly have been washed out of

the deposit of the antecedent period. I have given it therefore as a certain inhabitant

of the older formation only.

It appears to present characters different from any of the varieties of the common

edible Mussel, sufficiently it is presumed to entitle it to be considered a distinct species.

The variety called Myt. incurvatus, Mont., approaches nearest in form, but the dorsal

margin is never so convex as in our shell, and the specimens I have seen are much

thinner. The Crag shell is very thick, more especially in the narrow part near the

beaks, and the anterior side curves inwardly, while the dorsal and posterior portions are

particularly convex in outline ; the umbones are eroded, and the outer part of the shell

near the beaks is so thin as to show the white lining through it, while towards the

ventral portion the shell is of a deeper colour, as described by Payraudeau. My
specimens are destitute of hinge-teeth, but their probable habitat in deep and more

tranquil water may have rendered such unnecessary, and they may have thus become

obsolete.

MoDiOLA,* Lamarck, 1801.

VoLSELLA. Scopoli, 1777, sec. Graij.

Calliteiciie et Callitrichodekma. PoH., 1795.

Amygdalum. Megerle, 1811.

Crenella. Brown, 1827.

Beachydontes. Swains., 1840.

Lanistes. Id. 1840.

Modiolarca. Gray, 1840.

Modiolaria. Beck, sec. Loven, 1846,

Lanistina. Gray, 1847.

MoDiOLOPSis? Hall, 1847.

Etyni. Modiolus.
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Generic C/taracler. Shell equivalvc, inequilateral, irregularly and roundcdly trape-

zoidal ; valves sometimes smooth or slightly sulcatcd concentrically ; sometimes entirely

covered with radiating striae, sometimes the central portions smooth with the lateral

extremities striated ; anterior side very short ; umbo subtcrminal ; hinge margin

linear, generally smooth, occasionally crenulated or denticulated ; ligament internal

;

impressions of the adductor muscles different in form and unequal in size ; anterior

one small and elongato-ovate
; posterior one large and subcircular ; impression of

the mantle entire ; shell slightly gajjing for the passage of a byssus.

Animal of the form of the shell, and the margins of the mantle without a fringe

:

an elongated and cylindrical foot, with a gland at its base for the formation of a

byssus.

This genus has by some conchologists been united with the preceding one, in con-

qucnce of some similarities between the animals as well as the shells. In this the

animal differs in having a simple margin to its mantle, as well as a marked jieculiarity

in the branchial region, these characters are as distinct as are generally employed for

the separation of genera, and in the shells the anterior side is always more or less

pushed beyond the umbo, so as to give it a less triangular or a more trapezoidal form

than in Mytilus. The aberrant species will, it is true, bear a close generic resemblance,

and the line of demarcation is difficult to define, but the same may be said of most

proximate genera. Some modern conchologists have constituted a new genus for those

species which arc externally ornamented or striated, a character here considered

insufficient for generic distinction, more especially as in well-determined species of the

preceding genus the shell is sometimes smooth, while in others it is covered with deep

and strongly marked lines of radiating striae.

It is doubtful also whether a line of crenulations upon the dorsal edge of the shell

is a character sufficient alone for generic distinction. The genera Crcnclla and

Modiolarca have therefore been included in the sjTionyma. Animals of this genus

generally spin a byssus, by which they are attached, and the shell gapes a httle at

the anterior part of the ventral margin for its passage ; several species in the recent

state supply this material so largely, as to wholly invest the shell in a kind of nest

;

while others closely resembling this genus are capable of forming a habitation in the

interior of calcareous rocks. {Mj/lilus Vdhopliagus, Linn.)

This is truly a Marine genus, and found at various depths, and is known among

the oldest of the Secondary Rocks ; but it is rather sparingly distributed throughout

the Tertiarics.
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1. MoDiOLA MODIOLUS, LintKBus. Tab. VIII, fig. 1, a—d.

Mytilus modiolus. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, No. 256, p. 1158, 1767.

— — Ba Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 219, t. 15, fig. 5, 1778, (right-hand fig.)

— — Chem. Conch. Cab., vol. viii, p. 178.

— — Bonov. Brit. Shells, vol. i, pi. 23, 1799.

_ — W. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 53, pi. 12, fig. 31, 1825.

— — Milll. Zool. Danica, pi. 53.

— — Flem. Edin. Ency., vol. vii, pi. 203, fig. 22.

— cuRTUS. Penn. Brit. Zool., p. 112, pi. 64, fig. 76, a.

— CURVIROSTEATDS. Ba Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 220, 1778.

— UMBILICATDS. Penn. Brit. Zool., ed. iv, vol. iv, p. 112, pi. 65, fig. 76.

— — Mont. Test. Brit., p. 164, 1803.

_ .— W. Wood. Ind. Test., pi. 12, fig. 49, 1829.

— BiRBATUS. Bon. Brit. Shells, vol. ii, pi. 70, 1800.

— PAPUANUS. Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 271, 1844.

MoDioLA PAPUANA? Besh. 2d ed. Lam., t. vii, p. 18.

— — Brown. Brit. Conch. Illust., pi. 29, figs. 1—4, 1827.

— — Say. Amer. Conch., pi. 45.

— — Leach. Zool. Miscel., vol. ii, p. 33.

— MODIOLUS. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 199, pi. 15, fig. 3, 1822.

_ _ S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — Bekay. Nat. Hist. New York Zool., p. 185, pi. 24, fig. 257, 1843.

_ _ Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 182, pi. 44, figs. 1, 2,

1849.

— — Midd. Malac. Ross., loc. cit., p. 537, 1849.

— VULGARIS. Flem. Brit. An., p. 412, 1828.

— — Lovcn. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 33, 1846.

— — Alder. Cat. Moll. North, and Durh., p. 81, 1847.

— GRANDis. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 51, t. 15, fig. 13, 1844.

Ency. Meth., p. 219, fig. 1.

S^ec. Char. TeMd oUongo-ovatd, gibbd, Icevigatd ; margine dorsali antico brevissimo

;

postico produdo, subredo ; margine ventrali subsinuato ; extremitate utraque rotundato.

Shell oblong-ovate, tumid, and smooth; anterior dorsal margin very short;

posterior much produced, with hinge-line nearly straight ; ventral margin subsinuated,

and both extremities rounded.

Locality. Cor. Crag ?

Red Crag, Sutton.

Mam. Crag, Postwick, Bridlington.

Recent, Britain, N. Seas, Boreal, America, Mediterranean }

A few specimens only of this fine shell have been found by myself in the Red Crag,

where it does not appear to have been abundant, although occasionally fragments have

been met with at distant localities, testifying its somewhat general distribution in that

deposit ; a few fragments also of a Modiolu of a similar form are in my cabinet from

the Coralline Crag at Ramsholt, but the hinge-line being imperfect, I am unable to

8
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determine its si)ecific character, and it was introduced into my Catalogue as belonging

with doubt to this species.

In the recent state this shell is thick and strong-, but my specimens differ

materially in that character, and are particularly fragile. This species exhibits a

very considerable degree of variation in its outward form or proportional dimen-

sions, as may be observed in the specimens figured, but a similar variability is

shown in the living shell : the two forms may be considered as belonging to one

species, and there can be little doubt of its identity with the shell now common in our

own seas. My specimens were all found at one locality in association with a bed of

Myt. edulis. British Conchologists give it vertical range from low water mark to

sixty fathoms.

I have introduced as a S)iionym M. grandis Phil., believing it not to differ

specifically from the British shell : some fossil specimens from Sicily (for which I am

much indebted to Madame Power) in my cabinet, presumed to be the same as

Philippi's species, have no character whereby they can be justly separated from the

shell found upon the coast of Massachusetts. The size of the Mediterranean fossil is

not sufficient for specific distinction, as a specimen of viodiohs, measuring seven

inches, is recorded by Captain Brown to have been obtained by a fisherman near the

Bell Rock, on the coast of Forfarshire.

2. MoDiOLA Barbata, Linna-us. Tab. VIII, fig. 2.

Mytilus barbatus. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1156, sec. Forh. and Hard.

_ _ Foli, Test. Sicil., vol. ii, p. 210, pi. 32, figs. 6, 7, 1795.

MoDiOLA BARiiATA. Lain. Hist. des An. Sans. Vert., t. vi, p. 114, 1818.

— — I'hU. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 70, and vol. ii, p. 50.

— — Forbes. Report. /Egean Invert., p. 180, 1843.

_ _ Forb.&nAIIaHl. Hist, of Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. lUO, pi. 44, fig. 4.

— GiBBSii. Leach. Zool. Misc., vol. ii, p. 34, pi. 72, fig. 2, 181.7.

— — Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 200, 1822.

— — Brown. Brit. Conch. lUust., pi. 29, fig. 7, 1827.

Ency. Mcth., pi. 218, fig. G.

Spec. Char. Testa tenui, ovato-ohlongd, extremitate compressiusculd, antice brevissimd,

postice dilatatd, subangulatd ; Uneis incremoitibiis ornata.

Shell thin, of an oblong-ovate form, posterior portion somewhat compressed, dilated

and sub-angulated, anterior extremity very short, concentrically striated, or lines of

increase distinct and prominent.

.Locality. Red Crag, Walton Naze. Recent, British and Mediterranean Seas.

About half a dozen specimens from the Red Crag, at Walton on the Naze, appear

precisely in form to resemble what the authors of the ' Hist, of Brit. Mollusca,' seem

to consider as entitled to specific distinction, and presuming they have good data for

their determination, I have separated this from where it had been pre\'iously placed,
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as only a variety of M. modiolus. A greater curvature in the ventral margin, and the

expansion on the posterior side, are deviations from the ordinary form of the larger

and more common species, and these are, I presume, the principal characters relied

upon for separation. On the exterior are a series of ridges or elevated lines of

growth, the probable remains of the support of the bearded or fringed portion of the

epidermis when in a recent state. The beaks in this specimen appear to be terminal,

the anterior side of the shell not projecting beyond them, and in that character

more resembling Mi/tilus, which it closely approaches in form ; there is, nevertheless,

a projection outwards, like the rest of the genus. The ventral margin is somewhat

incurved, the dorsal portion of the shell a good deal flattened behind, and extending

beyond the ligamental area, while the centre is tumid or inflated ; the dimensions

of the widest part, which is on the posterior side behind the ligament, is twice that of

what it measures across the shell immediately behind the umbo.

3. MODIOLA PHASEOLINA, PMlippi. Tab. VIII, fig. 4.

MoDiOLA PHASEOLINA. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii. p. 51, t. 15, fig. 14, 1844.

— — Jeffreys. An. Nat. Hist., vol. xix, p. 313.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 186, pi. 44, fig. 3,

184y.

Spec. Char. Testa ohlongo-ovatd, Icevigatd, tenui, margine ventrali recto; suhsinuato,

dorsali subangulato, cardine cremdato.

Shell oblong-ovate, smooth and thin ; ventral margin straight or subsinuated,

dorsal margin subangulated ; cardinal area crenulated : shell nacreous.

Locality. Coralline Crag, Sutton, and Ramsholt.

Recent, Britain, and Mediterranean.

The distinguishing character of this species appears to be the finely crenulated margin

of the dorsal edge on the outside of the ligamental area, as the outer form or contour of

the shell is variable like M. modiolus, from the young of which it could not be separated

by any character which might not also be applied to that species ; some specimens have

but a short hinge line, with a somewhat rounded dorsal edge, and a subcylindrical or

ovato-oblong outline, while in others there is a considerable angle on the dorsal edge

at the posterior termination of the ligament, and the ventral margin is nearly straight,

varying sometimes from that line a little, both outwardly and inwardly. The largest

specimens which have a minutely crenulated hinge line do not exceed fths of an inch,

and all show a pearly texture. The umbo is generally terminal, although the anterior

side will occasionally be seen to project beyond it.

This, as well as the preceding species, have been introduced in deference to the

Malacologists, but it is very doubtful if they will not hereafter have both to be united

with M. modiolus.
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4. MoDioLA COSTULATA, Jiisso. Tab. Vni, fig. 6.

Modiolus costclatus. Risso. Hist. Nat. de I'Europ. Merid., (. iv, p. 324, pi. xi, fig. 165,

1826, non bene.

MoDioLA COSTULATA. Phil. En. Moll. Sic., Tol. i, p. 70, t. 5, fig. 11, 1836.

— — Id. - - - vol. ii, p. 50, t. 15, fig. 10, 1844.

— Petagn^. (Scacchi) sec. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 51.

— COSTULATA. Webb and Bertholet. Nat. Hist, des lies Canaries, p. 103, pi. 7, B,

figs. 23, 2.5, 1842.

— — Jeffreys. An. Nat. Hist., vol. xi.x, p. 313.

— CYLiNDROiDES. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Crenella COSTULATA. Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 205, pi. 45, fig. 1, 1849.

Spec. Char. Testa minufd, ohlongd, svbcijlindncd, antice angtistata et ultra apicem

produdd, medio lavi ; in uiroque latere costato-sfriatd.

Shell small, oblong, subcylindrical, anterior side somewhat contracted, extending

beyond the umbo, middle smooth, with large costated striae upon both sides.

Loiif/est diameter, |^ths of an inch. Shortest, fths.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Walton Naze.

Only one specimen in my cabinet has been obtained from the older or CoraHinc

Crag Formation; but in the Red Crag at Walton it does not appear to be at all scarce,

at least a couple of dozen have fallen to my lot, and in them a considerable range in

variation may be detected.

Our shell appears to agree with the figure and description of M. costukita, in the

first vol. of Philippi, which that author, in his second volume, has assigned to another

species : amongst my specimens also are forms corresponding with what he con-

siders to be specifically distinct, and they are therefore both introduced among the

synonyma, as I am unable to separate into two species those which are found in the

Crag ; if, however, there be in the recent shells characters sufficient to justify a

specific distinction, l)oth forms seem to have been present in the seas tliat deposited

the Red Crag, but from what is exhibited in the fossils, tliey may be fairly included in

one species.

There can be no mistake in regarding this as distinct from cither ^f. discrepans

or ^^. viarmorata, from botli of wliich it diifers in being more cylindrical, with

also a greater curvature in the ventral margin. It is an elegantly-formed shell,

the anterior side slightly projects beyond the umbo, somewhat tumid, with a rounded

angularity crossing the shell diagonally from the beaks to the posterior part of the

ventral margin, the anterior side is rounded, and deeply striated or ridged with about

ten or twelve small ribs ; the middle is plain, or only marked by lines of growth,

while the greater half of the shell on the posterior side is covered with stria; in a

radiating manner, these are so conspicuous at the margin as to produce somewhat

large and distinct crcnulations on the inner edge, most conspicuous a little behind the
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ligament, but they extend along the whole line of hinge or dorsal area ; the posterior

side in some specimens is much rounded, so as to give a cylindrical form to the shell,

while in others there is an angular slope on the posterior side, from a httle beyond

the termination of the hinge line to the ventral margin, which gives a greater width

to that part, thereby producing a different form, and which, in consequence, were that

a permanent character, might be considered a distinct species, but my specimens are

exceedingly variable, so as to present no marked distinction between the two.

5. MoDiOLA SERiCEA, Bronn. Tab. VIII, fig. 3.

MoDiOLA SERICEA. Browi. Ital. Tert. Geb., p. 122, No. 649, 1831.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 71. t. .5, fig. 14, 1836.

— Id. - - - vol. ii, p. 52, 1844.

— — Nyst. Add. a la Faune. Conch., p. 444, No. 38, 1842.

— HYALINA. iS. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Mytilus sericeus. Goldf. Pet., vol. ii, p. 179, pi. 131, fig. 12, a—c, 1841.

— — Nyst. Conch. Foss. de Belg., p. 271, pi. 21, fig. 2, b—e, 1844.

— — E. Sism. Synop. Meth. An. Invert., p. 15, 1847.

Bronn. Ergeb. meiner. naturli.-okou Raise, vol. ii, p. 620, sec. Nyst.

Spec. Char. Testa tenuissime, siihhjalind, elliptico-ovatd, timiidd ; valde incBquilaterd

;

striata, strioUs exilihm confertis ; umbonibus prominentibus recurvis ; marline ventrali

stibrecto, tenuissime crenulato.

Shell thin delicate, subhyaline, of an elliptical or ovate form, tumid ; very inequi-

lateral ; covered externally with numerous close-set, extremely fine, radiating striae

;

umbo projecting beyond the anterior side ; ventral margin nearly straight and

finely crenulated.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt and Sutton.

It is very difficult to obtain specimens of this species in perfection, on account of

its extreme thinness, although they appeared at Ramsholt to be by no means rare, but

they are generally more or less broken or distorted.

This beautiful species is of an ovate or elliptical form, very tumid, excessively

thin and semitransparent ; it is covered over its whole surface with extremely

fine radiating strife, crossed occasionally by irregular lines of growth, but not

regularly decussated ; the ligamental area extends about half the distance of the

dorsal portion, its termination forming a very obtuse angle ; the umbo is terminal and

somewhat prominent, curved, and slightly projecting beyond the anterior margin.

This appears at present to be known only as a fossil. My largest specimen

measures an inch and a quarter in its longest diameter.
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6. MoDioLA MARMORATA, Forhcs. Tab. VIII, fig. 7.

Mytilus discors. Da Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 11\, t. 17, fig. 1, 1778.

— ~ Walker and Boys. Test. Miu. Rar., pi. 3, fig. 79, 1789.

— — Poll. Test. Utr. Sic, vol. ii, p. 211, pi. 32, figs, l.i, 16, 179.5.

— — Bonov. Brit. Shells, vol. i, pi. 25, fig. 1, 1799.

— — Mat. and Rock. Linn. Trans., vol. viii, p. Ill, pi. 3, fig. 8, 1807.

— — Mawe. Conch., pi. 13, fig. 5, 1823.

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test., pi. 12, fig. 39, 1825.

MODIOLA — Tiirt. Bnt. Biv., p. 201, pi. 1.5, fig. 4, 1822.

— — Brown. Illust. Brit. Conch., pi. 29, fig. 10, 1827.

— —
.S'. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — ? Go«/rf. Inv. Massach., p. 15, fig. 8-1, 18-41.

— DiscREPANS. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 70, 1836.

— — Id. - - - vol. ii, p. 50, pi. 1.5, fig. 11, KS44.

— — Payr. Cat. Moll. Cors., p. 67, 1826.

— EuROP.EA. D'Orb. fide Lovi'n.

— TUMID A. Hanley. Rec Shells, vol. i, p. 2-41, pi. 12, fig. 39.

— MARMORATA. Forbes. Malac Monen., p. 44, 1838.

— — Brown. lUust. Brit. Conch., 2d ed., pi. 27, fig. 10.

— — Alder. Cat. Moll. North, and Durh., p. 82, 1848.

MoDroLARiA — Loven. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 33, 1846.

Crenella — Fori), and Ilanl. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 19S, pi. 45, fig.4, 1S49.

Sj)ec. Char. Testa minutd, ovato-ellipticci, tumidd, ienui, frag'di ; utroque latere

striata, spatio suhmediano lavigato vel transverse striata; umbonibus minimis subter-

minalibus.

Shell small, ovate or elliptical, tumid, thin, and fragile ; both sides radiatingly

striated, with a smooth or rather transversely striated space between them ; umbones

small, subtcrminal.

Longest diameter, |^ths of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Walton Naze.

Recent, Mediterranean, Britain, Scandinavia, and North America?

Small specimens and fragments of this species are abundant in the Coralline

Crag at Sutton, and it appears to have been one of the commoner shells of that

Period. There is no doubt, of this shell being identical witli the recent British

species, now determined not to be the discors of Linnaeus, a name given to a larger

shell {Mi/tulus impactus, Herm.) by the Swedish naturalist.

Our shell in the fossil state has become opaque, but it has retained its nacreous

appearance ; it is of an elliptical form, the anterior side being rather broader than the

]i()storior, which is slightly narrowed off from the dorsal slope ; the umbones are small,

sliglitly inflected, with the anterior side projecting a little beyond them, the shell is

somewhat regularly tumid, with a very slight flattening on the dorsal portion : the
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tripartite division of the exterior is of unequal dimensions, the posterior strise covering

nearly but not quite half the surface, while the anterior occupies rather a less space than

the centre or naked compartment ; the striae or rays are large and rounded, number-

ing about a dozen or fourteen on the anterior side, with about double that number on

the posterior portion : the whole shell is covered with transverse striae or regular

lines of increase, which prettily ornament the spaces between the ridges, and

the edge of the shell is deeply crenulated on tlie anterior and posterior sides, or

those portions which are covered with the radiating ridges ; the tripartite division

of the shell, is visible in the interior, and the number of the external striae may be

counted there. The edge of the ventral margin has a slight convexity, contracting a

little towards the striated parts.

The differences between this species and the following are so evident, there

can be no mistake, that shell being more compressed or less tumid, with the posterior

side broader in proportion. The shell to which this approaches nearest, is

M. semi-nuda. Desk., 'Desc. des Coq. Foss. des Env. de Par.,' vol. i, p. 264, pi. 30,

figs. 20—22, a fossil belonging to the Formations of the Older Tertiaries. I have not

been able to obtain a specimen from the Paris Basin ; but what I presume to be the

same species in the Cabinet of Mr. Edwards, from the English Deposits, presents

differences that may be regarded as specific. Mr. Edwards's shell is more regularly

ovate, and is even thinner than our species, with fewer radiations on the anterior

side, not having more than seven or eight, and these are broader, it is also, more

regularly tumid than our own shell, which has somewhat of an obtuse angle on the

posterior portion.

The shell figured and described by Dr. Gould, under the name of M. discors, seems

to present but trifling differences with the British shell, judging from description alone;

but it is considered to be distinct by British Conchologists, as well as by Dr. Loven.

7. MoDiOLA DISCORS, LiniKBus. Tab. VIII, fig. 5.

Mytilus discors. Linn. Syst. Nat,, ed. 12, p. 1159, No. 2G1, 17C7.

— DiscREPANs. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 1C9, 1803.

MoDiOLA DISCREPANS. Tiirt. Brit. Biv., p. 202, 1822.

— — Ke^A. 2d ed. Lam., t. vii, p. 23, 1835.

— — Forbes. Make. Monens., p. 41, 1838.

— — Muller. Ind. Moll. Groenl., p. 19, 1842.

— — Alder. Cat. MoU. North, and Durh., p. 81, 1848;

MoDioLARiA DISCORS. Lovhi. Iiid Moll. Seand., p. 33, 1846.

Crenella DISCORS. Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 195, pi. 45, figs. 5, 6,

and pi. 48, fig. 5, 1849.

SjJec. Char. Testa ovato-ellixdicd, siibcompressd, valde incequilaterd, tenui ; antice et

postice striata, spatio mediano Imvigato ; latere postico latiore.

Shell ovato-elliptical, somewhat compressed, very inequilateral, thin ; striated at
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bulli ixtriiiiilics, middle space smooth, iiosterior side of the shell broader than the

anterior.

Lonyed Diameter, ^ an inch.

Locality. Mam. Crag, Ciiillesford. Recent, Britain and Seas of Norway.

A specimen ' strongly resembling this species is in my Cabinet, obtained in the

native bed of the Mammaliferous or Newer Crag Period, at Chillesford. The shells

in that deposit are excessively fragile, and are preser\'ed with difficulty. This

specimen appears also to have lost a portion of its outer surface : there is, however,

upon the exterior, traces of what the sculpture has been, and as far as it can be observed,

it seems to correspond with that upon the recent shell, it is, therefore, apjjropriated to

the above species without much doubt ; and, as its congeners in the same deposit are

such as wc know to be its associates at the present day, it might fairly be expected

in that Formation. In the recent state it is considered more of a Boreal form, with

but a limited range to the Southward. The earliest appearance of this species is

in the upper portion of the Crag, where it seems to have been Ijy no means

abundant. I have found it in the recent state upon the shore of the Coast of Suffolk,

in pools of water, left by the retreat of the tide.

8. MoDioLA RHOMBEA, Berkeley. Tab. VTII, fig. 8.

MoDiOLA Prideauxiana. Leach. Zool. Misccl., vol. ii, p. 35, ISl.'i.

_ _ Brown. Brit. Couch. lUust., pi. 29, fig. 9, 1827.

— RHOMiiF.A. Berkeley. Zool. .lourn., vol. iii, p. 229, Suppl. pi. 18, fig. 1, 182".

_ _ Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Couch., p. 10", 1844.

— — Brown. Brit. Couch. Illust., 2d ed., p. 78, pi. 39, fig. 17.

— ASPERCLA. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Ckenella RHOMBEA. Forh. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Shells., vol. ii, p. 208, pi. 4a, fig. 3,

1849.

Spec. Char. Testa miniitd ovaio-oblongd vel trapeziformi, tumidd, injlatd, crassd

;

mstulato-striatd, s/ilcis vel striis divaricatis ; antice abbreviatd, rotundatd, postice majiure,

ungulatd ; maryinc ventrati sinnato ; natibn-i prorjiimdis incurvis.

Shell small ovato-oblong or trapeziform, tumid, or inflated, covered all over with

large or costulated bifurcating striae ; anterior side, short and rounded, jiosterior

larger, and angulated ; ventral margin sinuated, with incurved and slightly projecting

umbones.

Greatest Diameter, J th of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton. Recent, British Seas, and Coast of Sutherland.

This is considered by the authors of the ' Hist, of Brit. Mollusca,' as an extremely

rare shell in the recent state, and somewhat of a modern addition to the Marine

Fauna, of the British Isles. Although noticed by Dr. Leach as early as the year

1815, it has since rarely been met with and seldom seen in the Cabinets of collectors.

It is not so in the fossil, but is very abundant in the rich depot of small shells at Sutton.
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The recent shell is said to be as much as a quarter of an inch in diameter

:

the largest of my fossil specimens, does not exceed the sixth of an inch in its

extreme dimensions, measured diagonally from the umbo to the posterior part of its

ventral margin. There is, nevertheless, but little doubt of their identity, as the

only difference is that of size, the Crag specimens corresponding in all other charac-

ters with the recent shell. It is very much inflated : the two valves when united,

having a greater diameter than is given when measuring from the dorsal to the

ventral margin ; the umbo is terminal, projecting a little beyond the anterior of the

shell, and is slightly curved ; it is somewhat rhomboidal in its contour, with a little

obliquity towards the posterior side, and a slight indentation in the ventral margin,

the posterior side forming an obtuse angle with the edge of the shell that contains the

ligament ; the exterior is ornamented with large prominent striae, or rather small ribs

which bifurcate, and are more numerous in the old than in the young shell, they

are crossed and made somewhat rough by prominent and distinct lines of growth,

at rather irregular distances, sometimes giving a decussated appearance to the shell

;

the prominent costulated striae project beyond the margin, and give a deeply

crenulated edge all round; the ribs are sometimes visible in the interior, although

the specimens are often so thick as not to allow them to be seen on the inside ; and

in that case, the impressions formed by the muscles are deeply indented, that by the

anterior adductor is comparatively very large. The ligament seems to have been

a strong one, as a deep linear depression is formed within the dorsal margin. This

shell has been dredged in the living state, in 20 fathoms water, off Penzance.

Pectunculus,* Lamarck, 1791.

Pectunculus Polyleptoginglymus (sp.) List., 1687.

Mactea ? Browne, 1756.

Arca (spec). Linn., 1767.

Glycimeeis. Da Costa, 1778. Humph., 17.07.

AXIN^A AXTN.EODEEMA. PoU, 1795.

TucETA. Bolton, 1798, sec. Ilerrm.

Generic Character. Equivalve, orbicular, convex or lenticular, subequilateral,

closed, thick and strong ; externally smooth or ornamented with radiating striae or

costse. Hinge teeth small, numerous, forming an arched or curved line, central

denticles becoming obsolete in old shells. Ligament external, attached to a grooved

area in each valve, with distant beaks. Impressions of the adductors two, lateral

and strongly marked, that by the mantle entire, or without a sinus.

* Etym. The diminutive of Pecten.
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Animal orbicular, or of the form of the shell and capable of being entirely covered

when the valves arc closed, mantle with its margins simple and disconnected, some-

what enlarged in the anal regions ; a large semilunar shaped foot with undulating

edges, permitting an expansion into a subdiscoidal form. No byssus.

This is purely a marine genus, inhabiting waters of various depths, with an

extensive geographical range ; though it does not as yet appear to have been found in

any of the very cold regions of the globe. In a recent state the shells are generally

covered with a velvety epidermis, except about the umbones, where it is often

worn off.

The species are not numerous, either recent or in a fossil state, but appear to

have long been inhabitants of this planet, two or three are described by Colonel

Portloek, from the Silurian Rocks of Tyrone, and others have been found in the

Oolites and Green sand, but the shells are not of any magnitude, until the Tertiary

Periods, in which as individuals they are largely developed, both in Europe and in the

Upper Tertiaries of America.

This is a well-marked genus, and not likely to be confounded with any other,

except Limopsis, from which, however, it may be distinguished by the ligamental

area being simple, or only marked with angular or diverging lines, while in that shell

the cartilage is more distinctly sejjarated from the ligament, and placed in a triangular

fossettc immediately beneath the beaks.

The ligament in this genus occupies the entire space between the umbo and the

hinge margin, not equally spread over the surface, but placed in diagonal, or rather in

lines diverging from the beak towards the lateral margins, by which a deep impress or

furrow is formed and left upon that part of the shell.

1. Pectunculus GLYciMERis, LiiifKcus. Tab. IX, fig. 1, a—k.

lionanni. Recr. Mcnt. ct Ocul., fig. 61, 1C84.

Cham.^ GLYCIMERIS Bellonii. List. Hist. Conch., lib. iii, pars 11, fig. 82, and fig. 80?

1687.

Pectcnculus fossilis. Dale. Hist, and Antiq. of Harw., p. 291, t. xi, fig. 3, \7M.

Aeca GLYCIMERIS. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1143, No. 181, 1767.

— — Poli. Test. Sicil., vol. ii, p. 144. t. 26, fig. 1 ; t. 25, fig. 19, 179.5.

— — Don. Brit. Shells, vol. ii, pi. 37, fig. 2, 1800.

— — Mat. and Ruck. Linn. Trans., vol. nii, p. 94, t. 3, fig. 3, 1807.

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 46, pi. 10, fig. 36, 1825.

— — Mawe. Lin. Syst. Conch., pi. 13, fig. 7, 1823.

— — Jiurroiv. Elera. of Conch., p. 143, pi. 8, fig. 7.

— PILOSA. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, No. 182, p. 1143, 1767.

— — Poli. Test. Sicil., vol. ii, p. 1.38, t. 26, fig. 2— I, 1795.

— — Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 487, 1814.

— — Mat. and Rack. Linn. Trans., vol. viii, p. 94, t. 3, fig. 4, 1807.

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 46, pi. 10, fig. 37, 1825.

Arca scripta. Born. Mus. Cccs. Vin., p. 93, t. vi, fig. 1, 1780.

— UNDATA. Chem. Conch. Cab., vol. vii, p. 224, pi. 57, fig. 560, 1784.
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Arca undata. Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 489, 1814.

— POLYODONTA. Broc. - - "
P- 490, 1814.

— FLAMMULATA. Renieri. fide Philippi.

Glycimeuis oebiculakis. Ba Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 168, p. 11, fig. 2, 1778.

Pectunculus glycimeris. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 171, t. 12, fig. 1, 1822.

_ _ Brown. Illust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 25, figs. 8, 9, 1827.

_ _ Ciwich. Int. Lam. Conch., pi. 8, fig. 11, 1827.

— Reeve. Conch. Icon. Pectunc, pi. 3, fig. 12.

— Dujard. Mem. Geol. Soc. de Fr., t. ii, par. 11, p. 267, No. 1,

1837.

_ _ Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 24.5, pi. 46,

figs. 4—7, 1849.

— PiLOSUS. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 172, t. 12, fig. 2, 1822.

_ _ Schtim. Essai d'un Nouv. Syst. des Vers. Test., p. 172, pi. 19,

fig. 3, 1817.

— — Brown. lUust. Conch. G. B., pi. 25, figs. 10, 1 1, 1827.

— — Blainv. Man. Malac, pi. 65 bis, fig. 3, 1825.

— — Reeve. Conch. Icon. Pectunc, pi. 3, fig. 13.

— — G. Sowerby, Jr. Conch. Man., fig. 134, 1843,

— — G. Sow. Genera, No. 5, fig. 1

.

_ _ S. TFood. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1840, p. 13, fig. 7.

_ _ Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 247, pi. 19, figs. 6, 7, 1844.

— UNDATUS. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 173, t. 12, figs. 3, 4, 1822.

DECUSSATUS. Id. - p. 173, t. 12, fig. 5.

— NUMARius. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 174, t. 12, fig. 6, 1822.

— VARIABILIS. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 471, fig. 1, 1824.

_ _ Woodward. Geol. of Norf., p. 43, 1833.

_ _ Id. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 249, pi. 20, fig. 1, a—h, 1844.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 45, 1844.

— POLYODONTA. Goldf. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 101, t. 126, figs. 6 & 7, a—d.

— PULVINATUS. Bronyn. Vincent., p. 77, pi. 6, figs. 15, 16, 1823.

_ _ ? Bast. Bord. Foss., p. 77, No. 2, 1825.

— ? Dubois de Mont. Conch. Foss. de Wolhyn., p. 64, pi. 7,

figs. 7, 8, 1831.

— SUBOBLIQUCS. S. TFood. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1840, p. 233, pi. 13, fig. 6.

— TRANSVERSCS. ? Dubois de Mont. Coq. Foss. de Wolhyn., p. 65, pi. 7. fig. 9.

— NUMIFORMIS. ? Id. .... p. 66, pi. 7, fig. 6.

— LATIAREA. Michelotti. fide Sismonda.

— pusiLLUs? Dujard. Mem. Geol. Soc de Fr., t. 2, pt. 2, p. 276, 1837.

Ency. Method., p. 310, figs. 2 & 3.

Arca. Stnith. Strat. Identif. Craig, t. 2, fig. 7, 1816.

Sjjec. Char. Testa variabile, suborbiculatd, siihovatu, transversa, scepe ohliqud siib-

cequilaterd, compressd vel tiimidd, costato-striatd ; marr/ine crenulato.

Shell variable, suborbicular, elongate or transverse, often oblique, subequilateral,

compressed or tumid ; striated ; margin crenulated.

Diameter, 3j inches.
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Localif I/. Cor. Crap;, Passim.

Red Crag, Passim.—Var. f3,
subohliqiius, Walton Naze.

Mam. Crag, Thorpe, Bridlington {Leckcnbij).

Recent, Britain, and Mediterranean.

This is one of the most common and abundant shells in the Coralline as well

as in the Red Crag Deposits. In the Coralline, the valves, as might be expected, are

often found united.

The determination of this species is exceedingly difficult, and the form which was

figured in the ' Mag. Nat. Hist.' (var. /3), presented characters it was then thought

sufficient for the establishment of a new one, but the recent species has been found to

exhibit the same obliquit}^ ; this variety I have never seen from the Older or Coralline

Crag, but it is one of the commonest shells at Walton on the Naze, where the two

valves are frequently found united ; it is generally thinner, and some specimens

are very oblique, and this may ])e considered tlie limit of range in variation in

one direction ; var. a in' the other ; between these forms every imaginable gradation

may be pointed out in almost any collection possessing a good series of this abundant

Crag shell, so well named by Mr. J. Sowerby {variabilis). There is scarcely a

possibility of giving a correct diagnosis of this species, but what some deviation may
be pointed out, and in consequence of which the varieties have been made into

several species, as may be seen in the above list of synonyma, all, it is presumed,

belong to this species. Specimens are somtimes longer than they arc broad, and vice

versa, some are lenticular, with but little tumidity, others are much inflated. The

exterior is generally more or less ornamented with raised, radiating, and distant striae,

variable in number, producing a like variation in the number of crenulations upon the

interior margin of the valves ; in some they are as many as sixty, w^hile in others they

do not exceed thirty-five ; neither is the number of teeth or denticles of the hinge a

more permanent character, for in old specimens the ligamental area is pushed so

far forward as to have obliterated all the central teeth, and they beconie almost

toothless, not more than three or four remaining; while in some specimens as many as

eighteen may be counted on each side of the umbo, they are prominent, somewhat

angular, flattened on the top, and when perfect, generally crenulated on the edges

;

between each is a deep depression for the reception of those in the ojiposing valve,

and in very yo\ing shells the hinge is almost entirely destitute of denticles (fig. 1, e).

Every size may be readily obtained, and my cabinet contains a series varying from

specimens less than the eighth of an inch to those in which the diameter is nearly

three and a half inches, dimensions exceeding those generally obtained in our seas

;

and this magnitude may be seen in shells from the Coralline as well as the Red Crag

Deposits, while the species seems to have been rare in the Norwich bods.

Some American Tertiary shells figured by Conrad under two or three diff"erent

names, approach so closely to those of the Crag as to render the distinction doubtful,

as far as regards representation alone.
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In some of my specimens from the Coralline Crag, where the two valves are in

their natural state a very perceptible difference may be observed, not only in one

valve having a greater tumidity than the other, but the inflated valve has also a larger

diameter. Perhaps the ovarium in these specimens occupied a position not quite

central, thereby giving a little inequality to the valves.

There are nodules of indurated sandstone in ray cabinet, which contain casts of

what appear to be the interior of this species, and also those of Isocardia cor. where the

shell has been absorbed or abstracted ; these nodules were obtained on the beaches of

Walton Naze and Felixstow, and were in all probability washed out of the Red Crag.

LiMOPSis, Sassi. 1827.

Arca (spec). Brocchi.

Trigonoccelius. Nyst et Galeotti, 1835.

LiMNOPSis. Gray, 1840.

Pectunculina. lyOrb, 1844.

Crenella. Herrmansen, 1846.

Generic Character. Shell orbicular or obliquely ovate, convex or lenticular, equi-

valved, subequilateral, and closed. Hinge composed of numerous teeth, arranged in

a more or less curvilinear direction, projecting and interlocking. Umbones distant.

Cardinal area large and external, divided by a triangular fossette immediately beneath

the umbo. Impression of the mantle entire, or without a sinus ; those by the adductors

subovate, and deeply impressed.

ANIMAL UNKNOWN.

The characters by which this Genus is distinguished from the preceding one is

the triangular fossette in the centre of the ligamental area, separating the cartilage

from the ligament; first proposed as of generic importance by Sassi, in 1827,

according to Bronn, and his name has priority over that by MM. Nyst and Galeotti,

which bears a date several years later. This peculiar character of the hinge

was observed and pointed out by Brocchi in 1814, but of course considered by him

as of specific value only, his shell being placed in the genus Area. The separation

of the ligament into two distinct portions, although both of these are placed exterior

to the hinge line, appears equivalent to the otherwise more general distinction of this

ligature, one portion being within the hinge Une, while the other is on the outside.

Eighteen species are enumerated by M. Nyst, one of which is recent from the

Red Sea.
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1. LiMOPSis AURiTA, BroccJii. Tiib. IX, fig. 2.

AncA ALiUTA. Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 485, t. xi, fig. 9, a—b, 1814.

Pectunculus auritls. Befr. Diet. Scien., t. xx.\i.x, p. 224.

— — Gold/. Pet. Germ., v. ii, p. 163, t. 126, fig. 14, a—b.

_ _ Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 63 ; vol. ii. p. 45.

— — Risso. Hist. Nat. des Princip. Prod, de I'Europ., t. iv, p. 318, 1826,

— suBL.EViGATis. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — Morris. Cat. Brit. Foss., p. 97, 1843.

LiMOPSis ACEITA. Sassi. Giorn. Ligust. (ex. Bronn), 1827.

— — Bronn. Leth. Geo., vol. ii, p. 935, t. 39, fig. 7, a—b, 1838

— — Sismoiida. 'Syn. Meth. Ped. Foss., p. 15, 1847.

Trigonoccelia subl.evigata. Nyst. et IFest. Nouv. Rech. Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p. 12, pi. 2,

fig. 15, 1839.

_ _ Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 244, pi. 26, fig. 2, a—b, 1844.

Spec. Char. Testa obliqud, rofundafo-ovatd, VKequilaferd, suhlavigatd, auriculatd

;

exilissime striata, et tenuissime decussatd ; cardine arcuata, dentibus 10— 18; margine

integerriin o, acufo.

Shell oblique, rounded ovate, inequilateral, nearly smooth, and glossy, with small

auricles ; externally ornamented with very fine striae, crossed by distinct lines of

growth ; hinge line curved, with about 10 to 18 teeth ; margin sharp and smooth.

Longest diameter, \ an inch.

Locality, Cor. Crag, Gedgravc.

This species has recently been found in abundance in one locality of the Coralline

Crag, but it appears restricted to that spot, it may possibly have lived on into the Red

Crag period, as my cabinet contains one specimen from that Formation, which however

is much watcrworn.

It is subject to a good deal of variation in its outward form, but is always

more or less obliquely oval, generally becoming especially so in the older speci-

mens, while hi some young shells the valves arc nearly equilateral. The hinge is

composed of a row of denticles, varying from ten to sixteen, those on the shorter or

rounded side being the greater number, amounting to about nine, the outermost are

angular and somewhat distant, while the inner ones are close set and vertical ; on the

other side they are fewer, not exceeding seven, sometimes not more than four, these

arc distant, much inclined, and nearly parallel to the hinge line, furthermore they are

often rough and crenulatcd upon their edges. The exterior of the shell is smooth and

even glossy when perfect, with faint but distinct radiating striic and visible lines of

growth, and the hinge line projects a little beyond the otherwise oval contour of the

shell, giving it the appearance of auricles, hence its name ; the inner margin is

flattened, smooth, and perfectly free from crenulations, and the impressions by the

adductors deeply seated ; that on the shorter side small and ovate placed near the

hinge, the other is larger and more distant ; the fossette for the cartilage diverges from

the umbo at an angle of about 90°.
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In the young state the specimens have fewer teeth, and the shell, as before stated,

is less oblique, resembling the joving of Peduncidus, from which it may be distinguished

by its smooth and acute margin at all ages ; while in the very small or young specimens

of F. glycimeris the crenulated edge may be always seen. Some specimens are more

tumid than others, but none are much inflated, and the exterior is smooth and perfect,

except where it has been eroded, when the rays are more displayed, giving it there a

granulated or decussated appearance, \^q Area aurita oS. Brocchi, from which it appears

to differ only in size.

The remains of red-coloured bands may be seen upon some specimens as if the

shell had been so ornamented when in a living state, or perhaps it was of one

uniform colour, a part of which only has been abstracted.

Trif/onoccelia Golclfussii, Nyst, from Kleyn Spauwen, much resembles our shell, but

is probably specifically distinct ; it has its margin obsoletely crenulated, and the

denticles are more numerous, with a slight difference in their arrangement.D

LiMOPSis pygMjEA, Philippi. Tab. IX, fig. 3.

Pectunculus pygm^cs. Phil. En. Moll. Sic. vol. i, p. 63, t. 5. fig. 5, 1836 ; uot Lamarck.

— — Id. - - - vol. ii, p. 45, 1844.

— — S. Wood. Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. iv, p. 234, pi. 13,

fig. 5, 1840.

— — Id. Catalogue, 1840.

— — Goldf. Pet. Germ. vol. ii, p. 162, t. 126, fig. 11, a—c.

— — Morris. Cat. Brit. Foss., p. 97, 1843.

Teigonoc(elia decussata. Ni/st et West. Nouv. Rech. Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p. 12, No. 29,

pi. 2, fig. 16, 1839.

— — Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 245, pi. 18, fig. 7, a—d, 1844.

LiMOPsis PYGM.EA. Sism. Syn. Meth. Ped. Foss., p. 15, 1847.

Spec. Char. Testa minutd, obliqud, inceqidlaterd, subirapeziformi, gihhosd, crassd,

auriculatd ; transversim sulcatd, striis radiantibus temiissimis, subobsoletis ; margine

crenulato, dentibus circa decern.

Shell small, oblique, inequilateral, subtrapeziform, gibbous, thick, and strong;

hinge line straight, furnished with about ten teeth ; externally covered with fine and

nearly obsolete radiating striae, crossed by more distant and distinct lines of increase

;

margin crenulated.

Longest diameter, \ of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

This species, as far as I know% is restricted to a single locality, where it is one of

the most abundant shells, and the two valves are often found united. I have little

doubt it is the same as Philippi's Sicilian fossil, judging from the figure he has given

;

the Belgian shell appears rather larger or badly represented, but from description it is

probably the same. Our shell may be further described as being very tumid, the

depth of the valves united equals the width of the hinge line ; its dental formula
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consists of about ten teeth, six upon the anterior or rounded side, these are placed

nearly vertical, or forming an obtuse angle, and verj^ prominent in the centre, the four

teeth on the posterior or produced side are much inclined and nearly parallel ^vith the

hinge line, they are also obtusely angular, interlocking between those of the opposite

valve, and by their prominence keeping the two portions united ; hinge margin with a

row of crenulations deeper, larger, and more visible within upon the posterior side

:

when the shell is perfect the exterior is finely decussated, the radiating striae not

being more prominent than the lines of growth, but when the exterior coating is

removed, which is generally the case more or less, the surface is strongly rayed or

costated. In the young state the shell is less tumid than when full grown and less

oblique. The muscular impressions are unequal in size and suborbicular, the anterior

one or that upon the shorter side is situated close up to the hinge line ; the one

on the posterior or opposite side is larger and much nearer to the ventral margin.

This shell in form and magnitude bears a resemblance to Pecfiinculus nanus,

Deshayes, an Eocene fossil from the Paris Basin, figured and described in his ' Hist.

des Coq. Foss. des Env. de Paris, vol. i, p. 226, t. 30, figs. 4, 5, 6 ; but judging from the

figure as well as from the description, there appears a different arrangement of the

teeth or denticles, those of the French shell have the greater number upon the larger

or produced side, amounting to as many as six, with only three or four upon the other

or shorter side, and are less oblique, thus reversing the dental arrangement of the Crag

shell ; and the French fossil is said to be thin and fragile, while ours is thick and strong.

The triangular fossette of the Crag shell is deep, and forms an angle less than 90°,

and the margin of the shell is perfectly closed all round.

NUCINELLA, S. Wood.

NucuLA (sp.). Deshaijes, 1829.

Pleurodon. S. Wood, 1840.

NucULINA. B'Orhigny, 18-l.i, sec. Gratj.

Gen. Char. Shell equivalve, inequilateral, closed, ovate or subtrigonal ; anterior

side short, truncate; posterior produced, ovate or subangular; hinge line broad

slightly curved, furnished with few teeth : one large lateral tooth on the posterior

side. Ligament external.

AN'IMAL UNKNOWN.

The diagnosis of this was drawn up from what may be considered as scarcely

sufficient materials for the distinction of a group of animals, denominated a Genus,

being founded upon but one species ; it presents, however, such marked differ-

ences in character from any genus hitherto established, that I was unable to find

a position for my Uttle shell when it was first described. The outward trigonal
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form, as well as possessing a linear series of denticles, seera to point out its place

as near to Niicula from which it differs essentially, in having an external ligament,

and one large lateral tooth upon the anterior side.

The shell is of a nacreous texture within, and was, probably, covered with an

epidermis in the recent state. The ligament is placed on the posterior side of the

umbo, upon a small projecting portion of the shell, and the animal was without

prolonged siphonal tubes, the line impressed by the edge of the mantle being like

that of Nucula, without any indentation. There are no recent species, that I am

acquainted with, possessing such a dental arrangement, and its true position is of

course conjectural. The linear teeth and external ligament resemble Pectimmlus, with

a form like that of Nucula.

1. NuciNELLA MiLiARis, Bes/io^s. ^Tah. X, fig. 4, a—c.

'>U*'h-= Nucula miliaris. Desk. Coq. Foss. des Euv. de Par., torn, i, p. 235, pi. 36, figs. 7-9,

1829. ^-2-1^
Pleurodon ovalts. S. IT'ood. Illust. in Mag. Nat. Hist., 2d Series, vol. iv, p. ^^, pi. 13, ^A-t""

fig. 1, 1840.Lv»rr-»r^C-/ (f„im^
— MIUARIS. S. Wood. Catalogw> 1840. •&KeL. yi ^i I •

Spec. Char. Testa minima, subovafd, Icevigatd, politd, tumidd ; postice suhtruncdtd,

antice i^Toductiorc, rotundato-ovatd : dentibus 5—6 magnis, ohfiisis.

Shell minute, subovate, smooth, glossy, and tumid ; posterior side short, subtrun-

cate, anterior large, roundedly ovate ; teeth 5— 6, large and obtuse.

Diameter, -^-^ of an inch.

Locality. Paris Basin, Grignon.

Cor. Crag, Ramsholt, and Sutton.

This pretty little shell is by no means rare at either of the above British localities,

and at the former (Ramsholt), the valves are often found united, the large and pro-

minent teeth with which they are furnished having kept them in their natural position.

It is one of the very few of our Crag Molluscs, that dates its existence from the

Older Tertiaries, or what is called the Eocene Period ; as there is reason to believe

the species left in the Paris Basin is the true progenitor of our little shell, while it

appears to have died out before the severer conditions of the Red Crag Period had set

in : although so small a shell, it would not readily be found, unless abundant, in a

deposit so disturbed.

As, however, some diflferences exist between the Crag Fossil, and what is here

considered its specific parent, it may be necessary to give a more detailed description

and to point out what, perhaps, might be regarded by some Conchologists as of

sufiicient importance to keep them distinct.

Our little shell in its outward form, slightly resembles a minute specimen of

Nucula nucleus, except, that it is more tumid ; the anterior side constitutes nearly

the whole of the shell, the posterior being cut ofi" by an almost straight line from the

10
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umbo to the ventral margin. The hinge is composed of five or occasionally six

teeth in the right valve, with si.v or sometimes seven in the left, these arc arranged

in a slightly curved line extending on both sides of the beak, three on each side ;

those on the posterior or shorter side are placed rather closer together than those

on the anterior one, they are prominent, obtuse, and large compared with the

size of the shell ; those in the centre standing nearly perpendicular to the line of

hinge, while the outer ones on both sides have their widest portion in an opposite

direction, all placed, of course, so as one set can be interposed between those of

the opposite, when the valves are closed. The lateral tooth of the right valve

has a deep depression between it and the margin for the reception of a large tooth

of the left valve. In a specimen of the French Eocene Fossil in my own cabinet, the

teeth do not appear to be quite so obtuse as in the Crag shell, and the umbo is somewhat

shari)cr and more terminal, with a rather more angular outlme, the posterior side is

apparently more truncated or straight, while the shell is nearly transparent.

A species passing out of one Period, w^here the animals or the remains of them, arc

of a nature to indicate conditions differing materially from those of another Period into

which it is supposed to have had its existence prolonged, and so far removed as

to have almost its entire Fauna formed upon a different type, would in all pro-

bability be affected in some degree by the change, so as to produce a slight alteration

in its calcareous covering, such as would constitute what is called a variety, and these

characters might become permanent under the continuance of those altered conditions

;

but should we not be permitted so to undermine specific integrity, we may at least be

allowed a latitude in variation, that is ordinarily conceded to the examination of

existing forms, and the differences between the shells of the two periods, which are

here considered as identical, is less than is oftentimes presented to us by individuals

of undoubtedly the same species in the Crag deposits ; even in those recent species

that appear to be admitted by almost general consent, as having originated in tlic

earliest Tertiary Periods, a difference may be detected between the older and the more

recent specimens, showing those animals that are apparently possessed of capabilities

of endurance beyond their contemporaries, have not been able to maintain in strict

integrity the supposed unvarying characters originally impressed upon them ; all, how-

ever, that is contended for here is, that no greater restriction in regard to the limits of

variation ought to be imposed upon the line of specific dcmarkation, merely from

differences in Geological Periods, than is granted to deviations among specimens from

the same deposit.
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Arca,* Linnams, 1758.

Pauallelopipedcm. Klein, 1753.

Anomalocaedia. Id. (uot Schum).

CiBOTA. Browne, 1/56.

Pectunculcs. Adanson, 1757.

Arca. Linnceus, 1758.

Amygdalum. Chemnitz, 1784.

Daphne and Daphnoderma. Pali, 1795.

Teisidos. Bolten, 1798.

CucuLLffiA. Lam., 1801.

Arcites. Martin, 1809.

Trisis. O^en, 1815.

Cyphoxis. Rafinesque, 1819.

Arcacites. Schlot., 1820.

Byssoaeca. Sivainson, 1820.

Navicula. Blainv., 1825.

Rhomboides. 7rf.

ScAPHTJLA. Benson, 183-1, not Swainson.

Argina? Gray, 1840.

Barbatia. /(f.

LUNAECA ? 7c?.

Lithaeca. Id. 1844.

Senilia. /rf.

SCAPHUEA. 7c?.

IsoARCA. Miinster, 1843'.

Andaea. Gray, 1847.

SCAPHAUCA. Irf.

Generic Character. Shell inequilateral, generally equivalve, more or less quadrate

or trapezoidal, sometimes closed ; at others, with an opening at the ventral margin,

thick and strong ; externally striated or costated. Umbones distant. Hinge linear,

with numerous close-set interlocking teeth. Ligaraental area generally large and

broad, with angular grooves. Palleal impression entire.

Animal oblong, edges of mantle disconnected, simple or fringed, without siphonal

tubes, a large and bent elongated foot with a groove capable of expanding into a disk-

like form, and a gland at its base for the production of a byssus. Byssus compact.

Animals of this genus generally spin a substance for their attachment, but many

are found located in rocks or holes of shells. Some species have a considerable

opening at the ventral margin, in consequence of which, those more strongly marked

with that character were placed in a separate genus, under the name Bysso-arca -,

but in individuals of the same species, this opening is subject to great variation, being-

large in some, while in others it is nearly obliterated.

M. Nyst has published a synoptical table of this genus, in which he has enume-

rated 459 species, 1 62 of these are recent, whilst the others are extended through

almost every Period, commencing witli the Upper Silurian, and ranging through all

the intermediate Formations : although some few of these, are probably, only varieties,

such an extensive genus might naturally be expected to have a large geographical

range ; the recent species are found in all parts of the world, though not equally dis-

ti'ibuted, nearly one hundred being found in the equinoctial regions ; and its vertical

range, is also very extensive, some being found under stones at low water mark,

while others have been met with attached to rocks as deep as eighty fathoms.

* Etvni. So called from its Boat-like form.
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1. Arca tetragona, Poll. Tab. X, fig. \,a—d.

AucA TETKAGONA. PoU. Test. Sic, vol. ii, p. 137, pi. 25, figs. 12, 13, 1793.

— — Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 1C6, pi. 13, fig. 1, 1822.

— — Payr. Cat. Moll. Cors., p. 61, No. 105, 1826.

- — Desk. 2(1 ed. Lam., t. vi, p. 461, 1835.

— — Forbes. Malac. Mouen., p. 41, pi. 3, 1838.

— — Id. Report on iEgcan Invert., p. 181, 1843.

— — Phil. En. Moll. .Sic, vol. i, p. 57, 1836.

— — Reeve. Conch. Icon. Monog. Area, pi. 15, fig. 100, a—b.

— — ? Menke. Moll. Nov. HoU. p. 37, No. 208, 1843.

— No^. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 139, pi. 4, fig. 3, 1803.

— — Don. Brit. Shells, vol. v, pi. 158, figs. 1, 2, 1804.

— — Brown. Brit. Conch. lUust., pi. 25, figs. 1-3, 1825.

— — S. Wood. An. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. iv. New Series, p. 231, pi. 13, figs. 2,

& 2rt, 1840.

— — Morris. Cat. of Brit. Foss., p. 78, 1843.

— FisCA. Mont. Test. Brit. Sup., p. 51, 1808 (not Reeve).

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 45, pi. 9, fig. 14, 1825.

— — Flein. Brit. An., p. 397, 1828.

— — Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 101, 1844.

— CARDISSA. Desk. 2d ed. Lara., t. \\, p. 463, 1835.

— — Alder. Cat. Moll. North, and Durh., p. 79, 1848.

— NAVicULARis. Desk. 2d cd. Lam., t. vi, p. 462, 1835.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 42, 1844.

— — Lovin. Ind. Moll. Seand., p. 33, 1846.

— Britannica. Reeve. Conch. Icon. Monog. Arca, pi. 15, fig. 98.

— — Nyst. Tab. Syn. des Arches. Viv. et Foss., p. 14, No. 4 7, 1847.

— PAPILLOSA. Smith. Mem. Wern Soc, vol. viii, pi. 1, fig. 19, 1838.

Balanus Bellonii. List. Hist. Conch., lib. iii, fig. 207, 1687.

Ency. Meth., pi. 308, fig. 3, a—b.

Spec. Char. Testa oblongd, valde inaqidlaterd, costato-striatd, et transversim

decussatd, antice rotundatu, jmstica angulatd ; carina posticd eminente, acuta ; apicibus

remQtis incurvis ; marline ventrali hianie.

Shell oblong, very inequilateral, with costated striae, decussated by distinct lines

of growth ; anterior side rounded, posterior angulatcd, with a prominent keel or

ridge from the umbo to the ])osterior ventral margin ; umbones distant, incurved ;

ventral margin gaping.

Largest diameter, 1 inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Rarasholt, and Sudbourn.

Red Crag, Sutton. Recent, Scandinavia, Britain, and Mediterranean.

Very small specimens are by no means rare in the Coralline Crag ; but I have met
with Very few examples of the adult shell. These small or young specimens are very

regular in form, being much elongated transversely, of a somewhat rhom])oidal shape,

the anterior side slopes a little from the extremity of the hinge line, rounding at the

ventral margin, while the posterior side is angular, pointed and projecting ; the ventral
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margin being nearly straight, or with a very little inflection. A full grown specimen

found in the Red Crag (fig. 1, a—6), is very regular in form, and all its ornamental

striae beautifully preserved: the rays or costulated striaj are close and numerous

upon the posterior half of the outer side of the umbonal ridge, while they are

larger and more distant upon the anterior half; and within the prominent ridge,

that slopes from the umbo to the posterior ventral margin, the rays are large

and few, amounting to about four or five, and are placed in pairs ; they project

beyond the posterior margin, giving it a jagged or indented edge. A long line

of teeth or crenulations occupy the edge of the hinge margin, they are numerous

and vertical on the anterior or shorter side, fewer or more distant, and strongly

inclining on the posterior side. The ligamental area is large and concave removing

the umbones far apart ; this space is ornamented with deep and angular lines diverg-

ing from the umbo, in some they are few and deeply impressed, while in others they

are more numerous. One specimen in my Cabinet, from the Coralline Crag at Gedgrave

(fig. 1, c), precisely resembles the distorted specimens found occasionally upon our

own Coast, in holes or crevices of rocks, and in which the regularity of form has

been interrupted, and the surface much abraded by frequent movements in a con-

fined position, thus producing so great an alteration in the exterior of the shells as to

have induced some authors to consider them distinct. In some of these full grown

and distorted specimens, the ventral margin is deeply indented or sinuated. They

are said by British Conchologists to be regular in form when free, and only distorted

when confined to the crevices of rocks.

I have entered it among my synonyma upon the authority of Menke, who gives it

as one of the existing species from the North Western Coast, New Holland. He has

enumerated several other European shells from that part of the world.

2. Arca lactea, Linnceus. Tab. X, fig. 2, a—b.

Akca lactea. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, No. 173, p. 1141, 1767.

— — Ba Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 171, pi. 11, fig. 5.

— — Chem. Conch. Cab. t. vii, p. 200, t. 55, fig. 547, 1784.

_ _ Bon. Brit. Shells, vol. iv, pi. 135, 1803.

_ _ ;r. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 45, pi. 9, fig. 24, 1825.

— — Brown. lUust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 25, fig. 6, 1827.

— — Mawe. Linn. Syst. Conch., pi. 13, fig. 4, 1823.

_ _ Phil. En. Moll. Sic, fol. i, p. 57 ; vol. ii, p. 42.

— — Forbes. Rept. on iEgean Invert., p. 181, 1843.

— — Reeve. Conch. Icon. Arca, pi. 17, fig. 116.

— — Bujard. Mem. Geol. Soc. de France, t. ii, pt. 2, p. 266, 1837.

— — Hanley. Recent Shells, vol. i, p. 154, pi. 9, fig. 24.

— MODIOLUS. Poll. Test. Sic, vol. ii, p. 137, pi. 25, figs. 20, 21, 1795.

— — Turt. ed. Linn., vol. iv, p. 251, 1806.

— PERFOKANS. Turt. Conch. Diet., p. 9, 1816.

— — Id. Brit. Biv., p. 169, t. 13, figs. 2, 3, 1822.

— Gaimardii. Payr. Cat. Moll. Cors., p. 61, pi. 1, figs. 36—39, 1826.
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AsCA Gaimardii. Desk. Exp. Sci. Algiers Moll., pi. 124, figs. 8— 11.

— QioYii. Patjr. Cat. Moll. Cors., p. (J2, pi. 1, figs. 40—43, 1826.

— — Desk. Append, to Lyell's Princ, 1st ed., vol. iii, p. 10, 1833.

— LACTANEA. iS. Wood. Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. iv, p. 232, pi. 13, fig. 3,

1840.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

_ _ Morris. Cat. Brit. Foss., p. 78, 1843.

— NODULOSA? Broc. ConcL. Fos.s. Subap., p. 478, t. ii, fig. G, -a—c, 1814.

_ _ 1 Dubois. AVolhyu. Podol., p. C4, pi. 7, figs. 21, 22, 1831.

— STRIATA. Reeve. Conch. Icon. Area, pi. 17, fig. 121.

List. Hist. Conch., lib. iii, fig. ()9, HJS.i.

Bale. Hist, and Antiq. of Harwich, p. 291, 1730.

Adanson. Voy. au Senegal, p. 250, pi. 18, fig. 8, 1757.

not Akca lactea, Brander. Foss. Hant., pi. 8, fig. 106.

Spec. Char. Testa ovato-oblongd, interdum suhquadratd, antice rotundatd, jtostice

oblique truncatd ; decussato-striatd ; sfriis radiantibus eminentioribus ; area cardinali

mediocre profunda ; marline ventrali subrectd.

Shell ovato-oblong, sometimes nearly square, anterior side rounded ; posterior

obliquely truncated ; covered with stria;, crossed by transverse lines of growth

;

radiating strite the most prominent ; cardinal area not large, with a rounded or obtuse

ridge from the umbo backwards ; ventral margin nearly straight.

Longest diameter, \ of an inch ; Imyht, \ an inch.

Localili). Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton, Walton Naze. Recent, Britain and Mediterranean.

In the sandy portion of the Coralline Crag at Sutton, a locality that has yielded so

many of the smaller and more fragile species of MoUusca, numerous small or young

individuals of this species may be obtained. My largest specimen was found in the

Red Crag at Walton Naze, and measures an inch in its transverse or largest diameter
"o

but it is an old and somewhat mutilated individual.

When my Catalogue was compiled this was considered to l)e a distinct species, in

consequence of a difference in the size of the ligamental area, as in the Crag shell it is

smaller than in the generality of recent specimens, the resemblance was, however, so

great in all other respects, that the name of lacfanea was given from its near

relationship. I have since seen specimens of the recent shell in which this distinction

is lost, and have therefore now united it with the long-known recent species. My

specimens from the Crag are very regular in form, and I have not met with any

fossils resembling the distorted varieties which have been erected into species by

Payraudcau under the names of A. Quoi/ii and A. Gaimardii, the greatest variation

being slight differences in proportional dimensions, some occasionally being rather

more transverse than others.

Area nodulosa, Midler, given as an inhabitant of the Seas of Norway, by Dr. Loven,

corresponding probably with the Calabrian fossil A. aspera, Phil., appears to differ

from our shell in being larger and broader on the posterior half, with a more deeply
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and regularly decussated exterior, but with a small and narrow ligamental area. Area

nodidosa, Brocchi, seems to belong to our present species, as does also, in all probability,

the one figured and described under that name by Dubois, judging from his short

description and small figure.

Arca pectunculoides, Scacchi. Tab. X, fig. 3, a—b.

Arca pectunculoides. Scac. Ann. Civ. delle Due Sicil., vol. vi, p. 82, 1834, fide iVy«^.

— — Scacchi. Notizia, p. 25, t. 1, fig. 12, sec. Phil.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 44, t. 15, fig. 3, 1844.

— — Jeff. Ann. Nat. Hist., vol. xix, p. 313.

— — Loven. lud. Moll. Scand., p. 34, 1846.

— — ? Mich. Prec. Faun. Mioc, t. 3, fig. 14, 1847.

— — Sismonda. Syn. Metli. Pedm. Foss., p. IC, 1847.

— — Nyst. Tab. Synop. des Arches Viv. et Foss., p. 54, No. 300, 1847.

— BARIDENTATA. S. TFood. Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. iv, p. 232, pi. 13,

fig. 4, 1840.

— — Thompson. Ann. Nat. Hist., vol. xviii, p. 385.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — Morris. Cat. Brit. Foss., p. 78, 1843.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 241, pi. 45, fig. 8,

1849.

— PUsiLLA. Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 261, pi. 20, fig. 6, 1844.

CucuLLCEA PUSILLA. Nyst. Rcct. Coq. Foss. Prov. d'Anv., p. 14, pi. 3, fig. 55, 1835.

'Spec. Char. Testa parvd, inmquilaterd, ovato-rhomboided, gibbd ; striis exiguis,

decussatis ; area ligamenti parvd, apicibus reflexis ; cardine recto, utrinque tridentato

;

margine ventrali subsimiato.

Shell small, inequilateral, ovato-rhomboidal, gibbous ; ornamented with fine

decussating striae ; ligamental area small, umbones inflected ; hinge line straight,

furnished with three teeth on each side ; ventral margin subsinuated.

Largest diameter, gth of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton. Recent, Britain, Mediterranean, and ^Egean Seas.

This elegant little shell is another species, but rarely found in the British Seas, and

which may perhaps be one of those we might consider to be in a specific decline, or

the dying out of what was once largely developed in these latitudes. In the Coralline

Crag at Sutton this is one of the most abundant fossils, and I have obtained the

separated valves by hundreds.

It is stated by the authors of the ' Hist, of Brit. Moll.' to be slightly inequivalved.

In the fossil state I have never been able to obtain a specimen with the valves united.

There does not appear to be any doubt of its identity with the living British species,

and a single valve obtained from a considerable depth in the iEgean Sea, obligingly

given to me by Professor E. Forbes, corresponds in all respects with the Crag shell.

Where the specimens are so abundant, differences of form may naturally be

expected, some may be selected that are more elongated and less tumid than others,
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and my two most extreme variations are here represented : all give indications of an

opening for a byssus by an indentation or sinuosity on the anterior side of the

ventral margin ; this character is imperfectly represented in the Mediterranean fossil

by Philippi, nor is it well shown in that by Nyst, although the probabilities are they

all belong to the same species : both of these authors speak of their shell as being by

no means abundant. When perfect, it is ornamented with distinct radiating striae,

the largest and most prominent at the two extremities ; they are crossed by lines of

growth somewhat irregular, and the surface is imperfectly cancellated. Upon the

hinge line, on the anterior side, are three or four rather large and prominent teeth,

which slope at an angle of about 45°, while those on the posterior, amounting to the same

number and equally prominent, are nearly parallel to the hinge margin ; in some

small or young specimens, these teeth or prominences do not amount to more than

two on each side, and all so arranged that when the valves are united, the one set

interlock with those of the opposite valve. The place for the ligament is very small,

and in perfect specimens there may be seen an entire row of crenulations just

within the ventral margin of the shell ; and a prominent ridge slopes down the interior

from beneath the umbo, probably formed by the inner edge of the adductor muscle

on the anterior side. In old specimens the mark of the mantle is deeply impressed,

running parallel to the outer edge.

NucuLA,* Lamarck, 1799.

Glycimeris (sp.). Ba Costa, 1/78.

Tellixa and Donax (sp.). Gmel.

AnCA (sp.). Linn.

PoLYODONTA. Megerle, 1811.

Generic Character. Shell equivalve, very inequilateral, ovato-trigoual, generally

transverse, closed, nacreous, and in the recent state covered with an epidermis ; often

smooth, sometimes striated, or variously ornamented upon the exterior : hinge line

more or less angular, furnished with a series of sharp, elevated, and angulated teeth,

arranged on each side of the umbones, interrupted by a central and internal spoon-

shaped projection, upon which is placed the ligament. Impression by the mantle

without a sinus.

Animal of the form of the shell, having the edges of its mantle jilain dis-

connected, and without siphonal tubes. Foot large, and capable of expanding into an

ovate, pedunculated disc, with fimbriated edges, and by means of this organ it is

capaljlc of a considerable degree of locomotion, creeping like a Gasteropod at the

Ijottom of the water.

* Etjm. Nucula, a little nut.
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Since the original establishment of the genus by Lamarck, it has been much

curtailed, and is now restricted to those shells with a pectiniform or denticulated hinge,

having the posterior portion, as it were, cut off ; tlie lines of denticulations forming

nearly a right angle, and the animal being without the posterior siphonal tubes

;

consequently there is no indentation in the impression formed by the muscles of the

mantle.

The genus thus restricted is in a recent state rather sparingly distributed, although

found in the seas of both hemispheres. As fossil, it has been obtained low in the

Secondary Formations.

The species in a living condition are inhabitants of the sea at all depths, some being

found near low water mark, while others are truly pelagian, and have been observed in

the deepest regions Mollusca are known to frequent. Mr. Garner, in his ' History

of the Lamellibranchiata,' says, there is a distinct pinnate process in the mantle of

the animal, for the purpose of secreting the numerous teeth of the hinge ; these teeth

are prominent, sharp pointed, and angular, the angle being directed towards the

umbo from both sides.

1. NucuLA L^viGATA, /. Sowerhy. Tab. X, fig. 8, a—h.

NucuLA L^viGATA. J. Sow. Mill. Conch., t. 192, figs. 1, 2, 1818.

— — GoM/. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 157, pi. 125, fig. 19, a—c.

— — S. Wood. Illust. Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. iv, p. 296, 1840.

— — Id. Catalogue, 1840.

— — Nyst. Add. a la Fauna Conch, de Belg. (Bull. Acad, de Bru.x, t. ix,

p. 450), 1842.

— — Morris. Cat. Brit. Foss., p. 94, 1843.

— — Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 228, pi. 17, fig. 8, a—b, 1844.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ovatd, valde incequilaterd, lavigatd, tenui, mar-

garitaced, clausd ; antice brevi, suhangnlatd; postice produdiore, rotundatd ; margine

ventruli integerrimo.

Shell, transverse, ovate, very inequilateral, smooth, thin, nacreous, and closed;

anterior side short, sloping, or angulated ; posterior much produced and rounded

;

ventral margin without crenulations.

Longest diameter, l§ths of an inch; height, 1 inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Walton Naze.

This is the largest species of the genus that I am acquainted with, either in the

recent or fossil state, it appears to have attained its full development in the Red

Crag, as in the Deposits of that Period at Walton Naze specimens are by no means

rare ; it is found also in the older or Coralline Crag, where, however, they are few in

number and small in size.

M. Deshayes has quoted this as synonymous with N. ovata, an Eocene species from

11
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the Paris Basin ; there are, however, marked differences between the two, sufficient to

keep them specifically distinct. The older shell has a crenulated margin, with other

characters of minor importance by which it may also be distinguished, while the

Crag one has its margin perfectly smooth. A shell in the Cabinet of Mr. D'Urban,

found in the Eocene Formation at Bracklcsham, strongly resembles our species, in

having its margin free from the slightest appearance of crenulations, but it diflfers in

being rather less transverse and more tumid, with the posterior ventral margin less

angular and pointed, approaching in the last character the specimens from the

Coralline Crag ; these differenc^cs appear to l)e sufficient for specific distinction, and,

as yet, I have not seen any shell with which it can be fairly identified ; the exterior of

our Crag shell is smooth and glossy in specimens the surface of which has not been at

all eroded, and it was, in a recent condition, most probably covered with an epidermis.

On the anterior dorsal margin there is a rather narrow row of prominent angular teeth,

varying from 20 to 35 ; while on the short or posterior side the teeth are broader and

closer, and in number about 10 or 12, with a deeply impressed lunule on the posterior

or shorter side. There is no other exterior marking than the lines of growth, but

when the glossy surface is removed, the shell appears to have a radiated fibrous

structure, and the interior is often faintly rayed ; a long subangular depression for

the ligament curves inwardly towards the anterior, adhering to the inner edge of the

dorsal margin. The dorsal as well as the ventral margins are rounded, giving an ovate

f(jrm to the shell, only truncated on the posterior side, where the ventral margin forms

a sort of incipient rostrum, connecting it in that character with the following genus,

though less so than in some other species.

2. NucuL.A. CoBBOLUi^, /. Sotoerhy. Tab. X, fig. 9, u— b.

NvcuLA CoBBOLDi.K. J. Sow. Min. Conch, t. 180, fig. 2, 1818.

— — fToorfioarf/. Geol. of Norf., p. -14, 18;};5.

— — Li/ell. Mag. Xat. Hist., New Series, vol. iii, p. 328, 1839.

— — Id. Elem. Geol., p. 299, fig. 113, 2d. ed., 18-11.

— — S. Tf'ood. Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. iv, p. 295, 1840.

— — Id. Catalogue, 1840.

— — G. B. Sowerhy. Genera, No. 1/, fig. 9.

— •— Forbes. Geol. Surv. Gr. Brit., p. 83, 1846.

— — Morris. Cat. Brit. Foss., p. 94, 1843.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, oblique-ovatd, convexd, clamd ; irregulariter radiatu,

aut lincolis jlexuosis ornatd ; iiitus sajyc incrassafd ; marginc intcc/errimo.

Shell transverse, obliquely ovate, convex, thick and closed ; sculpture on the

exterior, with irregular radiations or lines in a divaricating or zig-zag direction ;

interior often irregularly thickened, margin smooth.

Longitudinal diameter, \\ inch. Height, I inch.

Locality. Red Crag, Sutton, Bawdsey, near Ipswich, and Felixstow.

Mam. Crag, Thorpe, Bramerton, Chillesford, Bridlington.
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This species has not, as yet, I beheve, been found in any Formation older than the

Red Crag, in which it does not seem to have been very abundant, but in the Deposits

of the succeeding period it may be obtained in large numbers, in the portion of that

Formation resting upon the Red Crag at Chillesford, where the valves are sometimes

found united, and in their natural position.

There is no species known with which this is likely to be confounded, as its

peculiar sculpture differs from that of any recent Nuculce inhabiting the Northern

Hemisphere, or of any of our well-known Tertiary species. Two fossils found in the

Cretaceous Formations {N. bivirgata and ornatissima), possess similar ornament, and a

recent species has been also obtained from a considerable depth off the Cape of Good

Hope, which is covered with zig-zag striae, these however have no specific relationship

with our shell.

This species, although one of the finest belonging to the genus, has not attained

quite so great a magnitude as the preceding one, my largest specimen does not

exceed one inch and an eighth in its transverse or largest diameter, while the

other has reached to an inch and three eighths. Like most of the shells from

the Crag, it varies somewhat considerably in its proportional dimensions. In those

which are most tumid, the diameter is less from the dorsal to the ventral margin, than

it is in those which are more compressed. The number of teeth are generally from

sixteen to eighteen on the anterior side, with about ten upon the shorter or posterior

slope, they are prominent and sharp, of an angular form, and interlocking, and the

fossette for the ligament is large, projecting inwardly, inclining beneath the dorsal

edge towards the anterior side, and the umbo is terminal, and somewhat pointed.

This species is sometimes much thickened internally in aged specimens, forming

deeply indented impressions by the adductors, which are of a sub-circular form

inclining to oval, and the marginal impression of the mantle is then ornamented with

radiations like those in some of the Lucince, but the margin of the shell is smooth,

and free from crenulations.

This pretty shell is ornamented upon the exterior with irregularly divaricating

striae, which generally, in the young state, have only one series of diverging lines, but

in the centre part of the older specimens they are more irregular, and become zig-zag,

with two, three, or more angular points of divergence, the radiations are large and

rounded, and crossed by transverse or very perceptible lines of growth, and the

shell when living was probably covered by an epidermis.

In some specimens the umbo is much eroded, while in others it is quite perfect.
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3. NucuLA TENUIS, Moniayue. Tab. X, fis?. 5, a—h.

Arca tenuis. Mont. Test. Brit. Suppl., p. 56, t. 29, fig. 1, 1808.

— — Pennant. Brit. Zool., vol. iv, p. 218, fide GouW.
— — mUw. Desc. Cat. Rec. Shells, p. 2-16, 1817.

— — I'M'/. Conch. Diet., p. 11, 1819.

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test., Arca, p. 47, pi. 10, fig. 45, 1825.

NucuLA TENUIS. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 177, 1822.

— — Flem. Brit. Ann., p. 402, 1828.

— — Brown. Illust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 25, fig. 13, 1827.

— — Gould. Inv. Massach., p. 105, fig. 64, 1840.

— — MUler. Ind. Moll. Groen., p. 17, 1842.

— — Mac Gill. Moll. Aberd., p. 244, 1843.

— — Morris. Cat. Brit. Foss., p. 95, 1843.

— — Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Couch., p. 105, 1844.

— — Forbes. Geol. Surv., vol. i, p. 83, 1842.

— — Hanlexj. Rec. Shells, vol. 1, p. 171, pi. 10, fig. 45.

— — Alder. Cat. Moll. North, and Durh., p. 79, 1847.

— — Lovin. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 34, 1846.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 223, pi. 47, fig. 6 (Animal),

pi. P, fig. 5, 184 9.

— TENERA. S. Wood. Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. iv, p. 295, pi. 14, fig. 2.

— Ryckuoltiana ? Nyst. Coq. Fos.s. de Bclg., p. 233, pi. 15, fig. 10, a—b, 1844.

— DECIPIENS. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 48, t. xv, fig. 15, 1844.

— LUCIDA. Blanding. MSS. fide Gould.

Spec. Char. Tesid ovatd, trigono-ellipticd, lavigatd, tenui, latere antico suhanyulalo

;

lunuld parum distinctd, margine ventrali arcuato, intec/ro.

Shell ovate, elliptically triangular, smooth, and thin ; anterior side produced,

roundedly angular ; lunule not well defined, ventral margin smooth.

Diameter, \ an inch.

Localiti/. Cor. Crag ? Gcdgrave.

Red Crag, Bawdsey.

Mam. Crag, Bridlington, Chillesford.

Recent, Mediterranean, Britain, Scandinavia, and North America.

Two specimens of a species resembling this are in ni)^ Cabinet, they were obtained

from the Coralline Crag, but are too imperfect for correct determination. In the

Red Crag Formation it has undoubtedly made its appearance, several individuals were

found by myself, and in the sandy deposit at Chillesford it is an abundant shell

seemingly increasing in numbers towards the present Period. Its greater tenuity and

more ovate form will distinguish this from N. niiclcm, as well as the absence from the

margin of all crenulations. It differs from the young of N. lavif/ata in being less

transverse, that species having a greater diameter when measured from the anterior

to the posterior margin, the hinge line also forms a greater angle than in tenuis, and

the posterior termination is somewhat produced. In this species the anterior dorsal

margin is more rounded than in any of the others, so is the ventral margin,
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giving a more ovate form to the outline. It has a rather narrow row of denticles on

both sides, those upon the anterior are from ten to twelve in number, with about six

or eight upon the shorter or posterior side. A shell somewhat resembling this is

found in the Upper Marine, in Headon Hill, being free from crenulations at the

margin, and is also a thin shell, with a similar ovate contour, though seemingly

rather more pointed at the posterior extremity, but my specimens of the Eocene

fossil are scarcely in a sufficiently good state of preservation for a fair comparison.

A specimen of this species, found at Bridlington, was obligingly forwarded to me

for examination by Mr. Leckenby.

4. NucuLA NUCLEUS, LitincBus. Tab. X, fig. 6, a—b.

AucA NUCLEUS. Linn. Syst. Nat., etl. 12, No. 184, p. 1143, 1767, not Brander.

— — Chem. Conch. Cab., t. vii, p. 241, t. 58, fig. 574. 1784.

— — Bon. Brit. Shells, vol. ii, pi. 63, 1801.

— — Broc. Conch. Foss. Suhap., vol. ii, p. 480, 1814.

_ _ ^. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 47, pi. 10, fig. 42', 1825.

NucuLA NUCLEUS. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 176, t. 13, fig. 4, 1822.

— — S. Wood. Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. iv, p. 294, pi. 14, fig. 1,

1840.

_ _ Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 105, p. 74, 1844.

_ _ LovM. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 34, 1846.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist, of Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 215, pi. 47, figs. 7, 8,

1849.

— MARGAKITACEA. Lam. Syst. des An. s. Vert., p. 115, 1801 (mostly).

— — G. B. Sowerby. Genera, No. 17, fig. 7.

— — Be Blainv. Malac, pi. 7-5, fig. 5, 1825.

_ _ 7 Bast. Mem. de la Soc. d'Hist. Nat., t. 2, p. 78, No. 2, 1825.

_ _ Payr. Cat. Moll. Cors. p. 64, 1826.

_ _ Brown. lUust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 25, fig. 12, 1827.

_ _ Bubois. Conch. Foss. Wolhyn. Podol., p. 66, t. 7, figs. 35, 36,

1831.

— — Gohlf. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 158, t. 125, fig. 21, a—d.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 64, t. v, fig. 8, 1836.

— — Bronn. Leth. Geol., vol. ii, p. 929, t. 39, fig. 5, a—c, 1838.

— — Swains. Malac, p. 382, fig. \2b,f—g, 1840.

— — G. B. Sow., Jr. Conch. Man., fig. 137, 1842.

— — Forbes. Report on jEgean Invert., p. ISO, 1843.

— — Sistn. Syn. Meth. An. Inv. Piedm. Foss., p. 15, 1847.

— AKGENTEA? Brown. Illust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 25, figs. 14, 15, 1827.

Glycimekis argentea. Da Costa. Brit. Couch., p. 170, pi. 15, fig. 6, 1778.

DoNAX AKGENTEA. Gmel. Syst. Nat., p. 3265, 1788.

Ency. Meth., pi. 311, fig. 3, a—b.

Spec. Char. Testa obliqud, ovatd, transversa, subtriangulari, lavi, aid obsolete striata ;

dentibus curdinalibtis acutis ; margine cremdato.

Shell obliquely ovate, transverse, slightly triangular, smooth or obsoletely striated

;

hinge with numerous, sharp, and erect teeth ; margin crenulated.
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Diameter, !;ths of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Ramsholt, Sudboum, Gcdgrave.

Red Crag, Sutton, Bawdscy.

Recent, Mediterranean, Britain, and Scandinavian Seas.

Specimens of this species may be plentifully obtained in the lower or Coralline

Crag Deposit, especially at Gedgrave, where it appears to have been abundant, and

the numerous prominent and interlocking teeth being favorable for the preservation

of the valves in their natural position, they are frequently found united.

Considerable variation may be observed in comparing numerous individuals, some

of which closely approach what is called a species in the recent state under the name

of nitida, these differences consist principally in the proportionate dimensions, the

posterior side occasionally projecting more in some specimens than in others, and in

a greater solidity of shell. Faint traces of radiating stria; ornament the e.xtcrior, they

are most visible near the margin, these lines are also visible within ; the number of

crenulations slightly vary, being smaller and closer of course in the younger shell, and

in this state the contour is generally more rounded, the posterior side in particular

being less truncate.

A species somewhat closely allied to this is found in the upper part of the Older

Tertiary Formations at Hordwell, and in the Isle of Wight, but it is probably distinct.

It is thinner, the hinge line narrower and more regular, with fewer teeth, while in

N. nucleus it is much broader as it approaches the anterior side, and the posterior

margin is rather less rounded.

A shell from the Upper Tcrtiarics of the United States strongly resembles this

species, and may, when better known, prove to be an identity.

5. NUCULA TRIGONULA, S. Woocl. Tab. X, fig. 7, a—Ij.

NucuL.v TiiiGONULA. S. Wood. Illust. Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. iv, New Series, p. 295, pi. 14, fig. 3.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — Morris. Cat. Brit. Foss., p. 95, 1843.

Spec. Char. Testa minutd, tric/onuld, lavigatd, tumidd, margarilaccd ; antice sub-

anffula to, postice abbreviatd, marginc ventrali crenulato.

Shell small, trigonular, smooth, tumid, nacreous, anterior side rontidedly angular,

posterior side very short, ventral margin crenulated.

Longitudinal diameter, fths. Height, \ of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

About a dozen specimens with a much more angular or trigonal form than

is presented Ijy the normal character of N. nucleus, are in my cabinet from the Cor.

Crag, which induced me, when publishing the Crag species of this familv, to consider

them as belonging to a distinct species, and I am still inclined to retain them as such,

from a very marked difference in the outline ; it is nevertheless possible they may be

nothing more than specific variations, the result of some local condition ; they possess.
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however, sufficient diiFerence to remain as specimens of a distinct variety, should they

be hereafter degraded from their isolated position. I have seen this species from the

Coralline Crag only, where N. nucleus is found in abundance, and of all sizes, but

none of which seem to form any very close connection with this shell. British

Conchologists retain as distinct in this genus forms with less variation of character

than what is exhibited in our fossil specimens.

Nucula nitida. Sow., appears to offer less pretensions for specific distinction, than are

presented by the angulated outline of our fossil, but probably the whole three will

merge into one species.

Nucula proxima of American authors, according to figures and descriptions, much

resembles our fossil, and is probably only another specific variation of a shell with

a very extended range.

Nucula radiata, Hanley, differs nothing in form from some of our Crag specimens,

and if it be a distinct species, may also have been in existence during that early

period.

Leda,* Schumacher. 1817.

Nucula (sp.). Lam., 1801.

Arca (sp.). Mont., 1803.

Lembulus. Leach, MS. 1819.

Lembula (sp.). llisso, 1826.

Dacromya. Agass., 1839.

Yoldia. Moller, 1842. Lovin, 1846.

Leda. Lovin, 1846.

Moldia. Gray, 1847 (misprint).

Generic Character. Shell equivalve, inequilateral, elliptical or fig-shaped, posteriorly

more or less angulated or acuminated ; smooth or transversely striated, covered by

an epidermis in the recent state ; umbones small, approximate. Hinge furnished with

numerous teeth arranged in a linear series, curved or slightly angular, interrupted in

the centre, or immediately beneath the beaks by a triangular fossette for the reception

of the ligament ; impressions by the muscles ovate or subangular, that by the mantle

more or less sinuated.

Animal transversely ovate, mantle open in front with simple, sometimes fimbriated,

margins ; foot large and discoidal, with serrated edges ; posterior side of the mantle

prolonged into two, partially united, slender and unequal siphonal tubes.

The genus Nucula, as established by Lamarck, was intended to contain all those

shells which had a hinge furnished with a line of sharp prominent teeth, separated

at the umbo by an angular depression for the reception of the ligament, and placed

* Etym., a propername.
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within the margin of the shell, many of these have the posterior portion, as it were,

cut off or wanting, in which the animal is entirely without the protruding siphonal

tubes, and the im{)ression of the mantle is therefore entire, this section constitutes our

genus Nucula, the type of which is Area nucleus, Linn. Many species formerly

included have a prolonged posterior side, making the shell sometimes nearly equi-

lateral, and the animal is then furnished with elongated siphonal tubes. This was

originally proposed by Schumacher, under the name of Leda, without his being at all

aware of the essential difference, as the only reason assigned for the division was that

these shells were more nearly related to Pectunculus (Essai d'un Nouv. Syst. des Vers.

Test. p. 173).

Miiller divided these latter or bilateral Nuculae into two genera, without, however,

any apparent distinction, either in the shell or animal ; Nucula arctica, the species he

intended as the type of his genus Yoldia, being furnished with a sinuated impression

like that of N. minuta (the typical form of Leda), indicating the possession of

protruding siphons in the animal of that species : neither does the form of the exterior

present any essential difference.

These resemblances were more especially pointed out by Professor E. Forbes, in

his valuable essay in the first vol. of the ' Memoirs of the Geological Survey,' p. 418,

where the two genera are united.

Shells possessing the form and characters assigned to this genus are found in some

of our oldest formations, and are continued through the more modern Periods.

1. Leda l.^nceolata, /. Soicerb//. Tab. X, fig. IG, a-—0.

Nucula i.anceolata. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 180, fig. 1, 1817.

— — Morris. Cat. of Brit. Foss., p. 94, 1843.

— OBLONGA. G. Ji. Sowerby. Genera, No. 17, fig. 6.

— — Woodward. Syn. Tab. Brit. Org. Rem., p. 15, 1830.

— — S. Wood. JMag. Nat. Ilist., New Series, vol. iv, p. 296, 1840.

— AKCTICA. Brod. and Sow. Zool. Joum., No. xv, p. 359. t. ix, fig. 1, 1829.

— — Middendorff. Mem. de I'Acad. Imp. de St. Petersb. p. 544, 1849.

Yoldia Artica. Moller. lud. Moll. Groen., p. 18, 1842.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, elongato-ovatu, inaquilatcrd, crassd ; antice mnjiore et

latiore clliptico-rotundatd, postice subrostratd ; externe striatd, striis transversis obliquis,

dentibus crassis nngulatis.

Shell transverse clongato-ovatc, inequilateral, thick and strong, anterior side tiie

larger and broader, clliptically rounded ; posterior subrostrated ; e.vternally striated,

striiE broad and oblique, teeth thick and angulatcd.

Lonffitudinal diameter, 2\ inches.

Locality. Red Crag, Bawdscy.

Mam. Crag, Chillesford. Recent, Arctic Seas.
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This species in the recent state appears to be restricted to colder regions of the

northern hemisphere, and is essentially a Boreal species. In the Red Crag it is by no

means abundant, and until the discovery of the native bed at Chillesford, resting upon

the Red Crag, it was considered a shell of great rarity in our cabinets, but at this latter

locality it may now be obtained in considerable numbers, and the specimens have

there seemingly reached their full development in regard to size, some of mine having

a magnitude of two inches and a quarter in the longest diameter. This and Mya

truncata are the most characteristic as well as the most abundant species in that

Deposit. The anterior side of the shell may be described as forming nearly half a

regular ellipsis, and the posterior side is smaller and rostrated ; the pointed termi-

nation curving a little upwards; a large lanceolated corselet or flattened space occupies

nearly the whole length of the posterior slope, and a smaller or more narrow one is

generally to be seen at the dorsal margin on the anterior side ; the number of teeth are

variable, generally about twenty on the posterior, and thirty on the anterior side, they

are large, prominent, sharp, and angular, with serrated edges, the lateral teeth

are more distant from each other than those nearer the umbo ; this is the

number in the adult shell ; in the younger state they are less numerous, additions

being made to their amount as the animal enlarges ; a sinus with two or three

obsolete rays curves over the anterior side at some little distance from the dorsal

margin, produced probably by the protrusion of a pecvdiarly formed foot at that part

of the edge of the shell ; coarse lines of growth cover the exterior, and these are

cut at a small angle by ridges which cross the shell in an oblicpie direction from

the anterior to the posterior ventral margin ; but not extending over the dorsal

portion of the shell on either side : in some aged specimens, the interior is irregu-

larly and ruggedly thickened, leaving deep impressions on those parts to which the

muscles of the animal were attached : that of the adductor on the anterior side is large

and angularly ovate, and not far from the extremity, the posterior one is smaller, and

situated more within the shell ; the curve formed by the retrocession of the siphonal

tubes is rather variable, extending in some specimens as far as the middle of the

ligamental area. The principal variation to which this species appears to be subject is

merely in the proportional dimensions.

The name proposed by Mr. J. Sowerby has priority of date over that employed by

Lamarck for a very different species, which was published in 1819, and as such it

is retained here for the Crag Fossil ; and for the shell, therefore, so called by

Lamarck, I would substitute that of cultrata.

12
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2. Lkda MYALIS, Coutliouy. Tal). X, fig. 17, a—r.

NucULA MYALIS. Couth. Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., vol. ii, p. 62, pi. 3, fig. 7, 1839.

— — «omW. Invert, of Massach., p. 99, 1841.

— — Dekay. Hist. New York Zool., p. 180, pi. 13, fig. 219, 1843.

— OBLONGA? ^oot/ioarrf. Geol. of Norf., p. 44, 1833.

— allied to OBLONGA. Lyell. JIag. Nat. Hist., New Series, p. 328, 1839.

— OBLONGoiDEs. S. Wnod . Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. iv, p. 297, pi. 14,

fig. 4, 1840.

— — Morris. Cat. Brit. Foss., p. 95, 1843.

— — Forbes. Mem. Geol. Siirv., vol. i, p. 420, 1846.

— HYPERBOREA. Lovc'ii, 8ec. Goitld.

YoLDTA ANGULARis. Miiller. Ind. Moll. Groenl., p. 19, 1842.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, itKcquilaterd, elongato-ovatd, temii ; antice elUptico-

roliindatd, posfice siibrostratd ; lavigatd ; dcntihus medioci-iter angnlaiis.

Shell transverse, inequilateral, elongato-ovatc, thin, and externally smooth

;

anterior side roundly elliptical, posterior subrostrated ; externally smooth ; teeth

moderately angulated.

Longitudinal diameter., If inch. Height, 1 inch.

Locality. Red Crag, Sutton and Butley.

Mam. Crag, Chillesford and Bramerton. Recent, North America.

This species, like the preceding one, appears in the recent state to be confined

to the colder regions of the globe, and as a fossil has been found only in the

newer Tertiaries in this country. In the Red Crag I have met with but very

few specimens, while at Chillesford it may be obtained in abundance, and is by no

means scarce, I believe, in the Estuary portion of the Mammaliferous Crag at

Bramerton. It is readily distinguished from Jj. lanceolata, in being more equi-

lateral, tlic posterior portion is comparatively larger, and it wants the peculiar

diagonal ridges whicii ornament the surface of that shell ; nor does it appear

even to attain to such dimensions, my largest specimen being under two inches in

its transverse or longest diameter, neither is it ever so thick a shell. A specimen

obtained in the Red Crag at Sutton is more elongated or attenuated than those

usually found at Chillesford, and it approaches in that character L. Umatula of the

American Seas (fig. 1 7, r) ; but that species is rather more elegantly formed, and

more rostrated, with a greater curvature at the posterior termination. Our shell is

covered with concentric stria; or lines of growth, but not in regular ridges, and there

is not so distinct a sinus on the anterior side, as in L. lanceolata, although in some

specimens a radiating line traverses that side of the shell from the umbo, which line is

produced by a slight interruption to the regular curve of the margin : a large corselet

is well defined on the posterior side, and the ligamcntal pit is com])aratively larger

than in L. Umatula. The shell is sometimes thickened in the interior, though never
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so much so as in L. lanceolata, and the muscular marks are then deeply impressed,

those produced by the adductors are of a subovate form, and are unequal in size, the

anterior one being the larger, and the sinus formed by the mantle extends about as far

inwardly as the posterior part of the ligamental pit, which is broad and contracted in

the centre.

Our shell appears to correspond with the recent American species to which

it is here assigned, in all its characters, excepting size. Dr. Gould gives the dimen-

sions of his shell as \-^ inch in its largest diameter, which is considerably less than

the magnitude to which our fossil has attained. In the recent state it is generally

eroded at the beaks ; our fossil does not appear to have been at all acted upon at

that part, it is there quite perfect.

A shell from the Antarctic Seas, TV. Eightsii, Couthouy, strongly resembles our

British fossil.

3. Leda semistriata, 8. Wood. Tab. X, fig. 10, a— /;.

NuccLA SEMisTKiATA. S. Wood. Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. iv, p. 297, pi. 1-1,

fig. 5, 1840.

— NiTiDA. Nyst. Rech. Coq. Foss. d'Auv., p. 16, pi. 3, fig. 62, \S'i:>, (not Brocchi.)

— DEPKESSA. Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 220, pi. 15, fig. 7, 1844.

S^jec. Char. Testa, transversa, ovato-ellipticd, subcequilateru, compressu, tenuissimi,

fra^ili ; antice rotundato-ovatd et Icevigatd, postice subrostratd et transversim striatd;

natibus approximatis, margine integerrimo.

Shell transverse, elliptically ovate, subequilateral, compressed, thin, and fragile ;

anterior side roundly ovate and smooth ; posterior subrostrated and transversely

striated ; beaks approximate, margin quite smooth.

Longest dlavielcr, 1 inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton and Ramsholt.

This shell is abundant in the Coralline Crag at Sutton, but from its great fragility

specimens of the above dimensions are very rarely obtained, and if it be the same as

the Belgian fossil, which I presume is the case, M. Nyst speaks of it as being by no

means rare in the Campinian Beds.

The strife or transverse ridges upon our shell are rounded and obtuse, not sharp

or imbricated ; they cover the posterior half of the exterior, extending from a little

beyond the centre or umbo to the extremity, but often become irregular and obsolete

upon the posterior slope, and the shell is there depressed and subsinuated with a very

slightly recurved and somewhat pointed termination at the extremity of the dorsal

edge. From the extreme thinness of the shell the transverse edges are often visible

in the interior ; a long line of sharp angularly formed and prominent teeth occupy

the hinge area, amounting in large specimens to as many as five and twenty on the

anterior, with twenty or more on the opposite side, while in young ones they are not

above half that number : they are separated by a rather large and obtusely angular
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liijaincnlal pit, somewliat contracted in the middle ; a large lanceolate-formed and well

defined luniile and corslet may be seen on both sides of the umbo, but the muscle

marks within are very slightly impressed and are indistinct, with doubtful traces of a

deeply sinuated form in the one by the mantle.

I am not at all acquainted with the range of this species ; but it does not appear

to have a specific relationship with Nucida lavis, Say, with which M. Nyst has con-

sidered his shell identical, and to which he would also unite N. limafula, a very

difi'erent species. It resembles in outline N. sapotilla, Gould, but seems to differ speci-

fically from it in the conspicuous transverse ridges, as well as in having a greater

number of teeth, depending upon the figure and description of that very accurate

observer, Dr. Gould, who would undoubtedly have pointed out the exterior ornament

had it possessed any.

4. Led.\ caudata, Bonovan. Tab. X, fig. V2,a—h.
AucA CAiDATA. Doti . Biit. Sbclls, vol. iii, pi. 78, 1802.

— MixuTA. Mont. Test. Brit., p. I-IO, 1803, not Broc.

— — Turt. Conch. Diet., p. 11, fig. 98, 1819.

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 47, pi. 10, fig. 44, 1828.

NicuLA MiNUTA. Tnrt. Brit. Biv., p. 178, 1822.

— — Brown. lUust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 25, fig. 18, 1827.

— — S. Wood. Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. iv, p. 298, pi. 11, fig. (i,

1810.

— — ComW. Invert. Massach., p. 101, 1841.

— KOSTRATA. G. Sowerlij. GcDera No. 17, fig. 5.

— — Muc Gill. Moll. Aberd., p. 245, 1843.

Leda mimta. Mutter. Ind. Moll. Groenl., p. 17, 1842.

— — Kii'!/- Ann. Nat. Hist., vol. xviii, p. 240.

— — Forbes. Mem. Geol. Surv., vol. i, p. 419, 1846.

— cavdata. Loven. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 34, 18J6.

— — Alder. Cat. Moll. North, and Durh., p. 79, 1848.

— — Forb. and llunl. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 220, pi. 47, figs. 12, l.S, and

pi. P, fig. 2, 1849.

Sjjec. Char. Tenia transversa, chnr/aio-ovatd, vel ficiformi, convexiusculd, feiiiii ; con-

cc/itrice slrialu, antice breviori, rolundatd ; j)ostice loujiori attcnuutd, ananlatd, et sub-

rustratd, marrjine intvgro.

Shell transverse, elongato-ovate or fig-shaped, slightly convex, thin; covered

with transverse or concentric striae; anterior side the shorter, rounded, posterior

attenuated, angulated, and subrostrated, margin smooth.

LonjUudinut diameter, \ an inch nearly.

Luculily. Red Crag, Sutton.

Mam. Crag, Bridlington.

Clyde Beds. Recent, Britain, Scandinavian Seas, and North America.
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I have seen but one specimen of this species from the Red Crag, which was found

by myself nearly twenty years since, and I presume it, therefore, to be rare in that

Deposit ; one specimen also from the Cabinet of Mr. Leckenby, found at Bridlington,

appears to belong to the same species, and they are both assigned to the recent

British one, and to the more ventricose or less transverse variety : specimens of the

recent shell, corresponding in every respect with our Crag fossil, have been obtained

by myself on the shore at low water on the Coast of Suffolk, and I have no hesitation

in pronouncing upon their identity.

5. Leda pernula, Miiller. Tab. X. fig. 13, a— c.

Akca pernula. Mali. Besch. Berl. Naturf. Fr., iv, 5", 1779, fide Loven.

— Martini. Chem. Conch. Cab., t. vii, t. 206, fig. 550, 1784.

— ROSTRATA. Gmel., fide Loven.

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 47, pi. 10, fig. 43, 1825.

— FLUViATiLis. Schr'ut. Flusc, p. 187, pi. 9, fig. 2, fide Desk.

NucuLA FLUVIATILIS. G. Sowerbij, Genera No. 17, fig- 3.

— OBLONGA. Brown. Illust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 25, fig. 17, 1827.

— ROSTRATA. G. Sowerby. Conch. Illust., fig. 12.

— — Besh. 2d ed. Lam., t. vi, p. 504, 1835.

— Jacksoni? Gould. Inv. Massach., p. 102, fig. 65, 1841.

— — Bekaij. Nat. Hist. New York Zool., p. 181, pi. 12. fig. 213, 1843.

— TENUisuLCATA. Coitth. Bost. Joum. Nat. Hist., vol. ii, p. 64, pi. 3, fig. 8, 1839.

Leda rostkata. Forbes. Mem. Geol. Surv., p. 420, 1846.

— — Sehum. Essai, &c., p. 173, pi. 19, fig. 4, a—h, 1817.

— pernula. Loven. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 34, 1846.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa elongatd, antice rotundatd, postice duplo longiori, in'

rostrum obtusum attenuatd, concentrice striatd.

Shell transverse, elongate, anterior side rounded, posterior twice the length and

attenuated, terminating in an obtuse beak, concentrically striated.

Longest diameter, -Iths of an inch.

Locality. Mam. Crag, Bridlington.

Clyde Beds.

One specimen (fig. 13, c) belonging to Mr. Bean, found at Bridlington, and

obligingly lent to me by that gentleman for the purpose of description, appears to

be somewhat different from the preceding, it corresponds with the recent form found

in the Boreal Seas of Europe, and which is most probably also a native of the

Northern Coast of America. Our fossil is not in good condition, being compressed

und slightly broken, and its natural form in consequence somewhat distorted, but it is

suiBciently perfect to permit of a presumed evidence of identity with the recent species.

It is more inequilateral than the preceding species, larger, and with finer concentric

striae, corresponding with the figure and description of N. temdsulcata, Couthouy, and

of which, probably, N. Jacksoni, Gould, is only a variety. Fig. 13, a, b, is the repre-

sentation of a specimen from the Clyde Beds, given to me by Jas. Smith, Esq., of
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Jordan Hall ; all the specimens 1 have seen from these Deposits are small, scarcely

exceeding half an inch in length, while the one from Bridlington has nearly twice

that diameter.

This appears to diifer but very slightly from the more elongated variety of

L. caudata, considered a different species by our British Conchologists, as Vk'ell as by

Dr. Loven, the principal difference is in the striie, which in this shell is finci- or

more numerous.

6. Leda truncata, Broini. Tab. X, fig. 14, a—L
NuccLA TRUNCATA. Browti. Illust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 25, fig. 19, 1827.

— — Smith. Mem. Wern. Soc, vol. viii, p. 42, 1838.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ovatci ; concentrice slriatd, tumidd, subaquilaterd

;

antice rofundatd, postice fruncaid vel subsinuatd ; umbonibus prominulis ; margine

integerrimo.

Shell transverse, ovate, subequilateral, tumid, concentrically striated ; anterior

side rounded, posterior truncate or subsinuated ; umbones slightly prominent ; margin

smooth.

Length, ^ths of an inch nearly. Height, \ an inch.

Locality. ?

This shell has been rejected by the authors of the ' Hist, of British Mollusca' as

an existing British species, and although not found in any of our Crag Deposits,

belongs undoubtedly to the Upper Tertiaries of England. It is an animal still living

in the Arctic Seas, but is no longer an inhabitant of our own.

The specimen figured was obtained by Robert M'Andrew, Esq., who has

obligingly permitted me the use of it for the purpose of description : it was, he says,

in company with other, supposed extinct, species as I'ecten Lflandicm, &c., and

dredged from the depth of 40 to GO fathoms, off the North Western Coast of the Isle of

Skye. It is ornamented with close-set striae, that appear independent of lines of growth,

as they occasionally bifurcate, and are not, therefore, quite parallel to the margin ; its

most peculiar character is on the posterior side, where there is a somewhat angular

ridge or keel from the umbo to the projecting beak-like termination, forming above

a large and elongate lunule-likc space between it and the margin of the shell ; below

is another obtuse ridge extending from the umbo to the posterior part of the ventral

margin, and between this and the pointed termination, the shell is flattened or slightly

contracted at the margin, from which it is presumed it received its name : the shell is

tumid, the umbones somewhat curving over, so that the ligamental area projects

inwards; there are from 12 to 18 teeth on each side, while the smus in the mantle is

not very deep : the specimen is a full grown or aged individual, as the interior is

irregularly thickened, and more especially rugose between tlie margin of the shell

and the line of attachment by the mantle. •
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7. LedA pygm^a, Miinster. Tab. X, %. 11, a—b.

NucuLA PYGM.EA. Munsl. Apud. Goldf. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 157, t. 125, fig. 17.

— — S. Wood. Mag. Nat. Hist., New Series, vol. iv, p. 298, pi. 14, fig. 7,

1840.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 46, 1844.

— — Middendorff. Mem. de I'Acad. Imp. de St. Petersb., p. 544, 1849.

— GiBBOSA. Smith. Mem. Wern. Soc, vol. viii, pi. 2, fig. 10, 1838.

— COBBULOIDES. Id. in addendum.

— TENUIS. Phil. Eu. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 65, pi. 5, fig. 9, 1836.

— — Jeffreys. Ann. Nat. Hist., vol. xix, p. 313.

— LENTicuLA. Mull. Ind. Moll. Groenl., p. 17, 1842.

— Philippiana. Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 224, pi. 17, fig. 5, a—c, 1844.

Leda pygMjEA. Forbes. Mem. Geol. Surv., vol. i, p. 419, 1846.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 230, pi. 47, fig. 10, and

pi. P, fig. 3, 1849.

YoLDiA PYGM^A. Loven. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 35, 1846.

Spec. C/iar. Testa mhmtd, ovato-trigo7iuld, suhaquUatera ; fumidd, Imvigatd, poUtd,

clausd ; antice ovato-rotimdatd, postice suhrostratd ; lunuld indistinctd ; murginc inte-

gerrimo.

Shell small, triangularly ovate, subequilateral, gibbous, smooth, glossy, and closed

;

anterior side roundedly ovate ; posterior subrostrated, without a distinct lunule

;

margin very smooth.

Longitudinal diameter, \i\\ of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Ramsholt, Gcdgrave.

Clyde Beds. Recent, Mediterranean ? Britain, Scandinavia.

This species is found in several localities of the Coralline Crag, and very abundantly

at Sutton. It may be further described as having a very broad hinge line furnished

with 8 to 12 teeth on each side of the umbo, they are angular, large, and promi-

nent in the centre of the area and towards the sides, with large interspaces for

the interlocking of the teeth of the opposite valve, by which the two valves are

often found in conjunction. The shell is very tumid, moderately thick and strong,

and perfectly closed all round, it has a somewhat prominent umbo, and is without any

defined lunule or corselet ; the posterior side is generally though not always the

larger, and its termination rather acuminated and a little curved upwards : the

fossette for the ligament is very small, and the muscle marks not in general deeply

impressed or well defined ; that by the mantle has a small sinus. The shell is glossy

both within and without, and slightly nacreous. My Crag specimens are small, not

exceeding the sixth of an inch in the transverse or greatest diameter ; but a few

specimens from the Clyde Beds, obligingly given to me by James Smith, Esq., of

Jordan Hall, appear to have attained larger dimensions, and are rather less equilateral.

This shell is given by Philippi, on the authority of Scacchi, as a species living

in the Mediterranean, and it is also found fossil in the Upper Tertiaries of that part

of the world.
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The liviiio: animal lias recently been obtained by Mr. M'AndreX\% from the depth

of nearly 50 fathoms, on a muddy bottom,- in the Soimd of Skyc ; and it is (juoted by

Loven as an e.\isting species on the Coast of Finniark, while Moller gives it from the

Greenland Seas.

8. Leda Thraci^formis, Storcr. Tab. X, fig. 15.

NucuLA Thraci-Eformis. star. Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., vol. ii, p. 122, 1838.

— — Gould. Invert. Massach., p. 9". fig. CO, 1841.

— — Bekay. Nat. Hist. New York (Zoology), p. 178, pi. 12, fig. 217,

fl—4, 1813.

Spec. Char. " Testa ovato-ohlongd, transversa, nir/rd, crassd ,- untice rolundatu, postice

trimcatd et compressd, umbonitjuH prominentibiis ; cardinefovea mayndy (Storer.)

" Shell ovato-oblong, transverse, black, and thick ; anterior side rounded, posterior

truncated and' compressed, beaks prominent, with a large ligamental pit."

The sppcimen figured, was obtained by R. M'Andrew, Esq., a gentleman to

whom science is so largely indebted for a more correct knowledge of our native

Marine Fauna. This novelty is the result of one of his very recent explorations in

the Sound of Skyc, and was dredged, he tells me, at the depth of about 50 fathoms,

and found in association with Leda truncata, Pecten Idandica, &c., species supposed to

have become extinct in our own Seas, though still existing in some other regions of

the Northern Hemisphere : the specimen (although but a fragment, is a considerable

portion of the shell), was consigned to Professor E Forbes, who is also of opinion

that it is identical with Leda Thracifpformis, and I am much indebted to those two

gentlemen for the privilege of being the first to make it known as having once been an

inhabitant of our own Seas ; and although it be another, to which as a describer of

the Crag species I may not strictly have a claim, it belongs at least to the bygone

times, and comes into the province of the Palaeontologist.

What remains of the specimen seems to justify its being considered as belonging

to the species to which it is here assigned, although the most characteristic portion of

the shell is destroyed ; I have, therefore, cojiied the specific character from the

original describer : it differs from L. truncata in being somewhat thinner and more

compressed, but there is scarcely enough of the shell remaining to show satisfactorily

the peculiar ridge on the posterior side sloping from the umbo to the extremity of

the ventral margin : it is ornamented with concentric striae, like L. truncata, and they

are slightly wavy in their direction.

The specimens of this species hitherto recorded as having been found in the recent

state were from the stomachs of the Cod and Sand-dab, and these fishes were taken

at the depth of 30 fathoms and upwards.

The outline tracing is copied from the figure of the recent shell in Dr. Gould's

' Invertebrata of Massachusets.'
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Unio, Betzitis,

Mya (sp.). Linn., 1747.

TRiauETEA. Klein, 1753.*

LlMN^A and LlMN^ODERMA (sp.). Poli., 1791.

Cristakia. Schum., 1817.

Paxyodon. Id. „

Prisodon. Id. „

Margaritaxa. Id. ,,

Amblema. Rafnesque, 1819.'

1788.

Elliptic.
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The difference between this genus and that of Anoihnta is in the absence of teeth

in the hitter, as the name impUes ; but the modification of the hinge as well as the

outward form of the shell in the whole group is so exceedingly variable, some being

perfectly orbicular, while others are elongated and cylindrical, as to have caused it to

be divided into numerous Genera, but these divisions appear to be founded upon

characters alike unstable and insignificant.

As fossil, this genus is said to date its existence from the Coal Measures ; it is

found in the Wealdcn, and in the Fresh-water Deposits of the Older as well as the

Newer Tertiaries, and wherever met with, the species are seldom numerous, but the

individuals are usually very abundant.

1. Unio LiTTORALis, Latuarck. Tal). XI, fig. 12, a—b.

Unio LiTToiiAi.is. Lam. Syst. des Au. sniis Vert., p. 1 N, ISOl.

— — Id. Hist, dcs .\n. Sans. Vert., t. vi, p. 6C, 1815.

— — Brap. Hist. Nat. dcs Moll. Ter. et Fluv. de France, p. 133, No. .1,

pi. 10, fig. 20, 1805.

— — Brard. Hist. Coq. des Env. de Par., p. 222, pi. 8, fig. 6, 1815.

— — Pfeiffer. Land aud Sussw. Moll., p. 117, pi. a, fig- 12, 1821.

— — Phil. Va\. Moll. Sic., vol. i, p. CC, and vol. ii, p. 48.

— — Mag. Nat. Hist., New Ser., vol. ii, p. 548, fig. 27, 1838.

— — Lyell, Eleni. of Geol., 2d ed., vol. i, p. fi2, fig. 29, 1841.

— — G. B. Sow., Jr. Conch. Mau., fig. 145, 1842.

— — Rosamas. Icon, der Land aud Sussw. Moll., No. xi, p. 1 I, t. Iv, figs. 473,

744, and No. xii, p. 27, t. Ivi, figs. 752—754, 1844.

— — Dvpvy. Ess. sur Ics Coq. Viv. et Foss. Dep. du Gers., p. 80.

— PlANENSls. Farines. 1 „ , „
( nde Ri'issmasler.— SUBTETRAGONUS. Mich. J

— NAXA. Desk. 2d ed. Lam., t. vi, p. 539, No. 17, 1835.

— ANTiQi'ioR. Strickland. Silur. Syst., p. 555, 1839.

— ixcuRVUs. Lea. Obs. Gen. Unio, vol. i, p. 107, pi. 13, fig. 27, 1832.

— GRANosus. Schiim., fide Lea.

Mya RllOMUOlDEA. Schriiter. .\iisland. and Fhissch., t. 2, figs. 2, 3, 1783.

Eucy. Meth., pi. 248, fig. 2.

Spec. C/iar. Testa ovaio-oblongu, crassd, valde inaquilaterd, antice rotiuidaid, postice

mbquadrald, compressiuHCuld ; umbonibus prominulis, flexuosis, undulatin ; dente antico

card!ilia dextri crasso, trianf/ulari.

Shell ovato-oblong, thick, very inequilateral ; anterior side rounded, posterior

subquadrate, slightly compressed ; umbones with undulating rugosities ; anterior

cardinal tooth in the right valve thick and triangular.

Length, 2| inches, lleiyht, I J inch.

Locality. Cropthorn {Strickland), Clacton, Grays (Morris), Uford {Morris).

Recent, France, Sicily.

Exceedingly abundant in the Fluviatilc Deposit at Clacton.
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It may be further described as being furnished with two cardinal teeth in the left

valve, the anterior one is somewhat thin, sharp, and angular, sloping towards the muscle

mark on that side, the other one on the posterior side of the umbo is thick, strong, and

rugose, with a sharp, linear, lateral tooth, nearly parallel to the dorsal margin, or liga-

mental fulcrum : the right valve has one large cardinal tooth divided in the middle, this

fits into a depression in the left valve of a corresponding form, and parallel to the margin

is an elongated, sharp, and elevated, lateral tooth ; the muscle marks are deeply im-

pressed, more especially the anterior one, this is rugose and subquadrangular, and is

bipartite or has a smaller one adjoining, more within the shell ; the posterior one,

placed at the extreme edge of the ligament, is slightly ovate, with the mantle mark

parallel to the margin of the shell, connecting the adductors ; the posterior is obtusely

angular, and the shell on that side is somewhat compressed or less tumid than at the

anterior : the surface of the shell is roughened by irregular and prominent lines

of growth ; on many of the individuals there are the remains of the epidermis, and

in most instances the specimens have the ligament entire, with the valves in their

natural position.

Several valves in my Cabinet have specimens of Balanus adhering to them,

showing the proximity of the Sea at one time to this Deposit, or perhaps the re-

occupation by salt-water of the locality once filled with fresh-water and its inhabitants.

This species has now an extensive Geographical range, being found in the North

of France, and in the fresh-waters of the Island of Sicily ; and Lea, in his ' Observations

on the Genus Unio,' vol. i, p. 201, says "the shell found in the Euphrates, near

Bagdad, is only a variety of this species," and he records it also as the opinion of the

Baron de Ferussac. I have never seen this shell.

2. Unio tumidus, Retzius. Tab. XI, fig. 13.

Unio tumidus. Ret:. Nova. Gen. Test., p. 17, 1788.

— —
Pfeiff". Land iiud Sussw. Moll., pt. ii, p. 34, pi. 7, figs. 2, 3, and pi. 8,

figs. 1, 2.

— — Rossm. Icon. Land und Sussw. Moll., pt. i, p. 117, pi. 8, fig. 70;

pt. iii, p. 27, pi. 14, figs. 262—4; pi. 40, fig. 542; pi. 60,

figs. 772—778.

— — Gray. Man. Land and F. W. Shells, p. 297, pi. 2, fig. 13, 1844.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 140, pi. 40, fig. 1, 1849.

Mya ovalis. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 34, 1803.

— DEPRESSA. Don. Brit. Shells, vol. iii, t. 101, 1802.

— ovATA. Don. Brit. Shells, vol. iv, t. 122, 1803.

Mysca OVATA. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 246, 1822.

— — Sivains. Malac, p. 277, fig. 56, 1840.

— SOLIDA. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 246, pi. 16, fig. 2, 1822,

Unio pictorum. Brown. Illust. Brit. Conch., pi. 26, fig. 2, 1827.

— OVALIS. Sowerli)/. Genera of SheUs, No. 16, Unio, fig. 1.

— — Brown. Illust. Brit. Conch., 2d ed., pi. 31, figs. 1—4.

— ROSTKATA? Desk. 2d ed. Lam., p. 540, t. vi, 1835.
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Spec. Char. Testa ovatu, transversa, eloni^atd, crassd, valde inaquilaterd ; antice

rotundatd, postice productd, cuneatd, subrostratd ; umbotiibus ruffosis.

Shell ovate, transversely elongate, thick, very inequilateral ; anterior side rounded,

posterior produced, somewhat pointed, and obtusely angulatcd or wedge-shaped

;

umbones rugose.

Length, ?,\ inches.

LocaUti/. Stutton, Grays. Recent, Britain, France, and Germany.

This species is very abundant at Grays, where specimens have been obtained in

great perfection, and although l)y no means rare at Stutton, they are in a very

decorticated condition. Both these localities present us with forms deviating con-

siderably from what are generally met with in the living state, more especially those

from the latter locality, where the3' attain a magnitude of nearly four inches in length,

and aj)pcar to have a greater proportion of the shell on the anterior side of the umbo,

while in those from Gravs, which are smaller, that side is shorter and i)roportionally

broader than in the living specimens ; in the Grays fossil the posterior side is obtusely

pointed, and the whole shell is more angular, while the Stutton specimens are rather

less so than the general or common form of the recent shell ; as these extremes of

variation can readily be connected through the living species, it is presumed that the

differences arc wholly insufficient for specific separation, and I have no hesitation in

assigning the fossils of both localities as identities of the existing British species ; the

dental characters are also similar, the anterior tooth of the right valve being coarsely

crenated on the upper or dorsal side, and somewhat compressed; the elongated

lamina on the posterior side is linear, sharp, and nearly smooth.

It was at first tliought, that as the Land and Fresh-water shells found in the

newer Tertiaries of this country are all assumed to be the H(m)ogcnitors of exist-

ing animals, a name alone with reference to a work in which they have been

descriljcd would have been sufficient for Geological i)urposes ; but upon more minute

examination many of them have been found to present characters deviating in so great

a degree, that their identity has by some Conchologists been called in question ; it is

therefore now considered desirable that a figure and description of a part of them at

least should be given, more especially as they have never yet appeared in any pubh-

cation as British Fossils.

3. Unio PiCTORUM. Linnaus.

JIya PICTORUM. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, No. 28, p. 1112, 17C7.

— — Poll. Test. Sicil., vol. i, p. 2, t. !), figs. G, 7, 1791.

Unio pictouum. Drap. Moll. Tert. ct Fluv. de Fr., pi. 11, fig. 4, 1805.

— — Graij. Man. Land and F.-W. Shells, p. 29.">, pi. 2, fig. 1 1, 1S44.

— — Rossin. Icon. Land und Sussw. MolL, figs. 71, 196; pi. 29, fig. 409 ;

pi. 58, figs. 762—766, 1844.

— — Forb. and Ilanl. Hist. Brit. Shells., vol. ii, p. 142, pi. 39, fig. 1, and

pi. Q, fig. 2 (Animal), 184U.
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Mysca pictobum. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 245, 1822.

— Deshayesii. Brown. Illust. Brit. Conch., p, 81, pi. 32, figs. 1—4.

— — Rossm. Icon. Land und Sussw. Moll., p. 23, pi. 13, fig. 197.

— LONGIROSTEIS. Ziegl. in Rossm. Iconog., pt. 3, p. 2t), pi. 14, fig. 200, and pt. 12,

pi. 54, fig. 38.

Ency. Meth., t. 248, fig. 4.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, elongatd, subovatd, inaquilaterd, antice rotundata,

postice, anr/ulafd, vix rostrata ; margine dorsali et ventrali suhrectd.

Shell transversely ovate, elongate, inequilateral ; anterior side rounded, posterior

angulated, scarcely rostrated ; dorsal and ventral margins nearly straight.

Length, 2 inches.

Locality. Grays, Cropthorn. Recent, Britain, France.

This shell appears very rare as a British fossil ; one specimen in the cabinet of

Mr. Pickering is of a form that may be determined without mucli hesitation as belong-

ing to this species, and resembles rather the thinner variety of the recent shell. The

principal or perhaps only difference observable between this and the preceding species

in the fossil state, is a more elongated dorsal area, less sloping on the posterior side,

so that the ventral margin is more parallel with the upper edge than in TJ. tumidus.

A specimen in the British Museum, from the same locality, seems to possess the like

determinable characters, and one in the Museum of the Geological Society, presented

by Mr. Strickland as from Cropthorn appears to be of this species. These specimens

are all that I have seen, they mostly resemble fig. 766, Rossmasler.

Anodont.a., Cuvier, 1798.

MuscuLUs (sp.). Lister.

Mytilus (sp.). Linn.

Ll.MN.«A and LiMNiEODEKMA (sp.).

1791.

Anodontites. Brug., 1799.

DiPSAS. Leach, 1814.

Appius. Id. MSS., fide Gray,

Anodon. Oken., 1815.

Poli,

Cristaria. Schum., 1817.

Strophitus. Rafinesque, 1820.

Lastena. Id.

Symphynota (sp.). Lea., 1832.

Odatelia. Rafinesque, 1832.

Lamproscapha. Swains., 1840.

Hemiodon. Id.

Patularia. Id.

Generic Character. Shell equivalve, inequilateral, ovate, transverse, usually thin,

more or less eared, and closed ; smooth, and in the recent state covered with an

epidermis generally eroded at the umbones. Hinge linear, edentulous, or with one

elongated lamina on the posterior side. Ligament external. Impression of the mantle

without a sinus.

The animal of this genus closely resembles that of the preceding one, being furnished

with a large fleshy, compressed foot, and the hinder part of the mantle is ornamented

with short and pointed tentacles ; anal opening is large, and the margin plain.
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These animals are bisexual, and the young shell is completely fojTiied before

exclusion, although differing then materially in shaj)e from that of its parent. Their

power of multiplication is said to be enormous. Mr. Lea states that he counted not

less than six hundred thousand young in an adult specimen.

The shells of this genus are also exceedingly variable, more especially in the out-

ward form; some species have the hinge area largely elevated into the form of a wing,

and in consequence of these variations, as well as from differences in size of dental

characters, they have also been separated into several genera.

It appears to be a modern genus, and only yet known in the fossil state from the

newer Tertiaries.

1. AnODONTA CYGNEA, Z«««(S?«. Tab. XI, fig. 11.

Mytilus CYGNEI'S. LiiiH. Syst. Xat., ed. 12, No. 257, 1158, 176".

— — Mat. and Rack. Linn. Trnns., vol. viii, pi. 3A, fig. 2, 1807.

— — Poll. Test. Sicil., vol. ii, p. 212, pi. 33, fig. 2. 1795.

— — Sheppard. Trans. Linn. Soc, vol. xiii, p. 84, pi. 5, fig. 3, 1822.

— ANATixus. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1158.

— — Poli. Test. Sicil., vol. ii, p. 213, pi. 33, fig. 1, 1795.

— AvoNENSis. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 172, 1803.

— — Mat. and Rack. Linn. Trans., vol. viii, p. 250, pi. 3.

— MACULA. .Sheppard. Linn. Trans., vol. .xiii, p. 88, pi. 5, fig. 6, 1822.

STAGNALis. Sowerbi/s Brit. Miscellany, pi. 16.

— — Brown. Illust. Brit. Conch., pi. 27, fig. 2, 1827.

— DENTATUs. Tiirt. Conch. Diet., p. 115, 1819.

— iNciiASSATUs. Sheppard. Linu. Trans., vol. .xiii, p. 85. pi. 5, fig. 4.

Anodonta cygnea. Pffiff- Laud und Sussw. Moll., p. Ill, t. vi, fig. 4, 1821.

— ANATlNA. Id. - - - - p. 112, t. vi, fig. 2, „
— INTERMEDIA. Id. - - - "

P- 1 13, t. ri, fig. 3, „

— VENTKicosA. Kickx. Moll. Brab. Aust., p. 80.

— pisciNALis. Nils. Moll. Succ. Ter. et Fluv., p. 116, fide Forb. and Ilanl.

— CYGNEA. Rossm. Icou. Land and Sussw. Moil., pp. 1, 111, t. 3, fig. 67, 1835.

Anodon paludosa. Ttirt. Brit. Biv., p. 240, pi. 15, fig. 6, 1822.

Symphynota CYGNEA. Lea. Obs. on the Gen. Unio, vol. i, p. 70, 1832.

Spec. Char. Testa, oblongo-ovaia, stepe compressd, tenui, interdum tumidd et incrassatd

;

anfice rotundatd, postice prodiictd, et angidatd ; natibus depressimculis, rugosis.

Shell o])longo-ovatc, generally com])rcssed and thin, sometimes tumid or inflated,

occasionally thick ; anterior side rounded, posterior produced, and angulatcd ; umbones

rather flat, with undulating rugosities.

Length., 2>\ inches. Height, 2 inches.

Localitij. Stntton, Clacton, Grays {Pickering), Cropthom, and Bacton {Morris).

Recent, Britain, and North of Europe.

This species is abundant in individuals both at Stutton and Clacton, the two

localities of Fresh-water Deposits that I am best acquainted with, although from

their great fragility specimens are very difficult to obtain in any degree of
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perfection. In all probability it was equally variable in the earlier periods of its

existence, as it is at the present day. The few specimens that I possess present

considerable differences in outward character, from which, therefore, it is not unfair

to infer, that amongst a greater number, and from different localities, we should, as in

the living shell, which varies under different external conditions, also have a great

variety in the fossil state.

The specimens from Stutton (generally in a decorticated condition) are very in-

equilateral, the anterior side being particularly short in proportion to the other, and

the shell is rather less in length comparatively, but it is almost impossible to obtain a

specimen at that locality without some slight degree of distortion, and its true characters

are therefore difficult to determine ; but there is no doubt it is the homogenitor of our

old acquaintance, which in the living condition puts on such a variety of shapes. The

one from Clacton is more elongate, and corresponds with a variety abundant in the

Thames above Maidenhead, in Berkshire. Mr. J. E. Gray (Manual of Land and

Fresh-water Shells of the British Islands) considers the many different forms found in

this country, and described under distinct specific names, to be only modifications of

the same species, and the authors of the ' History of British Mollusca' are of the same

opinion; from what I have seen I fully acquiesce in their decision, and the fossil

specimens that have come under my observation may be arranged in the same

category.

As the geographical range of this species extends over the greater part of Europe,

we may naturally expect to find it in the fossil state.

Cyrena, Lamarck. 1818.

Venus (sp.). Chem.

Tellina (sp.). Gmelin.

Cyclas (sp.). Lam., 1799, 1801.

CoRBlcuLA. Meyerle, 1811.

Cyanocyclas. Ferussac, 1818.

Geloina. Gray, 1844.

Veloeita. Id. „

Generic Character. Shell equivalve, roundly trigonal or subovate, generally

tumid or inflated, more or less inequilateral, thick and strong. Hinge with three

cardinal teeth, and a large extended lateral tooth on each side, serrated or striated in

some species : in the recent state covered with an epidermis : ligament external

:

impression of the mantle without a sinus.

The animals constituting this genus are in a recent state inhabitants of pure

fresh-water, and are only known in tropical or sub-tropical rivers, where the climate is

particularly mild. They are described by Malacologists as not differing essentially
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from the fresh-water genus C'l/das, excepting in their shelly covering, which in this shell

is thick and opjuiuc, while in C}'clas it is thin and corneous or semitransparcnt. Lamarck

placed them in his Family Conchae fluviatilcs, in consequence of a resemblance to the

animals of the Veneridse, and from possessing the lobes of the mantle prolonged into

siphonal tubes, distinct and separated down to their bases.

Although in the recent state, this is a genus of pure fresh-water origin ; specimens

have been found in the Estuar}^ Deposit of the Norwich or Mammaliferous Crag almost

too numerous to be considered as entirely of accidental introduction.

1. Cyrena consobrina, Caillniid. Tab. XI, fig. 15, a—c.

Cykena coNsoiiKiNA. Call. Voy. en Kgypt, t. 2, pi. 61, figs. 10, 11, 1823.

— — Desc. de TEgypt Hist. Nat., t. 22, p. 193, pi. 7, fig. 7, i, 2, 3.

— TKiGONUL.\. 5. Wood. .Mag. Xat. Hist., vol, vii, p. 275, fig. 45, a. It, c, 1834.

— — Li/ell. Elem. Gcol., 2d ed., vol. i, p. 61, fig. 26, 1841.

— Gemmki.lauii. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 39, t. 4, fig. 3, 1836.

— — /(/.--- vol. ii, p. 31, 1844.

— DuciiASTELLii. Ntjsf. Bull, de la Soc. do I'Aead. Roy. de Brux., p. 113, pi. 1,

figs. 1—4, 1838.

Sjjec. Char. Testa rotundato-trigonuld, subaquilaterd, tiimidd, crassd; Uneis elevatis,

coyicenfricis, Icevibus, distanfibus ; cardine tridcntato, divcrgens, inter se itisertis ; dentibus

lateralibm lonffissmix, pcrpendkulariter striatis.

Shell roundly trigonal, subequilateral, tumid, and thick ; externally ornamented

with smooth, concentric, sharp, and distant ridges ; hinge with three cardinal diverging

teeth in each valve, lateral teeth elongated and perpendicularly striated.

Locality. Mam. Crag, Bramerton, Wangford, and Bulcham {Alexander).

Stuttoti and (irays. Recent, River Nile.

This species is exccednigly abundant in the purely Fresh-water Deposit at Stutton,

where the valves are commonly united, as they are in general with fresh-water species,

individual specimens may be obtained by hundreds. When the shell was first

described and figured in the ' Mag. Nat. Hist.,' as referred to above, it was imagined to

be specifically distinct in consequence of the posterior side being somewhat angulated,

in which character it differs from the general form of the recent species, now con-

sidered as identical ; but among a large series of the British fossils this character

disappears, and as a distinguishing uuuk cannot be faithfully relied upon, as the

specimens from Grays do not possess it, but have both sides more rounded, and

correspond in form precisely with tlie Nile shell; tlicre is every reason, therefore, to

believe its descendant to be now living in the rivers of Egypt, to which part of the

world it appears to have retired through the once existing fresh-waters of Sicily, for

I consider tlie shell figured by Philippi, as nothing more than a variety of this species,

although he has described it as having only two cardinal teeth in each valve, while

there are three perfectly distinct in our shell ; the anterior one in the right valve and
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the posterior in the left being the smallest, these in imperfect specimens of the fossil

might have been overlooked.

• The outline of our shell is roundly trigonal, the posterior side being rather more

angular and larger than the other, and the diameter is generally greater in a longi-

tudinal direction, but in others it is even higher than long ; the right valve has one

central, triangular, sub-bifid, cardinal tooth immediately beneath the umbo, and

another on each side of it diverging at a very considerable angle ; in the left valve, the

three cardinal teeth correspond in form with the interstices of the right valve, two large

elongated and elevated lateral teeth, occupy the whole of the dorsal portion of the shell

in the left valve, and these fit into depressions of the right one so as firmly to fix

the two pieces when they are closed, and on each of these lateral teeth, as also on

each side of the dental furrow in the right valve, are numerous fine strife perpendicular

to these lateral ridges, and on the inside of the callus or fulcrum for the support of

the ligament are the same markings ; the muscular impressions arc somewhat unequal

in size, the posterior one being the larger and of a subquadrate form, while the anterior

is more triangular, these are connected by the line of the mantle-mark which has an

incipient sinus or indentation close to the posterior adductor ; these marks are seldom

deeply impressed and not always visible, but when seen, they do not extend beyond

the extreme verge of the lateral teeth. On the ouside, the shell is ornamented with

numerous, sharp, generally equidistant ridges, parallel to the margin, and in the

concave spaces between them may be seen the lines of growth ; a faint line is visible

in perfect specimens curving from the umbo on each side, forming a sort of large

corselet and lunule, of an elongated ovate form, beyond which the ridges do not

extend, precisely similar to what is seen in the Egyptian shell : in most of the

specimens of the fossil, the outside is more or less decorticated, but there is very little

of erosion visible in any of my specimens at the umbones, nor is the ligament ever

preserved, but that is not very thick even in the recent state.

It has been thought necessary to be thus tediously particular in giving all the

minutise of characters belonging to this species, in order to remove any doubt respect-

ing its identity with the well-known shell now inhabiting a part of the world where

climatal conditions are different from what it is supposed were those under which it

existed in this country'.

A few specimens of this species have been obtained by Capt. Alexander and

myself from the Coralline Crag at Gedgrave, near the mouth of the Butley River, but

in association with some Helices and other land shells, all identical with existing

animals. At this locality, the Crag appears to have been denuded of its more Coralline

portion, and these shells are intermixed near the present surface with the remains

of the Marine Molluscs of the lower part of that Deposit.

Depending, therefore, upon this evidence alone, we can scarcely consider the

Geological Age of this species to date its existence so far back as the Period of the

Coralline Crag.

14
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Cyclas.* Bruguiere, 1792.

Sph^rium. Scopoli, 1777.

Nix. Humph., 1797.

Cornea. Megerle, 1811.

CoRXEOCYCLAS. Ferus., 1818.

Generic Character. Shell cciuivalvc, subequilateral, more or less tumid or inflated,

thin and closed, sometimes scmipcUucid, smooth or slightly marked by lines of

growth, and in the recent state t-ovcred with an epidermis. Hinge furnished with

one or two cardinal teeth, and distant lateral teeth on each side. Impressions of the

adductor muscles indistinct. Palleal impression with a small sinus. Ligament

external, slender.

Animal suborbicular, its mantle open in front, with plain or simple margins

;

siphon i)roduced and divided at the extremity into two distinct tubes, the edges plain

or without fringes : foot large, compressed, extensile, and more or less pointed.

Priority of name most properly belongs to Scopoli, but the small and corneous

shells here included arc so universally known by the above designation, that I do

not feel disposed to make the alteration, more particularly as Spharium has been

since adopted in another department of Natural History as a Generic Term. Animals

now determined to belong to three distinct Genera were included by Bruguit-re, as

well as by Lamarck, under the name of Cyclas, and the latter author subsequently

proposed to sever from them the thicker and more ponderous species, and unite them

into a genus by themselves, under the name of Cyrenu.

The shells constituting this genus are for the most part very thin, and of a

corneous or semitransparent texture in the living state ; their little inhabitants are

possessed of considerable powers of locomotion, and move about in the water with

facility by means of their large and flexible foot ; they frequent pools, ditches, lakes,

and sluggish streams, and when still, are generally found buried in the sand or muddy

bottom of the water. They are viviparous or rather ovoviviparous, and the young are

not only perfectly formed before exclusion, but are sometimes of considerable magni-'

tude, occupying a large portion of th(> ])arent shell to the manifest inconvenience of

the mother.

They arc purely Fresh-water Molluscs, and the Formations in which they are

found fossil, are either of Fresh-water origin or of Estuaries in close proximity into

which they have been washed. Species have been figured and described as belonging

to this genus from the Wealden Formation ; an undoubted Cyclas was found by myself

in the Fresh-water Deposit at Hordwell, belonging to the Older Teitiaries.

* Etvm. KVKXdi, circular.
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1. Cyclas RivicoLA, Lcach. MSS.
Tellina cornea. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, No. 72, p. 1120 (part), 1/6".

— — Var. ft. Mat. and Rack. Linn. Trans., vol. viii, p. 59.

Cardium coRNEtfM. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 86, 1803, Var.

— Nux. Ba Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 189.

Cyclas cornea. Brap. Moll. Terr, et Fluv. Fr., p. 128, t. 10, %s. 1—3.

— — Brard. Coq. Ter. et Fliiv. des Env. de Par., p. 219, t. 8, figs. 2, 3.

— RIVICOLA. "Leach" in Lam. Hist, des An. s. Vert., t. v, p. 558, 1815.

— — Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 248, pi. 11, fig. 13, 1822.

— Pfeif. Land und Sussw. Moll., p. 121, pi. 5, figs. 3—5, 1821.

— — Sowerby. Genera of Shells, No. 38, Cyclas.

— — G. Sow., Jr. Conch. Man., fig. HI, 18-12.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. Ill, pi. 37, figs. 1, 2.

Ency. Metb., pi. 302, fig. 5.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ovatd, tumiduld, crassiusculd, suhcequilaterd, antice et

postice convexd; concentrice striata ; ligamento cardinali conspicuo.

Shell transversely ovate, somewhat tumid and strong, slightly inequilateral,

anterior and posterior sides rounded ; finely striated concentrically ; cardinal area

conspicuous.

Length, 1 inch. Height, fths.

Locality. Southend {Warburton), Faversham {Trimmer).

I have not myself met with this species as a fossil, but specimens in that state

have been obtained by Messrs. Warburton and Trimmerj from Faversham and

Southend. The specimens referred to are in the Museum of the Geological Society.

2. Cyclas cornea, LinntBus. Tab. XI, fig. 2, a—h.

Tellina cornea. Linn. Syst. Nat, ed. 12, No. 72, p. 1120, 1767.

— — Chem. Conch. Cab., t. vi, p. 136, t. 13, fig. 133, bad.

— — Penn. Brit. Zool., ed. 4, p. 89, pi. 49, fig. 36.

— — Bomn. Brit. Shells, vol. iii, t. 96, 1802.

— rivalis. Mull. Verm. Hist., t. ii, p. 202.

— stagnicola. Sheppard, Linn. Trans., vol. xiv, p. 150, 1825.

Cardium coeneum. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 86, 1803.

Cyclas cornea. Pfeiff. Deutsch. Land und Sussw. Moll., p. 120, t. v, figs. 1, 2, 1821.

— — Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 248, pi. 11, fig. 14, 1822.

— — Gray. Man. Land and F.-W. Shells, p. 280, pi. 1, fig. 2, 1840.

— — Jenyns. Trans. Camb. Philos. Soc, p. 295, 1831.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic., vol. ii, p. 30, 1844.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 1 13, pi. 37, figs. 3—6, 1849.

— RIVALIS. Brap. Moll. Terr, et Fluv., p. 129, pi. 10, figs. 4, 5, 1805.

— — Brard. Coq. Terr, et Fluv. Env. de Paris, p. 222, pi. 8, figs. 4, 5, 1815.

— flavescens. Mac Gilliv. Moll. Aberd., p. 246, 1843, fide Forb. and Hani.

Spec. Char. Testd transversd, ovatd, iiiflatd, temii, etfragili, suhincequilaterd ; postice

majiore, subquadratd, antice rotundatd, concentrice striata, margine ventrali leviter arcuatd,

apicibus obtusis.
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Slicll transverse, ovate, tumid, very thin and fragile, slightly inequilateral, posterior

side the larger, and subquadrancrular ; anterior rounded, very finely striated con-

centrically ; ventral margin lightly curved.

Leiifflh, ^ an inch, lleujht, -J-ths of an inch.

Locality. Mam. Crag, Bulcham, Southwold.

Cropthorn, Grays, Clacton, Stutton, Faversham.

Recent, Britain, France, Sicily.

This species is abundant in the Fresh-water deposits of Clacton and Stutton. The

principal form is nearly ovate, and some have both sides equally rounded, but occa-

sionally the j)Osterior is obtusely angulated, the line of hinge carrying the lateral tooth

rather further backwards than ordinary, giving it on that side a somewhat square

outline. The animal in the recent state has strong adductor muscles, but they have

made only a very indistinct impression upon the shell ; the hinge is furnished w'ith an

apparatus well adapted to assist the close security of the valves, the right one having

a sharp prominent arched or diverging tooth, immediately beneath the umbo, which

locks into or between two others of similar form in the left valve ; the lateral teeth

are prominent and at unequal distances, that on the posterior side being considerably

the more distant ; in the left valve there is one before and one behind the umbo

and in the right there are two on each side, between which the single one is inserted

when the valves are closed. Some specimens are quite smooth, while others are

distinctly marked with numerous, obtuse concentric ridges. In the young state the

slicU is much flatter than when full grown.

This species is common throughout Europe, extending its range from Sicily on

the south to Sweden in the North.

A few specimens of this fragile shell were found by Capt. Alexander, in the

Estuary portion of the Mammaliferous Crag.

PisiDiuM,* Pfciffer. 1821.

Tellina (sp.). Linn.

Cardium (sp.). Poll.

Cyclas (sp.). Lam.

PisUM. Megerle, 1811, fide Gray.

Peha. Leach, MSS., 1819.

EtGLESiA. Id. „ 1820.

Galileja. Costa, 1839, fide P/iU.

Generic Character. Shell small, cquivalve, inecjuilateral, subovate, more or less

inflated, somewhat thin ; in the recent state subpellucid, and covered with an

epidermis; smooth or concentrically striated. Hinge with one or two cardinal, and

* Etym. Pisiim ?
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two lateral teeth in each valve. Ligament external, situated on the shorter side.

Impressions of the adductors and of the mantle indistinct.

Animal subovate, with its mantle open on the anterior side and the margins

without fringes, united towards the posterior, where it forms a short and single

siphon, the orifice of which is plain ; foot large, tongue-shaped, and extensile.

This genus has been separated from Cyclas in consequence of a diiference in their

animal inhabitants, those of Cyclas having the siphon dichotomous, or divided near

the end into distinct tubes, whereas in this it remains single and simple, to the

extremity, and is not so long. The species as yet known are all small, and have

similar habits to the preceding, frequenting ditches or pools of stagnant water, or

where the stream is not very rapid, and like the allied genus they are perfectly

formed in the parent animal before exclusion. They differ also in having the side

on which the ligament is situated, the posterior, shorter than the anterior ; in Cyclas

it is the reverse.

It has not as yet been met with in any Deposit of an anterior date to the Newer

Tertiaries.

1. PisiDiuM AMNICUM, Miiller. Tab. XI, fig. 1, a—h.

Tellina amnica. Mull. Verm. Terr, et Fluv., pt. 2, p. 205, 17/4.

— — Chem. Conch. Cab., t. vi, p. 138, t. 13, fig. 134, 1/82.

— EiVALis. Maton. Trans. Linn. Soc, vol. iii, p. 44, pi. 13, figs. 37, 38.

— — Donovan. Brit. Shells, vol. ii, pi. 64, fig. 2, 1801.

Cardium amnicdm. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 86, 1803.

Cyclas palustris. Drap. Moll. Ter. et Fluv., p. 131, pi. 10, figs. 15, 16, 1805.

— obliqua. Lam. Hist, des An. s. Vert, t. v, p. 359, 1815.

— — Brown. lUust. Brit. Conch., pi. 17, fig. 14, 1827.

— amnica. Tnrt. Brit. Biv., p. 250, pi. 11, fig. 15, 1822.

— ^ Id. Land and F.-W. Shells, p. 15, pi. 1, fig. 5.

— — Lyell. Eleni. of GeoL, 2d ed., vol. i, p. 227, fig. 103, 1841.

Pera fluviatilis. Leach, MSS., fide Jenyns.

PisiDIUM OBLIQOUM. Pfeiff. Land und Sussw. Moll., pt. 1, p. 124, pi. 5, figs. 19, 20,

and pi. 1, fig. 19, 1821.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 31, 1844.

— AMNICDM. Jenyns. Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc, vol. iv, p. 309, pi. 21, fig. 2.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 133, pi. 37, figs. 8, 9,

and pL 0, fig. 8, 1849.

Spec. Char. Testa ovatd, oblique iriyond, venlricosd, sulcato-striatd wmbonibus

obtusiusculis.

Shell ovate, obliquely trigonal, ventricose, striated or sulcated, umbones rather

obtuse.

Lenyth, \ an inch.

Locality. Mam. Crag, Southwold.

Grays, Erith [Morris), Cropthorn {Strickland), Clacton, Stutton.

Faversham, and Kennet Valley {Pickeriny). Recent, Britain, France, Sicily.
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This is a most abundant, shell at Clacton and Stutton, and is subject to a

good deal of variation, both in the outline and in its exterior ornament ; in all varieties

the young shell is generally flatter or more compressed than when full grown ; there

is also a difference in the substance of the shell, some specimens are thin and tender,

while others are quite thick and strong. Those which are most flat are also in

general thinner, and have a greater length from the anterior to the posterior, and are

longer also on the hinder side. The specimens from Grays are mostly the thicker

variety, in which the posterior side is remarkably short and truncate, and the striae on

the outside are finer and more numerous : this has been called P. sulcatum (fig. 1, b),

l)ut it is, I believe, no more than a variety, as a recent acquisition of numerous

specimens show every intermediate alteration to those which are much less inequi-

lateral, and have more distant ridges upon the exterior. These fossils seem to present

rather more difi"erences than any specimens that I have seen of the recent shell, and it

is, therefore, thought desirable to have the two extreme forms represented, in order

more efi"ectually to display these variations. The hinge is furnished with two cardinal

teeth in each valve, one small and simple, the other large and bifid, the posterior one

in the right is bifid, while in the left valve it is the anterior ; there is a large promi-

nent lateral tooth before and behind the umbo at nearly equal distances in the left

valve, and two on each side in the right : this hinge line is broad with teeth of cor-

responding magnitude in the thick variety, and in some specimens these form with the

umbo an angle of little more than 90°, whereas in others of the elongated variety that

angular line will be as large as 130". In the thick variety, the posterior side projects

but veiy little behind the umbo, nearly the whole of the animal being on the anterior

side of the shell ; in other specimens, this side is two fifths as large as the other, and

the shell much less inequilateral. Similar differences may be also obser\'ed in tlie

sculpture of the exterior, they are always ornamented more or less with concentric

or elevated lines of growth, but in some, these markings are numerous, rounded, and

placed close together, while in others they are sharp and narrow with a considerable

plain concave space between them.

It is a common shell in England, in the living state, and has a wide Geographical

distribution in Europe, extending from Sicily to Sweden.

A few specimens also of this species were obtained by Capt. Alexander from the

Mam. Crag.

2. PtsiDiUM Henslowianum, S/ieppnrd.

Tellina Hexslowiana. Shep. Trans. Linn. Soc, vol. 1.1, p. l.")0, 182.").

Cyclas appendiculata. Tiirt. Man. Land and F.-\V. Shells, pi. 1, %. 6.

Peba appesdiculata. Leach, I\1SS., fide Jemjns.

PisiDiUM He.nslowianum. Jenyns. Trans. Cam. Phil. Soc, vol. iv, p. 308, t. 21, figs. C—9, 1831.

— — Graij. Man. Land and F.-W. Shells, p. 28.i, pi. 1, fig. (>.

— — Forb. and Haul. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 131, pi. 37, fig. 1 1, 1849.
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Spec. Char. Testa minutd, obliqud, sub-ovatd, valde incsquilaterd, tiimidd ; antice

prodiidiore attenuatd, vel dimintiatd ; umbonibiis prominulis ef apjiendiadatis.

Shell minute, oblique, sub-ovate, very inequilateral, and generally ventricose

;

anterior side much the longer ; umbones slightly prominent, furnished with a

projecting appendage.

Length, yth of an inch.

Locality. Clacton, Stutton, Cropthorn {Strickland), Grays {Pickering).

Recent, Britain, Ireland, Germany.

This is an abundant shell at the localities, Clacton and Stutton, where they are

often found with the valves united.

The form is somewhat variable, but in general it may be described as triangularly

ovate, the posterior side being higher, that is from the umbo to the ventral margin,

diminishing towards the anterior side which is narrower and rounded, it is very

inequilateral and tumid, having at the umbo an appendage or projection, which is

its most distinguishing character.

3. PiSIDIUM PULCHELLLfM, JeniJHS.

Pera polchella. Leach, MSS., fide Jemjns.

PiSIDIUM PULCHELLUM. Jemjns. Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc, vol. iv, p. 306, t. 21, figs. 1— 5,

1831.

_ _ Gray. Man. Land and f.-W. Shells, p. 284, pi. 12, fig. 151.

_ _ Forb. and Hani, ffist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 128, t. 37, figs. 12,

13, 1849.

— FONTINALE. Brown. Illust. Brit. Conch., 2d ed., pi. 39, fig. 23.

_ _ Pfeiffer. Land und Sussw. Moll., pt. 1, p. 125, t. v, figs. 15, 16,

1821.

_ _ PhU. En. MoU. Sic, vol. ii, p. 31, 1844.

Cyclas roNTiNALis. Brai). Moll. Terr, et Fluv., p. 130, t. x, fig. 12?

Galileja tenebrosa. Ba Costa. Corresp. ZooL, fide Phil.

Spec. Char. Testa minutd, oblique-cordatd, valde incequilaterd, ventricosd, concentrice

striatd, tenui, fragili ; umbonibus jjrominulis.

Shell small, obhquely heart-shaped, very inequilateral, ventricose, finely striated

concentrically, thin and fragile ; umbones slightly prominent.

Length, \l\\ of an inch.

Locality. Stutton, Clacton, Grays {Pickering), Copford (/. Brown).

Recent Britain, France, Sicily.

This appears to be by no means a rare shell in any of the above localities, though

it is less abundant than Hensloioianmn at the two former, and like the recent shell it

is subject to much variation.
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4. PisiuiuM PUSILLUM, Turton.

Tellina pusili.a. TvTt. Conch. Diet., p. 1C7, IS 19.

Cyclas pusilla. Twt. Brit. Biv., p. 251, t. 11, tigs. IG, 17, 1822.

— — Id. Land and F. -Water Shells, pi. I, fig. 7-

— GiBBA. Alder. Traus. Nat. Hist. Soc, Newcastle, vol. i, p. 41.

— FONTiNALis. Brap. Moll. Terr, et Flnv. France, p. 130, pi. 10, fig. 8, 1805.

EuGLESiA Henslowiana. Leach, MSS., fide Jenijns.

PisiDHM PisiLLUM. Jenyns. Trans. Camb. Phil. Soc., vol. iv, p. 302, t. 20, figs. A—6,

1831.

— — Forh. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 123, t. 37, fig. 10, and

pi. 0, fig. 9, 1849.

Spec. Char. Testa pusilla, orhiculafo-ovatd, compressiusculd, subincequilaterd, smhti-

lisswie striata ; nmhonibus pronmiulis.

Shell small and slender, roundedly ovate, somewhat compressed, slightly inequi-

lateral, very finely striated ; umbones but little projecting.

Len<jth, \\\\ of an inch.

Locality. Clacton, Copford (•/. Brown), Grays {Pickering). Recent, Britain, France.

This species is by no means abundant in my Cabinet from the former locality,

while Mr. Brown has found it in large numbers, in what is, perhaps, a more Modern

deposit at Copford. The principal distinction of this shell appears to be its generally

greater gibbosity ; it is less inequilateral than any of the other species.

We have thus, it seems, four well determined species in this genus from the

purely Fresh-water Deposits of this Kingdom, while the living British Pisidia have

been separated by British Conchologists into not less than eight or nine. I confess,

not to be very well acquainted with the recent forms, but judging from a general

knowledge of the variability amongst the fresh-water shells in particular, I think too

much dependence has been placed upon differences, arising from locality and other

external causes, and that sliglit variations resulting therefrom have been considered of

sufficient importance for the establishment of distinct species ; I am inclined to

believe, all the forms existing in England might be included in four or at most five

species.

In tlic beautiful and extensive collection of British Land and Fresh-water

Molluscs, in the Cabinet of Mr. John Pickering, are numerous forms of this genus,

and I have applied to that gentleman for his assistance upon tlie recent as well as

fossil Pisidia, and as he has devoted many years to the examination of these animals,

I conceive his opinion to be of much more value than my own ; he says (in Lit.) " I

am of opinion, we have not more than five species of Pisidia in this countr)% viz.,

P. amnicum, P. Hemloxoianum, P. pulchellum, P. obtusale, and P. pusilhm. After

selecting the first three species, tliere are many forms remaining, from which without

much difficulty may be selected pusillum which appears a less variable species than

most of tiie others ; then follows obtusale the most variable of the whole, differing in

almost every locality, in some comparatively large and free growing, in others small
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and stunted according to the nature of the habitat, changing its form in each stage of

growth from compressed and decidedly inequilateral, to very tumid and nearly

equilateral, even in the same locality, yet merging so imperceptibly into each other,

that they cannot be separated without dismembering what appears to me a good and

natural species ; and it is yet a doubt in my mind whether on a fuller investigation of

the genus, 'pusillum ' can continue to rank as a species."

" These opinions have not been suggested by the sight of a few isolated and typical

forms, but after a long and patient examination of several hundred specimens, col-

lected in various localities in the counties of Berks, Cumberland, Devon, Dorset,

Essex, Hants, Herts, Kent, Lancashire, Middlesex, Northumberland, Surrey, Sussex,

and Yorkshire."

In the form of my fossil specimens of pmillum, I can see no material difference

from obtusaJe, except that in the latter the shell is more tumid ; but the differences

between the two do not appear to me to be more evident than some of the forms are

in the fossil Ci/das cornea, where specimens are occasionally excessively tumid, while

others of the same length and height are much compressed, and the like differences

are observable in specimens of P. amnicmn. The few individuals of these last two

species, that I have seen from the Mam. Crag, are of the ordinary form or intermediate

between the extremes we have had figured.

Lepton,* Ttcrton, 1822.

SoLEN (sp.). Mont., 1803.

LuTRARiA (sp.). Gray, 1825.

PsAMMOBiA (sp.). Bioivn, 182/.

Erycina (sp.). Nyst, 1844.

Generic Character. Shell equivalve, subequilateral, ovate, or subtrigonal, thin

and compressed ; umbones more or less acute, not prominent ; surface elegantly

ornamented ; margin plain ; hinge composed of two diverging teeth in each valve,

between which is placed the ligament wholly internal. Impression of the mantle

simple or without a sinus.

The animal of this genus is said to have its mantle freely open in front with a fringe

all round the margin, and capable of extending itself considerably beyond the shell

;

a short siphonal tube with a single aperture, and a thick foot furnished with a byssal

groove ; one of the filaments of its marginal fringe is longer and larger than the others.

In addition to the two recent British species, the Crag contains one quite distinct, with

another doubtful one resembling what appears to be a different species in the Campinian

beds of Belgium. Conrad also describes one living in the Seas of America, as well as

another from the Upper Tcrtiaries of that country, but few specimens of either of

* Etym. AcTrros, thin.

15
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these have been examined carefully, and their correct specific establishment is not at

present upon a firm and stable basis ; and my own species are not given with any

great confidence, but more to call the attention of Collectors to their probable

existence.

Specimens apparently belonging to this genus have also been obtained at Barton

from the London Clay or Older Tertiaries.

1. Lepton squamosum, Montague. Tab. XI, fig. 8.

SoLEN sauAMOSUS. Motit. Test. Brit., p. 56.i, 1803.

— — Mat. and Rack. Linn. Trans., vol. viii, p. 4S, 1807.

— — Turt. Conch. Diet., p. lC-4, 1819.

— — Billw. Desc. Cat. Rec. Shells, p. 70, 1817.

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test. p. 16, 1825.

PsAMMOBiA PUNCTURA. Brown. lUust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. IG, fig. 7, 1827.

Leptox squamosum. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 62, pi. 6, figs. 1—3, 1822.

_ _ Flem. Brit. An. p. 429, 1828.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

_ _ Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 49, 1844.

— — G. Sowerby. Conch. Man., fig. 62, 1843.

— — Forb. and Uanl. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 9S, pi. 36, figs. 8, 9,

and pi. O, fig. 6, 1849.

LcTRARiA SQUAMOSA. Gray. Ann. of Philos., 1825.

— '— Ilanletj. Kecent Shells, vol. i, p. 28, Supp., pi. 9, fig. 47.

Lepton squameux. Chenu. Traite Klcm., p. 47, fig. 148.

Spec. Char. Testa ovato-trigonuld, aquilaterali, compresm, tenui ; utroque latere

rotundatd, margine ventrali leviter arcuatd; eleganter ornatd; dente cardinali unico, dentibus

lateralihm magnis.

Shell small, triangularly ovate, equilateral, thin, comjircsscd ; rounded on both

sides, ventral margin slightly arched ; elegantly ornamented externally ; hinge with

one small central tooth and two largo lateral teeth.

Length, \ of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton. Recent, British Seas.

One specimen only of this species was found by myself in the sandy portion of

the Coralline Crag, at Sutton. The interior is sufficiently perfect for comparison, but

the markings upon tiie exterior are rubbed and obliterated, and although there is

some slight difference in the outline of our shell, there is every reason to believe it

belongs to the same species as that now living in the British Seas, and to which I have

assigned it
. The hinge area is large, furnished with a small central tooth, and a

double set, as it were, of lateral teeth, the innermost of which are large, diverging at

an angle of about 90°, those placed outwardly are small and close to the dorsal

margin, between these are deep depressions for the reception of the lateral teeth of

the opposite valve. The dorsal margin is short, not extending beyond the lateral
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teeth, it then slopes to the sides which are both rounded, and the ventral margin is

also slightly convex, diifering thus a little in not presenting quite such a quadrate

form as the recent shell ; perhaps a larger number of individuals both recent and fossil

would present a greater resemblance. The beautiful sculpture which ornaments the

recent shell, is replaced in the fossil by a granulated surface, the effect of probably

unequal erosion, and the semipellucid appearance is changed into an opaque one from

the loss of its animal matter. Two ovate rather deeply impressed muscle marks are

distinctly visible in my specimen, which measures barely a quarter of an inch in

length, and a httle less in height.

2. Lepton deltoideum, S. Wood. Tab. XI, fig. 9, a—d.

Kellia deltoidea. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Spec. Char. Testa suhtriangulatd, vel deltoidea, cequilaterali, tumidd, politd, fra(/ili

;

ntrinque rotundatd, margine ventrali recta ; dentibus lateralibus approximatis.

Shell triangular or deltoidal, equilatei'al, tumid, glossy, and fragile ; anterior and

posterior sides rounded with the ventral margin straight, lateral teeth approximate.

Length, \ an inch. Height, ^ths.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Ramsholt.

Red Crag, Sutton.

This delicate and very elegant species is not particularly scarce in the Coralline

Crag, where I have procured more than a couple of dozen specimens, and notwith-

standing its extreme fragility, its presence in the Red Crag is also undoubted, two

specimens belonging to that Formation are in my Cabinet, where they have been for

many years, but their exact locality is uncertain, as the label has been unfortunately

lost. We may fairly presume it to have prolonged its existence into the Period of the

latter Dejaosit, as such delicate shells could only under very favorable protection

have survived, being washed from an Older into a NcM'er Formation, and I give them

without hesitation as natives of the Seas of that part of the world in both Periods.

I am not acquainted with any described species to which this can with certainty be

assigned. Bornia corhuloides, Phil., En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 14, t. 1, fig. 15, somewhat

resembles it in outline, but the difference as given by the description appears

to present characters sufficient to keep them distinct, being recorded to have

its margin crenulated on both sides, which our shell certainly has not.

Lepton fahagella, Conrad, a very indifferent figure of which is given by Dekay,

in the ' Nat. Hist, of New York,' a little resembles our shell in outline, and a fossil

species by Conrad, Lepton madroides, from the Upper Tertiaries of America, pi'csent

general or generic resemblance, but the specimens must be examined for correct

determination, and I have not been able to see any of the three species above referred

to : our fossil must, therefore, for the present, remain with the name originally imposed
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in my Catalogue. The shell is very thin, and in the living state was no doubt nearly

transparent, it has a prominent umbo, sloi)ing towards each extremity, and is rounded

there, while the ventral margin is quite straight, even inclining a little inwards in

some specimens, and is deep or tumid, particularly at the upper part ; the hinge is

furnished with two teeth in each valv% diverging from the ligamental area, but do

not extend far towards the sides, and in the left valve imraediatelv beneath the umbo,

and before the ligament, is a small cardinal tooth, but not one in the right valve ; in

perfect specimens the shell is beautifully glossy, and the exterior possesses a sort of

irregular concentric striae, which I imagine is not its original appearance, and that

probably it was ornamented in its recent state with more elaborate sculpture.

3. Lepton depressum, Npt. Tal). XI, fig. 6.

Cyclas? depressa. Nijst. Rcch. Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p. 36, pi. 5, figs. 5, 6, 183G.

EuYCiXA DEPRESSA. Nysl. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. S'>^, pi. 1, fig. 5, a, a, It, c, e, 184-1.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ovatu, inceqiiilaicrali, depressa, tenui ; dcnte cardlnuli

unico, dentibus lateralibus obtusis.

Shell transversely ovate, slightly inequilateral, depressed and thin : hinge with one

cardinal, and two obtuse lateral teeth.

Length, \ of an inch.

Localit//. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

A single specimen of this shell in my Cabinet seems to correspond with what M. Nyst

considers, probably Avith better materials than I possess, to be a distinct species, and

the form certainly is diflFercnt from that of any other already described ; and as I am
not imposing a new name, it will at least serve to call the attention of Collectors to

its existence for better examination.

My s])ecimen may be thus more particularly described. One side is rather broader

or deeper than the other, the longer side being the more narrow, and slightly pointed,

the hinge teeth are very obtuse, perhaps not quite ])erfcct, dorsal area truncate, with

a depressed umbo: lateral teeth not very distant, two ovate muscular impressions

rather deep, and a continuous line formed by the mantle. The exterior is somewhat

rough and eroded, but appears as if it once had a more regular ornament. M. Nvst

says of his shell: "Transversim subtilissime irregulariterque striata," and that it is

in Belgium also a rare species.

4. Lepton nitidum, Turton. Tab. XI, fig. 7.

Lepton nitidum. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 63, 1822.

— — Flem. Brit. An., p. 429, 1828.

— — S. IVood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 49, 1844.

— — Macyilt. Jloll. Aberdeen, p. 278, 1843.

Kellia NiTiDA. Fvrb. and lluid. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 92, pi. 36, figs. 3, 4, 1849.
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Sj)ec. Char. Testa minutd, ovata, subinmquilaterali, compressd, tenui, fragili ; dente

cardinali unico ; dentihus lateralibus magnis, distantibus.

Shell small, ovate, nearly equilateral, compressed, very thin, and fragile ; hinge

with one cardinal tooth, and two large and distant lateral teeth.

Length, |-th of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton. Recent, British Seas.

When compiling my Catalogue, one specimen of a shell strongly resembling the

description given by Turton as a distinct species of Lepton, was in my Cabinet, and

I am sorry to say it is the only one I have as yet seen. As the authors of the ' Hist,

of British Mollusca ' confirm its existence in the recent state, and have given a good

distinguishable figure, I am able with a little more confidence to describe my shell

under the name originally given. My solitary specimen possesses characters more in

accordance with the diagnosis of Lepton than of Kellia, as given by the proposer of

the two Genera, both as regards the hinge as well as the shell. My specimen is, I

suppose, the left valve having the cardinal tooth before the ligament, which is placed

in a triangular fossette immediately within a slightly prominent umbo, two large

lateral teeth extend to the edge of the dorsal area, and the two sides are a little

unequal in size, the anterior being a trifle the larger, and the less rounded ; the shell

appears to have been very thin, and the impression of the muscles indistinct, while

the exterior is somewhat rough and uneven, as if it had been altered by erosion.

Kellia,* Turton, 1822.

Amphidesma (sp.). Lam., 1818.

Lasea. Leach, MS., 1819. Brown, 1827.

Eeycina (sp.). Besh., 1824.

Petricola (sp.). Gray, 1835.

Tellimya (sp.). Brown, 1827.

Cyladina. Cantraine, 1830.

BoENiA. Phil., 1836.

Aligena. H. C. Lea, 1843.

ScACCHiA (sp.). Phil., 1844.

Myalina? Conrad, 1845.

PoKONiA. Becluc, 1846.

Chironia. Desk., sec. Gray.

Generic Character. Shell generally small and thin, equivalved, subequilateral,

orbicular, spheroidal, ovate, or roundedly-oblong ; tumid, or compressed ; surface

smooth, or covered with visible lines of growth. Hinge composed of two, sometimes

only one, tooth in each valve, with a trigonal pit for the reception of the ligament,

which is within the margin of the shell, though visible in some species when the

valves are closed. Impressions by the adductor muscles suborbicular, often indistinct,

that by the mantle without a sinus.

Animal of the form of the shell, with the edges of the mantle disconnected

only in places, extending posteriorly into one short siphonal tube, and at the anterior

* Etym. Name commemorative of J. M. Kelly, Esq.
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side there is a prolonged canal with an opening for the protrusion of its foot, at

the base of Avhich is a liyssal gland and groove.

This genus was proposed by Dr. Turton for the reception of two small species of

British shells, one of which had been previously placed in the genus Mya, and the

other in that of Cardium.

The species known, belonging to this genus, are somewhat minute but elegant

bivalves, which in the living state are usually found located either in rocks or seaweeds,

though most of them are capable of spinning a byssus ; they possess a considerable

vertical range, some living near low water mark, while others inhabit the sea at the

depth of 60 fathoms. They appear to have been somewhat largely developed in the

Coralline Crag Period, and are invariably found free or loose in the sand, and if ever

imbedded it must have been in the leaves or roots of seaweed, or in some material

which by decomposition or disintegration has liberated them from their confined

position. All my specimens were found in one locality, where there is a large accumu-

lation of numerous small species. This genus has been obtained in considerable abun-

dance from the Older Tcrtiaries of this country, and several species enrich the Cabinet

of my friend F. E. Edwards, Esq. There has not been anything found in the secondary

Formations that can with certainty be referred to this genus, although a shell in the

Green-sand strongly resembles it.

One or two species from the Crag included under this generic title possess

characters that will perhaps scarcely come within the range of our diagnosis. A
considerable variation may be observed in their dental arrangement, some being

furnished with two or more of these appendages, while others seem to be wholly

deficient, an internal ligament placed in an olilique dejjrcssion appears an universal

character.

1. Kellia suborbicularis, Montague. Tab. XII, fig. 8, a, b.

Mya suborbicolaris. Mont. Test. Brit., pp. 39, 564, t. 26, fig. 6, 1803.

— — Mat. and Ruck. Linn. Trans., vol. viii, p. 41, 1807.

— — BUlw. Des. Cat. Rec. Shells, p. 55, 1817.

Tellina suBOKBicuLAKis. Twt. Concli. Diet., p. 179, 1819.

A.MPHIDESMA PHYSOIDES. Lam. Hist, dcs An. s. Vert., t. v, p. 493, 1818, fide

G. B. Sow.

Kellia suborbicularis. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 57, t. 11, figs. 5, 6, 1822.

— — Flem. Brit. An., p. 430, 1828.

— — Macgill. Moll. Aberd., p. 276, 1843.

— — Thorpe. Brit. JIar. Conch., p. 51, 1844.

— — J. Sowerbtj. Min. Conch., t. 637, fig. 1.

— — Lovln. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 44, 1846.

— — Alder. Cat. Moll. North, and Diirh., p. 93, 1848.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. S7, pi. 18, fig. 9,

a, b, and pi. 0, fig. 4, 1849.

Kellia lactea? Lodn. Ind. Moll. Scaud., p. 44, 1846.
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Tellimya suborbic€Laius. Brown. lUust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 14, figs. 14, 15, 1827.

TeLLIMYA LACTEA? Id. .... pi. 14, figs. 10, 11.

— TENUIS. Id. .... pi. 14, figs. 12, 13.

_ _ Smith. Wern. Trans., vol. viii, p. 45, 1838.

BoRNiA INFLATA. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 14, and vol. ii, p. 11.

Erycina pisum. Scaechi. Catal., p. 6, figs. 1 and 2, 1836.

Spec. Char. Testa tumidct, orhiculato-ohlongd vel suborbiculari, subceqtiilaterali, tenui,

fragili ; striis tenuibus incremeiiti disiinctis ; cardine Udentato, dentibiis lateralibm

remofis.

Shell tumid, roundedly-oblong or suborbicular, nearly equilateral, very thin and

fragile ; smooth or covered with very fine lines of growth ; hinge with two cardinal

teeth in one valve and one in the other, lateral teeth remote.

Diameter, | of an inch.

Locality. Coralline Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Walton Naze.

Recent, Britain, Scandinavia, and Mediterranean.

The animal of this species, which may be considered the type of the genus, has

been examined by Mr. Alder, and a description published in his valuable Catalogue of

the ' MoUusca of the Coast of Northumberland' (page 94), where he has pointed out a

remarkable deviation from the normal form of the liivahia, which in general have the

siphonal tube or tubes, when they exist, placed at the posterior side of the shell, while in

this one, in addition to a short siphon in its natural position, there is a large tube capable

of being projected a considerable distance on the anterior side. The mantle has three

openings, he says, one posteriorly for the usual siphon which scarcely projects beyond

the margin of the shell ; another in front in the form of a tube, which is protruded when

the animal is in a state of activity, to a distance equalling the diameter of the shell; and

the third is for the emission of a long subcylindrically-formed foot, at the base of which

is a small opening and gland for the production of delicate threads or filaments, whereby

the animal is enabled freely to suspend itself in the water to some foreign body

although it is more often found located in the aperture of a rock.

A considerable degree of variation in form may be observed among the shells of

this species in the recent state, but it is more particularly so with those which are

found in the crevices of rocks, which probably in some measure distort or alter the

otherwise natural form of the shell. This species is not by any means common in the

Coralline Crag.

The more general form of my fossils is nearly orbicular, but one specimen (fig. 8, h)

is more transverse, or has a greater diameter from the anterior to the posterior

extremity : the same differences exist in those now found in our own seas. The Red

Crag at Walton Naze has furnished me with one specimen. It is said to range from

low-water mark to a depth of 60 fathoms.
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2. Keli^ia orbicularis, S. IFood. Tab. XII, fig. 9, a— c.

Kei.lia? orbicularis. S. Wood. Catalogue, 18-10.

— — J. Sowerbij. Min. Conch., t. 637, fig. 2, a. 18-4-1.

Spec. Char. Testa miiiutd, orbiculari, tumidd, obliquu, subcequilaterali, clausd;

concentrice et rur/oise striata; latere postico breviore ; dente cardinali unico in utraque

vnlva antefoveam liffamenti ; fovea trianrjulari, obliqud, profunda.

Shell small, orbicular, or spheroidal, inflated, subequilateral, closed ; roughly

striated concentrically ; posterior side the shorter ; one cardinal tooth in each valve

before the ligament; ligamental pit oblique, deep, and of a triangular form.

Diameter, \ of an inch.

Localifi/. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

This is more abundant than the preceding species, and is limited, as far as I

know, to one locality. I have not been able to trace it higher up in the Series,

or nearer to our own time than the Cor. Crag. A shell called Scacchia inversa,

[PhiUppi, En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 27, T. 14, f. 10,) resembles this in some respects,

but difi'ers in others, sufficiently, it is presumed, to be considered specifically distinct,

depending upon the figure and description Ijy Philippi.

The ligament is wholly internal, and the pit for its reception is an obUque,

angular depression beneath or within the dorsal margin, extending backwards to

some distance, with a ridge or ledge for its support. The umbo is prominent, and

there is a considerable obliquity in the shell; an obtuse kind of ridge slopes from the

umbo towards the anterior ventral margin, behind this the shell is a little flattened,

giving a squarish outline by a somewhat straightened ventral margin. The left valve

has the larger tooth, this is situated a little in advance, and not immediately beneath

tlie umbo ; the cardinal tooth of the right valve is placed further backward, and

locks in behind the larger tooth of the opposite valve, making that tooth appear in

some specimens to have a ledge, or another rudimentary one. In the figure of this

species in INIin. Conch., tlie teeth are represented as of equal size, but there is an evident

inequality, neither are they both in the same position, there is no vestige of a tooth

on the posterior margin, in which character it difi'ers from any of the three figures

given by Brown in his ' Illustrations of British Conchology.' Conrad, in his

' American Miocene Fossils,' figures and describes a similar species under the name of

A)nphidesma a-quata, p. G.5, PI. 36, f. 5, but the figure is so inferior, and the descrip-

tion so brief, that it is impossible to institute a fair comparison.

3. Kellia ambigua, Nyst. Tab. XII, fig. 11, a, b.

CoKBiLA AMBIOUA. 2iyst.KaikWfH. Nouv. Recli. Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p.C, pi. 3, fig. -1, 1839.

Erycina AMBioiA. A'y«/. Coq. Foss. dc Belg., p. 89, pi. -J, fig. fi, a, b, 1844.

STRIATUI.A. Id. - ... p. 90, pi. 4, fig. 7, /', c.

Kellia dubia. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 637, fig. 4. a, b, 1S46.

— — Tennunt. Strat. List. Brit. Foss., p. 15, 1847.
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Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ehngato-ovatd, csquilaterali, leviter convexd, laevigata,

vel tenuissime striata; utrinque rotundatd, dente cardimli unico, obtuso ; lateralihus nullis,

foved ligamenti elongatd obliqud.

Shell transverse ovate, equilateral, slightly convex rounded at both extremities,

smooth, or with very fine lines of growth ; hinge with one cardinal tooth, no lateral

teeth, ligamental area elongated, and oblique.

Length, fths. Height, -^-^\hs,. of an inch.

Locality. Coralline Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Walton Naze, and Sutton.

Mam. Crag, Chillesford.

This shell is abundant in the Coralline Crag, but the specimens are generally small,

rarely exceeding half an inch. Fig. 1 1, ^, is from the Red Crag, and measures at least

three quarters of an inch. Among a large number of individuals a considerable varia-

tion may be observed, but these differences are principally in the proportional dimen-

sions, although some specimens have occasionally a more triangular form (fig. \\,a). It

is furnished with one somewhat jirominent but obtuse tooth in the right valve, with a

depression before it, and in the left valve there are two teeth, when perfect, which is

not often the case, one immediately beneath the umbo, erect and compressed, the other

decumbent along the margin and at right angles to the other; the ligamental area slopes

obliquely backwards, forming a thickened ridge, against which it rested. The impressions

by the adductors are large and rather elongated, while that formed by the edge of the

mantle is at some distance within the margin of the shell, and is without any inflection,

and in some thin specimens from the Coralline Crag, fine radiating lines are visible in

the interior.

This is the largest species of Kelha that I am acquainted with, and strongly resembles

in form a shell from the Paris basin, to which it was assigned in my Catalogue ; but

by a comparison with a specimen from the Older Tertiaries of this country, now in the

cabinet of Mr. John D'Urban, and which probably is identical with the Psammotea dubia,

Desh, a material difference is exhibited sufficient to prove them specifically distinct, as

in that shell the ligament is placed on the outside, whereas in ours it is wholly internal.

A recent species from the Coast of Lower California, described and figured by

Conrad in the ' Journal of the Acad, of Nat. Sci.,' Philadelphia, 1850, Art. xxii, p. 279,

pi. 39, fig. 1, under the name of Solecardia eburnea, has a strong generic relationship

with our Crag fossil, although no doubt specifically distinct.

4. Kellia elliptica, Scacchi. Tab. XII, fig. 13, a—c.

Tellina elliptica. Scacchi. Oss. Zool., ii, p. 14, 1833,T

LoKiPEs ELLiPTicus. Scacc/u. Ejusd. Cat., p. 5, fig. 1, J

LuciNA OBLONGA. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 34, t. 4, fig. 1, IS3G.

Kellia flexuosa. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — J. Sowerbij. "Mm. Conch., t. 637, fig. 5, a, 1844.

ScACciiiA ELLIPTICA. Fhil. Eu. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 27, t. 14, fig. 8, 1844.

16
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Spec. Char. 2esfd transversa, ovatd vel ellipticd ; valde incBquildterali, convexd,

IcBvigutd, politd, temii ; antice producta, utrinque rotundatd ; mart/ine dorsali fexuoad

;

cardine valvuld sinistra bidentato ; deiitibus lateralihus nullis.

Shell transverse, ovate or elliptical, convex ; very inequilateral, smooth, glossy, and

thin ; anterior portion much the larger, and rounded at both extremities ; dorsal

margin sinuated ; hinge with two cardinal teeth in left valve ; no lateral teeth.

Lctiijfh, -i'^t\\^- Ih'iffht, ^th of an inch.

Locality. Coralline Crag, Sutton. Recent, Mediterranean.

A large number of this pretty little shell have been obtained at the rich Depot

of Molluscan remains at Sutton, where the two valves are occasionally, though

rarely, found united.

The most distinguishing mark of this species is the peculiar sinuosity of the upper

margin of the shell on each side of the umbo in both valves, but that in tlie right one

is the most conspicuous ; a sinus or rather an indentation at a considerable, but about

an equal distance both before and behind the umbo, received the edge of the margin

of the left valve by which it is a little twisted, thus interlocking and serving the office

of lateral teeth. The hinge is furnished with one obtuse tooth in the right valve with

a deep depression immediately before it ; in the left valve are two teeth, one of which

is somewhat prominent and comjiressed, the other placed at right angles to it and in

a line with tlie margin ; these two, when the valves are closed, occupy a position on

each side of the single tooth of the right valve. The ligamental area is small and

oblique, sloping towards the posterior side ; the muscular impressions are large and

distinct, and the mantle mark without any inflection.

I have not been able to compare my shell with the recent Mediterranean species,

but from the peculiar character of a flexuous margin there cannot lie much doubt of

its identity ; my specimens do not appear quite so large as the one represented by

Philippi.

Scacchi's name is restored upon the authority of M. Philippi.

5. Kelli.\ cycladia, S. Wood. Tab. XL fig. 4, a, h.

KiiLLiA CYCLADIA. S. Wood. Catalogue, lM-10.

— —J. Sowerby. Min. Conch., t. 637, Cg. C, a, lS-1-1.

ScACCHiA OVATA? Phil. Eu. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 27, t. 1-1, fig. 9, IS-ll.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, obliqud, tumidd, ovato-trapezoided, valde inaquilateraii,

tenui, frayili ; margine dorsali intcfferrimo ; antice majiore, postice subrecto ; dente cardinali

unico, dentibus lateralihus nullis.

Shell transverse, oblique, tumid, of an ovale trapezoidal outline ; very inetjuilateral,

thin and fragile ; dorsal margin without any inflection ; anterior side the larger,

posterior nearly straight ; one cardinal tooth and no lateral teeth.

Length, \ of an inch nearly.

Localiti). Coralline Crag, Sutton. Recent, Mediterranean.
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Two or three specimens only of this delicate and fragile shell were all that I

possessed when Mr. Sowerby figured and described it in ' Min. Conch.,' and I am sorry

to say I have seen none in addition to that number. A recent shell from the

Mediterranean above referred to, seems to correspond in most characters with our

own, and I should imagine there was no doubt of the identity, but that the Crag shell

is wholly destitute of lateral teeth, which M. PhiUppi describes as being distinct in

his species. The hinge was probably furnished with one cardinal tooth in the right

valve and two in the left, but in my specimens of both valves they are nearly obsolete.

The recent shell was no doubt in a better state of preservation and more to be de-

pended upon.

Its outward form and absence of all flexuosity in the margin will distinguish this

from the preceding, which probably it resembled in its dentition. In the general

form and fragile texture it much resembles one of the Freshwater Cyclades, whence its

specific name.

Amplddesma equalis, Conrad, ' Amer. Mioc. Foss.," p. 76, PL 43, fig. 9, in outward

form is somewhat like our shell, but the figure, as with A. aqnafa, is not sufficient for

comparison, and the description is too concise to supply the deficiency.

6. Kellia coarctata, iS*. Wood. Tab. XII, fig. 10, «, b.

Kellia coarctata. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Galeomma compressum? Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 19, t. 14, fig. 5, 1844.

Spec. Char. Testa minutd transversa, ohlongd, IcBvigatd, politd, comjjressd, subaqui-

laterali ; antice majiore, dente cardinali unico in utraqtie valvd, lateralibus nullis ; margine

ventrali recto, vcl coarctato.

Shell small, transverse, oblong, smooth, and glossy, compressed nearly equilateral,

anterior side the larger ; hinge with one cardinal tooth in each valve, lateral teeth

none, ventral margin straight, or subsinuated.

Length, -j^^s. Height, \\kv of an inch.

Locality. Coralline Crag, Sutton.

Two or three dozen specimens of this species are in my Cabinet, all from one

locality. The form of the shell is somewhat oblong, rounded at the corners

;

the posterior side is not only the shorter, but is rather narrower ; the dorsal margin of

the anterior side being nearly straight, while the posterior has a gentle slope by which

that side is a little diminished. The exterior in perfect specimens has a beautiful

glossy appearance, and it was probably in the living state a semitransparent shell.

There is one tooth in each valve, that in the right is the larger and more prominent,

behind this is the ligament, placed on an oblong kind of shelf, inclining inwards on the

posterior side, the edge of this shelf is in some intlividuals slightly elevated above the

margin, and might be mistaken for another tooth ; the lines of growth are occasionally

visible but no regular striae, and the impressions of the muscles are not distinguishable.
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In dental characters and position of the ligament it corresponds with some of the

other species included in this genus, and appears to be more closely allied to it, than

to Galeomma in which Philippi has placed his shell, which is considered here with

doubt as an identity.

One specimen of mine has the two valves united, but does not show an opening

at the ventral margin, a character essential to that genus ; there is a twist in the

shell, and the single valve, when laid with its margin downwards, will not touch on all

sides, and this bend in the opposite valve is in the contrary direction, so as to bring

the margins of tlie two i)icces together *at all parts when the valves are closed ; never-

theless there is something about it peculiar to itself as possibly not to belong to either

this or to Galeomma.

7. Kellia pumila, S. Wood. Tab. XII, fig. 15, a, h.

MoNTACCTA PUMILA. S. Wood. Catalogue, 18-40.

Kellia pumila. J. Sowerbi/. Min. Conch., t. 637, fig. 3, 1846.

Testa minima transversa, ovatd, obliqud, tumidd, valde incsquilaterali, Icevigatd, polild;

antice majiore et longiore, utrinque rotundatd; dente cardinali unico, dentihus lateralibus

magnis.

Shell small, transverse, ovate, oblique, tumid, very inequilateral, smooth, and

glossy ; anterior side much the larger and longer, both sides rounded ; hinge with

one cardinal tooth, and two lateral teeth.

Diameter, y uth of an inch.

Localifg. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

This is a very abundant shell at the above locality, where the two valves are

often found united, their large and prominent teeth having kept them in their natural

position.

Without allowing a latitude in variation beyond what we are accustomed to do,

even with such variable species as were the inhabitants of the Crag Seas, this shell

can scarcely be admitted as an identity with the K. rubra, although it bears a close

appro.ximation ; and as the Malacologists have placed the recent shell in Kellia, it is

thought best to follow their example, although it does not strictly accord in its dental

characters with the diagnosis of that Genus.

Our shell is mOre inequilateral than K. rubra, and the hinge is quite at the side,

the umbo being almost terminal, and the posterior lateral tooth then forms nearly a

right angle with the beak and anterior lateral tooth : in the recent shell the hino-e

is much more central, with less of gloss upon the exterior ; ours was perhaps a more

transparent shell, with the teeth rather less distinct: thus differing more from the

Mediterranean shell, according to Messrs. Forbes and Hanley, than from the British

;

there are two prominent lateral teeth, with a central one in the right valve, and

two smaller nearly obsolete lateral teeth in the left valve.
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Turton, in his ' British Bivalves,' p. 258, states the animal of this species to be

viviparous, and that he found many specimens filled with perfectly formed young ones,

similar in habit to the Genus Cydas.

8. Kellia rubra, Montague. Tab. XI, fig. 10.

Caediuii ecbeum. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 83, t. 27, fig. 4, 1803.

— — Mat. and Rack. Liun. Trans., vol. viii, p. 66.

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 24, 1825.

Tellina rubra. Turt. Conch. Diet., p. 168.

Kellia kdbea. Turt. Brit. Biv., pp. 57 & 258, pi. 11, figs. 7, 8, 1822.

— — Flem. Brit. An., p. 430, 1828.

— — Gould. Inv. Massach., p. 60, 1841.

— — Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Couch., p. 51, 1844.

— — Alder. Cat. Moll. North, and Durh., p. 94, 1848.

— — Forh. and Eanl. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 94, pi. 36, figs. 5—7, and

pi. 0, fig. 3, 1849.

Las^a rubra. Brown. Illust. Conch. Gr. Brit., pi. 20, figs. 18, 19, 1827.

BoRNiA SEMINULUM. Fliil. En. MoU. Sic, vol. i, p. 14, pi. 1, fig. 16.

— — Besh. Exped. Scient. Algerie. Moll., pi. 43, figs. 8—11, and pi. 43 A,

figs. 6, 8.

PoRONiA RUBRA. Reclus. Rev. Cuv. ZooL, p. 175, 1843.

— — Hanley in Brit. Mar. Conch. Syst. Ind., p. ssv, 1844.

Spec. Char. Testa vmiutd, ovatd, tumidd, subincBquilaterdli Icevigatd, utrinque rotundatd,

umbonibus prominulis.

Shell small, ovate, tumid, slightly inequilateral, smooth ; both sides rounded,

umbones rather prominent.

Diameter, -pVth of an inch.

Locality. Coralline Crag, Sutton.

Recent, Mediteranean, Britain, North America.

A single slightly injured specimen from the rich Depot of small shells in the

Coralline Crag at Sutton is all that I have been able to obtain ; it seems to have the

essential characters of the recent species, to which it is here referred, and as such

is introduced as an identity, although a few more and better specimens would be

desirable for confirmation : the character in which the preceding species seems most

to differ from the recent shell, and upon which its specific separation was founded, is

its being more inequilateral, and among all my numerous specimens there may be

observed a very general uniformity in that respect. The specimen now under notice has

the hinge more in the centre, placed as in the recent shell, the two lateral teeth forming

a very obtuse angle with the umbo ; they appear rather less in size than those of the

British specimens, and these are said to be less developed than in the Mediterranean shell.

This is said by Mr. Clark (Mag. Nat. Hist., 1849,) to be the most terrestial of

Bivalves, its habitat being generally in Lichina 2^yym(Ba, and that often from ten to

twenty feet above the level of the highest spring-tides.
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MoNTACUTA. Ttirton, 1822.

LiGBLA (sp.). Mont., 1808.

Petricola (sp.). Graij, 1825.

Erycina (sp.). Des/t., 1825 : (sp.) Nijst, 1 844.

Mesodesma (sp.). Loven, 1846.

Generic Character. Shell equivalve, inequilateral, transversely oblong, or obliquely

ovate, generally small and thin : surface smooth, or concentrically striated, and

occasionally with a few radiating ridges. Hinge with two diverging elongated teeth,

more conspicuous in one valve than in the other. Ligament internal, placed in a

triangular fossette : impression by the mantle without a sinus.

Animal oblong, having its mantle open in front, margins not fringed ; without

siphonal tubes (?) ; foot large and broad, furnished with a byssal groove.

The name of this Genus was proposed in honour of Montague, the author of

' Tcstacca Britannica ;' it is not, however, well determined, as two or three species,

the animals of which have undergone a careful examination, so far as their diminutive

forms will permit, seem to present considerable differences, and as far as regards the

shells alone, or their dental characters, the species here included would probably justify

their being separated into different Genera. As the authors of the ' Hist, of Brit.

MoUusca' have made the same observation, and have not ventured to propose a new

Genus where the animals present characters so materially different, it would ill

become the Palaeontologist with only the shells to guide him, to venture upon such

a step.

Shells apparently of this Genus, at least such as present similar dental characters,

have been obtained from the Older Tertiaries of this country by Mr. Edwards ; but

nothing as yet known have been found in any Deposit of a more ancient date. Its

Geographical range is at present limited to the European Seas and the Western Coast

of America.

1. MoNTACUTA BiDENTATA, Montague. Tab. XH, fig. 17, a, fj.

Mya BIDENTATA. Motit. Test. Brit., p. 44, t. 26, fig. 5, 1S03.

— — Mat. and Rack. Linn. Trans., vol. viii, p. 41, 1807.

— — Turt. Concb. Diet., p. 102, 1819.

MoNTACUTA BIDENTATA. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 60, 1822.

— — Gould. Inv. Massach., p. 59, 1841.

— — MacyiU. Moll. Aberd., p. 302, 1843.

— — Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Concb., p. 52, fig. 58, 1844.

— — Alder. Cat. Moll. North, and Durh., p. 95, 1846.

— — Forb. and Hunl. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 75, pi. 18, figs 6,

6o, 1849.

Anatina BIDENTATA. Browit. lUust. Brit. Concb., pi. 11, figs. 8, 9, 1827.
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Tellimya bidentata. Brown. Ilust. Brit. Conch., 2d ed, p. 107, pi. 44, figs. 8, 9.

Petricola — Gray. Aun. of Pbilos., 1825.

— — Hanley. Recent Shells, p. 54.

Erycina — Recluz. Rev. Zool., p. 331, 1844.

— faba. Nijst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 90, pi. 4, fig. 8, a—d, 1844.

Mesodesma exiguum. Loven. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 42, 1846.

Spec. Char. Testa minutd, ohlongo-ovatd, inmqidlaterali, Icevigata, tenui; postice ab-

breviatd, obtuse angulatd, antice productd, rotundatd, vix attenuatd, margine ventrali

et dorsali leviter arcuatis ; dentibus diiobus in utraque valvd; fovea ligamenti media

submibone deniissa.

Shell small, oblong or ovate, inequilateral, smooth, thin ; posterior side short,

obtusely angulated, anterior produced and rounded, scarcely contracted ; dorsal and

ventral margins slightly curved ; two teeth in each valve ; a moderate sized cavity for

the ligament deeply situated beneath the umbo.

Length, -j-\ths of an inch. HeigJd, -|ds the length.

Locality, Cor. Crag, Sutton and Gedgrave.

Red Crag, Walton Naze.

Recent, Britain, Scandinavia, and North America.

Specimens of this species are by no means rare in the Coralline Crag, and I have

found a few in the genuine Deposit of the Red Crag, at Walton Naze. Those from

the latter or newer Formation correspond precisely with the recent shell from our own

seas, and do not exceed it in size. The posterior side is considerably the shorter of the

two, extending about one quarter the distance from the umbo that it does on the other

side : the shell is smooth or very nearly so, and moderately tumid, the anterior or

larger side forms half an ellipse, and the teeth are large and very distinct in the

right valve, the one on the anterior side being the longer ; those in the left valve

are merely an angular elevation of the edge of the margin and inserted, when the

valves are closed, into the depression between the teeth and margin of the right or

opposite valve. The muscles are stated by M. Loven to be large and powerful, but

the impressions left by them in my specimens are very ill-defined, and by no means

deeply seated.

In the recent state as a British species it is not very abundant, and is said by

British Conchologists to be generally found burrowing in very thick valves of dead

Oysters. I have never seen the fossil in such a situation.

2. MoNTACUTA TRUNCATA, S. Wood. Tab. XII, fig. 16, a, h.

MoNTACUTA TEUNCATA. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Spec. Cliar. Testd valde incEqidlaterali, cimeiformi vel siibrhomboided, conipressd, con-

centrice striata; postice brevissimd, angulatd, antice productd, rotundatd, attenuatd;

margine ventrali et dorsali rectiusculis ; dentibus duobus divergentibus, in valvd deootrd

majoribus,foved ligamenti parvd.
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Shell very inequilateral, subrhomboidal or slightly wedge-shaped, compressed

or flattened, covered with concentric striae; posterior side very short, angulated,

anterior produced, slightly contracted, and rounded ; ventral and dorsal margins nearly

straight ; two diverging teeth in each valve, much the larger in the right ; a small

triangular ligamental cavity placed immediately beneath the umbo.

Lenijlh, fths. llcit/ht, \ of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

This species is by no means scarce at Sutton, although valves of the above

dimensions are not very often met with.

There Jire differences in this shell that seem to justify a removal from the pre-

ceding, although it must be confessed it is veiy nearly related, and in the immature

state it is exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to separate them, but what are con-

sidered to be the distinctive characters may be pointed out leaving to future obser-

vation to confirm or refute their identity.

In the recent species {hidentatd), the shell is not only less in size but more

tumid, and nearly smooth, our fossil is compressed, and the body of the

shell much flattened, the posterior side is particularly short and truncate, sloping

direct from the umbo. On the anterior side, whicli constitutes nine tenths of the shell,

the dorsal and ventral margins are nearly straight but not quite parallel, the termi-

nation rounded and narrower, giving a somewhat cuneiform shape to the shell; the

exterior is covered with regular and large concentric striae or lines of growth, and the

ventral portion of the shell is slightly compressed, with an imperfect angular ridge on the

shorter side : the right valve has two large diverging teeth, the posterior one being

the smaller ; between these and immediately beneath the umbo is a small triangular

cavity for the ligament. In the left valve, the margin is elevated into angular

denticles which are inserted, when the valves are closed, between the margin and the

teeth of the opposite valve. Muscular impressions not very distinct.

3. MoNTACUTA SUBSTRIATA, Moiita/jiie. Tab. XII, fig. 12, a, b.

LiGLLA suiisTRiATA. Mont. Test. Brit. Sup., p. -'5, 1S08.

Mya sLiisTKiATA. Billw. Dcsc. Cat. Rcc. Shells, p. 47, 181".

— — Tiirt. Conch. Diet., p. 103, 1819.

_ _ Tr\ Wood. Ind. Test., p. 11, No. 22, 1825.

MoNTACVTA SUBSTRIATA. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. o9, t. 11, figs. 9, 10, 1822.

— — Flem. Brit. An., p. 4(i;J, 1828.

— — S. JJ'ood, Catalogue, 18-10.

— — MacyiU. Moll. Aberd., p. 303, 1843.

— — Lovhi. Ind. MoU. Scand., p. 43, 1S4G.

— — Alder. Cat. Moll. North, and Durh., p. 9fi, 1848.

— — Fori, and Ilanl. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 77, pi. 18, figs. 8,

8fl, and pi. 0. fig. 2, 1849.

Tellimta — Brown, lllust. Brit. Conch., pi. IG, fig. 23, 1827.

EuvciNA — Keclitz. Rev. Zool., p. 330, 1844.

Spii.KMA COSTILATA. Macgill. Moll. Aberd., p. 301, 1843, fide Forb. and Ilanl.
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Spec. Char. Testa minufd, transversa, ohliqud, ovatd, valde incequilaterali, comexd,

politd, tenui, fragili ; antice produdd, utrinque rotundatd ; costatd, costis acutis paucis

;

natibusprominulis ; dente cardinali unico.

Shell small, transverse, oblique, ovate, very inequilateral, convex, glossy, thin and

fragile ; anterior much the larger, both sides rounded ; ornamented with a few small

sharp radiating ribs ; umbones rather prominent ; hinge with one tooth.

Len(/th, xa-ths- Height, { th of an inch.

Localiti/. Cor. Crag, Sutton. Recent, Scandinavia and Britain.

This shell is by no means rare at the above locality. I have not yet seen it as a

fossil in any Formation of a more recent date. It appears to resemble in every respect

the living species, except perhaps it is a little larger. In order to institute a fair

comparison it may be thus more fully described. The posterior side is very short

and rounded, the anterior dorsal margin nearly straight, with a sharp and somewhat

prominent umbo. The shell is glossy externally, covered with radiating distant striae,

or rather small angular ridges, which extend all over the shell, but are most prominent

and conspicuous about the centre, and are more numerous on the older than on the

younger part of the shell, that is, they do not all terminate, or rather, originate at the

beaks ; an intermediate ray is occasionally introduced on the body of the shell, but

on the anterior slope ten or a dozen of these ridges are interposed between two which

proceed direct fropa the umbo : hinge with a tooth in the right valve, placed in the

direction of the dorsal margin anteriorly, having a depression on the upper side of it,

and a similarly formed tooth, with a corresponding cavity in the opposite valve

;

ligamental pit moderately large, sloping obliquely beneath the posterior dorsal margin.

In most of my specimens a slight depression is visible on the exterior, formed by the

contraction of the ventral margin, probably the result of a protruded byssus.

It is considered in the recent state a deep-water animal, ranging from 10 to 140

Fathoms.

4. MoNTACUTA FERRUGINOSA, Montague. Tab. XII, fig. 14, a, b.

Mya FETiKXJGiNOSA. Mont. Test. Erit., Sup., pp. 22 & 16G, t. 26, fig. 2, 1808.

MoNTAcuTA FERRUGINOSA. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. CO, 1822.

— — Alder. Cat. Moll. Nortli. and Durh., p. 96, 1848.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 72, pi. 18,

figs. 5, 5a, bb, 1849.

— — Alder. Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 2d Series, vol. v, p. 210,

pi. 6, B, 1850.

— OBI.ONGA. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 61, t. 11, figs. 11, 12, 1822.

— — Flem. Brit. An., p. 465, 1828.

— — Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 52, 1844.

— — il/flcyiV/. Moll. Aberd., p. 302, 1843._

— GLABRA. Macffill. Moll. Aberd., p. 303, 1843.

— — Thorjie. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 245. 1844.

17
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MoNTACCTA FEERUGINEA. Thorpe. Brit. JIar. Conch., p. 52, fig. 10, 1S44.

— OVATA. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— TENELLA? Lovin. Iiid. JMoU. Scant!., p. 43, 1846.

Tellimva OVATA. Brown. Illust. Brit. Conch., pi. 14, figs. 20, 21, 1827.

— ELLIPTICA. Id. - . . pi. 14, figs. 17, 18, „
— GLABRA. Id. . . - 2d ed., p. 107, pi. 42, figs. 20, 21.

— OVATA. Smith. Mem. Wern. Soc, vol. viii, p. 41, 1838.

Erycina ferkuginosa. liecltic. Rev. Zool. Cuv., p 332, 1844.

S/jec. Char. Testa transversa, ellipticd, convexd, tenui, Icevitjatd vel concentrice striata ,

antice longiore, postice subattenuatd ; marline dorsall et ventrali leviter arcuatis.

Shell transverse, elliptical, convex, thin, smooth, or striated concentrically,

anterior side the longer, posterior slightly attenuated, dorsal and ventral margins

gently curved.

Length, \ an inch. Height, \ of an inch.

Locality, Cor. Crag, Sutton. Recent, Britain and Scandinavia.

This is not an abundant slicll in my Cabinet, a few specimens however are

sufficiently perfect to be fairly compared with tlie recent British shell, and I believe

the dififerences are not more than may be considered as local variations.

Our shell is very transverse, having a length about twice that of its height,

the anterior side occupying about three fifths of the entire shell ; the posterior

side is rather more pointed than in the recent specimens I have compared with,

but in Messrs. Forbes and Hanley's description of the living species, it seems

to have a considerable range in variation, occasionally resembling our own shell

in that character, which appears to be its only difference : in perfect specimens

the exterior is covered with regular concentric striae, and the hinge is formed of an

internal ligament of an angular form, deeply inserted, and sloi)ing towards the pos-

terior side ; a portion of the ligament was probably seen externally, as a small sinus

is formed in the umbo, through which it might have extruded, this pit, or support

for the ligament is thickened at tlic edges, and elevated behind, so as to produce a

sort of denticle in the left valve, and immediately before it is a distinct though not a

prominent tooth, the same appearances are exhibited in the right valve, in which the

tooth is rather more elevated. There are large adductor muscle marks of an ovate

form, and the impression by the mantle is entire.

The animal of this species has been recently examined by Mr. Alder, who has

published his observations in the ' Ann. and Mag. of Nat. Hist.' for the present year,

where he has pointed out a peculiarity in the mantle on the anterior side, by which it

appears, he says, to connect the open-lobed form in Lepton with the anterior tubular

extension of that organ in Kcllia.

Vcr\' extraordinary forms arc assumed by the fleshy covering or mantle in many

of the animals of this group, presenting us with distinctions so apparently anomalous

as to entitle them, if distinguished by that organ alone, to be removed to very distant
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positions, but an evident relationship exists between their shelly exteriors, to separate

which would be a violation to any natural arrangement.

5. MoNTACUTA ? DONAciNA, S. Woocl. Tab. XI, fig. 3, a—c.

MoNTACUTA? DONACINA. S. Wood. Cat. of Crag Shells, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1840.

— ? CYLINDEICA, var. Id.

Spec. Char. Testa minutd, iransversd, donaciformi, compressd, valde inaquilaterali,

lavigatd ; postice brevissimd, margine dorsail rectimculd, margine ventrali convexiusculd

;

cardine edentidd ? fovea ligamenti profundd, obliqud.

Shell small, transverse, compressed, wedge-shaped, very inequilateral, smooth

;

posterior side very short, dorsal margin on the anterior side, nearly straight, ventral

margin convex ; hinge without teeth ? ligamcntal area oblique and deep, inclining

backwards.

Length, \. Height, x^ths of an inch.

Var. cylindrica. Length, \\h. Height, ^th of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Three or four specimens only of this curious shell have been many years in ray

Cabinet, but nothing like it, either recent or fossil, has fallen under my observation,

by which it can be even generically associated, although it appears very closely

allied to this or to the Genus Kellia. My two forms therefore are placed here

provisionally, with the best figures and descriptions their unfavorable condition will

permit, in order to call the attention of future Collectors to their existence.

Figure [h) represents the left valve, which is very flat, and very inequilateral

;

the posterior side being rounded, and scarcely extending beyond the umbo ; nearly

the whole of the shell is on the anterior side, the dorsal margin of which is nearly

straight, but sloping a little from the umbo, the ventral margin convex, becoming

narrower at the anterior side, giving a wedge-shaped form to the outline of the

shell by having a greater height from the ventral margin direct to the umbo; in

the var. /3. (fig. «) also a left valve, it is not so; the posterior side being there

rounded, but not higher than any other part of the shell, and having such difference

only in the outline, I imagine it to be merely a variation, as in all its other characters

there is a specific resemblance. In an imperfect specimen of the right valve are two

small prominences of the edge of the shell, one on each side of the ligamental area,

scarcely deserving the designation of teeth, but perhaps a specimen in a better state

of preservation might have them more developed. The ligament is wholly internal,

placed immediately beneath the umbo in an angularly formed pit, inclining on the pos-

terior side. The exterior is smooth and glossy, with the lines of growth scarcely

visible.
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Cyamium.* F/iiUppi, 1845.

Cyamium? Lovln, 18-10.

TuuTo.NiA? Jlanley, 1849.

Generic Character. Shell ovate, equivalve, inequilateral, closed, small, and thin

:

externally free from ornament. Hinge with two cardinal teeth. Palleal impression

entire. Ligament internal.

This genus has been proposed for a species found in the Antarctic Seas, with an

internal ligament, and was adopted b)' Dr. Loven for the little shell called Mya
purpurea by Montague, which has however been erected into a genus by the Authors

of the ' Hist, of Brit. Moll.' under the name of Turtonia, in consequence of its having

an external li<rament.

Cyamium r eximium, S. Wood. Tab. XI, fig. 5, a, b.

Spec. Char. Testa minima, ovatct, transversa, incequilaterali, Imvigatd, tenui ; postice

lon/jiore, utrinque rotimdatd ; cardine hidentato, uno laterali remoto pone ligamentum ,

fjpici/jus prominentihus.

Shell small, ovate, transverse, inequilateral, smooth and tliin ; posterior side the

larger, both sides rounded. Hinge with two cardinal teeth, and one rcn:otp lateral

tooth behind the ligament ; umborics prominent.

Length, \\h. Height, -^t\\ of an inch.

Locality. Coralline Crag, Sutton.

One specimen of a species that appears to possess characters most in accordance

with the diagnosis of this Genus, is in my Cabinet, and I am induced to place it

here provisionally until some more shall be found, cither to establish its right to

the position, or to remove it ; the desire that everything found in the Crag should

be brought under notice must be advanced as an apology for the introduction of some

few imperfect materials here, as well as elsewhere, in this Monograph.

Our shell has an undoubted right to be specifically removed from Mga purpurea,

Mo/if., though in some of its characters there is a resemblance. The specimen

figured is the left valve ; it has two distinct, rather prominent, soft teeth close to the

umbo on the anterior side of the ligament, one standing at right angles to the length

of the shell, and the other, a larger one, diverging towards the anterior side, with

a sufficient space between them for the insertion of a tooth which the opposite valve is

supposed to possess : behind these teeth is a depression, where it is presumed the

ligament was placed, and if it were so, it must have been wholly internal, and invisible

* Etym. Kt/a'/jiof, a little beau.
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when the valves were closed : behind this ligamental area is a large and somewhat

prominent tooth, which may be called a posterior lateral tooth within the dorsal margin,

and there is a depression outside of it, such as would receive a corresponding elevation

on the edge of the right valve : the posterior side of the shell is the larger, the dorsal

margin of which slopes with a gentle and elegant curve from a rather prominent

umbo, having a rounded extremity, and a gentle convexity in the ventral margin :

the anterior side slopes from the umbo with a straighter line, and is also rounded.

The shell is very thin and fragile, and was probably, when living, a serai-transparent

species. The muscle marks are wholly invisible.

Cryptodon.* Turton, 1822.

TnYASiUA. Leach, MS., 1818, fide Lam.

Thyatiii.1.. Id. MS., 1819, fide Jeffreys.

Thiatisa. Id. MS., 1819, fide Gray.

Bequania. Id. MS., fide Brown.

Venus (sp.). Bon., 1801.

Tellina (sp.). Mont., 1803.

AxiNUS. J. Sowerby, 1821.

— Lorin, 1846.

Ptychina. Phil., 1836.

Thiatyra. G. B. Sow., Jr., 1842.

Generic Character. Shell equivalved, subequilateral, tumid, thin, subhyaline, and

closed : hinge with a single obtuse, or somewhat obscure tooth in each valve

;

no lateral teeth. Ligament semi-internal, placed in a linear depression beneath the

dorsal margin : impressions of the adductor muscles indistinct, that by the mantle

without a sinus.

Animal with an open mantle, but no prolonged siphons, foot long, subcylindrical,

and tubular, with a clavate extremity.

The Authors of the ' Hist, of Brit. Moll.' have included this in the Genus Luciiia,

but the animal of the one species that has been examined, appears to present

differences sufficient to entitle it to Generic distinction, and the characters of the

shell are so decidedly dissimilar, that a separation seems to be required.

There are several claimants for the honour of distinguishing this as a Genus,

and the strict right of priority is somewhat difficult to determine. Leach, in his

indiscriminate establishment of Genera, proposed several names, some of which were

put in print, and he may perhaps be the one most justly entitled. The name by

Sowerby has scarcely a better claim, as merely the exterior of the shell has been

observed, and the position of the ligament not clearly indicated, as Turton is next in

chronological order, his name is here employed.

Species strictly belonging to this genus have not been described from any

Formation of an older date than the Tertiaries, the shell called Axinus ohscurus, from

the Magnesian Limestone, belongs to a different group, and has already been made

a genus of by Professor King, under the name of ScJdzodics.

* Etyru. KpiiTTTw, Idddeu, ohuin, a tooth.
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1. Cryptodon sinuosum, Donovan. Tab. XII, fig. 20, a, b.

Venus sinuosa. TJon. Brit. Shells, t. 42, fig. 2, 1801.

Tellina flexcosa. 'Mont. Test. Brit., p. 72, 1803.

— — Mat. and Rack. Liun. Trans., vol. viii, p. 56, 1807.

— — Turt. Conch. Diet., p. 17", 1819.

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 22, pi. 4, fig. 78, 1825.

Amphidesma FLExnosA. Lam. Hist. Nat. des An. s. Vert., t. v, p. 492, 1818.

TnvASiUA FLEXUOSA. " Leach, MS.," Lam. Loc. cit. Sup., t. v, p. 492, 1818.

LuciNA siNCATA. Lam. Loc. cit., t. V, p. 543, 1818.

— — Brown. Illust. Brit. Conch., pi. 17, figs. 4, 6, 1827.

— SINUOSA. Forbes. Report on /Egean Invert., p. 182, 1843.

— — Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 74, 1844.

— FLEXUOSA. Flem. Brit. Ann., p. 442, 1828.

— — Gould. Invert. Massach., p. 71, fig. 52, 1841.

— — Forb. and nanl. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 54, pi. 35, fig. 4, 1849.

— — Reeve. Conch. Icon. Lucina, pi. xi, fig. 62.

— Sarsii. Id. - - - pi. ix, fig. 52.

— GooDHALU. J. Sow. Geol. Trans., 2d Ser., vol. v, pi. 8, fig. 7, 1834.

Cryptodon flexuosum. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 121, pi. 7, figs. 9, 10, 1822.

— — Broum. Illust. Brit. Concli., 2d ed., pi. 39, figs. 4, 5.

— — MoUer. Ind. ;\IolI. Groenl., p. 20, 1842.

_ _ Jlder. Cat. Moll. Korth. and Durh., p. 91, 1847.

ff/
— BisiNUATu:f(. S. TJ'ood. Catalogue, ISAO.p '-tf-

I Ptyciiina biplicata. FUl. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 15, t. 2, fig. 4, 1836.

AxiNUs UNiCARiNATUS. Nxjst. Rech. Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p. 6, pi. 1, fig. 22, 1835.

— Benedenii. Be Koninck. Des. Coq. Foss. Arg. Boom, p. 35, pi. 11, figs. 2, 3,

1837.

— angulatus. Nyst (not Sowerby). Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 141, pi. 0, fig. 13, 1844.

— — Michel. Desc. des Terr. Mioc. de I'ltal. Septen. (Haarlem Trans.),

p. 118, pi. 4, figs. 23, 23*, 1847.

— FLEXuosus. Lovin. Ind. Moll. Seand., p. 38, 1846.

— Sarsii. Id. - • - p. 38, „

»S/y('C. Cliar. Testa ovato-orhiculari vel suhhexagond, lavir/atd, tenui, mbpcllucidu,

Imiiidd, subaqinlateru ; latere jjofitico /nplicato, maryinc vcntrali produdo, lunula cordato-

ovatd, mai/nd, impressd.

Shell ovatcly orbicular, with an in'cgularly hexagonal outline, smooth, thin and

subpellucid, tumid, and nearly equilateral; posterior side with two folds or furrows,

ventral margin produced, and a large and deeply impressed heart-shaped lunule.

Diameter, \ an inch.

LocaWij. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Recent, .I'^gcan Sea, Britain, Scandinavia, and North America.

This species is not at all abundant. There is no doubt of its identity with the recent

British shell, and I have given it as an inhabitant of the North West Coast of

America, upon the authority of that accurate observer, Dr. Gould. A specimen
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obligingly presented to me by Professor E. Forbes, obtained by him in the Mgean

Sea, does not offer the slightest difference that could be considered as specific.

The recent shell is nearly transparent in its young state, becoming a little

thickened when full grown, and then only the true form of the muscular impressions

can be observed, that upon the anterior side is somewhat elongated, and within the

mantle mark, but has not the band-like form of the true Lucina : the exterior is

smooth, with the exception of rather rough lines of growth, and in the centre of the

shell there is somewhat of a flattened space, which gives one side of a hexagon to

the ventral margin, there are two distinct depressions or sinuses on the posterior

side, and the dorsal margin of the shell is produced so as almost to cover over the

ligament, which might otherwise be called external, as it acts over a small fulcrum,

and opens the valve by its contraction ; there is one obtuse tooth in the right valve

at the anterior termiiiation, or rather commencement of the ligament, with a

corresponding depression in the left valve, and the umbo curves a little towards the

anterior, over its large and deep lunule.

Axinns angulatus of 'Min. Conch.' T. 315, is decidedly different, but the older

Tertiary shell ^'Lucina GoodhalUl" from Hampstead, appears so strongly to resemble

our species, that I cannot consider their trifling differences to be more than the result

of locality, or of other conditions, and in examining many specimens of this shell

in the rich Cabinets of my friends, Messrs. Edwards and Wetherell, I could come

to no other conclusion, though all the specimens yet obtained have the two valves

so closely united, that their external characters alone are visible. The principal

difference appears to be in a rather more rounded outline to the older shell, which

has also less deeply pi'oduced folds or sinuses on the posterior side, but in the

examination of a specimen from Boom, in the Cabinet of Sir Charles Lyell, these

posterior sinuses were more strongly marked than in our Crag shell, with a rather

larger and deeper lunule, while the specimen itself exceeded in magnitude any of

my own, and judging from the figure and description of the Scandinavian ^heW Jxinus

Sarsii, Loven, it does not appear to vary sufficiently to be considered specificallv distinct.

It is quoted by Nyst as a fossil from Bordeaux.

2. Cryptodon ferruginosum, Forbes. Tab. XII, fig. 19, a, h.

Cryptodon rotundatum. )S. Wood. Catalogue, 18-10.

Kellia FEREUGiNOSA. Forbes. jEgean Invert. Rep. Brit. Assoc, p. 192, 1843.

Aetemis ? — Jeffreys. Aim. Nat. Hist., vol. xix, p. 313.

Clausina — Id. - - - vol. XX, p. 18.

— abyssicola. Id. - - - - p. 18.

— Croulinensis. Id. - - - - p. 19.

Lucina ferruginosa. Forb. and Hani. Ilist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. GO, pi. 34, fig. 1, 1849.

Spec. Char. Tenia 7ninimd, rotimdafo-ovafd, obliqvd, subaquilaterali, Imiidd, Icevigutd,

tenui,fra(/ili ; latere postico obsolete uniplicato ; dente cardinali imico, obtiiso.
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Shell small, roundedly ovate, oljlique, subequilateral, tumid, smooth, thiu, and

fragile ; posterior side with one obsolete fold or furrow, one obtuse cardinal tooth.

Diameter, ^th of an inch.

Locality. Coralline Crag, Sutton. Recent, North Britain, and /Egcan Sea.

This is not an abundant fossil, and I have only met with it in the rich Depot

at Sutton.

When my Catalogue was compiled this species had not been recognised in the

recent state, and the name then proposed for it being without description, or anything

by which it could be identified, must give way to the subsequent one of Professor

Forbes. In comparing our fossil with the specimens now obtained in the British Seas,

no essential difference can be detected, and there is little doubt of their identity, and

when it is considered that the recent shell has been separated into three distinct

species, more than ordinary range in variation may be expected ; the fossil is,

however, free from the ferruginous covering which obscures some of the characters of

the living shell ; the Authors of the ' Hist, of Brit. Moll.' after uniting the three

species of Mr. Jeffreys, describe their shell as entirely without a fold, but in the most

perfect specimens of our fossil may be seen an obscure inflection upon the posterior

side, which is here considered to constitute one of its most determinable characters,

and has always been in my Cabinet under the MS. name of Criiptodon, from that

resemblance. In the few specimens that I possess no great variation is observable ;

the general form is ol^liquely orbicular, the diameter rather greater when measuring

from the umbo to the ventral margin than from the anterior to the posterior side,

and in some specimens the outline shows a decided pentangular form. There is one

obscure tooth in each valve, like that in the preceding species, and the ligament is

placed in a depression beneath the dorsal margin, so that it must have been nearly

hidden when the valves were united ; the anterior muscle mark is large, and of

an ovate form, and not band-like as in Lucina. This shell has much the aspect of

Kellia, and might, without much violence to classical arrangement, be placed there,

or at least, judging from the characters of the shell alone, it appears to have a

nearer relationship to that genus than to Lucina. In the living state it has onl)'

been met with as a deep-water shell, both from the .Kgoan and the North British

Seas, ranging from 20 to 100 fathoms.

LoRiPES,* Foil, 1791.

LORIPES—LOUIPODERMA. Voh.

Tf.llina (sp.). Linn.

A.MPiiiDESMA (sp.). Lam., 1818.

TuiATisA (sp.). Leach, 1819,

LiGULA. Menke, 18.30,

UXGULINA. liosc, 18U'2.

Taras? Risso., 1826.

Ifide Gray.

* Etyni. Lorum, n strap, atiJpe*, a foot.
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Generic Character.—Shell orbicular, subequilateral, equivalve, lenticular; smooth

or striated externally. Hinge with one or two cardinal and two lateral teeth ; the

latter sometimes obsolete. Muscular impressions unequal, anterior one the longer,

mantle mark without a sinus. Ligament internal.

Animal of the form of the shell, mantle open in front, with the margins crenulated

;

foot subcylindrical, crooked, club-shaped at the extremity, one siphon.

Although the animal is closely allied to Litcina, it appears to be entitled to

generic distinction, on account of the difference of position m regard to the liga-

ment, being wholly internal, whereas in the other it is placed externally upon a ledge

or fulcrum ; the reported difference in the siphonal opening is also an additional

reason for the separation.

This is a recent genus, and its age, as far as it is known to me, does not extend

beyond the Middle Tertiaries.

1. LoRiPES DivARicATA, Linnaus. Tab. XII, fig. 4 a, h.

Tellina DIVARICATA. Lhin. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1120, No. 70, 1/67.

— — ? 7F. Wood. lud. Test., p. 23, pi. A, fig. 87, 1825.

— DiGiTATtiA. ¥oli. Test. utri. Sic, vol. i, p. 47, t. 15, fig. 15, 1791.

Cardium arcuatum. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 85, pi. 3, fig. 2, 1803.

—

•

— Mat. and Rack. Linn. Trans., vol. viii, p. 67, 1807-

LuciNA arcuata. Flem. Brit. An., p. 442, 1828.

— — 'Reeve. Conch. Icon. Lucina, pi. 11, fig. 61.

— DIVARICATA. Woodward. Geoi. of Norf., p. 43 (not reference).

— — Galeotti. Mem. de I'Acad. Roy. de Brux., t. xii, p. 157, No. 137,

pi. 3, fig. 18, 1835.

— — Fori), and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 52, pi. 35, fig. 3, 1849.

— TRIFARIA. Krynecki. Bull, des Nat. de Mosc, p. 62, No. 11, 1837. Sec. Midd.

— COMMBTATA. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 32, t. 3, fig. 15, 1836.

— — Forbes. Rep. ^Egean Invert., p. 182, 1843.

— — Middendorjf. Malacozool. Ross., p. 566, (Me'm. de I'Acad. des Sci.

de St. Petersb., 1849.)

— N. S. allied to divakicata. G. Sow. and S. Wood. Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. ui,

p. 325, 1839.

LoRiPES UNDULAUIA. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Sjjec. Char. Testa orhiculari, subcequilaterali, convexd, bifariam oblique striata, divari-

catd, cardine dentibus lateralibus mimito ; margvie mimitissme crenulatd.

Shell orbicular, nearly equilateral, ornamented with oblique divaricating striae

;

hinge furnished with lateral teeth, and the margin very finely crenulated.

Diameter, \ an inch nearly.

Locality. Red Crag, Sutton.

Mam. Crag, Bramerton. Recent, Mediterranean, Britain.

This species appears first in the Red Crag, where it is very scarce, but I believe it

is rather more plentiful in the Mam. Crag, though not very abundant there : as a

18
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recent British shell it is one of our rarest species. In a comparison with Montague's

specimen, now in the British Museum, I was not able to detect the slightest

difference.

Our shell may be further described as very nearly orbicular, though in some

specimens, from a slight prominence of the umbo, the diameter is rather greater in

height : the hinge is furnished with one rather obtuse and angular tooth in the right

valve, and two lateral teeth, the posterior one is the more distant ; in the left valve are

two diverging cardinal teeth, with two lateral indentations corresponding to the teeth of

the o])positc valve, and the ligament is placed behind the cardinal teeth in an oblique

fossette : the adductor muscle marks are slightly unequal : the anterior one is somewhat

elongated, but it has not the band-like form of the true Lvcina : that by the mantle

is quite entire : the interior is often furnished with numerous radiating striae, and the

margin in very perfect specimens is finely crcnulated. The exterior is ornamented

with diverging or divaricating stripe, or rather ledges varying from 25 to 30, they are

slightly undulatory and have the ledge or elevate d part on the upper side or towards

the umbo, and are crossed by the lines of growth : the divergence is from an imagi-

nary line a little on the anterior side, at an angle generally of about 100°.

This is the only species with these peculiar markings that I have seen : the shell

from the Older Tertiaries, which is abundant in the Hordwell Cliff, has the ligament

placed wholly externally upon a projecting fulcrum, and the species from Bordeaux,

with the same specific name, differs in the like character, as also do the West Indian

shells.

There arc, probably, several species possessing these diverging and curving

radiations, all of which have been united under the name of divaricata, and a long

extension of Geological Age, as well as a wide Geographical distribution, have been

given in consequence. The common West India shell, and the Older Tertiary fossils,

also belonu; to the true Lucina.'»

LuciNA,* Brugidtre, 1792.

Venus (sp.). Linn.

Tellina (sp.). Mont., 1803.

CYR.'vcu.i:.\. Leach, MS., 1819, fide Gray.

Myrte.v. Turt., 1822.

Pn.\coiuEs. Blainv., 1825.

Ortygia (sp.). Brown, 1827.

Generic Character. Shell equivalve, generally equilateral, lenticular, compressed,

occasionally tumid ; surface more or less ornamented with concentric striae or

elevated ridges, sometimes with radiating striae or costae. Hinge usually with two

diverging cardinal teeth in each valve, and two lateral teeth, which in some species

* Etym. .V Proper Name.
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become obsolete : anterior muscular impression of a ligulate or elongated form.

Palleal impression without a sinus. Ligament external.

The animal of this genus is described as having its mantle open in front, and

fimbriated edges ; very short siphonal tubes, with a long cylindrically-formed foot.

The genus as here restricted is intended to include all those species which have

an external ligament, of which the Venus borealis of Linnaeus may be considered the

type. This appears to form a distinct group, characterised by a differently formed

anterior muscle, which the mantle seems to envelope, and the impression is isolated

within : the edge of the mantle extending up to the anterior part of the adductor,

and not on the posterior edge where the line of the mantle mark, in most of the

Bimyaria, connects the two muscles.

1. LuciNA BOREALIS, Lhinceus. Tab. XH, fig. 1 a, b.

Venus borealis. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1134, No. 143, 1767.

— — Bon. Brit. Shells, vol. iv, t. 130, 1803.

— EXOLETA ^QUiLATERA. Chem. Cotich. Cab., t. vii, p. 22, t. 38, fig. 406, 1784.

— SPURIA. Gmel. Syst. Nat., p. 3284, No. 72, 1788.

— — Dillw. Desc. Cat. Rec. Shells, p. 194, 1817.

— ciRCiNATA? Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 552, t. 14, fig. 6, 1814.

Tellina radula. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 68, 1803.

— — W. Wood. Ind. Test., p. 21, pi. 4, fig. 71, 1825.

LuciNA radula. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 116, 1822.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, p. 35, t. 3, fig. 17, 1836.

— — Gould. Invert. Massach., p. 69, 1841.

— — Macgill. Moll. Aberd., p. 255, 1843.

— — Bekaij. Nat. Hist. New York ZooL, pi. 26, fig. 274, 1843.

— ALBA. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 114, t. 7, figs. 6, 7, 1822.

— ANTiauATA. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 557, fig. 2, 1827=

— — Woodward. Geol. of Norf., p. 43, 1833.

— — Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 128, pi. 6, fig. 7, a, b, 1844.

— CONTRACTA? Sfiij. Journ. Acad. Nat. Sc, vol. iv, p. 145, pi. 10, fig. 8.

— — ? Conrad. Am. Mioc. Foss., p. 40, pi. 20, fig. 5, 1838.

— FLANDRICA. Ni/st. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 127, pi. 6, fig. 6, a, b, 1844.

— BOREALIS. Lovcn. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 38, 1846.

— Alder. Cat. MoU. North, and Durh., p. 91, 1848.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 46, pi. 35, fig. 5, and

pi. M, fig. 6, 1849.

— MiTis. Woodward (not Sow.). Geol. of Norf., p. 43, 1833.

Spec. Char. Testa orhiculari, lentictdari, compressiusculd ; striis concentricis nume-

rosis, erectis, ajjproximatis vel distantibus ; antice rotundafd, posfice subquadratd, hmidd

lanceolatd, cardine bidentato.

Shell orbicular, lenticular, somewhat compressed, covered with numerous con-

centric, erect striae or ridges, close or distant : anterior side rounded, posterior of a

squarish outline, lunule small, elongate, hinge with two cardinal teeth.
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Diameter, l^ths of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Rarasholt, Sudbourn, and Gedgrave.

Red Crag, Passim.

]\Iam. Crag, Postwick and Thorpe.

Recent, Mediterranean, Britain, Scandinavia, and North America.

This is one of our most abundant shells in the Coralline as well as in the

Red Crag.

In the young state, it is nithcr less equilateral than in the adult, and has

comparatively a larger and deeper lunule, with the teeth more distinct and prominent.

It is nearly orbicular, though sometimes there is a trifling difference in the dimensions,

the diameter from the anterior to the posterior side exceeding that from the umbo to

the ventral margin, and vice versa. In the right valve are two cardinal teeth, one

large and l)ifid, the other small and simple, with a prominent lateral tooth on the

anterior side, and in the left arc also two cardinal teeth, one simple and the other

bifid, but their positions are reversed, the bifid one in the left being the anterior, with

a corresponding lateral tooth on that side. The interior is often strongly marked with

radiating striae, most distinct beyond the edge of the mantle mark : there are two deep

impressions by the adductor muscles, the posterior of an ovate form, the anterior one is

much elongated, being as it were bipartite, that nearest the anterior lateral tooth of

the usual form, with a ligulate prolongation down to near the middle of the shell ; in

addition to which, in the interior about the centre is a banded impression extending

half way across tlie shell, in a direction at right angles to the ligamental fulcrum, as

if the mantle had there a division. In some specimens, the exterior is covered witli

close-set lamellated striae, and the shell is somewhat tumid, while in others the shell is

flat or much compressed, and the concentric markings distant. A little inflection is

always to be seen on the posterior side, producing a more or less distinctly marked

sinus, and both sides are generally a little elevated, giving the shell the appearance of

being high-shouldered. A small but distinct lunule is visible, curving strongly near

the umbo, which gives to the young shell a comparatively larger mark there than

when it is full grown. This shell is said in the recent state to have a range from

low water-mark to the depth of 90 fathoms.

2. LuciXA CRENULATA, S. frood. Tab. XII, fig. 7 a, b.

Llcina CKENULATa. S. Wood. Catalogue, 18-10.

— STRIATUI/A? iVy«<. Recli. Coq. Foss. ile lloesselt et Kl. Sp., p. .">, No. II, pi. I,

fig. 11, 1836.

— ? Nyst. Coq. Foss. Belg., p. 131, pi. 6, fig. 9, a—c, 18-l-J.

— DEXTATA? Goldf. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 230, t. N7, fig. 1.

— CRENULATA. Coiirad. AiiKT. Mioc. Foss., p. 39, pi. 'I'd, fig. '1.

Spec. Char. Testa purvd orbiculari, aqiiilaterali, convexu, concentrice striata, striis

numerosis confertis, lunula, iinpressd, clonffato-ovatd ; dentibm lateralibm distinctis; marffine

crennlatd.
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Shell small orbicular, equilateral, convex, concentrically striated, strife close-set,

and numerous ; an ovate impressed lunule ; lateral teeth distinct ; margin crenulated.

Diameter, \ of an inch.

Localifi/. Coralline Crag, Sutton.

This species is exceedingly abundant, but restricted, as far as I have seen, to one

locality, where, from the prominence of the lateral teeth, the valves are sometimes

found united.

Our shell is furnished with one cardinal, obtuse, ti-iangularly formed tooth in the

right valve, and a distinct and distant lateral tooth on each side : in the left valve

are two cardinal diverging teeth, with a triangular space between them, also two

lateral teeth : anterior muscle mark large, but not very narrow. The striae upon

the exterior are rounded, and about as broad as the spaces between them, and

the posterior side is marked with an obscure ridge, produced by a slight inflection of

the margin on that side, and at the ridge the striae often bifurcate, being less

numerous upon the inflected portion.

A shell in my Cabinet from Bordeaux, which I presume to be Lucina dentata. Bast.,

appears to differ from the Crag shell in several characters, it is more tumid, rather

wider in a contrary direction to our shell, and is more finely striated externally,

and has not so distinct a ridge on the posterior side ; the anterior tooth is the

more prominent in our shell, and the inside has fine radiating striae, which I do

not observe in Basterot's sjiecies ; in ours the ligament is wholly external, placed

on a prominent fulcrum ; in the Bordeaux shell it is internal, placed obliquely beneath

the umbo, and if I am right in the species, belongs to the genus Loripes.

Lucina striahila, Nyst, may possibly be the same as our shell, though it is distinctly

stated by that author to have the margin free from crenulations, but, judging from the

localit}^, his shell may perhaps belong to the older or Bordeaux species.

From the description and figure of the American fossil by Conrad, I presume his

shell to be the same species. We have seen the preceding (boreulis) to have a range

from the Mediterranean to the Coast of the United States, and there is great proba-

bility that the fossil from the Upper Tertiaries of that side of the Atlantic is identical

with our own ; it is somewhat singular the author should have chosen for his shell

the same name under which the Crag species had passed in my Catalogue, and the

coincidence is perhaps the more remarkable, the American fossil having been obtained

from Sufi"olk, in Virginia.

3. Lucina decorata, 8. Wood. Tab. XII, fig. G «, h.

Lucina saUAMOSA? Goldf. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 230, t. 14", fig. 3, a, h.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ovatd, inrnquilaterali, crassd, striis radiantibus, et

decussantihus ornatd; limuld magna, lanceolatd ; cardine unidentato, dentibus lateralibus

perspicuis : umbonibus prominentibus.
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Shell transverse, ovate, inequilateral, thick, and strong ; ornamented with radiating

striae, decussated by concentric ridges ; a large elongated lunulc ; hinge with one

cardinal tooth and two lateral teeth in each valve : umbones prominent.

Length, \ of an inch. Height, -j^ths of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

This is by no means an abundant shell, and the above dimensions are to the

full amount of my largest specimen.

It is a pretty species, covered externally with large obtuse rays, or depressed ribs,

they are but few in number in the young state, increasing as the shell enlarges by the

introduction of an intermediate ray, sometimes diverging in pairs ; they are crossed

I)y large obtuse ridges, or thickened lines of growth, placed sometimes in pairs,

generally more irregular ; the shell is nearly oval, but the anterior side is much the

larger of the two, the umbo is elevated, and immediately beneath it is one triangular,

sub-bitid tooth in the right valve, with two distinct, nearly equidistant lateral teeth,

and in the left valve are two, diverging on each side of the triangular space, for

the reception of the one of the right valve, with two lateral teeth : the rays are

visible w ithin the shell, and the muscle marks are not very deeply seated : the

anterior one is elongated, though not strictly of that ligulate or tongue-shaped

form so characteristic of the true Luciiiu. Tdlina reticulata, Poll. {Lucinu pecten,

Phil., 'En Moll. Sic.,' p. 31, T. 3, fig. 14), slightly resembles our shell, but it has finer

and more numerous rays, and is more orbicular.

Some time since I sent over to M. Deshayes a few specimens of three or four

species, thought to bear a very close resemblance to those of the Paris basin,

requesting he would be kind enough to compare them with his own types ; and since

the first part of my MS. had gone to press, I have received a communication from that

gentleman, who has obligingly complied with my request. He says: "J'ai examine

avcc la plus grande attention vos trois espcccs Lucina squamosa, Erycina miliaria, and

Nucula miliaris, avec les types qui me restait dans ma collection ct il resulte pour moi

de cet examen repete un grand nombre de fois, qu'aucune de vos especes n'est

parfaitment identique avec celles di" notre bassin Parisien. Ces especes et les

notrcs ont entre elles de grandes resemblances mes elles offrent aussi des differences

constantcs."

The means of determination possessed by M. Deshayes are probably sufficient

to enable him justly to separate the Crag shell from the Older Tertiary species, and

I have given a new name to our fossil upon such decision ; and in consequence of the

above opinion so strongly expressed, I have re-examined my own Crag specimens of

Nuciiiella miliaris with what I have considered as the same species from the Paris

basin in my own Cabinet, but with a high respect for the opinion of that able naturalist,

I cannot reconcile myself to the belief, that the differences observable between the two

are sufficiently prominent to justify a specific removal for the British fossil.
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DOUBTFUL.

4. LuciNA COLUMBELLA, Lamarck.

LuciNA COLUMBELLA. Lam. Hist, des An. s. Vert., t. v, p. 543, No. 15, 1818.

— — Basterot. Mem. Geol. des Env. de Bord., p. 86, pi. 5, fig. 11, 1825.

— — Bromt. Lethsea Geogn., p. 959, t. 37, fig. 15, a—d, 1837.

— — Dujard. Mem. de la Soc. Geol. de France, torn, ii, pt. 2, p. 258,

1837.

— — Dubois de Mont. Foss de Wolhyn., p. 57, pi. 6, figs. 8— II, 1831.

— — G. B. Sowerhy. Genera of Shells, No. 27, fig. 6.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic., vol. ii, p. 26, 1844.

— — Reeve. Conch. Icon. Lucina, pi. 6, fig. 30.

— vuLNERATA. Be France, sec. Basterot.

Three specimens of this species are among the Red Crag Fossils in the Wood-

wardian Museum at Cambridge ; and as it will be seen by the above references, it

was an inhabitant of the Seas which deposited the Bordeaux Beds, found also in the

Faluns of Touraine, in the Plateau Wolhyni-Podolien, and according to Philippi, has

been obtained at Sortino, in the Val di Noto, it is very possible it may have had

an extension into the Red Crag, more especially as a shell resembling this (probably

only a variety) is still a living species on the N. W. Coast of Africa.

No satisfactory information respecting these so called Red Crag specimens could,

however, be given by any of the gentlemen connected with the Cambridge Museum,

although Professor Sedgwick says he believes them to be true Crag shells, but being

myself unable thoroughly to examine their lithological character, and never having

seen the same species in any other Collection of Crag Fossils, and in the absence of all

knowledge of their correct locality, they must, at least for the present, be considered

as not strictly entitled to a place in the undoubted Fauna of that Period.

DiPLODONTA,* Broivi. 1831.

Tellina (sp.). Mont., 1803.

Mysia (sp.). ZeacA, MS., 1819. Brown, 1827.

Venus (sp.). Broc. Nysf.

Lucina (sp.). Def. Desk.

DiPLODONTA. Bronn., 1831.

Sph.erella? Conrad, 1838.

Generic Character. Shell somewhat thin, more or less orbicular, equivalve sub-

equilateral, externally smooth, or slightly marked by lines of growth, umbones not

very prominent. Hinge composed of two cardinal teeth in each valve, the anterior

one in the right valve simple, the other bifid, and the reverse in the left, no lateral

* Etym. AittXo'os, double, ihois, a tooth.
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teetli. Ligament external, no lunule. Impressions by the adductors ovate ; mantle

mark without a sinus.

Animal of the form of the shell, with its mantle closed all round, except in front,

through which a lanceolate-shaped foot is protruded: margin of the mantle with

plain edges. Siphons are said to be wholly wanting.

Our recent British sjjecies has been examined by Mr. Clark, who has pointed out

an apparent anomaly by which it differs from the generality of IJimi/aria, in being

wholly destitute of anything resembling siphonal tubes, and without an orifice, except

the pedal one, he says, for the admission of water to sustain the functions of life.

Its position among the Luchiida is at present considered doubtful by the

Malacologists, in consequence of this anomalous character in regard to the mantle

;

the shell, however, so strongly resembles many of the species of this group, that

no other position seems so appropriate.

1. DiPLonoNTA ROTUNDATA, Montague. Tab. XII, fig. ^ a,b.

Tkllina uotundata. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 70, t. 2, fig. 3, 1803.

— — Mat. and Rack. Linn. Trans., vol. viii, p. jG, 1807.

— — W. Wood. lud. Test., p. 22, pi. 4, fig. 77, 1825.

JIysia kotundata. Drown. Illust. Brit. Conch., pi. 16, fig. 11, 1827.

— — Id. Conch. Text. Book, p. 132, pi. 17, fig. 6, 1837-

— MoNTAGUi. Leach, MS., fide Brown.

LuciNA UOTUNDATA. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 114, pi. 7, fig. 3, 1822.

— — Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 73, 1844.

—

•

— Forbes. Report on iEgean Invert., p. 180, 1843.

— — Brown. Brit. Conch., 2d cd., pi. 40, fig. II.

— — Reeve. Conch. Icon. Llcixa, pi. vii, fig. 3C.

PsAMMOBiA ROTUNDATA. Flem. Brit. An., p. 438, 1828.

DiPLODONTA KOTUNDATA. Phil. En. MoU. SIc, vol. ii, p. 24, 1841.

— — Forb. and Ilanl. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. CO, pi. 35, fig. C,

and pi. M, fig. 7, 1849.

Spec. Char. Testa suborbictilari vel trapezoidea, incBquilaterali, posticc latiore et

longiore, suhquadratd, antice rotundatd; apicibus promimilis ; margine dorsali fere rec-

tilineo: cardine bidoifafo.

Shell suborbicular, or of a roundedly traj)czoidal form, inequilateral, posterior side

the longer, broader, and somewhat square, anterior rounded, with slightly prominent

umboncs : dorsal margin nearly straight : hinge with two teeth.

Length, 1 ^th of an inch.

Locality. Coralline Crag, Sutton, Ramsholt, Sudbourn, Gedgrave.

Red Crag, Sutton. Recent, Mediterranean, and British Seas.

This is a shell exceedingly abundant in the Coralline Crag, where specimens

may be obtained from nearly 1^ inch in diameter to those which are less than ^th

of an inch. In the Red Crag it is also found, but less abundantly. The hinge in
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both valves is furnished with two teeth, one simple, the other bifid, the simple one is

placed before the umbo in the right valve, and the bifid one is anterior in the left,

while the ligament occupies a position wholly external, and is deeply inserted

:

the muscle marks are large and well impressed, of an oblong form, with the mantle

mark entire : numerous fine radiating strife are often visible in the interior, like some

of the Lucinee, the outside is what may be called smooth, having only the irregular

lines of increase. The shell is somewhat flattened, though occasionally tumid, more

especially on the posterior side.

I have followed Philippi in assigning the Mediterranean shell to this species, as

he has done in his second volume, the figure in the first volume moi'e resembles the

next species, for which it was taken when my Catalogue was compiled.

2. DiPLODONTA DILATATA, S. Woocl. Tab. XII, fig. a, b.

DiPLODONTA DILATATA. S. TFood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — ? Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 138, pi. 7, fig. 1, 1844.

— — J. Sow., in Dixon. Geol. and Foss. of the Tert. and Cret. Form.

of Sussex, p. 167, t. 3, fig. IG, 1850.

Venus fragilis? Nyst and JVest. Nouv. Rech. Coq. Foss. d'.4nv., p. 9, pi. 3, fig. 11.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ovatd, injlatd, inaquilaferali, tenui, postice longiore

utrinque convexd ; marline dorsali rotimdato ; apicibm obtusis, depressis.

Shell transversely ovate, tumid, inequilateral, thin, posterior side the larger, both

sides convex ; dorsal margin rounded ; umbones obtuse, depressed.

Length, fths. Height, |ths of an inch.

Locality. Coralline Crag, Sutton, and Gedgrave. Red Crag, Sutton.

This species is not at all abundant. There are about a dozen specimens in my
Cabinet presenting characters that appear of sufficient prominence to entitle it to be

considered as different from the preceding one, and a few more particulars may therefore

be pointed out to support the opinion. Our shell is more regularly rounded on both

sides, and has not the squareness of outline so conspicuously shown in that species,

where the dorsal margin forms a straight line, giving a distinct angle on the posterior

side, whereas in this one it is eminently rounded, and the Avhole shell is more regularly

tumid ; the posterior side is considerably the larger, and the umbones are rather

depressed, turning a little towards the anterior, and the ligamental area is smaller than

in the preceding species ; the shell is thin, and the muscle marks not very well defined,

but where they are seen, they appear to be different in size, the posterior one being the

longer, and of a rounded oblong form, and that by the mantle without the least inflec-

tion : the teeth are two in each valve, one simple, the other bifid, the posterior one

is simple in the left valve, in the right it is anterior; the bifid one is less, and the single

one is better defined than in the preceding species ; the whole aspect of the shell is also

different, that I have no hesitation in separating the two. This species and rotundata

19
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are found in the same locality, and I have one specimen from the Red Crag in good

preservation, exhibiting the same distinction. The figure by Nyst more strongly resem-

bles this species than the last one, so also docs that by Philippi. The latter author states

his shell to be living in the Red Sea, thus giving a greater probability to its l)cing

different from the one living in the British Seas ; a few specimens of apparently the same

species from the Older Tertiaries at Brackleshara are in the Cabinet of Mr. Edwards,

one of which has been figured in Mr. Dixon's work above referred to. In comparing

them with the Crag specimens some trifling differences may be observed, but they

do not appear of sufficient importance for specific distinction, and the Crag shell is in

all probability the prolonged existence of the Bracklesham fossil. In dental characters

they are precisely the same, but the Crag shell is rather more tumid, and it is also a little

longer, the dorsal margin being somewhat less rounded than in the older shell, and the

exteriors of the Crag specimens have merely fine and somewhat irregular lines of growth,

while the Bracklesham fossil has rather more regular concentric strise, they however both

present sufficient distinction to justify a separation from the recent British species.

3. DlPLODONTA ? ASTARTEA, Nl/st. Tab. XII, fig. 2, CI, b.

Tellixa astautea. Nyst. Recli. Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p. 5, pi. 1, fig. 18, 1835.

LuciNA GYKATA. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— ASTARTEA. Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 121, pi. 6, fig. 4, 1844.

Mysia Americana? Conrad. Foss. Shells of the Med. Tert. United States, p. 30, pi. 16, fig. 2.

DlPLODONTA PARVULA? Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 139, pi. 7, fig. 2, 1844.

Sjiec. Char. Testa obltqud, ovato-obiculari, depressitisculd, inosquilaterali ; in senec-

tute iniiis spissatd ; postice majiore, antice subangulatd ; dente cardinali hifido.

Shell oblique, ovately orbicular, somewhat depressed, inequilateral, inside of

specimens thickened
;
posterior side the larger, anterior subangulatcd : cardinal tooth

bifid : no lunule.

Diameter, fths of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton. Red Crag, Sutton.

This shell is very abundant in the Red Crag, but it is rather scarce at one locality,

from the Older Formaiton of the Coralline Crag, and presents some slight differences,

though not sufficient to remove it from the species.

Our shell measures three quarters of an inch from the anterior to the posterior

side, and about the same or a trifle less from tlie umbo to the ventral margin, these

proportions are occasionally reversed, but there is in general not much variation

in this species : it is somewhat oblique, and measures rather more from the dorsal edge

or position of the ligament to the opposite margin than in a contrary direction, although,

in the young shell, it is the reverse; the umbones are prominent, the hinge has one simple

and one bifid tooth in each valve, the surface is marked with somewhat irregular hncs of

growth at considerable distances. The interior in the adult shell is much thickened,
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as in some of the species of Lucina, showing the muscle marks deeply impressed

;

they are nearly equal in size, though the anterior one is rather narrower, the Hne

of the mantle is without the least inflection : in the thickening of the interior a

ridge is produced near the upper anterior margin, giving the appearance of an addi-

tional muscle mark ; a similar appearance may be seen in the old specimens from

the Coralline Crag, besides an obscure ridge running down the centime dividing it

into two nearly equal parts. There is no doubt of this species being identical with

the Belgian fossil, and according to M. Nyst, it is said to have been found in the

Older Tertiaries from the environs of Paris. I have not seen it from the Mam. Crao-.& *

B. apicalis, Phil., somewhat resembles the young of our shell, but it appears to

have a greater comparative height from the umbo to the margin ; and I have been

unable to see a specimen of this or of D. trigomda, Bronn, which also does not very

greatly differ.

The dentition of this specie- precisely resembles that of B. rotundata, as well as

the muscle marks of the interior, from which it is presumed to belong to the same

genus, but the interior of aged specimens is thickened like those of Lucina, to

which it appears to be very closely related. The specimen figured has a somewhat
sinuated form in the margin on the posterior side, which is merely accidental ; it was
selected for the purpose of showing the interior.

LuciNOPSis, Forbes midi Hanlei/, 1849.

Mysia. "Leach," Lam., \^\8. King, ISZ-I S. Wood, XSAQ.

Venus (sp). Penn. Mont. Flem. Phil. Loven.

Lucina (sp.). Turt. Lam.

.Cytherea (sp.) Macgill, 1843.

Artemis (sp.). Alder, 1847. Recluz.

DosiNiA (sp.). Gray, 1847.

Generic Character. " Shell more or less orbicular, rather thin, equivalve, slightly

inequilateral, closed; surface smooth or concentrically striated, inner margin entire;

muscular impressions oblong or suborbicular, nearly equal. Palleal sinus wide, deep,

central, obtuse. Hinge composed of two diverging central teeth, one of which is

bifid in the right valve, and three, the central one bifid, in the left. Ligament

external, prominent, rather long. No defined lunule."

" Animal suborbicular, its mantle freely open, the margins entire. Siphonal tubes

short, diverging, separate, the branchial with its orifice fringed, the anal simple.

Foot lanceolate. Labial paps, small, triangular."

This being the first and only diagnosis of the genus I have seen, it is copied from

the authors of the ' Hist, of British Mollusca,' whose name is here adopted.

The long and well-known British species Venus undata, of Pennant, is considered

as the type of the genus.
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It has been justly remarked, by ^lessrs. Forbes and Hanley, that in consequence

of its anomalous character, this shell has been bandied about and placed in many

different genera, but generally with a doubt respecting its true position ; the deep

palleal sinus indicated the possession of somewhat elongated or at least projecting

siphons, thereby differing from the animals of true Litcina, in which genus some

authors had placed it, where from its dental characters and general appearance it

seemed most entitled to be situated. They have, however, removed it from among the

family LacinidcB, and placed it in the Vencridtc, in consequence of the deeply sinuated

form of the palleal impression ; and this view of its connection seems to have been

taken by other Malacologists.

The possession of a sinus in the impression of the mantle mark is a distinction,

wc have elsewhere seen, in all j)robability sufficient for the removal of a shell with

such a character out of a genus, where others have the mantle mark perfectly entire,

but there is no sufficient reason in that alone that it should be removed to any very

distant position. Its general affinities appear more in connection with those of Lucina

than wuth those of Venus, differing from the former only in the aberrant character of a

prolongation in the siphonal tubes, bearing the same relationship to Lucina, or rather

to Diphdonta, that Leda docs to Nucula, or as Adacna to Cardium : I have, therefore, again

ventured to remove it from among the VcneridcE to wliat appears a more correct position.

The name of Mijmi was proposed in MS. for a genus by Dr. Leach, in which the

Vp.nm undata, Penn., was placed; and this name has been published by Lamarck in his

' Hist. Nat. des An. sans Vert.,' t. v, p. 543, 1818, thereby giving it a status in regard

to time ; and considering that sufficient for its right to priority, it was adopted by

myself in ' The Catal. of Crag Shells,' for the Crag species, but another well-identified

shell belonging to the genus Diphdonta had also attached to it the same generic

name, and this was puljlishcd by Brown, in 1827. It is not now possible to say which

of the two species was intended as the type of his proposed new genus, and therefore,

to unravel the difficulty, or rather to cut the Gordian knot, the authors of Lucinopsis

have, perhaps wisely, rejected in toto the name of Mi/sia.

This appears a very natural genus, although very few species are yet known

either in a recent or fossil state. Two or three shells from the Grccnsand Formation,

figured and described under the name of Thetis, somewhat resemble it in the dental

characters, but they have a deeper and more angulated sinus in the mantle mark.

1. Lucinopsis Lajonkairii, Pai/raudcau. Tab. XI, fig. 14, a—c.

Ency. Method., pi. 272. fig. 2, a—b, 1800.

Veneri'pis Lajonkairii. Payr. Cat. JIoll.de I'lle de Corse, p. 3G, pi. 1, figs. 12, 13,1826.

— — Desk. 2d cd. Lam., t. vi, p. 161, 1835.

Venus lufinoides. Nyst. Rcch. Coq. Foss. Prov. d'Anv., pi. 11, No. 41, pi. 3, fig. 14.

Mysia ornata. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Tellina LUPiNoiDEs. Xijst. Coq. Foss. de Bi-lg., p. Ill, pi. a, fig. 4, a—c, 1844.

— ? ARTICULATA. Id. - - -
J). 110, pi. 6, fig. 1, a, b.
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Spec. Char. Testa tenui, orbiculari vel subjjentanc/ulari, vix eequilaterali, tumidd, sub-

obliqud ; sfriis cojifertis, articulatis ; umbonibus promimdis, approximatis ; margme integro.

Shell thin, orbicular, or somewhat of a pentangular outline, scarcely equilateral,

tumid, and rather oblique ; ornamented with numerous close-set articulated striae

;

beaks slightly prominent and close ; margin smooth.

Diameter, l|-th of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt, and Sutton,

Red Crag, Sutton. Recent, Corsica and Sicily.

About a dozen specimens of this species in perfect condition have been obtained

by myself from the Coralline Crag at Ramsholt : a few with the valves united, and

one only from the Red Crag.

Not having been able to obtain a specimen of the recent shell for comparison, its

identification is dependent upon the figures and descriptions above referred to, but

its outward form and ornamented exterior are so peculiar, that it is assigned to the

Mediterranean species without much hesitation.

The hinge of the right valve is furnished with two primary diverging teeth, the

posterior one being bifid, while the left valve has three teeth ; the centre one of which

is large and double, or so deeply cleft, as to give that valve the appearance of having

four ; there ai'e no distinct lateral teeth, though on the anterior side the lateral edges

interlock ; it has but an elongated fulcrum for the external ligament ; there are no

lunule : the two large impressions by the adductors, the anterior one being the smaller

and more narrow ; the impression by the mantle is large, deep, and rounded, ascending

beyond the middle of the shell, and extending over to the anterior side. In outline

it much resembles L. undata, and also in its very visible but somewhat irregular lines

of increase, but it differs in the possession of numerous radiating striae. The length

generally exceeds the height by about an eightli*, but in some specimens there is no

difference.

HipPAGUS.* Isaac Lea, 1833.

Verticordia. S. Wood, MSS., 1842.

Generic Character. " Shell cordate, inflated, without teeth ; beaks large, recurved,

margin slightly overwrapping beneath the beak : anterior cicatrix long, posterior

cicatrix round."

The above is given by Lea in his ' Contributions to Geology,' as the diagnosis of a

genus proposed to be established upon a small fossil shell found in the United States,

in a Formation of the Older Tertiary Period, and it has been adopted by Philippi, who

has included in it a fossil from the Valley of the River Lamati, in Calabria, and as this

appears to be identical with our Crag Species, I have followed the latter Author in the

generic assignment.

Etym. Hippaffics, a horse-ferry boat.
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1. HiPPAGUs VERTicoRDius, S. JFoocl, Tab. XII, fig. 18, a,d.

CiiYPTODO.x? VERTicoKDiA. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Verticordia CARDiiFORJiis. S. Wood. MS., 1844.

— —J. Soicerbij. Mill. Conch., t. 6.39, 1844.

IIippAGus AcnTicosTATU3. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 42, t. 14, fig. 19, 1844.

Spec. Char. Testa suborbiculari vel cordiformi, convexd, subeBquilaterali, tenui, costatd

cosHs circa 16 incurvatis, comjjressis, radiantibus, rugosis ; apicibus antrorsum involutis

;

margine denticulato.

Shell suborbicular, or heart-shaped convex, thin, subequilateral, costated, ribs about

1 6, incurved, radiating, compressed, rugose ; apices involute ; margin denticulated.

Diameter, fths of an inch.

Locality. Coralline Crag, Sutton.

This elegant shell is by no means abundant as a British fossil, and from the figure

and description above referred to, there is every reason to believe the same species

once hihabited the seas which deposited the Upper Tertiaries of Calabria. A slight

difference exists between our shells, as far as can be determined without an inspection

of the specimens, but such as does not appear to be more than a local variation, and

not sufficient to affect their specific identity.

Tiic Italian fossil has given to it only 13 ribs, while there are 15 to IG in our shell,

but like some species in the genus Cardium (which it resemlilcs externally,) this may
be a variable character : the ribs are elevated, and laterally compressed, rounded on

the top, but not sharp or angular, as Phihppi's name would seem to imply, and as his

figure represents : they are elegantly curved, and are generally rugose, or coarsely

imbricated, and distributed at about equal distances; the concave spaces between them

arc rather wider than the ribs themselves, and appear to be finely granulated, or studded

over witli small pai)ilhe. In the interior arc tiie marks of two somewhat large

adductor muscles, the anterior one is the more deeply impressed, that by the mantle

is indistinct : the ligament or cartilage appears to have been placed so far within the

dorsal margin of the shell, that when the valves were closed it was probably not visible,

being placed in a depression beneath the margin, extending into a cylindrically formed

a])crture towards the umbo, and the receding of the ligament, or its desertion on the

anterior side, causes a slight involution of the umbones, like tliat of hocardia, though

in a very minor degree. A callous, but prominent and obtuse tooth in the right

valve, close to the umbo, fits into a sinus in the left valve : the shell is beautifully

nacreous within, and though not particularly thin, the ribs are visibly marked in the

interior Ijy deep indentations, and they project considerably beyond the margin, inter-

or-kiug !ind serving the office of prominent denticles.
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TAB. II.

Fig.

1. Ostrea edulis, pc/^e 13.

a. specimen with united valves.

L outside of lower valve of var. sinuata.

r. specimen with united valves, var. sjicctnim.

• 2. Ostrea Princeps, /^. 17.

a. outside of lower valve.

6. ditto of young specimen.

3. Anomia striata, /j. 11.

outside of upper or imperfora te valve.
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TAB. III.

Hinnitcs Cortesyi, />^{?e 19.
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TAB. IV.

Fig.

1. Pecten niaximus, page 22.

a. outside of lower valve of var. vulgaris.

h. id., upper valve, var. complanatus.

2. Pecten Danicus, p. 30.

3. Pecten dubius, p. 38.
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TAB. V.

Fig.

1

.

Pecten Islandicus, page 40.

2. Pecten tigrinus, /;. 27.

a. var. lacvis, left valve, outside view.

h. „ 8. right valve, ditto.

c. „ /3. right valve, ditto.

d. „ y. right valve, ditto.

/. „ y. left valve, ditto.

e. „ y. id., showing a different mode of growth,

y. „ exolctus, right valve.

3. Pecten Bruci, j). 29.

a. right valve.

d. left valve.

4. Pecten similis, p. 25.

a. left valve, with a single divergence of coloured lines.

fj. id., with zigzag lines.

c. right valve.

5. Pecten Gerardii, p. 24.

a. right valve.

fj. left valve.

77ie lines indicate the size of the specimens.
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TAB. VI.

Fig.

1

.

Pecten Princeps, page 3 1

.

2. Pecten opercularis, />. 35.

a. left valve of var. lineatus.

b. id. var. reconditus.

c. id. var. scabrotus.

d. specimen -with united valves, var Audouinii.

3. Pecten dubius, 7;. 38.

left valve of var. partira imbricatus.

4. Pecten pusio.jo. 33.

a. specimen with united valves of var. striatus.

b. left valve, var. limatus.

c. right valve, var. striaturus.

5. Pecten gracilis, p. 37.

Tlie lines indicate the size of the specimens.
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TAB. VII.

Fig.

1

.

Lima Loscombii, page 45.

2. Lima hians.jo. 44.

3. Lima subauriculata, jEJ. 47.

a. three views of specimen, natural size.

b. enlarged view of hinge line of young individual witli minute

crenulations.

c. var. elongata.

4. Lima plicatula, /;. 46.

Small figure the natural size.

5. Lima ovatajj^. 48.

Small figure the natural size.

6. Lima e.xilis,^;. 43.

7. Pecten maximus, var. grandis, p. 22.

a. lower valve.

h. upper valve.
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TAB. VIII.

Fig.

1. Modipla modiolus,
J9<7y(?

57.

a. outside view of var. vulgaris.

h. inside ditto.

c. inside ditto, elongated var.

2. Modiola barbata, /.;. 58.

3. Modiola scricea, /;. Gl.

4. Modiola phascolina, p. 59.

c. inside view of young specimen, showing a crenulated margin.

5. Modiola discors, p. 60.

6. Modiola costulata, ^;. 60.

a. outside view of elongated var.

b. inside ditto var. Petagnie.

7. Modiola marmorata, /j. 62.

S. Modiola rliombea, /;. 64.

Outside view of two varieties.

9. Mytilus edulis, /;. 52.

a. var. clegans.

b. ,, antiquorum.

c. „ incurvatus.

d. „ saxatilis.

e. „ alscformis.

10. Mytilus liesperianus,^^. 55.

11 Pinna pectinata,7^ 50.

17ie lines itidicaie the size of the specimens.
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TAB. IX.

Fig.

1. Pectunculus glycimeris, page ^^.

a. outside view of transverse var.

h. inside ditto of ditto

c. hinge line of antiquated specimen, showing the obliteration of denticles

by the advance of the ligament.

d. outside of elongated var.

e. magnified view of the young shell showing one tooth only, on each side

of the dental area.

/. outside view of a young specimen, with distinct and elevated costsje.

(J.
hinge with full complement of teeth.

h. inside view of var. subobliquus.

i- outside ditto of ditto.

2. Limopsis aurita, 7;. 70.

c. var. /3.

3. Limopsis pygmaea, p.l\-

c. hinge magnified.
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TAB. X.

Fig.

]. Area tetragona,jo«yp 76.

a. outside view of specimen from

Red Crag.

b. inside view of the same.

c. outside of abraded specimen,

with a sinuated form of ven-

tral margin (Bissoarca).

d. inside of var. Brilannica.

'1. Area lactea, j». 78.

a. outside, left valve.

h. inside of the same.

3. Area pectunculoides, jo. 79.

a. outside of var. brevis.

h. inside of var. elongata.

4. Nucinella miliaris,jy. 73.

a. inside of right valve.

h. inside of left valve,

c. united valves, showing the posi-

tion of the ligament.

.5. Nucula tenuis,^;. 84.

6. Nucula nucleus, 7?. 85.

Fig

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

IG.

17.

Nucula trigonula, j9. 86.

Nucula laevigata, p.9)\.

Nucula Cobboldise, p. 82.

Leda semistriata, //. 91.

Leda pygmsea, p. 95.

a. inside view of an acuminated

specimen.

b. outside of a specimen of a

more rounded form.

Leda caudata,yj. 92.

Leda pernula, //. 93.

Leda truncata, p. 94.

Leda Thracia^formis, //. 96.

Leda lanecolata,//. 88.

Leda myalis, p. 90.

c. outside view of elongated var.

The lines indicate the size of the specimens.
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TAB. XI.

Fig.

1. Pisidium ammcum, pa^e 109.

a. inside of elongated specimen

from Stutton.

/j. ditto of var. sulcatum from

Grays.

2. Cyclas cornea, /;. 107.

r/. outside of var. tumida.

6. ditto of var. compressa.

3. Montacuta donacina, yj. 131.

d. inside of left valve.

c. outside of the same.

a. inside of var. cylindrica.

4. Kellia cycladia, /?. 122.

5. Cyamium ? eximium, jo. 132.

6. Lcpton deprcssuni, /I. llti.

Fig.

7. Lepton nitidum, ;». 116.

8. Lepton squamosum, /;. 114.

9. Lepton deltoideum, //. 115.

c. hinge of left valve slightly

enlarged.

d. ditto right valve ditto.

10. Kellia rubra, jB. 125.

11. Anodonta cygnea, 7;. 102.

12. Unio littoralis, 7;. 98.

13. Unio tumidus, jO. 99.

14. Lucinopsis Lajonkairii, />. 149.

15. Cyrena consobrina, yO. 104.

c. specimen of a more trigonal

form.

T/ie lines indicate the size of the specimens.
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TAB. XII.

Fig.

1. Lucina borealis, /?aye 139.

2. Diplodonta astartea, /;. 146.

3. Diplodonta rotundata, /(. 144.

4. Loripes divaricata, /;. 137.

5. Diplodonta dilatata,jo. 145.

6. Lucina decorata, /I. 141.

7. Lucina crenulata, /?. 140.

8. Kellia suborbicularis, />. 118.

a. orbicular variety, left valve.

A. transverse ditto, right valve.

9. Kellia orbicularis, /j. 120.

a, b. interiors of both valves mag-

nified.

c. outside view, natural size.

10. Kellia coarctata,jO. 123.

11. Kellia arabigua,j9. 120.

a. trigonal variety.

b. elliptical ditto.

12. Montacuta substriata, //. 128.

13. Kellia elliptica,/;. 121.

b. united valves, showing the sinu-

ated form of hinge margin.

14. Montacuta ferniginosa, /y. 129.

15. Kelha pumila,/i. 124.

16. Montacuta truncata, /«. 127.

17. Montacuta bidentata, jB. 126.

18. Hippagus verticordius, 7;. 150.

19. Cryi^todon ferruginosum, /*. 135.

20. Crj'ptodon sinuosum,/;. 134.

The lines indicate the size of the specimens.
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Cardium,* Linnmus.

Pectunculus. Adanson, 1757.

Cerastes and Cerastoderma. Poli, 1795.

IsocARDiA, (sp.) Klein, 1753.

Cardissa. Megerle, 1811.

Aphrodita. Lea, 1833.

LUNULACARDICM. MUttst., 1840.

L^vicARDiUM. Swains, 1840.

Hemicardium. Id.

ACARDO. Id.

Papyrihea. Id.

Serripes. Beck, sec. Gould.

Monodacna (part) and Didacna. Eichio., 1841.

Generic Character. Shell equivalve, sub-equilateral, more or less heart-shaped

;

generally closed, sometimes gaping posteriorly : usually inflated, orbicular, or ovate,

costated, costae variable, from nearly obsolete to large and prominent, sharp, round and

naked, often ornamented with scales or tubercles ; margin dentated or crenulated

;

hinge composed of two cardinal teeth in each valve, and two remote and prominent

lateral teeth. Ligament external. Impression of the mantle without a sinus.

Animal of the general form of the shell, its mantle open in front, with the margins

generally plain, occasionally fringed, particularly towards the posterior, and around

the syphons ; these are short, and slightly separated, with the margins of one or both

always fringed ; foot large, sub-cylindrical, and bent at nearly a right angle, possessing

the form of an inflected arm or elbow-joint.

Eichwald has described some species from the Caspian sea, which he has separated

into three genera, under the names of Didacna, Monodacna, and Adacna, depending for

his characters upon the numerical presence, or the absence of the hinge-denticles. The

animals of the latter division appear deserving of separation, being furnished with

elongated syphons, and consequent indenture of the mantle mark. Some fossils

also from the Palaeozoic rocks, justly erected into a Genus by Professor Phillips under

the name PleurorJn/ncJnis, much resembled the general character of cockles, but were

probably furnished with elongated s3'phons, as the shell is greatly produced on the

posterior side. Species possessing undoubted characters of this Genus, have been

obtained from the Middle Secondary Formations, and they are largely developed

in the Tertiaries, while from the present seas not less than 200 species have beesn

obtained. Their range geographically takes in nearly the whole surface of the Globe,

and they are met with in Estuaries as high as low-water mark, while some are

inhabitants of the sea at depths not exceeded by any other Molluscs. They generally

frequent sand or sandy-mud bottom, where they often congregate in prodigious numbers.

* Etym. kopScn, the heart.

^ 20
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1. Cardium echinatum, LinncBus. Tab. XIV, fig. 3 a—h.

Bonanni. Recr. Ment. et Ocul., fig. 90, 1684.

Lister. Hist. Conch., lib. iii, fig. 161, 1687.

Bale. Hist, and Antiq. of Harwich, p. 292, t. xii, fig. 6, 1730.

Caedium ECHINATU.M. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, No. 79, p. 1122, 1767.

— — Dacosta. Brit. Couch., p. 176, t. xiv, fig. 2, 1778.

— — Mailer. Zool. Danica, t. xiii, figs. 1 and 2, and t. xiv, figs. 1

—

i.

— — Donovan. Brit. Shells, t. 107, fig. 1, 1802.

— — Chemn. Couch. Cab., vol. vi, p. 16.5, t. xv, fig. 158.

— — Brown. Hlust. Brit. Conch., pi. xxi, fig. 6, 1827.

— — ? Basterot. Bord. Foss., p. 82, 1825.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 49, and vol. ii, p. 37.

— — Forbes. iEgcan Invert. Rep., Brit. Assoc, p. 180, 1843.

— — Lorcn. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 3."), 1846.

— — Alder. Catal. Moll. North, and Durh., p. 83, 1847.

— — Forhes and Hunlerj. Hist. Brit. JIoll., vol. ii, p. 7, pi. sxxiii, fig. 2,

and pi. N, fig. 3, 1819.

— MUCRONATU.M. JVi. Tcst. Sicil., vol. i, p. 60, pi. xvii, figs. 4, 5, 1 792.

— SPINOSUM. Sowerbi/. Brit. Jliscel., t. xxxii.

Encyc. Method., t. 298, fig. 3.

Sjjec. Char. Testa orhiculato-cordatd, convcxd, sub-aqnilalerali ; aiitice rotundatd,

postice suh-quadratd ; cos/is 19—20 convexis, papilUferis, iiUerstitiis concentric^ striatis.

Shell orbicularly heart-shaped, convex, slightly inequilateral, anterior side rounded,

posterior angular, or sub-quadrate; ribs 19—20, rounded and papilliform, interstices

marked by concentric striae.

Diameter, \\ inch.

Localities. Red Crag, Sutton.

Uddevalla.

Recent, Jigean, Mediterranean, Britain, Scandinavia.

A very few specimens only of this shell have as yet come under my observation,

and those are such as have not the spines or tubercular ornaments of the ribs in a

perfect condition.

The hinge is furnished with strong and prominent teeth, those called lateral are

nearly equidistant from the umbo, and there is a somewhat broad and prominent fulcrum

for the support of the ligament ; the posterior side is truncated or angular ; the bend

which is at the posterior lateral tooth forms an angle of about 100°, and the lines of the

ribs are distinctly visible in the interior. Upon the younger portion of the shell the

tubercles arc generally gone, and in the fossil that part has lost the outer portion of

the shell, consequently its ornament. The spaces between the ribs, which arc broad

and flat, are nearly as wide as the ribs themselves ; they are covered with ridges or

elevated lines of growth at nearly regular distances.

The figure by Dale is, I presume, of a specimen of this species, more especially as

he refers to Lister's representation of C. echinatum, and although in my researches
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this species has been very rarely met with, it may possibly have been more abundant in

that part of the Crag whence his shells were taken, but now long since washed

into the sea.

C. ecJiinatum, Dubois, ' Wolhyn. Pod.,' pi. vi, figs. 13, 14, does not appear from the

figure to correspond with our shell.

2. Cardium nodosum, Montague. Tab. XIII, fig. 4«

—

c.

Cardium nodosum. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 81, 1803.

— — Tvrt. Brit. Biv., p. 186, t. xiii, fig. 8, 1822.

— — Hanley. Recent Shells. Supp., pi. xvii, fig. 44.

— — Reeve. Conch. Icon. Cardium, pi. xxii, fig. 128.

— — Lovin. Ind. Moll. Scandia, p. 36.

— — Alder. Catal. Moll. North, and Durh., p. 83, 1848.

— — Forhes and Hani. Hist. Brit. JIoll., vol. ii, p. 22, pi. xxxii, fig. /, 1849.

— DI3CKEPANS? Brown. Illust. Brit. Conch., pi. xxii, fig. 9, 1827.

— scABEUM. Phil. Eu. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 38, vol. xiv, p. 16, 1844.

— — Hanley. Rec. Shells. Supp., pi. xvii, fig. 43.

Spec. Char. Testa parvd, ovato-orbioilari, pariim convexd, sub-cequilaterali, antice

rotundatd, postice tnincafd ; costis circa 2% pJanuIatis, nodulosis ; interstitiis pimctatis.

Shell small, somewhat orbicular, slightly convex, a little inequilateral, anterior side

rounded, posterior truncated ; ribs about 26, flattened, and ornamented with tubercles

;

interstices narrow and punctated.

Length, \ an inch nearly ; height, fths do.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton, Alderton, Bawdsey.

Recent, Mediterranean, Britain, Scandinavia.

This species is particularly abundant, more especially in the Coralline Crag, at Sutton,

where the larger specimens are generally much altered by the loss of all the outer

coating of the shell, and with it, of course, its tubercles ; but in the younger state it

may be obtained plentifully in high perfection, and in some specimens the tubercles are

very deciduous, while in others they cover the entire surface. The diameter is in general

greater from the anterior to the posterior side, than from the umbo to the ventral

margin : it is not so in all. It may be very well distinguished by its contour, which is

slightly angular on the hinder side, but less so than in C. exiguum. The ribs are very

flat and broad, and the interspaces so narrow, that it is only occasionally the ridges or

punctated surface of those furrows can be seen. On the anterior and central portion

of the shell, the nodules, when remaining, are broad and obtuse, reaching across the

ribs, while on the posterior side, the ribs are more convex, and only ornamented in the

centre with sharper or smaller tubercles.
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3. Cardium nodosulum, S. Wood. Tab. XIII, fig. 3 a—c.

Cakdium nodosulum. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1810.

Spec. Char. Testa minutd, subcirculari, parum incequilaterali, compressiusculd, tenui;

costatd et nodosa ; costis 30 convexis, papillosis, brevibus, et obtusis.

Shell small, subcircular, slightly inc([iulatcral, rather compressed, thin, costated,

and nodulous ; ribs about 30, convex, and studded with numerous short, obtuse papillae.

Diameter, Jths of an inch.

Locality. Red Crag, Sutton.

Two or three specimens only of this shell are in my cabinet.

There are several species to which this shell bears considerable resemblance, but to

no one does it appear to accord in all its characters ; it must, therefore, remain for the

present with the provisional name attached to it in my Catalogue. In form and general

outline, it is somewhat like the figure of C.phniulatum, Conrad ; but from the description

of that shell by Dr. Gould, ' Invert. Massach.,' p. 91, it has only twenty-si.\ ribs, and

an angular ridge on the posterior side, with other characters assigned to nodosum,

corresponding precisely in description to that species, and in like manner difi"ering from

ours.

Card, minimum, 'Phil. En. Moll. Sic.,' also resembles it in many characters, but from

his description must be distinct, as there appears a great difference in the form of the

ribs, for that author speaks of his shell, p. 38, " costis 30

—

^1, planissimis."

Our shell may be more fully described as nearly equilateral, the posterior side a

trifle the larger, very slightly convex, or less tumid than the generality of these small

species, somewhat rounded on both sides, rather the less so posteriorly ; the distin-

guishing character is in the ribs, which are, at least, 30, not flat, but convex, with

a wide space between each, and the centre of these ribs only are covered with short,

narrow, obtuse, nodules ; those upon each side, more especially on the posterior, arc

smaller than upon the middle of the shell. The interstices between the ribs are broad,

deep, concave, and smooth. Card, suecicum has a like number of ribs, but is not

smooth between them, is more inequilateral, and has vaulted scales. Card, papillosum,

Poli, has a less number of ribs, and is otiicrwise different.

4. CauDIUM STRIGILLIFERUM, S. Wood. Tab. XIII, fig. .Or/

—

d.

Cardium elong.\tum. S. Wood. Catalogue, KS40.

Spec. Char. Testa minutd, ovatd, transversa, valde inaquilaterali, tumidd ; costis 24

elevatis, planiuscuUs, papilliferis, papillis squamaformibus, sulcis maynis punctatis, vel trans-

verse imbricatis.

Shell small, ovate, transverse, very inequilateral, tumid, with about twenty-four

elevated ribs, flattened on the top, and ornamented willi vaulted scales or tubercles

;

spaces between the ribs wide, with elevated concentric ridges.
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Length, fths of an inch ; height, -|ths of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

This elegant species is one of the most abundant shells, though very rarely found

with the valves united.

It much resembles the figure of C. ehngafum, Turt. Judging from that alone, it

was imagined to have been the same, and inserted under such name in my Catalogue.

The great peculiarity of our shell is the very broad furrow, or intermediate space be-

tween the ribs, and the intersecting of these furrows by regular, sharp, elevated ridges

at right angles to the ribs. It is very inequilateral, and rather tumid, with a somewhat

prominent umbo ; the ribs are thickly studded with elevated and vaulted scales, ex-

tending about three quarters across the depressed but not quite flattened rib ; and

when the specimen is in good condition, the entire surface of the rib is covered with

these prominent half-tubular spines.

On the posterior portion they are more prominent and sharp, the spaces between

the ribs are nearly as broad as the ribs themselves, and filled with the regular ridges,

giving it a somewhat cancellated appearance ; the ribs are seldom less than twenty-two

or more than twenty-four in number, and these are distinctly visible within the shell.

In the very infant state of this species (fig. 5 c), the ribs are not more than half

in number ; after which, an additional one is interposed between each, so that only

every other rib terminates or converges to the beak. The margin of the shell is deeply

indented by the ribs, more especially on the posterior side, where they project in a

somewhat ragged or jagged manner beyond the margin.

5. Cardium edule, Linnaeus. Tab. XIV, fig. 2 a—g.

Lister. Hist. Conch, pi. 334, fig. 1/1.

Dale. Hist, and Antiq. of Harwich, p. 293, pi. xii, fig. ^. 1/30.

Cakdium edule. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1124, No. 90, 1767.

— — Don. Brit. Shells, vol. iv, t. 124, fig. 1, 1803.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol i, p. 52, t. iv, fig. 16.

— — . Loven. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 35, 1846.

— — Midden. Malac. Rossic, p. 548, t. xv, figs. 10-22.

— — £«sto'o^ Bord. Foss., p. 81, 1825.

— vuLGAKE. Dacosta. Brit. Conch., p. 180, pi. xi, fig. 1.

— — EDULE. Chemn. Conch. Cab., t. vi, p. 198, t. xLx, fig. 194, 1782.

— PECTiNATUii. Desk. 2d edit. Lam., t. vi, p. 405.

— ARCUATUM, Reeve. Conch. Icon. Cardium, pi. xxii, fig. 133.

— ZONATUM. Brown. Illust. Brit. Conch., t. xxii, fig. 8, 1827.

— TENUE. Id. „ „ t. xxii, fig. 4.

.

—

CKENULATUM. Reeve. Conch. Icon., pi. xx, fig. 112.

— KUSTicuM. Chemn. Conch. Cab., t. vi, t. xLx, fig. 197.

— — Eichwald. Fauna Caspio-Caucasia Nouv. Mem. de la Soc. Imp. des Nat.

de Mosc, t. vii, t. xxxvii, figs. 24-27.

_ _ Phil. En. Moll. Sic. vol. i, t. iv, figs. 12-14.

— EDULINUM. J. Sowerby. Min. Conch., t. 283, fig. 3, 1821.
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Cardium edulimm. IShjsl. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 19;{, pi. xv, fig. I, 181.3.

— AXGUSTANIM. Itl. Rech. Coq. Foss. Prov. d'.Vnv., p. 13, No. 49, 1835.

— OBLiauuM. Woodward. Geol. of Norf., p. -13, pi. ii, fig. 19, 1833.

— CLODIEXSE. Broc. Coq. Foss. Siibnp., t. .\iii, fig. 3, 1814.

— CLAUCUM. Brtig. Encyc. Jlcth., t. i, p. 'I'll, No. 14.

— Lamakckii. Reeve. Conch. Icon. Cardium, pi. xviii, fig. 93.

— Belticum. Id. „ „ pi. XX, fig. 113.

— EicHWALDii. Id. „ „ pi. xix, fig. 94.

Spec. Clior. Testa variahile, phmmiim rotiindato-cordafd, obl'iqud, interdiim ovatd,

transversd, compressiuscidd aut iumidd, partim inaquilaterali costatd costis 18

—

2S postice

sape obsoletis ; lineis concentricis elevatis, distanfibus, asperis.

Slicll variiible, for the most part roundcdly heart-shaped, oblique, sometimes trans-

versely ovate, often tumid, occasionally com|)ressed ; ribs 18—28, the posterior obso-

lete ; concentrically rugose, with distant, dwarfish imbrications.

Leiicjth, 2 inches ; heiyht, \\.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt (var. rusticum).

Red Crag, passim.

Mam. Crag, Bramcrton, Thorpe, Chillesford.

Uddcvalla.

Recent, Mediterranean, Finmark, Britain, Caspian.

The first indication of the existence of this species is in the Coralline Crag, from

which Formation I have only one specimen, and this is of the var. called ritsticuDi; its

habits, however, in the living condition, arc such as to confine it generally to shallow

water, and to the pro.ximity of rivers, that its presence at Ramsholt in association

with species that are more purely marine, is not, perhaps, to be so much surjiriscd at.

In the Red Crag, though not one of the most abundant, it is of coumion occuiTcnce,

but the specimens are sometimes rubbed and worn, as if they had been much disturbed,

and probably transported from a distance : this is the state in which that variety

called edulinum by J. Sowerby, in ' Min. Conch.,' is most often found, and it is the one

most common there, and may, perhaps, have been derived from the older Formation,

or Coraline Crag. In the Red Crag the variations are very conspicuous ; in some the

diameter from the anterior to the posterior side greatly exceeds the measurement from

the umbo to the ventral margin ; in others it is slightly the reverse ; and the number

of ribs is alike variable ; the character most distinguishable is the slope on the pos-

terior side w-hcre the ribs are less prominent than upon the other parts of the shell,

but this is at times very indistinct, more particularly in that variety called clodiense

(fig. 2 f), which I believe to be only an aberrant form of this species.
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6. Cardium angustatum, /, Sowerby. Tab, XIII, fig. 6 a— c.

Cardium angustatum. J. Sow. Mill. Conch, t. 283, fig. 2, 1821.

— — Woodward. Syn. Tab., p. 13, 1830.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, elongato-ovatd, parmi incEquilaterali ; depressiusculd,

tenui ; antice rotundatd, infatd; postice attenuatd, compressiiisculd; costis 27—32 depressis,

planulatis, approximatis, asperis ; murgine vcntrali recto vel coarctato.

Shell transverse, elongato-ovate, slightly inequilateral, somewhat depressed,

thin ; anterior side rounded, and inflated, posterior attenuated, and compressed

;

ribs 27—32, depressed, flattened, approximating, roughened*, ventral margin

straight, or rather contracted.

Length, \\ inch; height, 1 inch.

Localitips. Red Crag, Sutton, Bawdsey, Ramsholt, Alderton.

This species is very abundant in one or two localities, and it does not appear to

have been as yet met with in any other part of the World than in the Red Crag.

In 'Min. Conch.' above referred to, vol. iii, p. 149, it is stated to be abundant in

the Crag of Norfolk, but it is not enumerated amongst the shells from near Norwich by

Woodward, nor have I seen a specimen from that Formation. This species may be well

determined, although occasionally it presents some difference in outward form, but the

posterior side is always more or less attenuated, and the dorsal margin on that side

slopes at a considerable angle from the umbo ; the line of the ventral margin, also, in

that half of the shell, is contracted or drawn inwards, giving it a pointed form,

considerably more so than in any variety of the common cockle, fi'om which it also

diff"ers in having a greater number of ribs, and these are flatter. The umbo is nearly

equidistant from each extremity, but the posterior side is much the smaller ; the marks

of the ribs are very distinct halfway into the interior, and in some very thin specimens

they may be seen up to the umbo. Externally they are flat, broad, and striated, with

a narrow space between them ; they are more distinct on the anterior side and body

of the shell, as in C. edule, becoming obsolete on the posterior slope, and where the

exterior is well preserved, they show a sub-imbricated surface all over. In a part of

the cliff by the river side at Ramsholt, I have found this species in situ with the valves

united, where they show a very slight gape on the posterior side ; the specimens are

particularly thin and tender, with generally a loss of a considerable part of the exterior

;

in these specimens the ligament is well preserved.
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7. Cardium ParkinsonIj /. Sotcerby. Tab. XIII, fig. 7 a—h.

Cardium Pakkinsom. J. Soio. Jlin. Coneh., t. xlix, 1814.

— — Woodward. Syn. Table Brit. Foss., p. 43, 1830.

— — Id. Geol. of Norf., p. 43, t. ii, fig. 18, 1833.

— — Nyst. Ilech. Coq. Foss. Prov. d'Anv., p. 12, No. 48, 1835.

— — Potie: and Mich. Cat. des Moll, de Douai, t. si, p. 183, 1844.

— — Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 186, pi. xiv, fig. 2 a, b, 1844.

Spec. Char. Testa marina, rotundato-ovatd, vel oblique-cordatu, convexd, mb-aqui-

laterali ; antice rotundald, jwstice sub-anyulatd ; cosfis 2S—'i2 j)lant/laiis, sub-imbricatis.

Shell large, roundedly ovate, or obliquely heart-shaped, convex, sub-equilateral

;

anterior side rounded, posterior sub-angulated ; ribs 28—32, rather flattened, and

slightly imbricated.

Length, 2| inches ; hei(]ht, 2^ inches.

Localities. Red Crag, Walton-on-the-Nazc, Felixstow, Sutton.

Mam. Crag? Thorpe {Woodward).

This handsome shell appears to be restricted to the Red Crag Period, for the

specimens recorded by Woodward were rare or fragmentary, and may have been

accidental introductions, as my Norwich collecting friends do not appear to have met

with it in their neighbourhood. At Walton-on-the Naze it may be procured in great

abundance, and at that rich deposit the specimens are generally in a fine state of pre-

servation ; my largest does not exceed the above dimensions, but fragments indicate

its having attained a magnitude of at least three inches in diameter. It somewhat

resembles in general appearance C. hlandicum, Linn., but differs from that species in

the form of its ribs ; it also has a resemblance to C. rnaculatum, Gmel., C. ventricosum,

Brug., from the bay of Campeachy, but is never so large, and seldom of such com-

parative dimensions, our shell being generally longer than high ; it differs from

C. edule in being less angulated or pointed, but is of a more quadrate form on the

posterior side, although specimens in the young state are exceedingly difiicult to be

distinguished. The ribs arc sometimes rounded, but more generally flattened, and are,

in the best preserved specimens, distinctly striated, but I have never lieen able to

count so many as forty, the number given as its specific character in ' Min. Conch.,'

and seldom more than thirty-one ; tlyy are often regularly ornamented with dwarf

ridges, or sub-imbrications, crossing the prominent parts, and they are more distant than

those upon the common cockle, especially on the anterior side of the shell, where, in

some specimens, they are often regular and distinctive ; on the posterior side these

concentric ridges are coarser and closer together ; the dental characters are prominent,

resembling those of cdide, though less strongly developed, with a proportionally

smaller ligamental area, and the shell is thinner, in all which characters there. is a

suflicient difference to entitle this to be considered as specifically distinct.
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8. Cardium decorticatum, S. Wood. Tab. XIV, fig. 1 a—d.

Caedium decorticatum. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— OBLONGUM. Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 187, pi. xiv, fig. 3, 1844.

— FRAGILE ? Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 505, t. xiii, fig. 4 a, b.

Spec. Char. Testa orhictdato-ovatd, obliqud, inaquilaterali, magna, iumidd, costatd,

costis 34—36; latere postico Icevigato, ad latere antico costis evanescentibus.

Shell roundedly-ovate, oblique, inequilateral, large, somewhat tumid, costated,

posterior side smooth, ribs becoming obsolete or evanescent on the anterior side.

Longitudinal diameter, 3 inches ; transverse ditto, 2f inches.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Ramsholt, Sudboum, Gedgrave.

This handsome shell is abundant in the Coralline Crag, but it is difficult to obtain in

perfection, from its extreme fragility ; the specimens appear not only to have lost much

of their animal matter, but the exterior of the younger portion of the shell has become

eroded or decorticated down to the base of the ribs, leaving only vestiges of where

they had been, while the outer or older part of the shell exhibits the true characters of

its original ornament.

From the description given by M. Nyst, there is every probability that the Belgian

shell is identical with our English Crag fossil, but I believe it is quite distinct from the

recent C. oblongum, Chemn., and from the Sicilian fossil, as well as from the recent

British shell, C. Norvegicum, and also from C. Icevigatum, Linn.; in its much more distinct

and rugose ribs, it approaches closely in that character the Sicilian fossil, differing,

however, from this latter most essentially in its form.

Card, tenellum, of my Catalogue, is probably the young of this species ; it differs

somewhat in outline from the adult shell, having a greater diameter from the anterior

to the posterior side, and it was in consequence considered distinct; but intermediate

ages have been since obtained, by which it is thought a specific relationship may be

maintained.

9. Cardium interruptum, 8. Wood. Tab. XIV, fig. 4 a— b.

Spec. Char. Testa rotundato-triangulatd siib-obliqud, incequilaterali ; costis 35—40

depressis, i?iterrupfis, ad latum posticum nullis ; margine ventrali serrato.

Shell roundedly triangular, slightly oblique, inequilateral ; ribs 35—40, depressed

and interrupted
; posterior side smooth ; ventral margin denticulated.

Length, 2\ inches ; height, 2 inches.

Locality. Red Crag, Sutton.

I have obtained a few specimens only of this species in perfect condition, and

these are all of the left valve, but fragments are not particularly rare.

The rays upon the shell are about forty in number, strongly marked by periodical

lines of growth, between which the surface is much eroded or decorticated so deep as

21
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almost to have obliterated the radiating ridges. There appear to have been periods in

the life of the animal when the margin of the shell was more than ordinarily thickened,

as if the process of increase in the shell was delayed or interrupted, after which it

proceeded with more slender rays until they were again thickened, or rather strength-

ened. This fossil strongly resembles a northeni form found in the sea of Ochotsck,

figured by Middcadorff in his ' Russian Malacology,' t. xv, figs. 23—25, described

under the name of C. Califor7iiense, Desh., but it is, I believe, specifically different, as in

that species (according to the figure) the posterior side is much less rounded than in

our Crag fossil ; the hinge also appears thicker, with a wider fulcrum for the ligament.

10. Cardium venustum, 8. Wood. Tab. XIII, fig. 2 a—b.

Dale. Hist, and Antiq. of Harwich, p. 2!)3, pi. s.i\, fig. 18, 1/30.

Spec. Char. Testa cordato-ovatd, obliqtid, incBquilaterali ; obsolete costatd, costis ntime-

rosis depressis ; latere postico laevigato.

Shell ovately hcartshaped, oblique, inequilateral ; obsolctely costated, ribs nume-

rous, depressed; posterior side smooth, naked.

Length, 2 inches; height, 2 inches.

Localities. Red Crag, Walton-on-the-Naze, Sutton.

This is one of the rarer shells of the Red Crag. Being unable satisfactorily to

assign it to any known species, I am reluctantly obliged to give it a new name. The

shell figured by Dale is evidently the same as ours, but I cannot, as he has done, refer

it to Lister s figure, which is C. Norvegicniii; there is a strong general resemblance, but

the posterior side is too much rounded to be united with that species, and it was

probably a smoother shell than C. decorticatum of the Coralline Crag.

11. Cardium Groenlandicum, Chemnitz. Tab. XIII, fig. 1 a—d.

Cardium Groenlandicum. Chemn. Conch. Cab., t. vi, p. 202, t. .\i.\, fig. 198, 1782.

— — Gould. Invert. Massacb., p. 92, 1841.

_ _ MiiUer. Ind. JloU. Groen., p. 20, 1842.

— — Dekmj. Nat. Hist. New York Zool., p. 20G, pi. xxiii, fig. 2.')0.

— — Reeve. Conch. Icon. Card., pi. x, fig. 53.

— — Middendorff. Malacozoologia Rossica, (M6ni. de IWcad. Imp.

des Sci. St. Petersb.,) p. 557, t. xvi, figs. 6—9, 1849.

— EDENTiLA. Mont. Test. Brit. Suppl., p. 29, 1808.

— EDEN'iTLUM. G. Soiv. Genera No. 34, Cardium, fig. 2.

— ANODONTA. Blaiiif. ^lan. Jlalac, p. 658, 1825.

— BOKEALE. Reeve. Conch. Icon., pi. xxii, fig. 131.

M.vcTRA RADIATA. Bon. Crit. Shells, vol. v, t. 101, 1803.

Ai'iiuouiTA coLUMBA. J. Lea. Trans. Amer. Phil. Soc, vol. v, p. 110, pi. xviii, fig. 54, 1833.

AcARDO. Swains. Treat. Malac, p. 374, 1840.

Serhipes. Beck. Fide Gould.

MoNODACNA rROPiNuuA? Eiehwald. Fauna Caspio-Caucasia, p. 275, t. xl, figs. 3, 4, 1841.

?Encyc Method., t. 300, fig. 7.
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Spec. Char. Testa sub-cordatd, transversa, ineequilaterali, tenui, suh-lcBmgatd ; antice

rotimdatd, postice productd et angidatd; costis radiantibus obsoletis, striis concentricis

distantibus, margine integro.

Shell somewhat heartshaped, transverse, inequilateral, thin, and nearly smooth

;

anterior side rounded, posterior produced and angular ; ribs or radiating lines obsolete,

concentric striae distant; ventral margin with a very gentle curve, and free from

crenulations.

Length, 2| inches ; height, 2 j inches.

Localities. Red Crag, Bawdsey, Sutton.

Mam. Crag, Chillesford.

Recent, Greenland, North America, Nova Zembla.

This species is abundant in the Red Crag at Bawdsey, but is very scarce in collections,

from the difficulty of obtaining a perfect specimen, the exterior being always more or

less eroded, and the shell becoming very thin and fragile ; the same may also be said

of those found in the sandy deposit of the Mammaliferous Crag Period at Chillesford.

This species is so well marked that there is no danger of its being confounded with

any other, it stands, as it were, upon the very confines of our generic limits, possessing

only the rudiments of those characters by which the majority of the shells in this

genus are so well distinguished, and which, indeed, are in general so prominently

displayed. The costse, if they may be so called, are, in the recent shell, but faintly

visible, and traces of them are left upon the thickened edges or undecomposed portions

of the fossil, most distinctly upon the anterior side ; the shell has much the aspect of a

mactra, and its surface is eroded in the same manner as in the generality of the shells

of that genus from the Crag. The posterior side of our shell has a squarish outline,

being obtusely angular at the extremity of the posterior lateral tooth, while the ventral

margin forms with the posterior side an angle not much less than 90°, though in some

of the specimens from Chillesford that side is much more pointed. The arrangement

of the dental characters are those of a true Cardium, but they are like the costse,

evanescent, as if a corresponding prominence existed between the teeth and ribs : two

large, ovate, and deeply-impressed muscle marks are left in my specimens, seemingly

compensating in its powerful adductors for the deficiency of dental characters.

Cardium Norvegicum and Cardium pygmcewn are given in the 'List of Clyde Fossils,'

by Mr. Smith of Jordan Hill.

Genus Chama,* Linn., 1758.

Globus (sp.) Klein, 1753.

Stola. Browne, 1756.

Jatronus. Adanson, 1757.

Maceophyllum. Gevers, 1766.

* Etym. x^/"/) Aristot, a kind of shell fish.
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Macbopiiylla. Chemn., 1784.

PsiLOi'us (sp.) Poll, 1791.

Gkypuus. Humph., 1797.

Lacinia. Id.

Lazarus. Cuvier, 1800.

Arcinella. Srhum., 1817.

Gen. Char. Shell thick, strong, and adherent, irregular, rugose or foliated

externally, inequivalve, sub-equilateral, with a distant, unequal, somewhat involute

umbo. Hinge with one thick, oblique, sub-crenulated, obtuse tooth in one valve,

inserted into a corresponding depression in the other. Impressions of the adductor

muscles elongato-oval, that by the mantle entire, or without an inflection. Ligament

external.

The figure of the animal of one species, as given by Foli, has the mantle open in

front, with the edges slightly fringed, long, sub-cylindrical, somewhat bent : foot with

a projecting heel, and two short and ciliated siphonal tubes, not extending beyond the

margin of the shell.

Amongst the recent species of this genus arc some whose shells are elegantly orna-

mented with spines or foliations, while others arc rough, and possessed of but little

beauty, and the rugose exterior often forms a firm attachment for species of sponge, by

which they are occasionally covered.

The animal generally fixes itself by the left valve, though sometimes by the right,

and specific distinctions have been formed in consequence, upon the belief that the

same species always adheres by the same valve. Recent observations have proved

the fallacy of this dependence.

Animals belonging to this Genus are inhabitants of tropical or sub-tropical regions,

and arc not known in a living state further north than the Mediterranean. It is

rather a modern genus, no true species being found in any formation older than the

Tcrtiarics.

1. Chama gryphoides, LinncEus. Tab. XV, fig. 8 a

—

d.

Concha rugata Rondelf.tii. Aldrov. De Test., lib. iii, p. 4.»8, 1623.

Glouus undatus. Klein. Tent., p. 173, No. 3, t. xii, fig. 81.

Concha kupium. Chemn. Conch. Cab., t. rii, p. 14."), t. li, figs. .ilO—513.

— GKYPiioiDES. Gault. Ind., part v, t. 101, lit. c

—

e.

CiiAMA — Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, No. IC"), p. 1139, 1767.

_ _ Chemn. Conch. Cab., t. vii, t. li, figs. 510—.j 13, 1787.

_ _ PoU. Test. Utr. Sic, vol. ii, p. 122, t. x.xiii, figs. 3, 4, and 20, 1795.

— — Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 519, No. 2, 1814.

— — ? Basterot. Bord. Foss., p. 8 1

.

— — Bronn. Lethoea Geogn., vol. ii, p. 927, t. xx.vviii, fig. 11, 1838.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 68, vol ii, p. 49.

— — Savigntj. Eg.vp'-' '• ''^"' P- -"• P'- -^'^> ^S*- ^' '—•^•

— — D'Orii^ny. Moll. de. Canar., p. KM, No. 178.
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Chama GKrPHiNA. Lam. Hist, des An. s. Vert., t. vi, p. 97.

— — Goldf. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 205, t. 138, fig. 9 a—c.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 68, vol. ii, p. 49.

— — Reeve, Conch. Icon. Chama, pi. viii, fig. 43.

— SINISTRORSA. Chemn. Conch. Cab., vol. ix, p. 145, t. 116, figs. 992-3, 1786.

— — Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 519, No. 3, 1814.

— BicoRNis. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1139, No. 166, 1767.

— UNICORNIS. Besh. 2d ed. Lamarck., t. vi, p. 582, 1835.

_ _ Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 68, 1836.

— UNICORNARIA. Lam. Hist, des An. s. Vert., t. vi, p. 98, 1815.

— coRNUTA. Chemn. Couch. Cab., t. vii, p. 150, tab. lii, figs. 519-20.

— LACERNATA. Desk. 2d ed. Lam., t. vi, p. 588, 1835.

Spec. Char. Testa crasssd, irrec/ulariter orhiculari, imbricatd, lamellis brevibus, ap-

pressis ; apice valvulce inferioris si/iisfro?'sum incurvo.

Shell thick, strong, irregularly orbicular, covered with short, close imbrications,

or lamellse ; apex of the lower or adherent valve curving to the left.

Diameter. 2 inches.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton and Newbourn.

Recent, Mediterranean.

This shell, in my cabinet, is very rare from the Coralline Crag, at the period of which

deposit it was an undoubted inhabitant of our latitude ; a few specimens have been

found in the disturbed portion of the Red Crag, but the solidity of the shell would

protect it in its possible removal from an older formation. In the few specimens

that I possess from the Red Crag, a somewhat greater difference appears to exist

between the two valves than is generally observable in C. gryphoides, or recent

variety, but that is so variable a character in the living shell as to give no warrant

for specific difference, depending, as it does, upon its mode of growth, or place of

attachment.

The differences observable in C. grypldna and gryphoides appear to depend entirely

upon the mode by which the animal chooses to attach itself, the one by the right valve,

while the other is fixed by the left. In some species, as shown by Mr. Broderip,

(in the ' Trans, of the Zool. Soc.,') this mode of adherence is wholly eclectic, depending

upon the will of the animal, and that it almost as often employs the one valve as the

other for that purpose.

In the var. grypldna the lower and larger valve, or that which has been the fixed

one, is the right, with the umbo taking a spiral or involute direction towards the left

hand, and the free valve appears more as an operculum to cover the animal, which

principally occupies the lower valve, like the oyster. In C. gryphoides this is reversed,

the left valve being made the adhering one, has consequently become the larger. Such

a character is a less organic change than we find exhibited in the two opposite forms

of Trophon antiquum, the spire of which, in the recent shell, . turns commonly to the
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right, while that of the fossil from the Crag, now admitted by all conchologists as

only a variety, turns generally to the left. In my first examination of the recent

species, there appeared a difference of form in the impressions by the adductors, which,

however, further observation proved to be no permanent character; the shape of

these muscle marks being considerably modified by the outward form of the shell, and

like the oyster, or any other adherent species of the Bivalvia, is more subject to dis-

tortion by the position it has chosen to fix itself, than is ever partaken of by those

species which are free, and the muscle marks undergo an elongation or contraction,

conforming themselves, in that respect, to the varying properties of the shell, and

showing that these arc no more to be relied upon than are the outward forms of

the shells themselves.

Cardita,* Bruffuiere. 1789

Anomalocardia (sp.) Klein, IToS.

AcTiNOBOLUs. Klein, 17."»3.

LlMNEA et Ll.MXODERMA (sp.) Poli, 179.).

Trapezium (sp.) Humph., 179".

Beglina. Bolten, 1798.

Akcturus. Humph., MS.

Venericakdia. Lam., 1801.

Glaxs. Met/erle, 1811.

Arcixella. Often, 181.5.

Cardissa. OAen, 181,i.

Mytilicardia. Blai/iv., 1824.

Carditamera. Conrad, 1838.

.'Vgaria. Orinj, 1840.

Gen. Char. Shell regular, thick, and strong, equivalvc, inequilateral, suborbicular

or transverse, closed, generally covered with more or less elevated, thick, and distinct

costaj ; hinge furnished with two teeth, one short, placed near the umbo, the other

oblique, sub-marginal, prolonged towards tlie posterior. Impression of the mantle

without a sinus, those by the adductors deeply seatbd. Ligament external.

Animal of the form of the shell, with the edges of the mantle disunited, and

without projecting siphons ; foot small and elongated: buccal oijcning furnished with

three or four pairs of tentacles.

Shells constituting this genus are ornamented upon the exterior with ribs radiating

or diverging from the umbo, and are more or less elevated, becoming in some species

nearly obsolete, and the shells are always thick and strong.

In the recent state, as a Genus, it has an extended geographical range, one species

being found on the Coast of Norway, while others inhabit the seas of New Holland,

the Indian Ocean, China Seas, shores of Westem Africa, and the East Coast of

* Etytn. Kophta, the heart.
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America; though not numerous in species, they are widely distributed. They

are all marine, and probably, from the thickness of their shells, were inhabitants

of not very deep water. The animal is said to be occasionally fixed by a byssus,

though that is seldom the case, as, generally, the valves are capable of being

perfectly closed.

It does not appear to be a very ancient genus, though largely developed in the

Tertiaries.

1. Cardita senilis, Lamarck. Tab. XV, fig. I «—/.

Venebicaedia senilis. Lam. Ann. du Mus., t. vii, p. 57.

— — Id. Hist, des Env. de Par., p. 222.

— — Desk. 2d ed. Lam., Hist, des An. s. Vert., t. vi, p. 384, 183;').

— — Parkinson. Org. Rem., vol. iii, p. 191, pi. xiii, figs. 15, 17, 1811.

— —J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 258, figs. 1—3, 1820.

— — Nyst. Rech. Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p. 11, No. 43, 1835.

_ _ LijeU. Trans. Geol. Soc., 2d ser., vol. v, p. 245, fig. 1, 1836.

— ANTiauATA. Lcathes' MS., fide J. Sowerby.

— INTERMEDIA? Dubois. Wolh. Podol., p. CI, pi. v. figs. 20-1, 1831.

Cabdita squamulosa. Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 207, pi. xvi, fig. 4 b, and fig. 5 a, b,

1844.

Dale. Hist, and Antiq. of Harw., p. 291, t. xii, fig. 4, 1730.

Spec. Char. Testa ohlique-cordatd, inceqiiilaterali, oblongd, sub-quadratd vel orbiculari

;

compressd vel turgidd, crassd, clausd ; costis 17—20 magnis, convexis, rugosis, interdiim

squamis, elevatis, fornicatis, asperis; lunuld parvd, impressd, dentibus crassis, perpendicu-

lariter striatis.

Shell obliquely heartshaped, inequilateral, oblong, subquadrate, or orbicular,

tumid or compressed, thick, strong, and closed, furnished with 1
7—20 large, convex,

rugose costse, sometimes ornamented with distant, arched, and elevated squamae

;

lunule small, deeply impressed, teeth thick, and striated in a vertical direction.

Largest Diameter, If inches.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt, Sutton, Sudbourne, and Gedgrave.

Red Crag, Sutton, Newbourn, Alderton, Bawdsey, Felixstow.

At Gedgrave it may be procured by hundreds, and occasionally with the valves

united, when it forms one of our handsomest shells. It appears to have flourished in

great profusion during the period of the CoralUne Crag; and from the large number of

specimens met with in the Red Crag, it may probably have extended its existence. into

the period of that deposit, although I have not yet found it at Walton-on-the-Naze.*

This is also one of the most variable of the whole class of Bivalves. The shell

with this name, as given from the Environs of Paris by Lamarck, is probably an error,

at least I have not been able to see an Eocene species with which it could be identified ;

* Dale gives it from Harwich, but as a shell of rare occurrence.
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the fossil from Angers is, in all probability, the same, as I have no doubt the one figured

and described by M. Nyst (C. squamtdosa) is no more than a variety of this Protean

shell. The valves are always- very thick and strong, ornamented with rounded

radiating ribs ; these are covered with more or less rugose lines of growth at all

times, and in some wcll-prcscrvcd specimens large and elevated squamae may be

observed at somewhat irregular distances ; the spaces between the ribs, upon the

centre and anterior part of the shell, are rather narrower than the ribs themselves,

more especially on the posterior part, where they are also less elevated. The umbones

are slightly involute, and have a small plain space or lunule immediately beneath them.

The right valve has one large tooth sloping towards the posterior side, with the rudi-

ments of a small one before it, near the umbo ; in the left valve is a large depression

for the tooth of the oj)posite one, and a thin, linear, compressed tooth, nearly parallel

to the dorsal margin, with a small triangularly-formed cardinal tooth, that becomes

obsolete in some specimens : these elongated teeth are marked with vertical striae like

the lateral teeth in some species of Mactra, CyrencB, &c.

In those species with a very transverse form of valve, the shell is generally more

compressed, and I'ke versa, in the orbicular varieties it is more tumid ; deep impressions

are left by the adductors, and the margin of the shell is indented by the elevation of

the ribs ; a small additional muscle mark is left upon the shell joining the anterior

adductor, such as is common to most of the species of Astarte and some of the

Venerida;, and the ligament was probably strong and powerful, as indicated by the

fulcrum, and deeply impressed furrow on the outside.

In all n>y specimens, notwithstanding its extreme range in variation in regard to

form, from that which is truly orbicular and nearly equilateral, to those which are more

especially transverse and very inequilateral, they invariably possess the character of

being somewhat rounded at the posterior side, and never angulated, like Ch. antiquata,

Linn. I am not sufficiently acquainted with the Italian fossils to say whether either of

the shells figured by Brocchi could be united with the Crag shell, but those specimens

I have seen appear to differ in being also less rounded on the posterior side, with a

slight difference in the form of the ribs, and covered with more prominent scales.

2 Cardita scalaris, Lealhes MSS. Tab. XV, fig. 5.

Venekicakdia scalaris. J. Sowerby. Min. Conch., t. 1!)0, fig. .3, 1825.

— — Nijst. Rech. Coq. Prov. d'Anv., p. 12, No. 47, 1835.

— — Potie: et Mich. Catal. des Moll, dc Douai, p. I(!C, No. 19, 184 I.

Cardita — Gold/. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 188, t. VM, fig. 2 a, b.

— — Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 213, pi. xvi, fig. 9 a, b, d, 18-1-1.

Spec. Char. Testa orhiculato-trianyulari, depressd ; costis 20—22 convcxis, nodosis

;

concentrice sulcatis ; umbonibus medianis.
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Shell triangularly orbicular, depressed, with 20 to 22 convex, close set nodulous

ribs ; concentrically sulcated ; umbones moderately elevated.

Diameter, \ an inch.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Sudbourn, and Gedgrave.

Red Crag, Sutton, Walton-on-the-Naze.

This species is very abundant in the Coralline Crag at Gedgrave and Sudbourn,

and it is by no means scarce in some parts of the Red Crag. The most distinguishing

character in this shell is the nodulous form of the ribs, which are placed near together,

separated only by a narrow line. The outline of this shell is in general pretty regular,

being of a roundly trigonal form, with the umbo turning slightly towards the anterior

;

occasionally the umbo is more elevated, giving it then a thicker hinge; a small smooth

space or lunule is visible, when perfect, on the anterior side, and the elevated ribs

produce a deeply crenulated margin.

3. Cardita orbicularis. Leathes' MS. Tab. XV, fig. 4.

Veneeicardia okbiculaeis. J. Sowerby. Min. Conch., t. 490, fig. 3, 182.5.

— — Potiez et Mich. Cat. des Moll, de Douai, p. 105, No. 17, 1844.

Caedita — Nyst. Coq. Toss, de Belg., p. 214, pi. xvi, fig. 10 a, b, d, 1844.

—
. tuberculata. Goldf. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 188, t. 134, fig. 3 «, b.

Spec. Char. Testa orbiculari, tumidd, convexd, crassd; costis 16—18 distantibus

;

concentrice sulcatis.

Shell orbicular, convex, tumid, and thick; 16 to IS convex ribs, with a flat space

between them ; concentrically sulcated.

Diameter, \ an inch.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton, Newbourn.

This species is also abundant both in the Coralline and in parts of the Red Crag,

but I have not seen it from Walton-on-the-Naze. The shell is more orbicular than

the preceding, and it is also more tumid ; the costae are different, being narrower and

standing apart, having a flat space between them, equal to the breadth of the ribs

;

the costce are ornamented with nodules like those of scalaris, but are fewer in number;

the interstices show the obtuse lines of increase, but they are not elevated like those

upon the ribs, and the umbo is rather more curved and less promhient.

4. Cardita CHAMiEFORMis, Leathes' MS. Tab. XV, fig. 3«

—

b.

Venericardia cham^formis. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 490, fig. 1, 1825.

— — Potiez et Mich. Cat, des Moll, de Douai, p. 162, No. 3, 1844.

Cardita cham^formis. Goldf. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 189, t. 134. fig. 4 a, b.

— — Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 211, pi. xvi, fig. 7 a, b, d, 1844.

22
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Spec. Char. Testa suborbiculari, convexiusculd, crassd; costis 14—16 convexis, ruffosis;

natibus prominentibus.

Shell suborhicular, slightly convex, thick; with 14—16 rugose and convex ribs,

umbones rather prominent.

Diameter, h an inch.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton, Newbourn.

This shell is not very abundant in ray cabinet. It has a more elevated umbo and

a less number of ribs than cither of the preceding species ; the form of the hinge as

well as the muscle marks being the same in all, only varying a little in conformity

with the varying outline of the shell. The ribs in my specimens are somewhat distant,

more rounded, and less nodulous than in C. scalaris, less distant than in C. orbicularis.

5. Cardita analis ? Phil. Tab. XV, fig. 6.

Cakdit.v an.\lis. Ptiil. Palacont. Beitr., p. 50, t. vii, fig. G a—c

(?) — DrxKEUi. Id. „ „ t. vii, fig. 7, a—c.

Spec. Char. Testa suborbiculari, depressiusculd, costis circa 20 convexis, miosis vel

subtuberctdatis ; natibus prominentibus.

Shell suborhicular, slightly depressed, with about 20 convex, rugose, or obsolctely

tubcrculatcd costte ; umbones prominent.

Diameter, fths of an inch.

Locality. Mam. Crag, Bridlington.

This species appears to be peculiar to the more recent Formation at Bridlington,

differing in some degree from all my Red or Coralline Crag specimens of this genus,

in having the depressed form of ril), and resembling in that character C. chamcpformis ,-

but they arc more numerous, being from 20 to 24 in number, and somewhat nodulous,

more especially in the young state ; they arc not so prominent or distinct, the con-

centric striae being more numerous, and not deeply impressed, so as to separate the

shell into nodules, and there appears also to be a larger anterior muscle mark, ex-

tending more into the shell ; my series of this species is not very extensive, and I am

unable to say if these characters be permanent.

6. Cardita corbis, Philippi. Tab. XV, fig. la—d.

Cardita cordis. Pliil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 55, pi. iv, fig. 19, 183(i.

— — Id. „ vol. ii, p. 41, 1844.

— — B'Orb. Moll, de Canar., p. 10(), No. 183, 1839.

— — Nyst. Add. k la Faunc Conch, des Terr. Tert. de Belg. ; Bull. Acad, de

Brux., t. i.\, p. 444, No. 34, 1842.

— — Ni/.it. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. '2 Hi, pi. .vi, fig. 9, 1844.

— — Forbes. Geol. Survey, vol. i, p. 415, 1846.
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Caedita nuculina. Btijard. Mem. de la Soc. Geol. de France, t. ii, part ii, p. 2(55, t. sviii,

fig. 13 a—f, 1837.

— exigua. Id., p. 265, t. xviii, fig. 17 o

—

b.

MiNBTA. Sacchi. Catal. Couch. Reg. Neap., p. 4, figs. 5, 6, 1836. ,

Venericaedia coebis. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— ANCEPs, var. Id.

Spec. Char. Testa mimitd, ovatd vel trigomld, oUiqud, crassd; apicihm acutis ; striis

concentricis, densis, undulatis ; sulcis radiantibus, ohsoletis.

Shell small, ovate, or subtriangular, oblique, thick and strong ; concentric striae

or ridges thick and undulating ; radiating sulci obsolete.

Diameter, \ of an inch.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Walton-on-the Naze.

This is one of the commonest shells in the Coralline Crag at Sutton, and the two

valves are often found united. Among the numerous specimens that are in my

cabinet, the two forms figured by Dujardin from the Touraine beds may be dis-

tinguished. In that variety which has the greatest diameter from the umbo to the

ventral margin, (which appears to be the one now lining in the Mediterranean, as given

by Philippi,) the shell is most ventricose, the umbo most prominent, and the concentric

ridges much more elevated and distinct, than those are which have more distinct

radiations from the umbo ; in the other extreme form of variation w4iich I had called

anceps {exigua, Dujard.), the shell is more compressed, with a greater proportional

diameter from the anterior to the posterior side, and the radiating ridges are more visible

to the naked eye, and this variety appears to have attained rather larger dimensions,

measuring as much as -j^ths of an inch. In what may, perhaps, be called the normal

form {NncuUna, Dujard.), the exterior is covered with concentric ridges at rather

unequal distances, and in the young state, or at the umbo, they are very wide apart; they

appear to undulate, or are made uneven by the rays which cross them, but the rays

fade away so imperceptibly into those in which they are obsolete, that I am unable to

draw a line between the two. Our shell possesses one large tooth in the right valve,

of a somewhat triangular form, stretching out towards the posterior, and in the other

valve there are two teeth, one smaller, immediately beneath the umbo, of a triangular

shape, the other compressed and elongated, sloping posteriorly, and nearly parallel to

the dorsal iflargin ; the muscle marks are large in comparison wdth the size of the

shell.
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Erycinella, Conrad? 1845.

Erycina (sp.) Besh., 1825.

GOODALLIA. .S". Wood.

Gen. Char. Shell trigonal, cquivalvc, inequilateral, thick ? strong r and closed.

Hinge composed of two teeth in each valve, and a triangular space between thera.

Lateral teeth obscure. Ligament internal. Pallcal impression without a sinus.

ANIMAL UNKNOWN.

In 1822 Dr. Turton proposed a Genus of Bivalves under the name of Goodallia,

with a diagnosis almost in the above words, having an internal ligament. The shell

constituting the type of his genus, and, indeed, the only one that it contained, is now

well known to be a true Astarte, and has a ligament placed externally upon a fulcrum

;

his name, therefore, has lost its claim to be retained.

The figure of a small shell is given by Conrad in his ' Fossils of the Medial

Tertiarics of the United States,' corresponding apparently with the above characters,

and descriljed under the name of Er//cinella ovulis, but without a generic diagnosis,

and I have adopted it here upon the presumption that he has used it as one that had

been fairly established.

The name was no doubt intended as a diminutive of Eryciiia, a genus in which a

shell resembling E.ovalis has been jjlaced byDeshayes, (' Coq. Foss. dcs Env. de Par.,'

t. i, pi. vi, figs. 23—5.) The genus Eri/cina, as proposed I)y Lamarck, had included in

it by himself an assemblage of heterogeneous materials, making it almost impossible

to determine the species intended as the type, in consequence of which it has been

pretty generally rejected, although retained by a few continental Conchologists for a

group of shells closely related to TeUina, possessing cloncjaled siphons, a genus to which

our present species has no relationship, and the name Erycinella is consequently very

inappropriate, our shell being evidently connected with Astarte.* Preserving, there-

fore, its close affinity, and retaining it still in the family of the Goddess of Beauty, it

has, since its removal from Goodallia, remained in my Cabinet under the MS. name of

Astartella, a name it was intended to have proposed, and to which I would now lay

claim, provided no regular diagnosis has previously been given to the one Mr. Conrad

has emi)loyed.

* There is also a geucral resemblance, .inJ probably near relationship, with Cardita, as one small

species of that Genus has the exterior ornamented with concentric instead of radiating ridges, and with a

crenulated margin, but the hinge furniture and position of the ligament arc quite different.
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1. Erycinella ovalis ? Conrad. Tab. XV, fig. 10^'—/.

Erycinella ovalis? Conrad. Foss. of the Miocene Formation of the United States, p. lA,

pi. xhi, fig. 5, 1845.

GooDALLiA? PYGM^A. iS. Woocl. Catalogue, 1840.

? CRENATULA. Id.

spec. Char. Testa minutd, obligud, ovuto-trigonuld, incsquilaferali, tumidd, crassd,

concentrice striata; j^ostice rotundatd, antice rectiusculd ; cardine bidentato ; marffine

ventrali crenulato.

Shell minute, oblique, ovately triangular, inequilateral, tumid, thick and strong,

concentrically striated ; posterior side rounded, anterior nearly straight ; hinge with

two teeth, ventral margin crenulated.

Diameter, -j^th of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton, and Gedgrave.

This little shell is particularly abundant in the Coralline Crag at Sutton; and from

its prominent dental apparatus and crenulated margin, the two valves may be often

obtained in their natural position, giving thus an opportunity of observing the entire

margins of the shell in juxtaposition, without the slightest appearance of any fulcrum

or depression into which the ligament could have been inserted, so as to have become

visible externally when the valves are closed, the two pieces locking so close together

as to be with difficulty separated. The shell is tliick and strong, with a prominent

obtuse umbo, and the whole exterior, when in perfect condition, is covered with

concentric ridges or rounded striae. The hinge of the right valve consists of

two large teeth diverging from the umbo, having a triangular space between them,

and a small obscure lateral tooth on both sides ; in the left valve there are two

large cardinal teeth also diverging, which lock into depressions on the outside of

the teeth of the right valve ; besides these two cardinal teeth in each there are two

small denticles in the left, between which and the larger teeth are spaces for the

reception of the two large teeth of the right valve, thus leaving in the centre a vacant

space immediately beneath the umbo, where it is presumed the ligament was inserted
;

and in this valve also are two lateral teeth, the one at the extremity of the slope of the

anterior margin is prominent, fitting into a corresponding depression in the anterior

margin of the right valve, while on the other side it is the reverse, corresponding in

this character with the lateral teeth of the small species of Astarte, to which it is

evidently nearly related. The edge of the margin is deeply denticulated in the adult

shell, but in the immature state it is perfectly smooth ; the adductor muscles arc

deeply impressed, large, and of an ovate form, situated near the extremity of the

lateral teeth ; they are connected by a simple mantlcmark, without the least inflection :

in the young state the teeth of the hinge are comparatively larger than when full

grown, and the margin is then without crenulations; from these, with some other minor

difi'erences, it was thought to be a distinct species, but a better examination and more

specimens give reason to believe it to be only the immature state.
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A small shell from the Paris basin, figured by M. Dcshayes, ' Coq. Foss. des Env.

de Paris,' tom. i, pi. vi, figs. 22—25, much resembles ours, and I applied to that

gentleman for permission to inspect one of his duj)licates, and he most obligingly sent

over to me, for comparison, the only two specimens he possesses, and for which I beg

to express my obligation. I fully concur with him in opinion that his fossil is speci-

fically distinct from the Crag shell: although it would have been desirable to have seen

a larger series of the Eocene shell, there is still so much difference between the two,

that unless a much greater amount of variation exists in the older Tertiary species

than is generally observable, they may very fairly be kept specifically distinct. The

Crag shell is much thicker, with a different arrangement of the dental furniture, and

there are no well-marked lateral teeth in the French shell ; and although the artist of

the figure above refeiTcd to has given an angular and pointed outhne to the base of

his shell, with a row of crenulations at the margin, I could not observe either of those

characters in the specimens submitted to my examination, nor are they so specially

mentioned in the text ; it is possible, however, they may be immature specimens, and

would consequently have the margins smooth.*

AsTARTE,t J- Sowerby. IS 16.

Venus (spec.) Linn.

Peron.ea and Peroxeoderma (spec.) Voli.

Tellina (spec.) VoU.

Mactra (spec.) Monl.

Cypkina (spec.) T%irt.

Tridonta. Schum., 181/.

Crassi.sa. Lam., 1818.

Cypricaruia (sp.) Id.

NiCANiA. Leach, 1819.

GOODALUA. Turt., 1822.

Mactroidea

Mactrina.

Okeada

Brown, 1827.

}
Okeada. 1

PvscHiA.
J

Itoullier, 18-16.

* Since the above had gone to press Sir Charles Lyell has returned t'rom .America, whence he had

kindly undertaken to procure for me, if possible, a specimen of the Transatlantic species for examination,

and in a letter received by him from Mr. Conrad the following observation occurs, which I have the per-

mission of Sir Charles to publisli.

" I have examined the shell sent by Jlr. Wood, and have compared it with the only specimen we have

of Enjcinellu ocalis. It is a smaller shell than the latter, of a more ovate form, and proportionally

narrower, still, I believe, they constitute one species. Our specimen has radiating lines, as seen'through a

magnifier, but this may be owing to a weathered surface. I have seen a recent shell from the Gulf of

Mexico, which I think is a congener with these fossils, but I have now none to refer to."

t Etym., the Syrian name of Venus.
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Gen. Char. Shell thick, strong, and capable of being perfectly closed by the

animal
;
generally more or less inequilateral, with a slightly trigonal form, equivalved,

often smooth, sometimes rigid, or deeply furrowed on the exterior ; hinge with two

diverging cardinal teeth in the left valve, and a trigonal space between them for the

reception of a prominent tooth of the same form in the right valve, often striated

;

generally a lateral tooth on the anterior side beneath the lunule, and sometimes an

elevated ridge or tooth inside the dorsal margin on the posterior side ; two deep

impressions are left upon the shell by the adductor muscles,* and the impression of

the mantle is without any inflexion ; ligament external.

Animal of the form of the shell ; edges of the mantle plain ? disunited, except

at the posterior, where they form two siphonal openings, with simple orifices, and

not extending beyond the shell ; foot rather small, strong, and somewhat of an

angular shape.

The greater number of the species of this Genus have the inner margin of the shell

covered with crenulations, and their presence or absence was for a long time considered

a character of sufiicient importance for specific distinction, it is now well known that

those appearances are not to be depended upon for such a purpose, as in all the species

of this Genus the immature, or, at least, the young, state of the shell has its margin

smooth or free from crenulations, and never, until it has attained to maturity, does it

assume that character ; and whenever a specimen has its margin crenulated, it may

then be considered to have arrived at its full growth.

English authors have generally adopted the above name, while upon the Continent

Crassina appears to have been more frequently employed ; there is no doubt, however,

that priority belongs to Mr. Sowerby, and that Lamarck's name is entitled to rank

only as third in point of date.

This genus has a considerable vertical range in the living state, but it is more often

found in waters of considerable depth, and the greater number of known recent species

are inhabitants of the colder regions of the North.

1. ASTARTE TRIANGULARIS, Montuffue. Tab. XVII, fig. 10 «

—

d.

Mactra triangularis. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 99, t. iii, fig. 5, 1803.

— MiNDTissiMA. Id. Test. Brit. Suppl., p. 37, 1808.

GOODALLIA TRIANGULARIS. TuH. Brit. Biv., p. "7, t. vi, fig. 14, 1822.

— MiNUTissiMA. Id. „ „ t. vi, fig. 15, 1822.

Mactroibea triangularis. Brown. lUust. Brit. Conch. Syst. Ind., 1827.

Mactrina triangularis. Id., pi. IG, fig. 25.

— MINUTISSIMA. /(/., 2d edit., p. 108, pi. xlii, figs. 25, 2(5.

AsTABTE SUBTRIGONA. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

* There is also in most of the species a deeply indented mark near the anterior adductor.
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AsTAKTE TiUANGiLAKis. Alder. Catal. North, and Durh., p. S7, 1848.

— — Jeffreys. Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. viii, p. 166.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 107, pi. xxx, figs. 4, 5,

1S48.

— L.EVIGATA? Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 30, 1844.

Cbassixa TRIANGULARIS. Gray. Ann. of PLilos., 1825.

JIINITISSIMA. III.

— MINIMA? Smith. Mem. Wern. Nat. Hist. Soc, vol. viii, p. 45, 1838.

Spec. Char. Testa minutd, ohUqiin, iriangulari, subcequilaterali, lavi, crassd : postice

convexiore, marline crenulatd; umhonibus prominentihus.

Shell minute, obliquely triangular, nearly equilateral, smooth, thick, and strong

;

posterior side the more convex : margin crenulate ; umbones prominent.

Diameter, |th of an inch.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Walton-on-the-Naze.

Clyde Beds.

Recent, Mediterranean ? Britain, Hebrides.

This species is very abundant in that rich Depot of small shells, in the Coralline

Crag at Sutton, and from its denticulated margin and prominent hinge teeth, the

valves are often found united. There are two different forms or varieties of it, one of

which is larger and more compressed, with the posterior side less rounded, correspond-

ing precisely with the recent shell, this is comparatively rare, while the other, (which,

from its greater difference in being smaller, longer, that is with a greater comparative

diameter from the anterior to the posterior margin, more tumid, and more rounded on

the posterior side, was thought to be a different sjiccies, and named sutitrigona in my
Catalogue,) may be procured in large numbers. Until lately this shell was regarded as

a very rare species in the recent state, and is said now to be more plentiful in the seas

of North Britain than in the South, and the difficulty of obtaining a good series for

comparison in 1840, induced the belief of its distinction for the Crag shell. The variety

Htiltlriyona, the common Crag shell, is roundcdly triangular, having a diameter quite

as large, occasionally even more so when measured from one side to the other, than

from the umbo to the ventral margin, but in the other variety it is quite the reverse

;

the exterior is quite smooth, and the margin of the adult shell is crcnulated on the

inside, with about two dozen obtuse denticulations. In all cases the young specimens

have the margins smooth, but there are others which have attained their full

magnitude, with the edge quite free from crenulations ; most of my specimens are

colourless, but some few have the reddish brown, with which the recent shell is

tinged only partially removed, leaving, as it were concentric bands of this colouring

matter. The ligament of this species is placed upon a somewhat prominent fulcrum,

readily distinguished externally when the valves are united, and not even partially

covered by an extension of the dorsal edge.
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2. AsTARTE PARVULA, S. U^ood. Tab. XVII, fig. 1 1 a—b.

AsTARTE PARVULA. jS. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Spec. Char. Testa minhnd, obliqud, ovato-triangulari, incequilateraU, compressiusculd,

sublmvi ; postice Jatiore : antice lonr/iore, ef productiore ; margine integerrimo.

Shell minute, oblique, of a triangularly ovate form, inequilateral, somewhat com-

pressed, nearly smooth ; posterior side very short and broad, anterior produced and

elongated ; margin smooth.

Length, ^th of an inch ; height, -ji^^th ditto.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

This is also an abundant shell at Sutton, but rarely obtained with the valves

united. It is a true Astarte, and may be distinguished from the preceding, which

is the species it most resembles, and for the young of which, without care, it might be

mistaken; its differences are principally in outline, this being much more inequilateral,

and in place of having the form of an imperfect equilateral triangle, like that of

A. triangularis, the lines of the margins form with the umbo nearly a right angle

;

the posterior side is particularly short, with a very gentle curve to the ventral margin,

while the anterior is very much produced, sloping in a straight line to within a short

distance of the extremity, considerably reducing the breadth, or rather height, of that

side ; the hinge is furnished with one large triangular tooth in the right valve, as in

all the species of the genus, with two in the left, and the prominent marginal or

lateral tooth of the right valve, which fits into a corresponding depression in the left,

is on the posterior side, while on the anterior side of the umbo, the elevated ridge is in

the left valve, and at a considerable distance ; the exterior is generally smooth, but in

perfect specimens, obsolete, concentric ridges, though not very regular, may be

detected.

The shell in its recent state was probably of a reddish-brown colour, like the

preceding species, traces of which remain in some specimens, and in others it is also

formed into concentric bands. The margin in all my specimens is free from the least

appearance of crenulations, as well in those which are the largest, and presumed to be

full grown, as in the smaller and consequently younger.

3. Astarte borealis, Chemnitz. Tab. XVI, fig. 3 a—d.

Venus borealis. Chem. Conch. Cab. vii, t. xxxix, fig. 412, 1784.

— COMPRESSA. Mont. Test. Brit. Siippl., p. 43, t. xxvi, fig. 1, (large fig.) 1808.

— SULCATA. Mat. and Raclc. Linn. Trans., vol. viii, p. 81, t. ii, fig. 2, 1807.

Astarte plana. /. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 179, fig. 2, 1817, (not Nyst.)

— — Id. Geol. Norf., p. 43, t. ii, fig. 14, 1833.

— borealis. S. Wood, Catalogue, 1840.

— — Phil. Neuer. Conch., vol. ii, p. 58, Astarte, pi. i, fig. 11.

23
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AsTARTE BOREALis. Forbes. Mem. Gcol. Surv., vol. i, p. 413, 184C.

— coMPiiESSA. Macffill. Moll. Abcrd., p. 2G1, 1843.

— — T/wrpe. Brit. Mar. Couch., p. 247, 1844.

— cYPiUNOiDEs. Ducal. Revue Zool. Cuv. Soc, p. 278, 1841.

— — Hanleij. Recent Shells, Suppl., pi. xiv, fig. 40.

— coKUUGATA. Loveii. Ind. Moll. ScauJ., p. 37, 1846.

— — MuUhiuUirjt'. Mem. de I'Acad. Imp. St. Petersb., p. .')62, t. xvii,

figs. 4—10, 184!).

— ARCTICA. i»/o//6/-. Ind. Moll. Groenl., p. 1!), 1842.

— — Fori, and Uanl Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. Mil, pi. xxx, lig. 7, 1848.

— LACTKA. Broil, and Sow. Zool. Joiirn., vol. iv, p. 30."), 1829.

— — Gray. .App. to Becchey's Voy. Zool., p. 1 J2, t. xliv, fig. 19, 1839.

— SEMISULCATA. Gray. List Brit. Moll., p. 92, 18.J1.

Crassina ARCTICA. Gray. Append, to Parry's Voyage.

— — Ilanley. Recent Shells, vol. i, p. 88.

— BouEAMs. Nikon. Nov. Act. Holm., p. 188, pi. ii, figs. 3, 4, 1822.

— coMi'KKSSA. Brown. Illust. Brit. Conch., pi. xviii, figs. 4, ;">, 1827.

CORRUGATA. I<l. ,, „ pi. Xvi, fig. 1 ,,

— WiTHAMi. Smith and Brown. Mem. Wcru. Soc, vol. viii, p. ^>7, pi. i, figs. 24, 2.'i,

1838.

— SEMISULCATA. Leach, in Ross's Voy., Append., p. 17.">, 1819, (fide Gray.)

Tridonta BOREALIS. Schwn. Essai d'un Nouv. Syst. des Hab. des Vers. Test., p. 146,

pi. xvii, fig. 1 a—b, 1817.

&pec Char. Testa crassd, cordato-Mgond, inaquilaterali, postice longiore, subcompressd,

lunuld elongatd, profundi excavaid ; margine integerrmo.

Shell thick, somewhat triangularly heartshaped, slightly compressed, inequilateral,

posterior side the longer ; a deep and elongated lunule ; margin smooth.

Length, \\ inch; height, \\ inch.

Localities. Mam. Crag, Bramerton, Bridlington.

Clyde Beds, Opslo, Uddcvalla.

Recent Arctic Seas, Britain, Nova Zcmbla, Behring Straits, {Middendorf.)

This appears to be comparatively a modern species. In its living state it is deci-

dedly a Boreal shell, although it is occasionally obtained alive in our own seas. As a

fossil it is not at all rare in this country, cither from Norwich or from the Clyde beds.

Like most of the species of this genus, it is subject to considerable variation, not only

in its outward form but in the markings of its exterior.

The specimens in my Cabinet from near Norwich, are generally uniform in shape,

and when not decomposed, the outside is nearly smooth, with scarcely the appearance

of ridges, but in the Bridliugton shells, a very material diflference is exhibited, even in

the few specimens that I ])ossess. The more common form is somewhat rounded,

having a height only a little less than the length, but that which has been called

./. inthaini is not only comparatively much longer, but has the posterior side sloped off

to a rounded point (fig. 2 c, d), and this lias the umbo covered with distinct ridges

extending over a fourth of tlic exterior, while the one from Norwich is in that part
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smooth. In the recent state it is covered with a thick, ohvaceous, or dark coloured

epidermis, and at the urabones the shell is often eroded ; marks of erosion are visible

also, more or less, in most of the fossils.* Old specimens are generally thickened

within, showing deeply-indented muscle marks. There is a deeply-excavated lunule

on the anterior side, and a corresponding slope on the posterior dorsal margin, with a

prominent fulcrum for the ligament.

It is said to be obtained in deep water in the British seas, though probably it had

an extensive vertical range, being found as a fossil at Bramerton, in association with

Littoriiia llttorea, Mytilus edulis, and others that now inhabit very shallow water ; and

the fossil specimens are in that good state of preservation to justify the supposition

that they had not been transported from any great distance.

4. AsTARTE Basterotii, Lujonliaire. Tab. XVII, fig. 2 a—d.

AsTARTE Basterotii. Lajonk. Not. Geol. euv. d'Auv. (Mem. delaSoc. d'Hist. Nat. dePar.),

t. i, p. 129, pi. vi, fig. 3«—e, 1823.

— — Nyst. Rech. Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p. /, No. 2C, 1835.

— — Id. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 151, pi. viii, fig. 4 a—c, 1844.

— NiTiDA. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 521, fig. 2, 1826.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Crassina NITIDA. Besh. 2d edit. Lam., t. yi, p. 258, 1835.

Dale, Hist, and Antiq. of Harwich, t. xi, figs. 12 and 14, 1/30.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ovato-trigonula, suhlavigatd, antice rotundatd, postice,

subangidatd natibus tenui-siilcatis ; lunuld ehngato-ovutd. ; margine crenulato.

Shell transverse, ovately triangular, nearly smooth, anterior side rounded, posterior

subangulated ; umbones finely sulcated ; lunule elongate and smooth ; margin cre-

nulated.

Length, Ifths of an inch; height, l|-th ditto.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Ramsholt, Sudbourn, Gedgrave.

Red Crag, Sutton, Bawdsey, Felixstow, Walton-on-the-Naze ?

The most distinguishing character of this species is a set of fine concentric ridges

covering the young shell, and occupying generally less than the fourth part of the

diameter of the surface, or a little beyond the umbones of the adult, while all the other

part is smooth, or at least with only visible lines of growth.

f

The general size of the most common form of the Suffolk shell is an inch in length

and iths of an inch in height, and it has generally then a crenulated margin, but the

other specimen figured (fig. 2 c, d) measures as much as an inch and |ths in length, with

an edge perfectly smooth ; they are all rather compressed, and have a deep, elongated

* A recant specimen in the possession of Mr. Lowry, with the specific name of lactea attached, but

which I believe to be only a var. of this species, is quite free from ridges about the umbo.

f The ridges upon the umbo of the Belgian shell are somewhat larger than those upon the British

specimens, and may be considered a distinct variety.
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and smooth lunulc, and an elongated corselet on the posterior side ; there is an

elevated ridge of the dorsal margin in the right valve, and a correspondent furrow on

the same side in the left : the anterior lateral tooth or ridge is in the left valve, and

the corresponding furrow on that side in the right; there are three teeth in the right

valve, one large and two very small, with two large teeth in the left one ; the large

central triangularly-formed tooth is ridged or roughened on its sides, and the same

may be seen in perfect specimens on the inner side of the two diverging teeth of the

left valve.

5. AsTARTE INCRASSATA? Brocchi. Tab. XVI, fig. 6r/

—

b.

Venus inck.\ss.\t.\. Broc Conch. Foss. Subap., p. yj/, t. xiv, fig. 7, 1814.

Crassix.^ iNCR.iss.'^TA. Besh. 2d edit. Lam., t. vi, p. 25", 1835.

AsTAitTE — Gohlf. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 194, t. 135, fig. 2 a, b.

— — P/(?7. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 38, vol. ii, p. 29.

— NiTiDULA. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Spec. Char. Testa crassd rotundato-triangulari, ttimiduld, subcEquilaterali, posticc paullo

lorif/iore, lavi, prcBterquam ad apices; lunula ovatd, profunda ; margine crenulaio.

Shell thick, roundedly triangular, slightly inflated, subequilateral, posterior side

rather the longer ; smooth, except at the umboncs ; lunule ovate, and deep ; margin

crcnulated.

Diameter, |ths of an inch.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Sudbourn.

Red Crag, Sutton. • Recent, Mediterranean .-

This species is abundant in the Coralline, and it is occasionally met with in the

Red Crag. Although sonicwh.-xt variable as a Hrilish fossil, it is less so than manv

other species of this genus. It most resembles the shorter varieties of the preceding,

but may be distinguished by several characters that apjjcar to be permanent. Our

Crag species has its identification in a Sicilian fossil, which is presumed to I)c the

same as Ast. incrassata, Phil., and V.incrassata, Broc, the former of these two authors

speaks of his shell as very variable in its external appearance, some, he says, arc almost

smooth, whilst others are sulcated almost to the margin ; our Crag specimens are

generally very regular in that character, and only in the region of the umbones is the

shell at all ridged, and these extend only to a short distance, while all the rest of the

surface is perfectly smooth. The shell as represented by Brocchi, is free from ridges

of any kind, although in the text, p. 557, he says, " natibus transversim rugosis."

The general form of our shell is somewhat angulated or truncated at the posterior

side, the uml)ones turning a little towards the anterior one, over a large and deep

lunule, and on the other side is a large lanceolate corselet, witliin which is a con-

siderable space that was occupied by the ligament ; the umbonal region is occupied

by numerous small and rounded ridges, and the margin of the adult shell is deeply

crcnulated.
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6. AsTARTE MUTABiLis, S. JFood. Tab. XVI, fig. 1 a—/i.

AsTAKTE MUTABILIS. S. TFood. Catalogue, 1840.

— PLANATA. Ni/st, (not Sowerbjr.) Rech. Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p. 7, No. 2,3, 1835.

— — LI. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 151, pi. vii, fig. a—6, 1844.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ohlongd, subcordatd, crassd, ineeqtiilaterali, postice

longiore, truncatd ; natibus late sulcatis ; Immld profunde excavatd ; lavigatd ; marginibiis

incrassatis, cremdatis.

Shell transversely oblong, inequilateral, slightly heartshaped, thick and strong;

posterior side the longer, and truncated ; umbones broadly sulcated ; lunule smooth,

and deeply excavated ; margins thickened and crenulated.

Length, 2 inches ; height, l|-ths ditto.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt, Sudbourn, Gedgrave, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton, Alderton, Baldersey.

Mam. Crag, Bridlington, {Leckenbg.)

This is one of our most changeable species in this variable genus, and the two

forms that have been figured are the extremes of variation, fig. «, b, being the most

constant, may be described as the type of the species. The adult shell is particularly

thick and strong, with the muscle marks deeply indented ; the posterior one is large

and nearly oval, the anterior one is rather less, and more straightened on the inner

side, and immediately beneath the anterior lateral tooth is the third small muscular

impression ; the line of the mantle indicates posteriorly the short siphons of the living

animal ; externally the shell is nearly smooth, except at the umbones, wliich are nearly

flat in the adult shell, with about a dozen broad and deep furrows ; the umbones are

generally sharp, curving over a broad and deeply-excavated lunule, with a large and

elongated corselet, both of which are quite naked or smooth ; in the right valve the

cardinal tooth is large and projecting, somewhat rugged at the sides, with the like

striations upon the inner surfaces of the two teeth in the left valve ; lateral teeth

obsolete ; the ventral margin is nearly straight, and the posterior side somewhat

quadrate. The margin of this species is quite smooth and sharp until it has attained

its full size, when it becomes much thickened and deeply crenulated. Numerous

specimens of the young shell may be obtained at Sutton, and I have traced them

down to less than a line in diameter.

Fig. 1 e,/is, I presume, only an aberrant form of this species; it was obtained at

Bridlington by Mr. Leckenby, to whom I am indebted for permission to have it

figured.
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7. AsTARTE Omahi, Delujonkaire. Tab. XYII, fig. 1 a—/-

AsTAUTE Omalii. Lajon/c. Not. Geol. env. d'Anv. (Mem. de la Soc. d'Hist. Nat. de Par.)

torn, i, p. 129, pi. vi, fig. 1 a—c, 1823.

— — Desk. Ency. Meth. Vers., t. \i, p. 77. No. 2, 1830.

— — Ni/st. Rech., Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p. 7, No. 24, 1835.

— — Irl. Coq. foss. de Belg., pi. 152, pi. ix, fig. 2 a, h, c, 184 I.

— ku(;ata. Lajonk {not J. Sowerbtj). Loc. cit., torn, i, p. 130, pi. G, tig. 5 a— c, 1823.

— — Nyst. Rech. Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p. 7, No. 25, 1835.

— liirAHTiTA. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 521, fig. 3, 182(1.

— oBLONC.A. J. Sow. Min. Concli., t. 521, fig. 1, 1826.

Crassika Omalii. Di'x/i. 2d edit. Lam., t. vi, p. 258, 1835.

— BiPARTiTA. LL „ ,, t. vi, p. 259, 1835.

AsTAKTE. Li/elL :Manual of Elem. Geol., M edit., p. 165, fig. 1 19, 1850.

S/jc'c. Char. Testa variabile, interdiim ohlongo-ovatd scepe trigonali ; suhlcRvigatd

nut sulcata, fiimidd vel compressd, ptttrimiim incequilaterali, posfice longiore, sufjatigitlatd

;

luniild ovatd,profund(; excavatd ; natlbus acutis, semper sulcatis : marginHjus crenulatis.

Shell variable, sometimes ovately oblong, often trigonal, smooth or sulcatcd, tumid

or compressed, for tlio most part inequilateral; posterior side the longer, subangulated;

lunule ovate, deeply excavated : umljoncs sharp, sulcated ; margin crenulated.

Length, I|ths of an inch; height, l^th ditto.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Ramsholt, Gcdgrave.

Red Crag, Sutton.

This shell is exceedingly abundant in all parts of the Coralline Crag. Of all the

species of this very variable genus found in the Crag, this is, "par excellence^'' the most

perplexing and difficult to determine. There is a fossil found in the Middle and Upper

Tertiaries of America in which the variations in form appear even greater than in our

Crag shell, as shown by a large suite of specimens in the Cabinet of Sir Charles

Lyell, and that geologist, in his Paper upon the " Pliocene Tertiary Strata of ^laryland,

Virginia, and N. and S. Carolina," published in the ' Proceedings of the Geological

Society,' 1845, vol. iv, part iii, p. .55.'), considers A. vicina, A. araia, A. cuneiformis,

A. obruta, A. perplana, of the American authors, to be varieties of A. undulata. Say., in

which opinion I fully concur ; but he further says, " I have some specimens of

A. Inpartita from the Suffolk Crag, which agree perfectly with the American fossil,

except that in the latter the sides of the hinge teeth are much more distinctly grooved.

A few only of the English specimens exhibit a faint trace of this grooving." In a

species so exceedingly variable as this appears to have been in the seas of the Coralline

Crag, and in the same, or at least in localities so little removed as those of Suffolk,

where they are now found, it is difficult to say what efi'ect localities so far removed

as those of South Carolina might have ])roduced upon an animal with such a tendency

to variation ; there is scarcely a limit to be put to its specific range, and this ex-

cessively variable character is perhaps an argument in favour of specific identification.
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From the specimens of the American shell, and from the representations that I have

seen, I was inclined to consider them distinct from the peculiarly angular extremity

of the posterior side.

This species in the adult state has the margin thickened within and roughly

crenulated, although in some large specimens this character is not seen. In all

specimens the shell in its young state is covered externally with broad and deep

furrows, and is much compressed, and it is in the older shell that it becomes so variable

;

these ridges or furrows are in some limited to a rather small space upon the surface,

or what may be called the umbonal region, while in others the surface is covered with

them entirely ; these latter continue generally much compressed, while those which

have the surface, or at least the greater part of it, quite smooth, and comparatively

short, are very tumid, the lunule and corselet in that case becoming of course very

large ; the posterior side is always more or less truncated, and the umbo sharp, often

much pointed. The rugae spoken of by Sir Charles Lyell as so conspicuous upon the

teeth, at least on the outside of the large cardinal tooth of the right valve, and the

corresponding inside of the two teeth in the left valve of the American shell, are

visible enough in well-preserved specimens of the English fossil, but these markings

are no good specific character, and may be seen in several other species. I have

traced this species down to the young shell, with a diameter little more than the eighth

of an inch, when the cardinal tooth extends to the umbo, but as the shell enlarges,

these teeth proceed forward, leaving a space between them ; the beaks stand up

prominent and sharp, but do not touch, and the opening of the valves is carried

backwards by a somewhat extended ligament.

8. AsTARTE ELLiPTiCA, Brown. Tab. XVI, fig. 7.

Ceassina ELLIPTICA. Brown. lUust. Brit. Conch., pi. xviii, fig. 3, 1827.

— OVATA. Id. Edinb. Journ. Nat. and Geogr. Sci., vol. i, p. 12, pi. i,

figs. 8, 9.

— — Id. Illust. Brit. Conch., 2d ed., p. 90, pi. xxxviii, figs. 12, 13.

— DEPRESSA. Id. „ „ p. 9G, pi. xxxviii, fig. 2.

— SULCATA. Nihoti. Nov. Act. Holm., p. 187, pi- ii, figs. 1, 2, fide Forb.&adHant.

— Gaibensis. Smith. Mem. Wern. Soc, vol. viii, p. 42.

AsTARTE ELLIPTICA. Miicgill. Moll. Aberd., p. 2.")9, 18-13.

— — Alder. Catal. Moll. North, and Durli., p. 87, 1848.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 459, pi. xxx, fig. 8, 1848.

— Gairensis. W. Nicol. MS.

— — Morris. Catal. Brit. Foss. p. 79, 1843.

— SEMISULCATA. Moller. Ind. Moll. Groeul., p. 19, 1842.

— — Phil. Neuer. Conch., vol. ii, p. 57; Astarte, pi. i, fig. 10.

— — Loven. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 37, 1846.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, cllipticd, imequilaterali, compressiusculd; postice longiore,

truncatd, semisulcatd; lunula profundd, lanccoluto-cordatd ; marline integerrimo.
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Shell transverse, elliptical, somewhat compressed, semisulcated, inequilateral

.

posterior side the longer, and truncated ; lunule deep, of an elongated hcartshape

;

margin without crenulations.

Localities. Mam. Crag, Bridlington, Bramerton ?

Glacial Beds of Scotland, Ireland, Wales, and North of England, {Forbes.)

Uddevalla. Recent, Coast of Scotland, Finmark, and Greenland.

I have seen only one specimen of this species belonging to the Mammaliferous

Crag, and that is from the Cabinet of Mr. Bean, who has obligingly permitted me to

have it figured, and this appears the oldest Deposit in which it is found ; there is no

specimen in my Cabinet from the Red Crag that can be fairly referred to this species

;

it is stated by Messrs. Forbes and Hanlcy to l)e jiarticularly al)undant in the more recent

beds of the glacial or antihuman period. This shell is said never to have its margins

crenulated, in which it differs essentially from the elliptical variety of A. Omalii.

Ill the living state it appears confined to the northern portion of our seas, extending

into the colder regions of Fiiuuark and Greenland, and is said to have a vertical range

of from 10 to 40 fathoms, usually on a muddy bottom.

9. AsT.\RTE SULCATA, Dacosia. Tab. XVI, fig. 5«

—

b.

Pectcnculvs suLCATts. Bacosta. Brit. Conch., p. 1!)2, 1778.

Venus borealis (part). Chemn. Conch. Cab., t. vii, p. 26, t. x.v.xix, fig. 113, 178-4.

— ScoTiCA. Mat. and Rack. Linn. Trans., vol. viii, p. 81, t. ii, fig. 3, 1807.

— — Mont. Test. Brit. Suppl., p. 14, 1808.

— Danmoma. III. „ „ p. 4.">, t. x\\x, fig. -I, 1808.

— SULCATA. Id. Test. Brit., p. 131, 1803.

Crassina Dax.momensis. Broioi. lllust. Brit. Conch., pi. xviii, fig. 1, 1827.

— ScoTUA. Turf. Brit. Biv., p. 130, pi. xi, figs. 3, 4, 1822.

— sulcata. Id. „ p. 131, pi. xi, figs. 1, 2, 1822.

Crassixe crassatell^e. Ckeini. Traite Elcm., figs. 232, 233.

AsTARTE Scotica. Flem. Brit. Animals, p 440, 1828.

— — Lov^n. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 36, 1846.

— — Alder. Catal. Moll. North, and Durh., p. 87, 1847.

— Daxmoniensis. G. Soirerbt/. Gen. of Shells, figs. 1—3.

— — Lonii. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 3(), 1846.

— — Middendorff. Mdni. de IWcad. Imp. dc St. Petersb., p. J60,

t. xvii, fig. 3, lH4y.

— Scotica. Id., p. 560, t. xvii, figs. 1 and 2, and t. xvi, figs. 10— 12.

— pallida. Jeffreys. Conch. Mag., p. 44, 1839.

— SULCATA. Flem. Brit. .Anini., p. 439.

— — Forb. and lUnd. Mist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 4.')2, pi. x.xx, figs, i, 6,

pi. M, fig. .5.

— Daxmoni*. ^Wfr. Catal. Moll. North, and Durh.. p. 86, 1847.

— oVALis. Woodw. Geol. of Norf., p. 43, t. ii, fig. 1.), 1833.

— ANTiauATA? (Leathes' MSS.) Id., p. 4.3, t. ii, fig. 16, 1833.

— VULGARIS. Jeffreys. Conch. Magaz., p. 44, 1839.
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Spec. Char. Testa ovato-cordatd, sulcata, subcequilaterali, postice parum longiore,

truncatd, antice rotmidatd ; margine crenulato, vel Icevigato.

Shell ovatelv heart-shaped, sulcated, nearly equilateral, posterior side a little the

onger, anterior rounded ; margin crenulated, or smooth.

Length, fths of an inch ; height, |ths ditto.

Localities. R,ed Crag, Sutton.

Mam. Crag, Bridlington [Forbes), Bramerton.

Clyde Beds. Recent, Britain, Finmark, North America.

As a Crag shell this is very rare ; my cabinet contains a few specimens from

SufiFolk, and several of those are quite young, having the margin free from crenulations

;

the one figured is, no doubt, of this species, but differs rather from the generality

of specimens now found living in the British seas, and resembles the one given by

Middendorf, more especially figs. 1—3, the latter figure being probably only the

mature state of the former.

10. AsTARTE COMPRESSA, Montugue. Tab. XVI, fig. 8«

—

c.

Venus compressa. Mont. Test. Brit. Suppl., p. 43, t. xxvi, fig. 1, 1808.

— MoNTACUTi. Billw. Desc. Cat. Rec. Shells, p. 167, 1817.

— MoNTAGUi. W. Wood. Ind. Testaceol., p. 34, pi. vii, fig. 19, 1825.

NiCANiA Banksii. Leach. Ann. of Phil., vol. xiv, p. 204, 1819.

— STRIATA. Id. „ vol. xiv, p. 204, 1819.

Cyprisa compressa. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 136, pi. xi, figs. 22, 23, 1822.

Crassina striata. Brown. lUust. Brit. Conch., pi. xviii, fig. 8, 1827.

— OBLiauA. Id. „ „ pi. xviii, fig. 6, 1827.

— coNVEXiuscuLA. Id. „ „ pi. xviii, fig. 7, 1827.

— MULTicosTATA. Smith and Brown. Mem. Wern. Nat. Hist. See, vol. viii, p. 56,

pi. i, fig. 20, 1838.

— COMPRESSA. Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., pp. 80 and 247, 1844.

— MoNTAGUi. Gray. Ann. of Phil., 1825, p. 136.

AsTARTE ANGULATA. Woodword. Gcol. of Norf., p. 43, t. ii, fig. 17, 1832.

— STRIATA. Brown. lUust., 2d ed., p. 96, pi. xxxviii, figs. 6, 7, 8.

— — Moller. Ind. Moll. Groenl., p. 20, 1842.

— — Levin. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 37, 1846.

— — Grmj. Append, to Beech Voy. ZooL, p. 152, t. xliv, fig. 9.

— Banksii. Id. „ „ p. 38, t. xliv, fig. 9, 1842.

— — MijUer. Ind. Moll. Groenl., p. 20, 1842.

— COMPRESSA. Forb. and Hanley. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 464, pi. 30, figs. 1—3,

1848.

— — Middendorff. Mem. de I'Acad. St. Peiersb., p. 560, 1849.

— MULTICOSTATA. Macffill. MoU. Aberd., p. 260, 1843.

— — P/til. Neuer Conchyl., vol. ii, p. 59, pi. i, fig. 8.

— PULCHELLA (Jonos) Phil. Id. (fide Middendorf.)

Spec. Char. Testa rotundato-trigond, subcequilaterali, nonnihil obliqud, deformi,

postice latiore, sulcatd, vel dense striatd, margine dorsali convexiusculo, margine ventrali

integerrimo.

?4
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Shell roundcdly trigonal, slightly inequilateral, often somewhat oblique, and

deformed ;
posterior side the broader or higher ; dorsal margin rather rounded

;

externally sulcated, or covered with numerous rounded ridges ; margin smooth.

Diameter, Jths of an inch.

Localities. Red Crag, Sutton, Alderton, Bawdsey, AValton-on-the-Naze.

Mam. Crag, Bridlington, Branicrton, Thorpe.

Clyde Beds and Uddevalla. Recent, Britain, Scamlhiavia.

This species is not by any means rare in the Red Crag, but the shell found there

is generally that variety which has the lesser number of ridges, although amongst

my specimens there is a variation from 30 to nearly 50. In the newer deposits of

Bramerton and Bridlington the specimens are often nearly smooth, or have a greater

number, and finer stria;, while the shells also are often somewhat deformed, with a

greater comparative length, and a more quadrate kind of outline, and the apices are a

little eroded.

What may be called the normal form (fig. 8 a) is subtrigonal, with a diameter as

great from the umbo to the ventral margin as from the anterior to the posterior side,

the umbo curving a little towards the anterior; the shell is generally somewhat

compressed, and the ridges of the exterior are rounded and smooth, and about as

broad as the spaces between them ; the liinge is not very broad, and there is a

somewhat prominent anterior lateral tooth at the extremity of a large and elongated

lunule, and the dorsal margin is generally more or less rounded. The Red Crag

furnishes specimens very variable in outline and somewhat deformed^ but they are

always regularly ridged and sulcated.

The recent specimens do not often exceed half an inch in diameter, and have been

obtained in ten as well as in eighty fathoms.

11. AsT.\UTE CREimiLiR.VTA, S. Wood. Tab. XVI, fig. 2 a

—

b.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ovato-trigond, inmquilaterali, tumidimculd, crassd; postice

lortffiore, sul)truncatd ; striatd, striis crebris obtusis confertis, lunidd elongaid, excavatd,

niargine cremdato.

Shell transverse, ovately triangular, or wedge shaped, inequilateral, slitihtly tumid,

thick ; posterior side the longer, and truncated, externally striated or ridged ; stria;

numerous, close, rounded, and obtuse ; lunule elongated, deep ; margin crenulated.

Length, Jtlis of an inch ; height, f,ths ditto.

Localities. Red Crag, Sutton, Walton-on-the-Naze.

Recent, Arctic Seas..

A few specimens only of what appears to be a distinct species have been obtained

by myself from the Red Crag. They correspond very closely, and in such a variable

genus as this, may perhajjs be considered as identical with a living species in the

Cabinets of Messrs. Morris and Lowry, and said by those gentlemen to have been
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procured in the Arctic seas. In a comparison with the recent shell, some slight

difference may be observed, the Crag one being somewhat compressed, with a rather

more elevated umbo ; in the two specimens belonging to Mr. Morris, there is a dif-

ference, one being less transverse than the other, and the smaller of the two has the

margin of the valves deeply crenulated, while in the other it is quite smooth, and in

both the umbo is much eroded, thereby considerably reducing its elevation, but in the

Crag shell the umbo has not in the least been acted upon in that manner. There is a

considerable resemblance with J. (/racUis which is also found in the Red Crag, but

that species is more equilateral, with the sculpture more distinct and elaborate.

12. AsTARTE GRACILIS, Miinster. Tab. XVII, fig. 3 a—e.

AsTAETE GRACILIS. Miiiist . apud GolJf. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 194, t. 13.5, fig. \a—c.
— PRopiNauA. Id. „ vol. ii, p. 194, t. 135, fig. 3 a—e.

— Galeotti. Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 159, pi. vi, fig. \7 a—c.

— LiRATA. Conrad. Sec. Lyell Proc. Geol. Sec., 1845, p. 555.

Spec. Char. Testa orhiculato-trigonidd, ovatd, transversa, turnidd ant compressiusculd

plurimum suhmqidlaterali; lineatd vel sulcatd, lineis magnis convexis ; margine crenulato

vel integro.

Shell roundedly trigonal, ovate, transverse, tumid, or compressed, for the most

part nearly equilateral, ridged or sulcated externally, with large rounded lines; margin

crenulated or smooth.

Diameter, -fths of an inch.

Localities. Cor. Crag:, Sutton, Ramsholt, Sudbourn, and Gedgrave.

Red Crag, Sutton, Bawdsey.

This species is very abundant in the Coralline, while a few specimens only, and

those not in very good condition, have been found by myself in the Red Crag. The

most common variety is that which corresponds with the figure by Goldfuss ; this is

very regular in shape, nearly equilateral, longer than high, and covered upon the ex-

terior with about forty or fifty rounded, regularly-formed ridges, wider than the spaces

between them upon the body or older part of the shell, while in the younger or in the

umbonal region these ridges are somewhat sharp upon the hinder or upper side, or, as

it were, obtusely reflected ; the same character in regard to the ridges pervades all the

varieties, and covers the entire surface, except the lunule and corselet, which are

smooth ; another form is more trigonal, has a thicker hinge, with a more prominent

umbo, and is quite as high as it is long; var. mAdtilineata, (fig. 3 e,) of which I have only

a few specimens, varies in no other character than a greater number of these con-

centric ridges, amounting in these to as many as 90 ; the shell is very thick, tumid,

and elevated, and is as high as it is long. In the full grown state the shell is crenulated

at the margin, and although large specimens are often met with in which this part is

quite smooth, these have not, it is presumed, attained to full maturity. It was probably
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deeply coloured in its living condition, as in some specimens a tinge of this remains,

and in others there are vestiges of coloured bands.

Sir Charles Lyell speaks of a fossil in the Miocene Deposits of America as allied to

this species, and a specimen in my Cabinet from Savigny very closely resembles it, and

is probably only a variety with the ridges rather larger, and the intermediate spaces

broader.

13. AsTARTE INCERTA, S. Wood. Tab. XVII, fig. 4.

AsTARTE PLANA. Xijst. Coq. Foss. fie l?elg., p. Kil, pi. xi, fig. la—h, ISJJ.

Testa orbicidafo-ovatd, compressd, subinaquilaterali, regulariter sfriatd; natibus pro-

minulis; lunula ovatd, IcBvigaid; margine crcnulato.

Shell roundedly ovate, compressed, somewhat inequilateral, rcgtilarlv striated

;

uml)() slightly prominent; lunule ovate and smooth; margin crennlatcd.

Length, -Jths of an inch ; licight, Jths ditto.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Gedgravc.

Belgium.

This species is not very abundant in our Crag. As it is perfectly distinct from

J. plana, of ' Min. Conch.,' to which species the Belgian fossil was referred, and which

appears to be the same as the English Crag shell, I have proposed for it a new name; it

approaches very near to one of the varieties of J. gracilis, but the differences are such

as seemingly to justify a removal. It is flatter or more compressed than any of the

numerous specimens of that species that I have seen, and is more inequilateral, with a

greater height. In the full grown shell, and in good condition, the margin is regularly

and deeply crenulated, differing thereby most essentially from .(^. jo/a«a, as also in being

covered with small and regular ridges. It is stated to be abundant in Belgium, where

it has attained to rather larger dimensions.

14. AsTARTE CREBRicosTATA ? Forbes. Tab. XVII, fig. 6.

AsTAETE CREBKicosTATA. Forbes. Annals Nat. Hist., vol. xix, p. 98, pi. ix, fig. 4, 1847.

— — Jeffreijx. Ann. and Mag. of Nat. Hist., vol. xi.x, p. 311.

— — Fori), and llnnl. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. -l.')G, pi. xxi, fig. 9,

1848.

— — ^rwy. List of British Molliisoa, p. !li, IS.". 1.

Spec. Char. Testa ovato-trigond, compressiusculd, crassd, stibincBquilaterali, postice

potius longiore; concentrice costatd, costis crcbris obtusis, ad postice evancscentioribits,

margine crcnulato.

Shell ovatcly trigonal, .slightly compressed, thick, nearly ec|uilateral, posterior side

rather the longer, concentrically costated ; ribs or ridges numerous, thick and obtuse,

obsolete on the posterior part ; margins crenulated.
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Length, \\h.% of an inch : height, fths ditto.

Locality. Mam. Crag, Bridlington. Recent, Britain.

One specimen only of this species has come under my observation, it was found by

Mr. Leckenby, who has obligingly permitted me to have it figured.

If it were in almost any other genus than the present, the differences between this

shell and the figure and description given, above referred to, might, perhaps, be

sufiicient to justify its being considered a new species ; but with only a single specimen,

I am unwilling to do more than refer it to one already established. Our present shell

may be further particularised as having a prominent and sharp umbo curving a little

over a lunule, large and deep ; the ridges upon the exterior are large, somewhat

prominent and rounded, about as wide as the spaces between them, and on the anterior

side they extend up to the lunule, and there stop rather abruptly ; while on the

posterior side, in the young state, they reach to the edge of the corselet, becoming

obsolete and nearly smooth down the slope in the older part of the shell ; our specimen

is more equilateral, less broad posteriorly, and of a more triangular form than the

figures above referred to, but in other respects there is so great a resemblance that

it may be considered as probably an aberrant form of the above species. The

lunule and corselet are smooth, or, at least, show only lines of growth, and the

numerous and close set ridges seem to remove it from any specific connection with

A. sulcata.

A fossil in the Cabinet of Mr. Morris, brought from the mouth of the Varga, 200

miles up the Dwina, by Sir Roderick Murchison, more resembles the figure and

description of crebricostata in the ' Hist, of Brit. Mollusca.'

15. AsTARTE PYGM^A, MUnster. Tab. XVII, fig. la—h.

AsTARTE PYGMiEA. (Munst.) ex Gold/. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 195, t. 135, figs. 5, 6 a, b

;

(excl. syn.)

— — -S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Spec. Char. Testa minutd, orhiculato-trigond, compressiusculd, equilaterali, umbonihvH

promimdis ; concentrice costatd, costis crehris, convexis ; margine crenato vel integro.

Shell small, roundedly trigonal, somewhat compressed, equilateral ; unibones

slightly prominent, concentrically costated ; ridges thick, numerous, and convex

;

margin crenulated or smooth.

Diameter, \\\\ of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

This species is exceedingly abundant at the above locality, but the valves are

rarely found united. It appears to correspond with the figure and description bv

Goldfuss.

Our shell has the posterior dorsal edge somewhat rounded, and the longitudinal

diameter generally exceeds the height; the umbo is neither very sharp, nor very
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prominent, and the exterior is covered with ridges parallel to the margin, and varying

in number from 16 to 25; these arc roimded and obtuse, and rather wider than the

spaces between them, and in many of my specimens there are the remains of coloured

bands. In the adult shell the margin is covered with about 25—30 large crenu-

lations.

Amongst some specimens given to me by Sir Charles Lyell from Touraine, is a

single valve of a shell that may probably be referred to this species, but it is not in a

sufficiently perfect condition fur a fair identification. Amongst a large number of

specimens of our Cor. Crag shell, some may be found witli the crenulated margin

whose diameter does not much exceed half that of others in which sucli part of the

shell is smooth, but the size is no argument against its having attained to a state of

maturity.

Astarte Bosqueiu, Nyst, ' Coq. Foss. de Belg.,' pi. vi, fig. IG, which that author has

doubtingly referred to A. pygmcBa of Goldfuss, is probably different, and may be the

same as A. circiunaria, Midi., it is larger and more angular than our species. Some

specimens of A. ininuta, Nyst, brought home by Sir Charles Lyell, are also different,

and, I think, cannot be referred to our species ; the shell is smaller, more triangular

;

the exterior is ridged, and it has a smooth margin : neither can it, in my opinion, be

referred to our British species, A. Irianffidaris, nor to A. parvula.

10. Astarte Burtinh, Lajoakaire. Tab. XVII, fig. ba—d.

Astarte Birtine.\. Lajonk. Mem. de la Soc. d'llist. Nat. de Par., t. i, p. 129, pi. d a—c,

182;?.

_ _ 2\yst. Hech. Coq. Foss. Prov. d'Auv., p. S, No. 38, 18;i.^).

— BcuTiNii. Id. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 160, pi. i.x, fig. 7a, h, 18-tl.

— oBi.iauATA. Id. (not Sowcrby.) Id., p. IGO, pi. vii, fig. ".

— pisiFORMis, var. /3. S. Wood. Catalogue.

Spec. Char. Testa crassd, subtrigonuld, cordiformi, titmidd, aid compressd, subhiaqui-

laierali, striata vel sulcatd, striis obliqitis ad marginem excurreiitibiis ; umbonibifsprominidis

;

lumdd magnd, Icevigatd ; murgbie crcnidato.

Shell thick, subtrigonal, heartshaped, tumid or compressed, slightly inequilateral,

striated or sulcatcd ; striae oblique, running out at the margin ; umbones a little

prominent; lunule large, deep, and smooth; margin crenulated.

Length, ^ths of an inch ; height, ^ths, nearly

Length of var. pisiformis, j^ths ditto ; height, v^ths ditto.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Ramsholt, Sudbourn, and Gcdgravc.

Red Crag, Sutton.

Very abundant in the Cor. Crag, but exceedingly scarce in the Red, so much so,

that judging from my own collection, it is doubtful if true and f^enuinc specimens have

been found in it.
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This shell is so excessively variable, and presents such extraordinary differences in

character, that when my Catalogue was compiled, the smaller variety was considered

as a distinct species, and passed under the MS. name of pisiformis, given to it by my
friend the late Rev. G. R. Leathes, in consequence of its pea-like form, which this

small variety assumes when the two valves are united ; a large additional number of

specimens since obtained are found to possess intermediate chai'acters, and it is there-

fore thought necessary to unite the two.

The typical form may be considered as fig. 5«, b ; this is a large shell, inequilateral

and somewhat compressed, and slightly angular on the posterior side, and if found

alone, would most deservedly be separated from the smaller and more globose variety,

as two shells cannot well cqypear more distinct. The smaller variety, or jnsifoniiis, has

a height greater than its length, and the posterior side is nearly convex ; the lunule is

large and smooth, and the shape of it is modified by the form of the shell. The ex-

terior is covered with ridges, broad and smooth, having only a narrow line between

them ; the ridges pass over the shell obliquely, from the edge of the corselet round to the

edge of the lunule, and they take their rise on the posterior side, where they are closer

and more numerous, running out or disappearing at the margin of the shell, the lines

of growth, of course, crossing them at a variable angle ; the number of these ridges

vary according to the age or size of the specimen, the very minute not possessing

more than half a dozen, while seventy may be counted in the larger and full grown

individuals.

A specimen from Thorigny, given to me by Sir Charles Lyell, very much resembles

our shell, and is probably only a variety.

17. AsTARTE OBLiQUATA, /. Soioevby. Tab. XVI, fig. A a—d.

AsTAETE OBLiauATA. /. Sow. Miu. Conch., t. 179, fig. 3, 1817.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Spec. Char. Testa ovatd, transversa, sub(squilaterali, compressd, striata, striis obliquis;

umbonibus aciitis prominulls ; lunula lanceolatd; margine crenulato.

Shell ovate, transverse, slightly inequilateral, compressed and striated, striae

oblique ; beaks rather sharp, and somewhat prominent ; an elongated lunule and

margins crenulated in the adult state.

Diameter, \\ inch.

Localities. Red Crag, Walton-on-the-Naze, Sutton.

This shell is very abundant at the former locality ; I have very rarely met with it

at any other.

As far as can be determined by the figures and descriptions of the Belgian authors,

it is veiy doubtful if this species has been found in that part of the world ; the shell

so called by M. Nyst appears to be only a variety of A. Burtinii, the species so common

and so variable in the Coralline Crag.
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It aj)pears quite distinct from the preceding, in being flatter or more compressed,

and the line of hinge much narrower ; it is also a thinner shell. The e.\terior markings

are much alike in both species, having somewhat flat ridges with narrow spaces between

them ; they pass obliquely over the shell from the posterior to the anterior side, some

of which run out at the ventral margin, and cut the lines of growth at an acute angle ;

the hinge is composed of one large triangularly formed tooth in the right valve, with

one anterior lateral tooth at the extremity of the lunule ; in tlic left valve are two

diverging cardinal teeth, with the triangidar space between them, and the more distinct

lateral tooth, or that which has on the outside of it a depression for the elevated edge

of the opposite valve, is on the posterior side. This has also the small auxiliary

muscular impression on the anterior side, and the mantle mark is without the least

indentation. In the adult shell the margin is crenulated, while the younger specimens

have it quite smooth. The two valves are occasionally found united in the less

uiunixed portion of the Red Crag Deposit at Walton-on-the-Naze.

18. AsTARTE DiGiTARiA, Limimus. Tab. XVII, fig. 8 a—d.

Tellina digitahia. Linn. Syst. Nat., edit. 12, p. 1120, No. "1, 176/.

— — Chemn. Conch. Cab. vi, p. 126, t. xii, fig. 121, 1/82.

LcciNA DIGITALIS. Lam. .Vuu. sans Vert., t. v, p. .j4 I, 1818.

— — ? Bast. Bord. Foss., p. 87, 1825.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 33, t. iii, fig. 19, 1836.

— — Id. „ vol. ii, p. 2.'), 1814.

— — Desk. 2d edit. Lam., t. vi, p. 231, 1835.

— — Reeve. Conch. Icon., pi. ii, fig. 65.

— DIGITARIA. S. JFood. Catalogue, 1840.

— cuiiviKADiATA. Xi/st. Rcch. Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p. 6, pi. i, fig. 20, 1835.

— — LI. Coq. Foss. dcBelg., p. 137, pi. 6, fig. 12, 1844.

Ency. -Method., pi. 292, fig. 5.

Spec. Char. Testa mhmtd; orbiculato-ovatd subcequilaterali, conipressiusculd; driin

obliquis incurvis, umbonihm depressis; dentibus lateralibus distinctis ; marline inieger-

rimo.

Shell small, roundedly ovate, nearly equilateral, somewhat compressed, covered

with elegantly curved, oblique, impressed striae ; umbones depressed ; lateral teeth

distinct; margin smooth.

Diameter, |ths of an inch

Localilieti. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton, Walton-on-the-Naze.

Recent, Mediterranean.

Al)undant in the Coralline Crag at Sutton, and by no means rare in the more
genuine portion of the Red Crag at Walton-on-the-Naze, where I have found the two

valves united. The only trifling difference I can detect between the British fossil and
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the recent shell is that in the latter the hinge line appears rather thicker; and the

same may be said of the Sicilian fossil.

In this shell the sulci or ridges take their rise, and are most numerous, like the

two preceding species, on the posterior side, or that on which the ligament is placed,

where they are somewhat rugose, and descend or curve in an oblique direction over

the exterior or centre of the shell, and are lost or run out at different distances on the

ventral margin, most conspicuously so on the anterior portion. These rugosities are

regular on the posterior side, radiating in an opposite direction, like those upon the

posterior side of Venus verrucosa, and are probably produced by the lines of growth

cutting the sculpture at an acute angle ; they are most distinct upon the Coralline

Crag specimens.

There is a considerable variation in the outline of this species, some individuals

having a height as great, or greater, than the length, but in general the larger diameter

is from the anterior to the posterior margin ; there is also a difference in the sculpture,

the lines being much closer or more numerous in some than in others, and they are

always more distant near the umbo, or on the young shell, and most distinct upon

the Red Crag specimens. There are the remains of colour in some of my fossils,

like concentric bands.

It was at one time thought there was sufficient difference in this species to entitle

it to more than specific distinction, and it remained in my cabinet under the MS. name

of Biffitaria vulgaris, and perhaps when the animal becomes known, it may present

characters that are so ; but judging from the shell alone, it so strongly resembles some

of the more aberrant forms of Astarte, that it seems more advisable it should be placed

here, bearing, as it evidently does, a greater relationship to this genus than either

to Tellina or Lucina, to which it has been hitherto referred. Unlike the former, it has

the impression of the mantle entire, or without any inflection, and the impressions of

the adductors are of an ovate form, the anterior one being rather the longer of the

two ; but unlike the latter, it wants the hgulate or band-shaped impression so charac-

teristic of that genus. The same obliquity of ridges may be seen upon a small species

with the hinge of Cardita, a genus probably very closely allied to the present one.

19. Astarte excurrens, S. fVood. Tab. XVII, fig. 9ab.

Spec. Char. Testa minima, transversa, ovatd, subaquilaterali, compressiusculd, striata,

striis obliquis utrinque excurrentibus ; umbonibus depressis, marginibus denticulatis.

Shell small, transverse, ovate, nearly equilateral, somewhat compressed, covered

with strise that are not parallel to the margin, but run out from each side ; umbones

depressed ; margins denticulated.

Largest diameter, ith of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

This shell is not by any means rare at the above locality. It differs from the pre-

25
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ceding species (a shell to which it seems nearest related) in several characters, being

smaller, and the ridges have an oblique direction, or they are subconcentric, deviating

a little from the lines of growth, so tliat two or three only are lost in the centre of the

ventral margin, and in some specimens, more especially in those which are longer than

high, this character is less distinct than in those wliich are more orbicular, or have a

greater comparative height, where this running out of the ridges at the margin is most

conspicuous. The form of the shell resembles that of A. digitaria, but the sculpture is

different, and the margin in this, when it has attained full maturity, is furnished with

rather large crcnulations. In A. digitaria the ridges are broader and flatter than in this

species, in which they are somewhat rounded. The dental characters are those of a

true Asfarte, having one triangularly-formed cardinal tooth in the right valve and

two in the left, while the most conspicuous lateral tooth, or where there is a depres-

sion for the elevated edge of the opposite valve, is on the anterior side in the right

valve, and on the posterior side in the left ; the muscle marks also correspond with the

generic character.

Some specimens of this species have also the remains of coloured bands.

20. AsTARTE PARVA, S. TFood. Tab. XVII, fig. 12 ad.

AsTARTE PARVA. S. TFood. Catalogue Mag. Nat. Uist., p. 249, 1840.

Spec. Char. Testa parvd, ovatd, transversa, valde inaquilaterali, postice breviore,

antice produdd, rotundatd; striata, striis obliquis; vmhonibm acutis, pronmiulis; margine

integerrmo.

Shell small, ovate, transverse, very inequilateral
; posterior side the shorter,

anterior much iiroducod and rounded, ornamented with oblique transverse ridges not

parallel to the margin ; umboncs sharp, somewhat prominent, and margin smooth.

Length, |-th of an inch ; height, a little less.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

The sculpture differs materially in the direction the lines tfike in crossing the

exterior from that of the preceding species, which deviate a little from the lines of

growth, there being more of them upon tlie anterior or larger side than there arc

upon the posterior side, three or four running out at different parts of the margin,

so that, counting from the umbo, they number more towards the anterior than

on the other side ; the ridges are broad and flat, separated by a depressed furrow,

much narrower than the ridges, about 12 or 15 on the posterior side, with h") to

18 upon the anterior, while the umbo or very young shell appears to have been quite

smooth. The dental characters are those of true Astarte, with one large triangularly-

shaped tooth in tlie right valve, and a distinct, elongated, anterior, lateral tootii at some

distance ; and in the left valve are two diverging cardinal teeth, with a duplicature or

lateral tooth on the i)osterior margin ; there is a somewhat thickened ridge on the

posterior side, as in most of the species of this genus, within or behind which is the
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impression of the posterior adductor, and the mantle mark is quite entire. In all my

specimens, many of which are presumed to be full grown individuals, the margin is

quite smooth, and many specimens are marked with coloured bands. There is no

distinct lunule, but an elongated space on the anterior side that is quite smooth, while

on the posterior side the lines run up to the margin. It is thin in the young state

when the ridges are visible on the inside.

It is very abundant at the above locality, and the valves are often found united.

IsocARDiA,* Lamarck. 1799.

BucAEDiA. Lister, 1687.

Chama (spec.) Linn.

Glossus and Glossodeema. Poll, 1795.

Trapezium (sp.) Hmnphr., 1797.

Bocakdium. MegerJe, 1811.

DicEBATiA? Oken, 1815.

IsocABDiDM. Blainv., 1824.

Generic Character. Shell equivalved, inequilateral, heartshaped, tumid, generally

thick and strong, sometimes smooth, often furrowed ; umbones prominent and in-

volute. Hinge with two cardinal and one lateral tooth in each valve. Ligament

external. Impression of the mantle entire, or without a sinus.

The animal of this genus is described by Malacologists as closely resembling that

of Astarte, with a broad, short, triangulariy formed foot, and the siphons not extending

beyond the margins of the shell ; their orifices are fringed, and the edges of the mantle

double.

This genus is said to constitute a connecting hnk between the families of Ci/prmida

and the Cockles, and is also closely allied to Chama and Biceras, particularly in the shell,

by the peculiar involution of the umbones and the recession of the ligament, by

which, in its increase, the anterior portion is deserted, and its extension formed on the

posterior side.

But few species are known in the living state, and at present not a large number

of fossils.

1. IsocARDiA COR, LimicBUS. Tab. XV, fig. ^ a—b.

BucARDiA. Scilla. De Corp. Mar. Lapid., t. xvi, fig. aa, 1670.

— Lister. Hist. Conch., lib. iii, part ii, fig. Ill, 1687.

COMMUNIS. Schum. Essai d'un Nouv. Syst. des Vers. Test., p. 1-13, pi. xiii,

fig. 2 a, b, 1817.

Cakdium humanbm. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 10, No. 82, p. 682, 1766.

Chama cor. Id. „ ed. 12, p. 1137, No. 154, 1767.

* Etym. iVos, like or equal, and xaphia.
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Chama cor. PoH. Test. Sic, vol. ii, p. 113, t. xxiii, fig. 1—3, 1795.

_ _ Brof. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. :. 19, No. 1, 181-1.

Cardita coe. Jiruff. Encyc. Mcth. Vers., torn, i, p. 403, No. 1, l"t)2,

— — Bosc. Hist. Nat. des Vers., t. iii, p. 8;"), pi. xxi, fig. -1.

Isocardia cor. Lam. Hist, des An. s. Vert., t. vi, p. 31, 1822.

— — J. Sow. Min. Conch, t. 51 G, fig. 2, 1826.

— — Gold/. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 21 1, pi. 141, fig. 2 a—c.

— — Bronn. Leth. Geogn., p. 941, pi. xxxviii, fig. 10, 1838.

— — Phil. Eu. Moll. Sic., vol. i, p. 56, and vol. ii, p. 41.

— — Nijst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 196, pi. xvi, fig. 1 a, h, e, 1844.

— — Si/smonda. Syu. Meth. An. Inv. Pied. Foss., p. IS, 1847.

— — Loven. Ind. Moll. Scaud., p. 36, 1846.

— GLOBCLOSA. De/rance. Diet, des Sc. Nat., t. xxiv, p. 180, Atlas, figs. 2, 2 a.

— HiBERXicA. Reeve. Conch. Icon. Isocard., pi. i, fig. 4.

— VEXTRicosA. J. Sowerby. Min. Conch., vol. vi, p. 28.

— LUNCLATA. Ntjst. Kcch. Coq. Foss. Prov. d'.Vnv., p. 13, pi. iii, fig. 53, 1835.

— — /(/. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 189, pi. xv, fig. 2a—e, 1844.

— CKASSA. Id. „ „ p. 198, pi. XV, fig. 3 a—e, 1844.

— EUSTICA. Conrad. Amer. Mioc. Foss., p. 20, pi. xi, fig. 1, 1838.

— FRATEKNA. i<aij. Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., vol. iv, p. 143, pi. xi, fig. 1 a, h.

— Maekoei. Conrad. Proc. Nat. Inst., vol. i, p. 193, pi. ii, fig. I.

— — Id. Amer. Mioc. Foss., p. 70, pi. xl, fig. 2, 1845.

Glosscs cor. Grai/. List. Brit. Moll., p. 95, 1851.

Spec. Char. Testa cordato-glohosd, orbiculari, tumidu, lavigatd, valde inesquilaterali

;

umbonibus crassis, actttis, involutis el infra subewcavatis ; margine ventraliintegro, acuta

;

striis incrementi irregularibus, cardine bidentato.

Shell somewhat orbicular, or globosely heartshaped, tumid, smooth, and very

incquilatcriil ; umboncs shaq), thick, and involute, beneath which the shell is depressed

or subexcavated ; ventral margin smooth and sharp, lines of increase irregular ; hinge

with two cardinal teeth in each valve.

Diameter, 2 inches.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Gedgrave, Ramsholt, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton.

Recent, Mediterranean, Britain, Sweden.

This species is bv no means abundant even in fragments, cither in the Coralline or

Red Crag. The specimen figured is from Gedgrave, and seems to resemble the variety

now found in the Mediterranean, being smaller and more globose, with the umbones

obtuse and very prominent, while the fragments from the Red Crag, as far as they can

be determined, seem to approach the form of the variety found in our own seas, in

which the shell is broader, with the umbones nmch depressed; this character consti-

tutes the essential difference; the more tumid variety of the Coralline Crag corresponding

with the Mediterranean form, as the conditions under which each e.\isted were probably

similar, while the Red Crag shell seems more to have resembled the one now living in

the British seas. Our Crag specimens may be said to be smooth, with the exception

of the irregular lines of growth ; the numerous fine radiating strias which ornament
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the recent shell are scarcely more than skin deep, or penetrate beneath the epidermis,

as may be seen at the umbo of the recent shell, which is generally eroded, but by a

close inspection, these granulated striae may be detected even in the fossil state.

In the Campinian beds of Belgium this shell does not appear to have been rare,

but to have presented considerable diversity of form, and M. Nyst himself seems to

admit, at page 199, the probability of his own three species being modifications or

variations of Isocardia cor.

According to Knorr, this is called in France Coeur de Bceuf, or bullock's-heart,

while in Holland it has the name of Zots-Kappen, or foolscap.

Genus Cyprina,* Lamarck. 1812.

Venus (sp.) Auct.

Aectica. Schum., 1817.

Gen. Char. Shell equivalved, inequilateral, more or less orbicular, or obliquely

heartshaped ; smooth, or covered with irregular lines of growth, and in the recent

state invested with an epidermis ; umbones sharp, with a slight inclination to curve ;

the ventral margin smooth. Hinge with strong and prominent cardinal teeth in each

valve, and one posterior lateral tooth. Muscle marks large, anterior one deeply

impressed. Mantle mark with a small or incipient sinus. Ligament external.

Animal suborbicular, with mantle freely open, and finely serrated at the edges

;

siphonal tubes very short, and the margins of the openings fringed ; foot large and

linguiform.

The shells of this genus closely resemble in outward appearance some of the

species of Venus, from which they were separated by Lamarck, who thought them of

scarcely sufiicient importance for generic distinction ; there is, however, a marked

difference in the impression of the mantle, which in this is without a sinus, denoting

the possession in the animal of very short siphons; a large lateral tooth on the

posterior margin is another character by which the shell may be distinguished. It

appears to be very closely related to Isocardia. The species as yet known are all

inhabitants of salt water, and in the living state are frequenters of gravelly sand or

mud; they are somewhat of a large size, and of considerable solidity, and, as a genus,

may perhaps date its existence as far back as the period of the Greensand Formation,

continuing, though sparingly, through the Tertiaries to the present day, without

numbering many species either in the existing state or in the ancient seas.

* Etym. k'i/7rpis, one of the names of Venus.
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1. Cypkina Islandica. Linn. Tab. XVIII, fig. 2 c—</.

Pectuncclus MAXIMU3. List. Hist. Conch., fig. 108. 1685.

— — Dacosta. Brit. Conch., p. 183, t. xiv, fig. 5, 17/8.

Vexcs Islandica. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1131, No. 124, 1/07.

— — Mull. Zool. Dan., vol. i, p. 29, pi. xxviii, figs. 1—5, 177C.

— IcELANDiCA. n^. Wood. Inil. Test., pi. vii, fig. 4), 1825.

— MERCENAKIA. Penn. Brit. Zool., ed. iv, vol. iv, p. 94, pi. liii, fig. 47.

— BCCAKDIUM. Born. Mus. Cms. Vind., t. iv, fig. 11, 1780.

— EQCALis. J. Sow, Min. Conch., t. xxi, 1813.

Cyprina Islandica. Ency. Meth., pi. 301, fig. 1 a, b, 1789.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 31, 1844.

— — Ki/st. Couch. Foss. de Belg., p. 146, pi. ix, fig. 1, and pi. ii, fig. 1,

1844.

— — Agass. Icon, des Coq. Tert., p. 49, t. xiii, figs. 6, 7, 1845.

— — Dekay. Nat. Hist. New York Zool., pi. xxvi, figs. 268-9, 1843.

— — Lovhi. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 38, 184G.

— IsLANDicoiDES. Nijst. Coq. Foss. Prov. d'Anv., p. 9, No. 33, 1835.

— — Pusch. Pol. Pal., p. 74, pi. viii, fig. 5 a—c, 1837.

— angclata. N}jst. Rech. Coq. Foss. d'Auv., p. 9, No. 34, 1835.

— MAXIMA. S. TFood. Catalogue, 1840.

— VULGARIS. G. B. Sow. Genera of Shells, No. 32, 1824.

— jEauALis. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 39, t. iv, fig. 4, 1836.

— — Gold/. Pet. Germ., p. 236, pi. 148, fig. 5, a, h.

— — Agass. Icon, des Coq. Tert., p. 52, t. xiii, fig. 5, 1845.

Arctica VULGARIS. Schum. Essai d'un Nouv. Syst. des Habit, des Vers. Test., p. 145,

pi. xiii, fig. 3, 1817.

Spec. Char. Testa magna, subcordatd, transversa, vel orbiculari, tuviidivsculd; striis

ant lineis incrementi tenuibus et irreffularibus ; umbonibus acutis viw inairvatis ; latere

postico subant/ulato.

Shell large, of a subcordatc form, sometimes elongate or transverse, at others

nearly orbicular, somcwliat tumid, covered with fine and irregular lines of growth

;

beaks sharp, not prominent, scarcely incurved, posterior side shghtly angulated.

Diameter, 4^ inches.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Gedgravc, Ramsholt.

Red Crag, Sutton, Bawdscy, Alderton, Fclixstow.

Mam. Crag, Bridlington, Southwold, Chillesford.

Uddcvalla and Clyde Beds.

Recent, British, Norwegian, and North American Seas.

This is one of the most common and abundant shells of the Coralline Crag, and

although perfect specimens are somewhat difficult to obtain in the disturbed portion

of the Red Crag, fragments or imperfect specimens are there of no uncommon occur-

rence, neither is it very rare in the still more recent deposit of the Mammalifcrous

Crag. It is found living upon our own coasts in various depths of water from five to

thirty fathoms, and mostly where the bottom is of sandy mud, but it is considered as
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more essentially a species of an Arctic character. From the examination of a large

suite of fossil specimens obtained of dififerent ages, I am convinced no specific sepa-

ration can be made between these fossils and the shells now found living in our own,

and in the Arctic seas ; the form is a character upon which no dependence can be

placed, as in some specimens the diameter in a longitudinal direction is considerably

greater than when measured from the umbo to the ventral margin, as may be seen by

the specimens that have been figured ; while in others it is nearly orbicular, with the

height equal or rather exceeding that of its length ; as a general rule it may perhaps

be said that the umbo of the Cor. Crag shell is thicker and more prominent than it is

in the living species, but even in this there is considerable variation amongst my
fossils, and in the shells of the more modern deposits this is less distinguishable.

This shell is said to attain in the living state to the large dimensions of five and a

half inches in length, but I have never seen a Crag specimen of such magnitude ; mine

range from 4^ inches, down to very little more than ^th of an inch.

2. Cyprina rustica, J. Sowerhy. Tab. XVIIT, fig. 1 a—e.

Venus bustica. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 196, 1818.

Cyprina tumida. Nyst. Eech. Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p. 9, pi. ii, fig. 32, 1835.

— — Pofies and Mich. Cat. de Moll, de Douai, t. ii, p. 221.

— — Ni/st. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 148, pi. x, fig. 1 a, a, h, b, and pi. viii,

figs. 2, 3, and 4, 1844.

— BUSTICA. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— Lajonkaieii. Goldf. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 237, t. 148, fig. 9 a—c, 1841.

\
— Defrancii. Van Beneden. Bull. Zool. de Guerin, 1835, p. 149, fide Nyst.

Spec. Char. Testa tumida, (/lohoso-cordatd, valde incequilaterali ; latere postico suh-

quadrato ; subtilissime punctato-striatd ; tcmbonibiis approxiviatis, subincurvis; lunula cor-

datd, profunda.

Shell tumid, globosely heartshaped, very inequilateral; posterior side subquadrate;

covered externally with fine, radiating, and punctated striae ; umbones approximate,

slightly incurved; lunule heartshaped and deep.

Length, 2| inches ; height, 2j inches ; depth, 1\ inches.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sudbourn, Gedgrave, Ramsholt.

Red Crag, Sutton, Newbourn.

This species is less abundant than the preceding one, although in the Coralline Crag

at Gedgrave it is not of rare occurrence ; from the Red Crag I have only been able to

obtain a couple of specimens. The Belgian shell, which I believe to be the same

species, is stated by M. Nyst to be very abundant in several localities.

This being undoubtedly the Venus rustica of Sowerby, I have retained his name as

having a priority of date, and this author appears to have been the first to notice the

species. The right valve has two cardinal teeth,the anterior one is of a triangular form, the

posterior one is elongated and sharp, they fit into depressions of the same form between
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three principal teeth in the left valve, with one distant, antrular, and somewhat pro-

minent lateral tooth in each ; fulcrum for the ligament long and prominent, and in the

old specimens of this species may be seen the oblong cavity before the ligament, while

in the younger shell the fulcrum extends nearly to the umbo. The surface is covered

with rather prominent and distinct lines of growth, and there are fine, radiating, and

punctated striae, but they are not always visible even with a lens, and were probably,

like those upon Isocardia cor, most distinct in the epidermis. It is very variable in

its outward form, some specimens being transverse and very inequilateral, while others

are very orbicular, with a height rather exceeding the length ; outwardly it so much

resembles Isocardia cor as evidently to denote a close relationship.

Circe.* Schm., 1817.

Venus (sp.) Mont.

Cyprina (sp.) Turt.

Cytueiiea (sp.) Phil.

Gen. Char. Shell equivalve, subtrigonal, orbicular or ovate, thick, strong, and

closed ; umboncs sharp, not much elevated ; lunule distinct, margins smooth. Hinge

with three primary teeth in each valve, and one anterior lateral tooth. Ligament

external ; palleal impression with a very small sinus.

Animal suborbicular, with its mantle open, and the margins denticulated ; two

short siphonal tubes, with fringed orifices ; foot large and tongue-shaped.

The authors of the ' History of British Mollusca' have adopted Schumacher's genus

for the living homologue of our Crag species, although with some doubt respecting the

propriety of the reference. The main features of distinction are the short or sessile

appearance of the syphons, which correspond in that respect with those of Cyprina and

Asfarte, and they have placed it between those genera ; the dentition of our only

species resembles that of Ci/therea, and if it does not strictly belong to the latter genus,

deserves a situation but little removed from it.

1. CiuCE MINIMA. Montague. Tab. XIX, fig. 2 «

—

d.

Venus minima. Mont. Test. Brit, p. 121, t. iii, fig. 3, 1803.

— TEiAMGULABis. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 577, t. xvii, fig. 3, 1803.

— Cyrilli. Scacchi. 1832, fide PItitippi.

— PUMILA? Besh. 2(1 edit. Lam., torn, vi, p. 370, 1835, No. 86.

Cypbina minima. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 137, 1822.

— — Thorpe. Brit. Mar. Conch., p. 82, fig. 102, 184-1.

* Etym., proper name.
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Cypeina triangularis. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 136, pi. ii, figs. 19, 20, 1822.

Cytherea minima. Brown. Brit. Conch. lUust., pi. xix, fig. 3, 1827.

— MINUTA. Id. „ „ pi. xix, fig. 4, 1827.

— TRIANGULARIS. MacffH. MoU. Aberd., p. 268, 1843.

— TRIGONA. Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 1/2, pi. xii, fig. 4, 1844.

— APiCALis. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 40, pi. iv, fig. 5, 1836.

— — Forbes. jEgean Invert. Rep. Brit. Assoc, p. 182, 1843.

— CYRILLT. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 32, 1844.

— PUSILLA. Bonelli fide Sismonda.

— LENTicuLA. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

ExoLETA ORBicuLATA? juv. Brown. Brit. Conch. lUust., pi. XX, figs. 19, 20, 1827.

Circe triangularis. Kiiir/. Ann. Nat. Hist., vol. xv, p. 112.

— minima. Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 440, pi. xxvi, figs. 4, 5, 6, 8'

and Animal, PI. m, fig. 3, 1848.

Crassina minima. Grui/. Ann. of Philos., 1825.

Spec. Char. Testa parvd, ovato-rotundatd vel mbtrigond, subaquilaferali, compressd,

transversim striatd, striis IcBvibus, convexis ; lunuld distinctd ; margine integerrimo.

Shell small, roundedly ovate, or of a subtrigonal form, nearly equilateral, com-

pressed, transversely striated, striae rounded and smooth ; lunule distinct ; margin

smooth.

Diameter, -|ths of an inch.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton.

Recent, iEgean, Mediterranean, Britain, Zetland.

This species, in the Coralline Crag, is very abundant ; my cabinet contains only two

individuals from the Red Crag. In outward form it presents considerable variation,

some specimens having a longitudinal diameter much greater than its height, while in

others the height exceeds the length ; the prominence in the umbo of some individuals

gives rather an angularity to the upper part of the shell, but there is no distinct

triangular variety.

CoRALLioPHAGA.* De Blainv., 1824.

CYPRICARDIA (sp.) Lamarck.

Venerupis (sp.) Basterot.

Gen. Char. Shell transversely ovate or oblong, equivalved, inequilateral, closed

;

rugged or smooth externally ; hinge furnished with two teeth in each valve, or two

diverging in one valve, with one triangular and interlocking in the other. Two ovate

muscular impressions ; mantle mark with small indented sinus. Ligament external.

* Etym. KopdWtov, coral, and (payu, to eat.

26
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Animal.

This appears to be distinguished by its dental formula ha\'ing no lateral teeth like

those in Cijpricardin. What has hitherto constituted the genus Veneriipis, is a greater

number of cardinal hinge teeth, being three in a parallel direction, whereas in this

there are only two diverging widely from the umbo. It ajjpears to be closely related

to the Venus family, but at present little is known respecting the few species that have

as yet been noticed.

1. COKALLIOPHAGA CYPRINOIDES. S. Wood. Tab. XV, fig. 7 o

—

d.

CoKALLiopUAGA CYPRINOIDES. .S. Wood. Catal. of Crag Shells, in Ann. and Mag. of Nat.

Hist., 18-10, p. 250.

Spec. Char. Testa ovato-ohlonf/u, transversa, valde incpquilaterali, nitidd, Icevigatd

;

antice breviore, rotundatd ; postice subtmncatd ; cardine hidentato divergente, sinu palliari

minime profunda.

Shell ovatcly oblong, transverse, very inequilateral, naked, smooth, closed

;

anterior side the shorter, and rounded ; posterior somewhat truncate ; hinge with two

diverging teeth, and a small pallcal sinus.

Len(jili, |ths of an inch ; height, \ an inch.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt, and Sutton.

This species does not appear to have been at all abundant. Var. a (fig. />, c), found

within the walls of a Balanus, represents the right valve, which is ver}^ elongated, thin,

and fragile ; this is particularly inequilateral, rounded on the anterior side, somewhat

quadrate posteriorly ; the exterior is nearly smooth, or with merely irregular lines of

growth, and it is rather more tumid on the posterior side, with a sort of obtuse diagonal

ridge running from the umbo to the posterior part of the ventral margin ; the hinge

in this valve has a ledge or fulcrum for the ligament, within which is an elongated

tooth nearly parallel, and behind the umbo, with a compressed one diverging under

the anterior margin ; in the left valve arc also two teeth, one of which is of an obtusely

triangular form, and seems to have been inserted between the two of the opposite

valve, while the other fitted into the depression outside the anterior tooth of the right

valve. Var. /3 (fig. a) is comparatively much shorter and thicker, and was found loose

in the sand ; the hinge area in this is broader and thicker ; the marks of the adductor

muscles are large and somewhat deeply impressed, and that by the mantle has but a

very small indentation ; the length of the larger specimen is as one and a half to its

height, whereas the smaller variety is scarcely longer th.in it is high.

Venerupis striatula of Nyst, ' Coq. I'oss. de Belg.,' p. 100, pi. iv, fig. W a, b, very

much resembles our shell, but it has a large and deeply-indented sinus in the mantle-

mark, and the shell to which he has referred his species has also the same dis-

tinguishing character.
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Petricola coralliophaga, Desh., ' Coq. Foss. des Env. de Par.,' resembles one form

of our variable shell, but from description the dental apparatus appears diflferent. An
individual, apparently of this genus, is in the cabinet of my friend Mr. F. Edwards,

and found at Barton, but it is in so deplorable a condition that no fair comparison

can be instituted.

Tapes.* Megerle, 1811.

Venus (sp.) Linn.

Callista, Callistoderma (sp.) Poll, 1791.

Tapes. Schum., 1817.

Pbllastea. G. B. Sow., 1827.

Venerupis (sp.) Flem., 1828.

Saxidomus? Co7irad, 1837.

Gen. Char. Shell equivalve, transversely oblong, ovate, or subtriangular, inequi-

lateral, closed, and generally somewhat thick and strong ; posterior side the larger

;

externally smooth, striated, or decussated ; inner margin free from crenulations.

Hinge composed of three sub-parallel cardinal teeth, two of which are bifid. Palleal

sinus large and deep. Ligament external.

Animal of an oblong form, having the mantle freely open in front; the margins

plain, or sometimes fringed with fine filaments ; siphons sometimes separated to their

bases, at others united for half their length, with their orifices bordered by cirrhi ; foot

lanceolate and thick, furnished with a byssal groove.

This is an extensive genus, and species that may be referred to it have been

obtained from the seas of all climates, some of which are extremely elegant, and in the

recent state are beautifully ornamented. Many fossils from the older rocks, strongly

resembling in form the recent genus, and possessing a mantle mark indicative of the

possession of siphonal tubes, have been considered as entitled to a generic association ;

the distinctive characters, a byssal groove in the foot of the animal, of course is in the

fossil perfectly useless, but the shell also possesses a good distinction in the peculiar

arrangement of the hinge denticles ; this, however, is another character seldom of

much service in the older fossils, and it is only when we come into the Tertiaries that

we are quite sure of its existence, and in the oldest of these it is doubtfully present.

1. Tapes virginea, . Tab. XX, fig. 1 a—e.

Vends virginea. Mat. and Rack. Linn. Trans., vol. viii, p. 89 t. ii, fig. 8, 1807.

— — Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 156, pi. 8, fig. 8, 1822.

— L.'ETA. Poll. Test. Utrusq. Sic, t. xsi, fig. 1.

— RHOMBOiDES. Peiin. Brit. Zool., vol. iv, p. 9 7, pi. Iv, (fig. right hand.)

— SAENiENSis. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 153, pi. x, fig. 6, 1822.

* Etym. Tair^s, tapestry, probably so called from the ornamental exterior of most of the species.
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Vends vikago. Loc6n. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 40, 1846.

Capsa VIRGO. "Leach." Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. xx, p. •2/2.

CuNEUs FASciATUS. Dacosta. Brit. Conch., p. 20t, 1/78.

Veneuupis vikoixea. Fleming. Brit. Animals, p. 1.V2, 1828.

— SAllNIENSIS. Id. ,, p. -152.

PULLASTRA VIRGINEA. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

-^ — Furies. Rep. iEgean. Invert., p. 180, 184.3.

Tapes vikginea. Forbes and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 388, pi. xxv, figs. 4, 6, 1848.

Spec. Char. Testa ovatd, compressinsculd, ineBquilaterali, posfice magiore et longiore,

mbangulatd ; concentrice incEqualiter striata, striis vosits posiicum majorifjus ; lunula

lanceolatd.

Shell ovate, somewhat compressed, inequilateral, posterior side the larger and

longer, subangulated, ornamented with concentric striai or ridges, and these are

larger or broader on the posterior side ; lunulc elongated.

Length, \\ inch; height, 1 inch.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton, Walton-on-the-Naze.

Mam. Crag, Bramerton.

Uddevalla.

Recent, Norway, Britain, Mediterranean.

From the Coralline Crag my specimens are few and fragmentary; in the Red

Crag it was not abundant ; specimens, however, are in my cabinet sufficiently nume-

rous and perfect to justify its being considered a fair identification, and I feel no

hesitation in placing the Crag shell under the name of virginca ; it appeared also to

have continued through the more recent period of the Mam. Crag, as a specimen of

this species was obligingly sent to me for description by Mr. Wigham, who found it

in the neighbourhood of Norwich, and it is also enumerated among the shells from the

Clyde beds. In the living state it is one of our most abundant as well as one of our

handsomest species ; and although our largest Crag specimen does not measure more

than an inch and a half in length, the recent shell attains a magnitude of two and a

half inches, a size exceeding those found in the Mediterranean.

2. Tapes aurea, Gmeliii. Tab. XX, fig. 2 a—b.

Venis aurea. Gmel. Syst. Nat., p. .3288, 1788.

— _ Mat. and Ractc. Linn. Trans., vol. viii, p. DO, pi. li, fig. 9. 1807.

_ _ Tiirt. Brit. Biv., p. 155, pi. i.x, figs. 7, 8, 1822.

— _ Phil. En. -Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 47, vol. ii, p. 35.

— — Loi'hi. Ind. Moll. Scaud., p. 40, 1846.

— — Middendorf. Malac. Ross., p. 569, 1849.

— .ENEA. Tnrt. Brit. Biv., p. 152, pi. x, fig. 7, 1822.

— NITENS. Id. „ p. 152, pi. X, fig. 8, 1822.

— NEBULOSA. Solander. Pult. Dorset., p. 34.
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Venus literata. Linn. Faun Suec. non Syst. Nat.

Capsa crocea. "Leach." Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. xx, p. 2/2.

PuLLASTRA ACREA. Alder. Catal. Moll. North, and Durh., p. 86.

Tapes ausea. Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 392, pi. xxv, fig. 5, 1848.

Spec. Char. Testa ovafd, siib-cordatd, timidiusculd, siih-incequilaterali,postice angulatd

;

margine ventrali arcnato ; concentrice sulcatd; striis radiantibus obsoletis; lunuld cordato-

ovatd.

Shell ovate or heart-shaped, slightly tumid, inequilateral, posterior side angulated ;

ventral margin convex, concentrically sulcated, with obsolete radiating striae ; an

elongated but not well-defined lunule.

Length, l|-th of an inch ; height, i^ths ditto.

Localities. Mam. Crag, Bramerton.

Uddevalla.

Recent, Norway, Britain, Mediterranean.

The Mammaliferous Crag is its earhest appearance ; one specimen only is all that

I have seen, and that was found by Mr. Wigham, near Norwich, who has obligingly

permitted me to have it figured. In the recent state this is a common species in the

British seas upon the Eastern Coast, where it is subject to considerable variation, both

in regard to form as well as in the external ornament, some specimens being, in fact,

smooth, while others are deeply sulcated, or covered with regular ridges over the

entire surface. The striae upon the exterior of our solitary fossil specimen are fine and

numerous ; the anterior and posterior sides are somewhat compressed, while there is a

tumidity about the middle of the shell differing therein from the preceding species,

from which it also differs in being less elongated and rather less inequilateral.

3. Tapes perovalis, S. Wood. Tab. XIX, fig. 7 a—d.

Pullastka PEROVALIS. iS. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Spec. Char. Testd elongato-ovatd, inaquilaterali, lumidd, nitidd, politd, tenui ; antice

rotundato-angulatd ; margine dorsali postico convexiusculo.

Shell elongately ovate, inequilateral, tumid, smooth, glossy, and thin ; anterior side

roundedly pointed ; dorsal margin slightly convex.

Length, 2 inches ; height, \\ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt.

I have obtained at the above locality about a dozen specimens of this species,

which from loss of animal matter had become excessively fragile.

In many of its characters it strongly resembles Venus geog^-aphica, but the smooth

surface or total absence of the transverse ridges, as well as the radiating or decus-

sating striae which ornament that species, will readily distinguish it. A shell figured

and described by Phillippi from the Neapolitan seas, V. nitens. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii.

p. 35, t. xiv, fig. 14, seems to approach even nearer, and may probably be identified
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when the specimens can be compared ; there arc, however, some differences in the

descriptions : it is therefore thought best to retain its present name. As this latter

species appears its nearest relative, it may be only necessary to point out what are the

distinctions, relying npon the description by that author, who, in comparing his shell

with the f^mc/raphica, seems to think a specific character exists in being less equilateral,

and in the straight dorsal line of nite/is, with a more convex ventral margin. Our

shell, on the contrary, appears to have its dorsal margin more rounded than that of

ffeographica, and much resembles in outline the virffinea, but the smooth and glossy

exterior differs from all that I have seen, with the exception of nitens ; the dental

characters appear the same, the central one bifid in the left valve, with two sub-bifid

in the right ; but the pallcal scar, according to the figure, goes deeper into his shell

than it does into our Crag fossil.

4. Tapes texturata r Lamnnk. Tab. XX, fig. ?>a—c.

Venus texturata. Lam Hist, dcs Au. saiis Vi-rt., L'd cd., p. .l.")."). No. 43.

Tapes texturata. G. Howerhrj. Thesaur. Conch. Tapes, No. 39.

Spec. Char. Testa tcnui, cordato-ovatd, coinpressimculd, incBquilaterali ; irannoersm

xfriald, utrlis numerosis, covfertis.

Shell thin, ovately hcartshaped, somewhat compressed, inequilateral ; transversely

striated, striae numerous, close set.

Length, \\ inch.

Locality. Red Crag, Walton-on-the Naze.

The specimen figured is the right valve with three teeth diverging from imme-

diately beneath the umbo. The lines which cover the exterior are generally jiarallel

to the margin of the shell, but they occasionally anastomose, or run into each other

like those upon the recent species, T. texturata. There is, however, a slight difference

in form from that shell, andthelunule is.not so distinctly marked; but having only one

specimen, and that imperfect, I am unwilling to oo more than assign it provisionally to

what appears at least its nearest relative ; should, however, future examination of

better specimens justify a specific distinction, I would claim for the Crag fossil the

name of huh'dix.

Venerupis.* Lamarck, 1818.

V'enus (sp.) Linn.

DoNAX (sp.) /</.

CuNEUS (sp.) Dacosta.

Irus. Oken, 181.').

Petricola (sp.) Tiirt., 1822.

Petrikora. Lafr., 1827.

Venerirlpis. lilainv., 1825, G. Sow., 1839.

Venerupes. Sioains., 18-10.

* Etym., Venus, and rupis, a rock.
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Gen. Char. Shell ovate or oblong, equivalved, inequilateral, somewhat compressed.

Hinge composed of three cardinal teeth in one valve, and two or three in the other.

Muscular impressions ovate, with a deep palleal sinus. Ligament external.

Animal oblong ; the mantle closed all round with the exception of a small opening

in front for the passage of the compressed and lanceolate foot ; siphons unequal, dis-

united at about half their length ; extremities ornamented with a double row of fringes.

The arrangement of dental characters in what constitutes this genus, as well as

the general form of the shell, approach so closely to those of Tapes, that it seems more

entitled to a position amongst the Venus family than to any other, and so far as the

form of the foot of the animal or its siphons may determine its connections, it does

not any further justify a removal ; its habits certainly resemble those of Saxicava, but

the selection as a habitat in holes, formed in rocks, is not peculiar to one family, as

Bivalves of very different forms have been found located in such situations : and habits

alone are not sufficient for the uniting into one family those Bivalves which possess

them ;
perhaps, after all, this genus as it now stands will be found to possess no

sufficient claims for a separate position, and may probably be hereafter united with

Tapes.

As a genus it contains but very few species, and little is at present known respecting

its exotic allies in the recent state, and nothing in the fossil of an older date than the

Upper or Middle Tertiaries.

1. Venerupis iRus. LinncBus. Tab. XIX, fig. 6 a, <5.

DoNAX iRfS. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1128, No. Ill, 1767.

— — PoU. Test. Sicil., vol. i, t. x, figs. 1, 2, and vol. ii, p. 83, t. xix, figs. 25, 26,

1795.

CuNEUS FOiiiATUS. Bacosta. Brit. Couch., p. 204, pi. xv, fig. 6, 1778.

Tellina Cornubiensis. Penn. Brit. Zool., ed. 4, vol. iv, p. 75, No. 35.

Venus Irtjs. Brown. lUust. Brit. Conch., pi. xx, fig. 9, 1827.

— EUPESTRis? Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 559, t. xiv, fig. 1, 1814.

Venerupis Irus. Lam. An. sans Vert., t. v, p. 507, 1818.

_ _ Payr. Catal. MoU. Cors., p. 35, 1826.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 21, vol. ii, p. 20.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 156, pi. vii, figs. 1—3, and

pi. G, fig. 2.

— — Midden. Malac. Rossic, p. 567.

Petricola Irus. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 26. t. ii, fig. 14, 1822.

— RCPESTRis? Dubois. Coq. Foss. Wolh. Pod., pi. vii, figs. 3, 4, 1831.

Pullastra Irus. Broion. lUust. Brit. Concb., 2d ed., pi. 37, fig. 9.

Capsa Irus. "Leach, 1818." Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. xx, p. 272.

? Encyc. Method., pi. 262, fig. 4.

Spec. Char. Testa ovato-ohlongd, vel subtrapezoidea, crassd; posticelongiore et lafiore,

mbangidatd ; lamellatd, lamellis transversis, interstitiis radianter striatis ; dentibus tribiis

in utraquevalvd ; sinu palliari magna, subangulato.
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Shell ovately oblong, or rather subtrapczoidal, thick, and strong ; posterior side

the longer and broader, somewhat angulated ; ornamented with transverse lamellae,

radiatingly striated between the interstices ; three teeth in each valve ; palleal sinus

large and subangulatcd.

Lenijth, ^ths of an inch ; hcit/ld, fths ditto.

Locality. Red Crag, Walton-on-the-Naze.

Recent, Mediterranean, Britain.

Only two specimens of this species arc in my cabinet, and they are all that I

have seen ; these are somewhat rubbed, with the lamelkc much worn down, but quite

perfect enough to justify their being considered identical ; my specimens are rather

shorter tlian the generality of recent shells, although I believe in those there is con-

siderable variation, and 1 have assigned it to the living species without any hesitation.

In the recent state it is found imbedded in sponges and seaw'eed, as well as in rocks,

and ranges from low-water mark to ten or a dozen fathoms.

Cytherea.* Lamarck, 1805.

AcTiNOBULVS. Klein, 1/53.

Chama. Browne, 1/56.

Venvs (sp.) Linn.

Callista Calusxoderma (sp.) Poll, 1795.

Hystekoconcua. Lang., 1722.

Meretrix. Lam., 1799.

CnioNE. Gray, 1838.

DioNE. Id. 1848.

Gresslya (sp.) Aynss., 18-15.

Gen. Char. Shell cquivalve, inequilateral, closed, usually more or less transversely

oblong or ovate, sometimes obtusely triangular, generally thick and strong, \^^th

slightly prominent umbones. Surface sometimes transversely sulcated, usually smooth.

Hinge furnished with three teeth in one valve, and four in the other ; anterior one

diverging under the lunule. Muscular impressions large and ovate, that by the

mantle with a sinus generally large and wide. Ligament external.

Animal of the form of the shell, with the mantle freely open, having the margins

without fringes ; siphons long, united nearly to their extremities ; orifices surrounded

with tentacles. Foot large and tongue-shaped, not furnished with a byssal groove.

This genus may be considered as being distinguished more especially by its

peculiarity of hinge. The anterior tooth, which gives a prominent character to the

genus, is placed at right angles to the more cardinal teeth, and is situated at a little

distance immediately under the lunule, giving great firmness and security to the close

union of the valves ; the composition of the shell is also somewhat different from that

* Elym., out' of the names of Venus.
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of Venus, which has the outer portion of a fibrous character, while in this it is more

compact, and in the recent shell is often enamelled.

This genus is found extensively in the warmer regions of the globe ; as a fossil it

has been obtained very low in the secondary Formations, and was largely developed

during the early Tertiary Periods.

1. Cytherea chione, Linnceus. Tab. XX, fig. A a, h.

CiiAMA. Regeiifuss. ChoLx Coquil., p. 56, t. viii, fig. 17.

CuRviEOSTRUM. Leigh. Nat. Hist. Cliesli., p. 179, pi. iii, fig. 5, 1700.

Venus chione. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1131, No. 125, 1767.

— — Poli. Test. Sicil., vol. ii, p. 85, pi. x.\, figs. 1, 2, 1795.

— — Broc. Concli. Foss. Subap., p. 547, 1814.

— — Sismonda. Syn. Meth. Invert. Foss. Fed., p. 19, 1847.

— CHiONOiDEs? Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 175, pi. xii, fig. 5 a, b, 1844.

Pectunculus glabee. Daeosta. Brit. Coucli., p. 184, pi. xiv, fig. 7, 1778.

DioNE GLABEB. Gray. List Brit. Moll., p. 6, 1851.

Cytherea chione. Tart. Brit. Biv., p. 160, pi. viii, fig. 11, 1822.

— — Payr. Catal. Moll. Corse., p. 47, 1826.

— — Bronn. Letb. Geogn., ii, p. 954, t. xxxviii, fig. 3a—c, 1838.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 40, vol. ii, p. 31.

— — Owen. Comp. .\nat. Invert. An. p. 282, fig. 118, 1843.

— — Forbes. iEgean Invert. Rep. Brit. Assoc, p. 180, 1843.

— — Agass. Icon. des. Coq. Ten., p. 45, t. x, figs. 10— 13, 1845.

— nitens. Andr. Bull, de Sc de Mosc. p. 104, pi. vi, fig. 9, 1830, fide Bronn.

— LiEVls. Agass. Loc cit. supra, t. x.

CYTHEsiE FAUVE. Chenu. Traitu Element., pi. iii, fig. 10.

Encyc. Method., pi. 266, fig. 1 a. b.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ovato-cordatd, incequilaterali, glabra, politd, trans-

versim obsolete sulcata ; lunula elonyatd ; antice et postice rotundatd.

Shell transverse, ovate, heartshaped, inequilateral, very smooth, and glossy ; with

obsolete transverse ridges ; lunule elongate, and cordiform : anterior and posterior

sides rounded.

Length, 2\ inches; height. If ditto.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt

Recent, Britain, Mediterranean.

This elegant and beautiful shell I have seen only from the oldest of the Crag

Deposits, and in that from the lowest part, where it is not rare, but of extreme

fragility, and specimens are very difficult to be obtained.

The Crag shell agrees precisely with the British form of this species, in the exterior

being smooth and glossy, and marked in a concentric direction, with occasionally

shallow or indistinct furrows, or depressions, and with the aid of a lens may be seen

numerous, fine, radiating striae, most visible upon the posterior side ; these, however,

are quite superficial, and are not seen when the surface is removed, nor is it imparted

in any way to the margin of the shell which is quite smooth.

27
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Poll lias given a beautiful drawing of the animal of this species, and its anatomy is

described by Professor Owen in his Lectures upon Invertebrate Animals, where he

considers it as one of the most highly organised of the Bivalvia. In the recent

state this does not appear to have been a very deep water species, and seems more

inclined to the southern or Mediterranean regions, where it is very abundant, and as

a fossil I know it only from the Sicilian beds, unless Venus chionoides, Nyst, be one of

its varieties. C. Chione, Dubois, Wolliyn. Podol., pi. v, figs. 13, 14, appears to

have ridges too regular and too numerous, and according to the figure, is rather too

broad on the posterior side, with the sinus in the mantle mark more rounded, and

appears to be intermediate between our shell and Eri/cinoides.

Cytherea nitidula. Lam., a recent species from the Mediterranean, is considered by

Philippi as the young of this shell, but the fossil from the older Tertiaries described

under the same name, is quite distinct.

2. Cytherea rudis. Poll. Tab. XX, fig. 5 a—d.

Vencs kcdis. Poli, (not Dujard.) Test. Sicil., vol. ii, p. 94, t. xx, figs. 15, 16, 179."i.

— — Middendorff. Jlal.icozool. Rossica, p. h~\, 18-49.

— PECTUNCULCS. Broc. Coiich. Foss. Subap., p. 560, pi. xiii, fig. 12, 1814.

— CYCLADIFOKMIS. Hyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 1/1, pi. xii, fig. 3, 1844.

— Ve\eti.\na. Sismondn. Syn. Mctl). Invert. Pcdm., p. 20, 1847.

— OCHROPICTA. Knjnicki. Bull, des Natur. de Mosc, No. 11, p. 64, fide Middendorff.

Cytherea Venetiaxa. Lam. Hist, des .\n. s. Yert., torn, v, p. 569, 1818.

_ _ Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. xl, t. iv, fig. 8, 1836.

— — Dujard. Mem. de la Soc. Geol. de Fr., t. ii, part ii, p. 260, 1837.

— — Forbes. iEgean Invert. Rep. Brit. Assoc, p. 182, 1843.

— filosa. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— CYCLADIFOKMIS. Nyst. Rech. Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p. 10, No. 38, pi. ii, fig. i^,

1835.

— iiVDis. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 32, 1844.

Spec. Char. Testa oblique-cordafd, titmidd, inaquilaterah, tenui, tranwersim striafd,

striis tenuibus, rotundatis, cotifertis ; lunula eloncjato-cordatd, margine integro ; umhonibus,

prominulis.

Shell obliquely heartshaped, tumid, inequilateral, thin, transversely or concen-

trically striated ; stride fine, close, and rounded ; lunule of an elongated heartshape ;

margin smooth ; beaks slightly prominent.

Lniglli, ^ths of an inch ; height, jtlis of an inch.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Ramsholt, Sudbourn.

Red Crag, Sutton, and Walton-on-the-Naze.

Recent, Mediterranean, and Black Sea.

This delicate and elegant shell is very abundant in the Red Crag at Walton-on-

the-Naze, and not at all rare in th(> Lower Formation, or Cor. Crag at Sutton.

It is subject to considerable variation in outline, and in proportional dimensions,
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but in general the form is transverse, with a diameter of seven to five ; while in

others there is no difference, the height being equal to the length. The hinge is

furnished with three teeth in the right valve, and four in the left, the posterior one

small, parallel to, and a little within the fulcrum for the ligament : in the right

valve the posterior tooth is bifid or cleft ; the surface is ornamented with numerous

close set strise, broader than the spaces between them, and sometimes rather irregular,

bifurcating or inosculating, more especially on the posterior part ; the impression of

the mantle is at some distance within the margin, and the sinus large, rounded, and

reaching about one third across the shell.

A species from the older Tertiaries at Barton, figured and described by J. Sowerby

in 'Min. Conch.,' t. 422, fig. 2, {F. rotundata, Brander, figs. 91, 93,) very much

resembles our Crag fossil, but is, I believe, distinct.

Venus. Linnaeus.

Callista AND Callistodeema (sp.) Poll, 179.5

Antigone. Schum., 1817.

Venulites. Schlott., 1820.

Clausina. Brown, 1827.

Oetygia. "Leach, MS.," id.

TiMocLEA. Id. id.

Chione. Megerle. 1811; Gray, 1851.

DosiNA. Gray, 1838; Wood, 18-10.

Egesta? Conrad, 1845.

Gen. Char. Shell equivalve, more or less inequilateral, closed ; orbicular or trans-

versely ovate, generally ornamented upon the exterior, imbricated, radiated, or

decussated. Margin crenulated. Hinge composed of three diverging cardinal teeth

in each valve. Ligament external. Muscular impressions roundedly ovate. Mantle

mark sinuated.

Animal ovate or suborbicular, with the edges of the mantle disconnected ; margins

fringed. Siphons united at the base, separated and diverging at their extremities;

orifices fimbriated; foot linguiform.

This genus, as the name would imply, is composed of beautiful, and in the living

state, of many highly ornamented shells, and found in the seas of all regions.

Notwithstanding its great curtailment since the time it was established by Lmnseus, it

now contains at least a hundred well determined species, restricting them to such as

possess a dental armature of three diverging cardinal teeth, while the animal possesses

two rather short siphons, giving a somewhat small and angular sinus to the impression of

the mantle mark ; the texture of the shell, at least the outer portion of it, appears to

be of a fibrous character, and it is generally covered with fine and numerous striae in

a radiating direction, and is more or less ornamented with reflexed portions of the

margin or imbrications, and some few are armed with long and formidable looking

spines.
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Fossils in the Carboniferous Deposits have been assigned to this genus, but

perhaps their just claim will not go further than a resemblance, or what is called a

family relationship, their true characters not having been well determined.

1. Venus casina, Linn(Piis. Tab. XIX, fig. 1 «—/.
Vexcs casika. Linn. Syst. Nat., 12 id., p. IKU), No. 117, 176".

— — Dujard. Mem. de la Soc. Geol. de Fr., t. ii, part 2, p. 261, 1837.

_ _ Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 33, 1844.

— — lA}v/-n. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 39, 1846.

— DisoiN'A. Latii. An. sans Vert., t. v, p. 586, 1818.

— KEFLEXA. Mont. Test. Brit. Suppl., pp. 41, 168, 1808.

— RusTEBCCii. Paijr. Cat. Moll. Cors., p. 52, pi. i, figs. 26—28, 1826.

— GiBBOSA. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 155, fig. 3, 1817.

— TUEGiDA. J. Soirerhij. Min. Conch., t. 256, 1820.

— — Nijst. Conch. Foss. de Belg., p. 178, pi. .xiii, fig. 4 a, h, 1844.

— SENILIS? Dubois. Wolhyn. Podol., p. 60, pi. v, figs. 22, 23.

— SULCATA. Nijst. Loc. cit. sup., p. 177, pi. xii, fig. 6 a, h, 1844.

— MULTILAMELLOSA? Nyst. Id., p. 17!*, pi. xii, fig. 7 a, h.

— SIMILIS? Id. Id., p. 180, pi. xiii, fig. 5 a, h.

— GALLJXA ? Bronn. Leth. Geog., vol. ii, p. 948, t. xxxviii, fig. 6.

— CASINULA? Desh. Expi'd. Morfee, p. 101, t. xviii, figs. 18, 19.

— cixcTA. Agass. Icon, des Coq. Tert., p. 36, t. iv, figs. 7— 10, 1845.

Pectunculus membkaxacevs. Ducosta. Brit. Conch., pi. xiii, fig. 4.

Cytuerea sulcata. Nyst et West. Nouv. Rech. des Foss. d'.Viiv., pi. i, fig. 9, 1839.

— LAMELLATA. Id. „ ., „ p. 9, pi. i, fig. 10.

Clacsixa keflkxa. Brown. Illust. Brit. Conch., pi. xix, fig. 13, 1827.

— casina „ „ „ pi. XX, fig. 15.

DosiXA casixa. Gratj, Analyst, 1838.

— TUiuuDA. iS. Wood. Catalogue.

Spec. Char. Testa cordato-rotundaid, gihhom, inferdi/m compres-m, cra-^sd ; imhricatd

rel himcHafd ; lanieUihus coiiferfis, acidh ; mar/jine crenulafo ; hnudd dhlindd, impressd.

Shell roundedly heartshaped, gibbous, sometimes compressed, thick, and covered

with concentric imbrications, close, sliarj), and reflexed ; margin crenulated ; lunule

distinct, impressed.

Dinmder. 2 inches, nearly.

LocaJifies. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt, Sutton, Gedgrave, Sndl)()uni.

Red Crag, Sutton, Bawdscy, Felixstow, Aldcrton.

Mam. Crag, } Clyde beds.

Recent, Mediterranean, Britain, Bergen.

This shell as a Crag fossil is everywhere abundant, and exceedingly variable in

outward form, being sometimes longer than it is high, while in other specimens the

diameter is greater in the opposite direction : in some individual* there is considerable

tumidity, while others are much compressed.

It is assigned to the living species from the behef that some of its varieties
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are so intimately connected that no specific character can be pointed out, whereby it

can possibly be distinguished or separated from it.

In the recent shell the umbo appears, in the few specimens I have been able to

examine, to be a little more lateral than in the generality of the Crag fossils, although

this lateral incurvature of the umbo is quite as distinct in the extreme of its variation

as in the living shell. Although considered as extinct by all previous authorities, and

to which I submitted when compiling my own Catalogue, the possession of many

more varieties, and further examination, have given me reason to dissent from that

opinion. The lamellae of the fossil are not often preserved in Cabinet specimens

;

when visible they are sharp and erect, and about equidistant, rather less prominent

upon the posterior margin, but that is a character upon which two species in the living

state have been formed, and is not much to be depended on ; between the lamellae fine

radiating striae are visible, corresponding to the crenulated margin of the interior.

2. Venus fasciata, Dacosta. Tab. XIX, fig. 5 a—c.

Pectunculus fasciatus. Dacosta. Brit. Conch., p. 188, t. xiii, fig. 3, 1/78.

Venus Papiiia. Pulteneij. Hutchins' Hist. Dorset., p. 33.

— — Mont. Test. Brit., p. 110, 1803.

— FASCIATA. Bon. Brit. Shells, vol. v, pi. 170, 1803.

— — Phill. En. MoU. Sic, vol. ii, p. 34, 1844.

— — Lovhi. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 39, 1846.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 415, pi. 23, fig. 3, pi. xxvi,

fig. 7, and pi. l, fig. 7, 1848.

— Brogniakti. Paijr. Cat. Moll. Cors., p. 51, pi. i, figs. 23—25, 1826.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 43, 1836.

Chione fasciata. Gray. List Brit. Moll., 1851.

Clausina fasciata. Broion. Hlust. Brit. Conch., pi. xx, fig. 10, 1827.

DosiNA — S Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Pectunculus fasciatis. List. Hist. Conch., lib. iii, sect. 4, fig. 114, 1688.

Encyc. Method., pi. 276, fig. 2.

Sjjec. Char. Testa crassd, comjjressiusculd, ovato-triffond vel sub-cordatd, inaqui-

laterali, latere postico Ion c/lore ; lameUatd, lamellis crassis, recurvis, distantibus ; lunuld

elonguto-cordatd ; umhonihus promimdis.

Shell thick, somewhat compressed, triangularly ovate, inequilateral, posterior side

the longer, and very little pointed ; covered with thick, distant, and slightly recurved

lamellae, or concentric ridges ; lunule elongated, heart shape.

Length, |ths of an inch ; height, fths ditto.

Localities. Red Crag, Sutton, Walton-on-the-Naze.

Mam., Crag, Bramerton.

Recent, Mediterranean, Britain, Scandinavia.

I have only met with true and genuine specimens of this species as far back as the

Red Crag, where it was not very abundant. The young state of Venus imbricata, in

some of its forms, strongly resembles this shell, except where the lamellae are well pre-
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served: in this species the ridges are more numerous about the umbo or in the young

shell, whereas in the other they are more prominent and distant, and in the mature

state this species never attains to so great a size : the posterior side is sometimes

slightly pointed, and the length is generally greater than the height, but occasionally

the greater dimensions are the reverse. In the living state it is said to have a vertical

range from four to sixty fathoms.

3. Venus imbric.vta, /. Sower/ji/. Tab. XIX, fig. 5 a—/.

AsTAUTE IMBIUCATA. J. Sow. Mill. CoDch., t. 521, fig. 1, IS'iG.

— — Ni/st. Coq. Fobs, de Belg., p. 153, pi. ix, fig. :ia, b, IS 11.

DosiNA IMBIUCATA. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Spec. Char. Testa suborbiculari, subcordaid, compressimculd aid tumidd, crassd,

imbricatd, imbricibus erassis 12— 16, rejlexis, striatis ; natibus recurvis ; lunula ovafd-

cordatd ; marginibus crenulatis ; sinu palliari parvo, angulato.

Shell suborbicular, slightly heartshaped, somewhat compressed, occasionally

tumid, thick and imbricated, with 12— 16 broad, thick, reflcxed ridges or imbrications;

umbones recurved ; lunule impressed, elongate ; margins crenulated ; palleal sinus

small and angular.

Diameter, \\ inch.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt, and Gcdgrave.

Red Crag, Sutton, Walton-on-the-Naze.

This species is not particularly abundant either in the Coralline or in the Red Crag,

and appears in both to be subject to considerable variation.

There are two very distinct forms in this species : what may be called var. a,

(fig. c, d,) Avhich, in its extreme form, is an elegant shell, curving considerably towards

the anterior, and ornamented with about sixteen thick, obtuse, but reflected ridges, at

nearly regular distances, the fine lamcllated ornament of the young shell is worn down

in those from the Red Crag, from which Formation only I have seen this variety. In

this state it approaches very near to F. casiiia, differing only in the exterior ornament.

Var. /3, oxgibberosa, (fig. c,/,) on the contrary, is very inelegant, being a thick, tumid, and

clumsy looking shell, with a hunchedback and, in most instances, bipartite, the older

portion having a very different appearance from that of the young shell, in which the

surface is furnished with a few sharj), erect, and distant lamellne, about eight or ten,

and these, at the extreme edge or posterior margin, terminate abruptly, and are sharp

and almost pointed, after which the shell is nearly smooth, the lamellae being so close

as to represent little more than lines of growth witli an irregular surface. In this

variety the shell is nearly orbicular, very tumid, and is rather higher than it is long,

the other variety is more compressed, and the diameter is greater in a longitudinal

direction ; between these extremes there is every imaginable variation, and the specimen

represented in ' Min. Conch.,' appears somewhat of an intermediate character, having

the surface flattened by the abrasion of the lamellae.
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2. Venus ovata, Pennant. Tab. XIX, fig. 4 a—d.

Venus ovata. Penn. Brit. Zool., vol. iv, p. 206, t. 59, fig. 3, 1/77.

— — Forbes. JEgeau Invert. Rep. Brit. Assoc, p. 182, 1843.

_ _ Lovt:'n. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 40, 1846.

— — Forb. and HmiI. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 419, pi. xxxiv, fig. 2, .<md

pi. xxvi, fig. 1, and pi. h, fig. 6, 1848.

— KADIATA. Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 543, t. xiv, fig. 3 a, b, 1814.

— — Bast. Mem. Sec. d'Hist. Nat. de Par., t. ii, pt. i, p. 89.

— — Marcel de Serres. Geog. des Terr. Tert., p. 150, 1829.

_ _ Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 44, vol. ii, p. 34.

— SPADICEA. Renieri. Fide Brocchi.

— — Ni/st. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 165, pi. ii, fig. 3, 1844.

— PECTINULA. Desk. 2d. edit. Lam., t. vi, p. 348, 1 35.

Carbium striatum radiatum. Walk, and Boys, Test. Min. Ror., p. 23, fig. 82, 1787.

TiMOCLEA ovata. Brown. Illust. Brit. Conch., pi. xix, fig. 11, 1827.

— Pennantii. Leach, MS. Fide Brown.

Cytherea ovata. Fleming. Brit. An., p. 445, 1828.

Chione ovata. Crray. List of Brit. Moll., p. 11, 1851.

Spec. Char. Testa ovato-trigonuld, incequilaterali, crassd, antice rotundatd, postice

angulatd; radiatim sulcata, sulcis granulatis ; lunuld distinctd elongato-cordatd ; margine

tenuissime cremdato.

Shell triangularly ovate, inequilateral, thick ; anterior side rounded, posterior very

slightly elongated ; covered with radiating, bifurcating, and granulated strise ; lunula

elongated, heartshaped ; margin very finely crenulated.

Length, |^ths of an inch ; height, ^ an inch.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Gedgrave.

Red Crag, Sutton.

Recent, Mediterranean, Britain, Scandinavia.

This shell is exceedingly scarce in the Red Crag, but in the older or subjacent

deposit it is particularly abundant, more especially at Sutton, where the specimens are

almost entirely of one variety, in which the rays are finer and flatter, bifurcating about

the middle of the shell, giving, on the outer portion, as many as forty or fifty ridges

;

those which are found at Gedgrave have the rays larger, more elevated, and rounded,

with a more roughened surface, and are seldom divided, having also a wider space

between them : in the other variety they are but httle imbricated, and have the

intermediate spaces or sulci very narrow; the form is somewhat variable, but in

general the older shell has comparatively a greater length than in the young state, and

is always a little longer than it is high ; upon the Gedgrave shell, or var. /3, there is an

obtuse ridge upon the posterior side, behind which the rays are closer and more

numerous; this corresponds with the Italian fossil, V. radiata, Broc, while the Sutton

specimens more resemble the common form of the recent British shell.

This species is said to be abundant in the British seas, with a vertical range from

three to one hundred fathoms ; it is found fossil at Stromstadt.
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Artemis,* iV/. 1791.

CuAMA (UosiN.) Allans., 17.>7.

DosiNiA. Scopoli, 1777; Gray, 1851.

ClRCOMlMlALUS (sp.) Klein, 1753.

AHTEM I S ET A IITKM I DEK 51A . Poli, 1791.

Orbicull's. Meyerie, XSW.

Asa. Leach, MSS., 1819, fide Defrance.

ExoLETA. Brown, 1827.

AKCToii. Risso, 182(i.

Tar AS. Id.

AuTUEMis. Desk., Phil., Blalnv., Ai/ass.

Gen. Char. Shell suborbicular or lenticular, equivalved, more or less compressed,

generally strong and closed, surface covered witli concentric striae ; margins entire.

Hinge composed of "three cardinal teeth in one valve, and four in the other ; no

lateral teeth. Ligament external, with a strongly defined, and generally deep lunulc.

Impressions of the adductor muscles ovate, nearly equal, that by the mantle deeply

sinuated.

Animal suborbicular, with the edges of the mantle mostly disconnected ; margins

entire, or partially serrated. Sii)honal tubes long, united to their extremities. Foot

large, semilunar, or crescent-shaped, exsertible at the middle or basal margin of the

valves.

This is a well-marked genus, said to be characterised especially by its animal

inhabitant, but if our reliance were solely upon the softer parts, to the entire exclusion

of the shell, it might be difficult to know where it should be placed. There is, however,

not much doubt respecting its relationship to the Venus grouj), but this affinity is better

displayed in the hard or shelly covering of the animal, than by any general resemblance

of either the foot, or the siphons of the mantle. The long siphonal tubes of this genus

are indicated in the shell by the impression of the retractor muscles being placed far in the

interior, so as to give what is called a very deep ])alleal scar or sinus, denoting, by its

depth, a corresponding proportion in the length of the tubes, this however, is not an

infallible criterion as to their length, nor does it appear to be a character of any great

family dependence, for in Lucinopsis the interior of the shell is marked by the impression

of the mantle witli cpiitc as deep a sinus, while the animal has the tubes short and slightly

exsertile, with a slender and delicate foot, and has little or no resemblance, any further

than in the form of the mantle mark, to animals of this genus, where the siphons are

long and united, and the foot is broad and splayed.

In the recent state it has a wide geographical range ; as a fossil I am not aware of

its having been found in any older Formation than the Middle Tcrtianes.

* Etym., a proper nauie.
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1. Artemis lentiformis, /. Soxverhj. Tab. XX, fig. 7 a—c.

Venus exoleta. Parkinson. Org. Rem., vol. iii, p. 189, 1811.

— LENTiFOEMis. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 203, 1818.

Aetemis exoleta. Nyst. Coq. Foss. Belg., p. 184, pi. xiv, fig. 1, 1844.

— LENTIFOEMIS. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

—
,,
— Potie: et Mich. Catal. des Moll, de Douai, torn, xi, p. 227, No. 13,

1844.

Sjjec. Char. Testa orbiculari, lentiformi, compressiusculd incequilaterali, crassd; striis

concentricis, magnis, confertis ; lunula cordatd, impressd; margine dorsali convexiusculo

postice subanguJafo.

Shell orbicular, lentiform, somewhat compressed, slightly inequilateral, thick;

covered with numerous large, close set, concentric strife ; a deeply-seated heartshaped

lunule ; dorsal margin slightly convex
; posterior side subangulated.

Diameter, 2 inches.

Localities. Cor. Crag ? Gedgrave.

Red Crag, Sutton, Walton-on-the-Naze.

In the Coralline Crag it is very rare ; indeed I have obtained only one specimen,

which is represented at fig. 7 c, and this is partly imbedded in the matrix with its best

characters obscured ; but in the Red Crag it is one of the most abundant shells at

Walton-on-the-Naze.

In the ' Mineral Concology' the Crag shell was considered to difi"er from Venus

exoleta (with which it had been placed by Parkinson) sufficiently to justify a specific

distinction, and as this is a genus in which the species do not appear to possess a o-reat

range in variation, I have retained for it Mr. Sowerby's name, although these dif-

ferences are probably the effect of locality, or the result of external conditions.

Our shell is certainly flatter than V. exoleta, but not thinner ; the stride or rido-es are

as large and broad as those which ornament the recent species ; there is a slioht

angularity in the outline on the posterior side, a little beyond the termination of the

large ligament, and a slight slope upon the dorsal edge, differing therein from V. exoleta

;

this slope is not naked, but covered with numerous striae or fine lines of o-rowth. The
sinus in the mantlemark is large, deep, and linguiform in a direction across the shell

;

I have never seen a specimen with this sinus so vertical as it is represented in ' Min.

Conch.' above referred to.

2. Artemis lincta, Pulteneg. Tab. XX, fig. 6 a—d.

Venus lincta. Pult. Hutchins, Dorset, p. 34, fide Forb. and Hani.

— EXOLETA. Peim. Brit. Zool., vol. iv, p. 94, pi. hi, fig. 49.

— •— var. /3. Mat. and Rack. Linn. Trans., vol. viii, p. 87, pi. iii, fig. 2, 1807.

— siNUATA. Turt. Ed. Linn., vol. iv, p. 233, 1806.

— LUPINA. Pali. Test. Sicil., t. xxi, fig. 8.

— LACTEA. Mont. Test. Brit. Sup., p. 4G, 1808.

28
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C'YTiiEREA LiNCTA. Lam. An. sans Vert., t. v, p. .')73, 18 IH.

— — ? Basterot. Eord. Foss., p. 90, pi. vi, fig. 10, 182.').

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 11, vol. ii, p. 3J.

— — Dujard. Mem. Soc. Geol. de France, t. ii, part ii, p. 260, 1837.

— — Bronn. Letli. Geogn., p. 955, t. xx.wiii, fig. 4 a—c, 1838.

— siNUATA. T'wr^ Brit. Biv., p. 163, 1822.

Asa lineata. Leach, MSS. Defrance, Coll. ex Basterot.

ExoLETA LINCTA. Broivit. Illust. Brit. Conch., pi. xx, fig. -1, 1827.

Artemis — Forbes. JEgean. Invert. Rep. Brit. Assoc, p. 180, 1813.

— — LovSn. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 39, 1846.

— — Forb. and Ilaiil. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 431, pi. xxviii, figs. 5, 6, 1848.

— SINUATA. S. ff'oof/. Catalogue, 1840.

— COMPTA. Jjovhi. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 39, fide Alder.

AuTiiEMis LINCTA. Agassiz. Icon, des Coq. Tertiares (Extr. des Nonv. Mem. de la Soc.

Helv. des Sc. Nat., tome vii, 184."),) p. 22, t. iii, figs. 11— 14.

DosiNiA LINCTA. Gray. List. Brit. Moll., p. 4, 1851.

Lister. Hist. Conch., lib. iii, fig. 126.

Spec. Char. Testa suhorbiculari, lentiformi, subindeqiiilatercdi, concentrice stria fa

'ifri/s numerosis, confertis IcBvibus ; lunula cordatd impressd.

Shell suljorbicular, lentiform, subincquilateral, fragile, covered with numerous

close set striae : lunule heartshaped ; impression of the mantle with a deep tongue-

shaped sinus.

Diameter, \\ inch.

Localities. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Ramsholt.

Red Crag, Walton-on-the-Nazc.

Recent, Mediterranean, Britisli and Norwegian Seas.

Not very rare either in the Coralline or in the Red Crag, but tlie specimens are in

general extremely fragile and very difficult to procure ; they are much thinner than

those of the preceding species, and appear to have less of animal matter remaining

;

although this is much less abundant than A. lentiformis, it appears to present a greater

diversity of character in the outline, and I have thought it necessary that two forms

should be represented : where individuals have become more elongated than what

might be considered as the normal form of the species the shell is invariably more

convex or tumid, so that an equal quantity of space is occupied by the animal.

It is said in the recent state in the British seas to have a range in depth varying

from low water mark to the depth of sixty fathoms.

Mr. Smith, of Jordan Hill, enumerates Cythcrea exoleta in his Catalogue of Shells

from the Clyde Beds. Mem. Wern. Nat. Hist. Soc, v 1. viii, p. 45, 1838.





TAB. XIII.

Fig.

1 a—d. Cardium Groenlandicuni, paye IGO.

„ venustum,^. 160.

,, nodosulum, />. 154.

„ „ portion of surface magnified.

,, nodosum, p. \Wi.

„ „ portion of surface magnified.

„ strigilliferum, /I. 154.

„ ,, portion of surface magnified.

„ „ young specimen, showing the introduc-

tion of an intermediate ray.

„ angustatura, /I. 157.

„ Parkinsoni, yj. 1.58.

The linen indicate the size of the s-pecimens.
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TAB. XIV.

Fig.

la

—

c. Cardium dccorticatum, ;?ffl^t' 159.

d. „ „ (tencUum)

2 a

—

//. „ edule, j». 155.

a. Var. vulgaris.

b. „ umbonatum, from Bramerton, Mam. Crag.

c. „ edulinum, from Sutton, Cor. Crag.

d. „ multicostatum, with 28 ribs ; from Sutton, Red Crag.

e. ,, clodiense, from Sutton, Red Crag.

/. „ inhabile, with 20 ribs ; from Sutton, Red Crag,

y. „ paucicostatum, 18 ribs; Bramerton, Mam. Crag.

3 a, 6. Cardium echinatum, 7.;. 152.

4 a, b. „ interruptum, />. 159.
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Fig.
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TAB. XVII.

Fig.

1 (t^. Astarte Omalii, p. 180.
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TAB. XVIII.

Fig.

1 n— e. Cyprina rustica, />aye 197.

u, c, e.
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TAB. XIX.

Fig.

1 a—f. Venus casina, page 210.

2«

—

d. Circe minima,/). 198.

'ia—/. Venus imbricata, /;. 212.

4ff

—

d. „ ovata, /(. 213.

ba— c. „ fasciata, jj;. :21I.

6 a—6. Venerupis irus, jj. 205.

7 a—d. Tapes perovalis, p. 203.
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TAB. XX.

Fig.

1 a—e. Tapes virginea, pa^e 201

.

c, d. „ „ from Mam. Crag, Bramcrton.

p. View of sculpture, enlarged two fold.

2 a, h. Tapes aurea, p. 202.

3 a— c. „ texturata .' jO. 204.

e. View of sculpture, enlarged two fold.

4 a, b. Cytherea chione, p. 207.

5«

—

d. „ rudis,jw. 208.

6 a

—

d. Artemis lincta, />. 215.

la— ('.
,, lentiformis. />. 215.
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Gastrana,* Schum. 1817.

Tellina (sp.) Linn. Chemn.

Venus (sp.) Ret;:. 1/88.

PsAMMOBiA (sp.) Lam. 1818. Turt. 1822. Flem. 1828.

Petricola (sp.) J. Sow. Lam.

DioDONTA. Desk. 1845. Forb. and Hani. 1848. Gray, 1851. Woodward, 1854.

Generic Character. Shell equivalved, inequilateral, transverse, ovate or subtrigonal,

covered with concentric striae or lamellse. Hinge with two teeth in one valve, and

one large subbifid tooth in the other. Impressions by the adductors ovate, nearly

equal, that by the mantle with a sinus wide and deep. Ligament external.

Animal with the mantle open, and fimbriated margins ; siphons long, unequal, and

separated to their bases, with slightly fringed orifices ; foot linguiform.

This appears to be a very well marked genus, and strongly characterised by its

dentition. A few species only are as yet known either in a recent or fossil state.

I have not seen it from any older formation than the Faluns of Touraine. One

fossil species has been bi'ought from South Africa, belonging to a tertiary deposit.

1. Gastrana laminosa, /. Sowerbi/. Tab. XXV, fig. 1, a— e.

Peteicola laminosa. J. Sow. Mill. Conch., t. 573, 1827.

__ _ Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 99, pi. 3, fig. 16, 1844.

Spec. Char. Tedd siihirregidari, ovatd vel trigonuld, convexiusculd, clausd, inceqiii-

laterali; antice rotundatd, postice angulatd ; lamellatd, lamellis erectis acutis, striis

interstitiis exilioribus ; cardine bidentato ; sinu palliari magno.

Shell somewhat irregular, slightly convex, ovate or trigonular, closed, inequilateral

;

anterior side rounded, posterior angulated ; covered with sharp and erect concentric

ridges or lamellae, and very fine radiating striae between them ; hinge with two teeth,

palleal sinus large.

Length, 2\ inches. Height, If inch.

Localitg. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt, Gedgrave, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton, Alderton, Bawdsey, Walton Naze.

This species is not particularly rare either in the Coralline or in the Red Crag.

It has considerable resemlilance to Tellina fragilis, Linn. [Petricola ochrolcuca. Lam.),

but appears to differ sufficiently to be removed from that species. Like it, however, it

was subject to much distortion ; and though the valves are found free, its habits were

probably such as to lead it into confined situations, so as oftentimes to impede the

* Etyni.? yaarii'ip, ventral.

29
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regularity of growth. The principal difiference between this and G.fragilis is a larger

posterior side, which is biangulatcd, the posterior dorsal portion not sloping off to a

point as in the recent shell : the lamintu in our fossil are also larger, more remote, and

the palleal sinus extends only to a line drawn i)crpendicularly from the umbo ; in

G.fragilk it projects beyond. The right valve of our shell has two large diverging teeth,

while the left one possesses one large central, triangular, bifid tooth, with a cavity on

each side, and two small rudimentaiy teeth ; a large fulcrum for the ligament ; the

laminae are prominent, and erect, not reflexed.

Telll/Ht fragilis, Linn., is found fossil in the Sicilian Beds, as, also, quoted in the

Faluns of Touraine ; but I have not seen it from the Crag.

DoyiAy.,* Zinnceus. 1758.

Telltna. Allans, 1/57.

Cn ION . ScopoH, 1777.

CcNEUS. Da Costa, 1""8.

Serrula. Chemn. 1782.

Capisteria. Gevers, 1787. Sec. Gray.

Perox.ea, Peron.eoderma (sp.) Poll, 1791.

Latona.—Schum. 1817.

Hecuba. Id.

Iphigenia? Id.

Capsa. Lam. 1818.

Donacina. Ferus. 1821.

Egeria? (sp.) Lea. 1833.

Generic Character. Shell transverse, inequilateral, equivalved, more or less wedge-

shaped ; posterior side the shorter ; surface generally smooth and glossy, sometimes

finely striated or decussated ; covered by an epidermis in the recent state. Margin

plain or crenidated. Hinge composed of two cardinal teeth in one valve, and one in

the other, with more or less developed lateral teeth. Muscular impressions ovate with

a large and deeply indented mantle-mark. Ligament external.

Animal somewhat oblong, the mantle open in front, with fringed or partially fringed

margins. Siphons not very long, separated their entire length ; foot large, sharp

edged, and pointed.

The principal distinction between this genus and that of Tellina is the truncation

of the posterior side, and the general wedge-shaped form of the shell, as also the

absence of the flexous fold in the margin, and it is in general more inequilateral, but

the two genera are very closely allied. Tellina is made the type of a family by the

malacologists, and the present genus is alike honoured with a similar distinction, upon

what grounds they are so widely separated I am unable to discover.

A fossil from the Carboniferous Period is described under this name, but its true

generic position is doubtful, and there is no certainty of its existence in the fossil state

anterior to the older Tertiaries.

Etym. hoval, a sea-fish. Pliuy.
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The habits of the living species are generally littoral ; and they bury themselves

in the sand, leaving their siphons on a level with the surface.

1 . DoNAX viTTATUS, Da Costa. Tab. XXII, fig. 7, a, b.

DoNAX TKUNCULtrs. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1127, fide Foi-b, and Hani.

— — Penn. Biit. Zool., ed. 4, vol. iv, p. 93, pi. 55, fig. 45.

— — Loven. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 42, 1846.

— VITTATUS. Gray. List Brit. Moll,, p. 4 G, 1851.

— ANATiNUS. Forb. and HanL Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 332, pi. 21, figs. 4—6,

and pi. K, fig. 7, 1848.

— RUBER. Tiirt. Brit. Biv., p. 127, pi. 10, fig. 14, 1822.

CuNEBS VITTATUS. Da Costa. Brit. Conch., p, 207, t. 14, fig. 3, 1778.

iS/jec. Char. Testa transversa, oblongd vel cunei/ormi, ineequilaterali ; postice breviore,

truncatd, antice rotundatd ; tenuissime striatd, obsolete decussatd ; margine ventrali

convexiusculo, crenulafo.

Shell transversely oblong or wedge-shaped, inequilateral; posterior side the

shorter, truncated, and obtusely pointed ; anterior rounded ; striated externally and

somewhat obscurely decussated ; ventral margin slightly convex and crenulated.

Length, 1 \ inch. Height, fths of an inch.

Locality. Mam. Crag, Bramerton. Recent, British Seas.

This common living species I have seen only from the above locality, where I am
informed it is by no means rare.

2. DonAX trunculus, Liniiceus. Tab. XXII, fig. 8, a, b.

DoNAX TEUNCULUS. Limi. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1127, 1767.

— — Born. Test. Mus. Goes., p. 54, t. 4, figs. 3, 4, 1780.

— — Poll. Test. Sicil., vol. ii, p. 76, t. 19, figs. 12—20, 1795.

— — Savigny. Descr. de I'Egypt, torn, xxii, p. 198, pi. 8, fig. 14.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 36 ; vol. ii, p. 28.

— — Broc. Conch. Foss. Subappen., p. 535, 1814.

— — Desk. Exped. Scient. Alger. Moll., pi. 74, figs. 1—5 ; and pi. 75.

— TRUNCATA. S. TFood. Catalogue, 1840.

Capsa TRUNCULUS. Hauley . Recent Shells, p. 87, pi. 11, fig. 38.

Serrula l^vigata. Chemn. Conch. Cab., vol. vi, p. 259, pi. 26, figs. 253, 254, 1782.

Le gafet? Adans. Nat. Hist. Senegal, t. 18, fig. 2.

Spec. Char. Testa transversd, cuneatd, Icevigatd, valde incequilaterali ; latere postico

brevissimo, truncate ; margine ventrali crenulato.
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Shell transverse, wedge-shaped, and smooth, inequilateral ; posterior side very short

and truncated ; ventral margin nearly straight and crcnulated.

Length, 1 inch. Height, \ an inch.

Locality. Red Crag, Sutton. Recent, Mediterranean.

This shell is rare in my cabinet, and I have met with it from one locality only. It

appears to differ from the preceding, and to correspond with the Mediterranean form in

having a much shorter posterior side, it is also smoother externally, with less distinct

radiating stritc, and the ventral margin not so much curved ; the dentition is much the

same in both species, though somewhat more strongly marked in B. anatinus* The

sinus in the mantle mark extends nearly to the middle, rather further beyond the

hinge than in the British shell, with a few other minor differences ; and as the British

Conchologists have separated the recent shells into two species, the fossil forms seem

to warrant a similar proceeding. Philippi mentions this among the Red Sea Shells

collected by Von Hcmprich and Ehrenberg.

3. DoNAx POLiTus, Poli. Tab. XXII, fig. 9, a, h.

Tellina polita. Poll. Test. Sicil., vol. i, p. 44, pi. 21, fig. 14, 1791.

— viNACEA. Gniel. Syst. Nat., p. 32.3S.

Do.VAX COMPLAXATA. Mont. Test. Brit., p. I0(i, pi. 5, fig. 4, 1803.

— — Phil. Eu. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 28, 1844.

— LONGA. "Bronn." PAH. En. Moll. Sic., vol. i, p. ;?7, pi. 3, fig. 13, 1836.

— GLABRA. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— POLITUS. Forlj. awH Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 336, pi. 21, fig. 7, 1848.

Capsa complanata. G. D. Sow. Gen. of Shells, No. 10, fig. 2.

PsAMMOBiA polita. Costii. Catal. Test. Sicil., p. 20, No. 14.

Spec. Char. Testa elongato-cuneiformi, complunatd, Icevigatd, polita, tenui, ineequi-

laterali ; latere antico longiore ,- latere postico angulato ; margine integro.

Shell elongately wedge-shaped, flattened or compressed, smooth and glossy, thin,

inequilateral ; anterior side the longer, produced ;
posterior angulated ; margin

smooth.

Length, 1 inch. Height, \ an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton and Gedgrave.

Recent, Britain and Mediterranean.

Small specimens not exceeding half an inch in length are abundant at Sutton, but

fragments indicate a magnitude of at least an inch and a quarter. This elegant shell

is beautifully glossy in those specimens that are well preserved, but the generality arc

* In the ' Hist. Brit. Moll.,' vol. i, p. 3 10, the hinge of D. truncidus'xs said to he destitute of lateral teeth,

while they are described (p. 332) as being present in B. anatinus. I have not been able to make that distinc-

tion. There is a prominent lateral tooth in my fossil on the posterior side, beyond the ligaraental support.
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more or less uncoated. Unlike the preceding species, this is free from radiating strife,

and the margin is in consequence quite smooth. The form of this is also different,

and may be readily distinguished. The palleal sinus is large and deep, extending

beyond the hinge area, and in some old shells the interior is considerably thickened.

Poll has given a good representation of the shell of this species ; but in depicting

the animal he has made the siphons to protrude on the longer, and the foot at the

shorter or posterior side.

PsAMMOBiA,* Lam. 1818.

Lux. Chemn. 1782.

Gaki. Schmn. 1817.

PSAMMOT.EA. Lamk. 1818.

PsAMJioTEA. Schweig.

Peuon/ea et Peron^odekma (sp.) Poli.

AzoB. Leach, MS., 1819. 1 ^
_, -

,

} Sec. Gray.
GOBR.«US. Id.

J

•'

PsAMMOCOLA. Blainv. 182-4.

Generic Character. Shell equivalve, subequilateral, transversely oblong, more or

less compressed, slightly gaping at each extremity ; exterior generally covered with

transverse or concentric striae, and occasionally ornamented with radiating lines or

ridges. Hinge composed of two teeth in one valve, and one in the other, and without

lateral teeth. Sinus in the impression of the mantle large and deep. Ligament

external, fulcrum prominent.

The animal has the mantle open the entire length, and bordered by a fringe of

fine simple filaments ; siphons long and slender, marked with longitudinal lines, and

ornamented with minute cirri ; a large and tongue-shaped foot, somewhat pointed.

There is no very essential distinction between this genus and Tellina, the

greatest difference appearing to be a somewhat more oblong form of outline, and

a less distinct inflexion on the posterior side of the shell, with a rather more

prominent fulcrum for the ligament in Psammobia. In the recent state the

species are, like the Tellens, inhabitants of various climes, and generally live buried in

sand or gravelly mud, and they have a vertical range from low-water mark to 100

fathoms.

The name of this genus, being in fact only third in point of date, will have to be

changed.

1. Psammobia Ferr5ensis, Chemn. Tab. XXII. fig. 3, a, b.

Petiver. Gazophyl., t. 94, fig. 9, 1764.

Tellina Feeroensis. Chemn. Conch. Cab., vi, p. 99, t. 10, fig. 91, 1782.

— Feroensis. Broc. Conch. Subap., p. 512, No. 6, 1814.

* Etym. 4'anfios, sand, and (livw, to live.
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Teluna Feuvensis. Gmel. Syst. Nat., p. 3235, 1788.

— — W. Wood. Linn. Trans., vol. vi, p. 174, t. 15, figs. 20, 21, 1802.

— KADiATA. T)a Costa. Brit. Condi., p. 209, t. 14, fig. 1, 1778.

— iNCAKNATA. Penn. Brit. Zool., vol. iv, p. 74, pi. 47, fig. 31, 1776.

— MCRlCATA. Broc. Conch. Subap., p. ."< 1 1, t. 12, fig. 2.

— Tui'N'CATA. Sjjenff/er. Fide Lorrn.

— TUIFASCI.\TA. Von. Brit. Shells, vol. ii, pi. CO, 1800.

PsAMJiOBiA Fekroensis. Lamk. Hist. Nat. des An. s. Vert., v, p. 512.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 23, pi. 3, fig. 7, 1836.

— — Lovhi. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 42, 1846.

— — Sismonda. Syn. An. Invert. Pedm. Foss., p. 21, 1847.

— DiMONTii. Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 103, pi. 4, fig. 12, 1844.

— L.EVis. Id. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 104, pi. 4, fig. 13.

— MuniCATA. Id. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 105.

— — ? Grateloup. Cat. Zool. des An. Vert, et Invert., p. 07, 1838.

— AiFiMS? Dugard. Mem. de la Soc. Geol. de France, torn, ii, part 2,

p. 257. pi. 18, fig. 4, 1837.

Spec. Clinr. Tcdu Iransvcrvd, ovato-ohlongd, suhaqiiilaterali, tcnui ; concentrice

striata; antice rotundaid ; postice iruncatd, angidatd, striatd et decussatd; marline

venfrali convexiusciilo ; sitiu palliari mat/no.

Shell transverse, ovatcly oblone^, nearly equilateral, thin ; concentrically striated

;

anterior side rounded ; posterior truncated, and decussated upon the jjostcrior slope

;

ventral margin slightly curved ; palleal sinus large.

Length, \\ inch. Height, -^ths of an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Gedgrave, Sutton, and Ramsholt.

Recent, Britain, Mediterranean, Finmark.

This elegant shell, in its full-grown state, is rare ; but small specimens and frag-

ments are by no means scarce. I have assigned it, without a doubt, to the existing

species, although some of my fossils appear rather more transverse, or have a some-

what greater length comparatively than the recent shell. My Crag specimens are

particularly thin and fragile, with scarcely a trace of any muscular impression. In

some of the young sjiecimens the radiating strife upon the angular slope of the pos-

terior side are strongly marked with decussating lines.

This is said to have been found fossil in the Drift beds of Lancashire and Ireland.

2. PsAMMOBi.\ VESPERTIXA, Chemiulz. Tab. XXII, fiff. 2, a—d.

Lux VEsi'EUTiNA. Cliemn. Conch. Cab., vol. vi, p. 72, t. 7, figs. 59, 60, 1782.

SoLEN VESPEiiTiNUs. Gmel. Syst. Nat., p. 3228, 1788.

Teluna vakiabilis. Don. Brit. Shells, vol. ii, t. 41, fig. 2, 1800.

Gari. Poli. Test. Sicil., pi. 15, figs. 19, 21, 23, vol. i, p. 41, 1791.

— — Born. Test. JIiis. Coes. Vind., p. 31, t. 2, figs. 6, 7, 1780.

— ALBIDA. Dillw. Desc. Cat. Brit. Shells, vol. 1, p. 78, 1817.
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Tellina depressa. Penn. Brit. ZooL, ed. 4, vol. iv, p. 87, pi. A7, fig. 27.

PsAMMOBiA VESPERTINA. Lam. An. s. Vert., t. 5, p. 511, 1818.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 22 ; vol. ii, p. 21.

— — Lovhi. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 42, 184G.

— — Sism. Syn. An. Inv. Pedm, Foss., p. 21, 1847.

PsAMMOcoLA VESPEKTiNA. Blahiv. Malac, p. 77, fig. 4, 1825.

Sanguinolaria — Flem. Brit. Anim., p. 460, 1828.

Chama lutescens. List. Hist. Conch., t. 417, fig. 2G1.

AzoR VARIABILIS. " Leach." Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. xx, p. 272.

Spec. Char. Testa ohlonf/o-ovatd, mhinacfdlaierali, concenfrice striata, sfriis obtiisis

depressis; antice rotundaid, postice suhtruncatd ; marline subtilissime crenulaio.

Shell ovately oblong, slightly inequilateral, concentrically striated, striae obtuse,

depressed ; anterior side rounded, posterior somewhat truncated ; margin very finely

Granulated.

Lenr/th, 2 inches. Hei^Jit, 1 inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt and Sudbourn.

Recent, Mediterranean, British, and Norwegian Seas.

A very few specimens only of this elegant species have fallen under my observa-

tion. I have no hesitation in assigning the smaller shell (fig. 2, c, d), found at Rams-

holt, as an identity with the recent British species. Fig. 2, a, b, is the representation

of a specimen found by myself at Sudbourne, and the only difference appears to be in

its having somewhat larger proportions, this one measuring as much as 2f inches

in length, and I5 inch high ; and our fossil is in all probability only a monstrous form

of the existing shell. It strongly resembles Psam. Stangeri, Gray, ' Faun, of New
Zealand,' p. 273, No. 179.

3. PsAMMOBiA TELLiNELLA, Lamarck. Tab. XXII, fie. 4, a, b.

PsAMJloBiA TELLINELLA. Lumlc. Hist. des. An. s. Vert., v, p. 515, 1818.

— — Forh. and Hani. Hist, of Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 277, pi. 19, fig. 4,

and Animal, pi. K, fig. 1, 1848.

— — Lovvn. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 42, No. 303, 1846.

— — Alder. Cat. Moll. North, and Durh., p. 89, 1848.

— FLORIDA. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 86, pi. 6, fig. 9, 1822.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ovato-oblovgd, tenui ; transversim striatd ; antice ovato-

rotundatd : postice subancjulatd ; maryine ventrali leviter arcuato ; cardine bidentato, altera

unidentato, sinu palliariprofunda.

Shell transverse, ovately oblong, thin, very finely striated transversely ; anterior

side slightly rounded, posterior somewhat angulated ; ventral marghi slightly curved

;

hinge with one tooth in one valve, inserted between two in the other ; palleal sinus

deep.
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Length, 1 inch.

Localilij. Cor. Crag, Sutton. Recent, Channel Islands, Hebrides, and Bergen.

This delicate and elegant shell is rare in my cabinet ; about half a dozen small

specimens and a few fragments are all that I have seen. It much resembles the

young of Fs. vespertina, but is rather more rounded on the posterior side, and it is a

deeper or more tumid shell. The hinge teeth are small, though apparently a trifle

larger than those of the recent shell. The palleal sinus is large and deep, e.Ktending

inwards to a little beyond the hinge denticles. It is said to extend in the living state

from the Channel Islands to the coast of Bergen, and ranges vertically from five to fifty

fathoms.

Tkllinw,* Limimis, 1767.

Petasunculcs. Riimp/i. 1/05. Peiiver, 1/1.3.

CiiAMELEA (sp.) Klein. 17;»3.

PeROXCEA ET PEBONEOnEKMA (sp.) Poll. 1/91.

Tellinarius (sp.) Diim. IS()(J.

Angulus. Megerle, 1811.

Omala. Sc/ivm. 181/.

Ahcopagia. Leach MS. 1816. Brown, 1827.

I'liYLLODA. Schum. 1817.

Tei.i.inides. Lamk. 1818.

Macoma. Leach, 1819.

LiMicoLA. Id. 1819. Fide Gray.

Ho.MALA. (sp.) Agassiz.

Generic Characier. Shell transversely ovate, or suborbicular, generally inequilateral,

plain or smooth, but more frequently sculptured or ornamented ; posterior side more

or less angulated, with an irregular flc.xuosity produced by a slightly sinuated form in

the posterior part of the ventral margin. Hinge with generally two cardinal and two

lateral teeth in each valve, the latter, in some species, are obsolete. Palleal impression

deeply sinuated. Ligament external.

Animal of the form of the shell, having the mantle open in front, with the margins

fringed ; siphons long, sometimes four or five times the length of the shell, separate

throughout, the orifices plain or indistinctly toothed ; foot large, triangular, and

compressed.

The character by which this genus is said to be most distinguished is the flexuous

fold, or slightly twisted form of the posterior side of the shell ; this, however, is not

always discernible, there1)y merging into Sanyuinolaria and Psammohia which are

characterised by the absence of the fold, and the want of lateral teeth, though in some

species of this genus the latter character is by no means permanent. The outward

form of Tellina is exceedingly variable, some species being nearly orbicular, while

others are much elongated ; in general the shells are slightly compressed, somewhat

unequal in size, one valve being more tumid than the other, especially on the posterior

side, where the ligament is placed ; and this side is generally, though not always, the

shorter of the two.

* Ktvni. TeXXiii;, the name of a mussel.
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A peculiarity exists in many of the species, as well as in some of the species of its

generic allies, by which a considerable variation is produced in the degree of tumidity

at the posterior part of the opposite valves, causing the impression of the mantle upon

the interior to display a difference in form as well as in extent ; the compressed or

right valve having its sinus shorter and somewhat broader or higher, while in the

more tumid one it extends forward so as almost to touch the anterior adductor. This

does not appear to depend upon a difference in length of the two siphons, as in some of

the members of this, so called, family, which are furnished with tubes of an unequal

length, this difference in the sides of the animal does not exist, and the mantle-

mark is the same in both valves ; but in others, in which the tubes are precisely alike,

this inequality in the valves is very conspicuous ; the difference in the mantle-mark

appearing to be coexistent with the difference in the tumidity of the valves.

If the drawings by malacologists be correct, the inhalent siphon is the longer

one in some species, while in others, this lower or indrawing tube is the shorter of the

two, and apparently without producing any difference of tumidity at the posterior part

of the valves. It is, however, doubtful whether a safe reliance can be placed upon the

published figures of the Bivalve Molluscs, as some of the animals are represented

with the upper siphon most extended, while in other very proximate species the

lower projects beyond the upper one. Mr. Alder informs me these siphons are so

elastic that either may be made to appear the longer at the will of the animal, which

perhaps is the cause of this apparent diversity.

The inequality of proportions in the two valves gives to them a degree of obliquity,

and, when viewed in a position with the animal upon its ventral margin or standing

upon its foot, indicates an inflexion or incipient spirality in a dextral direction.

The want of symmetry in the two valves does not pervade the whole group ; for

species evidently otherwise very closely allied are not possessed of this deformity.

Amongst other peculiarities of this genus may be mentioned T. Burneti, rather an

aberrant species, brought from the Coast of California, it has its ri(jht valve quite flat,

while the left is convex or lenticular ; and in the newer Tertiaries of South Carolina

there is a fossil species strongly resembling it in general form, but which differs from

it in having the left valve the flat one. In both of these species the simis in the

mantle-mark is large and deep, but is unlike that of our other unsynimetrical shells in

being of the same form and magnitude in both valves.

Notwithstanding the great curtailment of this genus since its original establishment

by Linuseus, it still contains a very large number of species, particularly in the recent

state ; and these have a wide geographical distribution, extending from the Equator to

the Polar Regions, and they range vertically from low-water mark to nearly 100 fathoms.

The genus appears as early as the Coral Rag, with some doubtful forms in the Palaeozoic

Formations. In the older Tertiaries, twenty-three species have been figured and

described by Mr. Edwards from the deposits of that period in this country alone, and

ten were inhabitants of the seas by which the Crag was deposited.

30
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1. Tellina crassa. Pennant. Tab. XXI, fig. 1, a—e.

Tellixa cuassa. Penn. Brit. Zool., ed. 1, p. 73.

— — ? Dtijard. Mera. de la Soc. Geol. de France, t. II, pi. II, p. 258, 183".

— — Smith. Mem. Wern. Soc, vol. viii, p. 93.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 23, 1844.

— — Lovin. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 41, No.296, 1846.

— — Sismonda. Syn. Mctli. An. Inv. I'ed. Foss., p. 21, 184".

— lUGlDA. Pulteney. In Iliilchcn's Hist, of Dorset, p. 30.

— sCABiiA. Chemn. Conch. Cab., vol. vi, t. 10, fig. 94.

— MACVLATA. Adams. Linn. Trans., vol. iii, p. 252.

— — Turt. Brit. Biv., p. lOS, pi. G, fig. 7, 1822.

— OBTUSA. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 179, fig. 4.

— — Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 106, pi. 5, fig. 1, 1844.

— suBiioTUXDA. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, pp. 29 and 255, 1839.

Venus crassa. Gmel. Syst. Nat., p. 3288.

Pectunculus planus crassus. List. Hist. Conch., fig. 136, 1687.

— DEPRESSIOR. Da Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 194, t. 13, fig. 4, right-hand figure.

Arcopagia crassa. Broion. Hlust. Brit. Couch., pi. 16, fig. 8, 1827.

— ovata. /(/. Hlust. Brit. Conch., pi. 16, figs. 9, 10.

D(de. Hist, and Antiq. of Harwich, t. 1 1, fig. 13, 1730.

Spec. Char. Tesid crassa, ovaio-ellipticd, transversa, deprcssd, nirinque cpqualiter

rotundatd ; latere j^ostico breviore ; lineis creberrimis, elevatis, lamelliformibus ornata.

Shell thick, ovate or elliptical, transverse, depressed both sides, equally rounded;

posterior one the shorter, ornamented with elevated close set ridges or lamellae.

Lcn<jth, 2 inches, lleiyht, \\ inch.

Localiti/. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton, Walton Naze.

Mam. Crag, Chillesford.

Clyde Beds. [Smith.) Recent, Britain, Coast of Scandinavia.

This shell is rare in the Coralline, but it becomes abundant in the Red Crag, at

Sutton, though very scarce at Walton Naze. There is a slight flexuous fold on the

posterior margin, produced by the small sinus in the margin ; and the exterior is

covered with numerous raised ridges forming oljtuse lamellae, scarcely reflcxed ; be-

tween these are fine, distinct, radiating or interstitial striae ; the right valve is tlie more

tumid of the two. The palleal sinus is large and deep, with an upward direction ex-

tending more than half way across the shell ; the adductor muscle marks are decj)ly

impressed, particularly the anterior one, within which is a thickened obtuse ridge from

beneath the umbo to the lower part of the adductor. Old shells are often thickened

on the inside, thereby deepening the muscular impressions.

The figure of T. subrotunda, Dcs. 'Coq. Foss. des Env. de Paris,' torn, i, p. 81, pi. 12,

figs. 16, 17, strongly resembles this species, and is considered as identical by Philippi

;
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but in the description by M. Deshayes, that author says it differs from T. crassa, Penn.,

in having only one lateral tooth, and the concentric strise are finer ; there is no mention

of any insterstitial striae, nor of the thickened internal ridge on the anterior side.

T. obovata, F. Edwards, ' Geol, Journ.,' No. 11, p. 49, pi. 2, fig. 2, resembles our shell

in outline, and may probably, when more specimens have been obtained, and it

becomes better known, be the same as T. subrotmida of Deshayes; but until a fair

comparison be instituted, T. crassa can scarcely be considered as dating its specific

existence from the Older Tertiaries.

This species has a range in depth extending from low-water mark to below 50

fathoms, and its favorite habitat is in gravelly sand. It is found fossil in the

Belgian Crag, and in the newer Tertiaries of Calabria, but it is not known as a living-

species in the Mediterranean.

Tab. Ill, fig. 18, 'Phil. En. Moll. Sic.,' called T. radtila, is probably this species.

2. Tellina balaustina, LinncBus. Tab. XXI, fig. 4, a—d.

Tellina balaustina. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1119, No. 61, 1767.

— — Poll. Test. Sicil., vol. i, p 49,1791.

— — PhU. Euum. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 25 ; vol. ii, p. 21.

— — Forbes. Report iEgean. Invert., p. 180, 1843.

— TENUILAMELLOSA. Nijst. et West. Nouv. Recb. Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p. 7, pi. 3,

fig. 6, 1839.

— — Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 109, pi. 4, fig. 14 a, h, 1844.

— OVALOIDES. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

LuciNA BALAUSTINA. Payr. Cat. Moll. Cors., p. 43, pi. 1, figs. 21, 22, 1826.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ovatd, convexd, suhinceqidlaterali, tenui ; antice

rotmidatd, postice subanc/ulatd ; lamellatd lamellis erectis tenuibus, distantibm ; cardine

bidentato, dentibns lateralibus magnis.

Shell transverse, ovate, convex, slightly inequilateral, thin ; anteriorly rounded,

posteriorly subangulated ; covered with distant, thin, erect lamellae ; hinge with two

cardinal teeth and large lateral teeth.

Length, fths. Height, \ an inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton. Recent, ^Egean, Mediterranean, and British.

Very few specimens of this delicate and pretty species have fallen to my researches,

and those are all from one locality. The exterior is ornamented with very fine and

numerous concentric striae, and distant, sharp, elevated ridges or lamellae ; the last

are so thin that many of them are rarely left upon the surface ; the posterior side is

the smaller, slightly truncated, or rather biangulated, with an incipient fold very far

back ; the right valve has two cardinal teeth, posterior one the larger and subbifid ;

two lateral teeth nearly equidistant, anterior one large, the other nearly obsolete ;
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left valve with one cardidal subbifid tooth, and elevated dorsal margins to interlock

with the lateral teeth of the opposite valve. One side of the right valve is somewhat

compressed, causing thereb}' a difference of form in the siphonal scar.

The nearest apjjroach to this species that I am acquainted with is T. lumclluluta,

F. Edwards, ' Lend. Geol. Journ.,' vol. i, p. 14, pi. 23, fig. 2, but that shell seems rather

more equilateral, flatter, and less truncated, with more numerous elevated lamellae.

M. Edwards' specimens are not in very good preservation.

3. Tellina ohliqua, ./. Sowerhi/. Tab. XXI, fig. 7, a—d.

Tti-LiNA OBLiavA. J. Sow. {woiLamk.) Min. Concli., t. IGl, fig. 1, 181".

— — Nijst. Coq. Foss. lie Belg., p. 107, pi. 5, fig. 2, 184-1.

— — Lijcll. Elcm. of Gcol., 2d ed., p. 299, fig. 14, 1841.

Sjjec. Char. Testa subrotitndatd, ohliqua incequilatcrali, crassu, la'vitjatd vel irregu-

lariter striafd ; antice rotundatd ; jmsticc truncatd, suhavfjidatd ; cardine bidentato, denii-

biis latcralihns obsoletis.

Shell rather rounded, oblique, inequilateral, thick, and strong; anterior side

rounded ; posterior tnnicatcd or subangulated, smooth, or covered with irregular lines

of growth ; hinge with two cardinal teeth, lateral teeth obsolete.

Length, X'l inch. Height, 1 1} inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sudbourn, Ramsholt.

Red Crag, Sutton, Bawdsey, Felixstow, Ipswich.

Mam. Crag, Chillesford.

This shell first appears in the lower or Coralline Crag, wlierc it is not very

abundant ; in the succeeding period, or Red Crag, it may be found in most locali-

ties. The species may be called obliquely circular, or rather lenticular, the height

being very nearly if not quite equal to the Icngtli ; the valves are somewhat tumid, and

covered with irregular lines of growth, and the posterior side is rather the shorter of

the two, with the fold very far back ; this side is compressed in the right valve, but

tumid in the left ; the inequality of the two valves at that part having relation to the

unequal magnitude of the siphonal scar in the different valves ; the lateral teeth may

be said to be wholly wanting, as in the proximate genus Psammobia.

4. Tellina lata, Gmelin. Tab. XXI, fig. 6, a—d.

Tellina lata alba. List. Hist. Conch., fig. 253, 1686.

— lata. Gmel. 1"88. (Not Qaoy and Gai;«.) Fide iocf'/i.

— — Midden. Sibiria Reise, vol. ii, part 1, pi. 23, figs. 4, 5.

— — Lovhi. Ind.Moll. Scand., p. 41, 1846.
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Tellina ovata. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 161, fig. 2, 1817.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 30 ; vol. ii, p. 23.

_ _ iVysf. Coq. Fobs, de Belg., p. 108, pi. 5, fig. 3, a, h, 1844.

— OVALIS. Woodw. Geol. of Norf., p. 43, pi. 2, fig. 11, 1832.

— SABULOSA. Spengler. Sec. Loren.

— CALCAEEA. Wahlenb. ^ec.Lyell. Geol. Trans., vol. vi, 2d series, p. 137, pi. 16,

figs. 9—11, 1839.

— — Moller. Ind. Moll. Groenl., p. 20, 1842.

—
" PUOXIMA. Smith, Mem. Warn. Soc, vol. viii, p. 105, pi. 1, fig. 21, 1838.

— — Sow. Append. Beechey's Voy., p. 154, t. 44, fig. 4, 1839.

_ _ Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 307, pi. 21, fig. 1, 1848.

— EDENTTJLA. ? Brod. and Sow. Zool. Journ., vol. iv, p. 363, 1829.

— — ? Gray. App. Beech. Voy. Zool., p. 154, t. 41, fig. 5 ; and t. 44, fig. 7,

1839.

— SORDIDA. Couthony. Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., vol. ii, p. 59, pi. iii, fig. 11, 1839.

— TEiANGULAKis. Lyell. Phil. Trans., 1835, p. 36, fide £o«^«.

— TENERA. Gray. List Brit. Moll., p. 42, 1851.

Sanguinolasia sokdida. Gould. Invert. Massach., p. 67, 1841.

Macoma TENERA. Lcach. Ann. of Phil., vol. xiv, p. 204, 1819.

Spec. Char. Testa ovatd, transversa, incequilaterali ; antice longiore rotundatd ; 2jOstice

sub-angulatd ; dentihcs utrinqne hints, lateralibus mtUis.

Shell ovate, transverse, inequilateral ; anterior side the longer and rounded

;

posterior obtusely angulate, with two teeth in each valve; lateral teeth none.

Le7i(/tli, If inch. Height, \\ inch.

Locality. Red Crag, Sutton.

Mam. Crag, Bramerton, Chillesford.

Clyde Beds, Uddevalla, Russia, Canada.

Recent, Finmark, N. E. Coast of America, Britain,

Behring's Straits {G. B. Sowerhy).

I have never seen the present species from the Older or Coralline, and only rarely

from the Red Crag, and never at Walton-on-the-Naze. In the Mammalifcrous Crag

Period the two species appear to be more equally distributed, although the oblique

form is there giving way to its more transverse successor, while this latter species

only, remains at the present day, and seems to be restricted to the colder regions of

the Northern Hemisphere. In this, as in the preceding species, there is a considerable

difference in the form and depth of the siphonal scar in the two valves, and the

posterior side of this one is much more pointed than that of ohliqua, and the line of the

ventral margin is not only less curved but is somewhat constricted on the posterior

side. T. lata, Middendoi*ff,'Malac. Ross.,' found in the Arctic Seas and Behring's Straits,

may probably be a dwarf variety of our shell, connecting it with T. Balthica, which it

resembles in many of its characters.
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5. Tellina Benedenii, Ni/st and Westendorp. Tab. XXI, fig. 2, a—d.

Tellina zonaria. Nyst, (not Lamk.) Rech. Coq. Foss. Prov. d'Anv., p. 14, 1836.

— Benedenii. Nijst ct West. Nouv. Rech. Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p. 7, No. \^^, pi. 2,

fig. 5 bis; pi. 3, fig. .<>, 1839.

— — S. Wood. Catalogue, IS-JO.

Spec. Char. Testa ovatd, subcEquilaterali, aquivalvi, complanatu, Icevigatd, crassd

;

antice rotundatd ; posiicc anc/ulatd, subacuminatd, valvd alterd dente cardinali duo

;

impressione palUari magno.

Shell ovate, slightly inequilateral, equivalvcd, corapressecl, smooth, and thick ;

anterior side rounded ; posterior angulated, and somewhat pointed^ two cardinal teeth

in each valve
; palleal sinus large.

Length, 2 inches. Height, \\ inch.

LocaUtg. Red Crag, Sutton.

My cabinet contains a single specimen of each valve, which are all that I have

seen. This species somewhat resembles T. pratenuis, from which, however, it may
be readily distinguished. The umbo is somewhat prominent, it has a thickened

hinge furnished with two cardinal teeth in each valve, one small and simple, the

other bifid; the simple one is posterior in the left valve, anterior in the right;

besides which there is an obtuse lateral tooth on the anterior side of the left

valve, and a corresponding depression on the anterior dorsal slope in the right, for

its reception ; the adductor muscles are large and deep, and the sinus in the mantle

is of an elliptical form, extending about two thirds across the shell.

The valves have a small and general convexity, and there is no tumid swelling

on the one side, or compression on the other, hence the similarity in the siphonal

scar; the surface is smooth (r), but may have been worn so; and there are traces of

the brownish coloured zones, which ]M. Nyst speaks of as ornamenting the Belgian

fossil.

6. Tellina pr.etenuis, Leuthes MSS. Tab. XXI, fig. 5, a— c.

Tellina pu^etenuis {Leathes' MS.) Woodw. Synop. Tab. Brit. Organ. Rem., p. 11, 1830.

— — Woodw. Gcol. of Norf., t. 2, fig. 12, 1832.

Spec. Char. Testa ovato-trigond, in<squUaterali, tenui, Icevi ; antice majiore, rotundatd,

et convexiusculd ; postice biangulatd, siibrostratd, et compressd ; cardine bidentato ; dcntibus

lateralibus nullis.

Shell ovato-trigonal, inequilateral, thin, and smooth ; anterior side the larger,

rounded, and somewhat convex
; posterior biangulated, rather pointed, and com-

pressed ; hinge with two cardinal but no lateral teeth.

Length, 1| inch. Height, \\ inch.
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Locality. Red Crag, Sutton, Walton Naze.

Mam. Crag, Bramerton, Postwick, and Chillesford.

This shell in some parts of the Red Crag is exceedingly abundant, though rare at

Walton on the Naze. At Sutton I have frequently found specimens with the valves

united and the ligament preserved, strong presumptive evidence of their having lived

and died in the locality wherein they were found.

This species was named by the late Rev. G. R. Leathes, in consequence of its con-

nexion or resemblance to T. tenuis, perhaps its nearest relative. It is somewhat in form

like T. Balthica, but is not so tumid or thick : it differs from T. tenuis in having more

height, with a greater convexity in the ventral margin ; the two teeth in each valve are

alternately simple and bifid, the bifid one is anterior in the left valve, and vice versa ;

and there are no lateral teeth, but there is a very distinct one on the anterior side in

T. tenuis, and in that species the mantle mark is comparatively larger.

In well-preserved specimens, the surface is covered with fine concentric striae, or

lines of growth, more especially upon the posterior slope, and the right valve is the

more tumid of the two ; there is also a slight diflference in the magnitude of the

palleal sinus in the opposite valves.

The shell which really makes the nearest approach to this species is one that was

brought from the S. E. Coast of Australia.

7. Tellina Balthica, Linnmis. Tab. XXII, fig. 1, a— c.

Tellina Balthica. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1120, No. 68.

— — Born. Test. Miis. Ctes. Vinci., p. 38, t. 11, fig. 14, 1780.

— - Phil. En. MoU. Sic, vol. i, p. 28 ; and vol. 2, p. 22.

— Baltica. Lyell. Phil. Trans., 1835, p. 34, var. a, pi. 11, figs. 1,2; var. h,

figs. 3, 4.

— SOLIDIJLA. Pulteney. In Hutchin's Hist. Dorset, p. 29.

— — Woodw. Geol. of Norf., pi. 2, fig. 13, 1832.

— — Lovhi. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 41, 1846.

— — Middend. Mai. Ross., loc. cit., p. 577, 1849.

— KUBKA. Ba Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 211, t. 12, figs. 4, 4, 4.

— CARNARiA. Penn. Brit. Zool., vol. iv, p. 88, pi. 49, fig. 32.

— — J.E. Gray. List of Brit. Moll., p. 41, 1851.

— ZONATA. Gmel. Syst. Nat., p. 3238, No. 52.

— INCONSPICUA. ? Bi-od. and Sow. Zool. Journ., vol. iv, p. 363, 1829.

_ _ 9 Gray. Zool. Beechey's Voy., p. 153, t. 41, fig. 6, 1839.

— Groenlandica. {Beck.) Lyell. Trans. Geol. Soc, vol. vi, 2d series, pi. 16, fig. 8,

1839.

PsAMMOBiA FUSCA. Say. Journ. Acad. Nat. Sc, v, p. 220.

— SOLIDULA. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 95, t. 8, fig. 2, 1822,

Sanguinolaria fdsca. Conrad. Am. Mar. Conch., 34, pi. 7, fig. 1.

— — Deltay. Nat. Hist. New York (Zoology), pi. 32, fig. 304.

LiMicoLA CARNARIA. " Leach." Sec. Gray.
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Spec. Char. Testa orliculato-ovafd, tumidd soliduld ; antice rotundatd,podice subangu-

laid ; cardine bidenfato, dentibus laterallbus nullis.

Shell roundly ovate, tumid, thick, and strong ; anterior side rounded, posterior

somewhat angulated ; cardinal teeth two, lateral teeth none.

Length, \ inch. Height, f inch.

Locality. Mam. Crag, Braraerton, Weybourne, Bridlington, Dalmuir, Russia,

Canada.

Recent, Britain, Baltic, N. E. Coast of America, Black Sea.

I have not seen this shell from the Red Crag ; as it is, however, an estuary species,

it is less likely to be there. In the recent state, it is often found high up in our rivers,

where the water is nearly fresh when the tide is out. The shells grow large and

thick in muddy localities, and thinner and more delicate in sandy places.

Tellina, is probably its most appropriate ])lace, although the entire absence of lateral

teeth does not strictly accord with the diagnosis of this genus, but it corresponds with

it in all other respects.

Fig. 1 a, b, is the representation of a shell from Clacton, where I obtained it from the

Clay in which Unio littoralis is found in abundance; and upon some of my specimens of

Unio are several barnacles, evidently showing the close proximity of the sea to this

fresh-water deposit when it was formed.*

I have myself obtained only few specimens of the fossil from Norfolk, but I am

informed it is not rare.

8. Tellina fabula, Gronovius. Tab. XXI, fig. 3.

Tellina fabula. Gron. Zoophyl. Gronov., p. 2C3, No. 4, pi. 18, fig. 9, 1781.

— — Phil. Enum. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 2C, t. 3, fig. 10, 183G.

—
- — Lyell. Mng. Nat. Hist., vol. iii, new series, p. 32", 1)S39.

— — G. B. Sow. Thesau. Conch., vol. i, p. 28", pi. 57, fig. 62.

— — Forb. And Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 302, t. 19, fig. 9.

— Discoiis. Fidteiiet/. llutchin's Dorset, p. 54.

— SEMISTRIATA. Solatider, ex Montayiie.

Spec. Char. "'Testd clongato-ovatd, comprcssd, transversa suhincequilaterali, tenui ; pos-

tice attenuatd, subrostratd, antice majiore rotnndatd ; valvula sinistra Icevi, dextrd oblique

striatd ; cardine bidcntato, dentibus lateratibus parvis."

Shell transversely elongato-ovate, compressed, sub-inequilateral, thin ; posterior

side narrow, and somewhat pointed ; anterior broader, larger, and rounded; left valve

* At Clacton I have also obtained Mijtilus eduli.t, Cardium edule, and Trigonella plana, and also a

rolled specimen of Melania iiiquinata {Cerithium meliiniuides. Sow.).
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smooth ; right valve covered with obhque striae ; hinge with two cardinal teeth, and

small lateral tooth.

Length, | inch. Heicjht, \ inch.

Locality. Mara. Crag, Southwold. Recent, British Seas, Mediterranean.

One specimen was found by Captain Alexander some years since, but it is now

unfortunately lost. I am, however, certain of its existence as a Crag shell, and have

in consequence given the representation of a recent individual.

Philippi gives it as a living species in the Mediterranean, but not as a fossil from

that part of the world. He places it in his section of the genus " dentlbus lateralibus

carentes." It is not, however, strictly speaking, destitute of lateral teeth ; there is a

distinct and proximate one on the anterior side of the right valve, and another smaller,

but more remote, on the posterior margin, immediately beyond the ligamental fulcrum.

The right valve is prettily ornamented with numerous oblique striae, placed close and

straight on the siphonal side, and are rather more distant and wavy on the anterior

half.

This I have found in the recent state on the sandy shores of the Eastern Coast of

England, and almost within the reach of fresh water. It is usually a littoral species, and

is said to range to the depth of ten or twelve fathoms.

9. Tellina donacina, Linnceus. Tab. XXII, jSg. 5, a, b.

Tellina DONACINA. Lirm. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1118, No. 59, 1/67.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 24 ; vol. ii, p. 21.

— — ? Diijard. Mem. Geol. Soc. Fr., torn, ii, part 2, p. 258, 1837.

— — Desk. Exped. Scient. Alg. Moll., pi. 69, figs. 1—3.

— — Forh. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 292, pi. 20, figs. 3, 4 ;

and pi. E, fig. 4, 1848.

— — Middend. Malac. Rossica, p. 576, 1849.

— TRIFASCIATA. Penn. Brit. Zool., ed. 4, vol. iv, p. 75, No. 33.

— VAKIEGATA. PoU. Test. Sicil., vol. ii, p. 45, t. 15, fig. 10.

— SUBCARINATA. Broc. Concli. Foss. Subap., p. 512, t. 14, fig. 5, 1814, fide Phil.

— Llanttvyi. Payr. Cat. Moll. Cors., p. 40, pi. 1, figs. 13, 14, 1826.

— LUSORIA. {Say.) fide Lyell. Proc. Geol. Soc, vol. iv, part 3, p. 555, 1845.

DoNAx STRIATELLA. Nyst. Coq. Foss. Belg., p. 116, pi. 4, fig. 15 a, b, 1844.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, eloni/atd, vel ovato-ohlongd, compressiuscidd, tenuissime

striata, incequilaterali, latere postico breviore, obtuse an(julato ; impressione palliari magno

profundo.

Shell transverse, elongate, subtrapezoidal, somewhat compressed, inequilateral,

and finely- striated; posterior side the shorter, obtusely angulated ; impression of the

mantle large and deep.

Length, % inch. Height, % inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Clyde Beds. Recent, Britain, Mediterranean, and North Seas. {Midd.)

31
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This species is exceedingly abundant in the CoraUinc Crag, but I have seen it only

in one localit\'. The palleal impression is very large and deep, extending inwards

until it almost touches a sort of ridge or thickening of the shell between it and the

impression of the anterior adductor ; the lateral teeth are at unequal distances : two

obtuse ridges diverge from the umbo to the ventral margin on the siphonal side, most

distinct in the right valve, upon the interior of full-grown specimens ; in the left, these

markings, instead of being in relief, are impressed. Upon some of my fossils there are

the remains of continuous coloured bands, not intercepted by white radiations. None

of my Crag specimens have attained to so great a magnitude as is given to the recent

British shell, my largest scarcely reaching three fourths of an inch in length. This has

been well named : it strongly resembles a Donax in all its characters.

A specimen, in the cabinet of Sir Charles Lyell, has the locality of Bramerton

attached to it.

10. Tellina donacilla, S. Wood. Tab. XXII, fig. G, a, b.

Tellika donacii.la. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ovato-oblongd, sulinaquilaterali, covipressiusculd, poUtd

;

2}0stice breviore, truncatd, biangulatd ; antice rotundatd ; cardine bidentato ; dentibus late-

ralibus duoliis.

Shell transverse, ovately oblong, somewhat inequilateral, compressed, glossy

;

posterior side the shorter, truncated, and biangulated ; anterior side rounded ; two

cardinal, and two lateral teeth.

Length, {^ inch. Height, I inch.

Localitg. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

This shell appears to be rare, one specimen of each valve, in my own cabinet, are

all that I have as yet seen. It very much resembles in outline T. Oudarda, Payr., ' Moll.

Cors.,' p. 40, pi. 1, fig. 16— 18, and I had considered it different, in consequence of

the want of the peculiarly characteristic marks of that species, which has the exterior,

as stated by the author, beautifully ornamented with lozenge-shaped cancella;, formed

by radiating striae intersecting the lines of growth. If these lines be ujjon the

recent shell and not alone in the epidermis, our fossil does not possess them. The

surface is covered with some broad and flat oljsolcte ridges on the body of the shell,

which are sharp and elevated upon the posterior slope. It is flatter than T. donacina,

less inequilateral, and has not the fine and regular strife of that species. It also

somewhat resembles the figure of T. compressa, Broc, \>\. 12, fig. 9; and may possibly

belong to one of the Mediterranean or Subappennine species, but I have not been able

to o])tain specimens for comparison.

Our shell has two diverging cardinal teeth in the right valve, with one large.
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elongated, lateral tooth on the anterior side, and one lateral tooth on the posterior

slope, beyond the large and prominent fulcrum for the ligament ; this fulcrum is so

conspicuous, as almost to justify the species being placed in the genus Psammobia, and

forms one of the links that so closely unite that genus with Tellina. The left valve has

one large triangular cardinal tooth, and a rudimentary one behind it, with correspond-

ing elevations or teeth, which fit into the lateral depressions of the right valve ; and

there is an obscure diagonal ridge on the inside, from beneath the umbo towards the

anterior side of the ventral margin. The palleal scar is not well defined in our shell,

but is probably very lai^ge and deep.

Tellina tenuis is enumerated in Mr. Smith's ' List of the Clyde Fossils.'

Trigonella. Da Costa. 1778.

Spoonmtjssel. Petiver.

Mactea (sp.) Gmelin.

Mya (sp.) C/iemn.

Tellina (sp.) Donov.

LiGULA (sp.) Mont. 1808.

SoLEN (sp.) Olivi.

Arenaeia. Megerle. 1811.

SCROBICULAEIA. Schumacher. 1817.

Lavignon. Cuv. 1817.

LuTRAEiA (sp.) Lam. 1818. Swains. 1840.

LiSTERA. Turt. 1822.

LuTBicoLA. Blainv. 1824.

Amphidesma (sp.) Flem. 1828.

Calcinella. Agass. 1842.

Semele (sp.) Woodw. 1854.

Generic Character. Shell equivalved, subequilateral, somewhat compressed, nearly

smooth. Hinge furnished with two small cardinal teeth in the right valve, and one

in the left ; no lateral teeth. Muscular impression ovate. Palleal sinus large and

deep. Ligament small, external. Cartilage large, internal.

Animal with its mantle open, having the margins denticulated. Siphonal tubes

long, slender, and disconnected, with simple orifices. Foot large, tongue-shaped, and

compressed.

This genus is closely allied to Tellina, differing only in the arrangement of the hinge

furniture. In Trigonella the ligament is small and external, separated from the carti-

lage, which is large, and placed in an expanded, spoon-shaped process. In Tellina

the cartilage is invisible, or nearly so.

I. Trigonella plana. Da Costa. Tab. XXII, fig. 14, a—c.

Spoonmuscle. Petieer. Gazopfiylacium, t. 94, fig. 3, cap. 54, 1/64.

Chama pipeeata Bellonii. Aldrov. Exsang., p. 471, 1023.

Teigonella plana. Da Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 200, t. 13, fig. 11, 1778.

— — Besh. Expe'd. Sci. Algerie Moll,, pi. 44 to 64.

— — Loven. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 45, 1846.

— — Gray. List of Brit. Moll., p. 45, 1851

.

Venus borealls. Perm. Brit. Zool., vol. iv, p. 96, pi. 48, fig. 28.
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Mya Hispanica. Chemn. Conch. Cab., torn, vi, p. 31, t. 3, fig. 21, 1782.

— oRBiciLATA. Speng. N. H. S. Sk. II., i, p. 38, No. 13, sec. Schum.

— Gaditana. Gmel. Syst. Nat., p. 3221, 1788.

SoLEK c^LLOSDS. Olivi. Zool. Ailriat., p. 98, t. 4, figs. 1, k—c, 1792.

Mactra Listeri. Gmel. Syst. Nat., p. .J2G1, 1788.

— — JVoodw. Geol. of Norf., p. 43, t. 2, fig. 7, 1833.

— riPEKATA. Gmel. Syst. Nat., p. 3261, 1788.

— COMPUESSA. Mont. Test. Brit., pp. 96 and 570, 1803.

LiuuLA co.\iPKEssA. Moiit. Test. Brit. Supp., p. 23, 1808.

Tellina PI.A.NA. Don. Brit. Shells, pi. 64, fig. 1, 1801.

LuTRAKiA compressa. Lamk. Au. s. Vert., torn, v, p. 469, 1815.

LiSTERA COMPRESSA. Turt. BHt. Biv., p. 51, pi. 5, figs. 1, 2, 1822.

Lutkicola compressa. BUiinv. Malac, pi. 77, fig. 2, 1825.

Ampuidesma compeessu.m. Flem. Brit. An., p. 432, 1828.

— TRANSVERSUM? Say. Amer. Conch., pi. 28, mid. fig.

Lavignon cai.cinei.la. lieduz. Illust. Conch, p. 8, pi. 1, fig. 1.

ScROHicuLAUiA AitEXAUiA. Schutti. Essui d'uu Nouv. Syst. des Vers., p. 127, pi. 8,

fig. 3, a, b, 1817.

— PI PER ATA. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 8, 1844.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 326, pi. 15, fig. 5 ;

and pi. K, fig. 6, 1848.

— PLANA. Alder. Cat. Moll. North, and Diirh., p. 90, 1848.

Aura Listeri. "Leach" 1819. Ann. and JIag. Nat. lli.sl., 1817, vol. .\-.\, p. 272.

La CALciNELi.E. Adans. Senegal, p. 232, t. 17, fig. 18, 1757-

Spec. Char. Testa ovatd, transversa, compressa, subcsquilaterali, concentrice striata

;

cardine hidentato ; sinii palliari maffno, profundo.

Shell ovate, transverse, compressed, nearly equilateral, concentrically striated

;

hinge with two teeth
;

])alleal sinus large and deep.

Lenffth, \\ inch. Height, \~ inch.

Localifi/. (?) Red Crag, Sutton.

Mam. Crag, Bramcrton, Chillesford.

Clyde Beds. Recent, Mediterranean, Britain, and Scandinavia.

One specimen only of this long-known and common recent species was found by

myself, many years ago, and, I think, in the Red Crag at Sutton. I believe it is not

rare in the neighbourhood of Norwich. As the living species is subject to consider-

able variation in its outward form, there is no difliculty whatever in finding the exact

resemblance of our fossil among recent specimens. The habits of the living animal

lead it almost exclusively to the estuary portion of the sea, which may perhaps be a

reason why it has not been more frequently met witli. I have obtained one specimen

from Clacton, in association with U/iio, Cardium, S^c. There is a slight difference

in the tumidity of the two valves, causing thereby a dififcrence in the pallcal impression,

like that in some of the Tellens.
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Abra,* Leack. 1819.

Tellina (sp.) Poll. 1791. J. Sow.

LiGULA (sp.) Mont. 1803.

Amphidesma (sp.) Lamk. 1818.

Abra. Risso, 1826. Gray, 1851.

Mactra (sp.) W. Wood, 1825.

Eeycina (sp.) Phil. 1836.

Syndosmya. Recluz, 1843. Lovin, 1846.

Forbes and Himley, 1848.

CUMMINGIA (sp.) G. B. Sow.

Generic Character. Shell thin, transversely elongate, more or less inequilateral
;

surface smooth, and in the recent state covered by an epidermis. Hinge furnished

with one or two small cardinal, and two distinct lateral teeth ; cartilage placed in an

oblique, spoon-shaped process, projecting inward ; ligament small, external.

Animal of the form of the shell, with the edges of its mantle disconnected through-

out, and finely fringed ; siphons sometimes very long, slender, and separated the

entire length, with simple orifices ; foot large, and somewhat geniculated or bent.

This genus is closely allied to the preceding one, the ligament and cartilage being

distinctly separated ; but it differs otherwise in the arrangement of the hinge, the

shells of this group being furnished with distinct lateral teeth.

The shells are generally small, thin, and colourless, with an unequal degree of

tumidity in the two valves on the posterior portion, and a difference in form, conse-

quently, in the sinus of the mantle mai'k.

In the recent state, the species live in sand and mud, have a vertical range of

150 fathoms, and extend from the coast of Norway to the Mediterranean.

1. Abra alba, W. Wood. Tab. XXII, fig. 10, a, h.

Mactra ALBA. W.Wood. Linn. Trans., vol. vi, pi. 16, figs. 9— 12,1802.

— BoYSii. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 98, pi. 3, fig. 7. 1803.

Tellixa pellucida? Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 514, t. 12, fig. 8, mala.

Ampidesma Boysii. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 53, pi. 5, figs. 4, 5, 1822.

— — Smith. Mem. Warn. See, vol. viii, p. 93.

— album. Flem. Brit. An., p. 432, 1828.

— SEMIDENTATA? Scacchi. Catalogue, p. 5.

Erycina Renieri? Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 12, t. 1, fig. 6.

Syndosmya alba. Recluz. Rev. Cuv. ZooL, p. 362, 1843.

— — Lovcn. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 44, 1846.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 316, pi. 17, figs. 12—14,

1848.

LiGULA Boysii? Forbes, ^gean. Invert., p. 180, 1843.

— ALBA. Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 93, pi. 3, fig. 14, 1844.

Abba — Gray. List. Brit. Moll., p. 43, 1851.

* Etym. ixflpos, thin, delicate.
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Sj)ec. Char. Testa ovatdvel ellipticd, tenui, Icsvi, inceqiiilaterali ; latere antico majiore,

rotundato ; latere postico angiilato, subcarinato ; dentibus lateralibus parvis, tenuibus

;

sinu jjalliari magno, profundo.

Shell ovate or elliptical, thin, smooth, inequilateral ; anterior side the larger, and

rounded
;
posterior angulated, and obscurely carinated ; lateral teeth small, thin

;

palleal sinus large and deep.

Length, \ inch. Height, \ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton, Bawdscy, Walton Naze.

Clyde Beds {Smith), Bracklesham {Dixon).

Recent, British and Scandinavian Seas.

This is a])undant in the Coralline Crag, and, although a thin shell, I have found

many specimens in the Red Crag at Bawdsey, some of Avhich had the valves united.

It differs from A. tenuis in being less equilateral, though it is more so than the

succeeding species, J. falmlis, and on the siphonal side it preserves a sort of

ntcrniediatc character between the two, being less pointed than the one but more so

than the other. There is an unequal tumidity in the two valves, causing thereby an

inequality in the palleal sinus. The striae or lines of growth are somewhat more

strongly marked in this than in the succeeding species.

2. Abra F.VKALis, S. Wood. Tab. XXII, fig. 12, a, b.

Spec. Char. Testa ovatd, vel elongato-trapezoidali, incequilaterali, tenui, fragili, Icevi ;

latere antico longiore, rotundato ; latere pi^stico angulato ; margine vcnirali arcuato

;

dentibus lateralibus elongatis ; fovea ligamenti mediocre.

Shell ovate, or elongately trapezoidal, inequilateral, thin, fragile, and smooth

;

anterior side the longer, and rounded; posterior angulated ; ventral margin curved

;

lateral teeth thin and elongated ; ligamental area moderate.

Length, \ inch. Height, ^ inch.

Locatitg. Red Crag, Walton Naze.

This shell presents so great a difference to the preceding {alba^ as to entitle it, in my
opinion, to an isolated position ; being more elongated and slender, with the posterior

side more pointed, and it also is a thinner shell, with a more delicate and less

pronounced dental apparatus ; less elongated than A. prismatica, but intermediate

between the two, differing, however, from A. intermedia in being much more inequi-

lateral, that shell having the umbo nearly central, while in this one the anterior side is

at least two thirds larger than the posterior one. Our shell somcwdiat resembles Tellina

longicollis, Scacchi, Erycina longicoUis, Philippi ; but the hinge of that species is even

more slender, with more elongated lateral teeth, and the support for the cartilage is

smaller.
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3. Abra prtsmatica, Montague. Tab. XXII, fig. 13, a, h.

LiGULA PEISMATICA. Moiit. Test. Brit. Supp., p. 23, pi. 26, fig. 3, 1808.

— — Brown. lUust. Couch., Gt. Brit., pi. 14, fig. 5, 1827.

— — Forh. Rep. ^gean. Invert., p. 181, 1843.

Abra — "Leach." Lamk. Hist, des An. s. Vert., torn, v, p. 492, 1818.

Mya — Turt. Conch. Diet., p. 103, 1819.

Syndosmya — ' Recluz. Rev. Cuv. Zool., p. 367, 1843.

-^ — Lovin. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 45.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 321, pi. 17, fig. l.i.

Tellina steicta. Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 515, t. 12, fig. 3, 1817.

— DONACiFOEMis. Nyst. Rech. Coq. Foss. d'Anv., p. 5, pi. 1, fig. 17, 1830.

LiGULA — Id. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 92, pi. 4, fig. 9, 1843.

Amphidesma prismaticdm. Turt. Brit. Biv., pi. 5, fig. 3, 1822.

Ekycina angulosa. "Bronn." Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 9, 1844.

Spec. Char. Testa elongato-ovatd, incequilaterali, lcevi(/cdd, tenui ; latere posUco du/plo

breviore; sitbrostrato ; dentihus lateralibus eloiiffatis.

Shell elongately ovate, inequilateral, smooth, and very thin ; posterior side half the

length of the anterior, and pointed ; lateral teeth elongated.

Length, | inch. Height, |- inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Clyde Beds. Recent, iEgean, British, and Norwegian Seas.

I have met with this shell only in the Cor. Crag, and there not very abundantly.

If there be any difference between this and the existing form, it is that the

fossil appears rather the more tumid of the two. The ligamental area is small, and

there are two small lateral denticles or dorsal elevations in the left valve, rather

remote from the umbo, with one cardinal tooth ; and two lateral denticles, and

two cardinal teeth in the right valve ; palleal impression not visible. The siphonal

side is somewhat pointed and slightly compressed, forming an obscure angle or

ridge on that side from the umbo to the posterior extremity. This species in the

living state is said to have a vertical range of 100 fathoms, with a wide geographical

extension from Norway to the .^gean, and there appears very little doubt that the

fossil called Ergcma angidosa, from the Upper Tertaries of Calabria, belongs to the same

species. It is found also in the Belgian Crag of Anvers. Ligida fragilia. Bosquet,

'Bull, de I'Acad. Roy.,' tom. xviii, pi. 11, p. 305, fig. 1, a—d, a shell from Klein

Spauwen, strongly resembles our species, but it is, I believe with that author who has

pointed out the differences between the Belgian shells, quite distinct. Amphidesvia

mbreflenca, Conrad, p. 37, pi. 19, fig. 6, if one might judge from the figure alone, may

perhaps be united with A. prismatica.
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4. Abra obovalis, S. Wood. Tab. XXII, fig. II.

Amphidesma obovale. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Erycina ovata ? FAil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 13, t. 1, fig. 13, 1836.

Tellina rubigisosa? Poli. Vol. i, p. IS, t. 1,"), fig. 31, 1791, sec. PAH.

Spec. Char. Testa ovata, crassiusculd, subaquilaterali ; antice rotundatu, convexa

;

po.stice anyidatd, compressiusculd ; dentihus lateralibus magnis, elevatis, approximatis

;

apicibiis promimdis ; impressione palliari magno profundo.

Sh(!ll ovate, rather thick, nearly equilateral, smooth ; anterior side rounded, some-

what tumid ; posterior angulatcd, and slightly compressed ; lateral hinge teeth large,

elevated, and proximate ; apices rather prominent ;
palleal impression large and deep.

Length, \ inch nearly. Height, f inch.

Localiti/. Red Crag, Sutton.

Mam. Crag, near Norwich.

Only two spccimeus of this species have come under my observation ; one was from

the Mam. Crag, given to me by Mr. Charlesworth, the other I found in the Red Crag at

Sutton : they are both unfortunately the right valve. Perhaps the shell described by

Philippi above referred to is the same species, but the figure is by no means good, and

the description does not altogether accord with the Crag shell, which is thick, and not

thin, as therein described ; our shell has a remarkably thick hinge and a large, angular,

or spoon-shaped area for the cartilage, behind which arc two small cardinal teeth, and

at a little distance are two prominent angular denticles ; the posterior one close to the

extremity of the hinge pit ; the palleal sinus is very large, extending into the shell more

than two thirds of its entire length. It differs from A. tenuis in being more pointed,

and it has a more strongly marked hinge.

A shell much resembling this species has been obtained on the N. E. Coast of

America, called Cummivgia trUinoidcs, Conrad, 1830, Gould, ' Invert. Massach.,' p. 56,

fig. 3G, and Stimpson ' Catal.,' p. 20, but it is specifically distinct. The Crag shell is

not so much compressed ; the ventral margin is more convex, and the lateral teeth of

the hinge larger and more prominent; while the American shell is also different

externally, being covered with larger and more regular ridges.

Erycina ovata. Midden, t. 19, figs. 5—8, as well as Amphidesma ovata, Desh. ' Exped.

Moree,' pi. 6, fig. 8, ai)pear, from the figures and descriptions, to be different froni our

shell.

Mactra,* LinncB^us, 17G7.

Callista Callistoderma (sp.) Poli, 1791.

Trigoxella (sp.) Ba Costa, 1778.

MuLlsiA. Gray, 1836.

Spiscla. Gray, 1837; 18.51.

Mesodesma (sp.) Desh. 1835.

Hemimactra. Swains. 1840.

Etym. fiuKrpa, a kueading trough.
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Generic Character. Shell transverse, subequilateral, equivalve ; ovate, elliptical, or

subtriangular, sometimes thin, occasionally thick and ponderous, slightly gaping

laterally; surface smooth, or finely striated concentrically. Hinge with a double

cardinal tooth in the left valve, and a triangular space for its reception in the right,

with large and elongated lateral teeth on each side : a large triangular pit for the

cartilage. Ligament small, external. Impression by the mantle sinuated.

Animal with its mantle freely open almost as far backward as the siphons ; margins

fringed ; siphons large and extensile, united to their extremities, and the orifices

ornamented with cirri ; foot long and strong, tongue-shaped, geniculated.

This genus, constituting a well marked group, has not been much dismembered

since the time of its original establishment by Linnaeus : a division under the name of

Spisulu, has, however, been proposed by Dr. Gray for those species which have the

ligament entirely hidden by the dorsal margin, and the more complete union of the

cartilage with the ligament, and he has reserved the name of Mactra for the species

which have a small shelly plate interposed between the two portions of the ligament,

and where it is partially visible when the valves are closed ; this distinction is so

very ill defined that it is not thought necessary the separation should be here adopted.

The most distinguishing character is the possession of a sharp diverging or chevron-

formed tooth, somewhat resembling the letter A reversed, and this is placed imme-

diately beneath the umbo before the cartilage. Some of the species have the lateral

teeth and the sides of the sockets, into which they are inserted, covered with rugosities

or ridges in a direction at right angles to these teeth ; others have these parts

quite smooth ; the thicker species are generally furnished with those ridges, but the

thinner ones are not always free or naked : these might almost constitute a sectional

distinction, but the same differences are observable in the genera Astarte and Cyrena.

The species of this genus have been found in most parts of the world, living

principally in shallow water; they are generally buried in the sand, within a short

distance from the surface.

In the fossil state they have been obtained in the Lias and Greensand formations,

and one is recorded as from the Carboniferous series ; but this latter is of doubtful

character. The species, as well as individuals, are largely developed in the newer

Tertiaries, and are abundant also at the present day.

I. Mactra glauca, Born. Tab. XXIII, fig. 2, a, b.

Mactra glauca. Born, Test. Mus. Caes. Vind., p. 51, t. 3, figs. 11, 12, 1780.

— HELVA SEU HELVAOEA. Chemn. Conch., Cab., vol. vi, p. 234, t. 23, figs. 232, 233.

— HELVACEA. Puijr. Cat. Moll. Cors., p. 29, 1826.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 10 ; vol. ii, p. 9.

_ _ Forh. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 3(56, pi. 23, fig. 2, 1848.

— Neapoutana. Poll. Test. Sicil., vol. i, t. 18, figs. 1—3, 1791.

32
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Spec. Char. Testa ovatd sithtriffoauld, subincEquilaterali, tenui, leevi, compressiusculd

;

marffhie dorsali convexiiisculo ; dentibus lateralibus remotis, laviij/atis, acutis, tenuibus

;

foved cardinali magnd ; sinu palliari scmicircidari.

Shell ovate, slightly trigonular, nearly equilateral, thin and smooth, somewhat

compressed ; dorsal margin slightly curved ; lateral teeth remote, smooth, sharp, and

thin ; cartilage jiit large ; palleal sinus semicircular.

Lenyth, 3|- inches. Height, 2| inches.

Localiti/. Red Crag, Newbourn. Recent, Mediterranean, British Channel.

This species, in the recent state, seems restricted to the warmer parts of the British

Seas, and to the ^Mediterranean, and as such we might have expected to have found it

in the lower Crag deposit. Two specimens were found by myself in the genuine, though

rather disturbed portion of the. Red Crag : there is, I think, little doubt of its having

been an inhabitant of the sea of this latter Period, as so large and thin a species

would hardly have escaped destruction in a removal from one formation to another.

M. stultorum is the shell with which it is most likely to be confounded ; that

species, however, never attains to so great a magnitude. The dental characters in

this are strongly marked ; the right valve has two unccjual sized cardinal teeth, the

anterior one short, inside of which the A-formed tooth of the left valve interlocks

;

the lateral teeth are long, thin and sharp, rather less elevated towards the sides than

are those of M. stultorum, and in this species the umbo is rather more prominent : the pit

for the cartilage is of a triangular form, and the mantle sinus is comparatively less.

Bor/i seems intitlcd to priority, as there is very little doubt his figure, though

not a good one, was intended for this species, and to which Chemnitz (who has given

a much better representation) has referred.

Menke has introduced this species into his ' List of New Holland MoUusca.' This

Australia shell may be what is called by some authors its representative.

2. Mactra stultorum, Linnmis. Tab. XXIII, fig. 3, a—d.

Mactka stultorum. Gualteii. Ind. Test. Conch., t. 71, fig. c, 1742.

Pectunculus. Leiff/i. Nat. Hist. Clicsh., pi. 3, fig. 6, 1700.

Cauoium stultouu.m. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 10, p. CSl, No. 8.

Mactua stultouu.m. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 112(J, No. 99, 17*)".

— — Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 53.i, No. 2, ISll.

— — F/iil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 10, t. 3, fig. 2, 183G.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 362, pi. 22, figs. 4—6.

— ciNEiiEA. Mont. Test. Brit. Supp., p. 35, 1808.

— MAGNA. JFoodw. Geol. of Norf., p. 43, t. 2, fig. 10, 1833.

— STltAMlNEA? Des/t. 2d ed. Lamk. torn, vi, p. 100, 1S35.

Trigonella radiata. Va Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 196, pi. 12, fig. 3, 1778.

Tellina radiata. Penn. Brit. Zool., cd. 4, vol. iv, p. S7, pi. 49, fig. 30.
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Spec. Char. Testa ovatd, transversa, suhtrigond, subaqiiUaterali, Icevi, tenui ; cardine

bidentatd, dentibus lateralibus acutls, elongatis ; shm palUari semkircidari.

Shell ovate, transverse, subtrigonal, slightly inequilateral, smooth, and thin
;

hinge with two cardinal teeth in each valve, with sharp and compressed lateral teeth
;

impression of the mantle with a semicircular sinus.

Length, 2j inches. Height, \\ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton.

Mam. Crag, Bramerton.

Clyde Beds, Smith; Bracklesham {Bixon).

Recent, Mediterranean and British Seas.

A fragment only of this species is in my cabinet from the lower or CoralUne Crag,

and it is not by any means abundant in the succeeding or Red Crag period, but it has

been found plentifully in the Mammaliferous Crag, near Norwich, and in the Clyde

beds, and it has become a very common shell in our own seas.

There is considerable variation among my specimens not only in proportionate

dimensions but also in the outward form. In fig. a the shell is almost as high as it is

long, with the dorsal edge rounded ; fig. b, is comparatively much longer, with the

hinder side angulated and somewhat pointed. The impressions of the adductors are

rather large, and the sinus of the mantle-mark extends inwards about ^ths of the length

of the shell. The lateral teeth are thin, double in the right valve, and the cardinal

A-formed tooth diverges nearly at a right angle.

In the recent state it is littoral in its habits, and has a wide geographical range,

extending from the south coast of Norway {Forbes and Hanley) into the Mediterranean,

and it is mentioned by Philippi as having been met with by Ehrenberg in the Red Sea.

3. Mactra arcuata, /. Sotverbg. Tab. XXIII, fig. a—c.

Mactka arcuata. J. Sow. Min. Coucli., t. ICO, fig. 1, 1817.

— — Woodw. Geol. of Norf., p. 43, 1833.

— — Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 78, pi. 11, fig. 7, 1844.

Spec. Char. Testa ovato-trigonula, inceqiiilaterali, Icevigatd, subcotnpressd, tenui ; antice

latiore et breviore, rotundatd ; margine dorsali arcuatd; cardine bidentato, dentibus

lateralibus perpendicidariter striatis ; sinu palliari Unguiformi.

Shell ovate, or rather ovato-trigonal, inequilateral, smooth, slightly compressed,

thin; anterior side the broader, short, and rounded, dorsal margin curved; hinge with

two cardinal teeth, and striated lateral teeth ; pallial sinus tongue-shaped.

Length, 3j inches. Height, 2|- inches.

Locality. Coralline Crag, Sutton, Gedgrave.

Red Crag, Walton Naze, Sutton, Bawdsey.
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This species is not very abundant in the Coralline Crag; but in the native

bed at Walton Naze in the Red Cra<i:, specimens arc met with in large numbers,

although sonunvhat difficult to obtain perfect, owing to their extreme fragility. The

exterior is always more or less ridged, from the unequal degree of decomposition, and

the surface is never in its original condition; but, judging from those in which it is

partially preserved, it was proliably nearly smooth in the living state.

The ligamental area is large and simple, running close up to the umbo ; and the

cardinal A-formed tooth very small in the left valve, with a corresponding cavity in the

right ; the lateral teeth are double in the right valve, dcc])ly ridged on both sides of

the interior ; the lateral teeth of the left valve are single, and ridged on the outside

;

the muscular impressions are large, not very deep seated, and the sinus in the mantle-

mark is somewhat narrow, extending into the interior at least one third of its entire

length, but variable, being modified by the comparative length of the shell.

4. Mactr.v autopta, S. IFood. Tab. XXIII, lig. 4, a, b.

Spec. Char. Testa trigomdd vel obtuse cuneatd ; tumidiusculd, inaquUaterali, atitice

rotimdatd, marr/hie dorsali postico rectiusculo ; umbonihis subprominulis : de7itibHS laferalibus

perpendiculariter striatis.

Shell trigonal or obtusely wedge-shaped, slightly tumid, inequilateral, anterior side

rounded, dorsal margin of posterior side somewhat straight, umbones rather promi-

nent, lateral teeth striated perpendicularly.

Length, 1\ inches. Height, 2 inches.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sudboume.

Several specimens of a Mactra, contained in the collections of Mrs. Corder, Mr.

Perry, and my own, appear to possess a uniformity of character, such as I think

entitle them to l)e considered as belonging to a distinct species, differing from M.

arcuata, which is perhaps its nearest relative, in having the dorsal margin

less curved than in any specimens of that species whicli have come nnder

my inspection. This shell is also rather more tumid, and it has a more elevated

umbo, and its whole aspect appears different. I have seen it only from the Coralline

Crag, in the neighbourhood of Orford. My specimens of M. arcuata, from the same

Formation, were found at Ramsholt.

5. Mactra procrassa, .9. Wood. Tab. XXIV, fig. 8, a, b.

Spec. Char. Tcufd magna, crassd ; irregiilariter striata^ ovato-trigonuld, inaqui-

laterali ; antice sub-angulatd, postice rotu7idafd ; fovea ligamenti magna ; dentibus laterali-

btis perpendiculariter striatis.
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Shell large, thick and strong; irregularly striated externally, ovately triangular;

inequilateral ; anterior side obtusely angulated, posterior rounded ; ligamental area

large ; lateral teeth perpendicularly striated.

Length,, 1\ inches. Height, 2 inches.

Locality. Red Crag, Felixstow.

One specimen only of this species is all that I have seen. It is from the cabinet of

Mr. Perry, and was obligingly forwarded to me for publication by Mrs. Corder.

It somewhat resembles M. solidissima, Chemn. {M. c/igantca, Lamk.), but differs from

that shell in being much more rounded on the posterior side. The lateral teeth in our

shell are also considerably larger, and the sinus in the mantle-mark is also different

;

but that perhaps may depend upon, or would be modified by, the length and form of

the posterior side. A shell in the British Museum, from South America, M. exalhida,

much resembles it in form, but in this latter species the lateral teeth are smooth.

6. Mactra truncata, Montague. Tab. XXIV, fig. 2, a, h.

Pectunculus ceassiusculus. List. Hist. Conch., lib. 11, fig. 87.

Mactra trtjxcata. Mont. Test. Brit. Supp., p. 34, 1808,

_ _ Forh. and Ilanl. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 354, pi. 23, fig. 1.

— SUBTRUNCATA. Bonov. Brit. Shells, vol. iv, pi. 126, 1803.

— CUASSATELLA. Desh. 2d ed. Lamk. torn, vi, p. 107, No. 33, 1835.

— CRASSA. Turt. Brit. Biv., pp. 09, 258, t. 5, fig. 7, 1822.

Spisula — Gray. Mag. Nat. Hist., new series, vol. i, p. 373, 1837.

Spec. Char. Testa rotundato-triangulafd, subtEquilaterali crassd ; sinu palliari brevi,

linguiformi ; umboynbws prominentibus, dentibiis laferalibus perpendiculariter striatis.

Shell roundedly triangular, subequilateral, thick; palleal sinus short, tongue-

shaped ; umbones prominent, lateral teeth with perpendicular strise or ridges.

Diameter, \\ inch.

Locality. Red Crag, Sutton, Walton Naze.

Clyde Beds. Recent, Britain, and Scottish Seas.

This is at present a rare Crag species. A worn and somewhat injured specimen

has long been in my possession ; two others, in better condition, have since been

obtained by Mrs, Corder, and these are all that I have seen.

7. Mactra solida, Limmm. Tab. XXIV, fig. 4, a—c.

Mactra solida. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 112C, 176G.

_ _ Golilf. Petr. Germ., vol. ii, p. 253, No. 1, t. 152, fig. 5.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic., vol. i, p. 11 ; vol. ii, p. 10.

— — Nyst. Conch. Foss. de Beige., p. 11, pi. 3, fig. 10, 1844.

— — Forh.&^^Eanl. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 315, pi. 22, figs. 1—5, 1848.
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Mactka vulgaris. Chemn. Conch. Cab., vol. vi, p. 230, pi. 23, fig. 229.

Tkigonella zonaria. Da Costa. Brit. Zool., p. 197, pi. l.">, fig. 1, 1778.

— GALLiNA. Id. Brit. Zool., p. 199, pi. 11, fig. 6.

Spisvla solida. Gray. Mag. Nat. Hist., 1837, p. 374.

Spec. Char. Tedct ovato-trigonali, subeequilaterali, crassd, laviusculd; dentibus

latcralihus pcrjiendiculariter striatis.

Shell triangularly ovate, slightly inequilateral, thick, nearly smooth ; lateral teeth

perpendicularly striated.

Length, \ inch. Ileiglit, \ inch.

Locality. Red Crag, Sutton.

Mam. Crag, Branicrton.

Clyde Beds. Recent, ^Mediterranean and British Seas.

As far as I can ascertain the history of this species, it is of comparatively modern

origin, although by some mistake it was quoted in my ' Catalogue ' as from the Older

or Coralline Crag, from which deposit I certainly have not a well-determined specimen,

and those from the succeeding or Red Crag Period are somewhat doubtful.

I have one characteristic specimen from Branicrton, corresponding precisely with

the common living shell, but it does not appear to have been abundant even there, as

it is not enumerated among the Norfolk Shells by Woodward.

In the recent state, it is generally a littoral species, living buried in the sand, but

has been found in water as deep as thirty-five fathoms {M'Andreiv). It is an estuary

species at the present day.

8. M.\CTRA ovALis, /. Sowerhjj. Tab. XXIII, fig. 1, a—d.

Mactra OVALIS. J. Sow. (not Gould.) Mia. Couch., t. IGO, fig. 5, 1817.

— DL'BIA. /(/. Min. Conch., t. 160, figs. 2, 3, 4.

— ELLIVTICA. Brown. Illust. Conch. Gt. Brit., pi. 15, fig. fi, 1827.

— — Lovdn. Ind. JIoU. Scand., p. 45, 184G.

— — Fori/, and Hatd. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 356, pi. 22, fig. 3.

— SOLIDA. Don. Brit. Shells, t. 61, small figure.

— CONGE.STA? Conrad. Foss. of the Med. Tert., p. 27, pi. 15, fig. 2, 1838.

— STRIATA. Ni/st. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 80, pi. 4, fig. 1 a, 1844.

Spisvla ELLiPTicA. Gray. List Brit. Moll., p. 32, 1851.

Spec. Char. Testa cllijjticu vel ovato-anyulatd, subcequilatcrali, Iceviffatd, vel tcnuis-

sime striatd, tumidiuscidd ; dentibus latcralihus ruyosis ; margine ventrali arcuato.

Shell elliptical or angularly ovate, nearly equilateral ; smooth or very finely striated

transversely ; slightly tumid ; lateral teeth rough or striated ; ventral margin curved.

Length, 2 inches. Height, 1^ inch.
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Locality. ? Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Bawdsey, Sutton, Woodbridge.

Mam. Crag, Bramerton, Chillesford.

Clyde Beds. Recent, Finmark, Britain.

The name of ovalis is selected in preference to that of dulia, as being best suited

to the character of the species, both having been proposed at the same time.

A considerable range in variation is observable in the numerous specimens found

in the Red Crag, some of which vqry closely approach M. solida, so much so that I

was induced to consider it in my ' Catalogue ' only as a variety, more especially as in

this, when perfect, the dorsal portion is marked with ridges such as are supposed to be

a good distinguishing character for that species. The principal difference appears to

be a greater solidity of substance in the one so named, and the other is of course

thinner. Our Red Crag fossil has the exterior covered with very fine, close-set, and

rather irregular strise, while upon the upper or dorsal portion it is more strongly ridged

than is usual in the recent shell. The variety M. duhia is less elliptical, with the dorsal

portion ridged, connecting it in that character with M. solida, from which it difi'ers only

in being rather more oval and thinner.

In the Red Crag this is one of the most abundant shells, and may be obtained

in most localities ; but I have never found it at Walton-on-the-Naze.

9. Mactra subtruncata, Da Costa. Tab. XXIV, fig. 3, u, h.

Trigonella sUBTRDNCAT.i. Da Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 198, 1778.

Mactra subtruncata. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 93, and Sup., p. 37, pi. 27, fig. 1.

— — Loven. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 45, 1846.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 358, pi. 21, fig. 8 ;

pi. 22, fig. 2 ; and pi. l, fig. 3, 1848.

_ _ ? Midd. Malac. Rossic, p. 581, t. 18, figs. 11— 13.

— — Sismonda. Syn. Meth. Anim. Invert. Ped. Foss., p. 22, 1847.

— cuneata. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 160, fig. 7, 1817.

_ _ TToodw. Geol. of Norf., p. 43, t. 2, fig. 10, 1833.

— EuxiNicA? Krynichi. Bull, des Not. de Moscou, No. 11, p. G3, 1837.

— LiMBATA. Menke. Fide Loven.

Spisula subtruncata. Gray. Mag. Nat. Hist., new series, p. 374, 1837.

Spec. Char. Testa ovaio-triangulari, vel cuneiformi, incBquilaterali, crassd ; antice

breviore subtruncata ; postice producta, angulatd ; dentibus lateralibus perpendiculariter

striatis ; marpne ventrali convexiusculo.

Shell ovately triangular or obtusely wedge-shaped, inequilateral, thick ; anterior

side the shorter, and roundedly truncate ; posterior side produced, and angulated
;

beaks slightly prominent; lateral teeth perpendicularly striated; ventral margin

slightly convex.
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Length, I inch. JIviyhl, \ inch.

Localily. Red Crag, Sutton ?

Mam. Crag, Bramcrton.

Clyde Beds, Bracklesham, Uddevalla.

Recent, West Gothland, Britain, Mediterranean.

This is a common shell in the Mammaliferous Crag in the neighbourhood of

Norwich. The cuneiform variety (cuneatd) differs only in so far as to have one

side a little more produced than is usual in the recent shell. The specimens are

always more or less deprived of their outer coating ; but in those best preserved, the

ridges upon the dorsal area may be distinctly seen.

10. Mactra obtruncata, S. Wood. Tab. XXIV, fig. 5, a, b.

Spec. Char. Testa mbaquilaterali, obtuse triangulari, obtruncata; antice anr/ulatd

;

postice truucatd aut rotundatd ; umbonibus subprominentibus ; ared dorsali striatd ; dentibus

lateralibus ruyosis.

Shell slightly inequilateral, obtusely triangular, roundedly truncate ; anterior side

angular, posterior irregularly rounded ; umbones slightly prominent ; dorsal area

striated ; lateral teeth denticulated.

Lenyth, \ inch, nearly, llcif/ht, f inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton.

This shell is not rare either in the Red or Coralline Crag. It much resembles in

form the preceding species (J/, subtruncata), but differs essentially in being reversed.

In the living species the angular or produced portion is on the side on which

the ligament is placed, and where tlie sinuated mark of the mantle is seen

;

while in this, the anterior side is angulated, though not much produced. It is a

thick and strong shell, somewhat tumid, with an obtuse ridge on each side, more

distinctly marked on the anterior, running from the umbo to the ventral margin,

within which it is slightly flattened. It has long remained in my cabinet, under the

name of M. subtruncata, imagining it to have been only a reversed variety, like Trophon

antiquum, var. contrarium, so common in the Red Crag. There appears, however, a

difiference also in the form and direction of the sinus in the mantle-mark, more than

might be the result of a difference in the length of the siphonal sides of the two

shells.

Mactra striata. Smith, 'Wern. Trans.,' vol. viii, pi. 1, tig. 'I'l, much reseml)les, and

may j)robably prove to be, this species, but I have not been able to obtain a specimen

for comparison; and judging from the representation, it does not appear to have the

angular form on the anterior side as in our shell. Messrs. Forbes and Hanley referred
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the Stevenston shell to M. subtruncata, but Mr. Smith tells n^e it does not belong to

that existing British species.

I have, therefore, proposed the above name for the Crag fossil, not only from the

state of uncertainty respecting M. striata, but also from the consideration of the name

being employed for another species.

11. Mactra constricta, S. Wood. Tab. XXIV, fig. 6, a— c.

Spec. Char. Testa ohlonyo-ovatd, inaquilaferali, crassd, lavigatd vcl tenuisshm striata;

antice longiore, rotundatd, postice angulatd ; margine ventrali constricto ; dentibus laterali-

btis perpendiculariter striatis.

Shell ovately oblong, inequilateral, thick, smooth or finely striatedcon centrically

;

anterior side the longer, and rounded ;
posterior angulated ; ventral margin contracted ;

lateral teeth rough or perpendicularly striated.

Length, \\ inch. Height, finch.

Locality. Red Crag, Sutton.

This is a common shell, and very abundant in some localities. In its adult state

it assumes a form somewhat approaching M. deawrata, the ventral margin on the

siphonal side, after a certain period of growth, becomes contracted or constricted, and

the dorsal margin then slopes suddenly, giving it an angular form. In the young

shell, as indicated by the lines of growth, it has the oval shape of ovalis, and I con-

sidered it as a variety only of that species ; but in many of the species of this genus it

is very difficult to determine to which the immature shell belongs, and I have now

reason to believe this to be entitled to specific distinction. Mactra Caspia, Eichwald

(a Tertiary fossil), ' Fauna Caspio -Caucasia, p. 261, t. 38, figs. 21, 22, has some resem-

blance to our shell ; but it appears to be more equilateral, and too regular in form,

without the contraction or distortion of the Crag specimens.

I have been unable to obtain any information respecting the specimen figured by

Woodward, called M. triangularis, ' Geol. of Norf.,' t. 2, fig. 9, though most obligingly

aided in the search by my collecting friends in Norwich.

12. Mactra deaurata, Turton. Tab. XXIV, fig. 7, a, b.

Mactea deaurata. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 71, t. 5, fig. 8, 1822.

— DENTicuLATA. W. Wood. Ind. Test. Supp. Mactra, pi. 1, fig. 9.

— MODICELI.A? Conrad. Sillim. Journ., vol. xxiii, p. 340.

— — Id. Foss. Med. Tert., p. 2.i, pi. 13, fig. 3, 1838.

— INEQUILATERA. Nijst. Coucli. Foss. Bclg., p. 7d, pi. 11, fig. 8, 1844.

33
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Mesodesma Jauresii. De Joannis. Mag. de Zool. Moll., pi. 54, 1834.

_ _ Gould. Invert. Massach., pi. .58, fig. 38, 1841.

— BEAURATA. Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 346, 1848.

Erycina denticulata. Cuvier. (Grijii/is.) An. Kingd., t. 22, fig. 2.

Paphia DEAUBATA. Gray. List Brit. Moll., p. l.')7, 18.") I.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ohlongo-ovatd, ineBquilaterali, crassa ; transverse striata

vel subimbricatd ; antice longiore et rotiuuJatd ; i^ostice truncatd ; cardine bidentato ; denti-

bus lalcralibus magnis, sfriatis.

Shell transverse, ovately oblong, ineqnilatcral, thick and strong, transversely or

concentrically striated ; anterior side the longer, and rounded ; posterior truncated

;

lateral teeth large, and perpendicularly striated.

Length, \\ inch. Height, finch.

Localitg. Red Crag, Sutton, Walton Naze.

Recent, North-east Coast of America, Newfoundland.

The specimen figured was found at Walton-on-the-Nazc by John Brown, Esq., of

Stanway. There is another in my own cabinet, from the Red Crag at Sutton, but not

in quite so good a state of preservation. It may be thus more fully described : The

anterior side is much produced, the base line of the shell ascending towards the

extremity, where it is roundedly pointed, while the siphonal side is very short, and

obtusely biangulatcd ; the surface is covered with irregularly elevated lines of growth

or ridges ; corresponding with the figure and description given by Turton, who says

it somewhat resembles in outline M. dealbata, but differs in being thicker, and

also in the teeth, though he does not tell us what these latter are like in either

species.

The recent shell is placed by some authors in the genus Mesodesma. A small

A -formed tooth is present in this left-hand specimen, placed immediately l)cfore a

large ligamcntal area, as in Madra, Avith elongated lateral teeth, which arc striated.

LuTKARiA,* Lamk. 1799,

Mactra (sp.) Liim.

PsAMMOPHiLA. Leach, MS. 1819. Fide Brown.

Lutricola (sp.) De B/ainv. 1824.

Generic Character. Shell transversely ovate or ol)long, inequilateral, and gaping

at the lateral extremities ; externally smooth, or slightly striated transversely. Hinge

with a prominent triangular or diverging tooth in the right valve, with a corresponding

pit for its reception in the left. Ligament internal, placed in a large spoon-shaped

depression in each valve. Impression by the mantle deeply sinuated.

* Etyra. Luira ? a luto, to daub, probably from its mud-like esterior.
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Animal oblong, with very elongated siphonal tubes united almost to their extre-

mities ; orifices fimbriated. Mantle open in front for the emission of a foot of consider-

able size.

The true position of this genus (or what is called its family connexions) is still a

subject of much diversity of opinion, some placing it near to Mtja, while others claim

for it a close aflfinity to Mactra.

Few species of this genus are at present known in the recent state, and as fossils

they have been recorded in the Older Secondary Formations. The true generic

position of the latter is doubtful. In the Older Tertiaries it does not appear to have

been found, but the middle and newer Formations contain about nine or ten species.

LuTRARiA ELLiPTiCA, Lumcirck. Tab. XXIV, fig. 1, a, b.

Mactra lutraeia. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1126, No. 101, 1767.

— — Brocchi. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 536, 1814.

LuTEARiA ELLIPTICA. Lamk. Hist, des An. s. Vert., torn, v, p. 468, No. 2, 1818.

— — ? Basterot. Foss. de Bord., p. 94, 1825.

— — Phil. Enum. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 9; vol. ii, p. 7.

— — Desk. E.\p. Sci. Alger. Moll., pis. 33, 35, 36.

— — Sismonda. Syn. Method. An. Inv. Fed. Foss., p. 23, 1847.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 270, pi. 12.

— — Nyst. Couch. Foss. de Belg., p. 75, 1844.

— — ? Gratel. Cat. Zool. de Terr. Tert. de la Gironde, p. 76, 1838.

— VULGARIS. Flem. Brit. An., p. 464, 1828.

Lister. Hist- Conch. Lib., 1 1 1, fig. 259.

Spec. Char. Testa ovato-ohlongd vel ellipticd, inceqiiilaterali, leeviusculd, antice suhangu-

lata, utrinque Jiiante ; sinu palliari profundo.

Shell ovately oblong or elliptical, inequilateral, somewhat smooth ; anterior side the

shorter, and slightly angulated ; gaping at both extremities
;

pallial sinus deep.

Letiffth, 5^ inches. Ileigld, 3 inches, nearly.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sudbourn and Ramsholt.

Red Crag, Sutton.

Clyde Beds, and Irish and Lancashire Drift Beds. (Forbes.)

Recent, Mediterranean, Britain.

This fine, handsome shell is, I believe, not very rare at Sudbourn, though specimens

of it are difficult to obtain. My cabinet contains one individual, with the two valves

united, which I found at Ramsholt. There is a slight difference in our fossil, varying

somewhat in its outline, more especially on the anterior or shorter side. In the recent

shell, the dorsal portion is there more convex or rounded ; but in the Crag specimen,

this part is nearly straight, giving an angular form to that side ; this difference, how-

ever, does not appear sufficient to affect the specific assignment. Each valve has a
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large angular-formed or spoon-shaped depression for the ligament, before which, and

immediately beneath the snibo, is a prominent A-formed tooth in tlie right valve,

which fits into an angular depression in the left. The comparative dimensions are

somewhat variable, like what is observable in the living shell.

The habitat of tlie living animal is said to be in oozy sand, or muddy bottoms,

varying in depth from six to twelve fathoms.

Macha, Oken. 1815.

CiiAMA (golar). Adanson.

IIypog.ea IIypogj::odeuma (sp.) Poll, 1791.

SiLiQUARiA (part). Schum. 1817.

.4dasil"s. Leach, MS. Fide Gray.

PSAMMOSOLEN. Bronii. 1831.

PsAMMOBiA (sp.) Turt. 1822.

SoLECUiiTUS (sp.) Blainv. 1824.

NoVACULiNA? Benson, 1830.

Cyktosolen. Herrm. 1847.

Macua. Agass. 1839. Gray, 1851.

Generic Character. Shell transverse, of a somewhat oblong form, compressed in

the middle, equivalved, equilateral ; rounded and gaping at both extremities ; surface

generally ornamented more or less with oblique grooves or striae. Hinge composed of

two diverging teeth in one valve, and one in the other, with a large fulcrum for an

external ligament. Impression of the mantle deeply sinuatcd.

Animal oblong, large and thick, mantle widely open in front for the passage of a

large tongue-shaped foot. Siphons long, deeply separated, but united at their bases.

This has been justly separated from the Salens, on account of the different position

of the hinge, though in its habits there is great similarity, and it is capable of burying

itself rapidly in the sand.

Fossils, probably belonging to this genus, have been obtained from the middle

Secondary Period.

Macha strigillata, Linnam. Tab. XXV, fig. 3, a, b.

SoLEN STKIGILLATUS. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1115, No. 30, 1767.

— — Chemn. Conch. Cab,, vol. yi, t. 6, figs. 41, 42.

— — ? Poll. Test, utriusq. Sic., vol. i, p. 21, t. 12, fig. 1.

— — Phil. Enum. JIoll. Sic, vol. i, p. 5.

— CANDIDUS? Broc. Coiicli. Fosa. Subap., p. 497.

Psammobia STKIGILLATA. Tvrt. Brit. Biv., p. 97, t. 6, fig. 13, 1822.

SoLECURTUS STRIGILLATU8. Phil. Enum. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 5, 1841.

Macha stbigillata. Gray. List Brit. .Moll., p. 01, No. 1, 1851.

llYPor..T:A vauiegata. Poll. Test. Sicil. utrius., vol. ii, p. 257.

Spec. Char. Testa ovato-ohlongd, siibaqiiilaterali, utrinque rotundatd, in media com-

pressd, coarctatd ; dimidiam striatam, striis subobliquis insculptis.
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Shell ovately oblong, rounded at both extremities, slightly inequilateral, compressed

in the middle, with a small contraction in the ventral margin ; one half covered with

oblique striae.

Length, 2 inches.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton. Recent, Britain ? Mediterranean.

My specimens are few and fragmentary. They appear to possess about twenty-two

divergingly imbricated ridges, or lines, covering about two thirds of the shell. These

lines are vertical in the centre, one or two sloping a little towards the anterior.

There are the remains of colour in my specimens, and they correspond in that respect

with what the British conchologists consider to be distinct, and different from the white

variety, which is ornamented with the same kind of sculpture. The lines on my
fossil do not appear to extend quite so far upon the anterior side as in the recent shells,

but there is little doubt of its identity with either this or M, Candida. Philippi gives

both as inhabitants of the Mediterranean, as well as fossil in that part of the world,

distinguishing the two species in the fossil state by the number of rays. This, I am
afraid, is a questionable distinction ; specimens of the red variety may be observed, on

which may be counted the same number he has given to each species.

In that extraordinary book, Pontoppidon's 'Nat. Hist, of Norway,' p. 165, there is

the figure of a shell called the smaller mussel, which is one of the varieties of this

species, but it is not enumerated by Loven in his ' Ind. Moll. Scand.' The shell from

the Older Tertiaries, Solen strigillatus, Lamarck, 'Ann. du Mus.' t. 12, pi. 43, fig. 5, is

distinct; the one referred to by Basterot (p. 96), from the neighbourhood of Bordeaux,

I have not seen.

Solen,* Arist., Limi., 8fc.

SoLENA. Browne, 1756.

HYPOG.EA and Hypogeoderma (sp.) Poll, 1791.

SoLENARius? Butneril, 1806.

Vagina. Megerle, 1811.

Ensis. Schum, 1817. /. Sow. 1846. Gray, 18.'J1.

Ensatella. Swains. 1840.

Generic Character. Shell equivalved, transverse, linear, subcylindrical, straight or

very slightly curved, gaping widely at both extremities, dorsal and ventral margins

nearly parallel, umbones near the extremity. Hinge with two teeth in one valve, and

one in the other, with sometimes a linear lateral tooth. Muscular impressions dis-

similar. Palleal sinus short and wide. Ligament external, attached to an elongated

fulcrum. In the recent state, covered with a thick epidermis.

* Etym. owXt/v, a tube.
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Animal narrow, and more or less cylindrical, with the mantle united at the borders,

except in front, where it is open for the passage of a large and truncated foot. Siphons

short and united, their margins fimbriated.

The generic character is here intended for the reception of those species known

under the familiar appellation of Razor Shells, of a form resembling the handle of our

common razors. A few modern authors still consider that the differences possessed

by some of the shells of this peculiar form entitle them to a further division, and have

united, under the name of Ensis, proposed by Schumacher, the species which possess

a lateral tooth or lamina, and reserving to Solcn those only in which this linear or

transverse appendage is wanting.

The hinge of this genus is more anterior than that of any of the Bivalves, being

situated at the extremity of the shell. Probably a more than usual strength of union

for the two valves was required at this part to resist tlic action of its large and

powerful foot, in consequence of the burrowing habits of the animal.*

This appears a modern genus, no true species having as yet been described as

belonging to any Formation more ancient than the Lower Tertiurics, where some of

the species deviate slightly from the type, the hinge not being quite at the extremity.

The few shells somewhat of this form, found in the Paheozoic Rocks, are very

doubtful Salens.

1. SoLEN GLADIOLUS, Grcit/. Tab, XXV, fig. 8, a— c.

SoLEN CLAUIOLUS. Gray. Zool. of Beechey's Voy., p. l.iS, t. 43, figs. 4, 4, 18.39.

— ENSis var. MAJOR. Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 44, pi. 1, fig. 3, a, h, 1844.

Ensis compl.vnatus. J. Sowerbij. Min. Conch., t. 642, figs. 2, 4.

Spec. Char. Tcsid eJongald, redd. Itevigatd ; extremitate anticd obiuse fritncatd ; in

valvd miisfrd unidentato, in allerd bidenfato ; dentibux kiteralibus elonyatis, marc/inatis.

Shell lineal or subcylindrical, straight and smooth, anterior extremity obtusely

truncated ; one cardinal tooth in the left valve, and two in the other ; lateral teeth

marginal.

Leiifflh, 5 inches. Ileiylif, 1 inch.

Locality. Red Crag, Walton Naze and Suffolk.

Recent, Arctic Seas.

• Some confusion has existed respecting the anterior and posterior sides of these sliells. Poli ha.«

given a good and correct representation of one of the species of this genus, with its foot protruded at the

anterior, and the siphons at the opposite e.xtremity. In the 'Ency. Method.,' vol. iii, pi. 312, fig. 4, the

Solen is depicted with the siphons at the anterior side ; and in pi. I of the ' Hist, of Brit. Moll.,' all the

animals are there represented as having the foot on the posterior or ligamental side of the shell. This is

evidently the result of haste, or of the too numerous avocations of the late much lamented and talented

author of the Malacological portion of that beautiful work, preventing the bestowal of a necessary attention

for the avoidance of these trifling errors.
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Fragments of this species are by no means rare, and pervade the whole of the Red
Crag Deposit. The specimen figured is one of a pair of valves found in situ at Walton

Naze, but in a very fragile condition, and much reduced in substance. The fragments

from Suffolk display, generally, a greater sohdity in the anterior portion, which is

that most commonly obtained.

Much importance has been placed upon dififerences in proportional dimensions.

In this, the length is about five times that of its height, while in S. siliqua some speci-

mens are as one to eight. The greatest difference appears to be in the impression of

the margins of the mantle ; in this it is more inward, or further from the anterior edge,

and, on the contrary, the more linear shell {S. siliqtia) has the impression nearer the

extremity, with a shght difference also in the form of the anterior adductor. The
truncation of this extremity generally forms an angle of about 95°, but this is not

constant ; and I am inclined to believe (although they are here separated in deference

to the recent conchologists, who have better materials to work upon) that the two

forms are merely varieties of one and the same species, the differences of locality and

other conditions producing all the variations shown by the tM^o shells.*

2. SoLEN SILIQUA, Linnmis. Tab. XXV, fig. 7, a— e.

SoLEN siLcauA. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, 1113, No. 34, 1767.

— — Foli. Test. Sicil., vol. i, pi. 10, figs. 7— 11.

— — Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 80, pi. 6, fig. 5, 1822.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 4 ; vol. ii, p. 5.

— — Forh. and Haul. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 246, pi. 14, fig. 3.

— NOVACULA. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 47, 1803.

— LiGULA. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 82, pi. 6, fig. 6.

— MAJOR. List. Hist. Concb., lib. iii, fig. 2,t5.

Spec. Char, Testa lineari, recta, IcBvigatd ; extremitate subtruncatd non marginatd

;

in valvd sinistra unidentato, in alterd bidentato ; dentibus lateralibus elongatis.

Shell linear or cylindrical, straight and smooth ; extremity truncated, not mar-

ginated ; one cardinal tooth in the left valve, and two in the other ; lateral teeth

elongate.

Length, 5 inches. Height, f inch.

* It is possible that a portion of the Red Crag of Suflfolk may have been derived from the destruction

of the Older or Coralline Crag Formation, intermixed with the exuviae of animals belonging to the seas of the

former period, as well as with other extraneous fossils. The cliff at Walton Naze, however, affords strong

presumptive evidence that the whole of the Red Crag is not derivative, and that the animals whose remains

are there deposited, lived and died in the spot where they are now found. Bivalves are frequently obtained

in this locality with the two portions united, and it seems scarcely possible that such a specimen as the

above could have been removed out of one Formation to have been deposited, with its two fragile valves

in their natural position, in the mud or sand of a succeeding period.
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Locality. Red Crag, Sutton.

Clyde Beds, and Irish Drift.

Recent, Mediterranean, Britain.

This shell, I believe, has not been met with in the Coralline Crag : in the Red

Crag it is not by any means abundant, and always in a fragmentary state. In my best-

preserved specimen, the anterior termination is rather more rounded than that of

the recent species to which it is assigned, but I have not enough to say if such be a

constant character.*

3. SoLEN ENSis, LinncEus. Tab. XXV, fig. G, a—f.

SoLEN ENSIS. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1111, No. 35, 1"G7.

— — Poll. Test. Sicil., vol. i, p. 18, t. 11, fig. 14, 1791.

— — Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 4/9, 1814.

_ _ Gould. Invert. Massach., p. 29, 1841.

— —

•

Desk. Exp. Scient. Alger., p. 184, pi. 11, figs. 1—1.

_ _ N,jst. Coq. Foss. Belg., p. 4 1, pi. 1, fig. 4, a, h, 1844.

— — Lov6n. Ind. Moll. Scaad., p. 49, 1846.

— — ? Grateloup. Cat. Zool. Invert. Gironde, p. 68, No. 819, 1838.

— — Sismonda. Syn. Fed. Foss. Invert., p. 23, 1847.

_ _ Forb. and Ilanl. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 2i0, pi. 14, fig. 2, 1848.

— cuRVi's. List. Hist. Conch., t. 31 1, fig. 2,")7.

— ENSiFORMis. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— — J. Sowerby. Min. Conch., t. 642, fig. 1.

— — ? Conrad. Foss. Med. Tert., p. 76, pi. 43, fig. 8, 1845.

— Haismanni ? Gold/. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 277, pi. 159, fig. 6, a—c, 1842.

Spec. Char. Testa lineari, arcuatd, extremitate untied curvatd, tion marginatd ; in

valvd sinistrd unidentato, in altera hidentato.

Shell linear, curved, anterior extremity rounded, not marginated ; one cardinal

tooth in the left valve, and two in the riglit.

Length, 3 inches. Height, \ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Ramsliolt, Sudbourn.

Red Crag, Sutton, Walton Naze.

Irish Drift [Forbes).

Recent, N. E. Coast of America, Brit. Seas, Mediterranean, Sea of Okhotsk {Middendorf).

This species first appears in the Coralline Crag, where it is not very abundant

;

* Since the above was written, I have obtained an imperfect specimen (fig. 7, a, b) of what appears to

belong to this species, judging from its linear character, in which the muscular impressions are, like those

of S. gladiolus, at a greater distance from the anterior margin, and which I first imagined to be a tangible

distinction. I now believe the two may be specifically united.
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but at Walton Naze, in the Red Crag, small specimens and fragments may be plenti-

fully obtained.

The same proportional and other differences exist between this and the recent

British shell as between S. siliqua and S. (gladiolus, and on that account I imagined it

to be specifically distinct when my ' Catalogue' was drawn up, and proposed for it the

name of 8. ensiformis, from its near relationship ; but I now believe the Crag shell to

be entitled to no more, if scarcely so much, as a distinct variety, the form and position

of the muscular impression varying according to the greater elongation of the shell

being nearer the extremity in the more lengthened or attenuated varieties, this elonga-

tion probably being dependent upon some peculiarity of habit or locality.

In some specimens given to me as Solen Americanus, the proportional length is even

greater than in the recent British shell, and with a rounded termination ; and none

of the specimens that I have seen from America appear entitled to a specific appellation

different from that of ensis.

S. mart/inatus has, in the living state, a wide geographical range, being found on

the coast of Finmark {Loven), and according to Von Hemprich is an inhabitant of the

Red Sea ; but I have never met with a fragment in any of the Crag Formations that

could be justly assigned to that species.

8. {Ceratisolen) lec/uinen is given by Mr. Smith in his 'List of Shells from the Clyde

Beds.'

CuLTELLUs,* Schumacker, 1817.

CuLTELLXJS. Besmoul. 1832.

Solen (sp.) Spenghr, Linn., Chemn.

Generic CJiaracter. " Testa ceqiiivalvis, transversim ohlongd, subcomplanatd utrinque

Jiiatis. Cardo in valvd dextrd ; denies duo cardinales stibcompressi alter erectus, alter

decumhens. In valvd sinistrd cardinales tres inedius siib-bijidus, ajncibus divaricatis

anterior decumhens. In tdraque valvd callus mar/^inalis."—Schum.

T//pe. Solen cultellus. Animal ?

There is, I think, full justification for considering this as entitled to generic isola-

tion ; the very peculiar form of the hinge furniture, as well as the position of the

ligament (being removed to some distance from the extremity), are characters very

different from those of Solen.

There are at present but few species known, either in a recent or fossil state,

possessing the above characters. Two or three shells, with this peculiar form of hinge,

have been obtained from the Older Tertiaries, but I am not acquainted with any of an

anterior date.

* Etym. Cultellus, a little knife.

34
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CuLTELLUs TENUIS, FhUippi. Tab. XXV, fig. 2, a—d.

SoLEiV TENUIS. Phil. Eu. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. (J, pi. 1, fig. '2, 1836.

— — Id. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. ."., 1S4 1.

— GENUI3. liyst et West. Nov. Rech. Coq. Foss. dWnv., p. 3, No. 4, 1839. Mis-

print. ?

— TENUIS. Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 4(), pi. 1, fig. 5, 18-11.

CULTELLUS CULTELLATUS. &. Wood. Ciitalogue, 1840.

— — J . Sowerhy. Min. Conch., t. C42, figs. 5—8.

Spec. Char. '^ Testa oblongo-Uneari, redd, utrinque rotundatu, tenuimmd ; cardinihus

laleri antico approximath, in valvuld dextrd bideniatis, in sini-sfrd tridentatis."—Philippi.

Shell linearly oblong, straight, rounded at both e.xtremities, very thin ; very inequi-

lateral ; two cardinal teeth in the right valve, and thi'ee in the left.

Length, \\ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Walton Naze.

This shell is rare in my cabinet. Two specimens of the right valve, and one of the

left, from Walton-on-the-Nazc, are all that I have seen.

The Coralline Crag at Sutton has furnished numerous fragments sufficient to justify

the belief in their identity with the Belgian fossil and the Mediterranean species,

but it is not S. pellucidus, Penn. INI. Philippi's figure shows a much greater

inequilaterality than our fossil, one side being four times the length of the other

(probably an error of the artist). In the Crag shell the proportions are as two and

a half to one.

It is somewhat broader or higher on the siphonal side, and equally rounded

at both extremities. The right valve is furnished with two cardinal teeth, the

anterior one is vertical and compressed, the other larger and diverging. In the left

valve are three teeth, the centre one is large, and deeply cleft or bifid, one por-

tion decumbent, almost parallel with the ligamental fulcrum. The muscular marks

in my specimens are indistinct.

The shell to which this appears to bear the nearest relationship (judging alone

from the drawing of the exterior), is one obtained in the Corea, figured Ijy Messrs.

Reeves and Adams {Solen albidd), 'Voy. of the Samarang, 1850,' p. S4, pi. 23, fig. 15.

Thracia, Xmc//, MS. 1819.

Mya (sp.) Montague, 1803.

LiGULA (sp.) Id. 1808.

Ampiiidesma (sp.) Lamk. 1818.

Anatina (sp.) Id. 1818.

IxARTiA. Leach, MS. 1819.

Thracia. Blainv. 1825. Raiiff. 1829.

Osteodesma (sp.) Blainv. 1825.

Odoncinetds. Da Costa, 1829.

CoRiMYA (sp.) Agass. 1842.

OUONTOCINETA. Id.

CiNETODONTA. Herrm. 1847.
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Generic Characier. Shell transversely ovate, inequivalve, often nearly equilateral

;

tumid or compressed, generally thin, slightly gaping; surface smooth or minutely

granulated. Hinge with an internal cartilage attached to a projecting callosity. Often

a small cleft in the umbo, formed by the ligament. Impressions by the adductors

unequal ; mantle-mark deeply sinuated.

" Animal ovate ; mantle closed, except for the passage of a compressed linguiform

foot; siphons rather long, separated to their bases, and furnished with fimbriated

orifices, which are often inflated into a globular form."

—

Clark.

M. Deshayes having discovered a detached ossiculum in the hinge of one or more

species possessing somewhat similar external characters, presumed it to exist in all,

and proposed, in consequence, a family {Osteodesmida) founded upon this character,

distinguishing the genera by the peculiar form of this " little bone," and its position

in the hinge, it being held between the cardinal callosities by a portion of the internal

ligament, sometimes close to the anterior, at others on the opposite part of the

cartilaginous area.

The distinctions founded upon such characters are but doubtfully sufficient for

generic separation, even where its position could be correctly determined. There is,

however, a peculiarity in the calcareous callus of the hinge, or support for the

ligament, in this genus, sufficient to prevent its being confounded with any other.

The shells are generally thin, with a rugose or scabrous exterior. They are

probably of great antiquity, as fossils of this form are found in the lower Oolites, and

doubtfully so in the Carboniferous series.

In the living state, the species frequent sandy or sandy-mud shores, and have a

range from low-water mark to very considerable depth. Dead shells have been found

as deep as 110 fathoms.

1. Thracia pubescens, Pidteney. Tab. XXVI, fig. 1, a—d.

Mya pubescens. Pult. In Hutchins' Dorset., p. 27.

— — Turt. Conch. Diet., p. 99, fig. 35, 1816.

— DECLivis. Donov. Brit. Shells, vol. iii, pi. 82, 1801.

Anatina myalis. Des/t. 2d ed. Lamk., vi, p. 80, 1835.

— — Crouch. Int. to Lamk. Conch., p. 7, pi. 4, fig. 1, a, b, 1827.

— PUBESCENS. Ttirt. Brit. Biv., p. 45, 1822.

Ampiiidesma pubescens. Flem. Brit. An., p. 431, 1828.

Thracia pubescens. Kiener. Coq. viv. Thracia, p. 5, pi. 2, fig. 2.

— — Besh. Exp. Moree. Zool., p. 87, pi. 18, fig. 1.

— — Couth. Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., vol. ii, p. 135, 1839.

— — J. Soiv. Min. Conch., t. 631, fig. 1. 1844.

— — Forbes. Jilgean Invert., p. 182.

_ _ Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., p. 226, pi. 10, figs. 2, 3.

— MoNTAGUi. Leach, MSS., 1818. Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. xx, p. 272, 1847.

Llgula pubescens. Mont. Test. Brit. Supp., p. 23, 1808.
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Spec. Char. Testa ovaio-ohlongd, transversa, convexiusculd, tenui, subeBquilaterali,

antice rotundatd, postice truncatd, et atiffulatd ; punctis minutissimis asperatd ; callo

ligamcntifero magno.

Shell ovatcly oblong, transverse, slightl}' convex, thin, subequilatcral, anterior side

rounded, posterior truncated and angulated, exterior minutely granulated ; hinge with

large projecting callus, divided by a ridge.

Le)i(/th, 2\ inches. Hcit/hf, 2^ inches.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton and Gedgrave.

Clyde Beds. Smith. Recent, Britain and /Egean.

A thin and fragile shell, not very rare, but difficult to obtain. Like most of the

specimens of this genus found in the Crag, they are somewhat distorted from com-

pression, and one or other of the valves in consequence cracked, thereby altering a

little the natural appearance of the shell. On closely comi)aring it with the existing

species, it may be remarked that the left valve is rather less contracted,—that is, the

ventral margin is more convex, or not so straight, as in the living shell, and the umbo

apparently less prominent ; but the few specimens that I have seen are all pushed a

little out of their natural position, and these trifling differences would probably

disappear in a larger and better series.

2. Thracia phaseolina, Lamarck. Tab. XXVL fig- 2, a—c.

Mya DECLivis. Tvrt. Conch. Diet., p. 9S, ISIC.

Anatina dkclivis. /(/. Brit. Biv., p. 1", 1822.

— ruDEScKNs. Id. Brit. Biv., p. 45, t. \, fig. .'5 (young).

Ami'HIDESma phaseolina. Lamk. Hist. Nat., torn, v, p. -192, No. 1 1, 1818.

TniiACiA PHASEOLINA. Keiner. Coq. viv. Thracia, pi. 2, fig. 4.

— — Pliil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 19, t. 1, fig. 7, 1837.

Odoncineta papykacea. J)a Costa. Test. Sicil., p. 23, pi. 2, figs. 1—1, 1829.

Thracia phaseolina. Forb. and Hani. Hist, of Brit. AIoU., p. 221, pi. 1", figs. 5, 6 ;

and pi. n (animal), fig. -4, 1848.

— — CoutJi. Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist., p. 147, 1839.

— — Lov/:-n. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 46, No. 321, 1846.

Tellina papyracea. Poll. Test. Sicil., t. 15, fig. 18.

Spec. Char. Testd elongato-ovatd, transversd, sulcequilaterali, tumidiusculd, tenui;

antice rotundatd, postice truncatd; margine ventrati convexiusculo.

Shell elongato-ovate, transverse, nearly equilateral, thin, and fragile ; anterior side

rounded, posterior truncated ; ventral margin slightly rounded.

Length, 1 inch. Height, § inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Recent, Britain, Mediterranean, Scandina^'^a.

Small specimens are by no means rare at Sutton ; and as the recent conchologists

profess to have sufficient evidence for the separation of this from the young of 7'
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pnhescens, I have followed their example, although the characters for specific separation

are not clearly defined,—the distinction appearing to rest solely upon one being more

transverse than the other. There is, I think, little doubt but the so-called two species

lived in the sea that deposited the Coralline Crag.

Two or three fragments of what may be this species, or the young of the preceding

are in my cabinet, from the Red Crag of Sutton ; and a specimen belonging to this

transverse form is in the cabinet of Mr. Morris, from Uddevalla.

Tliracia detnmcata, of my 'Catalogue' (fig. \,e), is probably only a distorted

specimen of a young individual of either this or of the preceding species.

The umbo is cleft by the ligament, which must have been visible when the valves

were closed.

3. Thracia inflata, /. Sowerhy. Tab. XXVI, fig. 6, a—e.

Thracia convexa. ? iS. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

— INFLATA. J. Sow. Mill. Conch., t. 631, figs. 2—4, 1845.

— CoNRADi. ? Couth. Best. Journ. Nat. Hist., vol. ii, p. 153, pi. 4, fig. 2, 1839.

Spec. Char. Testa ohovatd, convexa, injlatd, suhlavigatu, tenui, fragili ; antice

rofundatd, postice subtruncatd et anyulatd ; marc/ine ventrali arciiato.

Shell obovate, convex, tumid, nearly smooth, thin and fragile ; anterior side

rounded, posterior angulated and pointed ; ventral margin curved.

Lenffth, 3\ inches. Heigld, 2J inches.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sudbourn.

This species appears to be restricted to the neighbourhood of Orford, where it is not

at all scarce, though the specimens are rarely in perfect condition : they are generally

more or less compressed, and the inflated character destroyed. Amongst my specimens

a considerable variation may be observed, some being much more elongated than

others.

The right is the thinner and more inflated valve, and the one that is generally

fractured and compressed. Impressions by the adductors are unequal in size, and the

sinus in the mantle-mark is rounded and rather deep. A small sinus is visible at the

umbones, through which the ligament must have protruded ; but that part of the shell

being particularly thin, it is there generally destroyed or injured. The hinge is an

elongated callosity, on which was placed the cartilage, with a linear depression or

furrow on the outside of it for the ligamental portion, diifering from that of T.pnhescens,

in which this callus is of a triangular form and projects inwardly. The exterior is

smooth, with the exception of lines of growth and some rugosities, particularly upon

the siphonal side ; but it has not the shagreen-like sculpture which ornaments the

entire surface oT T. pubescens.
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From the want of a good series of very perfect specimens, it is difficult to say

whether this be really distinct. T. corhuloiJcs appears to have the anterior side the

smaller ; and although T. Conradi comes very near to our Crag fossil, it differs also in

the same character, and has a rather more prominent umbo. A difference also is shown

in the sinus, which is not only deeper, as it would naturally be from the difference in

the proportion of the sides, but it appears somewhat more angular in the recent

American shell. I am, however, inclined to believe, that when a better comparison

can be instituted, it may be found not to differ specifically from T. Conrudi.

4. Thr.\cia ventricosa, Philippi. Tab. XXVI, fig. 5, a—c.

TiiRACiA PUBESCENS. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 19, I. 1, fig. 10, 1836.

— VEXTiucos.v. Id. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, ]>. 17, l.'^-l-!.

Spec. Char. Testa ovato-oblont/d, timidd, suhaquilaferali, inceqttivalvi, lenui ; antice

angustatd, postice iruncafd, ct ancjulatd ; valvd dcxtrd tumidiore ; umbonibus mat/nis

recurvaiis ; marybie veiitrali convexiuftculo.

Shell ovatcly oblong, inequilateral, tumid, inequivalved, thin ; anterior side slightly

produced, posterior truncate and angulated ; right valve the more tumid ; beaks large ;

ventral margin slightly curved.

Leiif/lh, If inch. Height, 1|- inch.

LocaUly. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt, Gcdgrave.

Fossil, Sicily.

Two or three specimens only have come into my possession. They are assigned to

the Sicilian species with a slight degree of doubt, differing somewhat from a

Sicilian fossil in ni)'' cabinet, which I presume to be the T. ventricosa. It is rare to find

the fossils belonging to this genus in a perfect condition, their extreme thinness being

insufficient to preserve them in their natural form, and their characters in consequence

are difficult to determine.

Our fossil is finely granulated all over, more particidarly so on the siphonal side,

differing from the preceding (?'. infiata), the shells of which are nearly smooth. Pliilippi

represents his shell as equivalved; but in my Sicilian fossil there is an evident

inequality in the valves, and the proportions of the two sides do not exactly cor-

respond.

There is a linear depression for the ligamental portion of the hinge, and the support

for the cartilage is very narrow, giving it almost tlie appearance of having an entirely

external ligament.

T. convexa is said by Messrs. Forbes and Hanley to be found fossil in the Newer

Tertiaries or Pleistocene Clays of Belfast, as also in the Clyde Beds.
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CoCHLODESMA,* Cotdhouy, 1839-

Spoonhinge. Petiver, 1764.

Lateknula. Bolteu, 1798.

Mya (sp.) Mont. 1803.

LlGULA (sp.) Id. 1808.

AUKISCALPIUM. MuMf. 1811.

Anatina (sp.) Lamk. 1809. Woodw. 1854.

BoNT^A. Leach, MS. 1819. Ch-mj, ISol.

Galaxuka. Id. 1819.

Periploma. ? Schum. 1817.

Amphidessia (sp.) F/ew. 1828.

Thkacia (sp.) Lovin. 1846.

Generic Character. Shell thin, transversely ovate, slightly inequivalved, inequi-

lateral, gaping, rather compressed, right valve the more convex. Hinge with a

spoon-shaped process in each valve, for the reception of the cartilage, with a

minute fissure in the umbo, through which the ligament slightly projects.

Surface smooth, or finely granulated, especially on the siphonal side ; covered in the

recent state with a fine epidermis. Adductor muscles slightly impressed, with a sinus

in theimpression of the mantle.

Animal with its mantle closed, except in front, for the emission of a broad com-

pressed foot ; siphons long and slender, divided in their whole extent.

This genus closely resembles that of Thracia, in the animal as well as in the

shell, differing in the latter, however, by having the support for the cartilage of a more

spatulate or spoon-shaped form, which is less intimately united along the dorsal edge,

and in the absence from the hinge of the ossiculum.

The name Anatina was proposed as a genus by Lamarck in 1809, taking for his

type Solen anatinus, Linn., a shell in some respects similar to those here included, by

having a spoon-shaped process projecting inwardly, upon which was placed its internal

ligament. It has, however, a very wide gape, and the animal has long and united

siphons, clothed with a wrinkled epidermis; while the animal of CocModesma has

its siphons long, slender, and divided throughout. The animals, therefore, being

so dissimilar, they are scarcely entitled to the same name, nor could they be

included in the above generic diagnosis.

I have never seen a shell with this form of hinge from any Formation of an age

anterior to that of the Coralline Cragr.

L CoCHLODESMA COMPLANATUM, 8. Wood. Tab. XXVI, fig. 3, a, h.

Spec. Char. Testa compressd, elonr/ato-subovatd, lavi, in(sqicilaterali, temci ; antice

tnajiore, rotundatu ; postice suhtruncatd ; valvd sinistra depressd ; sinu palliari mediocre.

Shell compressed, elongately ovate, smooth and very thin, inequilateral ; anterior

* Etyra. KoxKos, shell, and iesfja, ligament.
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side the larger, and rounded ; left valve much depressed ; palleal sinus of moderate size,

rather broad.

Lc'iii/fh,
-I

inch. IMyld, j\ inch.

Locallfi/. Red Crag, Walton Naze.

About half a dozen perfect specimens are in my cabinet : unfortunately they are all

the left valve.

In comparing my fossils with a specimen of Cochloclesma Leanum, Couthouy, ' Bost.

Journ. Nat. Mist.,' vol. ii, p. 170, (a recent species from Amci'ica, and its nearest

relative,) the Crag shell appears to be less equilateral, the siphonal side being much

the shorter of the two, and I have in consequence considered it distinct. Our shell

may be further described as rather flatter compressed, the left valve being the more so

of the two, judging from a fragment of the right one in my cabinet; the umbones are

slightly proniiuent, and cleft by the ligament; the spoon-shaped process is broad and

strong, projecting towards the anterior ; the exterior shows merely lines of growth,

with a slight rugosity on one side, but it is not covered with the granulated or

shagreen surface of C. prcetcnuc ; the palleal sinus extends inwardly, a little beyond a

line drawn perpendicularly from the umbo.

2. COCHLODESMA PR.ETENEUUM, S. Wood. Tab. XXVI, fig. 4, u,b.

AxATiNA i>R.ETKNEK.\. .S'. Wood. Catalogue, 18-10.

Sjjec. Char. Testa transversa, ovatct, inaquilaterali, inaquivalvi, tenui, frat/ili ; antice

rotundatd conveximcidd ; postice hreviore, truncatd, subrostratd ; tcnuissimc (framdatd.

Shell transversely ovate, inequilateral, inequivalvcd, thin and fragile, with a finely

granulated exterior ; anterior side the larger, rounded, and slightly tumid ; ventral

margin curved.

Lenyth, \ inch. Ilcir/lif, ^ inch.

Localifi/. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

I have about half a dozen specimens of this shell. It differs from C. prcetenue in

having the siphonal side shorter, narrower, and truncated, with a more distinct

angular slope from the umbo to the ventral margin ; the anterior dorsal edge is very

thin, and slightly folded over, with a small sinus at the extreme point of the umbo,

through which the ligament was visible, and probably projected somewhat; the

exterior is smooth to the naked eye, but under a magnifier appears finely granulated.

The impressions by the adductor muscles indistinct ; the jitiUeal sinus extends a little

beyond the cartilage support.

A small specimen in my cabinet, from the same locality, strongly resembles, and

is probably the young state of C. prccicnue, but the hinge is injured. I have some

fragments also of what may perhaps be another species, with a very scabrous
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surface, which passed in my ' Catalogue' under the name of A. asperima ; they are too

imperfect for further notice. The siphonal side appears too short to belong to

C. 2^TCEtenue, and too rugose for the present species.

Pholadomya, G. Soioerby, 1823.

Caedicm (sp.) Mantell. J. Sowerby.

LuTEARIA (sp ) J. Sowerby.

Cakdita (sp.) /. Sowerby.

Generic Character. Shell very thin, transparent or hyaline, of a nacreous texture,

transverse, ovate or cordiform, ventricose, equivalved, inequilateral ; anterior side

short, posterior produced and gaping. Hinge with a small obtuse tooth. Ligament

external. Mantle-mark deeply sinuated.

Animal of the form of the shell, with the edges of the mantle united, except where

open for the emission of the foot, which is bifurcated. Siphonal tubes large.

Only one species of this genus is known in the living state, and that is an inhabi-

tant of the tropics and was found at St. Lucia.* The animal of this has been examined

by Professor Owen, whose observations thereon were made known at the Zoological

Society in 1842.

Its position, as indicated by the animal, is considered by that anatomist to be near

to Panopcea. Dr. Gray, in his arrangement, has placed it between Cardifa and Astarte.

It is, no doubt, very nearly related to a group of shells largely developed in the

Secondary Formations, for which M. Agassiz proposed to establish a family under the

name Myadce, 'Etudes Critiques sur les Mollusques fossiles.' These he separated into

several genera, the divisions depending sometimes upon the hinge furniture, but in

most instances upon the outward form of the shell, a dependence by no means safe.f

These fossils are generally found in a state of casts only, though some few of them

have been obtained exhibiting portions of the shell attached, showing them to have

possessed a thin, oftentimes a papyraceous and transparent shell, of a nacreous texture,

and they were in most instances covered with a papillaceous or scabrous exterior. They

bear a considerable inter-resemblance in their general character, and are no doubt

intimately connected zoologically ; but they are of very doubtful relationship to Mya,

the reputed father of the family, whose age we are unable to date beyond the

Tertiaries.

* Ph. crispa and PA. caspica, given by Agassiz in his 'Monog. of the Mj'adse ' as existing species,

belong to, or at least are nearly related to, the genus Cardium, and differ only in having elongated siphons,

and a sinuated mantle-mark {Adacna, Eichwald). Lyonsia navicula, Reeves, 'Voy. of the Samarang,'

p. 38, pi. 23, fig. 1 1, may perhaps be an aberrant form of this genus.

•j- This family has been ably analysed by Professor Morris in his recent 'Descriptions of the Fossils of

the Great Oolite.'

35
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Pholadomya is a genus of great geological antiquity, being knowTi as early as the

Coal Measures, and continued to the present time through the Secondary Periods,

where it was largely developed, presenting only a few species in the Tcrtiaries.

Pholadomya hesterna, /. Sowerby. Tal). XXX, fig. 1, a— (/.

PnoLADOMYA c.\NDiDOiDES. S. Wood. Catalogue, 18-10.

— IIESTEUNA. J. Sour. Miu. Couch., t. 629, 18-14.

Spec. Char. Testa tramsversd, ovato-ohlonyd, aut irregulariter pyriformi, taldi inceqiii-

luterali ; antice ventricosd, rotimdatd vel subtrnncatd ; pontice productd ; mediand parte

costatd, costis 10—12.

Shell transverse, ovately oblong or of an irregular pear-shape, very inequilateral ?

anterior side ventricose, rounded, or slightly truncated ; posterior much produced

;

centre covered with about 10 or 12 ribs.

Length, 4 inches. Height, 2^ inches.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt and Sudbourn.

This species, as might be expected, is found only in beds which have undergone no

disturbance ; and at Ramsholt, where these shells are quietly deposited in the sand, I

have seen many specimens, but they are exceedingly difficult to obtain, and then with

only a small portion of its thin shell remaining. Like those from some parts of the

London Clay, the specimens are in general much distorted. Our figure is from one

that has preserved its natural form ; and although there is a considerable resemblance

to the only living species that has as yet been discovered, it seems to be specifically

distinct. The recent shell, Ph. Candida, is more tumid centrally, and less rounded on

the anterior side, while on the other it is not so broad, and there is a greater curve in

the ventral margin. Our shell appears to have been closed on the anterior side, but

had a gape or opening for its probably lengthened siphonal tubes. The hinge is

furnished with a small obtuse tooth in each valve, and a marginal lamina or fulcrum

for the ligament, this is bipartite, separating slightly the cartilage from the ligament

;

the umbones, like those of the recent shell, appro.ximate so closely as to have been

fractured by the opening of the valves. The ribs of our shell extend over rather more

than half the surface, from the obtuse ridge on the anterior side to within about the

same distance from the other extremity, and they are covered with small obtuse tuber-

cles ; while the small portions of the shell that are remaining present a finely granulated

surface, or shagreen, like those of Anatina. This is especially visible near the siphonal

extremity, but was probably more or less granular all over. Vh. arcuata, Agass., ' Etud.

crit.,' p. 63, t. 2, t), figs. I—8, resembles our shell, judging from the figure, but appears to

have had too many ribs. Ph. Esmarkei (Pusch), Goldf, 'Pctr. Germ.,' vol. ii, p. 272,

t. 157, fig. 10, a—d, may probably be the same. I have been unal)le to examine

specimens of cither, and have therefore retained Mr. Sowerby's name.
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PoROMYA, Forbes, 1 843.

CoKBULA (sp.) Nyst and West., 1839.

Embla. Lovc% 1846.

Generic Character. " Shell ovate or suborbicular, equivalve, inequilateral, slightly

produced posteriorly ; surface invested with a scabrous epidermis, beneath which it is

pearly and minutely punctated ; hinge of a minute cardinal ossicle or erect tooth in

one valve, lodged in a pit, or rather depression in the other ; no lateral teeth ; ligament

external ; palleal impression very slightly sinuated.

" Animal with its mantle open in front ; foot long, narrow, and slender ; siphons

short, unequal, with IS or 20 tentacles surrounding their bases."

—

Forb. and Hani.

" Testa aquivalois, jiostice kians, tr/mcatd ; ligamentum internum /oye« utriusque valvee

insertum, ante qiiamin v. d. dens cardinalis, in v. s. fossa carduialis ; in v. s. dens lateralis

anticus et posticus ; in v. d. fossa lateralis, detites laterales nulli. Impressio imlliaris lata,

duplieata,, postice leviter sinuosa.

""^ Animal pallio ventre aperto, postice longe cirrigero, siphonibus instructum."—Lovcn.

Genus, Embla.

Mr. Woodward, in his ' Rudimentary Treatise of Recent and Fossil Shells,' has

concluded the Poromya of Forbes to be a species only of the genus Thetis.

The estabhshment of a genus by the above-named eminent and able modern authors

upon an existing shell, the one describing it as possessing an external ligament, while

the other considers it to have an internal one, leaves it, as it were, a sort of open

question, or placing it rather in a doubtful position. The type of the genus Thetis has

an external ligament, whereas in the recent British shell and Crag fossil the hinge

furniture is more complex ; and although a portion of the ligament might have been

seen externally when the valves were closed, the larger or cartilaginous part was

situated within the edge of the shell, and its action like that of an internal ligament,

opening the valves by expansion on the removal of pressure ; no portion of which

internal ligament appears to be present in those fossils constituting the genus Thetis

;

and as I am imposing no new name for the Crag shell, the correct position must be

determined by better materials than I possess ; though, judging from my own speci-

mens, I am inclined to believe with Professor Loven, that the action of its ligament

was that of an internal one ; and although the greensand fossils are no doubt closely

related, the difference in position or action of the hgament is sufficient to justify the

separation.*

* Tlie boundary line of generic isolation is indeed exceedingly difficult to define. We all of us give

what we conceive to be a limit, but the want of accordance in this respect shows at least that we are as yet

very far from having discovered it. The different positions of the ligament in Bivalves, whether acting

internally by compression and dilatation, or externally by contraction and elongation over a fulcrum, are

distinctions as good as nine out of ten of the characters that are generally employed for these conventional

divisions.
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The recent species Neara hyalina, Hinds, appears to be more nearly connected with

Thetis, having an external ligament on a thin and semi-transparent shell, differing

thereby from our fossil, which is a thick one. The two shells figured by Messrs.

Reeves and Adams in the ' Zoology of the Voyage of the Samarang,' may perhaps

belong to Thetis, but the position of the ligament is not stated, and the shells are

described as being quite smooth and thin.

The Cretaceous fossils of India and Westphalia, assigned to this genus, have not

as yet had their characters sufficiently well determined.

1 . PoROMYA GRANULATA, Ni/st and Westcndorp. Tab. XXX, fig. 5, a—f.

COKBULA GRANULATA. Nyit aud West. Nouv. Rech. Coq. Foss. d'.Vnv., p. 6, No. 10,

pi. 3, fig. ;J, 18.S9.

— ? — Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 71, pi. 2, fig. 6, 1814.

— ? — Jeffreys. An. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. xix, p. 31-4 ; and vol. xx,

p. 19.

PoROMYA ANATINOIDES. Forbes. iEgean. Invert. Brit. Assoc. Report, p. 191, 1843.

— GKANCLATA. Forb. und Ilanl. Hist, of Brit. Moll., p. 204, pi. 9, figs. 4—6,

1848; and Animal, pi. w, fig. 2, 18.53.

Embla Korexii. Lovfn. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 46, 1846.

Spec, Char. Testa ovatd, vetitricosd, subcequilaterali ; antice rotiaidatu, postice trun-

catd, et obtuse angulatd; aculeis minutissimiss criberrimis aspera; umbonibus prominenti-

bus ; dente unico obtuso.

Shell ovate, ventricose, slightly inequilateral ; anterior side rounded, posterior

truncated, with an obtuse keel or ridge retreally from the umbo to the ventral

margin ; beaks prominent ; one obtuse tooth.

Length, \ inch. Height, ^ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Ramsholt, Sutton, and Gedgrave.

Recent, ^Egean, British, and Scandinavian Seas.

About a dozen disconnected valves have been obtained by myself, several of them

suSiciently perfect for fair comparison, and I have considered them as identical with

the Belgian fossil and the .^gean and Scandinavian shell.

The hinge of the right valve is furnished with one large obtuse tooth, situated

immediately beneath the umbo, and in the left there is a corresponding cavity between

two small prominences for its reception ; behind these, and within the dorsal margin,

is a depression wherein, I presume, the ligament was placed : this cavity is divided by

a small ridge, which appears to have separated the cartilage from the ligament, and

the latter probably was visible externally when tlic valves were closed : there is a

small depression on the siphonal side at the dorsal edge, what may perhaps be

called the corslet, produced probably by the opening of the valves ; but there is no

ndge or fulcrum for the support of an external ligament. The impressions by the
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adductors are ratlier small and deep, and the mantle-mark has an irregular sinus, by

no means large. The shell is beautifully nacreous within, and the exterior is

ornamented with papillae or granulations, studded somewhat like the barrel of a

musical box.

In the living state this species has been met with in deep water, while some of its

associates in the Coralline Crag are very shallow-water forms. Mr. Jeffreys has

dredged it off the Isle of Skye in 50, and Professor E. Forbes obtained it in the ^Egean

at the depth of 150 fathoms.

At page 148 {ante), I had supposed the genus Thetis to have been nearly related

to Lucinopsis, but this allocation is probably incorrect. In Mr. Woodward's ' Rudi-

mentary Treatise of Recent and Fossil Shells,' it is arranged in his family Myacida.

I think, however, the present species, Poromya granulata, cannot be correctly placed,

as it is there, between the genera Mya and Panopea.

Corbida gigantea, J. Sowerby, Thetis gigantea. Woodward, has a granulated exterior,

with an external ligament, and faint or obsolete costee ; and if it be not a true Phola-

domya, it forms a connecting link between that genus and Thetis.

Pandora,* Brug. 1792.

HypogjEA and Hypogeodeema (sp.) Poli.

Tellina (sp.) Linn.

SoLEN (sp.) Mont.

Calopodium. Bolten, 1798.

Trutina. Brown, 1827.

Generic Character. Shell transverse, inequivalve, inequilateral, ovate or subrhom-

boidal, externally smooth and of a nacreous texture, gaping at the anterior extremity,

one valve flat, the other more or less convex. Hinge with a prominent obtuse tooth

upon the right or flatter valve, and a corresponding depression for its reception in the

opposite one. Impressions of the adductor muscles subcircular, with a small or scarcely

perceptible sinus in that by the mantle. Ligament internal.

The mantle is described as nearly closed, with a small passage for a narrow tongue-

shaped foot ; and the siphons are represented as very short, united nearly to their

orifices, which are fringed, and diverging.

The inequality of the valves and internal ligament have been considered as charac-

ters sufficient to approximate this genus to that of Corbula, from which, however, it is

sufficiently removed, as essential differences exist in the animal inhabitant, but more

especially in the composition of its shell. In the examination and report by Dr.

* Etym. Pandora, a proper name. This was given also to the iiiequivalved Pectens, probably from
their box-like character.
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Carpenter, that gentleman seems to think it so pecuHar, as almost to constitute a

family by itself. He describes the exterior as composed of regular prismatic cells,

the axes of the prisms being perpendicular to the surface, while the interior is

nacreous.

No well-determined species have been met with in the fossil state in any Formation

older than the Paris Basin. A shell from the Carboniferous Scries is described by

Professor M'Coy under this name ; but its claim to a place in this genus is very

doubtful.

1. Pandora in^equivalvis, Limi. Tcib. XXV, fig. 5.

Tellina iN.EQLiVALVis. Linn. Syst. Nat., eil. 12, p. 1118, No. 5G, 1707.

— — Poli. Test. utri. Sicil., vol. i, p ,39, pi. 15, figs. 5, 6, 9, and 7

with the animal.

_ _ Don. Brit. Shells, vol. ii, pi. 41, fig. 1, 1800.

Pandoka rostrata. Desk, 2d ed. Lamarck, torn, vi, p. 145.

— — G. B. Sowerby. Spec. Conch. Pandora, p. 2, No. 2, figs. 7—9.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, pi. 1, fig. 12, 1836.

— — Desk. E.xp. Scient. Alger. Moll., pi. 24, animal.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 207, pi. 8, figs. 1—1.

— MAKGARITACEA. Lamk. Ilist. des An. s. Vert., torn, v, p. 137.

— — Schum. Essai des Vers. Test., p. 114, pi. 4, fig. 2.

_ _ Turf. Brit. Biv., p. 40, pi. 3, figs. 1 1— 14, 1822.

— iN/r.QLivALVis. Flem. Brit. Anim., p. 46(i, 1828.

Sjjec. Char. Testa ehrigcdo-nvaid, laviffafd, tcnui fragili, incBqidlatcrali ; latere postico

lonr/iore, altenuato subrostrato, hinc in Jitraqtte valvu an(jidato.

Shell elongatcly ovate, smooth, thin and fragile, inequilateral ; posterior side the

longer, attenuated, and somewhat beaked, slightly angulated in each valve.

Length, \ inch. IleigJd, § inch.

Localdy. Cor. Crag, Sutton. Recent, Britain and INIediterranean.

My specimens of this species are but few, and those not in good condition. The

one figured has the siphonal area elongated into the form of a rostrum or beak, and

corresponds with what the British conchologists have considered a distinct species.

In the young state, as indicated by the lines of growth, the dorsal margin is more

convex than concave, and the shell comparatively broader, like P. Pinna, and there is

no appearance then of a rostrum.

2. Pandora Pinna, Montague. Tal). XXV, fig. 4, a—c.

SoLE.v Pinna. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 5C6, t. 15, fig. 3, 1803.

Pandora obtcsa. Leaclt. Ross's Voy. Baffin's Bay, p. 174, 1819.
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Pandora obtusa. Desk. 2d ed. Lamarck, torn, vi, p. 145, No. 2.

— — G. B. Sowerhij. Spec. Concli. (Pand.), p, 2, figs. 1—3.

— — Phil. Eu. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 14, t. 13, fig. 13.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll,, vol. i, p. 210, pi. 8, fig. 5 ; and

pi. G, fig. 10, animal.

Trutina solenoidea. Brown. Illust. Brit. Couch., pi. 13, fig. 5, 1827.

Spec. Char. Testa ohtuse-elongatd; latere i^ostico versus extremitatem dilatato; margine

dorsali planiusculo.

Shell obtusely elongate ; posterior side dilated towards the extremity; dorsal margin

nearly straight.

Length, f inch. Height, | inch.

Locality. Red Crag, Walton Naze.

Only two or three specimens of this species have fallen under ray observation, and

I have, in deference to the malacologists, separated this from what is called rostrata.

Colonel Montague, who, notwithstanding his having described the two shells under

different generic names, was afterwards of opinion that the one was only the younger

state of the other. Messrs. Forbes and Hanley consider the characters of the animal,

as well as those of the shell, to be quite distinct, and have kept the two forms

separate. My own specimens are not sufficiently numei'ous or perfect to assist in

the determination. The two shells are so much alike in the young state as to be with

difficulty determinable ; and I am inclined to believe with Montague, so far at least in

their specific identity, that if the one be not exactly the young state of the other, there

is not more than a local variation between the two. Both appear to have existed

during the Crag Periods, the rostrata in the Cor. Crag corresponding with the more

Southern form, while that from the Red Crag resembles the Northern one (probably

P.glacialis, Leach, 'An. Phil.,' vol. xiv, p. 203, 1819).

Ne^ra,* J. E. Gray, 1830.

Anatina (sp.) Lamk.

CoRBULA (sp.) Besh. 1835.

Thracia (sp.) Brown, 1827.

Erycina (sp.) Risso, 1826.

Cuspidaria. Nardo, 1840.

Generic Character. " Shell transversely ovato-pyriform, inequivalve, inequilateral,

more or less beaked, and gaping posteriorly ; surface smooth or striated, or ribbed

longitudinally, never punctated, with or without an epidermis ; valves strengthened

internally with a longitudinal rib ; hinge composed of a cartilage fulcrum, usually

oblique, and spatulate in each valve, sometimes with a minute tooth beside it, and a

more or less developed lateral tooth on the rostral side of one or both valves ; ligament

external (?), small ; muscular impressions large, pallial with a very shallow sinus.

* Etym. (?) Neaipa, proper name. This is also employed for a genus of insects.
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"Animal oblong, mantle closed in front, except a plain-edged orifice for the

passage of a lanceolate foot ; siphons short, united, nncqual, the branchial largest,

both bearing a few long filiform cirrhi at their sides, extending beyond the orifices

;

anal siphon with a very extensile membranous valve."

—

Forbes and Ilunley.

1. NEiERA JUGOSA, S. Wood. Tab. XXX, fig. 7, u,h.

CoRBiLA ? SULCATA. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Spec. Char. Teatd parvd, transversa, inaquilaterali, aquivalvi ? compressd, juffosd

;

antice rotundatd; podice xiibrostrafd, ef angulaid ; cardlne unidentato.

Shell small, transverse, inequilateral, equivalved ? compressed, ridged ; anterior side

rounded ;
posterior somewhat beaked, and angulated ; hinge with one tooth.

Length, \ inch. Jleiyht, -^-^ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

This shell is not rare in the Coralline Crag, but as yet 1 have met with it only in

one locality, and never with the valves united.

It much resembles the figure of one of the species from the Paris Basin, Corhida

striarcUa, Dcsh., Coq. Foss. des Env. de Par., torn, i, p. 54, pi. 8, figs. 12— 15, but

diff"ers in being less than half the size, as well as in other characters ; and I believe it

to be distinct, depending as I am obliged to do upon the figure and description above

referred to.

In our species the hinge of the right valve has one ol)tuse and somewhat oblique

tooth on the anterior side of the umbo, with a depression between it and the dorsal

edge, into which fits an elevated portion of the margin of the left valve, while on the

siphonal side of this (left valve) is an elongated and elevated projection that interlocks

within the dorsal edge of the right valve ; between these, and immediately beneath

the umbo, is an oblique pit, where the ligament was situated, and entirely

within the shell ; so much so that I doubt whether any part of it could have been

seen in the living animal when the valves were closed. The dorsal margin

slopes at an angle of about 45°, and a truncated beak is formed by the siphons

;

the upper part being somewhat elevated producing an obtuse keel from the umbo upon

the slope on that side. The exterior has from eight to ten rounded ridges, with

depressions or sulci between them of about the same breadth ; but upon the younger

part of the shells these markings are obsolete, being smooth, or nearly so, about the

umbo. The shell is by no means thin, though the ridges are generally visible upon

the interior. The adductor-mark oh the siphonal side is of a triangular form, and

deeply impressed, placed rather backward ; ami the sinus in the mantle-mark mode-

rately deep.

The provisional name given to it in my ' Catalogue' is obliged to be changed, in

consequence of its having been used by Dr. Loven for a very different species.
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2. NEiERA cuspiDATA, OKvi. Tab. XXX, fig. 6.

Tellina CUSPIDATA. Olw. Zool. Adriat., p. 101, pi. 4, fig. 3, a— c, 1792.

— — Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. 515.

Anatina BEEViROSTRis. Brown. Ed. Journ. Nat. and Geo. Sci., vol. i, p. 11, pi. 1,

figs. 1—4, 1829.

Theagia brevikostra. Broion. 111. Conch. Gr. Br., pi. 44, figs. 11— 14, 1845.

Ne/ERA BEEVIROSTRIS. Lovhi. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 48, 1846.

— CUSPIDATA. Forb. and Hnnl. Hist, of Brit. Moll., p. 195, pi. 7, figs. 4—6; and

pi. G (animal), figs. 4—7, 1848.

— — Forbes. iEgeau Inv., p. 185.

CoRBULA CUSPIDATA. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 17, t. 1, fig. 19 ; and vol. ii, p. 12.

— SUBEOSTKATA. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

A fragment only of a shell, which I consider to belong to this species, was found

by myself in the Coralline Crag at Sutton, but it is insufficient for correct descrip-

tion : the peculiar form of the siphonal side (the portion I possess) is so characteristic

that it is introduced here without much hesitation. It appears to have belonged to

the British or short beaked variety.

CoRBULA.* Bruguiere, 1792.

Mya (sp.) Lmn. Mont.

Cardium (sp.) Walker and Boys.

Tellina (sp.) Olivi.

Aloides, Megerle, 18 11.

Lentidium, Cristof. and Jans. 1832.

PoTOMOMYA, J. Sotoerby, 1835.

AzARA, D'Orb. 1839.

CORBULOMYA, Nyst, 1843.

Generic Character. Shell suborbicular or ovate, inequivalve, inequilateral, tumid,

closed ; beaks prominent, recurved surface smooth or striated ; in the recent state

covered with an epidermis. Hinge composed of one thick, conical tooth in each valve.

Ligament internal. Impression by the mantle with a small sinus.

Animal short ; mantle open in front for the emission of a thick foot, of

considerable magnitude; siphonal tubes short and united to their orifices, which

are fimbriated : anal opening with a conspicuous tubular membrane.

Animals constituting this genus are for the most part inhabitants of salt water, but

some are estuary species, and extend their range in the river to where the water is

quite fresh. A separation has been proposed, under the name Fotomomya, for those

species which permanently inhabit fresh water, but the characters of shell and animal

differ in no other respect from those which are truly marine. In this genus, as well as

in that of Pandora, the two valves are very unequal in size, but this inequaUty is not

confined to the siphonal side of the shell, and the sinus of the mantle-mark does not

*Etym.? Corbula, a little basket.

36
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vary in form or magnitude like those so conspicuously shown in some of the

Tellenii.

The species arc not very numerous, even ^vhen admitting those which constantly

inhabit fresh water. They are found sometimes in mud. but more frequently on sandy

bottoms, and have a considerable vertical range. Fossil species have been found as

earh' as the Lower Oolite.

1 CoRBULA STRIATA, Waller and Boi/s. Tab. XXX, fig. 3, a—d.

Cardil'M striatum apicibus kefi.exis. Walk, and Boys. Test. Min. Rar., p. 24, t. 3,

fig. 85, 1787.

Tellina gibba. Olivi. Zool. Adriat., p. 101, 1792.

— — Broc. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. ,017, No. I.t, 181-1.

JIya iK.^QrivALvis. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 38, t. 26, fig. 7, 1803.

CoRBULA GIBBA. Nyst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. G.5, pi. 3, fig. 3, 1844.

— — ioi'<«n. Ind. Moll. Scapd., p. 49, 1846.

— NUCLEUS. Lamk. Hist, des An. s. Vert., v, p. 496, 1818.

— — Forbes. Report on Jilgean Invert., p. 180, 1843.

— — Phil. En. JIoll. Sic., vol. ii, p. 12, 1844.

— — Bronn. Leth. Geogn., p. 967, t. 37, fig. 7, a—c. 1838.

— STRIATA. Flem. Brit. An., p. 425i, 1828.

— — Desk. E.xped. Sclent, .\lger., p. 231.

— KOTUXDATA. J. Soio. Min. Conrli., t. 572, fig. 4, 182".

_ _ Gold/. Petr. Germ., vol. ii, p. 252, pi. 152, fig. 3, a—e, 1842.

— Olimplica. Costa. Cat. Syst. e. reg. Test delle 2 Sicil., p. 27, 1829.

— in.i;quivai.vis. Maeyill. Moll. Aberd., p. 303, 1843.

— ELEGANS. Nyst. Rech. Coq. Foss. Prov. d'Anv., p. 3, 1835.

— BicosTATA. Id. Rech. Coq. Foss. Prov. d'Anv., No. 10, pi. 1, fig. 10.

— PLANULATA. Id. Coq. Foss. de Bclg., p. 68, pi. 2, fig. 4, 1844.

Not CoKBULA STRIATA. Lamk.

Spec. Char. Testa sublrianf/nlari, ffibbosd, subincequilaterali, valde incequivalvi, valvd

dcvtrd tumidiori, concentrice striata; valvd sinistra complanatd, sublavigatd ; anticc

rolimdatd, postice iruncatd.

Shell subtriangular, gibbous, slightly inaiquilateral, greatly inequivalve, right valve

the more inflated, and roughly striated ; left valve nearly flat and smooth ; anterior

side rounded, posterior truncated.

Diameter, ^ inch.

Locality. Coralline Crag, Sutton, Gcdgrave, Ramsholt.

Red Crag, Sutton, Bawdscy, Walton Naze.

Recent, Scandinavia, Britain, and Mediterranean.

In the Coralline Crag at Sutton this is one of the most common shells, and

although furnished with an apparatus for the firm interlocking of the valves, the two
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pieces are not often found in their natural position. In the Red Crag even the

separated valves are by no means abundant.

Cardium striatum, of Walker and Boys, is evidently the same as our sliell, and Dr.

Fleming adopted that name as most entitled to priority : I followed his example in my

Catalogue, and see no reason why it should now be changed. In the fossil state, this

species is liable to great alteration : the outer coating which forms a perfect shell of

itself, with its thick transverse ridges, comes off, leaving the inner portion perfectly

smooth. Corbula planulata, in Sir Charles Lyell's Cabinet, received from Belgium, with

that name, is, I believe, only this species in its exfoliated or decorticated condition.

Sir Charles Lyell, in his paper upon the ' Miocene Deposits of America,' has

considered Corbula elevata, of Conrad, the same as this species, and judging from the

figure by that author, he is probably correct in that assignment.

A single valve, of which I have given a representation (fig. 4), may probably be

C. rosea, but in such a genus as this, in which the species are by no means easily

defined, I prefer leaving it without description for the present.

2. Corbula complanata, /. Sowerhy. Tab. XXX, fig. 2, a—d.

Corbula complanata. /. Sow. Mln. Conch., t. 362, figs. 7, 8, 1822.

— — Bcsh. Coq. Foss. des Env. de Par., pi. 7, figs. 8, 9, 1824.

_ — Dujard. Mem. de la Soc. de France, torn, ii, pt. 2, p. 256, 1837.

— — Desk. 2d ed. Lamlc. torn, vi, p. 142, 1835.

— — Grat. Cat. Zool. des An. du Basin Tert. de la Oironde, p. ii7.

No. 794, fig. 3, 1838.

— — Bronn. Letli. Geogr., p. 969, t. 37, fig. 8, a, h, 1838.

— DONACiroRMis. Ntjst. Rech. Coq. Foas. de Hoesselt et Kl. Spawen, p. 3, No. 6,

pi. 1, fig. 6, 1836.

CoRBULOMYA COMPLANATA. Nyst. Coq. Foss. dc Belg., p. 59, pi. 2, fir.g. 2, 1844.

Erycina trigona. Lamk. Ann. du Mus., torn, vi, p. 413, No. 3.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ovatd, vel donaciformi inaquilaterali, compressd aut

complanata, levigatd, crassd ; antice majiore rotundatd ; postice angulatd, truncatd, et suh-

carinatd ; dente cardinali unico in valvd deastrd.

Shell transverse, ovate, or wedge-shaped, inequilateral, compressed or flattened,

smooth, and thick ; anterior side the larger and rounded ; posterior angulated,

truncated, and slightly keeled ; one cardinal tooth in the right valve.

Length, \\ inch. Height, f inch.

Locality. Red Crag, Sutton and Walton Naze.

Fossil in the Paris basin, and at Kleyn Spauwen, the Basin of the

Gironde, and in the Faluns of Touraine.

This is a rare shell, though solid and strong, and does not appear to have been an

inhabitant of the Coralline Crag sea, though a species supposed to have been trans-
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luitted from the Older Tertiaries. M. Deshayes says the Paris Basin shell is un-

doubtedly identical with the Touraine species ; the latter corresponds more closely

with the Crag fossil ; the Kleyn Spauwen shell resembles more (as might be supposed)

the Paris Basin variety. The Touraine specimens differ slightly from tlie Crag fossil,

but not, I think, sufficiently to invalidate their identity. In our shell the siphonal

side is not so pointed or keeled, and there is a little difference in the dental furniture,

and the palleal sinus is a trifle larger.

The ligament is placed in a fossette in the right valve, visible externally, when the

valves are closed, through a sinus in the umbo ; the left valve has a projection on

which are placed both ligament and cartilage, separated by a ridge : before this

ligament is a tooth in each valve. This was probably an estuary shell. The locality

(Roydon), given for it in ' Min. Conch.,' is an error.

Sphenia Bingha.mi ? 'ftirton. Tab. XXIX, fig. 7.

Spiienia BiNOiiAMi. Turt. Brit. Biv.. p. .30, t. 3, figs. 1, 5 ; and t. 19, fig. 3, 1822.

SiMi.r.NiA BiNoiiAMi. Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. I 90, pi. 9, figs. 1—3,

1848.

CoiiiiCLA BiNGUAMi. Ilanley. Recent Shells, p. 17; Supp., pi. 12, fig. 4.

— — JVoodw. Man. of Moll., vol. ii, p. 318.

Spec. Char. Testa minutd, transversa, ctineiformi tenui fragili, Imvigatd, valde

inaqtiilatcrali ; nutice rotundatd, postice anf/ustd, subrofitratd.

Shell small, transverse, wedge-shaped, thin and fragile, smooth, and very inequi-

lateral ; anterior side rounded ; posterior produced and somewhat pointed.

Lnifjt/i, 5 inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton. Recent, Britain?

The genus Sphenia has been founded upon a single species of Mollusc inhabiting

our own shores, and is at present not well established : the animal has been examined

by i\Ir. Clark who says it is quite distinct from Mya or Saxicava, though not far removed

from either ; perhaps still nearer to CorJmla.

Only two or three specimens, and those not in very good condition, are in my

Cabinet ; they will not throw any light upon the obscurity whicli hangs over the

recent shell.

My best specimen has a spatulate tooth in the left valve, like that in the young of

yl/yfl, which it resembles in some characters, but it is much thinner, with something of

a nacreous appearance; and the outline also is different from that of the young of Mya

of the same size : mine is, however, a very doubtful identity of the existing species.
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Mya.* LinncBiis, 1747.

Mya, Lamfc. 1801.

Sphenia (sp.) Turt. 1822.

Generic Character. Shell transverse, equivalve, subequilateral, more or less of an

ovate or oblong form, gaping at the siphonal extremity ; externally striated or

furrowed by rough or irregular lines of growth ; in the recent state covered by an

epidermis. Hinge composed of a large, projecting, spoon-shaped tooth or process in

the left valve, on which is placed the ligament, with a corresponding depression or

socket beneath the umbo in the right valve. Impressions of the adductor muscles

near the extremities, with a deeply sinuated line in the mantle-mark.

Animal of the form of the shell, with the mantle closed except in front for the

emission of a small tongue-shaped foot. Tubes long, covered with a strong case-like

coriaceous epidermis, separated at their extremities, with fimbriated orifices.

This genus is more especially characterised by the peculiar form of the hinge,

which distinguishes it from all other Bivalves, and as now restricted contains but very

few species in the recent state. They are confined to the colder regions of the globe,

where they live buried in mud or sand, sometimes to the depth of a foot, in an erect

position, with the siphonal extremity upwards, their tubes extending into the

water; they have a vertical range from low-water-mark to upwards of 150 fathoms.

Dead shells have been obtained from even greater depths, but it is no proof in such

case of animals having a very extensive vertical range : Dr. Sutherland has shown, in

regard to Arctic species, they are often transported by icebergs into very deep water.

The secondary fossils figured under this generic name have no relationship

whatever ; but a small species has been obtained fi'om the upper marine of the Older

Tertiary Periods that may be referred to this genus, showing then, as now, its some-

what estuary character, or its tendency to approach the regions of fresh-water.

1. Mya truncata, Linnceus. Tab. XXIII, fig. 1, a—f.

Mya truncata. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1112, No. 26, 1/67.

— — Gould. Invert. Massach., p. 42, 1841.

— — Moller. Ind. Moll. Groenl., p. 21, 1842.

— — Bekmj. Nat. Hist. New York Moll., p. 240, pi. 29, fig. 289, 1843.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 6, 1844 (fossil).

— — Loven. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 49, 1846.

— — Forh. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 16;5, pi. 10, figs. 1, 2; and

Animal, pi. h, fig. 1, 1848.

* Etym. fxiin^, a kind of shell-fish.
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Mya truncata. Miildendorff. Malacozool. Rossica, p. hS:>, t. 19, figs. 13— 15, 1849.

— — Lyell. Trans. Geol. Soc, vol. vi, 2d series, p. 13", pi. 17, figs. .'), G, 1839.

— — Forbes. Jlem. Gcol. Siirv., vol. i, p. 408, 1846.

— — Ilancock. An. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. 18, p. 337, 1846.

— — var. PELAGICA. King. An. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. 18, p. 242.

— OVALTS. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 33, pi. 3, figs. 1, 2, 1822.

— PULLUS. J. Sow. Min. Concli., t. 531.

— SwAixsoNi. Lov6n. lud. Moll. Scand., p. 49, 1846.

Spuenia Swainsoni. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 37, pi. 19, fig. 2, 1822.

Chama TRUNCATA. Ba Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 233, pi. 16, figs. 1,1.

— PiiOLAS LATUs. List. Hist. Conch., pi. 482, fig. 209.

Sjjec. Char. Testa transversa, subovatd, incBquilaterali ; antica rotundafd, tumidd,

clausd ; postice truncatd, hiante ; cardims dente porrecto, rotundato.

Shell transverse, subovate, inequilateral ; anterior side rounded, inflated, and closed ;

posterior truncated, and gaping; hinge with one large, rounded tooth.

Lenfjth, 3^ inches. Height, 2^ inches.

Localitij. Cor. Crag, Ranisholt, and Gedgrave.

Red Crag, Sutton.

Mam. Crag. Chillesford, Bridlington.

Clyde Beds, Bracklesham, {Dixon).

Recent, British and Scandinavian Seas, Behring Straits.

This shell does not appear to have been rare in the Coralline Crag, the oldest

Formation from which I have seen it ; nor is it scarce in the Red Crag ; and in the

more recent Deposit at Chillesford it may be abundantly obtained in great perfection

with the valves in their natural position. Mtja pulliis is the young of this species, and

not of arenaria, as supposed by the authors of the ' Hist, of Brit. Moll.,' vol. i., p. 172.

In my ' Catalogue,' I had assigned this as an identity with M. ovalis, Turt., and having

found this shell in great profusion at Butley, not e.xcceding it in size, I considered it

then as distinct.

This species is subject to considerable variation, more especially in regard to its

length : those I have met with from the Coralline Crag are all of the longer variety

;

in the Red Crag the long and short are both obtained, but I have seen none there so

short and obliquely truncated as the variety found fossil at Uddcvalla ; and in the

Clyde Beds.* At Chillesford, all the specimens I have seen are of the longer variety

;

that is, with the siphonal side somewhat elongated, while, perhaps, it is somewhat

* The difference in the form of the mantle-mark in this variety was cousidcrcd by the late !Mr. G. B.

Sowerby as a character of sufficient importance for a distinct position, and Jlr. Smith, in consequence,

proposed for it tlie name of UddevaUensis ; but this mark is merely the result of the shortened side of

the shell.

It is now well known that many of the species inhabiting the .Vrctic seas exhibit great variation, and

stdl more abnormal forms, than are presented by the varieties of this species, have been recently obtained

from that part of the world.
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remarkable that the specimens of Panopea Norveffica found at this locaUty, where

the general remains are decidedly of an Arctic character, have this side much

abbreviated.

In the recent state it is found, sparingly, on the coast of the United States ; and

M. Middendorff* describes it as an inhabitant of the Sea of Okhotsk and the Behring

Straits, appearing principally confined to the colder regions of the Northern

Hemisphere.

This is the elder of the two species, and has in the living state a great

geographical range, extending from the Behring Straits, through the Scandinavian

and British Seas, to the coast of the New World westward, through Davis's Straits,

and as far as Baring Island, where the short variety has been found in abundance.

It is thus spread over an area of 280 degrees of longitude, and its range in depth is

upwards of 100 fathoms. It was formerly an inhabitant of the seas which deposited

the Sicilian Beds, where it is now found fossil, extending into this region probably

during the Glacial Period, as it is no longer an inhabitant of the Mediterraneaa Sea.

2. Mya aRENaria, Linnceus. Tab. XXVIII, fig. 2, a—f.

Mya arenaria. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1112, No. 27, 1/67.

— — J. Soiv. Min. Conch., t. 36-1, 1822.

— — Gould. Inv. Massach., pp. 40 and 359, 1840.

— — Nijsf. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 57, pi. 3, fig. 1, 1844.

_ _ Lov^n. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 49, 1846.

. — — Bekmj. Hist. New York Moll., p. 240, pi. 30, fig. 290.

— — Midd. Malac. Rossica, p. 586, t. 20, figs. 1—3, 1849.

— LATAf J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 81, 1815.

— — TF. Smith. Strata Identif. Crag, fig. 9, 1816.

— SUBOVATA. Woodio. Geol. of Norf., p. 43, t. 2, fig. 5, 1833.

— SUBTEUNCATA. Id. Geol. of Norf., p. 43, t. 2, fig. 6.

— MEKCENARIA. Smj. Journ. Acad. Nat. Sc, vol. ii, p. 313, fide Gmdd.

— ACUTA. Say. Fide Gould, p. 40.

Chama ARENARIA. Da Cosfu. Brit. Conch., p. 232.

Dale. Hist, and Antiq. of Harwich, p. 29.3, t. 11, fig. 8, 1730.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ovatct, elongatd, suhceqaUaterali^ crassd, rugosd ; antice

rotundatd ; postice subaciiminatd ; cardims dente deiiticulo laterall acuta.

Shell transverse, ovate, elongate, nearly equilateral, thick, and rough ; anterior side

rounded; posterior somewhat pointed; hinge tooth with a sharp lateral denticle.

Length, 2>\ inches. Height, 1\ inches.

Locality. Red Crag, Sutton, Bawdsey, Felixstow.

Mam. Crag, Bramerton, Bridlington.

Bracklesham {Dixon)

.

Recent, Britain, Scandinavia, and N. E. Coast of America.

* The figure by Middendorff is not the short variety.
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This species I have not as yet seen from the Lower or Coralline Crag ; and although

abundant in the Red Crag, I have never found anything but detaehed valves, and

those in the more disturbed portion of that Formation.

It is subject to great variation ; and I think, with the authors of the ' Hist, of Brit.

MoUusca,' that the shell called lata by Mr. Sowerby, above referred to, is only a

modified form of this species, although presenting an intermediate character between

the truncated posterior of truncata and pointed termination of the ordinary form of the

living shell, depending probably upon some peculiarly local conditions, as I have never

met with it but in one locality. The form of the spatulate tooth in the hinge of this

variety is precisely like that of the recent arenaria. It was furnished with a large and

strong ligament, or rather cartilage, the greater part of which is preserved in most of

the fossil specimens.

The cause assigned for this variation {lata), by the authors of the ' Hist, of Brit.

Mollusca,' appears to me to be somewhat doubtful, this not being, I believe, one of

the forms found in the estuary portion of the Mammaliferous Crag, where distortions

are by no means rare, and where, in all probability, the influx of ice or the cfflu.x of

more than ordinary quantities of fresh water, produced deformities like some of the

specimens of Purpura lapiUus and Liltorina litlorea, found in that Deposit. The

variation in lata docs not appear to l)e a distortion, as understood in this case, but a

character that pervaded a whole race, making it what is called a permanent variety.

The depth of the palleal sinus is a character here not to be much depended upon,

as, in my large series, considerable differences in regard to depth may be observed ;

for in some specimens this mark extends considerably beyond the hinge ligament,

while in others it falls short of it, being modified by the length of the tubes, which

would probably vary under the influence of external conditions.

This, in the living state, is generally a very shallow-water species, burying itself in

sand, near low-water mark ; extending, at times, into rivers as far as where the water,

when the tide is out, is nearly fresh. Its geographical distribution takes in the whole

circuit of the Northern Hemisphere, being found, according to Middendorfl",* at Sitka,

in the Sea of Okhotsk, on the coast of Russian Lapland, and Nova Zembla, and, by

the American authors, on the soast of the United States, as far to the southward as

nearly to 40°, exhibiting thus an equal, or perhaps a greater, extent of range than its

elder confrere, truncata. It has not had, however, on our side of the Atlantic, quite

so great a range to the southward, not having been found, either recent or fossil, in or

near the Mediterranean.

The animal of this species is, according to Dr. Gould, extensively employed as bait

in tlic cod fisheries of Newfoundland, and is called the long clam, to distinguish it

from the giant clam, Mactra ffir/antea, or the round clam or Quahog, Venu^ merccnaria.

* The specimen figured by Middendorfl" appears rather distorted, with ft short siphonal side.
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PanOPEA.* Menard de la Groye, 1807.

Mya (sp.) Linn. Broc.

Cham.EPHOLAs (sp.) Petiver.

Glycimeris. Lamk. 1812.

Panop^a. Gold/. Phil. Bronn. Valenciennes.

Panopia. Swains. 1810.

Panopoea. Nyst, 1844.

HoMOMYA (sp.) Affciss. 1845.

Generic C/taracfer. Shell transversely oblong, equivalvcd, inequilateral, more or

less gaping at both extremities; surface smooth or marked by rough and somewhat ir-

regular lines of growth ; elongated impressions by the adductors ; mantle-mark with a

large, deep sinus ; hinge furnished with one conical tooth in each valve ; ligament

external, placed on a prominent fulcrum.

Animal with very long and extensible siphonal tubes united to their extremities
;

mantle closed throughout its length, except a small opening in front for the passage

of a short, stout, muscular foot ; large and strong adductor muscles.

This genus is closely related to Mya, in the animal as well as in the shell, differing

principally by the position of the hinge-ligament, which in this is placed upon a

prominent ridge, and its action consequently different. The animal has very long

siphonal tubes, which are incapable of being withdrawn into the shell, and are con-

sequently thickened, and covered with a strong coriaceous epidermis.

In 1839, M. Valenciennes published a valuable monograph of this genus, and

described the animal of one species found on the shore of Port Natal, which

seems to have been an inhabitant of shallow water, and left dry at the retreat

of the tide. Its tubes were observed protruding through the sand, and when

alarmed retreated backward by means of its powerful foot to the depth of several

feet.

Some of the Oolitic Fossils belong to this genus.

Dr. Gray considers the name of Glycimeris, proposed by Klein, 1753, as entitled to

be used for this genus, but the date is anterior to our starting point, viz. the 12th

ed. Linn., 1767.

1. Panopea Norvegica, Spengler. Tab. XXIX, fig. 1, a—e.

Mya Norvegica. Speng. Skrivt. Natu. Silskal, vol. iii, part 1, p. 46, pi. 2, fig. 18.

Glycimeris arctic a. Desk. 2d ed. Lamarck, torn, vi, p. 70, 1835.

— Norvegica. Gray. List Brit. Moll., p. 63, 1851.

Panopea Glycimeris. Bean. Mag. Nat. Hist., viii, p. 562, figs. 50, 51.

* Etym. Panope, one of the Nereids. Panopea, Hubn. 1816, a geaus oi Lepidoptera.

37
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Panopea akctica. Gould. Inv. JIassacli., p. 37, fig. 27, 18-40.

— — Bekuy. Nat. Hist. Kew York Zool., p. 2-iC, 1843.

— — King. Ann. aud Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. xviii, p. 243, 1846.

Panop^ea BivoN.i;. J. Smith. Wern. Mem. vol. viii, p. 107, pi. 2, fig. 4, 1839.

_ _ Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 8, t. 2, fig. 1, a—c, 183G.

— Spengleri. Valen. Aicli. tlu Miis., torn, i, p. 15, pi. 5, fig. 3, 1839.

— — Chenu. lllust. Conch. Panopsea, pi. 4, fig. 2, 4, 4 a. 4 6; pi. 6,

fig. 3, a, I ; and pi. 10, fig. 2, o, h.

— NouvEGiCA. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 010, fig. 2, and fill, figs. 1, 2.

— — Lovhi. lud. Moll. Scand., p. 49, 184G.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 17.'), pi. 11, 1848.

— — Middend. Malacozool. Rossica (Mem. loc. cit.), p. 593, t. 20,

fig. 11, 1849.

Sjjec. Char. Testa crassd, oblont/d vel subrhomboidali, plus minusve inrnquilaterali

;

antice plerumque brcviore, poriice Iriuicatd et latiore ; cardine cdentido ? imjwessione jicdlii,

interrvpiu, maculosa.

Sliell thick, oblong or somewhat rhomboidal, more or less inequilateral ; anterior

side generally the shorter, posterior trimcated and broader ; hinge without teeth ; im-

pression by the mantle interrupted, spotted and irregular.

Length, 3 inches. Ilciffht, 2 inches.

Locality. Red Crag, Sutton, Butley.

Mam. Crag, Chillcsford, Bridlington.

Clyde Beds, and Sicily.

Recent, North America, Britain, Scandinavia, Russian Lapland, and Sea of Ochotsk.

As yet this shell has been but sparingly obtained from the Red Crag, but it does

not appear to be very scarce in the native bed at Chillesford, where the valves are met

with in their natural position. Although my specimens from the Red Crag do not

amount in number to more than half a dozen, there is a considerable variation among

them.

Our fossils are in general more equilateral, that is to say, the siphonal side of the

shell is less in size, particularly those from Chillesford, than the living specimens, or

those from the newer Tertiaries of Sicily, where the anterior side does not constitute

more than a third of the entire shell ; there is, however, no doubt as to the identity of

the British fossil with the recent species. Among other minor differences may be

mentioned the ligamental fulcra, which in Crag specimens extend half way across the

dorsal margin, giving support to large and powerful ligaments, while in the

livins shell this fulcrum is much smaller. The adductor muscle-marks are deeply

impressed, the shell gapes widely on the posterior side, and there is a considerable

opening in the fore part of the ventral margin for the extrusion of the foot : the

siurface is much roughened by somewhat irregular lines of growth ; and the centre of

the shell is contracted or depressed, giving it a couple of obtuse ridges which diverge

from the umbo.
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In the living state it has been only obtained in deep water.

A small obtuse tooth occupies a position immediately beneath the umbo in the

living shell, but in the fossil this is merely rudimentary.

The figure by Middendorff has the siphonal side the larger.

2. Panopea Faujasii, Menard de la Groyc. Tab. XXVIT, fig. 1, a—f.

Panopea Faujasii. Men. de la Groye. Ann. du Mus., torn, ix, p. 131, t. 12, 1807.

— — Dubois de Mont^). Couch. Foss. de Wolhyn. PodoL, p. 51, pi. 4,

figs. 1—4, 1831.

Panop.ea Faujasii. Bast. Foss.de Bord., p. 95, 1825.

— — Bromi. Leth. Geog., p. 973, pi. 37, fig. 6, 1838.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic., vol. i, p. 7, t. 2, fig. 3, 1836.

— — Goh/f. Pet. Germ., vol. ii, p. 274, t. 159, fig. 1, a—(/.

— — Valenciennes. Arch, du Mas., vol. i, p. 13, 1839.

— — /. Sow. Min. Conch., t. G02, figs. 3—5.

— — Chenu. Conch. Illust., pi. 4, fig. 1, 1.

— Ipsviciensis. J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 611, figs. 3, 4.

— — Valenciennes, hoc. eit. sup., No. 36.

— REFLEXA. Say. Journ. Acad. Nat. Sc, vol. iv, p. 153, pi. 13, fig. 4, 1S24.

— — Conrad. Foss. Med. Tert., p. 5, pi. 3, fig. 4, 1838.

— Americana. Id. Foss. Med. Tert., p. 4, pi. 2.

— Aldeovandi? Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 7, t. 1 1, fig. 2.

— GENTiLis. J. Sow. Min. Conch., vol. vii, t. 610, fig. 1, 1840.

Mya Panop.ea? Broc. Couch. Foss. Subap., p. 532, 1814.

Spec. Char. Testa transversa, ovato-ohhngd, injlatd ; plus minusve incequilaterali

;

posfice truncatd et valde Jtiante ; cardine unidentato.

Shell transverse, ovately oblong, inflated, more or less inequilateral ;
posterior side

truncated, and gaping widely ; hinge with one tooth.

Length, 6 inches. Height, 3^ inches.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sudbourn, Gedgrave, Ramsholt,

Red Crag, Sutton.

This handsome shell is very abundant as a Crag Fossil, though its great size and

comparative thinness has caused it to be somewhat scarce in our Cabinets : at

Ramsholt numerous specimens were found with the valves united. It presents a very

considerable variation, both in regard to its form, and to the degree of gape on the

anterior side, and I am inclined to believe the recent Mediterranean shell called

F. Aldrovandi is merely the descendant of our Crag species somewhat altered by

local conditions : the Sicilian fossil (specimens of which were obligingly given to me
by Madame Power) seems to present some differences ; but they are not, I think, of

sufficient importance for specific distinction ; that shell is, in general, rather more

inequilateral than the Crag one, but not always so ; and, among my British specimens
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a considerable variation in tliat character may be observed. Great reliance has been

placed upon the size of the gape for the foot on the anterior side, but 1 believe such

distinction to be of very little value, as in some of my specimens it is nearly closed,

while in others it is widely open, and with all intermediate magnitudes. The variety

Ipsviciensis, found at Ramsholt, appears to differ most from the Sicilian shell, and may

be considered its extreme range in variation, being more equilateral and straight ; but

some of my specimens from near Orford, have nearly the same inequilaterality as the

Sicilian fossil, with the like obliquity. In P. Norvctjica, a difference exists between the

comparative magnitudes of the two sides of the recent, as well as between the Sicilian

fossil, and my specimens from Chillcsford, equally evident with what may be seen in

this species ; and the comparatively greater depth of the sinus results, I conceive, in

this difference between the two sides, the sinus reaching further back, or apparently

deeper, in those which are more equilateral than where the siphonal side is so much

the larger. Similar differences exist in 2Ii/a truncala ; what has been called

]\L UJdevaUe)i><is has one side of the shell very short, giving a material difference

in proportional dimensions from some undoubtedly of the same species from the

Coralline Crag, as well as from the more southern portion of the English Coast, as if

a northern locality had induced an alteration in that character.

I have given figures of the specimen from the Red Crag, called P. (/cntitis (fig. 1,

(1, e), which Mr. Sowerby considered as a distinct species. With the exception of its

being a little more elongated, its characters arc so similar to those of fig. 1, a, that I

believe it to be only an aberrant form of the one abundant in the Coralline Crag.

The apparent greater depth in the sinus of the mantle-mark, in this specimen, I would

attribute entirely to its elongated and constricted form : a considerable difference in

the siphonal scar ma}'^ be observed in a large series depending in a great degree upon

the outward form of the shell.

Figs. 3, 4, 5, of the ' Mineral Conchology,' t. 002, are probably fragments of this

;

but figs. I and 2, of the same Plate, described under the name of P. Faujas, belong, I

believe, to another species.

Saxicava.* Fleureau de Bcllevue, 1802.

Mytii.us (sp.) Linn. Mont. &c.

Soi.EN (sp.) Linn. Mont. &c.

Mya (sp.) Linn. Fair. &c.

DONAX (sp.) Poll.

Anatina (sp.) Turton.

CAKDrrA (sp.) Bniyuibre.

IttCS (sp.) Oken.

CllAM.EPUOLAS (sp.) Lister.

Akcinella (sp.) Phil. 18-14. Not ScAmot.

Hl.\TELLA. Band. 1800. Gray, 1851.

Clotuo? Faiij. St. Fond. 1807.

Byssomia. Cuv. 1817.

DiDONTA. Schum. 1817.

PiioLEOBiA. Leach, 1819.

BiAi'UOLius. Id. 18iy.

RuoMBCS. Blainv. 1818.

Agin A. Tiirt. 1822.

Kuo.MBOiUES. Blainv. 1825.

Etyni. Saxum, a rock ; and cavo, to make liollow.
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Generic Character. Shell transverse, inequilateral, oblong, or subrhomboidal,

equivalve, slightly gaping at both extremities, sometimes in front ; hinge with one or

two cardinal teeth, which are generally obsolete when full grown; muscular im-

pressions ovate, strong, and distant ; palleal impression somewhat irregular, with a

small or moderate sinus. Ligament external.

Animal oblong, or club-shaped ; mantle united, except where open in front for the

passage of a digitiform foot, furnished with a byssal groove ; siphons short, separated

at their extremities ; branchial and anal orifices large, margined with cirrhi.

Animals of this genus are generally found located in rocks, as the name imports,

and they are often met with in those situations into which they must have entered at

a very early age, their extrication being effected only by a fracture of the stone from

depths of sometimes nearly six inches. It is therefore evident this aperture is formed

by the animal itself, and as the crypts are not symmetrical, like those of the Pholades,

the mechanical theory of a rotatory motion, by the rasping of the shell, will not in this

instance satisfactorily explain the modus operandi. They appear endowed with the

power of spinning a byssus, by which they are sometimes moored to the sides of the

cells, and occasionally the ventral opening is of considerable size ; from which

circumstance a genus was formed by Baron Cuvier, under the name Byssomya, for the

reception of those shells possessing this character.

Their peculiar habits producing often great distortion, and their extraordinary

variation, have caused much perplexity to the naturalist; the same species has, I

believe, been placed in five different genera ; and the most distinguished conchologists

of the present day are still at variance, not only in the determination of the species to

which the shells now found on our own coasts should be assigned, but even the generic

limits cannot be agreed upon. A small shell from the Older Tertiaries of this

country is in the Cabinet of Mr. Edwards, probably belonging to this genus ; and

M. Deshayes has described some species from the Paris Basin.

1. Saxicava rugosa, Pennant. Tab. XXIX, fig. 3, a—g.

Mytilus kugosus. Penn. Brit.Zool., ed. 1, vol. iv, p. 110, t. 63, fig. 72.

— PHOLADis. Mull. Zool. Dan., t. 87, figs. 1—3.

— — Chemn. Conch. Cab., vol. viii, p. 154, t. 82, fig. 735.

Mya byssifera. Otho. Fabr. Faun. Groenl., p. 408, No. 8.

— EUSTICA. JJroc. Couch. Foss. Subap, p. 533, t. 12, fig. 11, 1814.

Saxicava kugosa. Forb. and Hani. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 146, pi. 6, figs. 7, 8 ; and pi. f,

fig. 6.

— — Lyell. Trans. Geol. Soc, 2d series, vol. vi, pi. 16, fig. 7, 1839.

— — J. Sow. Min. Conch., t. 466.

:
— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 20, t. 3, fig. 4, 183C.

— striata. Fl. de Bellevue. Journ. de Phys., torn, liv, p. 349, 1802.

— OALLICANA. Besh. 2d cd. Lamarck, tom. vi, p. 162, 1835.
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Saxicava pnoLADis. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 21, t. 2, figs. 11, 1822.

— — Hancock. Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. xviii, p. 337.

— DiSTOKTA. {Say.) Gould, Inv. Massach., p. CI, fig. 40.

— SULCATA. Smith. Phil. Trans., 183."), pi. 2, fig. 25.

Pholeobia rugosa. Leach. Ross's Voy. Baff. Bay, p. 174, 1819.

BiAPHOLUS RUGOSCS. Leach MS. An. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. xx, p. 272.

Byssoxiya pholadis. Bowdich. Bivalves, fig. 43.

Rhomboides kugosus. Blainv. Man. Make, p. 573, 1825.

HiATELLA OBLONGA. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 25, pi.. 2, fig. 13, 1822.

— RUGOSA. Flem. Brit. An., p. 4C1, 1828.

Spec. Char. Testa variabile, ohlongd, vel subrhomboidali iransversim striata, rvgosa

;

utraque extremitate obtusd, aliquando valvarum an(julis binis instrudo: latere antico

brevissimo.

Shell variable, oblong or subrhomboidal, transversely striated, and rugose ; obtuse

or rounded at each extremity ; sometimes furnished with two diverging rows or shghtly

imbricated ridges ; anterior side much the shorter.

Lc)i(jth, 1 inch. Ilcicjlit, | inch.

Localitij. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton, Walton Naze.

Clyde Beds, Bridlington.

Recent, Britain, Mediterranean, Scandinavia, N. E. Coast of America,

Nova Zembla, Sea of Ochotsk, and Sitka.

Small specimens of this shell are abundant in the Cor. Crag. In the Red Crag

they are sometimes met with, in loose sand, wuth the valves united, much distorted, and

with a large, ventral opening. The gigantic specimens obtained in the Clyde Beds,

and in the recent Deposits of Canada, belong, I believe, to nothing more than a variety

of this species, where, apparently under favorable circumstances, it had attained to so

great a magnitude ; but one of my specimens from the Red Crag is not much less,

giving every reason to suppose the simple difference in size, if not merely a difference

in age, may be the result of different conditions ; the Red Crag specimens bearing in

general a sort of intermediate character, as if a reduction in temperature from the

older to the more modern Periods had been favorable to the fuller development of

this species.

Large numbers of individuals are found loose in the Crag, and when in a living

state, probably passed their lives in adhering by a byssus to the roots of Fitci. Mr.

Sowerby, in ' Min. Conch.,' speaks of a specimen having been found imbedded in

Septaria, beneath the Red Crag at Holywells. I have never met with the British

fossils otherwise than in localities where, I believe, they were not excavators. This

species appears to be generally distributed through the Drift Beds in this country, and

it is also found in similar Deposits in Canada, Sweden, and Russia. Mr. Smith, of

Jordan Hill, has recently forwarded to me the drawing by the late Professor E. Forbes,
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of an individual measuring If inch long, and fths of an inch high, which was thought

to be distinct from rugosa, and called striata. I cannot coincide in that opinion ; it

appears to me to be only a monstrous form of our variable shell.

2. Saxicava arctica, Linnaeus. Tab. XXIX, fig. 4, a—b.

Mya arctica. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1113.

Cardita lithophagella. Costa. Fide Phil.

Mya elongata. Broc. Coq. Foss. Subap., p. 529, t. 12, fig. 14, a, b, 1814.

HiATELLA ARCTICA. Daud. Rec. Mem. Moll., 1800.

Anatina arctica. Tiirt. Brit. Biv., p. 49, pi. 4, figs. 7, 8, 1822.

Saxicava arctica. Phil. En. MolJ. Sic, vol. i, p. 20, t. 3, fig. 3, 1836.

— — Lovin. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 40, 1846.

— — D'Orbigny. Moll. Caiiar., p. 109, No. 195, 1835.

— — Nijst. Hist. Coq. Foss. Belg., p. 95, pi. 3, fig. 15, a—c, 1844.

— RUBRA. Besh. Expe'd. Alger. Moll., pi. 66, figs. 18, 19.

Saxicava rhomboides. Besh. 2d ed. Lamarck, torn, vi, p. 153, 1835.

SoLEN MiNUTUS. Linn. Syst. Nat., ed. 12, p. 1115, No. 42.

— — Mont. Test. Brit., p. 53, pi. 1, fig. 4, 1813.

— PURPUREUS. Flem. Brit. An., p. 459, 1828.

HiATELLA MINUTA. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 24, pi. 2, fig. 12, 1822.

— — Grmj. List. Brit. Moll., p. 89, 1851.

Tellina rhomboides. Poll. Test. Sicil., p. 81, t. 15, figs. 12, 13, 15 ; and t. 14, fig. 16.

DoNAX IRUS. OUvi. Fide Philipin.

Mytilus pRjECISDS. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 165, t. 4, fig. 2, 1803.

Pholeobia pr^cisa. BroiDii. Illust. Brit. Conch., t. 9, fig. 16.

Agina purpurea. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 54, t. 4, fig. 9.

DiDONTA BiCAEiNATA. Schum. Essai, p. 125, pi. 6, fig. 2, a, b, 1817.

Bi.'v.PHOLius spiNosus. " Leach." Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. xx, p. 272.

HypogjEa gibba. Poll. Test. Sic, vol. i, p. 251.

Spec. Char. Testa crassd, ohlongd, vel rhomhoidali, valde incequilaterali ; concentrice

striatd, aut rugosd ; latere antico brevissimo ; biseriatim oblique aculeis instructo: cardine

unidentato.

Shell thick, oblong or rhomboidal, very inequilateral; rugose or irregularly

striated with lines of growth; anterior side very short; ornamented with two

diverging imbricated ridges : hinge with one tooth.

Length, \ inch. Height, ^ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton.

Recent, Canary Islands, Mediterranean, ^gean, British and Norwegian Seas.

In deference to the malacologists, I have separated these two shells, and placed

them as distinct species, under the names arctica and rugosu, though I believe there is

no ground for the distinction.
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The form of the shell, and the inequilaterality of the valves are not to be depended

upon for specific separation, neither can any reliance be placed upon the two diverging

ridges uj)on the siphonal side, though strongly marked in this, where often these ridges

are imbricated ; the same character may generally be detected in the younger portion

of the preceding, becoming obliterated in the older shell, and what is called the exca-

vated lunule,* which is said by the recent conchologists to be the tangible mark of

distinction between the two, is as prominent and evident in the one as in the

other.

The remark made by Dr. Gould upon Saxicava distorta may be also applied to our

fossils :
" it is a perfect Proteus, of which no description can be given that is not

liable to mislead." The American shell being probably only a variety of a species

that seems to have a geographical extension reaching from the iEgean to the northern-

most shores of Finmark, and the N. E. coast of America.

Saxicava bilineaia, Conrad, ' Foss. of tiie Mid. Tcrt. of the United States,' p. 18,

PI. 10, fig. 4, is probably another variety of this species.

The only imprisoned specimen I have ever found in the Crag, was in the interior of

one of the large barnacles. I have a recent individual from the Bay of Smyrna, it

was imbedded in sponge.

3. Saxicava ? fragilis, Nyd. Tab. XXIX, fig. a—e.

Saxicava keagilis. Ki/st. Coq. Foss. de r>elg., p. 97, pi. 4, fig. 10, a,h, 1844.

? — rugosa, juv. ? Fori, and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 149, pi. 6, figs. 1—3,

1848.

— — var. Cray. List Brit. Moll., p. 88, 1851.

Sphenia cvlinduica. <S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Sj)ec. Char. Testa ohlongd, vel subcylindraced tcnui,fragUi, VKequilaterali, lavi (prater

sirias incremcnti irreytilares) latere postico obtuse angidato ; cardine unidentato.

Shell oblong, or subcylindrical, thin, fragile, inequilateral, smooth (except the

irregular lines of growth) ; posterior side with an obsolete, angular ridge ; one cardinal

tooth.

Length, | inch. Height, f inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Very abundant. All my specimens were found free and loose in the sand with

the valves separated.

Our shell in its young state is furnished with one cardinal tooth, and a depression

for its reception in each valve ; and, like Saxicava, these teeth become obsolete when

* There is no distinct lunule in these shells, the appearance of such is produced simply by an

obsoletely-curved ridge in the shell, on the anterior side.
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the shell is full grown. There is a small sinus in the mantle-mark, and the impressions

of the adductors are very distinct. Within these, on both sides, a ridge diverges from

beneath the umbo ; that on the anterior side is the more prominent. The ligament

appears to have been supported upon a prominent fulcrum, while the cartilage was

placed in a depressed line upon the dorsal edge, and there is a small gape on the

siphonal side.

The shell above referred to, in the ' Hist, of Brit. Moll.,' may possibly be the

descendant of our fossil, as I had supposed when compiling my Catalogue, (A.nn.

and Mag. of Nat. Hist., 1840, p. 245, infra), but several dead valves of the recent

species, since obtained from the beach on Stone Point, at Walton Naze, cast a doubt

upon that identification, the recent shell having the siphonal side much broader than

the anterior, and is not quite so flat.

I have no doubt of our fossil being distinct from Saxicava arctica, nor do I think

there is any good reason for believing it to be the fry of some larger species. It is

diflBcult to determine where it ought to be placed, but it appears to conform more

nearly with the diagnosis of Saxicava than with any other existing genus. I would

have adopted Arcinella, proposed by Philippi for the succeeding species, but that this

name had been twice previously used in the class Mollusca ; and Sphenia, the genus in

which I had provisionally placed it, has a different hinge with an internal ligament

like that of Mi/a, placed upon a spatulate projection.

3. Saxicava ? carinata ? BroccM. Tab. XXIX, fig. 5, a—e.

Mytilus carinatus? Broc. Coq. Foss. Subap., p. 585, t. 14, fig. 16.

— — ? Gold/. Pet. Germ., p. 1/9, pi. 131, fig. 14.

Arcinella carinata. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, t. IG, fig. 9.

Sphenia angulata. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840.

Spec. Char. Testa niinutd, transversa, obloyigu, valde inceqidlateraU, tenui,fragili

;

antice brevi, postice carinata, angulata, productd, granulosa ; cardine unidentato.

Shell minute, transverse, oblong, very inequilateral, thin, and fragile ; anterior side

short, posterior angulated, carinated, and produced, with a granular surface ; hinge

with one tooth.

Length, \ inch. Height, \ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

A few specimens only of this species have come under my observation, and those

are all in my own cabinet.

The sheU it most resembles is the preceding, from which, however, it differs in

having the siphonal side much more angular, pointed, and carinated, with also a

roughened or shagreen-like exterior, most distinctly visible on the posterior slope.

38
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There is one obtuse tooth, most prominent in the right, with a corresponding depression

in the left valve, and the anterior muscular impression is of an ovate form, deeply

impressed.

I have assigned it, with some degree of doubt, as an identity with the Italian fossil,

depending upon the very imperfect figure by Brocchi. It accords with his description,

except that it is not " smooth," as he describes it ; but some of my specimens appear

to have lost their granular exterior, and this may have been the case with the sub-

Apcnnine fossil.

An American shell from the Older Tertiaries, Bi/ssomya petricidoides. Lea, ' Contrib.

to Geol.,' p. 48, pi. 1, fig. 16, though evidently distinct, more nearly approaches this

species than Saxicava arctica, to which it has been considered to have belonged.

Philippi has given the representation of a fossil under the name of Arcinella carinata,

which I have considered as this species, and he refers to Mytilm carinatm, Brocchi

;

but there is no description to assist in its determination, and my dependence is entirely

upon his figure. Arcinella Itevis, of the same author, vol. ii, p. 54, t. IG, fig. 10,

probably belongs to a different genus ; it looks like the left valve of Montacuta hidentata.

Glycimeris,* Lamk. 1801.

Cyrtodari.\. Daudin, 1792. Fide Gray.

Generic Character. Shell equivalved, inequilateral, elongately oblong, thick, strong,

flattish or compressed, gaping widely at each extremity. Hinge edentulous ; ligament

external. In the recent state covered with a thick epidermis. Two deep impressions

by the adductor muscles, with a small sinus in the rugged and irregularly-shaped

mantle-mark.

Animal of the form of the shell, \\ith the lobes of the mantle thick, and the edges,

united, except immediately in front, where there is an opening for the passage of a

small cylindrical foot ; siphons united to their extremities, thick, and fleshy, with a

wrinkled epidermis, and incapable of being withdrawn into the shell ; orifices fringed ;

branchiae long and thick, two on each side.

One recent species only of this genus has yet been noticed, and that has been

long known. It is an inhabitant of the arctic regions, and the N. E. Coast of America,

but not met with in our own seas. The animal of this has been examined by M.

Audouin, and its details published in the 'Ann. des Sc. Nat.,' 1S33, from which it

appears to have somewhat of an isolated position. M. de Blainvillc placed it among

the Naiades. In the shell and its hinge-furniture it has considerable resemblance to

Panopca Norvetjica.

In Mr. Edwards's cabinet is a species from the lower division of the Older

Tertiaries.

* Etym. y\vKn, diilcis, and /iepcs, a species so called by Pliny from its sweet taste.
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1. Glycimeris angusta, Nyst and Westendorp. Tab. XXIX, fig. 2, a—d.

Glycimeris angusta. Nyst and West. Nouv. Rech. Coq. Foss. d'Anv. (Bull, de I'Acad.

des Sc. de Bruxelles, torn, vi, 1839), p. -1, pi. 1, fig. 1.

— — Nijst. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 55, pi. 11, fig. 1, 1844.

— VAGINA. S. TT'ood. Catal. of Crag Shells ill Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. vi,

p. 245, 1840.

— — /. Sow. Min. Conch., t. fi36, 1844.

Spec. Char. Testa elongato-6hlon(/d. crassd, ru/josd, tortd, valde inaqidlaterali ; -pos-

tice hrevlore, truncatd, suhangidaid ; antice jjroductd, attenuatd ; valvis intus incrassatis.

Shell elongately oblong, thick, rough and twisted, and very inequilateral ; pos-

terior side the shorter, truncated, and somewhat angular; anterior produced, slightly

pointed ; valves thickened within.

LeiifftJi, 4 inches. Height, 1| inch.

Locality/. Cor. Crag, Gedgrave, Sudbourn, and Ramsholt.

Red Crag, Sutton.

This strong shell is by no means rare in the Coralline Crag, and fragments of it are

not unfrequently met with in the Red Crag. Some differences exist between this and

the recent species, Mi/a siliqua, Chemn., vol. ii, p. 192, t. 198, fig. 1934 -, tlie siphonal

side being shorter in the Crag shell, as well as broader, and the anterior more pointed

;

there is also a greater twist or contortion in tlie valves, and the muscular impressions

are somewhat different ; that of the anterior adductor is more elongated, increas-

ing in breadth towards the anterior, and extending to the verge of the impression by

the mantle on that side ; the posterior adductor is situated further backward than in

the recent shell, almost touching the extreme edge, below which is the small sinus of

the mantle-mark. The shell is much twisted, so that the valves, when united, touch

only at the hinge and basal edge of the anterior margin. There is a large and pro-

minent fulcrum for the ligament, extending nearly to the posterior extremity of the

shell ; between it and the umbo is a cavity for the cartilage, with a callosity or obscure

tooth immediately under the beak.

There is a slight appearance of erosion at the umbones of some of ni}^ specimens,

and the exterior is smooth, with the exception of lines of growth. Traces of irregular

lines may be sometimes seen both longitudinally and transverse ; these were probably

produced by the rugosities of its thick epidermis.

In this, contrary to the generality of Bivalves, the siphonal side is much the shorter

of the two.

A recent species of this Genus is in the cabinet of my friend J. W. Flower, Esq.,

said to be from Moreton Bay. It approaches rather nearer to our fossil than does the

Arctic shell, in having a greater twist, but it differs also slightly in form.
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Gastroch.ena,* Spcngler, 1783.

Uperotus (part). Guettard, 1771.

Cii.r.NA (part). Iletzius, 1788.

My.v (sp.) Pennant.

Pholas (sp.) Chemn. Poll.

FisTULANA (sp.) Bruff. 1792.

TuAl'EZlUM (sp.) Mpgerle, 1811.

Gastrocuin.v. Swaitis. 1810.

Generic Character. Shell equivalvc, inequilateral, oval or wedge-shaped, with a

large ventral opening; hinge linear j a single laminated obscure tooth in each valve.

Ligament external.

Tube calcareous, pyriform
;
posterior opening narrow, with a bipartite or divided

aperture.

Animal cuneiform, siphons united to their extremities, orifices fringed, mantle

closed, with the exception of an opening for a small, finger-shaped, curved, and

pointed foot, sometimes furnished with a delicate byssus.

Animals of this genus are generally enclosed in the thick shelly substance of some

mollusc, or in the centre of a mass of coral, their excavations being produced by an

operation of the animal itself. The mode by which this is effected is not yet satisfac-

torily determined, a difference of opinion still existing as to whether it is caused by

the action of a solvent, or by the mechanical operation of surface abrasion.

Some specimens do not attempt to excavate, but merely to enclose themselves in

their own flask-like cases, to which occasionally foreign materials are added.

Species of this genus have been found in the Oolite Formations, and in the Older

Tertiaries, but nowhere in any abundance.

1. Gastroch^na dubia, Pennant. Tab. XXX, fig. 11, a—d.

MvA DCBIA. Penn. Brit. Zool., vol. iv, p. 82, pi. 44, fig. 19, 1777.

CiiAMA PAUVA. Ba Costa. Brit. Conch., p. 234, 1778.

Mya puoladia. Mont. Test. Brit., p. 28, 1803; and Supp., p. 20, 1808.

PnoLAS faba. Pulteney. Ilutcliin's Hist. Dorset, p. 27.

Gastkoch.ena modiolina. Lamli. Hist, des .'Vn. s. Vert., torn, v, p. 4-17, 1818.

— — Forb. and Ilanl. Hist, of Brit. Moll., p. 132, pi. 2, figs. 5—8,

pi. F, fig. 5.

— I'lioLADiA. Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 18, pi. 2, figs. 8, 9, 1822.

— — Lukis. Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. vi, p. 404, fig. 52, a—y.

— cuNEiFOiiMis. Phil. V.n. JIoU. Sic, vol. i, p. 2, 1S;56.

— poLii. Id. ,, ,, „ vol. ii, p. 3, 1844.

— iiians. Flem. Hist. Brit. An., p. 458, 1828.

— FULVA. ieacA, MS. 1818. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. .\.\, p. 272.

— niRiA. Desk. Trnite Elcm. Conch., pi. 2, figs. I, 5.

— Pcii.iANA. Phil. In \Vieguian Archiv. Nat., pi. 7, fig. 1, 1845.

* Etyni. yaarrip, ventral, aud xni»'<«', to gape.
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Gastroch^na FABA. " Leach, MS." ]817 . Fide Gray.

Mytilus ambiguus. Dillw. Cat. of Recent Shells, p. 304, No. 9.

Pholas PUSILLA. Poll. Test. Sic, vol. i, p. 50, t. 8, figs. 12, 13, 1791.

Spec. Cltar. Testa elonc/atd, cuneiformi, tenui, fragili ; Jiiatu magno ovato ; striis

incrementi valde conspicuis ; umbonibus mbterminalibus vix prominulis ; cardine subcalloso.

Shell elongate, wedge-shaped, thin and fragile, with a large ventral gape ; lines of

growth conspicuous ; beaks nearly terminal, scarcely prominent ; hinge with an obtuse

callosity.

Length, \ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton. Recent, Mediterranean, Britain.

Numerous fragments of the calcareous tube of this species are met with in the

Red as well as in the Coralline Crag ; and I have found the valves imbedded in the

globular masses of coral so abundant in the latter Formation, and also in the thickest

part of the common oyster. These excavations iBade by the animal appear all to have

been lined with a calcareous coating, as well in the thick shell of the oyster as in the

porous substance of the coral ; and the exterior of this marsupium, or purse-like

envelope, is always more or less granular, wherever it is exposed. My specimens

present considerable variation in regard to magnitude, some of the valves having

twice the length of others, though all appear to have formed a calcareous lining to

their excavation, and as such, it is presumed, they have attained to full maturity. I

have none so small as to be considered the young, without the lining, assuming it not

to have the power of increase after it has once formed its own envelope.*

This calcareous flask-like covering is terminated posteriorly with a tube for the

protection of the siphons, which project a little beyond the surface of the coral, and

the neck of this is often of considerable thickness. At a distance of about a quarter,

or sometimes half an inch within the tube, a calcareous partition is seen (fig. 1 1 d),

with a linear opening crossed in two places, assuming the form of a double dagger,

each siphonal aperture having the appearance of a cross. This opening appears to be

variable in different species, but whether the form be a good specific distinction I am
not able to say.

* In the case c f the Gastrochcena, it is probable that only when it has attained to full maturity does

it form a lining to its crypt, or a covering to itself; this being, as it were, exterior and detached from the

vital portions of the animal, may be incapable of alteration, but it probably possesses the power of dissolving

or destroying this case, and constructing another, as occasions require, by the same means it has employed

for the enlargement of its domicile. The prevailing opinion is, that the shell, or exo-skeleton, as it is called,

being extra-vascular, is not susceptible of alteration by interstitial increase, but we know that absorption

does take place ; and the examination of shell-structure by the microscopist shows us clearly its highly

organized condition, permeated with vessels for the conveyance of fluids ; and it is exceedingly difficult to

explain in any other way some of the operations of the MoUusca, more especially the alterations in magnitude

of the hinges of the Bivalves, for example, during the growth of the animal.
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In some specimens, the terminal tube projects a little distance beyond the surface

of the coral, and of course, when alive, has its siphons always free. Occasionally the

coral has either grown faster than the mollusc, or, what is more probable, had con-

tinued to increase after the death of the imprisoned animal, the terminal opening having

been closed up by the growth of the coral.

Pholas,* Linnmis.

Dactylus. Pliny.

Htpog.ea Hypogeodekma. Puli, 17!)1.

ZiRF.EA. Leach, MS. 1817. Gratj, 1851.

Thovana. Id. 1818.

Baunia. Leach, -MS. 1819.

Uactylina. Gray, 1847.

AxciioMASA. Leach, JMS. 1819.

Generic Character. Shell ovate or transversely elongate, equivalved, inequilateral,

externally rough or imbricated, more or less ornamented with radiating ridges, gene-

rally gaping at both extremities, occasionally furnished with accessory valves, and a

reflected callosity over or before the beaks ; a largo, curved, testaceous appendage

projects immediately beneath the umbo; no teeth or hinge ligament; and the impres-

sion of the mantle is deeply sinuated.

Animal thick and club-shaped ; lobes of the mantle open in front, and reflected

dorsally, by which the accessory valves are formed ; siplional tube long and extensile,

divided at the extremity, and bordered with cirrhi ; foot thick and truncated.

This is, generally speaking, a marine genus, and most of the species are inhabitants

of shallow water, ranging to about 25 fathoms. Ph. rlokola. Reeves and Adams,

'Voyage of the Samarang,' pi. 25, fig. 5, is said to have been found burrowing in

floating logs at Gunung Taboor, on tiie Pantai River, twelve miles from the sea, and

where the water was quite fresh. This species is divided by a depressed line or sulcus,

like Ph. cri-spafa, and has, at the pedal opening, a calcareous covering, but without an

accessory cup at the base of the siphons.

It is extremely difficult to define the generic limits of this group of shells. Some

arc furnished with an umbonal shield^ consisting of several pieces ; some have only

a single dorsal valve, while in others this appendage is rudimentary or absent. These

(liff"crcnccs are considered to be only of specific value with many naturalists, while

others make them generic distinctions.

The name given implies that the habits of these animals are those of excavators,

and they arc found to burrow in various materials, sandstone as well as calcareous

rocks, wood, &c. The species do not always confine themselves to one kind for their

habitations, and in all probability the mechanical mode is the one most generally

Etym. ifiuXfw, to burrow, or hide in a hole.
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employed ; but whether the shell is the nisti'ument used for such a purpose is not so

satisfactorily determined. We sometimes find specimens with the asperities of the

shell worn down, where the animal has located itself in mud ; and at other times

specimens have never had their roughened surfaces at all abraded. We know also

that other animals than those belonging to the Mollusca, such as have no rough or

hardened exterior, are able to penetrate deeply into stone as well as into wood.

1. Pholas cylindrica, /. Soioerhy. Tab. XXX, fig. 8, a—d.

PlIOLAS CYLINDRICA. J. &0W. Mill. Coiich,, t. 198.

_ _ ^ygt. Coq. Foss. de Belg., p. 41, 1844.

Bale. Hist, and Antiq. of llarwicli, p. 295, t. 13, fig. 6, 1/30.

Spec. Char. Testa elongatd, subcylindricd, tenui, frayili, valde incequUaterali ; latere

antico ahhreviato, postico j)orrccto, accimiinato ; costatd, costis anticis dentato-iimricatis,

costis posticis ad extremitatis evanescentihus.

Shell elongate, subcylindrical, thin, and fragile, very inequilateral ; anterior side

short, posterior prolonged, and obtusely pointed ; costated ; ribs on the anterior side

toothed and rough, and on the posterior obsolete towards the extremity.

Length, 3 inches. Height, 1 inch, nearly.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton and Walton Naze.

This species is very abundant at Walton-on-the-Naze, but, from its fragility, speci-

mens are difiicult to obtain in perfect condition. In the Coralline Crag I have met

with only a few fragments.

It most nearly resembles the British species, P. parva, from which it may, however,

be distinguished by its being more inequilateral, the siphonal side occupying at least

two thirds of the entire shell, and the opening for the foot on the ventral portion of

the anterior side is larger and deeper. The shell is reflected over the back, covering

the umbones, but the reflected portion is not partitioned like that of Ph. dactylus, and

there is a tubercle at the middle, flattened by the pressure of the valves ; the large

and subovate impression of the adductor muscle is placed about midway between the

umbo and the posterior extremity, and the line of the mantle-mark extends inwards

a little beyond it ; the plate or tooth curves from immediately beneath the beak, and is

slightly spatulate in form. There is a small opening in the dorsal portion of the

anterior side, which was no doubt covered by an accessory piece. Fragments of such

a valve have been found by myself at Walton, most probably belonging to this species,

(fig- 8, d.)

The figure given by Dale, above referred to, is no doubt our shell, as he says Dr.

Woodward found it in Harwich Cliff; and as it is abundant at Walton Naze, its
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proximity to that locality would fairly justify its being so considered, though he refers

to Lister's figure, No. 27G, which is Ph. dacti/lus, not as yet found in the Crag that I am

aware of.

Pieces of indurated clay are occasionally met with at Walton Naze that have been

perforated by this species ; and I have a small portion, little more than two inches

square, and half an inch thick, full of small specimens. These shells had effected an

entrance from both sides, meeting in the middle ; and one side contains almost as

many as the other, showing the probability of the stone having been moved by the

action of the water, to have permitted an ingress at both surfaces. A specimen of

wood in my possession, from the Red Crag, but now in a lapidcous state, contains an

individual of this species, which, like Fh. parva, its very near relative, did not appear

to confine itself to one kind of habitation. Some of these shells were at times only half

immersed, as specimens have often the upjier portion covered by the remains of a

membranipo)-a.

2. Pholas crispata, Linnaeus. Tab. XXX, fig. 9, a—c.

PuoLAS CRisPAT.Y. Linn. Syst. Nat., p. Illl, No. 2J, 176/.

— — Penn. Brit. Zool., 1st ed. p. 77, pi. 40, fig. 12, 1770.

_ _ Don. Brit. Shells, vol. ii, t. G2, 1801.

— — Gould. Inv. of Massacli., p. 27, 18^1.

— — Dehay. Hist. New York JIoll., p. 217, pi. .52, figs. 506, and 506 a.

— — Cuvier. Regne Anim., pi. 113, fig. 3, animal.

— BISFRONS. Da Costa. Brit. Couch., p. 2-13, t. 16, fig. 4, 4.

— PAKVA. hi. Brit. Conch., p. 247.

— — Bonovan. Brit. Shells, vol. ii, pi. 69, 1801.

— LATLS. List. Hist. Conch., lib. iii, fig. 379 a, with the animal, 1685.

SoLEN CRISPUS. Gmel. Syst. Nat., p. 3228.

ZiRFiEA cmsPATA. Graij. List Brit. Moll., p. 53, 1851.

Spec. Char. Testa ovatd, crassd, siibaquilalerali, antice breviore, rostratd, et costatd

;

costis detitato-nmricatis, latere postico rotundato ; exlremitatis hiantissimis ; sulco unico

submediano, ohiiquo.

Shell ovate, thick, slightly inequilateral, anterior side the shorter, beaked and

ribbed ; ribs furnished with roughened and prominent denticulations ; extremities

widely gaping : divided by a submedial oblique suture.

Lciit/th, 3 inches, llcifjht, \\ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Red Crag, Sutton, Walton Naze.

Mam. Crag, Bridlington. Fossil, Sweden.

Recent, Britain, ScandinaAia, and N. E. Coast of America.

Although essentially a boreal species, it lived in the seas of the Coralline Crag, a
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fragment of a specimen having been there found by myself. It seems to have become

much more abundant in the succeeding Period, as it is by no means rare at Walton

Naze, but diificult to procure, the shells generally separating at the suture. It has also

been found in the Drift Beds in Ireland, and ranges, in the living state, on the N. E.

Coast of America, as far as South Carolina. The characters of this species are well

marked, so as not easily to be confounded with any other. It is found in a very modern

Tertiary Deposit at Bracklesham, where specimens have been obtained measuring

4^ inches in length, in company with Fh. Candida.

Ph. dactylus is in Mr. Smith's * List of Clyde Fossils.'

Pholadidea, Leach, 1819.

Pholas. Turton.

Martesia. Leach, 1818. Blainv. 1824.

JoTJANNETiA? Besmoul. 1828.

Pholidea. Swains. 1835.

Generic Character. Shell ovate or oblong, equivalve, inequilateral, externally

rough or imbricated. Anterior extremity open in the young, but closed in the adult

shell. Posterior extremity truncated and gaping, furnished with a coriaceous or

testaceous cup when full grown.

Animal club-shaped ; mantle closed, except a small opening in front for the passage

of a truncated, sucker-shaped foot. Siphonal tube long, terminating in a disk, sur-

rounded with cirrhi ; terminal openings also fringed.

This genus has been founded upon a species of one of the rock-boring molluscs,

whose great peculiarity is, that when it has arrived at the full stage of existence, it

closes the previously large opening in front with a thin calcareous covering ; and at its

posterior termination there is added a small testaceous cup at the base of the siphons.

If this be entitled to generic distinction it must rest its claim upon the latter character,

as many of the Fholades have a large pedal opening in their young state for the active

employment of that organ, possessing the same habits as the animal of this genus, in

closing the aperture when full grown by a calcified membrane. Some other species

also endowed with this habit, though not strictly according with the diagnosis of this

genus, appear to be very closely related, viz., Fholadojjsis, Conrad, and Tnomjihalia,

Sowerby, but the valves are of unequal magnitude. Other species, possessing two

radiating furrows, have been proposed for a genus by Conrad, under the name Fara-

pkolas.

The prolongation of the shell at the posterior side appears to be the commencement

of what, in proximate genera, become a lengthened calcareous tube for the protection

of the elongated siphons, as pointed out by Messrs. Forbes and Hanley, when con-

39
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sidering this as the connecting Unk between the Pholas and the Teredo ; and it may be

further remarked, that the habit of closing its anterior opening, when the animal has

attained to full maturity, is very analogous to tlic closing of the anterior portion of the

tube in the adult or senile species in the Teredo and other tube-forming Bivalves.

Pholades have been found fossil as early as the Lias, and, as it might be supposed,

were present in the Tertiary Formations. One species, in the Paris Basin, forms a

calcareous lining to its burrow.

Pholadidea papyracea, Solander. Tab. XXX, fig. 10.

PiioLAS PAPYRACEA. Solander, MSS., fide Turton. Portland Cat., p. 82, lot 182S.

— — Turt. Brit. Biv., p. 2, pi. 1, figs. 1—1, 1822.

— — G. Sow. Gen. of Shells, No. 24, fig. 3.

— — Reeve. Concb. Syst., pi. 21, fig. 3.

Pholadidea Goodallii. Diet, des Sc. Nat., t. 37, p. 532.

— STiUATA. Cm. Au. Kingd. (edit. Griffith), pi. 8, fig. 1.

— LAMELLATA. Tttrt. Brit. Biv., p. 4, pi. 1, figs. ."), G.

— LoscoMBiANA. Goodall in Turt. Couch. Diet., p. 147, 1819.

— PAPYRACEA. Forb. and Ilanl. Brit. Moll., vol. i, p. 123, pi. 5, figs. 3—6.

— — Gray. List Brit. Moll., p. 52, 1851.

Spec. Char. " P. testa clavatd, latere antico clauso obtusissimo, postico hiante truncato

accessorio producto annulari."

" Shell club-shaped, closed and very obtuse at the anterior end, open and truncate

at the other end, which is furnished with a produced accessorial ring."

—

Turton.

Lengtlt, \\ inch. Ilei(jht, f inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton. Recent, South Coast of Britain.

A few fragments, in my cabinet, indicate so strong a resemblance to the recent

British shell, that I do not hesitate to refer them to that species. One piece has the

obtuse anterior extremity, with the smooth surface of the enclosed portion of the gape

peculiar to tlie adult shell ; while two fragments of the siphonal side are truncated, and

marked with concentric lines like the recent species, without any radiating ridges.

Tiiey arc, however, unfit for description ; and I have therefore copied the diagnosis

from Turton.

Teredo,* Linnccus, 1767.

Teredo. Sellius,\732. Jdamson,\7^7. Tekedarius. Bumerit, 180G.

SiPHONiUM. Brown, 175G. Septaria. Lumk. 1S18.

Serpula (sp.) Linn. Sehrdet. Xylotrya. Leach, MS. 1817.

Upebotus (sp.) Guettard, 1774. Bankia. Gratj, 1840.

Xylophacus. Gronov. 1781. Mmuolus. Grai/, 1848.

Etym. Tept)bwv, Plinij, a repnui, to bore.
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Generic Character. Shell convex, tumid, inequilateral, equivalved, presenting, with

the valves united, an orbicular or nearly spherical outline, having a large angular

opening in front, and a rounded or ovate aperture posteriorly ; covered or ornamented

externally with ridges or strise, caused by the slightly reflected or thickened edges of

the margin ; a testaceous process or tooth, of a somewhat spatulate form, curves and

projects inwardly from beneath the umbo ; one distinct muscular impression ; ligament

obsolete.

Animal worm-shaped ; mantle open in front ; siphons very long, bifurcating at

their extremities ; orifices fringed ; foot rudimentary.

The valves are situated at the anterior extremity of an irregular, subcylindrical,

elongated, and somewhat flexuous testaceous tube, which appears to be formed for the

purpose of lining the cavity made by the animal. This tube, in some species, is large,

thick, and heavy, while in others it is thin and semi-transparent ; the variation, per-

haps, depending upon a necessary protection against lateral pressure. At the posterior

termination are two pennate or palmate opercula, called pallettes by Adanson, or

calamules by Deshayes, by which the aperture is closed at the will of the animal, one

probably employed as a lid to each siphon ; and this end of the tube, in some species,

is partitioned with segments or semi-camerations, but for what especial purpose has

not been satisfactorily ascertained. The growth of the animal, and necessarily the

enlargement of the valves, causes a corresponding increase in the size of the tube,

which is lengthened at the anterior extremity, while the posterior part is kept on a

level with, or a little beyond, the surface of the wood, so as always to keep the siphons

free.* The addition of calcareous matter is made to the larger end only, which is

kept open until the animal has attained to full maturity, when it is closed with a convex

or dome-shaped termination.

The habits of most of the species lead them to excavate timber of all kinds. T.

corniformis burrows in the husks of the cocoa-nut ; and T. arenaria locates itself in mud.

The tube of the latter animal (figured and described by Mr. Griffiths, in the ' Phil.

Trans.' for 1806, p. 269, from a specimen found on the N. W. Coast of Sumatra) mea-

sured 5 feet 4 inches in length, and 9 inches at its greatest circumference ; the posterior

termination was longitudinally divided into two separate tubes for about 8 or 9 inches,

and the larger end was closed, where the animal had constructed two separate septa

a few inches within. The character of a longitudinal division for the two siphons is

sometimes observable in the European species of this genus, and they terminate di-

vergingly ; but this, probably, is not constant, and only dependent upon circumstances.

The tube of T. arenaria presents, when fractured, a crystalline or radiating structure.

The tubes of our fossil, and other European Teredines, are composed of numerous

* In the kindred genus Xylophar/a, the animal does not furnish itself with a calcareous tube, as it

never retreats far from the surface of the wood into which it has penetrated, consequently has no elongated

siphons.
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concentric layers, thickened with the age of the animal. If the Sumatra species cor-

respond in all other respects with this genus, it will slightly diminish the value we
have hitherto placed upon structural composition.

This genus is found abundantly imbedded in the fossil wood of the London Clay,

and the fruits or seed-vessels of Sheppey {Nipadites, Bowerbank) are sometimes per-

forated by these animals. The tubes are of various sizes, some of them much smaller

than others, the larger ends of which are generally closed, and consequently presumed

to have attained to the full period of individual existence. The closing of the larger

end is an operation performed also by other genera, such as Clavac/eUa and Jspcrf/illum,

which have a perforated termination, and the valves are fixed or soldered into the sides

of the tubes. This fixing of the valves is only done when the animal constructs the

roof to its dwelling, as, if fixed at an earlier period, they would appear at irregular

distances ; and I believe the valves of these genera, like those of Teredo, are loose and

free while the animals are growing, and only imbedded in the walls of the tubes at the

time they have closed or imprisoned themselves l)y the construction of their dome-

shaped or perforated disk.

There is no true ligament in this genus for the union of the valves, but a powerful

muscle forms a deep impression upon the shell at the e.\terior of the dorsal margin,

and is the only hinge on which the valves are moved.

A species has been found in the Lias in dichotylcdonous wood

.

The natural history of this " calamitas naviuni," as it was called by Linna'us, is

graphically given by the authors of the ' Hist, of Brit. Moll.,' with the various opinions

respecting these wood-eating animals, and their allies, the stone-eating Pholades. This

subject is far from being exhausted, difi"erences of opinion as to the modus operandi

exist at the present day, and have done so ever since the time of Pliny, wlio imagined

the animal of the Teredo to be a worm, and its two valves the formidable jaws by which

it was capable of inflicting upon mankind such dire calamity. The species are not

numerous, even in the recent state, but the individuals have multiplied to an alarming

extent, and at one time threatened to submerge the States of Holland.

Tekeuo Norvagica, Spenykr. Tab. XXX, 12, a—d.

Tekedo NoRVAGiCDS. Spengler. Skrivt. af Naturli. selsk., vol. ii, part l,p. 102, pi. 2,

figs. 4—G Ii, 1 792.

— Norvagica. Loi-rn. Iiul. Moll. Scand., p. 50, 18-16.

— — Forb. and JIanl. Ilist. Brit. Jloll., vol. i, p. 67, pi. 1, figs. 1—.5,

1S48.

— NoRVEGiCA. Thompson. Aun. and Mag. Nat. Ilist., vol. x.v, pp. 157, l(i3.

— — Adanson. Acad. Scien. Par., t. 9, figs. I— 8.

— NAVALis. Mont. Test. Brit., p. j27 ; aud Supp., p. 7.
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Teredo navalis. G. Johnston. Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. ii, p. 23, fig. 7, b, 1829.

— — Dekaij. Nat. Hist. New York, p. 34, fig. 325.

— Beuguieei. Delle. Chiaje. Mem., vol. iv, pi. 54, figs. 9— 12.

— — Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 2 ; and vol. ii, p. 3.

Spec. Char. Testa tumidd, convexd ; angularihus striatis ; utraque hiante, hiatu postico

magno angulato ; antico ovato.

Shell tumid, convex, subspherical ; marked externally with angular striae ; gaping

widely on both sides
;
posterior with a large angular opening ; anterior ovate.

Diameter, \ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Ramsholt.

Red Crag, Sutton. Recent, Norway, North America, Britain,

Mediterranean, and Black Sea.

A single valve, in my cabinet, is all that I have seen from the Crag, and this I

believe to be navalis of Mont. Fig. 1 2, c, represents a fragment of the posterior por-

tion of the tube, probably of tliis species, showing the camerated structure ; but there

is no appearance of longitudinal division. It is, however, too imperfect for any safe

reliance in that respect.* Fragments of tubes are not unfrequently met with in the

Red, as well as in the Coralline Crag, perhaps belonging to the same animal. They

are thick and strong, with a diameter varying from |-th to ^th of an inch.

The valves of the different species of this genus preserve a great similarity, and it

is said they can only be determined specifically by the pallets or styles at the posterior

orifice, and as these have not, that I am aware of, been found in the Crag, the present

appropriation, if the above be true, may be considered doubtful.

This portion of the Monograph contains the descriptions of forty-six species of

Bivalves from the Lower or Coralline Crag Formation. Of tliis number, there are

thirty-two identical with forms still in existence. From the Red Crag are described

thirty-nine, out of which I have considered twenty-five as living species. Hence it

will be seen that the former gives an amount of identification as high as 69 per cent.,

with a consequent extinction of 31 ; while the latter (Red Crag) has an amount of

extinction as high as 36 per cent., giving, by this estimation, a greater antiquity to the

higher or newer of the two Formations ; and even presuming a better examination

might bring the Red Crag on to an equality with the Coralline, the two Formations

do not appear by this test to be capable of separation.

May it not be asked whether it is necessary, in order to ascertain the age of a

Tertiary Formation by the per centage system, and to assign it to one of the tripartite

or quadrupartite divisions of the Cainozoic series, we are to take the whole of the

* This part of the tube, according to Montague, afiFords little or no assistance in the determination of

the species : the number of these caraeratious or partitions vary from four to as many as twenty; indeed,

in one specimen he examined, he counted not less than twenty-nine.
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Marine Fauna of the entire deposit, or may we be permitted to select a part only for

such examination, and if so, what part ?

The Mollusca herein described bear so close a resemblance to animals now living in

our own seas, as to give good reason to believe their geological relationship to be much

nearer to the present Period than to the Eocene ; and if an amount of extinction of

more than one half of its species be necessary to entitle a Deposit to be considered as

belonging to what is called the Miocene or Middle Tertiary, our present identifications

do not fulfil those required conditions, even for the lowest or oldest (by position) of the

Crag Formations.

Assuming that a different construction might be put upon a few of the specific

determinations, in opposition to the conclusions I have arrived at, I much doubt

whether the Coralline Crag could possibly be made to contain more than 50 per cent,

of extinct species of Mollusca ; while the connection zoologically between this Deposit

and those of the Eocene is so small as to have an identity of less than 1 per cent, that

have transmitted their posterity unaltered from those Periods into the Crag ; and

although a considerable difference of conditions probably existed under which the

Formations were deposited. Tropical forms are by no means wholly excluded from

the Coralline Crag Sea, neither are sub-Arctic genera, such as Gli/cinieris, Astarte, and

Cyprina, absent from the Older Tertiaries.

When the present work was begun, I had purposed to call it simply ' A Monograph

of the Crag Mollusca ;' but this title had to be submitted to the Council of the

Palseontographical Society for their approval, when the term " Crag " was thought by

some of the members of that body to be of too local or technical a significance, and

would not be fully understood by foreign geologists ; and the explanatory addition of

' Descriptions of Shells from the Middle and Upper Tertiaries of England ' was then

suggested, and acceded to by myself.

A more complete examination of these Deposits, during the progress of the work,

has induced me to believe the term " Middle" to have been incorrectly introduced,

there being no remains of a Formation in Great Britain referable to that Period, more

especially if we are to depend, for such determination, upon the amount of extinction

by the per ccntage mode of valuation ; it is therefore requested to erase the words

Middle and Miocene from the title-pages and other parts of the work formerly given,

as I believe the Formations I have been here attempting to illustrate belong with more

propriety to the Upper Tertiaries.
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CEPHALOPODA.

Since the publication of the first part of this work, the Red Crag "diggiugs" have turned up portions

and segments of Nautilus and Ammonites, but these, like the Belemnites, are derivative fossils, and may be

traced to antecedent Formations ; the Nautilus apparently to the Loudon Clay, and the Ammonites to one

of the middle Secondary Periods.* The Cephalopods living in our own seas, and even in those of more

southern latitudes, like the Mediterranean, in association with a Marine Fauna similar to that of the

Coralline Crag, are of such a perishable nature, and possess so little of preservable material, that, except

under very favorable protection, should we be likely to find any portion of their remains. What are called

the Tetrabranchiata, with strong calcareous shells, such as those from the Middle Tertiaries of Bordeaux

and Dax, do not appear to have extended their existence into the sea of the Coralline Crag, although the

Pyrula and Pholadomya (tropical forms), when first obtained in the Deposit of that Period, gave a slight

hope that the Nautilus might also there be met with.f

* Li my cabinet are casts also of several species of Univalves and Bivalves, which, so far as such

fossils will permit of an identification, are of shells belonging to the Older Tertiaries ; and I will here men-

tion that, although a few of the extraneous organic remains of the Red Crag may be traced to the Chalk

and Older Secondaries, the great majority I believe to have been derived from the Eocene Deposits, and

principally from the London Clay proper, along with the phosphatic nodules ; and I would assign to the

same source (the Older Tertiaries) the marine Vertebrata, Carcharodon, Lamna, Myliobates, Pycnodus,

Phyllodus, Edaphodon Pristis, &c. &c., as well as the Cetacea, recently found in such abundance, and the

Crustacea {Zanthopsis, &c.),—the abrasion, by coast action, being, in my opinion, suflicient to produce all

the effects now visible in the Red Crag, with the sea of that period opening to the northward. Christchurch

Bay, between Handfast Point and the Needles, may perhaps furnish us with a parallel.

f In the second part of the ' Eocene Mollusca,' by F. E. Edwards, Esq., is an address to the subscribers

of the PaliEontograpbical Society, respecting the Siphuncular Theory of the Cephalopoda. The author,

when treating of the tube which perforates the chambers of the shells in that class of animals, attributed to

myself the priority of pointing out a new explanation of the function of that organ, one which seems now

to be generally admitted, and published in his own and better language the statement I had given him of

my opinion, and the arguments used in support of it. This priority has, it seems, been laid claim to in

the sentence quoted in that address. I have, until now, remained silent upon the subject, and would

gladly have continued to do so, had not some of my friends expressed a desire that I should defend myself

from what, to them, appears to be capable of being interpreted into an appropriation of the discovery of

another as my own idea. The only defence that can now be ofiered is, that I was wholly unconscious of

any other function than that of a hydrostatic balance having ever been attributed to this tube, and I con-

fess to my having been unacquainted with the paragraph referred to.

The necessity of maintaining an integrity of character, and the preservation or permanence of adhesion

in the inorganic elements in these Cephalopods, occurred to me from the especial study of Bulimus decol-
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GASTEROPODA.

The following land and fresh-water shells are from the Formations belonging to the Uppermost or

Newest Tertiaries of Great Britain. These shells are all, with the exception of four, undoubtedly identical

with species still in existence in England, and it is thought an insertion of their names alone, with a

reference to where thej' have been recently well figured and described, will be sufficient. The exceptions,

though here extinct, are still existing in other parts of Europe ; and as they were formerly inhabitants of

where their remains are now found, they claim a place in the Monograph of the Upper Tertiaries of the

British Isles.

I am indebted to Jlr. John Brown, of Stanway, for the list of species from Copford and from Fisherton.

latm and other decollated, or rather decapitated, shells, which appeared to have become so from the want

of the necessary connection between the shell and the more vital parts. It is to Dr. Fleming, perhaps,

that the real priority of the idea should be awarded. In his ' Philosophy of Zoology ' there is a very

.significant passage, where he speaks of the vitality of the shell when in intimate contact with the fluids of

the animal, foreshadowing there the belief, now generally entertained, that the calcareous portions of the

MoUusca are far from being inert matter, secreted merely as protective coverings to the softer parts (a

considerable section being wholly destitute of such coverings), but that they are truly constituent and

integral portions of the animals themselves, only with a larger amount of inorganic elements.

It is well known that, in some of the extinct species of Ccphalopods, the tube is protected throughout

its entire length by n rigid, continuous, and inflexible covering, and one can scarcely refrain from an

expression of astonishment that naturalists, who have purposely studied, and largely published their views

upon the yautiliis and its congeners, should not have discerned the now presumed use of the siphuncle.

If seen, it is perhaps still more extraordinary that this silver cord should have had with it so little

explanation.

My friend Mr. Edwards has (I think wisely) left the determination of the claim to priority to the

judgment of the members ; but an ulterior question arises, which is, whether the paragraph quoted by

Mr. Edwards in his address amounts to more than the suggestive passage by Dr. Fleming, similar in its

purport, to which I have referred.

The two passages are here subjoined :

—

"The shell cannot be considered as dead matter so long as it remains in connection with the living

animal. In those animals in which the shell is external, there are muscles which connect the animal with

its external surface, and the bond of union being a substance soluble in water, the muscles can be detached

by maceration. The analogy between shell and bone is here obvious, although in the one case the con-

nection between the muscle and the bone is permanent, in the other between the muscle and the shell

temporary, or frequently changed during the life of the animal. But the vitality of the shell, if I may use

the expression, is demonstrated from the changes which it undergoes when detached from the animal. The

plates of animal matter harden, the epidermis dries, cracks, and falls ofl', and in many cases the colours

fade or disappear. We confess ourselves unable to point out the means employed by the animal to prevent

these changes from taking place by any process similar to circulation."

—

Phil, of Zool., by Dr. Fleming,

vol. ii, p. 405, 1822.

"Whatever additional advantage the existing Nautilus might derive by the continuation of a vascular,

organized membranous siphon through the air-chambers, in relation to the maintenance of vital harmony

between the soft and testaceous parts, such likewise must have been enjoyed by the numerous extinct

species of the Tetrabranchiate Ccphalopods, which, like the Nautilus, were lodged in chambered and

siphonifcrous shells."—Zec/wre* vpon the Invertebratu, by Professor Owen, p. 331, 1843.
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Mr. Pickering has furnished me with those from Grays and the Kennet Valley ; Mr. Woodward has

supplied the Maidstone one; and the Cropthorn list was published by the late Mr. Strickland. The

species from Clacton and Stutton were obtained by myself, and for which I am responsible.

Land or fresh-water shells have also been found at Bacton (a), Brentford, Cambridge (b), Casewick,

Charing (i), Chislet, Clapton, Cuxton (6), near Stroud, Erith, Faversham, Folkestone, West Hackney,

Harwich, Hemingford Abbots, Heme Bay, Hford, Isle of Wight, Littleport {/>), (Isle of Ely), Market

Weighton, Mundesley, Peterborough, Rain near Braintree, Runton, Stamford, Valley of the Nar (i),

Witham, and Yeovil ; perhaps elsewhere, but the localities are too numerous to have here a separate and

distinctive catalogue, (c) These Lacustrine or Fluviatile Beds appear to be principally"confined to the middle

and southern portions of England ; and although they may, perhaps, exist in Scotland or in Ireland, I

have been unable to procure, for insertion here, the name of any locality that might be considered as

analogous or synchronous with the older of these deposits. The fresh-water fossils that have come under

my observation from either of those kingdoms, or from the Isle of Man, were found in peat bogs.

By the following table it will be seen that the species of fresh-water shells fall short of those which

live exclusively on land, although the individuals of the former generally outnumber those of the latter,

as we see amongst the same group of MoUusca of the present day. In the Uppermost Tertiaries we have

about fifty-five species of land shells, with about forty-four fresh-water ones. In the latter are included eleven

species of Bivalves, and the amphibious Succinca. Our catalogues of the land and fresh-water Mollusca

existing in England enumerate about seventy-two of the former, with fifty-one of the latter, giving a slight

difierence in the proportions between the recent and fossil species ; but the excess in number at the present

day is greater than can be made up by the extinct species of these deposits, showing that, if we really have

obtained all the species belonging to those past periods, the incomers e.xceed those which have here gone

out of existence, giving a considerable increase to the existing Fauna, making the insular condition of

England better tenanted than when it is supposed to have formed a part of the Continent.

(«) Bacton is considered by Mr. Prestwich (from position) to be the oldest of all these fresh-water

deposits ; it is most probably synchronous with the Marine and Estuary Beds of Chiilesford and Bramerton.

I much regret my list of Mollusca from this locality is so insignificant as to be unworthy of a separate

insertion. Chislet, Hford, and Mundesley contain one or more of the extinct species, and these may be

assigned to the age of Stutton, Grays, &c.

(i) These are probably the most modern.

(c) The uppermost Tertiaries, or those above the Crag in these islands, have, with every degree of

probability, been separated into four distinct Geological Periods, and our able coadjutor, Mr. Prestwich,

has, I believe, come to the conclusion that an addition must even be made to this number. Their separa-

tion has, however, been founded exclusively upon geological evidence ; and it is with the hope that paIa:>on-

tological aid may afford some slight assistance to their correct determination that I have made a separate

enumeration of the contents of several of our most important fresh-water localities. Existing species cer-

tainly extend through all, but they are not equally disseminated.

The want of permanence presented by the more recent Formations in the duration of the specific

existence of their Fauna, compared with those of more ancient Deposits, is probably owing to the greater

variety and more rapid alterations of the conditions under which the organisms have their existence in recent

epochs than in those more remote.

40
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PULMONATA.

Aiion atcr, Miiller, vide Y. & II. Hist. Brit. JIoll.,t

Limax ngrcstis, Id. „
— Sovserbvi, Ferrussac „

Helix aspeisa, Miiller „— ut'iiioralis, Lhintsus ,,— — var. hortensis, Miil. „— arbustoruiii(o), £i«»rt'K« ,,

— fi\Uicum, Midler, ride p. 308
— Caiitiana (6), Montague, v. Ht. Brit. Moll.,

— iricctorum (c), Miiller ,,

10, — nifescen.s, Pennant ,,

- sei'icea, Vraparnaud „
- hispida (</), Liunteus „— (•«>•. pk'bcia, Jeffreys „

— var. conciiiiia, Id. ,,— rar. depilata, Alder „
- incaniata? Miiller, vide p. 309
- viigata, iJa Costa, v. Hist. Brit. Moll.,

1.5 — lapicida, Linnaus „
- laiiiellata, Jeffreys „
- pulcliella, Miiller „— far. ccstata, Id. ,,

- aculeatn, Id. ,,

- fulva, /(/. ,1

20 — ruderata, .'<tudfr, vide p. .309

- rotimdata, Miiller, v. Hist. Brit. .Moll.,

- lusca, Mnnltiyite „
- ct'llaria, Miiller ,,

- alliaria. Id. ,,

- iiitidiila, Draparnaud ,,

- radiatula, Alder „
- nitida, Miiller „
- piira, Alder ,,

pyguirea, Draparnaud „

30 — crystalliiia, Miiller ,,

- ixcavata, liean ,,

Succinea putris, Linnaus „
— — var. Pfielferi, Rossm. „

1

33 — oblonga, Draparnaud ,,

vol.

vol.

vol.

vol.

vol.

IV, p
iv, p,

iv, p
IV, p.

IV, p.

7, pi. D D D, fig. 4

13, pi. DDD, fig. '2

22, pi. EEK, fig. 3

4-4, pi. UG, fig. 1

53, pi. 115, figs. 1-4

vol.
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One specimen only of this species, obtained by myself, is all that I have seen. It appears to be full

grown, though its sharp and reflexed outer lip is destroyed, but in all its other characters it perfectly

resembles the recent shell.

Helix incaenata? Miiller. Tab. XXXI, fig. 17, a, b.

Helix incaenata. Miill. Loc. cit., p. 62, No. 259, 1773.

— — Brap. Loc. cit., p. 100, No. 29, pi. 6, fig. 30, 1805.

_ _ PJieffer. Deutsch Landund Sussw. Moll., p. 33, pi. 2, fig. 15, 1821.

— — Rossm. Loc. cit., p. 35, t. 26, fig. 361.

— — Desk. Exped. de Moree, p. 160, No. 231.

— — Brown. Geol. Journ., vol. viii, p. 190, fig. 4, a—e, 1852.

Sjjec. Char. "TestU subglobosd, depressiusculd, perforatd, pellucidd, corned; spird prominuld ; labro

margine rvfescente, subreflexo."

" Shell subglobosa, slightly depressed, perforated (umbilicated), pellucid, and corneous ; spire sliglaly

prominent ; margin of lip reflexed and reddish."

Diameter, i inch.

Locality. Fossil, Copford. Recent, France, and Belmont near Lausanne.

Two or three specimens only of what most probably belonged to this species are all that I have seen.

They were obtained at Copford by Mr. John Brown, who has obligingly permitted me to have them

described ; they are unfortunately not in a very good state of preservation. The best specimen appears to

correspond with the recent shell ; but not being full grown, it has only five volutions instead of six, and is

evidently an immature individual, consequently wants the reflexed lip, the character of maturity. It differs

from riifescens, which is more depressed ; and from hispida in having a smaller umbilicus ; and our fossil is

more globose than either. The identification is not, however, perfectly satisfactory, and it would be desirable

to see a few more and better specimens.

Helix rudeeata, Studer. Tab. XXXI, fig. 15, a, b.

Helix rudeeata. Stxid. Systemat. Verz. der Schweiz. Conch, s. 86, 1820.

— — Hartman. Erd. et Sussw. Moll., No. 57, t. 11, fig. 11, 1821.

— — Ppff. Deutsch Land und Sussw. Moll., p. 31, t. 4, fig. 26, 1824 ?

— — Rossm. Icon. Land and Sussw. Moll., p. 13, t. 32, fig. 455.

— — Brown. Geol. Journ., vol. viii, p. 190, fig. 4, d, e, 1852.

— ROTUNDATA, var. /3. Nils. Hist. Moll. Suec. Terr, et Fluv., s. 31, 1822.

Spec. Char. "Testd perspectivi-iimbilicatd, depressd, lutescente-cornea, concolor, stibtilissimi costidato-

striatd, spird convexd, anfractibus 4—5 suhteretibus ; aperturd ovali ; peristomate recto, sinipUci, acuto."

—Rossraasler.

" Shell perspectively umbilicated, depressed, of a clouded or dirty-horn colour, very finely striated by

elevated lines of growth ; spire convex, volutions 4—5, tapering ; aperture ovate
;
peristome plain, simple,

sharp."

Diameter, \ inch.

Locality. Fossil, Clacton, Grays, Copford.

Recent, Sweden, Finland, Russia, Styria, Switzerland, and Cincinnati, U. S.
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This is not very rare at Clacton ; at Copford, Mr. Brown tells me, it is so. It closely resembles //.

rotundatd in its large umbilicus and elevated ridges, but is justly separated from that species by well-marked

characters, having large volutions, which are fewer in number, and the aperture is consequently more open.

U.slriatella, Autliony, 'IJost. Jouru. Nat. Hist.,' vol. iii, p. 278, pi. 3, fig. 2, an existing species in the United

States, is now admitted to be the same as the above ; and //. perspectiva i.s, perhaps, only a variety. A

species, with a geographical range extending from Russia and Switzerland to Massachusets and Ohio,

might be expected to possess considerable variation.* In my List of Land and Fresh-water Shells from the

Older Tertiaries, at Ilordwell, published in the 'Lond. Geol. Journ.,' vol. i, p. 1 18, I had considered a species

found there to have prolonged its existence tmckanged to the present time, and that the one above referred

to (striatella) was its specific descendant. Mr. F. Edwards, in his 'Monograph of the Eocene Moll.

Pulmonata,' p. 66, gives his opinion adverse to that decision ; and I am now inclined to think be is correct.

//. lahyrinthica was given in my list as one of the species existing at the present time, while two others

were also inserted there, but with a doubt. I was at one time impressed with the idea that an air-breathing

mollusc, being less exposed to a variation of conditions, was enabled to preserve a specific existence longer

than its marine brethren ; and I fear it gave a slight bias to my determinations. Mr. Edwards has bestowed

upon the lalijrinthica a very critical and a very able examination, and has pointed out some differences

between the Hordwell fossil and the existing American shell ; but they were not, he considered, sufficient to

invalidate their identity, more especially as the living shell is itself subject to considerable variation ;

assuming, also, that if we possessed a large series of fossil specimens, these differences would probably

disappear : is it really certain that the possession of a larger series must necessarily bring the recent and

fossil nearer together? This species of mollusc appears to stand almost, if not entirely, by itself, as dating

its existence from the Older Tertiaries ; and, as wc are obliged to depend exclusively upon the restricted

characters of the shell alone, we are compelled to admit its identity, from the impossibility of pointing out a

dissimilarity such as is generally considered sufficient for specific separation. Might it not be possible

that the combined characters of the entire animal, rould they be possessed, would exhibit a difterence so as

to prevent its coming within the definition of a species in the present acceptation of that term? If this

Hordwell fossil be really still an existing shell, it militates somewhat against the hypothesis that a species

with a very prolonged existence in regard to time, would, if still in being, have a more extended geo-

graphical range, and vice versa ; it does not appear so in regard to Helix, when labyrinthica is compared

with rtulerata.

SIPIIONOSTOMATA.

MiTHA EBENCS, LamarcJi. Tab. XXXI, fig. /.

MiTR.v EBENUS. Lam. Ann. du Mus., vol. xvii, p. 216, No. 58, 1822.

— — Fhil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 229, t. 12, figs. 8— 10.

— — Bellardi. Monog. delle Mitre Foss. del Piedmonti, p. 23, t. 11, figs.

20—23, 18.)0.

— PYRAMIDELL.\. Bronn. var. p. Ind. Palrconth., p. 733, 1848.

— PLUMBEA. Laink. Hist, des An. s. Vert., tom. vii. No. 73, 1822.

* This is the only one of the six extinct species belonging to these Fluviatile deposits that has us range

to the westward ; the others belong to the European Continent, with the exception of Cyrena consolrina, now

an inhabitant of the Nile. The MoUusca of these beds do not appear to have any connection with the

peculiar, and probably more recent, Faunas of the Canaries, Madeiras, or the iVzores.
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MiTEA Livis ? Dubois. Wolhyn. Pod., t. 1, figs. 2, 3. Fide Phil.

— Defrancii. Payr. Cat. Moll. Cors., p. 166, t. 8, fig. 22.

— COENICULA. Sismond. Syn. Meth. an. Invert. Fed. Foss., p. 41.

VoLUTA PLICATCLA. BfoccJii. pp. 318 and 64C, t. 4, fig. 7.

— CORNICULA. Linn. Syst. Nat., cd. 11, p. 1191-

Spec. Char. Tesfd turritd, siiblcBvigatd, aut obsolete costatd ; anfractibus convexiusculis ; aperturd

spiram eeqiiante ; cohcmelM triplicatd sive quadruplicatd.

Shell turreted, nearly smooth, with obsolete ribs ; whorls slightly convex ; aperture the length of

the spire; columella with three or perhaps four folds.

Length, f inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Gedgrave. Recent, Mediterranean. Fossil, Apulia and Piedmont.

A single specimen of this genus has been obligingly presented to me by Mr. Charlesworth, and this

is the only one I have seen. It is not quite perfect, the outer lip being slightly broken, but it is otherwise

in good condition ; and there is every reasonable probability of its belonging to one of the variable forms of

ebenus. It most resembles the variety with the upper volutions somewhat obscurely costated, having the

body one smooth. My specimen has seven volutions, and three distinct folds upon the columella ; the

upper two folds large and distant, the third smaller and closer, with a very minute one lower down, perhaps

invisible if the lip were perfect. There is a slightly depressed mark around the upper part of the volution,

and, in the living state, probably corresponded with Philippi's description, "infra suturas linea albida

obscurfe cinctis."

A specimen of Mitra is mentioned, in the 'Mem. of the Geol. Survey,' vol. i, p. 429, as having been

found in the Glacial Beds of Wexford, and referred to M. cornea, Lamk., with doubt.

Mitra plicifera. S. Wood. Crag Moll., vol. i, p. 21, t. XXXI, fig. 8.

Not having been able to obtain anything more perfect than what have been so long in my cabinet, I

have had my best specimen figured, in order to call attention to its existence in the Coralline Crag. It

appears too strongly costated to be a variety of ebenus, and the apex is more obtuse than in that species. It

must, therefore, remain for the present with its provisional name.

Pyrula acclinis, S. Wood.- Tab. XXXI, fig. 6, a, b.

Pyrdla reticulata. Lam., vide. Crag Moll., vol. i, p. 42, t. 2, fig. 12.

A better knowledge of the various recent shells of this genus give reason to believe the differences

previously pointed out between the fossil and the recent species, to which it was assigned, are sufficient to

entitle it to specific distinction ; I therefore propose for the Crag shell the above name.

Edward Acton, Esq., of Grundisburgh, has, out of his rich collection, presented me with a cast in sand-

stone of what most probably was this species, obtained from the Red ^Crag of Sutton, which appears to

present a still greater ditference from the recent reticulata than do either of my own specimens, from which

the assignment had previously been made. This cast (fig. 6, a) shows a greater elevation of spire than

either the recent shell or my own fossils, which might perhaps be expected ; but the excess in height is

more than would arise simply from its being a cast, and it shows also more particularly that the shell from

whi('h it was taken had a shorter canal than the true reticulata : the latter character is, I think,

sufficient to separate our fossil from the existing species, and I am the more readily induced on that account

to change the name previously given.

This is in a sandstone nodule, similar to what has been spoken of at p. 69, and the cavity left by

the withdrawal of the shell is imperfectly filled by carbonate of lime in a crystallized state, the crystals
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being deposited upon the internal cast ; while upon the matrix is exhibited the sculpture of the exterior

on which also are deposited similar crystals. Besides the present species, Mr. Acton has kindly given

me a specimen of Nana conglobata in the same state ; and although the last has not yet been found

in the Coralline Crag, I think there is every reason to believe the cast of this species, as well as the other

sandstone nodules previously noticed, are the littoral remains of a destroyed portion of what might have

been a purely sandy deposit of the age of the Older Crag.

Tropuon Norvegicum, Chemnits. Tab. XXXI, fig. 1, a, b.

Strombus Norvegicus. Chemn. Conch. Cab., vol. s, p. 218, t. 15", figs. 1497, 1498, 1788.

Fusus NoRWEGicus. Turt. Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. vii, p. 351, 1834.

— Norvegicus. Ilowse. Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. six, p. 162, pi. 10, figs. 1— 4,

1847.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. iii, p. 428, pi. 107 and 108,

fig. 7.

Tbitonium Norvegicum. Midd. Malaco. Rossica., part 2, p. 147.

— — Lov6n. Ind. Moll. Scaud., p. 11, 1846.

Spec. Char. " T. oblongd, subidatd, albd, an/ractibus nex terelibus ; aperturd patuld ovatd, caudd

subadscendente, fauce ehurned."—Chemnitz.

" Shell smooth, volutions six, rather flat, the lower one ventricose ; aperture twice the length of the

rest of the shell, and pure white ; outer lip much dilated, and smooth on the inner margin ; the edge sharp

and slightly reflected
;

pillar smooth."

Length of recent shell, -Xh inches.

Locality. Red Crng, Sutton and Felixstow. Recent, British and Arctic Seas.

A few fragments, or the young state of this species, have been for some time in my cabinet, but their

very imperfect condition rendered an assignment doubtful ; and until the discovery of the larger specimen,

which was obtained at Felixstow by Mrs. Henry Bartlet, of Ipswich, who has obligingly entrusted it to my care

for examination and representation, I was fearful to introduce the name into the List of British Fossils ; but

there is now very good reason to believe the above-named species was an inhabitant of our seas during the

period the Red Crag was deposited. Mrs. Barllet's specimen (fig. 1, a) consists of a considenible portion of

the shcU, with the outer lip and anterior canal destroyed : what remains corresponds so closely with the

existing species, that there is every probability of its identity. Our shell is thin, has lost its outer coating,

and the suture in consequence is deepened ; upon the shell are still visible numerous, but somewhat obsolete

stria;. The fracture of the specimen appears to have been produced or accelerated by the inroads of a Chona

—a means of destruction not uncommon with the shells of the Crag. Being unable to give a detailed

description, I have taken the diagnosis from Chemnitz; he refers to ' Seba Thesaur,' vol. iii, t. 52, fig. 9?

175S, who was probably the first to notice the species. It is said to have been found in the Newer Tertiaries

of Sweden.

Mr. Ilowse states having dredged the living shell, in sixty fathoms water, off the Durham coast.

Tropho.v Turtoxi, Bean. Tab. XXXI, fig. 2.

Fusu3 TuRTONi. Bean. Mag. Nat. Hist., vol. vii, p. 493, fig. 61.

— — Howse. Ann. Nat. Hist., vol. xix, p. 163, pi. 10, figs. 6— 10.

— — Reeve. Conch. Icon. Fusus, vol. iv, pi. 20, fig. 83.

— — /'Vie* and Hanleij. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. ii, p. 431, pi. 105, figs. 3, 4, and

pi. 106, figs. 2—1.
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Spec. Char. " Testa ovato-turritd, crassinscithi ; spird enormiter amminato-productd, apiee papillari

;

anfractiltus spiraliter striatis, stiperne concavis, vix angulatis ; aperturd ampld, lahro incrassato suhrefiexo

;

albida."—Reeves.

" Shell ovately turreted, somewhat thick ; spire enormously produced, with a niammillated apex ;

whorls spirally striated, concave on the upper part, scarcely angulated ; aperture large, with a thickened,

slightly reflesed outer lip."

Length (of the recent shell), 5 inches.

Locality. Red Crag, Ramsholt. Recent, British Seas.

The fragment of a shell in my cahinet corresponds with the young or spiral poitiou of the above-

named recent species, and this is all that I have seen ; it is thin and fragile, having lost its outer coating,

and is quite smooth, and it is placed provisionally in tiiis position.

Trophon propinquum? Alder. Tab. XXXI, fig. 3, a, b.

Fusus PROPiNQUUs. Alder. Catal. Moll. Northum. and Durh., p. 63.

— — Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. iii, p. 419, pi. 103, fig. 2.

— Sabixi. Forbes. Mem. Geol. Surv. Grt. Brit., vol. i, p. 42fi.

The British conchologists appear to consider they have well-defined characters for the separation of

T. Islandicum and T. propinquum, the former having a niammillated apex, while in the latter the volution is

commenced from a much smaller point ; the pullus of each being sufficient to determine the species. In

addition to which the propinquum is said to be comparatively much shorter and more tumid, or less

elongated than the other. My Coralline Crag specimens appear to preserve a sort of intermediate character,

and I have thought it necessary to give an enlarged representation of the spire of our shell, which is

certainly not niammillated, and corresponds in its elongated and elegant form with T. Islandicum, having

eight volutions, with a length of one inch and a quarter, and its greatest diameter ^^^ths of an inch : thus

appearing to unite the distinguishing characters of the two recent species. The specimens from the Red

Crag are tolerably abundant, but the apex—the character by which it is snid to be distinguished—is generally

more or less injured. It has been found at Bridlington, and in the Drift in Ireland.

Tkophon Fabricii, Beck. Tab. XXXI, fig. 4.

Trophon Fabeicii. (Becfc) ex Muller. Ind. Moll. Groenl., p. 14, 1842.

Tritonium craticulum. Fabricius. Faun. Groenl. Fide M'uller.

FusDS Fabricii. Forbes. Mem. Geol. Surv., vol. i, p. 425.

Spec. Char. Testd otato-turritd, vel ventricoso fusiformi ; costatd, costis acutis, angulatis; transversim

striatd, striis prominuHs remotis ; aperturd ovatd ; labro incrassato, intus leevi ; caudd brevi ; cohtmelld

pland.

Shell ovately turreted, or ventricosely fusiform; costated, ribs sharp and angulated; transversely

striated, strife slightly prominent and remote ; aperture ovate ; outer lip thickened, smooth within ; canal

siiort; columella plain.

Length, \ inch.

Locality. Drift Beds, Wexford {Forbes). Recent, Greenland.

"This beautiful species, which was not observed in the Drift Beds until found in Ireland by Captain

(Major) James, is intermediate in its character between Fusus scalariforniis and Fusvs Barvicensis. It has

the general form and veiitricose whorls of the former, with the fimbriated ribs of the latter."

—

Forbes.

The figure is from the only specimen that I have seen. It is in the Museum in Jermyn Street.

41
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Fusu3 FoRBESi. Strickland.

" According to ^Ir. G. B. Sowerby, identical with Fimis cinereus, Say, an American species, synonymous

with Jiuccinum jilicosumoi "Slcnke."—Forbes, 'Mem. Gcol. Surv.,' vol. i, p. *12C.

LocaUty. Isle of Man.

"Fusus Bakvicensis. Johnston.

"Locality. Fossil, Irish Drift.

Living, Northern Coasts of Britain."

"Fusus Bamffius. Donovan.

"Locality. Fossil, one of the most generally difl'used and abundant species in the British and Irish

Glacial Beds.

Living, Northern and Arctic Regions of the European Seas, common on the Scottish

Coasts, Greenland, Seas of Boreal America."

—

Forbes, ' Jlem. Geol. Surv.,' vol. i, p. 425.

"Fusrs CCRTUS. Smith. MS. Tert. Dep. of the Basin of the Clyde, Trans. Geol. Soc, 2d ser., vol. vi,

p. 15G, No. 20.

" F. Testd oblongd, crassinsculd, Icevigatd, spiraliter striatd ; un/ractibus subrotundatis quinque, ultimo

majori ; aperlurd oblongd, magnd ; canali brevissimo obtuso. Long. 0'3, lat. 0'12, poll."

"This species has the form of many Pleurolomata, particularly of PL fdosa, but it has not the notch

near the posterior part of the outer lip which characterises that genus. I have, therefore, found it necessary

to place it with the Fusi ; the very short, scarcely evident canal, however, tends to separate it from the more

typical species of Fusus."

The above description of the Clyde Beds fossil has been obligingly forwarded to me by Jlr. Smith, of

Jordan Hill ; it was drawn up by the late Mr. G. B. Sowerby. From what I can learn of this shell, which

I have not been able to see, it probably belonged to PI. reticulata. Brown. PI. Trevelliunum, Turt.

Mangelia Trevelliana, Forbes and Hanley.

" Fusus nov. sp. ? or variety of F. crispus, Brocchi (?).

"A shell measuring above an inch in length, fusiform, the whorls narrow, and crossed by prouiineut

ribs, which are traversed by raised spiral ridges. The characters are those of F. crispus, of which it is

probable an extreme form ; but more perfect specimens are required for accurate determination. It is very

distinct from any recorded Drift fossil.

"Locality. Fossil, Wexford.*

Living, F. crispus is at present a Jlediterrancan species.

"It occurs fossil in the Sub-Apenninc beds."

—

Forbes, 'Mem. Geol. Surv.,' vol. i, p. 426.

There is a specimen from the Red Crag in my cabinet, which resembles this species ; but it is in a

worn and mutilated condition, and undeterminable. F. crispus is figured by Michalotti, ' Desc. des Terr.

Mioc. de I'ltal. Septen.,' p. 272, No. 3, pi. 9, figs. I", 18, who refers to Borson, ' Oritt. Piemont,' p. 31".

It is not mentioned by I'rocchi.

* Every possible assisiance lias been most obliguiijly n-ndcred to me by the officers of the Geological

Survey, in their endeavours to discover this and some other Fossils, but all their exertions have been

unsuccessful. Not anticipating the calamity that has deprived us of our lamented associate and friend,

the late Professor E. Forbes, I did not think it necessary to apply to him respecting these species until I

began to work upon the Appendix, knowing his ever-ready willingness to assist whenever occasion might

require. My application has been thus unfortunately delayed, which I should the more regret were it not

that his authority for the existence and correct determination of these species is quite sufficient without any

endorsement I could give them.
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Nassa PYGMiEA, Lamarck. Tab. XXXI, fig. 5.

Ranella pygm^a. Lamk. Hist, des An. sans Vert., 2d ed., vol. ix, p. 550, No. 14.

_ _ Kiener. Coq. viv. (Ranel), p. 33, pi. 10, fig. 2.

Tritonia vakicosa. Turt. Zool. Jouin., No. 7, p. 3C5, t. 13, fig. 7.

Nassa incrassata, var. Flemff. Brit. An., p. 340, 1828.

— PYGM^A. Forb. and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. iii, p. 394, pi. 108, figs. 5, 6.

Spec. Char. TestA turritd, costatd et spiraliter striata, eosfis numerosis, striis creberrimis decus-

santibus ; scepe varicibus in anfraetibus snperioribus ; aperturd ovatd, labro extus incrassato, varicoso.

Shell turreted, costated, and spirally striated, ribs numerous, with close-set strise ; upper volutions

often bearing thickened ribs or varices ; aperture ovate ; outer lip thickened externally.

Length, \ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton. Recent, Britain.

A single specimen, but not in good condition, is in my cabinet, and appears to correspond with what

the British conchologists have confidently proposed as a distinct species. I believe the Crag fossil to be

identical with the living shell.

I have withheld a notice of this, as well as a few other imperfect specimens from the Crag, up to the

present time, in the hope of being able to procure something better to represent than what I am now only

able to give.

Nassa Monensis, Forbes, MS.

Nassa Monensis. Strickland. Proc. Geol. Soc, vol. iv, p. 8.

In the first volume of my Monograph, p. 31, t. 3, fig. 5, a Red Crag shell was considered to have

belonged to the above species, and it was inserted as such upon the authority of the late Professor E.

Forbes. Mr. Smith has recently sent me a MS. note, accompanied with a sketch, by the origina'

discoverer, of what is there called N. Monensis. " Nassa differing from N. tnacula in having the spire less

produced, the body whorl much more ventricose, and the longitudinal ribs fewer. It appears intermediate

between N. macula and iV. ambigua." Forbes. The figure presents some considerable differences from the

Crag shell, and I regret my inability to obtain a sight of the Manx specimen ; they must, therefore, remain

united for the present.

Nassa Pliocena. Strickland. Proc. Geol. Soc, vol. iv, p. 9.

Locality. Isle of Man.

This shell I have been unable to obtain a sight of.

Nassa reticulata is enumerated in Mr. Smith's 'List of the Clyde Fossils,' 'Proc. Geol. Soc.,' vol. iv, p. 9.

" BucciNUM CILIATUM. Fabricius.

" Syn. (a variety.) Buccinum Eumph-eysianum, Bennett. Possibly, Buc. fusiforme, of Broderip, may

be an extreme form of this species.

"Locality. Fossil, North of England and Scotland.

Living, very rare in the British Seas, common in Arctic Seas and on the Banks of

Newfoundland."

—

Forbes, 'Mem. Geol. Surv.,' vol. i, p. 427.

This is another recorded British Tertiary fossil that I have been unable to obtain a sight of.
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Cancei.laria scALARo'iDES, S. Wood. Tab. XXXI, fig. 9.

Cancellaria coronata. 5. Tf^ood. Crag. Moll., part 1, \>. 64.

1 have here introduced the figure of a specimen from the Coralline Crag, at Sudbourne, giveu

to me by Mr. Charleswortli, since the publication of my first part, and as it presents a variation

in character from those previously in my possession from the Red Crag, it is desirable it should be

represented. From this more especially, and from a further examination of the other specimens, I am

induced now to believe the Crag shell to be distinct, and to be intermediate between C. varicosa, Broc, and

C. coronata, Soacchi. In this Coralline Crag specimen the costoe arc very few, not more than seven in the

last volution, like those of varicosa, but the vippcr part is more angular than in that species, and it differs

from coronata in not only having fewer costac, but the outer lip of our shell is furnished with numerous

ridges or teeth, about ten, apparently at all ages ; and there are three distinct folds upon the columella, the

upper one small, the middle one the largest; while in varicosa the upper one is the large one. The form of

the aperture is also different from what is represented by Philippi in the figure he has given of C. coronata.

The form of our -shell approaches that of Fusiis, the proportions of the aperture being little more than one

third of its entire length : although these dimensions may vary in several specimens, and is a character of

no very great importance, but, united with other differences, give reason to believe our shell to be entitled

to an isolated position. The Red Crag shell is probably the prolonged existence of the Coralline Crag

species.

IjACI'Na vincta, Montague. Tab. XXXI, fig. 1.3, a, L.

Turbo vixctus. Mont. Test. Brit., vol. ii, p. .S07, pi. 20, fig. i, 1803.

Lacuna vincta. Turt. Zool. Journ., vol. iii, p. 192.

— — Gould. Inv. Massach., p. 262, fig. 178*.

— CANALis. Turt. Zool. Journ., vol. iii, p. 192.

— (lUADRlFASCIATA. Id. Zool. Journ., vol. iii, p. 191.

— — Locen. Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 22.

— DiVARiCATA. Id Ind. Moll. Scand., p. 2.3.

— I'ERTUSA. Conrad. Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelph., vol. vi, p. 266, pi. II.

fig. 19.

Phasianeli.a bifasciata. liruion. Illust Brit. Conch., pi. 40, fig. 47, 1827.

Spec. Char. Testii ovdto-conoided, tenui ; an/raclibus convcxiusculis, roluiidatis ; tabrotenui,simplici;

columella lati angustd, excavald, arcuatd.

Shell ovately conical and thin, with about four slightly convex or rounded volutions ; outer lip thin

and simple ; columella elongated, curved, and excavated.

Lenyth, J inch.

Localily. Mam. Crag, near Norwich.

Clyde Beds. Recent, Britain, Norway, and North .America.

The shell, in the living state, to which my fossil is assigned as an identity, indulges in such con-

siderable variation, that I have placed it there as its most probable position, and the longitudinal propor-

tions between the varieties called gracilis and quadrifasciata would give a mean with which our fossil

appears to correspond, approaching, however, rather nearer to the latter (like the fig. 169, Guftld) ;

but the three specimens in my possession are not in good preservation, and have lost the greater

portion of the outer coating, by which the form is altered. One specimen presents a somewhat square

outline to the aperture, resembling, in that character, L. crassior. The recent shells of this genus have
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greatly perplexed the coiichologist, and the condition of my fossils presents greater difficulties in their

determination.

In the 'Memoirs of the Geological Survey,' vol. i, p. 423, Lacuna MontacuH is quoted as having been

found in the Drift Beds of Ireland.

Littorina z" su/joperla, 'Crag Moll.,' vol. i, p. 118, t. 10, fig. 13. Since the figure here referred to

was made, I have obtained a rather better specimen, which shows a flattened or slightly concave columella,

the characteristic distinction of the genus Lacuna. It may, perhaps, with more propriety be called Lacuna

suboperta.

Littorina neritoides, rudis, and palliala, are enumerated in the ' List of Clyde Fossils.'

FossARUs SULC,\TUS, S. Wood.

Phasianejia sulcata. S. Wood. Catalogue, 1840. loc. cit.

FossARUs CLATHRATUS. Id. Crag MoU., vol. i, p. 1 2 1

.

The Crag shell was considered by myself as an id entity with the Mediterranean species, which subse-

quent e.xamination gives reason to believe is not correct; I have, therefore, ventured to restore to it the

provisional name given in my 'Catalogue.' It resembles a recent British shell which I believe belongs to

this genus, Odostomia duHoUformis, ' Hist. Brit. Moll.,' vol. ii, p. 301, pi. 97, fig. ."). Our fossil is, however,

specifically distinct, and seems to preserve an intermediate character between dolioU/ormis and clathratus,

being larger than the one, and smaller than the other, and more elongated than either. The ridge upon

the columella is at times invisible, and is a character not to be depended upon.

Odosto.mia unidentata, Moitlague. Tab. XXXI, fig. 11.

Turbo unidentatus. Monf. Test. Brit., p. 324, 1803.

VoLUTA UNIDENTATA. Mat. and Rack. Trans. Lin. Soc, vol. viii, p. 121.

Jaminia UNIDENTATA. Brown. Illust. Brit. Conch., pi. 50, figs. 34, 35, 1827.

Odostomia unidentata. Forb. and Haid. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. iii, p. 2G4, \A. 95,

figs. 7, 8.

— PLICATA. Flem. Brit. An., p. 310, 1828.

Spec. Char. Testa minutd, ovato-conoided, IcBvigatd, anfiactihus 5—6 coiivcnuscidis, spird jjaulo

longiore, aperture ovatu, lahro shnplici, cobanelld unidentata.

Shell small, ovately conical, smooth, with about five or six volutions, slightly convex ; spire a little

longer than the aperture, which is ovate, with a simple lip ; columella toothed.

Length, -^g inch.

Locality. Red Crag, Walton Naze. Recent, Britain.

A solitary specimen of a shell of this perplexing genus has been recently obtained by myself from

the Red Crag, and it appears to accord best with the shorter variety of the above-named recent British

species, although it diff'ers slightly in having the volutions at the base rather more rounded.

In the former part of my Monograph, Od. plicata and Od. conoidea are united as one and the same

species, which I now believe to be distinct, as pointed out by the authors of the ' Hist, of Brit. Mollusca.'

Both these species were in existence during the Crag Periods, the latter in the Coralline, and the former

in the Red Crag.

A shell in my cabinet, from the Coralline Crag, strongly resembles Od. euHmoides ; but the specimen

18 not in sufficiently good preservation for figure or description.
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Odostomia trlncatula? Jeffreys. Tab. XXXI, fig. 16.

OuosTOMiA TttUNCATULA. Jeff. Ann. Nat. Hist., new ser., 1850, p. 150.

— — Fori, and Hani. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. iii, p. 29J, pi. 96, fig. 8,

1850.

Spec. Char. Testii elont/ato-turritn, subulatd vel su//ci/lindraceii, Ifevigatd, pellucidtl? tenui ; anfractibus

5— 6 C07ivexiusciilis ; apertvrii oratii, labro actifo ; umLi/ico parro ; coltimellii obsolete tmidentutd.

Shell elongately turreted, tapering, or nearly cylindrical, smooth, thin, and transparent ? volations

5— 6, somewhat flattened ; aperture ovate ; outer lip sharp; columella with an obsolete tooth, and small

umbilicus.

Length, \ inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton. Recent, Britain-

Three or four specimens in my possession appear to correspond with the recent shell above referred to.

hi comparing my fossils with some specimens of the recent shell, obligingly presented to me by Mr. Barlee,

the greatest difference appears to be in the apex, which, in the living shell, is somewhat flatter and more

obtuse than in my fossil, whose apex is blunt or obtuse, but not flat, neither does it appear to have been

reversed. My specimens unfortunately are not in the best state of preservation.

Assiminea Grayiana is enumerated as a fossil by Mr. Dixon, in his ' List of Shells from the Upper

Tertiarics of Bracklesham.'

RissoA SOLUTA, Philippi. Tab. X.XXI, fig. 10.

RissoA SOLUTA. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. ii, p. 1.30, pi. 23, fig 18, 184-1.

— — ? Jeffreys. Ann. Nat. Ilist., vol. xx, p. 16.

— — ? Fori, and Z/a/i/. Hist. Brit. Moll., vol. iii, p. 131, pi. 75, figs. 3, 4, 1850.

Spec. Char. Tcstil minimd, elonyato-turritd, Iteviyatd, anfractibus (quatuor vel quinque) rotundato-

ventricosis, suturis pro/utidis ; aperliird suborbicidari.

Sliell minute, elongately turreted, smooth ; whorls (four or five) roundedly ventricose, sutures deep

;

aperture nearly orbicular.

Length, -j'j inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton. Recent, Mediterranean.

I have found, in the Sutton sand, a single specimen of a shell which corresponds closely with the

figure and description by Philippi, above referred to.

Messrs. Forbes and Hanley, p. 131, supra, have expressed great doubt respecting the existence of

Philippi's species, and they have appropriated his name to the British shell. I fully participate in their

doubt respecting the identity of the Mediterranean form with that found in our own seas ; but, judging

from the fossil now figured, I am much inclined to believe the Mediterranean shell to be a valid species ;

and in the event of its being hereafter so determined, I would suggest the name of intersecta for the recent

British shell, as in that case soluta must be retained for the one to which it was first given.

The Crag shell may be more particularly described as being somewhat thin, and now opaque, though

perhaps transparent in the living state ; quite smooth, without appearing to have lost its outer coating

;

although somewhat elongate in the spire (differing therein from the recent British shell), the apex is obtuse,

with at least four volutions, and a deep suture, particularly the last (but not " disjoined"), and with a

distinct and deep umbilicus. The outer lip is simple, not thickened by a ridge, neither is it toothed

within ; the aperture somewhat rounded, but the diameter of the opening is rather greater in a longitudinal

direction, and is about two fifths the entire length of the shell, with the lower part slightly effuse.
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RissoA THERMALis? LimtcBus. Tab. XXXI, fig. 12, a, b.

Turbo thermalis. Linn. Syst. Nat., 12th ed., p. 1237, No. 629.

— MuRiATicus? Beudant. Auii. du Mus., torn, sv, p. 201.

Spec. Char. " T. umhilicatd oblonyiusculd, ohtusd, anfractihis teretilms Icevibus.'''—Linnseus.

Shell elongately conical or subulate, naked, smooth, and glossy ; volutions sis, slightly convex

;

suture distinct and deep ; apex obtuse, depressed ; aperture ovate ; inner lip adpressed, giving a pointed

termination at the upper part; umbilicus small.

Length, | inch. Diameter, % of the length.

Locality. Clacton.

It is now most difficult, perhaps impossible, to say what Linnaeus intended for the type of his Turbo

Thermalis, as there are two or three species that might, with a moderate allowimce of latitude in variation,

be made to accord with the diagnosis of his shell, and, it is to be feared, have already been done so. I am

unwilling to make "confusion worse confounded," so have introduced our shell with the above name

instead of imposing a new one, though not without great misgivings upon the propriety of doing so,

particularly as Linnaeus, in his description, says, " T. semine Brassicse paulo major."

Our fossil is by no means rare at Clacton, but the majority of my specimens were obtained from the

clay or estuary portion of the deposit at that locality in association with marine or rather estuary species :

Cardium edule, Tetlina Balthica, Triyonella plana, Mytilus eduHs, and Balaniis. I have also found

specimens in the sandy and purely fresh-water part of the cliff, with land and fresh-water shells, so that

probably its animal inhabitant was capable of residing in water that was either fresh or brackish. Mr.

John Pickering has presented me with some specimens of a recent shell identical with our fossil, and these,

he tells me, were obtained in the ditches of brackish water near Gravesend, in Kent. Similar specimens

were pronounced by Messrs. Forbes and Hanley, vol. iv, p. 26", to be only varieties of R. ventrosa, in which

opinion I cannot coincide ; and I am permitted by Jlr. Pickering to say he believes the two shells to be

specifically distinct.

This shell, or something very like it, was found by MM. Ehrenberg and Von Hemprich, " in fontibus

Oasis Jovis Hammonis inter Alexandriam ct Rosettam."

Jeffreysia? patula, S. Wood. Tab. XXXI, fig. \A,a,b.

Natica depressula. S. Wood. Catal. of Crag Shells, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1840,

p. 530.

Spec. Char. Testil minutd, swbgtobosu, Icevigatd, polifd, tenui, vitred, pellucidd? umbilicald ; apice

obtuso ; anfractibus paucis 1— 2 depressis ; suturisprofundis, excaiiatis ; aperturd magnd, ovatd, dilatatd

;

labro simplici acuta.

Shell small, subglobose, smooth, glossy, thin, vitreous, pellucid? umbilicated ; apex obtuse; volutions

few, 1— 2, depressed; suture deeply excavated; .iperture large, ovate, expanded; outer lip thin and

sharp.

Diameter, .j-L inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Three specimens of a small species were found by myself many years since, and reserved to the present

time. They are now assigned provisionally to the above genus, more from the difficulty of finding a better

position than from a satisfaction of their correct appropriation. They appear to differ from Natica, where
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they were first placed, in Imving an oblusc instead of an acute apex, like all the species in that genus that I

liave CAaniined, and the texture of the shell is vitreous and clear, and when living was proljably quite

transparent. The form much resembles that of S'atica, but the peristome is continuous, and not impressed

by the hody whorl, nor is the inner lip spread out as in the species of that genus. I know ol nothing

strictly resembling it, and if the determination of the genus depend, as it is said, entirely upon the form of

the operculum, it will probably be long ere it is correctly determined by that character.

1'.\LUD1NA I'ARiLis, tS. Wood.

I'.u.iDiNA LiCNTA. S. Wood. Crag. Moll., vol. i, p. 110.

Since the publication of my first volume, wherein I had assigned the Crag shell as an identity with the

fossil from the Older Tertiaries, and considered them both as the progenitors of a shell now living in the

Nile, 1 have given to them a more extended examination, with an increased number of specimens, and have

reason to believe they are all three distinct.

I therefore propose the above name for the British Upper Tertiary Fossil, in lieu of the one it has

hitherto borne.

I'ahdina MAiiciXATA, Mtchoud. Tab. XXXI, fig. 18, a,b.

Palvdina JtAiiCiiNATA. Midi. Comple. de I'llist. Nat. des Coq. Terr, et Fluv. de la France,

p. 98, No. 11, t. 15, figs. 58, f>9, 1831.

_ _ LyeU. Man. Elem. Geol., p. 127, fig. 112, 1851.

— MIXVTA. Strk/daiid. Silur. Syst., p. 555.

— — Li/e/l. On tiie Boulder Formations and F. W. Deposits of Eastn. Norf.,

rhil. Mag., ser. 3, vol. xvi, No. 101, p. 351, fig. 1, 18-10.

Spec. Char. " Tes/ii minimil, peUvcidd ovatd, nitidd, albidd, longitudinaliter suhstriatd ; anfractihus

qvinis, rotnitdntiii ; aperturd uvato-rolundutn ; hihro exttis marginato ; apice obtuso, papillato. Operculum

ig/toluiii."—Michnud.

Shell small, pellucid, ovate, naked, white, slightly striated longitudinally ; volutions five, rounded ;

aperture roundedly ovate ; outer Up outwardly marginated ; spire obtuse, papillated. Operculum unknown.

" Vliiiensions, J and ' line."

Recent, Draguignan, South of France, Carouge, near Geneva {Jeff'reys).

This species is, I believe, abundant at each of the localities in which it is found, and particularly so at

Clacton. The generality of specimens do not exceed the dimensions given by Michaud to the recent shell,

though some few of my fossils have attained to the tenth of an inch in length, from the elongation of the

spire, without increasing the number of volutions, in which case the suture is much deepened. The apex is

very obtuse, the vertex being flattened, with the apical or embryonic portion broad and inflated. The

outside of the aperture is strengthened by a thickened whitish rib, generally at a short distance from the

margin, which is sharp and plain ; the aperture is ovate, with the major axis in a longitudinal direction,

scarcely at all impressed by the body whorl.

This is not now found living in Britain, and I have been unable to obtain any information respecting

the soft parts of the animal. The thickened margin would rather indicate its having a calcareous operculum,

like the genus Bithinia, but I have never found one. although the shell is very abundant.
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Natica Smitijit, Brown.

BuLBUs Smithii. Brown. Mem.,Weni. Soc, vol. viii, p. 104, pi. 1, fig. 18, 1838.

Natica — Forhes. Mem. Geol. Surv., vol. i, p. 430.

" The only specimen ever met with of this most interesting shell, a member of the division of

ampullariform Naticse, was found by the Duchess of Argyle in the Pleistocene Beds at Ardincaple. That

specimen was presented to Mr. Smith, and was figured and described by Captain Brown, in the eighth

volume of the 'Wernerian Transactions.' It has since, unfortunately, been destroyed. From its delicacy

it is not likely to occur in the more disturbed beds of the Drift, but should be looked for in the Clyde Beds.

It is extremely probable that when an opportunity for comparison may occur, the Bu/bus Smithii will be

found to be identical with Natica flava, of Gould ; a rare living inhabitant of the Newfoundland Bank."

—Forbes.

Mr. Smith, of Jordan Hill, to whom I have applied in the hope of being able to add something to the

above remark, expresses his deep regret at the loss of the specimen referred to, which, he says, is the only

one he has either seen or heard of.

Natica Bowerbankii, Forbes. MSS. Mem. Geol. Survey, vol. i, p. 430.

" In Mr. Bowerbank's Bridlington Collection there is an imperfect specimen of a very distinct species

of Natica, which does not agree with any living or fossil species known to me. It has a smooth, ventricose

body whorl, angulated above, and a depressed spire. It equals Nat. monilifera in size."

—

Forbes.

This is another, at present uncertain, species upon which, I regret to say, my endeavours to add a little

information have not been crowned with success. Mr. Leckenby, who is well acquainted with the

Bridlington fossils, kindly undertook to make inquiry for another specimen, but was equally unsuccessful.

The shell in Mr. Bowerbank's Museum is in that condition from which a determination would not be at all

satisfactory.

Natica Alderi, Forbes.

(Natica nitida, Donovan.)

This is said to have been found in the Drift Beds of Ireland and Scotland.

Trochus crenularis. Crag Moll., vol. i, p. 123, t. 13, fig. 7.

The specimen figured under this name at the above reference, I am now inclined to believe is a

foreigner, and that the species does not belong to the Coralline Crag.

Trochus magus, Linn.

Found in the Irish Drift Beds.

Margarita undulata, G. B. Sowerby.

Trochus inflatus. Smith. Mem. Wern. Soc, vol. viii, pi. 1, figs. 10, 11.

Found in the Irish Drift and in the Clyde Beds.

42
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Bulla conuloidea, S. Wood.

The shell called B. conulus, S. Wood, 'Mon, Crag. Moll.,' part 1, p. 173, t. 21, fig. 2, is, I now believe,

distinct fiom the Paris Basin shell, to which I had assigned it. A better examination with more specimens,

some of which were obligingly forwarded to me by M. Dcshayes, have shown that although the two shells

are very closely allied, the dili'erences are such as to warrant a specific separation. 1 therefore propose the

above alteration for the Crag shell. The species from the Basin of the Adour, called by Grateloup, B.

conulus and B. anyistoma, which I had considered synonymous, I have been unable to examine whether

they be more nearly related to the Older Tertiary or to the Crag species.

Bulla hydatis, Linn.

This is enumerated in Mr. Dixon's ' List of the Upper Tertiary Fossils at Bracklesham.'

Bulla ampulla.

Mentioned in Sir R. Murchison's ' Silur. Syst.,' p. 53.J, as a Tertiary fossil, found at Kempsey, near

Worcester. I am unable to say whether these two be the same or different species.

Bulla acuminata. S. Wood. Crag. Moll., vol. i, p. 171.

In the Synoptical Table at the end of the first volume of the 'Crag Mollusca' is a x against this name in

the line of Eocene fossils, as if intended to denote the presence of the recent species, acuminata, during the

Period of the Older Tertiaries.* This is a misprint ; no mention is made of such existence in the text at the

above reference. An unfigured species has, however, been found at Barton, closely resembling the recent

shell in having a pointed or acuminated termination, with the spire enveloped, but the Older Tertiary fossil

is evidently distinct.

Systematists appear to labour under great difficulties in the generic divisions of the Bullae, the form of

the shell appearing almost alone to determine the distinctions. Our little species rejoices iu the title of

several generic aliases. Prefessor Loven has removed it from Bulla into a proposed genus called Cylichna.

Messrs. Forbes and Hanley placed it (with a doubt) in Ovula. It was called Folvula by Adams ; and Mr.

Woodward has united it with Tornatina. A knowledge of the animal, when possessed, will assist in its true

assignment, and may possibly justify a different position ; but at present the shell alone is all we have to

guide us as to its true relations, and from this it appears to differ only as a species from Bulla cylindracea,

and other cylindrically convoluted shells, and whatever may be considered more essential distinctions for

generic separation iu such inflated species as Bulla ampulla, &r., the simple difference in this, at least from

the cylindrically formed shells, is merely a greater elevation of the outer lip, so as to conceal the turns of the

spire
:
or perhaps it would be more correct to speak of it as a prolongation of the outer lip into a pointed

termination for the excurrent canal, instead of being at the junction or suture of the volution ; an

approximation to this may be seen iu those species, such as B. umbilicatu, &c., in which the outer lip is

extended retreally or retreatingly, so as to cause a concavity where the spire is depressed but not

hidden.

* This column contains also a few other crosses, intimating the supposed existence during the Eocene

Periods of those species against which they are attached. Since that table was published I have given to

them a more special examination, and although there are two or three (particularly the species of

Pleurotoma) that present many characters in common, there is not one therein included that can be

undoubtedly said to have lived during the joint Periods of the Older Tertiaries and the Crag.
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Aplysia? asciola, S. Wood. Tab. XXXI, fig. 24 a, I.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton, Sudbourne.

This fossil has been in my possession for the last twenty years, with the above doubtful generic name,

and my endeavours to obtain information as to its true character have hitherto been unsuccessful. There is

a strong resemblance between it and one of the opercular valves of a Barnacle {tergum), but, with all my

search, I have never been able to find what might be considered as its opposing portion—all my specimens

have the point or apex inclining in the same direction ; still I thought it might possibly belong to the

Cirripedia ; I therefore requested Mr. Darwin would be kind enough to give me his opinion upon them,

but they were rejected by him as not belonging to any animal in the group he has so ably

investigated.

Its form is that of a " little hatchet," and I have assumed it to be the calcareous portion of an internal

shell, belonging, probably, to the section called Aclesia by Rang, and have placed it provisionally in the

above generic position. At least fifty specimens have been found by myself, and these present considerable

variation inter se, but I think they may be all referred to the same specific animal. One specimen is from

Sudbourne ; and this, though more than double the size of those from Sutton, was probably only from a

larger individual, varying in that respect like the specimens of Scalpellum, as well as a few of the Mollusca

from the same two localities.

Two fossils from the Upper Tertiaries of SicUy have been doubtingly described as species under the

above generic title.

The inner portion or lining of Pecfuneulus glycimeris sometimes separates from the rest of the shell,

and is occasionally found in the Red Crag ; and when in that condition it strongly resembles the figure of

Aplysia grandis, Philippi, 'En. Moll. Sic.,' vol. ii, t. 18, fig. 10, a, h ; but I have not been able to see the

Sicilian fossil.

Pecten maximds. Tab. XXXI, fig. 25.

Pecten maximus. S. Wood. Monog. of Crag Moll., ante, p. 22.

A single specimen of the flat valve of a species in this genus has lately been given to me by Mr.

Whincopp, who obtained it from Sutton.

Although a considerable amount of variation is exhibited in my large series of specimens of what I have

considered as P. maximus from the Coralline Crag, I have not seen anything quite so anomalous as is

presented by this Red Crag specimen, and confess to be somewhat perplexed respecting it ; still there is

something peculiar in the arrangement of the ribs of this shell to warrant the belief that there has been a

failure in their number of about one half, perhaps caused by what might be called a duplicature or union of

the organs by which they were produced, and that it is nothing more than a monstrous form of the common

British species.

There are six, or perhaps eight ribs, including those irregular ridges at the shoulders, rounded and

smooth, probably made so by attrition ; between them are some smaller rays, varying from two to five. In

the recent shell these intermediate rays are also variable, and, in some specimens, they are very distinct and

prominent, both between and upon the ribs, while in others they are entirely absent.

In order, therefore, to avoid the introduction of a species upon the slender evidence afl'orded by this

specimen, I have called it P. maximus, var. larvatus.
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Pecten poLYMORPnus, Bronn. Tab. XXXI, fig. 20.

Pecten polymorpiius. Bronn. Reise, p. 627, sec. Phil.

— STRIATUS. Marcel, de Serr. Geog. des Terr. Tert. du Midi de la France, p. 131.

— STRIATLLUS. Lumarck . Sec. Philippi.

— ix.EQUicosTALis. Id. See. I'hilippi.

— Isabella. Lamarck. Sec. Philippi.

— FLAGELLATUS. Id. Scc. Philippi.

— iLEXUOsus. Id. See. Philippi.

— POLYMORPUCS. Phil. En. Moll. Sic, vol. i, p. 79, t. 5, figs. 18—21.

— — Dixon. Geol. of Sussex, p. Hi, fig. .3, 1850.

— — Siimond. Syn. Meth. Inv. Ped., p. 13, 1847.

OsTREA STRIATA? Brocchi. Conch. Foss. Subnp., p. .J77, t. 16, fig. 17.

— DiscoHS. Id. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. .581, t. 14, fig. 13.

— COAKCTATA. Id. Conch. Foss. Subap., p. .")"4, t. 14, fig. 9.

— PLICA. Poli. Utr. Sic, t. 28, figs. 1—,">.

Spec. Char. " Testa suhaqiiivalvi, svborbiculari, latiore qiiam lonyd, lonr/ifiidinalifer undidafo-

plicatd, striata' auf leevi, jilicis ^)— 12, anriculis nmjtlis siibcequalibug, utraque basi angnstatd ; i.e., simt

anguium rectum formante a lateribiis divisd."— Philippi.

Shell nearly equivalve, suborbicular, broader than long, longitudinally ribbed or plicated ; ribs ,"i— 12
;

auricles large and slightly nnequal, and augulatcd at the base on each side.

Diameter, 1 inch.

Locality. Bracklesham.

This shell is, I believe, not very rare at the above locality, to which place, as far as I know, it appears

to be restricted, as a British fossil.

It much resembles P. Danicus, and is, like it, subject to great variation ; it differs, how^ever, more

especially in its auricles, which are larger and more etpial.

This is a living species in the Mediterranean, and is found fossil at Gravina, according to Philippi.

The specimen figured is in the British Museum.

LiMOPsis pygm5:a. Ante, p. 71.

This is no longer an extinct species ; it has been recently obtained alive by Mr. M'Andrew in the

.\rctic Regions.

LUCINA COLUMBELLA. Jnte, p. 143.

I have been unable to obtain any further information respecting the integrity of this species. Its claim

to the Red Crag is, I suspect, very doubtful.

CbyPTODON SINUOSU.M. Jnte, p. 134.

At the above reference the Older Tertiary shell, Lucina Goodallii, was considered only as a variety, as

also the Boom shell, Axinns Benedenii, De Koninek, and both were introduced as synonyms to the above

Crag fossil. A better examination with fresh specimeus induces me now to believe them distinct.
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Mactra teiangulata, 5. JT^ood. Tab. XXXI, fig. 21 a—d.

Spec. Char. Testa parvd, ovato-triangulatd, utroqne ohtusissime carinatd, crassd, striata ant

sulcata ; dentibus lateralihus magnis, perpendindarihus striatis.

SheU small, ovately and broadly triangular ; both sides obtusely keeled, thick, striated, or rather

sulcated ; lateral teeth large, perpendicularly striated.

Length, f inch.

Locality. Cor. Crag, Sutton.

Small specimens of this species are abundant, but they are always more or less decorticated, and, as the

principal distinction is iu the sculpture, they have until now remained in my cabinet as varieties of M. ovata.

Two or three individuals have recently been obtained with a sufficiency of the outer surface to show that a

difference existed between it and the recent shell, M. ovata (M. elliptica, F.and H.), such as, I now believe,

will entitle this to a separate specific position : instead of being covered with numerous, fine, irregular, and

sometimes inosculating striae, like those upon the recent British shell, our fossil is ornamented with regular

and distinct ridges, and deep sulci between them, corresponding in that character with Brocchi's description

of M. trianyula, Renieri, " transversim sulcata ;" but Messrs. Forbes and Hanley have determined the

triangxda, Phil., {M. lactea, Poll, which I presume to be the same,) to belong to M. siihtruncata, Mont.

With these discrepancies, and not having been able to see the Subapennine fossil, the above name is given

provisionally until it can be better determined.

LuTRAKiA rugosa, Chemnitz. Tab. XXXI, fig. 26 a, b.

Mactra rugosa. Chemn. Conch. Cab., vol. vi, p. 236, t. 24, fig. 236, 1782.

LuTRARiA RUGOSA. Lamk. Hist, des An. s. Vert., tom. v, p. 469.

— — Desh. Trait. Elem. Conch., t. 10, fig. 7.

— — Sismonda. Syn. Meth. Fed. Foss., p. 23, 1847.

— — Dixon. Geol. of Sussex, p. 17, 1850.

Ency. Method., pi. 254, fig. 2 a, b.

Spec. Char. " Testa ovato-oblongd, longitudinaliter dense striatd, et quasi costatd ; ared anticd et

posticd glabratd, obsolete transversim striatd; margine exteriore crenidato ; colore extns ex albido flaves-

cente, intus calcareo."—Chemn.

Shell ovately oblong, striated and costated ; anterior and posterior areas generally smooth ; lines of

growth visible ; outer margin crenulated or wavy.

Diameter, 2 inches.

Locality. Bracklesham. Recent, Coast of Portugal and Mediterranean.

This species, as a British fossil, appears to be confined to the above locality, where, I believe, it is not

very abundant. This, like Pecten jjolytnorphus, is no longer an inhabitant of our own shores. It is said

to be found fossil at Astigiani. The specimen figured is in the museum in Jermyn Street.

Lutraria solenoides (oblonga) is enumerated in Mr. Dixon's ' List of Upper Tertiary Fossils at

Bracklesham.'
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Pholadidea ? Tab. XXXI, fig. 23.

This is the representation of a specimen obtained by Mr. John iMiJJleton from the Crag "Diggings,"

near Woodbridge, and obligingly put into my hands for publieation by Jlr. Woodward, who considers it a

genuine fossil of the Red Crag. It appears strongly to resemble the calcareous case of a species of boring

Mollusc, and the generic position he has chosen for it is probably the correct one, belonging to the

section Martesia, Gray. The interior is filled with mud or clay, and particles of sand, but the valves are

gone. The exterior presents concentric ridges or elevations (about a dozen) : these are in relief, and

correspond with the depressions or furrows often seen in the cavities formed by the Pholades.

In my cabinet are some crypts of a similar form, excavated in a nodule of chalk found in the Red

Crag, evidently the production of a boring Mollusc. In my specimens the valves are gone, and the walls

in some of the cells are marked with concentric ridges.

The following existing British species, not found in any of the Crag Formations, are enumerated as

belonging to the Upper Tertiaries of these kingdoms, in accordance with the authorities attached:*

Patella pellucida.

Irish Drift Beds. {Forbes.)

Lucixopsis (Lucina) uxdata.

Clyde Beds. {Smith.)

Caudidm aculeatdm.

Clyde Beds. {Smith.)

CyPKINA PROPINQUA.f

Clyde Beds. {Smith.)

CVTHEREA LiEVIGATA.f

Clyde Beds. {Smith.)

Venus verkvcosa.

— STRIATULA (oaLLINa).

Clyde Beds. {Smith.)

* Wlien the Palseontographical Society was first estabhshed the Crag Formations were the allotted

portions for my Monograph, while the more recent deposits of tlie British Isles were intended to form the

subject of a separate work by James Smith, Esq., of Jordan Hill ; and it was not until after the publication

of my first volume that any alteration was made in this arrangement. Mr. Smith found the fossils of these

Uppermost Tertiaries were, with so few exceptions, identical with existing species, that he thought they were

not of sufficient importance for a distinct work : it has therefore devolved upon me to mention those few

that have become extinct upon our own coasts, and this will in some degree explain the irregular and imperfect

manner in which I have introduced the species ; and as this has taken me rather beyond my original

intention, it has afTected the correctness of my former title-page, and rendered it necessary to substitute a

new one.

t These two species, noticed by Mr. Smith in his paper upon the ' Post-Tertiary Deposits of the Basin

of the Clyde,' ' Trans. Geol. Soc.,' '2d series, vol. vi, p. 155, he still thinks are decidedly distinct, and such
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Tapes ptjllastea (Venekupis perforans).

decussata.

Clyde Beds. (Smith.) Bracklesham.* (Dixon.)

Cekatisolen (Solen) legumen.

Clyde Beds. (Smith.)

Anatina convexa.

Irish Drift Beds. (Forbes.) Clyde Beds. (Smith.)

The woodcut (p. 328) is the representation of a specimen belonging to Mr. Acton, who kindly put it

into my hands for illustration as a new species, but I have no doubt of its true position, and it is placed

unhesitatingly in specific association with the characteristic shell of the Red Crag.

This extraordinary individual is the widest deviation from the normal condition of a species that has

ever come under my observation, for although it is not very uncommon to see a fresh-water discoidal shell,

owing to a Uttle deflection in its spiral, assume a turriculated or conical character, it is exceedingly rare to

see an elevated or turriculated shell become depressed into a discoidal form, with its volution upon a

horizontal axis. My old friend Littorina littoreus has indulged in extraordinary vagaries, but our present

specimen has carried its divergence to an extreme of deformity, emphatically showing that in the practical

study of the Univalve Mollusca little real aid is to be derived from any mathematical accuracy in the angle

of volution.

There is, it is well known, an inherent tendency to variation in some species, and this, though not

whoUy dependent upon external conditions, may be aggravated by what is unfavorable to a healthy develop-

ment. The abnormous forms of Littorina littoreus, Purpura lapillus, and Cardium edule, found in the

Estuary Deposits near Norwich, arose, I imagine, from the latter circumstance, as a very large number of

individuals in this locality have become more or less distorted ; and as these species in the recent state are

rarely eccentric, their deformities were attributed by myself to some extraordinary alteration of the medium

in which the animals lived, probably from changes produced by ice or by an excess of outflow whereby the

saline properties of the water were prejudicially and suddenly diluted ; but the varieties of a species in the

was, he says, the opinion of the late Professor E. Forbes, in whose hands they were placed: unfortunately

they are not now to be found.

In the report of the twenty-fourth meeting of the British Association, held at Liverpool, September,

1854, p. 78, 'Geol. Sect.,' is a communication by Mr. P. P. Carpenter, respecting some land, fresh-water,

and marine shells, obtained by Miss Bright from the depth of one hundred feet in the sinking of a well on

the banks of the Avon, at Birlingham, Worcestershire. Among the fresh-water shells is mentioned Limncea

fflutinosa ; and with the marine ones are " two minute undetermined Bivalves, quite distinct from any known,

either recent or in the Crag. One is an Astarte, very flat and triangular, with sharp ribs like Goiddia

Pacijica, C. B. Ad. ; the other is a ? Litcina, somewhat the shape of L. cohimbeUa, with a deeply cut lunule

as in Opns, beginning with concentric ridges, then suddenly changing into radiating ribs."

* Some of the fossils at this locality appear to exceed considerably in dimensions the same species

still in existence in our own seas. A specimen of T. denissata, given to me by Mr. Bristow, has attained

the length of 3 inches. I have lately seen a fine specimen of Pholas crispata, measuring 4 inches, and am
informed they have been found in this Deposit nearly 5 inches in length.
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Red Crag may with less probability be assigned to such a cause, as there is no good reason to believe that

the Mollusca in the remains of tliat Formation resided in very close proximity to the regions of fresh water.

The unnatural condition of the present specimen appertains more to the individual than either to a species

or to a colony, and may have arisen from some accidental circumstance, or from unsuitable food, or, what is

perhaps more likely, the unlucky animal may when young have been caught and retained in some confined

position, preventing its growth in a natural direction. It is an immature individual, although it has no

doubt been "curtailed of its fair proportions" in consequence of its deformity.

\

Trophon antiquum, var. contrarium planorbulum.

From the Red Crfis, Sutton.
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TAB. XXI.

Fig.

1. Tellina crassa, p. 226. From Red Crag, Sutton.

e, portion of surface enlarged.

2. Tellina Benedenii, p. 230. From Red Crag, Sutton.

a, b, show similarity of form in siphonal scar.

cl, shows the equal tumidity of the two valves.

The siphonal side of fig. 2 a, was filled up by mistake ; the specimen from which

the figure was taken is imperfect, extending only to the fracture.

3. Tellina fabula, right valve, p. 232.

4. Tellina balaustina, p. 227. From Coralline Crag, Sutton.

d, enlarged portion of surface.

5. Tellina prsetcnuis, p. 230. From Red Crag, Sutton,

fi. Tellina lata, p. 228.

7. TeUina obliqua, p. 228. „ „

b, c, show the dissimilar forms of the siphonal scar.

Note. This plate was engraved March, 1854.
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TAB. XXII.

Fig.

1. Tellina Baltliica, p. 231.

a, h, specimen from Clacton, found in clay, with Unio littoralis.

c, specimen from Mam. Crag of Norfolk.

2. Psammobia vespertina, p. 222.

a, b, representation of a monster valve from Sudbournc.

f, d, specimen from Ramsholt.

3. Psammobia Fcrroensis, p. 221. From Coralline Crag, Sutton.

4. Psammobia Tellinella, p. 223. „

5. Tellina donacina, p. 233. „
6. Tellina donacilla, p. 234. „ „

7. Donax \-ittatus, p. 219- From Mam. Crag, Bramcrton.

8. Donax trunculus, p. 219. From Red Crag, Sutton.

9. Donax politus, p. 220. From Coralline Crag, Sutton.

10. Abra alba, p. 237. „ „
c, enlarged hinge of right valve.

1 1

.

Abra obovalis, p. 240.

c, enlarged hinge of right valve.

12. Abra ftibalis, p. 238. From Red Crag, Walton Naze.

13. Abra prismatica, p. 239. From Coralline Crag, Sutton.

14. Trigonella plana, p. 235.

a, c, show difference of form in pallcal impression.
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TAB. XXIII.

Kig.

1. Mactra ovalis, p. 246.

a, h, specimen from Mam. Crag, Chillesford.

c, d, specimen from Red Crag, Sutton.

2. Mactra glauca, p. 241. From Red Crag, Newboui'ne.

3. Mactra stultorum, p. 242. ,, Sutton.

4. Mactra artopta, p. 244. „ Sudbournc.

5. Mactra arcuata, p. 243.

a, specimen from Ramsholt, Cor. Crag.

f>, c, specimen from Walton Naze, Red Crag.
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TAB. XXIV.

Fig.

1. Lutraria elliptica, p. 251. From Coralline Crag, Ramsholt.

2. Mactra truncata, p, 245.

;3. Mactra subtruncata, p. 247.

a, specimen from Sutton.

b, specimen from Bramcrton.

4. Mactra solicia, p. 245. From Red Crag, Sutton.

c, a triangular variety probably of this species. It much resembles M. striata,

Smith, 'Wern. Trans.,' vol. viii, pi. 1, fig. 22, but it lias the two sides more

equal.

5. Mactra obtruncata, p. 248. From Red Crag, Sutton.

6. Mactra constricta, p. 249. „ „

7. Mactra deaurata, p. 249.

8. Mactra procrassa, p. 244.
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TAB. XXV.

Fig.

1. Gastrana laiuinosa, p. 217. From Coralline Crag, Sudbourne.

d, e, specimen distorted. From Red Crag, Walton Naze.

2. Cultellus tenuis, p. 258. From Red Crag, Walton Naze.

c, cl, hinge of both valves slightly enlarged.

3. Macha strigillata, p. 252. From Coralline Crag, Sutton.

4. Pandora Pinna, p. 270.

5. Pandora imequivalvis, p. 270.

G. Solen ensis, p. 256. From Red Crag, Walton Naze.

a—d, various specimens showing different proportionate dimensions.

c. f, exhibit mnscular impressions.

7. Solen siliqua, p. 255. From Red Crag, Sutton.

0, d, interior view, to show difference in muscular impressions.

c, a small elongated specimen, with valves united.

8. Solen gladiolus, p. 254. From Red Crag, Walton Naze,*

* In support of iLu pifsumpuoii assumed in the note at page J.i."). that the Red Crag is not wluilly

derivative, it may be further remarked, that at the part of the cliff whence this specimen was obtained,

there arc no extraneous fossils whatever, at least none that I have been able to discover, which could be

decidedly said were foreign to tlic deposit. The shells here rest immediately upon;tlie London Clay, and

are in the highest state of perfection ; not only are there many Bivalves in their natural position, but the

numerous specimens of the reversed vaViety of Trophon antiquum have tbe fragile apex or pullus seldom or

never removed. Many species are also found that are not met with hi the Coralline Crag; though this

latter evidence is not of itself conclusive, it helps to sustain the argument deduced from the perfection of

the specimens. The whole aspect of the Fauna at this locality differs from that of the White^r Coralline

Crag ; the same also may be said of its lithological character, and, in my opinion, the probahilities are greatly

in favour of the Red Crag, certainly at Walton-on-the-Naze, being pure and genuine, and of an .Age

geologically subsequent to the Coralline Crag.
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TAB. XXVI.

1

.

Thracia pubescens, p. 259. From Coralline Crag, Sudbourne.

e, a distorted specimen, probably the young of this species. (Thracia dctrun-

cata, S. JFood. ' Catalogue of Crag Shells.')

2. Thracia phaseolina, p. 260. From Coralline Crag, Sutton.

c, a short var., or perhaps the young of pubescens.

3. Cochlodesnia complanatum, p. 263. From Red Crag, Walton Naze.

4. Cochlodesnia prsetenerum, p. 264. From Coralline Crag, Sutton.

f). Thracia ventricosa, p. 262. ,, Ramsholt.

6. Thracia inflata, p. 26 1. „ Sudbourne.
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TAB. XXVII.

Piinopea Faujasii, p. 283.

a, (j, c, from tlie Coralline Crag, Sudbounie.

(/, (', mr. gcntilis. From the Red Crag.
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TAB. XXVIII.

Fig.

1. Mya truncata, p. 277.

a, b, from Coralline Crag, at Raiiisholt.

c, liar. Uddevallensis. From the Clyde Beds.

d, (', var. puUus. From the Red Crag-, at Butley.

'2. Mya arenaria, p. 279.

f/, h, from the Red Crag, Sutton.

d, e, var. lata. From the Red Crag, Snttoii

c, distorted specimen, from the Mammaliferoiis Crag. Branierton.

/, cartilage plate of var. lata.
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TAB. XXIX.

Fig.

1. Panopea Norvegica, p. 281.

a, b, d, specimens from Chillcsford, showing the siphonal side considerably

the shorter of the two.

c, specimen from the Red Crag, Sutton, siphonal side the larger.

2. Glycimeris angusta, p. 291.

a, c, d, from the Coralline Crag, Sudbourne.

b, specimen rather more elongated, and less twisted, from the Red Crag, Sutton.

3. Saxicava rugosa, p. 285.

a, b, var- sulcata. Bridlington.

e, var. rustica. Valves united ; from the Red Crag, Sutton.

f, var. distorta. Coralline Crag, Sutton.

ff,
var. cylindrica. Red Crag, Butley.

4. Saxicava arctica, p. 287.

a, (Mytilus praecisus, 3Iont.) Coralline Crag, Sutton.

b, (Solen minutus, Mont.) „ „

c, (Agina purpurea, Turf.) „ „

5. Saxicava ? carinata ? p. 289. „ »

a—d, figures enlarged ; e, natural size.

6. Saxicava ? fragilis, p. 288. Coralline Crag, Sutton.

a—d, figures enlarged ; e, natural size.

7. Sphenia? Binghami r p. 27G. Figure enlarged. Coralline Crag, Sutton.
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TAB. XXX.

Fig. I

1

.

Pholadoniya hesterna, p. 266. From Coralline Crag, Ramsholt.
\

r, hinge ; d, portion of shell magnified to show the granulated or shagreen
|

surface.
j

2. Corbula complanata, p. 275. From Red Crag, Sutton.

3. Corbula striata, p. 274. From Coralline Crag, Sutton.
j

4. Corbula rosea ? p. 275. ,, „

5. Pororaya granulata, p. 268. ,, „ I

(',/, hinge of both valves magnified, to show the fosse for internal ligament.

6. Neaera cuspidata, p. 273. A fragment only. The outline is imaginary. From

Coralline Crag, Sutton. i

7. Neaera jugosa, p. 272. The line denotes the natural size. From Coralline ('rag,
|

Sutton.
I

8. Pholas cylindrica, p. 295. From Red Crag, Walton Naze.
j

(/, accessory valve, probably of this species.

9. Pholas crispata, p. 296. From Red Crag, Walton Naze.

10. Pholadidea papyracea, p. 298. Figured from two fragments connected by an

outline. From Coralline Ci'ag, Sutton.

1 1

.

Gastrocluena dubia, p. 292. From Coralline Crag, Sutton.
|

c, incrassated portion of the neck of its flask-like envelope. '

(i, represents the siphonal apei-tures. ,|

12. Teredo Norvagica, p. 300. From Coralline Crag, Sutton.

c, posterior portion of tube, showing cameratcd partitions.

(I, fragment of a thick tube ; natural size. •
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APPENDIX. TAB. XXXI.

1.

2.

3.

4.

/

.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13,

14,

15,

Trophon Norvegicum

Trophon Turtoni

Troplion propinquum ?

h, apex enlarged.

Trophon Fabricii

Nassa pj'gnueu

Pyrula acclinis

h, a i)ortion of the matrix,

Avitli impression of the ex-

terior surface.

Mitra cbenus, nat. size

Mitra plicifera

Canccllaria scalaroides

Rissoa soluta

Odostomia unidentata

Rissoa Therm alis ? .

h, apex enlarged.

(I, h. Lacuna vincta .

u, b. JefiFrcysia .- patula

u, b. Helix ruderata .

Page

312

312

313

313

315

311

310

311

316

318

317

319

316

319

309

Fig. Page

318

309

320

308

323

324

16. Odostomia truncatula :

17, a, b. Helix incarnata

18j a, b. Paludina marginata

19. a, b. Helix fruticum .

20. Pecten polymorphus

21. Mactra triangulata .

d, hinge of right valve enlarged.

a, exterior slightly enlarged to

show regularity of ridges.

22. Helix ai'bustorum . . 306

23. Pholadidea . . 325

24. Aplysia : asciola . . 322

a, b, outside and inside views.

25. Pecten maximus . 323

var. larvatus.

outside view of flat valve.

26. Lutraria rugosa 325

a, inside view of left valve.

b, outside view of right valve.

Note. The lines denote the size of specimens.
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NOTE

THE CRAG MOLLUSC A.

In the Appendix to the ' Crag Mollusca,' p. 323, is the notice of a fossil which I

have there assigned, with doubt, to the Genus Aplysia, conceiving it to have been the

calcareous portion of an internal shell ; and as it is important that errors of this kind

should not remain uncorrected, I take the earliest opportunity of making the correc-

tion. In the living Aplysia there is a shell or shield situated on the back of the animal,

encysted in the mantle, covering the branchial region ; and although this internal

shell in the recent state is thin and coriaceous, I thought it possible there might be

sufficient calcareous matter in the shell of some species of that genus to permit its

being preserved in a fossil state. In this I have been mistaken. Considerable doubt

was entertained by me at the time of pubhcation, but it was my desire to have

everything figured that appeared to be in any way connected with the Mollusca of the

Crag.

In the course of my examination of the Eocene Bivalves, now preparing for

publication, my attention has been directed to the Genus Anomia, and I find there

that the right or under valve is sometimes so small as almost to be obsolete or useless

as a protection to the living animal, the diameter of the upper valve being in some

instances three times that of the lower, and the construction of this latter is often

so thin and fragile as to permit the greater part of it to be easily destroyed. From

the umbonal region of this valve, proceeding towards the larger side in the interior

of the shell, are two thickened ridges, one forming the dorsal margin and the other

extending downwards to the body of the shell immediately on the hinder edge of the

foramen, which gives a strength and protection to this part of the valve over the



2 KOTE TO THE CRAG MOLLUSCA.

other, and this is the state and condition of the specimens of my little Crag fossil,

the correct position of which I had heen unable to determine ; the figure, therefore

(fig. 24, PI. XXXI) will serve as ;in illustration of the under valve of what probably

was the young state of the Crag A. ephippiMiM.

There is every reason to believe that the Genus Aplysia existed during the Tertiary

Period, but as yet it appears we have no well-attested specimens of their remains

having been preserved in a fossil state.

S. V. WOOD
]

May. 1860. i
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